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lCF There was not any change on the bench of the su
preme court, during the period, the cases of which are re
ported ill this volume.

On the 5th of January, 1819, LEWIS MOREAU [.ISLET

resigned the office of Attorney-General, having accepted a
seat in the senate, and

THO~IAS B. ROI:Elrl'SO:'l was, on the ~H~t, appointed in his
stead,
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EASTER~ DISTRICT, DECE:\IBER TER:\I, 1813. ' East'n Ui,l,·; "
December, ltn':~

LJlFO~VYS. RlrIERE

~
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~"8.

UIVHm:.
I 6m II

5\ \723

t\.P? E A L from the court of the first district. An alias c ita-
lion may be tao
ken, after an ir-

I •. he ci " ,. 1 .1 regu.ar servicen trns case, t re citation or appea was serve", ,)1 the first.

on the attorney of the appellee the appellee . \\'helber ar-
r' bitrators ap-

himself being within the parish . a motion was p"nlled, b) the
. . h CfHU't, m.tY g'l\"~

thereon made to dIsmISS t e appeal. -' the ir a,\'a!"l, <It

Tl deterrni d 1, h . .' al'Y,imedlnitll,;ie court eternune, t 1.1t t e service \, as tJl~ pd1l1etlcy ot'

merelv void and that the appellant mizht take the su it ?
• , :-, When {'V"

an alias citation,.. from the district court, to be cau-es ai e ,"-,
so l iuuted, tl",

served on the appellee in person, notwithstand- e"tll't canno: ,
• till they be ,t'

109 the return day of the appeal had past. vered, grvc
judgment (JII

___________ e u her of them
'1l011 P

" There was ';r;t any case determined in Novem'v-: term

VOl.. vr
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East'n District. MAR TIN 1. delivered the opinion of the court.
December, 1818. , .
~ The plaintifl claims 84740, 87 1-2, the balance

L\FOY of an account annexed to the petition, for work
i-s.

RlYJEllE. and labour done on the defendant's house, with
interest from the year 1799, when a judicial de
mand is admitted to have been made: the defend
ant pleaded the general issue.

The parties came afterwards to an agreement,
that the settlement of the account, which is the
object of the present suit, and gel1eral1y all dif
ferences existing between the parties, should
be submitted to the decision of arbitrators, to be
appointed by the court, and authorised to pro.
nounce upon the whole as amicable compositors,
or according to good faith and natural equity,
without being restricted by the rigor of the law,
with po\ver to appoint experts to examine and
value the work, and m-ike their report to the ar·
bitrators, In case the latter disagree on the
choice of experts, the appointment of them is to
be made by the court. The parties bound them
selves to each other, in the penalty of 82000, for
the performance of the judgment of the arbitra
tors.

The court homologated the proceedings, and
appointed two arbitrators.

Two years after, the present defendant insti
tuted a suit against the present plaintiff, for the
recovery of a balance of S3681. 75.
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On the next dav the two cases were consoli. East'n District.
J ~ Decem/m',1818,

dated by consent, and all matters in the two suits ~
referred to two gentlemen, who, in case of disa- LJ.r"s

VS.

greement, were authorised to appoint an umpire, RlYll>Rll.

and their report, or that of any two of them, was
to be binding, and judgment to be entered there-
on, according- to the agreement of the parties
homologated by the court.

Three years after, by consent, two other gen
tlemen we re appointed referees, and it was ngretd
that, in case of disagreement, the court should

appoint an umpire.
About a year after, the case coming before the

court, as the record says, the attornies of the par
ties, being present, three experts were appoint
ed to examine and report on the work and the
value of it, as done by the plaintiff, on the house
of the defendant, mere or less according to the
contract.

FIve months after, these experts reported and
a balance thereby appeared due to the plaintiff,
of ,82493, 33.

Four months after this report, the same ex
perts made a second, valuing the work done by
the plaintiff: over and above the contract, at
$3576, 58, and that less than the contract, at
8748, 85, leaving a balance due him of 82827,
73. They valued certain objects, which they
declared to be contested by the parties, at 8552,



eASES IN THE SlJPHEME COURt'

Eust'n nislrict. exclusivclv of some carving of which the plaintiff
])e~mbcr..1818, • <

~ was to produce an account.

L'F"" The defendant, having been served with a rule
'lIS

;{IYHRE. to shew cause why the report of the arbitrators
should not be confirmed, and made the judgment
of the court, contended that the case must be rc .
Ierred, together with all other controversies be.

tween the parties to arbitrators, in pursuance of

their agreement on file: but, the court was of

opinion, that this wr~s null and void, the time al.

lowed to arbitrators to make an award being ex

pired.
The defendant next contended, that, even dis

j egal'lli:1g this agrecment, the cause must be
sent to the referees. as the action was brought on

::11 unsettled account, and on a contract implying'

"l'\'.:.:rd alkg,ltions on both sides : but the court
was of a diilerent opinion, holding that the action

\'::,,, not brought on such an account and con.

tract but for work and labour done, and mate.

.Iuls furnished, which being' valued by experts,

:;le;r rq)ort must be ma-le the judi:.;ment of the

Lastly, the defendant contended, that she \\'<1:,

::It'lJ entitled to amend her answer, so as to place

be'lure tbe court all the objections ari~ing out of

:.,a;r1 account and cont.uct, which, under the
:lgreemcnt 'l1' the partie-, hom ')logated by the

'~uurt:, sl.- ::atl :1 rj~~'!l: to snl::l1~:- t r ) arbit!'ato r , .
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but the court denied leave as the defendant if East'1! District.
, , December, 1818.

she had any claim against the plaintiff, was at Ii. ~
berty to bring her action against him. L~~~

Whereupon, the defendant took a bill of ex- IbyH.RL

ceptions to the opinion of the court, on these
points.

The court then, stating that the cause shewn
by the defendant was insufficient to prevent the
report of the experts being made the judg
ment of the court, decreed her to pay to the plain
tiff 83178, 83, with interest from the l::-t of
April, 1799, at five per cent, till paid and costs.

From this judgment she appealed.

No statement of facts comes up with the re
cord, but the district judge has certified, that it
contains all the matters on which the cause was
heard.

The defendant relics, in this court, on her bill
of exceptions and assigns as errors:

1. That the district court did not submit the
valuation of the experts, to the referees or arbi.
trators.

2. That the judgment is not bottomed on ei.
ther of the valuations or reports of the experts:
the sum in the judgment not being that of either.

3. That the court improperly received the va
luation and report of the experts, as they were
made l)y unsworn persons, and incomplete.
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East'n District. 4. That two actions being consolidated, judg
December, 1818.
~ ment was giveu in one of them only.

Lrrox 5. That interest was improperly allowed,
"L'S.

RIYlUIE.

It is unnecessary to determine, in this case,
whether arbitrators, appointed by the court, may
or not give their award at any time, during the
pendency of the suit, or whether, like ordinary
arbitrators they must do so within three months,
Cio, Code, 442, art 7, as the arbitrators here
appointed were superceded by referees, after.
wards chosen to settle the controversy between
the parties.

It does not appear to us, as it did to the dis.
trict court, that this action is brought for work
and labour done, and for materials furnished, and
that the same being valued by experts, their re
port must be made the judgment of the court.
The petition expressly claims the balance of an
account, annexed to and made part of it, inwhich
the defendant and appellant is admitted to be en.
titled to credit, for upwards of g 12000. The
preamble to the agreement of the parties for the
appointment of arbitrators, homologated by the
court and spread on the record, states that 4' the
present action is brought for a settlement of ac
counts, between the parties which is to be the
result of a decision upan their respective claims,
which, if it were made by the court, would ceca-
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sion great delay from the multiplicity of the East'n District.
lJecembo', 1818

objects, which. constitute their respective ~
claims." .' LAl'OX

Nothing ~~ing been done by the arbitrators, RI::~nE.
the accounts were submitted to three gentlemen
as referees, and as they did not possess the tech.
nical skill requisite, for the valuation of part of
the plaintiff and appellee's work, experts were
chosen possessing it. The valuation, which the
latter returned, might enable either the referees
or the court to establish the amount of the plain-
tiff's work: but did not, alone, enable them
to pronounce on the merits of the case.

Further, th- parties, in this suit, and that insti
tuted by the defendant and appellant, by an
agreement approved by the court and carried into
effect, consolidated the two suits: it th.refore be
came the duty of the district court, to pass on
both at once, and to give such a judgment as
would put each of them at an end

As the case must be remanded, it is unneces
sary to examine the question, whether the appel
lant may avail herself of the absence of any
proof on the record of the experts having been
sworn-nor the question of interest.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and re
versed, and the cause remanded, with direc-
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East'n District. tion to the district judge, to proceed accord"
December, 1818. •
~ ing to law to the determination of both suits:

L-~~8~N and it is ordered, :hat the plainti.wnd appellee
RrmllE. pay the costs of this appeal. .

Hennen for the plaintiff, Seghers for the de~

fendant,
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JOH.;\lSON vs. DUNWOODY.

East'n District.
January 1819.

~

Jouxsox
'Vs.

DUNWOODY.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city No action can
be brought in

of New-Orleans, the court of the
parish and city

• • • of New-Orleans
MAR TIN, J. delivered the opUllon of the on a judgment

T'l . h b bmi d . 1 rendered in thecourt. us case as ecn su nutte to us Wit 1- territory of Ala.

out argument. It is an action originally brought bama.

in the court of the parish and city of New-Or-
leans, to recover the balance of a judgment obtain.
ed by the plaintiff against the defendant, in the
territory of Alabama, in consequence ofan assault
on the former, in the town of Mobile.

It appears to us, that the plaintiff mistook his
remedy, in suing in the parish court, whose
jurisdiction extends only to civil cases originat:

VOL. VI. 2
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Les affaires civiles qui
les limites de ladue pa-

Ea~t'n Di~trict. irur in the said parish.
January 1819. ...,
~ prendront naissance dans
JOR"-SO!i. roisse, 1813, c 25,91.

'Us,

bUNWOODT, The parish court was without jurisdiction, and
all its proceedings in this case are coram non jll.
dice.

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed.
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and revers
ed-that the suit be dismissed and the plaintiff
and appellee pay costs in this and the parish court.

Morel for the plaintiff, Johnson for the defend
ant.

POE1:'F.f1RRE vs, DELOR.

of the parish and cityA sale under ApPEAL from the court
private ~Iglla.

ture is binding', of N ew- Orleans.
although it
recites the in.
tention of the
parties to have DE RBI G NY, J. delivered the opinion of the
a norarial act The narti h d d ..executed, court. e parties ave re uce to Wrltmg a

certain agreement, by which the defendant de
clares to have sold to the plaintiff a house and lot
of ground for a fixed price. But as they have
mentioned something of another instrument to
be executed, the defendant contends that the
present one is not a complete sale, inasmuch
as the parties had in contemplation some further

I
6m lU,

122 112:---
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act, without which the contract cannot be con. East'n District·
January 18 9.

sidered as perfect.-He has even gone so far as ~
to maintain that the writing, in which the defen, POHFARRB

'VB.

dant declares to have sold the premises, amounts DUOB.

to nothing more than a promise that he will sell
them.

We think, however, that the act under private
signature, now before us, contains a complete
and perfect sale, and that the parties, by expres
silJg- an intention to execute another act, evidently
alluded to that kind of instrument, which, by
giv;ng- authenticity to the sale, has effect against
third persons.-But this was altogether for the
advantage and safety of the plaintiff. If he chose
to wave it he could do so, and abide by the
consequences, The contract, as between the
parties, was consummated, and the omission of
the further execution of the public act could not
affect it.

The plaintiff has offered to perform, or rather
has performed the conditions which he had agreed
to. He has tendered the price and the mortgage
stipulated by the defendant: he is entitled to
the possession of the property bought.

The objection of the defendant to the endorser
of the notes tendered is one that he certainly had
a right to make. But when brought before a
court of justice to be compelled to yield the
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Ea.st'n District. possession demanded it was his duty to support
JaTl'lar,! 1819. '
~ that allegation by proof. Having not done this,
POEYFARRE the objection must be disregarded.

VS.

DELOB.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed

that the judgment of the parish court· be affirmed

with costs.

Duncan for the plaintiff, Grymes for the
defendant.

-+-
SoI1lITH vs, FLOWERS ~ J1L.

A consignee
who receives
the goous, is
liable for the
freight.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
of New. Orleans.

DERBIGNY, J. delivered the opinon of the
court. *" The plaintiff and appellee, has brought
to New. Orleans forty hogsheads of tobacco, con.
signed to the defendants. They received it, and
refused to pay freight.-Being sued by the car.
riel', they answer;

That they are not liable to be sued in their ca
pacity of consignees:

That the tobacco was damaged by the plantiff.

In support of their first plea, they contend that,

.. t\'IATIIEWS, J. did not join in this opinion, being-related by affinity
'0 one of the defendants,
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this being a demand founded on a contract en. E~st'n Dislrict.
J,muary 1819.

tered into in Kentucky, the original parties alone ~
can be called upon to perform it. They further S~:~ll

offered to plead, that the case having originated FLOWERS &
AL,

out of the limits of the parish of New. Orleans,
that court has no jurisdictio:l over it.

The answer to both these positions is, that, by
taking the tobacco, the defendants impliedly can.
tracted the obligation to pay the freight of it ; and
this is the obligation on which they are sued.

As to the damage complained of, the plaintiff
has satisfactorily proved that it did not happen
while the tobacco was under his care. He even
went further than there was occasion for, by
shewing that it was done, while the tobacco
was in the store out of which he received it.

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed
thal the judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Carleton for the plaintiff, Hennen for the defen
dant,
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East'n District.
January 1819.
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CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

H.lJ.NNIE V8. BROTVDER.

ApPEAL from the court of the third district.

1\1ART IN, J. delivered the opinion of the court.
The wife's

property, not The plaintiff in the life time of her husband, in.
constrtuted in
dot, is para. stituted a suit against him, for a separation of
phernal and d d I ., f I ' hi
she has a mor-t, goo s an t le rcsntutron a ier property III IS

gage on. hee hands. He died before the termination of the
husband s pro-
p~rty, if I.Ie suit, and the plaintiff made the present defendant,
dispose of It.

curator of his vacant estate, a j)arty. She proved
that she married without any constitution of dot
or dowry, and that her husband had received
and sold two slaves, bequeathed to her, before
the marriage, and that he had also received, from
the executors of her father, the sum of S 11,757,

part of a larger sum, also bequeathed to her.
The district court g3ve judgment for her to the
amount of S 11,200-with privilege on the sum
of S 1200-she appealed,

The defendant IlJving offered his accounts for
approbation to the court of probates, the plaintiff
intervened ami insisted on being placed, as a
privileged creditor, for the whole amount of her
judgment. The court of probates ranked her
according to the judgment of the district court.
She appealed from this decision to the district
court, by which it was confirmed. From this
latter decision she appealed to this court and both
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HA';NIE

va,
BROWDEl\,

heard East'n District.
Jalluary 1819.
~

appeals are now before us and have been
together.

This court is of opinion that the district court
and the court of probates erred. The property
of the wife was paraphernal, since it was not
constituted in dot or dowry. Civil Code 327,
art. 19, 3:29> art. 12 and 13. For her para
phernal property, disposed by the husband the
wife has a mortgage on his estate, Id, 339, art. 62.

The plaintiff's original suit for separation and
restitution of her property, could not be renewed
against the curator of his estate, quoad the separa.
tion, but it might quoad the restitution.

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed
that both the judgments of the district court be
annulled, avoided and reversed: and this court
proceeding to render such judgment, as in its
opinion, ought so have been given, doth order,
adjudge and decree that the plaintiff do recover
from the d. Lndant, as curator of the estate of
her husband, the sum of eleven thousand and
two hundred dollars with interest, at the rate of
five per cent. from the date of the judicial de.
mand, as a mortgage debt on the estate: the plain
tiff having waved her right tc, the difference,
between the sum of S 117,57 in the statement of
facts and g to,OOO in the judgment. And it is fur.
ther ordered, adjuged and decreed that the deci
sion of the court of probates be annulled, avoided
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East'n District. and reversed, and that the plaintiff be classed for
January 1819.
~ the said sum, as a mortgage creditor of the estate
IIA~~IE and that the defendant pay costs in the court of

BROWDER. probates, the district and this court.

C. Baldwin for the plaintiff, IForkman for
the defendant.

.ilIETo'lYER vs. ,llIEJ"/lYER.

DERBIGNY, J. delivered the opmlOl1 of the
court. The defendant, Adelaide Metayer, a
woman of colour, is in possession of her freedom,
since a number of rears. A persall, who calls
himself her master, now sues to make her return
to the state of slavery.

It was at first doubted, whether the plaintiff
had proved himself to be the same individual,
whom the witnesses call the only son and heir of
Charles Metayer of Cape Francois, who was the
master of the defendant, w hen the revolution of
Hispaniola broke out. But, after an attentive
perusal of the record, it is now believed, that the
plaintiff is sufficiently identified with Metayer's
son.

The defendant pleads, in general terms, that
she is free.-She has failed in a former suit,

A slave, who Ap P E.A.L from the court of the parish and city
enjoyed her
fre e-dom, in of New-Orleans.
Hispaniola duo
ring' the late
revolution,
may reckon
that t irne in
establishing
her right to
freedom, by
prescription
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where she was plaintiff in damages for false irn. East'n District.
. January 1819.

prisonrnent, Metayer vs. Noret, 5 Martin, 566, to ~
prove her freedom by emancipation under her ME~:.YER

master's hand; but the evidence, in the present METAYER.

case, shews that she was in Hispaniola when the
general emancipation was proclaimed by the
commissioners of the French government, and
remained there until after the evacuation of the
island by the French in 1803, a period of about
ten years. It is further proved, that she continu-
ed in the enjoy ment of her freedom, without in-
terruption until 1816; so that she has lived as a
free person during twenty-three years, that is to
say, three years more than the time required by
law for a slave to acquire his freedom, by pre-
scription in the absence of his master.

The plaintiff objects that the time during which
the defendant remained in Hispaniola, ought not
to be included in this calculation, because the
abolition of slavery in that island was an act of
violence, and that prescription does not run
against those who have been so dispossessed, so
long as they are prevented from claiming their
property ; according to the maxim: contra n01J
valentem agere nulla currit prescriptio. But the
plaintiff cannot avail himself of this exception,
without admitting, at the same time, that the go
vernment of Hispaniola, during its divers revolu..
tiOIIS, continued to countenance the general eman-

VOL. VI. 3
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East'n District. cipation ; and then instead of the simple fact of
January 1819. '
~ possession, the right of the defendant to her free-
MllTAYER dom by law would be the consequence: for if

«Is.
M:m:UR. the abolition of slavery by the commissioners of

the French republic has been maintained by the
successive governments of the island, no foreign
court will presume to pronounce that unlawful
which, through a course of political events, has
been sanctioned by the supreme authority of the
country.

Therefore, without entering into this very deli
cate subject any further than the present case
makes it strictly necessary, we are bound to say,
at least, that, by virtue of the general ernancipa,
tion, the defendant enj oyed her freedom in fact,
110 matter under what modification, and that the
years which she passed at Cape Francois, in that
situation, must be included in the time dur ng
which she did not live in a state of slavery; which
time, at the lowest calculation, exceeds that
which is required by law for a slave to prescribe
his freedom in the absence of his master.

It is, therefore ordered, adj udged and decreed
that the judgement of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Moreau for the plaintiff, Morel for the defend.
ant,-
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East'n District.
February. 1819.
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MORGA.N
liS.

LIVINGSTON
&A.L.

.AP PEA L from the court of the first district. The words
" front to the
river," prima

• • facie. de ..gnate
Moreau, for the plaintiff, In the year 1789, a ripanous es-

~ertrand Gravier sold to J. B. Poeyfarre, under ta~jle vendee

whom the plaintiff and appellant claims a piece of of a ripariou~
, estate. acquires

land then a part of a plantation, near the city of a 'll]ali~ed pro.
, perty, 1Il the

New.Orleans, on which the faubourg St. Mary bank of the rio
ver, and conse-

now stands. quently the bat-

Th d d hat the ni f I d I ture which maye ee expresses t at t re pIece 0 an las thereafter arise

SO mall" feet of front to the river and so many before the ego
J 'tate,

in depth according to a plan which had been made. An, interven-
• 1Ilg" highway,

by a surveyor a few days before the sale. d(;es n,ot pre-
. . iff vent this, when

The WItnesses produced by the plainti depose the owner of the

I
' 8m 1916m ~91! H 1048476.6 _
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'.

East'n District. that there did not exist any batture at the time
February. 1819. . '

.....,....,.... of the sale, in front of this piece of land: and it is
MORGAN likewise in proof that the plaintiff and those under

Vs.

LIVI>lGSTON. whom he claims, did repair during a number of
& AL.

. b d years, after the sale, the road and levee, in front.
estate IS olin
to repair it, and A few years ago, the defendants took possession
the soil of it is d '. .
at his risk, an began to exercise acts of ownership on the

portion of the batture, which has been successive
ly formed in front of the premises, under what
title does not appear, for when the plaintiff has
brought his action against them, they rely solely on
their possession of one year and one day, without
producing any title. The plaintiff has shewn his
own, and the defendants have contended, that
the sale of Gravier to Poevfarre did not include..
the batture in front of the land sold.

1. Becaus..e the sale was made, ad mensuram
and by certain dimensions and limits.

2. Because it was made according to a plan,
which indicated a basis, or boundary of the land
sold, on the road.

3. Because there existed a royal road between
the land sold and the batture in front of it.

4. Because, if the batture was not included in
the land sold to Poeyfarre, the owner of it is the
riparious owner.

5. Because, supposing that the words face
au fleuue, gave to Poeyfarre the property of the
batture, this property was not transferred to hili
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vendee, as his sale does not express that the land East'n District.
February, 1819.

is face au fleuue, ~
MeRGAllf

Before I enter on the discussion of these seve
ral points, it is proper to remind this court, that
a cause was determined in the late supreme court
of the territory of Orleans, depending on the
questions now raised by the plaintiff, viz John
Gravier vs. tire Nlayor &le. ofNeur- Orteans.

In it, John Gravier found himself precisely in
the situation, in which the present plaintiff is.
The city pretended that he had no right to the
batture in front of the faubourg St. l\lary, because
Pradel, the vendor of Bertrand Gravier, the an
cestor of John Gravier, had bought a measured
and limited estate, bounded by the highway; a
circumstance which excluded the vendee from
the batture, according to the laws of France. 2
Am. Law Journal, 300.

Indeed it is to be remarked that, when the
king confiscated the estate of the Jesuits, the
superior council of the province of Louisiana
ordered that the property of the Jesuits, in it,
should be sold, and accordingly, Mr. d' Abbadie,
the comrnissary-ordonateur, caused their pro.
perty to be ascertained and surveyed by Deve
zrn, the surveyor general, who began his
operations on the 14th of July, 1163, by which
it appeared that the plantation of the Jesuits had

'V$.

LIVINGSTON

&.u.

",
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E,ast'n District. thirty three and one third arpens and six toises
February, 1819. '
~ in front, instead of thirty-two, as expressed in
MOv:~AN original deeds, drawing the front line at the dis

LIVINGSTON, tance of six toises and five feet from the middle
& AL. of the levee, and consequently in the highway.

In a second operation, of the 14th of November
of the same year, Devezin rectified his front
line, finding it to be thirty two arpens in length.
He next divided the plantation in six lots for the
convenience of the purchasers. The process ver
bal of adjudication shews that these lots were
sold with the extent of front, given them by De
vezin, with a depth of fifty arpens, 2 Am. Law
Journal, 343.

It seems then that it would be correct to say
that Pradel, B. Gravier's vendor, having purchas
ed a lot of seven arpens in front, and fifty in
depth, beginning at a post placed at the distance
of six toises and five feet from the middle of the
levee and inside of the highway, which existed
then, according to the plan to which the survey
or refers, at the end of his process verbal of the
14th of July, 1763, had no right to the batture
along the highway, since he had purchased a
measured and limited estate, separated from the
batture, by the highway, not included in his deed.
It will be seen by and by, how successfully the
counsel of B. Gravier, one of the present defend.
ants, repelled this objection. We cannot use
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better arguments than his own, when he is pleas. East'n District.
February, 1819.

ed to support the opposite side of the question : ~
and we do so with the greater confidence when. l\IORG.U'

'Vs.
we consider that the principles which he there LIVINGSTON

contended for, received the sanction of the supe. &. AL.

rior court.

The first objection seems to recognise the ge.
neral principles on which we rely, viz:

1. That the alluvion is only an accessory of
the soil to which it is united. ff. 6, 2, 11, ~ 7,
1 Hulot, 475.

2. That, as an accessory, the alluvion ought to
follow its principal, unless there be a convention
directing the contrary. lb. 34,2,19, § 13, 5 Hu·
lot, 28.

3. That as an accessory, it belongs to the pur.
chaser or donee of the principal estate. it: 30,
1, 24 § 2, 4 Hulet, 310, id. 7, 1, 9 § 4, 1.Hulot,
479, Partida 5, 28,2 Febrero, Contratcs, 7 § 1,
n.35.

These authorities being indisputable, the coun
sel for the defendants, in the district court, seem
ed to admit the consequences drawn from them
in this cause, on general principles; but he con
tended that a distinction ought to be made, in
the present case, as Poeyfarre, under whom the
plaintiff claims, purchased a measured and limit.
ed estate, bounded on all sides by limits, which
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East'n District. excluded him from the batture in front of the
Februaru, 1819. '
~ premises, which cannot be considered as an ac-
MORGAY cessory or a part thereof. It is to be admitted, that

V8.

LrVDlGSTOli this doctrine of limited and measured estate, is
&. AL.

the principal point in this case, and if we succeed
in shewing that, according to our laws, it does
not exclude the right of alluvion, the cause must
be determined in our favor. \Ve will attempt it.

It is first proper to remark, that in order that
the defendants might have the full benefit of this
doctrine, it should have been proven, that, at the
time of the sale to Poeyfarre, there existed a bat.
ture already formed, in front of the land which he
purchased. Our witnesses have, however, prov~

ed the contrary, in the most positive manner, and
as it is not easy to shew how the figure of this
batture, traced by a surveyor, on a plan made at
the will of a draftsman, who might have intended
thereby to describe an incipient batture, a rise
of the bottom of the river, which has since be
come a continuation of the batture, which, at the
formation of the plan of the faubourg St. Mary,
existed before the greatest part of it, but not be.
fore the land purchased by Poeyfarre, in the low
est extremity of the faubourg; since this incipi-

" ent batture, was even at the time of the lowest
water covered by it, so as to allow vessels, at all
seasons of the year, to moor close to the levee,
and could not be considered as susceptible of abo
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solute and private ownership. If the soil of the Eaqt'n District.
Fcbrunrn, 1819,

river in this place has risen to the height, at ~
which it ceased to be considered as a portion of MOllGAN

'fJ$.

the bed of the river, and began to be a high LIVINGSTON
& AL.

ground, susceptible of distinct and absolute own-
ership, since the sale to Poeyfarr e, it is clear, that
this increase ought to belong to him or his ven-
dees, by virtue of the clause in his deed, in which
Gravier sells to him all the rights, uses and ser.
vitudes, appertaining to the premises; which in.
c.udes the vendor's right to a batture, which
might arise in front of the land sold.

No limit is given in Poeyfarres deed, to the
land sold, on the side of the river: it being
simply said that it was sold face au fleuue,
fronting the river, which implies that on that side
the land was to have no other boundary than the
river. Such was the reasoning of one of the
present defendants, when. as counsel of J,
Gravier, it was said in opposition to him, that
Pradel had bought a measured and limited tract
of seven arpens in front, joining the fortifications
of the city, with fifty arpens in depth, without
even its beiug said front to the river. 2 Am. Law
Jouru, 349, Exam. of the title of the United
States to the batture. Id. 307 and 308. 6 Id. ]0, 12.

The court will be surprised to find that this
gentleman, who then made such a powerful use
of the words face au fleuue, (which were not

VO~ v~ 4
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East'n District. to be found in the deed of adj udication to Pradel
Februarp; 1819. '
~ but only in Devezin's proces verbal, in which
MORGAN the lands of the Jesuits are mentioned) in order

V8.

LIVINGSTON to assert the right of extending his lines to the
& AL. river, altho' the estate was bounded by the high

way, seeks to establish .a different construction
of a like clause in Poeyfarre's deed, in which the
words face au fleuue are inserted

The counsel ought to have remembered that
the superior court, yielding to his reasoning, the
very same which we are now using, declared that
it considered Pradel's land as bounded by the
river; altho' it was sold by certain limits and
bounded by the highway.

We know that whatever may have been the
decision of the territorial superior court, its
authority will not be conclusive, in the present
case, should the court think that the doctrine of
limited fields is applicable to the sale to Poey
farre, which is expressed in more favourable
terms than the adjudication to Pradel. We will
therefore endeavour to shew that this doctrine
does not militate against his right, and that of
his vendees, to a batture. which may have arisen
before the land which he purchased,

Pradel's adjudication took place, while this
country was under the domination and laws of
France, which then, and till the late revolution,
recognised the Roman maxim in agris limitatis
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jus alluuionis locum non habere constat: idque et East'n District.
February, 1819.

Dicus Pius constituit. 41, 1, 16, 6 Hulot, 269, 4 ~
Brillon's diet. 281, 1 Guyot's encyc. 288, uerbo l\fO':::AN

Alluvion. LIVINGSTON

But this doctrine was never admitted in Spain, I'>. .A.L.

where neither the king nor the lord ever disput-
ed the right of alluvion to the riparious owner.

The wisest and most enlightened interpreters
ef the Roman law have always considered the
law in agris limitatis as derogatory from the corn
mon right of the subject, and have restrained it
to conquered lands, divided among the soldiers
by artificial boundaries. 4 Brillon's diet. 280.

It is not otherwise understood in Spain. 15
Rodriguez's Digest, 21.

The doctrine of limited fields cannot then
avail the defendants: and the sale to Poeyfarre.
ought to be regulated by the principles of the
common law: and the batture ought to be consi,
dered, since it was formed afterwards, as an
accessory of the land which he purchased.

The second objection, viz. that the sale was
made according to a plan, which indicated the
highway, as the boundary of the land sold, seems
repelled by what I have just observed. For, if
the boundaries given to a riparious estate, do not
affect the right of the owner to the alluvion ac
cruing before it, when there is no express con-
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East'n District. vention on this point, it matters but little whe
February, 1819.
~ ther these boundaries be established by the deed
MOII("'N or by a plan to which it ref-rs.

1J8.

LIVINGSTO~, We refer the court on this head, to the argu.
&.u. ments of the counsel of John Gravier, in the case

of the corporation: where it was agreed that the
land sold to Pradel was limited on all sides, and
particularly on that facing the river, where it had
the highway for its boundary.

The highway which existed, between the land
sold to Poeyfarre and the batture, if it then
existed before it, is no obstacle to his right, nor
to that of his vendees to the batture.

According to the Spanish law, the existence of
a highway has never been considered as an ob,
stacle to the right of the owner of the principal
estate, to an accessory of such an estate, on the
opposite side of the highway. 2 Febrero, Con
tratos, 7 ~ 1. 11. 35. Why then should it be an
obstacle to a right of alluvion, which is only an
accessory of the riparious estate? If this was the
case, what would become of the battures formed
before the vacant lands of the United States, af
terwards sold with a boundary on the highway,
which lies along the river ? Would they be the
property of the United States, or of the state of
Louisiana, the owner of the highway? This
would be contrary to the principle of our laws,
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which gives the alluvion to the owner of the ripa- East'n District.
February. 1819.

rious estate, as an indemnity for the risk and ex- ~
pence which the vicinity of the river creates. Mo'V~GAY

We see that in the Spanish law, the existence LIVl"<GSTO!{
& .!.L.

of a highway is not stated as an obstacle to the
right of property which riparious owners have in
the bank of the river before their estates. Part.
S, 28, 6 & 7.

The rule must be the same, in regard to the
alluvion: since the property which the law gives
to the riparious owner is grounded on the same
principle of equity.

It is to be added, thit Poeyfarre, by his purchase,
having incurred all the expences and charges to
which B. Gravier, his vendor, was liable (as the
obligation of keeping up the levee, repairing the
road and supplying the soil covered by them, in
case of its being carried away by the stream) it
cannot be reasonably supposed, that the intention
of the parties was, that he should be without the
only ad vantage, which balances these expences
and charges-that he should take upon himself,
all the burdens, and his vendor retain all the ad
vantages, of a riparious owner.

There cannot be any reason to say, that Poey
farre did not acquire the batture, as no mention
is made of it in his deed. We have shown that it
passed as an accessory. At the ti me of the sale,
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E,3st'n District. it did not exist as an object of absolute property
.february, 1819. '
~ therefore B. Gravier did not retain it. Along
MORGAN every point, on each side of the river, the law re,

'V8.

LIVINGSTON cognises a riparious owner, who, as he is the in.
& AL. dividual who first suffers by the encroachment

or inundation of the river, is the one who bene
fits by its recess or by any addition of soil made.
In this country, particularly, this riparious owner
is the person on whom the law imposes the bur.
den of repairing both the road and the levee, and
the obligation of supplying the ground which
these objects cover, in case either or both be car
ried by the stream. Now, after the sale from B.
Gravier to Poeyfarre, there was not a foot of
ground retained by Gravier, between the land ac
quired by Poeyfarre and the river. Gravier then
was no longer the riparious owner. He could
by no possibility receive any injury from the ri
ver, nor any land of his between Poeyfarre and the
river. His obligation to repair the road and the
levee passed to Poeyfarre, and the record shews
that the latter did actually repair the road and
levee. Had these objects been carried away by
the stream, Poeyfarre, not Gravier, would have
been the loser. How can it be then contended
that the latter continued to be the riparious owner?

If it be admitted, that Poeyfarre, having
purchased face all fleuoe, front to the river,
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became entitled to the alluvion or batture which East'n District.
, February, 1819.

might afterwards be formed before the land, it ~
is clear, that he transmitted the same right to his J\10HGAN7).'
vendee, although the wordsjace au fieuue be not LIVINGSTON

& AI..
used in his deed. F or he made no reservation;
he sold a certain quantity of ground' of so many
feet in width, part of what he had purchased from
B. Gravier His vendee became, as he himself
was before the sale, the riparious owner; because
there was not of a single foot of ground, suscep-
tible of private ownership between him and the
river, from which he was separated by the road
and levee only-both of which were burthen-
some appendages of the land which he had pur-
chased, accessories of it, and as such necessari-
ly passing with the principal estate, without be-
ing mentioned expressly, or even by reference
or implication, under the expression face au
fleuue, front to the river, or any other.

Livingston, for the defendants. Prior to the
21st of April, 1788, Bertrand Gravier was the
proprietor of a plantation bounded on the Missis
sippi, above and adjoining the city of New-Or
leans. The public road from the city, then ran
across the front ofthis plantation, as it now runs;
except, that, at that period, it was only 36 feet
wide, from the banquette or footway to the le
vee. And at that period, a considerable increase
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East'n District. of the land, between the levee and the river,
Febl'uary, 1819. ••
~ had taken place by alluvion, which has been

MORGAl'i somewhat augmented by the same means since.
LIVI:~STON On the day last mentioned, the 21st of April,

& .u.. 1788, Bertrand Gravier caused a plan to be made
by the su- veyor general of the province, for the
division of a part of his plantation into town lots
of the usual size, On this map, a range of lots
is laid out, the front lines of which coincide with
the margin of the road, in its whole extent across
the land of Gravier.

At the time of making this distribution into
lots, there was a parcel of land inclosed by a fence,.
in the form of a trapezium; which, on the plan,
is marked as lot no. 7, and by a note of refer.
ence in the margin of the plan, is designated as
to be sold in the manner in which it is inclosed.

The front line of this, as well as those of the
other lots, coincides with the margin of the road;
but none of them encroach upon or go beyond it,
either by a prolongation of the side lilies, or by
the position of the front line.

Between these lots and the river, was first im
mediately in their front, the public road; then
the levee, and lastly, the ground which had been
added by alluvion to that on which the levee
stood.

This was the situation of the property when
,T. B. Poeyfarre entered into negociation for the
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purchase of this trapezium of land: And on the East'n District.
FebruaI'Y. 1819.

9th of February, 1789, a survey of it is made at ~
his (Poeyfarre's) request, by the same surveyor MORGAN

"'$.
general Trudeau, who made the first plan of dis. LIVINGSTON

tribution ; (a plan and process verbal of which & AL.

survey is made and signed by the surveyor gene-
ral) on which plan, the front, side and rear lines
are laid down and measured; and the contents of
the figure in square toises, feet and inches, are gi-
ven. And by the process verbal the lot is de-
scribed as bounded in front by the public road,
and that road, the levee and batture, or alluvial
land are all designated and laid down, as lying
between the trapezium and the river.

On the 27th of the same month of February,
the act of sale is passed before a notary. by which
Gravier sells to Poeyfarre, a piece of land form
ing a trapezium, situate without the Chapitoulas
gate, composed of 415 feet of land, of front to
the river-lS8 feet in depth on the side of the
city-411 feet 4 inches on the side of the garden
of the seller-and by the upper side, 229 feet 8
inches. The whole forms 2386 toises, 4 feet and
6 inches of superficies; as appears (como to ma
nifesta) by the plan of Don Carlos Trudeau,
public surveyor, dated the 9th instant, which the
parties have signed and which remains in the
power of the purchaser, together with aU the in,

VOL. VI. , /5
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East'n District. gresses, egresses ri!Y'hts USQ!Y'es ami services there-
February, 1819. <> e '<>' <>
~ unto belonging.
MO:8~AN Poeyfarre, being by virtue of this conveyance,

LITIKGSTOlf the proprietor of this trapezium, on the thirtieth
& AL. day of October, in the same year, sells to Pierre

Bailly, a part thereof, which in the act is thus de
scribed:
"A lot of mine, situated out of the city of New

Orleans, composed of 70 feet in front, and 180 in
depth, the whole forms in conformity with the
figurative plan of Don C. Trudeau, surveyor ge~

neral of this city, bounded on one side by a lot of
the vendor, and on the other by land of D. Ber
traud Gravier,"

This last mentioned lot, Pierre Bailly sold in the
year 1816, as he himself had purchased it, to the
plaintiff; who, the following year, brought this
action to recover the land lying between the le
vee and the river, in front of this lot; and he
grounds his right on one of two positions.

1. 'That he is the owner of the soil to the wa
ter's edge, by virtue of the conveyances above
recited.

2. That although the principal lot conveyed to
him, should not extend to the water's edge, he is
yet entitled to the land in front, as an accessory,
or appurtenance to it.

To make out the first position, two things are
necessary for the plaintiff. First, to shew that
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the conveyance to Poeyfarre, bounded him on FAst'n District.
February, 1819,

the water.-Seeondly, that he gave this boundary ...,...,......,
to P. Bailly; for I admit. that P. Bailly, convey- MORGAN

'Vs.

ed all his right to the plaintiff, as far as he could LIVINGSTOll'

convey it, being out of possession. & u.

The principal question is on the construction
of Gravier's deed. Does this give the river or
does it give any otherobject or line, as a boundary?

To prove that the trapezium extended to the
river, from the words of this deed in their com
mon acceptation, or from the plan to which it re
fers, would have been a hopeless task. The ex
pression 415 feet of front to the river, would
no more give a right to go to the river, than the
expression front to the north, would extend the
land to the pole; or (to come nearer the case)
than the expression in the same deed 188
feet in depth on the side of the city, (del lado
de la ciudad,) would extend that side to the
bounds of the city. Indeed, this expression
would be much more favorable for carrying it to
the boundaries of the city, than the words
,{rente at rio, would to the river. For let us
suppose, that this trapezium had changed its
front, that the garden or other land, lay between
it and the road; and that the side next to the
city bordered on a street, and became the front.
The expression would still be the same, only
substituting city for river. And instead of de!
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East'n District. lado de la ciudad. we should have de frente a fa
February. 1819. ' .
~ ciudad, Will it be seriously contended, that this
MORGAN would carry the grantee 300 feet out of the trape-

'Vs.

LIVIYGSTOl[ zium, to the bounds of the city? Yet, where is
& ..u. the distinction between the two cases?

There is an essential difference, between the
expressions front or fronting to, and front
ing upon. The market house fronts the maga.
zine, on the other side of the river: but it fronts
upon the levee, on this side. The Cathedral
fronts the public square and the river; but it
fronts upon Chartres street. The expression then
front or front to, only means the exposure, the
direction of that boundary of a lot or house, in
which is the principal entrance. How many
houses, lots and farms, on the heights around
the harbour of New- York or Naples, front those
delightful bars, which are yet miles distant from
the water?

To exemplify this more strongly, let us take a
diagram of the part of the plantation, that was die
vided in 1788 into streets, according to the plan
of L. Trudeau.

Suppose the trapezium sold had been situate
on the right hand side, (going up the river) of
Camp street; and that no other street had been
laid out between it and the river. \\Tould the
words frente at rio, have carried the proprie ,
tor to the river? The plaintiff must answer lies
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or no; if he saY8 yes! then he supposes that East'n District.

G
. _to February. 1819.

ravier, when by the express words of his ae~ ~
he conveys a piece of land, limited by certain. MORGAN

'V8.

cise lines. which contain and are said in the d a.IVJNGSTO~

to contain 2386 toises, 4 feet and 6 inches square & .o\L.

measure, shall be intended by implication to have
given four times the length of lateral line that
he has expressed, and consequently to have con-
veyed four times the number of square toises
which the deed says he conveys. If this should
be found, as I presume it would, rather too vio-
lent a construction even for the plaintiff, he must
then answer, no! The expression would not in
that case, carry to the river's edge; and then he
must either give up this part of his argument, or
discover some distinguishing feature, between
the actual case, and the one I suppose-and this,
I think, it will be difficult to find-if he says that
he would not go to the river in the supposed case,
because there was a quantity of land unconveyed,
lying between him and the river, I answer, and I
think I answer conclusively, by saying that the
same thing exists in the real case. That there is
first, the road which, according to law finally set-
tled by this court, belongs to the public.-Se
condly, the levee of which the use is in the pub.
lie, but the property in the original owner of the
soil.-Thirdly, the batture, which being formed
prior to the sale, became all integral part of the
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East'n District. farm and was as much the property of the ven-
Jrehruary, 1819. '
~ der'-as the parcels of land which in the supposed

MORGAN • lie between the trapezium and the road.
'VB.

LIVINGSTON ~ ld he reply. to me, that this road, levee and
tit AL. batture, in the real case form no impediment, be

cause they were conveyed by his deed, I have
surely a right to declare, that so evident a petitio
principii should not be received as argument.
Indeed, how would it ever be possible to escape
from the circle, <, it forms no impediment to my
"going to the river, because it is conveyed by
" my deed.-And it is conveyed because it forms
" no impediment."

I think, I have heard another distinction; but,
though much relied on, I hesitate whether I
should occupy the time of the court in answer.
ing it.

The intervening objects, to wit ~ the road, the
levee, and the batture then existing, it is said
formed no impediment to the extension of the
lines of Poeyfarre's lot to the river, because they
were not possessed or improved, and were of tria
fling extent. And they had no assignable value,
says the petition, with a perspicuity that defies
elucidation. But I apprehend that none of these
objections will, in point of fact, apply to the road,
it is possessed and improved by the public, who
.have the right of way: it has the usual extent. Its
value is certainly very great to those who travel
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on it and to the state. But whether that value be East'n District,
February, 1819.

assignable or not, I must leave to those who un- ~
derstand the term to decide.-The same obser- MORa....

'liB.

vations will apply in part to the levee, of which LIVINGST05

the public have the use. And as to the soil of &.u.

the levee which was retained by Gravier, (be-
cause he did not sell it) and the soil of the bat.
ture, I apprehend, that the fact of their being
pos~essed or improved, or the circumstances of
their extent or value can have very little influ-
ence on the decision of this question. Did they
exist? is the only inquiry. If they existed they
formed a bar to the grantee's extension to the
river: whether possessed or derelict they must
have been owned. There is no derelict proper-
ty of that description; every inch of land in the
state has its owner: and whoever was that owner,
his property intervened between the lands con-
veyed and the river; and of course, no words de
signating the exposure of the front of those lands
could deprive the owner of his property.

Thus, I think, I have proved that the words
frente at rio, or front to the river, would not
in their common acceptation carry the plaintiff's
grant to the water's edge.

Anticipating the force of these arguments, the
plaintiff has, by parol proof, attempted to give a
signification to these words, different from their
general import.
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East'n District. To the introduction of this species of proof
Februal"g. 1819.
~ we excepted on two grounds: first, because the
:MORGAX

'Vs.
LIVINGSTON

g. AL.

words were clear and unequivocal, and that pa
rol proof shall not be admitted to explain them.
Civ. Code,31O, art. 242. Secondly, that the proof
offered on their construction of it went to contra
dict the words of the deed, and the plan which
we will shew to be a part of it ; the deed and the
plan giving the road, the parol proof (as they con
strue it) the river, as the boundary.-The court
overruled these objections and heard the testi
mony.

Let us examine it.-It consists of the testimo
ny of three surveyors-in substance they agree
in these points.

1. That when lands, situated on the river;
were granted by the French or the Spanish
government; the words face au jleuve, frente
at rio, or face alone were used to designate
the boundary on the river.

2. That the breadth on the river or the num
ber of acres front, was generally measured by a
line drawn at right angles to one of the sides, and
at the nearest convenient distance from the river
which sometimes happened to be within the le.,
vee and road.

S. That the surveys began from the edge of
the water, and that the depth was measured from
the water line.
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4. That in all cases where a piece of land real. East'n District.
• ' February, 1819.

ly bounded by the river was measured, the side ~
lines were continued to the river on the plan. ,MORGAN

5. That in the re-surveys of land, increased by LIl'I~:~TON.

alluvion since the original grant, the surveyor did lit AL.

not stop at the place where the original side lines
terminated at, the place where the river then ran;
but continued them down to the water's edge
where it now is, so as to include all the alluvial
soil contained in the prolongation of the side lines
to the river.

This is, as I believe, a full statement of the
parol testimony of the customary or practical ex
planation of the words in question. In conces
sions for lands on the river and subsequent sales
of these lands, these words are used , and they
are construed to give a front on the river.-The
reasons for this are plain-all the lands in this
country were laid out, not as in most other coun
tries, by describing the metes and bounds, and
giving the contents of the ground in square acres,
but by giving a certain extent on the river, mea
sured by acres, and with an uniform depth of 40
acres. So that when the words" so many acres
front," or even "so many acres" alone, without
the word" front," (as we find in many of the
French grants,) by the ordinary depth, were men.
tioned, nothing more was necessary to designate
a front on the river; and if nothing was said as

VOL. VI. 6
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East'n District. to the angle of the lines they ran parallel to each
Februaru; 1819. ' •
~ other and at right angles to the river. But as
MORGAN this description in words could not give the ex-

'V8.

LIVINGSTON act situation of the lands, with respect to the sur.
St AL.

rounding objects, both the French and Spanish
governments elucidated the general words of
their grants, by a particular reference to a pro
cess verbal and plan ; though the two nations
adopted different means of making this reference.

Under the French government, when new
lands were applied for, the party petitioned the
governor stating the number of acres he desired,
and very loosely describing their situation,
U about so many acres from the city," "so many
acres in such a bend, anse, of the river," or other
words equally indefinite: to this sometimes, but
not invariably, the magistrate of the place adds
his certificate that the lands are vacant.

On this the governor issues his grant in which
the lands are described still more indefinitely than
in the petition, to which, however, the grant reo
fers ; for it always begins V?J fa petition de-from
the petition in the grant. however, it would not,
in one instance out of ten, be possible to locate
the land, or discover its boundaries: to remedy
this, in all the French grants this clause is intro,
duced.-Quant aua: aires de vent qui doivent
berner ladite terre, ils seront reguis par les barnes
'Jut seront plcntees, dont if sera dresse un prods
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verbal eui sera annexe a fa prhente abres avoir .East'n District. .1
7 , r February, 1819.

etc enrcgistre sur le livre des concessions. "As ~
to the lines which are to bound the said land, MORGAN

'V8.

they are to be regulated by the barnes (stakes,) LIVINGSTON
& AL.

which shall be planted-of which a proces ver-
bal shall be made and annexed to these presents,
after being registered in the book of conces-
sions, " After these lines were run and the sur-
vey made and enregistered, a second grant or
confirmation was made; but this was not fre-
quently done, and where it was, the survey was
always referred to.

Under the Spanish government, there 'was ra
ther more regularity. The governor, instead of
issuing a grant on the petition, directs a survey
to be made of the land, and on its being returned
to him, he makes the grant, but always in the
same general words " so many acres front by so
much depth," referring, by the words vistas las
antecedentes diligencias, for particulars to the sur
vey. This survey, the witnesses tell us, always
began at the edge of the water; and on the plan
the side lines were extended to it, so as to leave
nothing apparent on the plan between it and the
river.

Thus, I think, we may discover the reason
why the general words under consideration were
deemed sufficient in the French and Spanish con
cessions, without giving those words any signifi-
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East'n District. cation different from their g-eneral import. It
I!'ebruan/, 1819. •.
~ was, because the plan and process verbal were al,

MOnGAN ,vays referred to for the boundaries. And the
VB.

L!VINGSTOll words flee au fleuoe, or evenface alone were
&~ ) •deemed (general as they are sometrmes unne,

cessary; and in many instances they are omitted,
and the land is described only as consisting of so
many acres (meaning of course front acres,)
leaving everr thing else to be settled by the pro
cess verbal and plan-when these concessions
came to be conveyed by the grantees, they de
scribed them as so many acres front, which had
been granted him, referring always to the original
concession-and as all grants on the river were
boun.Ied by it, there was no occasion for any
other expression in the sale, than that which was
used in the original grant. So that whenever
the grantee from the crown sold the whole of his
grant, or dividing it into any determinate number
of acres front, conveyed it by the general term
so many acres front to the river or so many acres

Jront, or even so many acres without expressing
front at all, if his deed gave no boundary, refer.
red to no new plan and made no calculation of
the superficial contents, the purchaser would take
the number of front acres expressed 011 the mar.
gin of the ri ver. And this on account of the rea
ference (either expressed or implied) to the origi
nal concession which went there-s-nct by vir-
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tue of the term front to the river but because of East'n Distriet,
, February, 1819.

the known situation of the land which the deed ~
purports to convey. l\1:~~AN

But when the grantor first shews his intention LIVINGSTON.
~Ar..

of selling distinct and definite portions of his ori,
ginal grant, in the shape of town lots: and de-
parting from the terms of that original grant re-
fers to another plan, whereby he describes the
portion he intends to sell, as contained within
certain lines, and calculates the proportion of the
concession which he means to sell by a certain
number of square toises : and more especially
when he negatives the implied boundary on the
river, by expressing in the process verbal, that
that boundary is the road; in such a case, to say
that the grant was bounded by the river, would
be to say that a slight presumption should con-
tradict positive proof-or rather it would be to
shut our ears against positive proof, in order to
admit a presumption that could exist only in the
absence of such proof. For instance, when the
grantee sells his original grant without any re·
serve or any reference to a new boundary, he
shall be presumed to have sold in its full extent
to the water's edge. But where he sells with a
reference to such new boundary or to a plan ope~

rating as such, the presumptive proof does not ex-
ist, because it can only exist where the party hag
given no expression of his will 011 tLat !10int, See
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East'n District. the distinction between a sale ad mensuram and
February. 1819.
~ one ad corpus. 2 Covarrubias, 3, n, 3, 4 Eli'
l\IORGA.N passim.

'(JR.

LIVINGSTON With one other remark, I close my observa-
& A.... • hi h dtions on t IS ea •

It appears to me, that the terms front to the
river are used in all the deeds, as well of conces
sion as of sale, to designate the breadth oj the land
on the side nearest the river, not to shew that the
river is the boundary.-In order to prove this,
look not only at the sale now before the court,
but all the grants and sales, without a single ex
ception, contained in the books of records. And
we shall find that the land is never described as

being a piece of land lying face au fleuoe, con
taining so many acres; but always a piece ofland
containing so many acres offront to the river or
of front alone-preserving the same phrase, both
in the French and Spanish grants. Tent d'ar
pents d~ face or de face au jleuve-tantos arpa
nes defrente or de frente al rio.

The whole phrase evidently intended to mark,
not the extension of the lands towards the river,
but that which they have in a rectangular direc~

tion to that extent, that is to say in breadth.

The words in question, therefore, neither in
their original or common acceptation, nor in the
sense given to them by witnesses, can be so con.
strued as to designate a boundary, still less as
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to have the magic power of overleaping those East'n District.
~Pebl'llary, 1819.

which nature and the stipulation of the parties had ~
fixed. MOllGAN

't'$.

But it is said, that I ought not to draw this LIVINGSTON:
& AT..

conclusion, because on a former occasion I ad-
mitted and argued for the construction put on
these words now by the plaintiff.-If this were
true, I do not well see how it would avail him;
if the counsel suppose that the same argument
which they use with so much ingenuity, would
derive any additional weight from the mode in
which I have formerly urged it, they have surely
too much modesty; and they have too little, if
they think themselves capable of convincing the
court, that I have used them.

In the publications which they quote, I was
combating not only the claim of the United
States, but also all the others made against my
title, and among others the very one which they
now prosecute. I should then ill deserve not only
the compliments which they have been pleased to
pay, but even a reputation for common under
standing and a regard for truth, as I understand
it, if I had used that argument in the unqualified
sense in which they now do-l have made it a
principle in this controversy, from its commence
ment to assert no fact that I did not believe, and
to use no argument that I supposed irrelevant or
unsound; and to an undeviating adherence to
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East'n District. this rule I think I owe the success that in spite
Feb'·1tary, 1819. '
~ of oppression, violence, persecution, slander and
MO:8~AN delay, has attended, and I hope, will attend my

LrVrYGSTON efforts to resist them. A reference to the pas.
&; AL.

sages quoted will shew the extent of my former
argument, and that it is precisely that which I
now use. Rep, of the batture case, 17 & 18 is
cited. And what is the position there, as laid
down by the witnesses? Precisely that for which
I now contend: that lands on the lIIississippi,
would pass to the water's edge, by the general
wordsjace or face au fleuue, provided the deed
did not express some other line of boundary.

But never could I so far forget what is due to
truth and sound argument, as to say, that ale
though the deed gives or refers to another boun
dary, or its establishment appears to have been
the intent of the parties, that these words would
yet carry the grantee beyond such boundary to
the river; in other words, that because by grant,
I may convey the whole or any part of my pro.
perty extending to the river, that yet, if I use
those general terms, I cannot by any precaution
I may take, or the use of any other phrase so re
strict them as to carry into effect my intent of
giving a limit towards the river.

Is the intent to establish such boundary appa.
rent, in the case before the court?

I think most clearly, from several concurrent
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circumstances, either of which would be sufficient East'n District.
February, 1819.

to establish it : ~

Because, at the time of making the deed, there MORGAN
'Vs.

was a parcel of land, already formed between the LIVTNGSTON

levee and the river, which the length of the &AL.

side lines given by the deed will not include;
and which, if included in the conveyance, would
give more than treble the contents, calculated by
the deed; It is not very easy to sappose then, that
the vendor intended to convey, or the vendee to
purchase, a different quantity, contained in to-
tally different lines from those expressed in the
contract.

This difficulty is got rid of, by denying the ex
istence of the alluvial soil at the time of the sale;
and by saying that, if it existed, it was of no
value.

Its existence, however, is proved by its being
designated on maps made by a sworn officer, prior
to the time of sale, and one of those maps signed
by the grantee and made at his request.

These proofs, the defendant supposed, were so
conclusive that he did not think proper to give
any parol testimony on the subject. And, indeed,
he took the opinion of the court below on the
legality of the plaintiff's being allowed to gainsay
by parol evidence, the written proof contained in
the plan, which was introduced by the plaintiff and
was admitted by the defendant, as a copy of the

VOL. VI. '7
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East'n District. one signed by Poeyfarre and referred to in the
.February. 1819.
~ deed: the exception was not taken to the plain-

MOMA.N tiff's being alia" ed to prove the height of the bat.
'V8.

LIVINGSTON ture, but to his being allowed to disprove its ex-
&. AL. • 1 d distence. as witnesses lave attempte to o.

Its non-existence is sworn to, by two witnes
ses evidently biassed by their having been-one
the proprietor of the lot now held by B. Morgan,
the other, of a lot similarly situated; both swear
ing to a fact, which could not have existed (if it
were ever true) at the time to which they refer
it, that's to say, th,it there was fifteen feet of wa
ter, at the foot of the levee-s-a thing utterly im
possible, if there were any batture at all, as is ex
pressed in the maps, or even the commencement
of one, according to their other witness, Mr. Cai
sergue.

I will not stop to compare the relative weight
of the testimony, on this point. The reasons for
preferring the written, and even concluding the
plaintiff by the signature of the person under
whom he claims. are too obvious for me to doubt
ofthe decision of the court. But, the report of
the case of Gravier against the corporation, hav
ing been repeatedly referred to by the plaintiff,
perhaps I may be permitted to me it, so far as to
shew three things:

L That the title of the front proprietors was
set up as a bar to the plaintiff, in that case.
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2. That the existence of the batture was then Eaqt'n District.
Fetr-unru, 1819.

proved and admitted. ~

3. That its existence was recognized by the MORG.lN
V$,

court, and made the ground work of their deci- Ln'INGS~ON
&. 4L.

sion.
As to the objection that is drawn from the

small value or extent of the batture, it appears to
me, too loose to be admitted in a legal discus
sion. This argument has more than once been
used and published: a word is sufficient to refute
it-I grant to you a square of 100 feet of land,
containing 10,000 superficial feet. I have as
much more lying between this sguare and the
river; yOll tell me it is included in your grant,
because I am mistaken as to the quantity, there
being in truth only 5000 square feet, because it
is of little or no value, and because I did not im
prove it.-....To this I have a short reply, whether
there is much or li.tle , there is something. That
something I did not conver to you, it is therefore
mine. If it was not of sufficient value for me to
keep, it was not of sufficient value for you to
buy; and my property is not the less my pro
perty, because I do not choose, or cannot afford
to improve it.

The existence, therefore, of this property be
tween the lot sold and the river, which coud not
be included in the length given to the side lines
is fully proved, and so one reason, and ill itself a
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The second circumstance attending the sale,
to shew that the establishment of a front bounda
ry line was intended, is,

That the vendor had prior to the sale, caused
a plan to be made for the division of a part of his
land, into town lots; of which lots the trapezium in
question formed one, and was designated as no. 7·
That it is particularly referred to, as being to be
sold as it stood under fence, avec ses entourages,
and that the front line of this, as well as the other
lots, coincides with the line of the public road
which runs in front of it.

It is admitted, that if the conveyance to Poey,
farre had been ofa lot in an established town, the
words used in it would not bound the grantee on
the water. I wanted no admission to prove this,
and if any other evidence was wanted to prove
it, than the plain dictates of common sense, we
should find it in the grant which is made to one
Winter, in the register of the land office, where
the same general word frente is used, which
would carry him according to the plaintiff's can.
struction to the river: we should find it in the
map of the lots on Royal street, which are desig,
nated asfrente al rio, and ill all the title deeds
of the lots on Levee street, some of which have

~ast'n District. sufficient one to negative the construction of its
February, 1819. '
~ going to the river.
l\tOIlGAN

'lis.
LIVINGSTON

&. AL.
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been before this court in the case of Blanc- East'n District.
Fehruary, 1819.

in all these cases, the property being town lots, ~
and reference either express or implied to the MOUGAN

'Vs.

plan of the city, caused them to be considered LIVINGSTON'

as limited-lots. & AI..

Now, is there any difference in this respect, be.
tween a sale made by the proprietor of a lot situ.
ate on Levee street, between Blanc's lot and
the Custom-house, in a town laid ant one hun.
dred years ago, and a sale made by Gravier of a
lot opposite his batture, in a town which he had
just laid out? In the first case, the seller may
convey his lot front to the river, and yet the pur
chaser cannot get possession of the land between
Levee street and the levee; nor can he sue him
for the loss of it-why? Because the presump
tion that the words face or face au fleuue inten
ded to convey to the river, cannot arise in the con
veyance of a town lot; because that lot is given
by precise admeasurement on all sides, and be.
cause the public street forms an impediment to
the passage of the lines across it.

All the reasons apply in the case of Gravier's
sale.-His plan was made out previous to the
sale, it was done by a public officer; and we find
it with his certificate of its accuracy in the pub
lic archives of this city. As to all questions be.
tween Gravier and the purchasers of his 10:s, it
has the same effect as the plan of the city had,
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East'n District. between the Mississippi company who laid it out
Febru"NJ, 1819. ,
~ and purchasers of lots in the city.
MORGU The same consequences must follow a pur.

V8.

}.IVINGSTOY chaser in both cases, and the lot in Gravier's
& AL~ town is as much a limited lot, and for the same

reasons, as a lot in the city, established by the
company and afterwards taken by the crown.

But, I am the greatest blunderer in the world ,
I am eternally furnishing, in the same cause, ar ,
guments and authorities against myself I must
submit to this reflection, or I must shew that the
plaintiff's counsel have been drawn, by a cruel
dearth of argument, and authority applicable to
their cause, to make use of such as, like the jest
that was spoiled in the repetition, were very good
when they heard them, but are perfectly flat and
stale in the mouth of my adversaries, because
they are perfectly inapplicable to their cause.

In the controversy between Gravier and the
city, the latter claimed the batture on this, among
other grounds; that it was appurtenant to a city
and that, when Gravier erected his farm into a
city, that very act, like the hocus pocus words
frente at rio, vested the batture in the corporate
power, wherever it resided of that city. To this
I answered, that Gravier though he could divide
his land into town lots and sell them as such,
could not, without the consent of the king, make
a city or create any such corporate power; which
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it was contended (and, I thought, some what ab- East'n District.
February, 1819.

surdly) would deprive him, without his consent ~
of his property, and I cited the law to this effect. MORGAN

VS.

Now, I cannot well perceive, how this argu- LITINGSTON

hi I &.lx..ment or t IS law can meet me, when try to es-
tablish no privilege or corporate right; but only
contend that the division, which a master makes
of his property, shall bind the purchaser as well
as himself"; and that when he lays out his lots by
his plan upon streets, those lob shall be forced to
keep quiet there, and not, by the aid of a talis-
manic word, fly over streets, ditches and dikes, to
the river.

A third proof to shew the establishment of a
front boundary is the calculation, made of the su
perficial contents. This operation must be ut
terly impossible, without giving the length of
the side lines, if they go to the river; and even
then extremely difficult, if the sinuosities of the
water line are to be the boundary.

This is so conclusive an argument, that there
are authorities to shew that the single circum
stance of a sale by superficial measure, turns a
piece of land into an ager limitatus, which is ac
tually bounded on the water; and which, but for
this circumstance would have enjoyed the right
of alluvion. I was not fortunate enough to dis
cover how the authorities, cited below, could ~
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East'n District. applied to this part .of the ar~LIment ; and yet the
February, 1819. .,
~ counsel seemed to think, and, I believe, asserted
:\iORGAN very positively, that they were unanswerable.

»s.
LtVL'mSTO~ These authorities were, from Pothier and other

&AL.
authors, that there were two modes of describing
the thing sold. One by the acre, in which the
vendor says, "I sell so many acres, in such a
field, at so much the acre." The other, in which
he says, "I sell a field under such boundaries,
containing so many acres, for a certain gross
sum." That, in the first case, if the field contain
more acres than is calculated, the buyer must pay
for the excess-but ill the latter C"St', he will en
joy such excess, if there be any, with the rest
without any augmentation of price. Now, all this
is sound sense and good law: and if-there had
been more square toises contained in the trape
zium, than is calculated by the deed, and Gravier
had sued for the surplus, this doctrine and these
authorities would apply.

But I seriously repeat, that I know not how they
can be brought to bear against the argument
that a true calculation of the contents, shews the
intent of the parties to limit the purchase to the
land contained within the lines-if their authori.
ties are applicable at all, they shew that in the se,
cond case put, of the sale of a field under certain
limits, the intent of the parties was to sell what
was contained in those Emits, but no more; if it
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exceeded the quantity calculated, so much the East'n District.
Febl'Uartj. 1819.

better for the purchaser. But nothing in either ...,..:-..""
of the cases shews that the purchaser would have MORGAN

'VB.

a right to go beyond the limits, to look for any LIVINGSTO:r

deficiency in the calculation; he would have a & AL.

right to a deduction, if he had not paid, or are.
storation pro rata, if he had. Here Poeyfarre
does not complain that the trapezium did not
contain the quantity specified in the deed: there-
fore ... having got all he stipulated to receive, he
can look no further•

.The existence of a public road is an untrover
tible proof, that the front line of this trapezium
was intended as a line of boundary.

Not only the use, but the soil, of the public
road is vested in the public; this has been decid
ed after a solemn argument, and confirmed after
greater efforts to shake the decision, than were
ever made in this court. Renthorp & at. vs. Bourg
& al. 4 Martin, 97.

The king then, at the time of the grant, owned
the soil of a strip of land, of 40 feet wide, fun
ning between the river and the trapezium sold.
Gravier then could not sell the road, but if he
had designed to sell what lay between it and the
river, the land sold would have consisted of two
parcels: one, that which we acknowledge was
sold, lying within the levee and road; another,

VOL. VI. 8
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East'n District. which the plaintiff claims lying without. But
Februaru, 1819. '
~ the deed speaks of but one, and the full contents

MORGAN of acres sold are found in this one : therefort but
'liS.

LIVINGSTON one was intended. In sales per mensuratn, ff 2S, 6,
&. .n. 7 hat i ld h ., ~ 1, w at IS so oug t to run into the mea-

sure of the land, unless the contrary be agreed,
but, what cannot be measured, as public ways,
lines of boundary and hedges, must be expressly
mentioned by the seller, if the intention be to con
vey them--but, ifnothing is said.about them. they
are not presumed to be sold-therefore, it is usu
al to provide expressly that the hedges and pub.
lie ways, which are in the premises shall be mea
sured. 2 Hulat, 596.

To remove this difficulty, recourse is again had
to parol proof, and we are told that the .testimo

ny of the surveyors informs us that, in making
the survey of lands bounded on the river, the ex
tent of front is measured on a line, drawn at right
angles to the sides, at some short distance from
the river, and on this foundation they reason
thus :-All the lands surveyed on the river have
their front extent, measured on .a line, called a
line of admeasurement, or ligne de conduite,
drawn within the road. This line is never con
sidered as a line of boundary. The lot in ques
tion has a line drawn across its front, within the
road; therefore, that line is a line of admeasure.
merit, therefore it is not a line 'of boundary,
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and by virtue of the [ace au fieuue, the lot must East'n District.
. February. 1819.

go to the river, which was to be demonstrated. ~
This may be very good reasoning, but at the Mo'V~~AK

risque of being said to utter gross nonsense (which LlVINGSTOl\'

I k b h . f &AL.ta ce to e t e translation 0 a phrase that was
used, retracted, and then repeated) I must take
the liberty to controvert and, which is worse per-
haps, have the temerity to refute it.

All the lands, bounded on the river, have their
fronts measured on a line drawn, at right angles,
from one of the side lines to the other, Why?
Because the measurement, if made on the natural
boundary (the river) would never, on account of
its siuuosuies, give the true extent. And indeed,
such a line could never be accurately drawn; for
it varies almost every hour, as the water in the
river rises or falls, or is agitated by the winds.
There is, therefore, a physical necessity, as well
as, propriety, ill measuring the extent on some
other line than that of the natural boundary,
where the lands border on the river.

But in a regular figure, bounded by four lines,
the line of admeasurement and the line of boun
dary is the same; or, in other words, the mea ..
surernent is made on the Iine of boundary.

To exemplify this, look at all the plans of land,
copied in the register book in evidence. Jn all
those that are bounded by the river, the line of
measurement being, as I have shewn, necessarily
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East'n District. different from the line of boundary, that line is
F"bl'llal'Y, 1819.
~ expressed by a succession of dots, while the side

MORGAN lines, and that in the rear, which are really lines
'V8.

LIVINGSTON of boundary, are designated by a strong black
lit n. line, and those of the sides are continued to the

river. On the contrary, in the same book, in
all plans which represent town lots (such as lots
ill New. Orleans, in Galvestown and elsewhere,
where lands are granted by su perficial measure)
the whole are enclosed by the same black lines
on which also the distances are marked-a strik
ing example of this, is in the concession to De•

. ~ cuir, at Fo usse Riviere, page - of the register,
for a certain number of superficial acres. He is
bounded by the bank and not by the river. Con.
sequently he stops, when he arrives at the bank;
a black line is drawn as his front boundary, on
which the distance is marked, and the calcula
tion is made, on the plan, of the contents in square
acres. But on every plan of a concession of
land, really bounded 011 the river, there is be
sides the line of admeasurement (expressed as I
have said, by dots) a real line of boundary, which
is the marginal line of the river, which, by the
extension of the side lines to it, shuts it in, and en.
closes the tract. But, in the case before the court,
the front lines being certain and unvariable, not
depending on the situation of the river, there was
no occasion for auy other line of admeasurement;
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is accordingly mea. East'n District.
Februaru 1819.
~

MORGAN

'liS

LIVINGSTON.

& AI,.

and the extent of the front
sured on it.

The parol proof of the surveyor, therefore,
will not avail the plaintiff, on this occasion, more
than it has done on others. But 1 invite the at.
tention of the court to it, as strongly support.
ing the arguments 1 have u-ed.

My own arguments, on a former occasion, are
again pressed into the service of the plaintiff here.
But those arguments will be found to differ in no
one point from those 1 now use. 1 then stated,
and now state, that in lands bounded on the river,
there was a line of admeasurement distinct from
the natural line of boundary, which line of ad
measurement, my then adversaries wished to
change into a line of boundary.-I should, in.
deed, have changed sides. had 1 now contended
that on a plan, where these two lines are laid
down, the inner one should be the boundary
but, the facts do not warrant either me or the
plaintiff to say so. Here is but one line; and of
course that line is both the line of boundary and
admeasurement.-I may be permitted to remark
that this mode of quoting my arguments on form.
er occasions, is not extremely forensic. Lawyers,
from a sense of mutual liability to attack, seein
to have entered into a tacit agreement, like the
line of centinels in the land, or the top men in the
sea, service, not to fire at each other.s--But I re-
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J:;a~t'n District. peat and I do it seriouslv that here I am ghd the
j'eb/'"ary, 1819. ' J , •

~ course has been pursued, not because it gives me
MO:S~AN an opportunity which 1 scorn to use, to retaliate

LIVINGSTON on their client but because I feel mvself invulne ,
&AL. ' J

rable to the charge of inconsistency; and that,

the more the court will do me the honor to at
tend to the whole course of my reasoning, on the
former occasion, the more they will be convinc
ed that I have never varied my ground,

Legal authority is next resorted to, to shew
that the intervention of a public road is no proof
that the land is not arcifinius, and not entitled to

alluvion. The examination of these authorities
will prove that there is less contradiction in this
division of jurisprudence, than in any other; that
one simple principle governs the whole; and that,

with a single exception, which I shall note, in
every case. and under all circumstances the land
bounded by the river, but no other, enjoys the

right of alluvion. And that from the definition
of the word, alluvion is the land added to your
land by the imperceptible action of the water.

The water can add nothing to property which it
does not touch. Therefore, the land which
touches the water, is the only land, that can be
increased by alluvion-with this preliminary ob
servation, let us examine the authorities cited on
the subject of the intervening road.
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The first is the case of T. Attius. .if. 31 1, 23. East'n District.
, Februaru, 1819.

-Titius 1\ ttius had a field on the public road, ~
opposite to him on the other side of the road, was MORGAN

't18 .

the field of L. Titus and then the river. The rio LIVIMSTOlt.
& n.

vel', by degrees, eat away the land Lucius Titus,
and afterwards the road itself, and came up to the
land of T'itius Attius. Attius then became the
proprietor of the water's edge. The river after
this began again to recede by means of alluvion,
that is by a new deposit in the place of the land
it had swept away, and gained nearly its former
position-here the question arose: who shall have
this new increase? T. Attius or L. Titus? and
what is to become of the ground over which the
road ran ?-All this is decided in perfect confor-
mity with the principles for which I contend.
The use of the road returns to the public, or, as
it is somewhat loosely expressed in the text, was
gained by no one; because (as we learn from
the conclusion of the case) it was a service due
from the lands of Attius, and the land between the
river aud the road, instead of being declared the
property of Titus, whose lands lay within the
road-and whyall this? Because, when the river
had destroyed the land outside the road and the
road itself, then Attius became the riparious pro-
prietor, and whatever was added, belonged to him.
No matter who had originally owned the soil,
that had been swept away by the river in the
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E:\st'n District. space now occupied by the alluvion. The use of
February, 1819.
~ the road returned to the public, for the very rea.
l\10RGA.N son that it belonged to Attius ; because it was a

'V9.

LIVINGSTON service which was due from his lands. And the
&. 41..

road formed no impediment to his gaining the
alluvion between it and the river; because, says
the authority, "the way was a part of his land."

No case could be imagined better calculated
to shew that the principles 1 contend for do flat
give way even to the claims of strong equity
and if Titus was not restored to the land which
had arisen, in the very space which his former
field occupied, it must be because there is no
case, in which the land added by alluvion is not
decreed to the owner of the unlimited soil, to
which it is attached. But it also shews that, in
order to gain this accession, nothing must inter
vene; for, in this case, the road itself was first
detroyed before the river came to the land of
Attius ; and when it began to add, the addition
was made to his soil.

The only other authority on this point is taken
from Brillon, 280-1 have not the book before me
to quote the very words, but I recollect that the
reason, given for saying that the intervention ofa
road formed not impediment to the acquisition
of alluvion, was that the soil of the road was the
property of the owner of the adjoining land, in
which the public had only a right of way. This
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Case then forms no exception to, but confirms the East'n District.
, February, 1819.

general rule: that, unless the accession be upon ~
the very land of the claimant, incorporated with MORGA.N

'liS.

it without the intervention of any line, so as not LIVINGSTON

to be distinguished from it, it cannot be deemed &; AL.

his propt'r~y. This is done, in the case supposed
by Brillon of an alluvion formed upon a road,
which is my property, but which owes a service
of way to the public-it retains its service over
the usual breadth, but I acquire what is added,
unincumbered with the service, because it is
added to my soil.

But these cases, cannot, I think, be applied to
establish a claim like the plaintiff's-because he
never was the proprietor of the road.

Because the road is public property and, if the
alluvion had been formed even UPOfL the road, it
must have belonged to the king.

And, because the case is stronger here by the
intervention not only of the road, but of other
objects, the levee and the batture.

I add an authority of the greatest weight on
subjects of this nature: "There is no reasonable J

"foundation for the opinion that a public road
"forms no impediment for the acquisition of
" alluvion; unless it he private property which
"owes a right of way to the public." If any
respect be paid to this high authority, and indeed
to those produced by the plaintiff himself, we

VOL. VI. 9
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East'n District. must believe that the intervention of a public road
February, 1819. •
~ would form (as reason and the definition of the
MORGAN term teach us) an impediment to the acquisi-

"8.
LIVINGSTON tion of land by alluvion. 2 Grotius 2, § 17.

8. AL. To the same effect is the authority of Heinne-
cius, Quod agro publico, uieu» publica? adjicitur
publico cedere debet. Heineccius 1, 9, n, 54.

,l.

,

The same thing may be said of the intervention
of the levee: even if that had alone stood between
the property sold and the river. It is precisely
the case, put by the authors just above cited, of
a piece of private ground, over which the public
have a right of way, and where the alluvion is to
be gained by him, who owns the very soil.

The same argument, that was used with re
spect to the batture already formed, is on this
head repeated. That altho' the lines and true
contents of the trapezium are given, yet some.
thing more must be included in the grant than is
expressed; because that something is of too little
value to be retained by the seller; because it is
no advantage, but a burthen to him to keep it i

because he could not improve or use it and be
cause (I may possibly have mistaken the counsel
and if it is not relied on, I shall willingly believe
that I have) because it was not susceptible of be.
ing considered as property,-all this was applied
to the batture in its then state, to the levee and
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Let us consider their weight as applicable East'n District.
February, 1819.....,....,.....

MORGAN

'V8.

LIVINGSTON

&AL.

~oad.

to all.
It is a principle of law, that whatever is not gi

ven in a grant is retained. We want no other
authority than the dictates a plain understanding
to be convinced of this. I have the whole and
give 19 999 parts of that whole, without saying
any thing of the remaining ten thousandth part;
that portion, be it ever so small or insignificant,
is still my property, because it requires all the
parts to make the whole. It is admitted that,
when Bertrand Gravier owned the whole planta
tion, he owned the levee subject to the use of the
public as a tow path; and the plaintiff contends
that the road also was not public property, but
was held by the same tenure (for the sake of ar,
gument be it so) but, he sold a part ofthis plan
tation. If therefore the levee was the thousandth
part in extent of the plantation, and Gravier had
sold the 999 parts, by such boundaries as to
exclude the remaining thousandth parts, that
part would continue to be his, without any
express reservation-because the right of pro
perty supposes the right of disposing of it, in
any manner his fancy may direct, even if that
mode should be contrary to his interest.

If this be true in the supposed case of a sale
of all but the levee, it is certainly much stronger,
where the only sale ill evidence is that of a very
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East'n District. inconsiderable portion compared to that of the
February, 1819. '
~ whole farm. Out of 520 acres (13 by 40) the

MORGAN contents of the whole farm, the owner sells about
V8.

LIVING8TOY 2 acres and a half, the residue, including road,
& AL. b . •

levee and batture, not emg conveyed, remains
his. Now, of this residue why select the levee and
the road, rather than the cypress sivamp, the
prairies or any other part of the plantation, as in.
eluded in the sale of the two and a half acres?
Because these objects arc more convenient to
him, than the others? But their use is the only
convenience they can afford him, and this use, we
acknowledge, he in common with others had a
right to. The soil itself, subject to this public use,
is not of sufficient value to make it the subject of
reservation-if so, I ask them seriously is it of
sufficient value to make it the subject of sa/e
if there was no motive in Gravier to reserve, was
there any in Poeyfarre to buy? I speak of the
soil, not the use of the road and levee. If it was a
burthen to Gravier to repair the road and make
the levee, was it not equally so for the pur.
chaser? And if this burthen was so heavy as
to make us presume that Gravier intended to sell
these objects, altho' he has said nothing about
them, was it not heavy enough to induce us to
believe that Poeyfarre, who is equally silent on
the subject, did not intend to take it upon him.
self ?-N0, it is said: Poeyfarre had an interest
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in leaving the front of the lot 0pf'n and therefore East'n District.
, Februaru. 1819.

he had a motive for intending to be the proprietor ~
of the road a levee in front. l\10RGAN

V8

But then. the plaintiff must concede to me, LrVINosTOJr
&. AL.

that which no bodv but himself disputes, that the
alluvion, formed on the levee and road, would
belong to the owner of the soil of that levee and
Toad; no matter who owned the lot adjoining the
road. Because unless he concedes this, his reas-
on will not apply; for no body could build on
the levee and road, whether he himself owned
the soil, or it was left in Gravier-s-but they could
build on the batture; therefore, if he had any
motive for intending to become the owner of the
levee and road, it must have been in the antici-
pation that a batture would be formed there, of
sufficient height to build upon, which he wished
to secure to himself, by becoming the owner of
the soil of the levee and road,-if then Poeyfarre
could anticipate that a batture would be formed
in the 15 feet of water, their witnesses speak of.
or that the incipient one then shewing' itself, as
theyalledge, would increase to be reclaimed and
to be improved by buildings, that would shut out
his view from the river: if Poeyfarre could fore-
ste this and the probability of the event was so
great as to make us suppose that he did foresee
it, and did intend to buy the road and levee.
where is the absurdity in supposing that Gravier
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F,ast'n District. could look and did look as far into futurity as
1'ebruary, 1819.
~ Poeyfarre, and had as strong an interest to retain,
MO:8~AN as Poeyfarre had to buy these objects. -Yet the

'l.XVINGSTO!f gentlemen who made a solemn abj uration of all
& AL.

false reasoning and declamation, these very gent-
lemen consider it as a sound argument to say that
their cause could rest on the absurdity of suppos
ing that Gravier could, and that Poeyfarre could
not, intend to be the proprietor of the levee, with
a view to the formation of the batture; these very
gentlemen, in the district court, exhausted them.
selves in sounding the bathos of oratory to find
opprobrious epithets and contemptuous terms, as
applied to the levee and the batture. The one
Was a miserable strip of worthless land; the
other a heap of filthy mud, too worthless to be
improved, too insignificant to become the object
of property, too vile in short to be named.
Therefore, Gravier never intended to reserve this
insignificant non entity (for they absolutely tell
us it is nothing, unconnected with the rest of his
farm)-to this I answer: first that he does not
appear to have retained it, unconnected and distinct
from the rest of his farm. When this sale was
made he held all the rest of the plantation (except
the trapezium) of which plantation the levee and
the batture formed a part, he was interested to
keep up the levee and obliged to do it for the
preservation of the unsold land on the road and
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aU that lay back; some of it in the rear of this East'n District.
February, 1819.

narrow lot which he had sold.-And even though ~
he had the intention of selling aU the lots on the MORGAN

'VB.

road, as appears from the map, yet he continued LIVINGSTOlll

to be interested in keeping up the levee to pre- &. AI..

serve that part of the plantation, which being
the lowest would most suffer from a crevasse;
and of which his heir is still the owner.-It is
objected (and this appeared to me a favourite
argument with the plaintiff's counsel) that the
proprietor of a plantation might by selling it in
distinct portions, and bounding it on the road,
render it doubtful who was under the obligation
of making the levee, while he received the ad.
vantage of any alluvion that might be formed;
this is an inconvenience; and the legislature by
applying a remedy have shewn that the inconve-
nience might legally exist. By a law passed 23d
March 1810, 2 Martin's Digest, 592, it is enacted
that where a plantation, not within an incorpo-
rated town, shall be laid out into lots, then each
lot shall pay pro rato ualoris for the making of
the levee and road. This court need not therefore
legislate, as the gentlemen seem to think they
ought, in order to remedy this evil.

I think, however, that this intent, even if we
could plainly discover it, would be of but little
avail unless it were expressed in the deed; and
all! have said, on this subject, must be set down
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Eut'n District. to a determination in this cause so important to
}ebruary. 1819. '
~ my fortune, that nothing should be left unans-
MORGAN we-red. Unless example be an excuse, then [

'V.,

LIVINGS'roN shall have none: because if it is irregular to look
& Ax..

for intent, when none is expressed, in the act,
how much more so, to seek intent contrary to
what is plainly and manifestly expressed? For
independent of the five reasons 1 have given to

shew that the parties intended to establish a line
between the trapezium and the river, the last I
shall use. is, I think. conclusive-it is no less
than,

The clear and unequivocal declaration of the
parties that the trapezium, even altho' it should
be 'f: ont to the river," should be bounded on that
side by the public road.

The expressions in the deed to describe the
land granted are in the original, "un pedazo de
"tierra, formando un trapezia, situado fuera de
" la puerta de Capitulas, compuesto de 415 pies
" de tierra de frente al rio; de 188 pies de pro
"fundidad par el lado de la ciudad; de 411
" pies ,y quatro pulgadas del lado del jardin de
" los vendedores , y par el lado de arriba, de
"229 pies y ocho pulgadas. El todo forma
"dos mil tres cientos ochenta y deis toises,
"quatro pies y dies y seis pulgadas de tierra
"de superficie, como 10 manifesta el plan de
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H Don Carlos Trudeau agrimensor publico East'n District.
, , February, 1819.

"de fecha nueve del corriente, que firmaron las ~
" partes, y quedo en poder del comprador." MORGAN

• 'VB.

WhICh I translate thus: "a piece of land, form- LIVINGSTOlf

" ing a trapezium, situate without the Chapitou- & AL.

" las gate, composed of 415 feet of land, of front
" to the river; 188 feet in depth, on the side of
" the city-411 feet 4 inches on the side of the
,. garden of the sellers; and on the upper side
"229 feet 8 inches. The whole forms 2386 toi-
"ses 4 feet and 6 inches of superficies, as is
"shewn by the plan of Don Carlos Trudeau,
" public surveyor, dated the 9th instant, which
"the parties have signed, and which remains ill
"the power of the purchaser."

The plaintiff has produced, in default of the
original, a copy of the plan mentioned in the act
of sale. This plan gives the lines of the trapeai
urn, with the same distances and calculations of
contents, as are mentioned in the deed: it lays
down also the position of the trapezium, with re·
spect to the road, batture and river in front; the
bounds of the city on the side, and the garden of
the sellers in the rear. Annexed to the survey is
the process verbal made by the surveyor and ad.
mitted, as the court will see by the endorsement,
to be a copy of the one signed by the parties, at
the time of making the sale. This process ver•

. bal states first ; that the survey was made, at the
VOL. VI, 10
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It then gives in writ.
by lines in the plan, " a

East'n District. request of Poeyfarre
i'elmlaf'Y. 1819. •
~ ing what is expressed

MoRGAN piece of land, &c."
7)8.

LIVINGSTON. The plaintiff feels' that this decides the cause,
& AL. and a struggle is made to shew that there is no

reference to this plan, except for the purpose or
shewing that the calculation of square contents
was really made by Mr. Trudeau-that the
words como 10 manifesto el plan, as is shewn by
the plan, relate to nothing more than the words
immediately preceding them, to wit: the calcu
lation of contents.

If so, it must strike everyone as somewhat
surprising that a copy of the plan and process ver
bal should be made; that it should be referred to
in the deed, that the solemnity of signing it, by
the parties, should be gone through for a purpose
that was utterly useless. The land, in the deed,
is said to be a trapezium and the exact length of
each of the four lines is given.-Now we want no
plan to demonstrate whether the calculation ofthe
contents be true or false-the plan cannot aid us
in the least in that calculation. The geometrical
part, to wit: the nature of the figure, whether
square, triangle, &c. and the length of the lines
being given, as they are in the deed, the rest is
mere arithmetic; and the error or accuracy of
the calculation of the superficial contents may be
better tested by a few figures, in the margin of
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the deed, than by all the plans that could be drawn. Enst'n District.

B id . Februaru, 1819.
esi es, on thIS construction, the deed would ~

assert what is not true. The deed sars " as is ~lORGAX
'V8.

shewn by the plan." But the plan does not shew LIVINGSTON

that the trapezium contains so many square toi. & .\l;.

ses; it shews the length of the lines and the na-
ture of the figure. The deed itself shewed the
same thing. '1 he plan has the sum of the con-
tents written upon it, but does not shew the con.
tents, it shews the surveyor's calculation of them;
so does the deed. In other words, it is irnpos-
sible for any geometrical plan to shew the con.

tents, merely by giving the outlines, and it can
never be said to be shewn or manifested by the
plan, unless on that plan the surveyor had traced
out, on the interior, the number of square toises
or feet commensurate with the actual contents;
which it is not pretended has been done in this
casc.-Therefore, the reference to the plan for
the purpose of shewing the square contents would
be useless, because already shewn by the dee.I ;
ineffectual, because not done geometrically by the
plan-besides, if the intent was to refer to the au.
thority of the surveyor general, for the precise
contents, the reference would not have been to
the plan, but to the calculation (if any reference
at all was necessary) and they would simply have
said, as is ascertained by the surveyor general
who has calculated the same, But a rule of con·
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East'n District. struction is given us taken from Pothier on 06.
February, 1819. '
~ ligations, no. 102, which, if it had occurred to
M°'t~8~AN me, I should have used in my favour, without the

LIVINGS'l'ON slightest suspicion that it could be turned against
&AL.

me.
H What is at the end of a phrase," says Po.

thier, "generally refers to the whole phrase and
"not to that only which immediately precedes
" it ; provided, nevertheless, that this end of the
c. phrase agree, in gender and 'number, with the
" whole phrase."

The end of the phrase is here, as appears by the
plan, fie. now in English, there could be, no
doubt, that, according to Pothier's rule, this
would apply to the whole phrase, which begins
with a description of the figure and extent of the
thing sold, and continues immediately before the
words of reference, with the calculation of con.
tents; because, in English, the same expression as
appears, or more literally, as it is made manifest by
the plan, fie. would have been used, had there
been one or many previous numbers to the phrase.
Does the Spanish language require a different
construction? I think it can proved, as well by
example as reason, that it does not-como 10 ma
nifesta-s-" 10," here is the pronoun relative of
the neuter gender which is used, as is also 10 quel,

when there are various antecedents; as in the fol,
lowing examples: habiendo sido antes blasfemo !I
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'VB.

LIVINGSTOII"

& All.

persequulor y iniuriador , mas fue recibido a mise. East'n District.
J February, 1819.

rieordia, por que LO hice con ignorancia-s--t.o, ~
here refers plainly to all the antecedents blasfemo,

persequidor, &fe. Epistol Pablo a Timotheo, 1, 13·
And clearly not to the last injuriador only; and
is used in the same sense as lo quel, which, as is
also in the following example, (f pues dixo el
" cura, tomad, senora ama, abrid esa ventana
" echadle al curral, y de principio al monton de

"la hoguera que se ha de hacer; hisolo asi el
I' ama, (7." "10" here again, without dispute,
agrees with and refers to all the different things,
directed to be done in the preceding phrase, and
not to the last of them only; so again in the very
act of sale, under consideration. En precio de
quatro mil pesos fuertes del cuno mexicano, que
nos ha pagado de contado ; de cuya cantidad nos
damos par entregada a nuestra voluntad, y par no

ser de presente la entrega, renunciamos, £§c. y
otorgamos formal recito, mediante 10 que! nos
apartamos.

In means whereof (mediante Ioquel) of what?
Of the renunciation, the receipt of the payment
the parties transfer their property: 10 que! here
agreeing with and referring to all these antece,
dents and not to the last of them only-lo or 10 quel
then, as far as 1 have been able to discover, from
J!ly own research, or from the information of per.
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East'n Di&trlct. sons better acquainted with the language answers
lebr'uary, 1819. . "
~ precisely to our English relative, which.
MORGAN

'liS. Suppose, in a history of the late war, the au-
LIVINGSTON h . ., f h b f N

& AL. t or m g1vmg an account 0 t e attle 0 ew-
Orleans, in describing the position of the Ameri
can army, should say: " general Jackson's line on
., the left bank, extended from the river to the
.. wood, with a redoubt on the right next the ri,
"vel'. The line was nearly at right angles with
"the river, and straight, until it came to the
" wood, where it receded hy a very obtuse angle:
" There were four batteries advantageously pla,
U ced, at unequal distances from each other. The
" first at six toises from the river; the second at
" twenty, the third towards the middle of the line:
"the whole being 816 toises in length, as rzp
" pears or (to come nearer the Spanish phrase) as
.. is made manifest by an accurate plan made by
"major Latour, to which I refer," Would one
reader, in ten thousand, imagine that the reference
was made merely to shew the length of the line,
which the author could better do in words; and
not to shew the angles and position of the re
doubts and batteries, of which no words would
give an accurate idea. Now, translate this pas.
sage into Spanish; and though, perhaps, differ.
ent phrases might be used by different people, to
render the sense of the words of reference, yet I
am greatly mistaken if those, used in the deed,
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" como 10 manifesto el plan" would not be deem. East'n District.
, February, 1819.

ed the most natural. ~

I have been forced into this verbal discussion, MORGAN
"V8.

by the manner in which my construction of LIVINGSTON

h
&~

t is part of the deed was treated. It was pro-
nounced to be gross nonsense; and this epithet, or
an equivalent one, in the language in which the
counsel addressed the court, was supposed to be
a sufficient refutation. His good sense and ur
banity, however, rather than the notice I took of
it, induced him to acknowledge its impropriety,
and he attempted a refutation by argument, rather
than invective. Whether he succeeded so much
to his own satisfaction, in this attempt, as to be
convinced that the opprobrious terms, he had pa
plied to my unfortunate arguments, were the only
ones they deserved; or whether, sensible of his
own failure, he found it easier to stigmatize than
confute, I cannnot tell: but certain it is, that he
ended where he began, by repeating the phrase. In
depeudent, however, of grammatical construction,
and supposing that even to be against me, the in
tent of the parties is apparent, not only from the
consideration that the reference for the contents
only would have been useless and ineffectual, as
I think I have shewn, but also because a general
reference was useful, and even necessary to the
understanding of the deed.

I have already shewn, by the form of conces-
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East'n District. sions, both French and Spanish, that the precise
Feb-uary, 1819.

....,-.-.,., situation of the land could only be discerned
l\'10RC.AS from the plan, never, or very rarely, from the

'tJs.
LIVINGSTON. gr,tUt itself -The same practice seems to have

&. 4J.. prevailed in private deeds, but whether generally
or not, it is clear, that it has been adopted in this.
-Forall the expressions, relative to the boundary
lines, are evidently intended to describe their ex
tent and situation, with respect to each other only;
leaving the position of the whole lot, in relation to
other objects, or its situation and boundaries, to be
settled by a reference to the plan. Thus we find,
in the deed, no other description, than that the
land lies outside the Chapitoulas gate; its front
towards the river; one side towards town; the
rear on the side towards the garden; and the
other side has no other description than that of
the upper line. But at what distance is the lower
line from the town? How far is the rear from the
garden? Where is the upper line? And what is
the distance between the front line and the river?
N one of these questions are answered by the .
deed, and all ofthem are necessary to give it vali
dity. For, no one could locate the land, but for
the reference to the plan, where aU is satisfacto,
rily explained. The garden is gIven as the rear,
the road as the front boundary, and the interval
between the lower line is distinctly marked.

Thus, I think, I have shewn (as well from
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grammatical construction as from the evident Ellst'n District.
, Febl'uary, 1819.

intent of the parties extracted from what they ~
have said in the deed) that the reference to the MORGAN

'Vs.

plan is in order to render that certain, which the LIVINGSTON
& AL.

deed had left doubtful.
But it is said (for I will leave nothing unan

swered) that, if the reference to the plan be ad.
mitted, it will contradict the deed; and that this
shall not be permitted, even admitting the pre.
mises. If it be acknowledged that the deed re
fers to the plan, for what purpo,e is such re,
ference made? Clearly for" greater certainty:"
which phrase is sometimes expressed but is al
ways understood. If the plan then contain great.
er certainty, it must and ought to control the
deed which has less. And, when the object is
boundaries, position uf lines, and the relative si.
tuation of land to surrounding objects, no one
can doubt that a plan, from its nature, is more cer,
tain than a deed can be. Therefore, if there were
a contradiction between the boundaries, as ex.
pressed in the deed and the plan, the deed must
yield, as bt'ilig the less certain of the two.-But
here, there is no contradiction; there can be none.
-For this plain reason: the deed gives no precise
boundaries, and all, of the general terms, it con
tains, are consistent with the more precise de.
scription contained in the plan-it is in the plan
situate outside of the Chapitoulas gate, although

VOL. VI. 11
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/ ,

East'n District, the interval between it and the city is laid down.
Fe~rual'Y, 1819.
~-__, The lower line on the side of the city, although
MO..,:G.1N its position, with respect to the city, is described.

LIVINGSTON The rear is still on the side towards the garden;
/li;AL.

though the plan tells us that the garden is the
boundary, and the front is still to the river, altho'
the plan tells us it is bounded by the road.

There is then no contradiction between the
act and the plan-if then the plan be generally
referred to by the deed, I must consider all con
troversy, as to the boundary of the lot, at one end;
for, in as expres~3 terms as language can afford,
that boundary is declared aflirmatively to be the
road; and the river is as expressly declared not to
be the boundary, by the interposition of the seve.
ral objects of the road and the levee, between it
and the lot, not only by the surveyor, who laid
out the lot, and made the plan, but by both the
contracting parties, who signed it.

But the survey, it is said, was made some days
before the sale. It was: and I think it would
ha ve been extraordinary, if that operation had
not been performed some time before, because in
order to determine the price it seems reasonable,
that the extent should be known-and what in.
ference is drawn from this? Why, that though
Poeyfarre caused the lot to be surveyed, as being
bounded by the road, witha view to the purchase,
on the 9th of February, he might before the 27th
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,.

tJ,ave chanzed his mind and determined to pur. East'n District.
l:l' Februaru 1819.

chase with the river as his boundary-he might ~
so: but would he, when he passed the act, have MO'\GAI{

"Us

referred to the plan, bounding him on the road? LI\,INGqTOI{
&u.

Would he have signed that plan? Would he not
have made some more precise expression of his
change of intent, than the insertion of the loose
expressions [rente at rio?

Having discussed the plaintiff's first position ~

H that the sale to Poeyfarre, was bounded by the
river," and urged the reasons which induce me
to believe, that he has totally failed to establish
it; let us examine another question, no less es
sential to his success, even if the first should be
decided in his favour. "Did Poeyfarre when
"he canveyed to Bailly, under whom the plaintiff
" claims, give him the river as a boundary?"

He claims under two deeds, the first from Po.
eyfarre of which the description words are" a lot
" (a terreno ) belonging to me, situate out of the
" city, consisting of (compuesto) sixty feet of
"front, and one hundred and eighty in depth
" conformably to the figurative plan of Don Car.
"los Trudeau, public surveyor of this city,
.. bounded on one side by land of the seller, and
"on the other by those of Bertrand Gravier"
and then recites that it was part of the laud he
bought from B. Gravier and hi .. wife, by the deed
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East'n District, we have examined' but does not as is untruly
February. 1819. ' ,
~ stated in the petition, convey in all respects as the
M07~8GAN same had been by him acquired.

LIVI:'WSTO~ The second deed to Baillv is not produced&AL. J'
but is recited in his deed to Morgan. It is no
otherwise material than to shew why the deed
from Gravier to Poeyfarre, and that from
Poeyfarre to Bailly, bei g now a corner lot,
are stated to be bounded on both sides by land of
the grant')r, B, Gravier. There was, until
Bailly purchased it from Gravier, a triangular
strip of land, running to a point in the high
road, and having a base on the rear of 14 feet,
which at the time of Poeyfarre and Bailly's
purchase, separated the lot of the former, from
Gravier street -The sale fr .m Poeyfarre, there.
fore, is the only material aile in this enquiry-as
we have seen, it is described by a lot (terreno) not
a word is said of the river, it consists of 60 feet
front, without telling us where that front is; and
it has a reference to the plan which takes away
the quibble that was raised on the other : it is, con

forme al plan. The reference here, then is not
for the calculation of the contents, because-
there is none. It is then to render the loose ex
pressions of the deed more certain-What plan?
Clearly the one signed by Poeyfarre and Gravier,
at the time of the former purchase. That plan.
gives the road as the boundary. Poeyfarre then
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bounds Baillv on the road by this reference. And East'n District.
• Februorv; 1819.

he does more: he shews most unequivocally that ....,v......,
this plan was intended to shew that the road was MORGAN

'V8.

his own boundary; for. he could not refer Bailly LI"ING"TU
&AL.

to this plan for a boundary, if it had been intend.
ed, merely to shew the square contents of his
land. Poeyfarre then, by this practical construe-
tion, not only shews his intent to bind Bailly by
the road, but also, that it was his own boundary,
and that the fine spun idea of the reference to elu-
cidate the calculation, never entered into the
min-Is of the contracting parties.-It is worthy of
remark here; that Poeyfarre, who best knew the
intent with which he purchased, does not appear
to have claimed any part of the batture, opposite
to the residue of his trapezium; but, that this suit
should be first instituted, after a lapse of near
thirty years, by one who became the proprietor of
a smail part only, three years ago.

Here ends the discussion of the material fact
in this case; "the boundary of the land." If
they have proved that boundary to be the river,
they are entitled to the increase by an allu vion,
unless the sale by the square toise should make
it a limited field: a question that will be present
ly considered-if, on the contrary, the result
should be, that their boundary is not the river,
it would seem, necessarily to follow, from the
nature of the claim. that thev are not entitled to, ~
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East'n Distr-ict. such increase. But on the trial of this cause I
.f'eb/·lIar'!!. 1819. ' ,
~ have first heard it asserted, "that land not bound.
MO:s~4N ,< ed by the water, but having other boundaries

LIVB'GSTON "which separate it from the edge of the water,
& AL.

" may yet be entitled to the alluvion."
" That the lnt in question, bounded by a road

" which is public property, separated from the
" water, not only by the road, but by a levee, and
" another parcel of land, which was already form
" ed by alluvion-when that lot was sold, should
"carry with it, as an apP'lrtenanee, the land then
" formed and all which has accrued since."

The act of sale gives the land with Its entra
das, y salidas, derechos, usos y castumbres. The
English terms we should use, in common par
lance, to translate these words, will each of them
give a correspondent legal meaning: ingresses,
egresses, rights, uses and customs-Can any of
these give a right to a detached part of the gran.
tor's property, never used with this particular
part, which is conveyed, not necessary to the en.

joyment of it, and not mentioned or alluded to in
the act of sale? The ingresses and egresses, are
given by the front boundary on the road. Rights
(eo nomine) will convey nothing but such as shall
be proved to be attached to the soil; such as a
right of way, &c. but to give effect to this the
right of servitude must be proved, and then it
will pass under the general word rights-it is not
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sufficient to sav : a servitude is a right; rights East'n District.
,. Februaru, 1819'

are given me, therefore, I am entitled to the ser· ~
vitude. This species of logic will surely not car. MORGA~

V8.

ry conviction; and yet this rather worse is at- LIVINGSTON

tempted in the present case. It is first assumed, &. AI..

contrary to the fact, and even inserted in the pe-
tition, that the lot was conveyed wi.h its appurte-
nances, (meaning, I suppose, that it was so LX·

pressed in the act) whereas no such word ap-
pears in the deed. The reasoning is such as
might be expected from such a foundation.-
This is the abstract: ., we are entitled to the ap-
" purtenunces, alluvion is an apP'd'temmCej there-
"fore we are entitled to the alluvion." But, gen-
tlemen, admitting the land is conveyed with its
appurtenances, and that allu viou is an accessary,
which I deny; you do nothing unless you shew
it to be an appurtenance of this particular lot.
How do you prove thi,,? W by, they prove it by
again repeating that they go to the river; but
that account we have already settled. If you go
there, I acknowledge that without your doctrine
of appurtenances or accessories, you are entitled
to it. If you do not 60 there, prove that it is an
accessory in some other way.-But to this we can
get no other answer than the old one; " that allu-

" vion is an accessory; that they are entitled to
"the accc:ssory, therefore, they are entitled to
" alluvion."
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East'n District. But the truth is that alluvion in the sense they
Febvuaru, 1819. ' ,
~ use the word, land gained by alluvion, is not an ap~

MORGAN purtenance-s-the rirrht of profitmz by alluvion is
vs. i>

LIVrSGSTON appurtenant to lauds bordered by the water
& AL.

which causes the increase. But, when the in..
crease has taken place, that increase is no appur_
tenance to, it is incorporated with, the original
field, and becomes a part of, not a right appurte.
nant to it.

Incrementum latens alluuionis nobis acquiritur
eojure quo ager augmentatus primum ad nos p::r
tinebat, nee istud incrementum censitur nouus ager
sed pars primi. Dumoul. Com. art 1. (5) no.
115. Febrer». (Contratos 1. 10 9 2 n. 81.) The
authority cited by the plaintiff, tells us the same
thing, in the same sentence with that quoted, to
shew that it is an accessory: sigue la naturaleza
de! jundo, aque se agregua, y se tiene por uno
mtsmo,

Deuisart, tit. alluvion, no. 5 & 5 is to the same
point. L"lUgmenfation qui nous arrive dans un
heritage par alluvion, est une seule et me me chose
avec 1',J,eritage accru-e-fundus fundo, accresscit
sicut partzo portioni.

Encyclopedie.: ., Alluvion is an increase, &c.
" which becomes so consolidated with the conti
"guous land, that it forms a whole with it an
" identity.

If, "the portion ofland thus added, is not con-
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, ·c

89

•, sidered as new land' it is a part of the old tast'n District.
, , Februarp, 1819.

H which becomes possessed of the same quali- ....,.....-...,
"ties and it belongs to the same master in the MORG4N

, 'VB.

" same manner, as the growth of a tree forms part LIVIYGSTON
&.AL.

" of the tree, and is the property of the master of
" the tree."

I might multiply these quotations without end,
but enough have been ~ade, to shew that there
is no question as to the nature of this property,
when once formed. That it is an integral part of
the original field, and therefore, no accessory,
appendage or appurtenance to it.-The very au
thor, relied on to shew it to be an accessory, clear.
ly uses the word as applied to the right; because
I have shewn he, in the same sentence, expresses
the incorporation in very strong terms: se tiene,
he says, par una mismo ,

To prove that an integral part cannot be an ac
cessory, or appurtenance, would seem an useless
task.-But from the beginning of the controver
sy, relative to this property, through all its stages,
during a period of thirteen years, and with all my
adversaries, from Thomas Jefferson down to
Benjamin Morgan, I have found first principles
denied, and have been forced to undertake the
demonstration of axioms. Therefore, (not be.
cause I think it necessary to the conviction of
the judges who are to decide. but to give myself
the satisfaction of exposing the nature of the ar-

VOL. vr, l~
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East'n District. zuments that are used to deprive me of mv nro,
Februurp; 1819. to J t"

~ perty) I proceed to support by authority this al,
MORGAN most SI: If evident proposition.

V8.

LIVINGSTO:-i •
& AL. Let us see what an accessory IS. This word

is not used, I think, as a substantive in English
jurisprudence, except in the criminal law-at
our bar and particularlyr this cause, it has been
taken from the French accessoire, and used as
synonimous with appurtenance. \\-That is its de.
finition 1> Denisart, tit. accessoire, C, When one
" thing is united with another, upon which it de.
C( pends, either by its origin, its nature or its use,
C, the first is called the principal. the second the
" accessory, without any regard to their relative
"value. A thing is said to depend upon another
., by its origin, when that thing has produced it
" by its nature, 'when it cannot exist when sepa.
" rated from it-and by its use, when it is desti,
"ned to ornament or be of serv ice to it."-NowJ

see whether land made by alluvion will square
with either branch ofthis definition-it is, clearly,
not produced by the original land (as are the ex.
arnples he gives of trees, grass, £:Tc.) it is from its
definition, produced by the water; and would be
created if a stone wall, instead of the edge of the
field, were the point at which the increase began.

It is not by nature so united, as not to exist if
divided from the principal, as the rents are,
which is the second example. The alluvial soil
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forms as perfect a lot, when divided from the prin. East'n District.
February, 1819.

pal, as the principal itself does. ...,...:,......
Nor lastly, is it destined for the use of the prin. MORGAN

'V8.

cipal soil. Therefore, it comes within no branch LXVINGSTOl\

of the definition, and is not an accessory-an &; AL.

acre of land in the east end of a field is no more
an accessory or appurtenance, although it may
have been formed by alluvion, than another acre
in the west end, which was original soil: and it
depends absolutely on the owner, in the one or
the other case, to include it or not in the sale. If
the field contain 21 acres, including that formed
by alluvion, and he sells by metes and bounds 20
acres, beginning at the west end, the alluvial
land cannot be included, under the general de
scription of appurtenances; nor, if he sells in the
same manner, beginning at the east end, will the
acre at the west end pass.

See the examples of appurtenances, that are
put by Denisart and by the 28, 29, 30 and 31
laws of the 5th partida, tit. 5. which have been
quoted by the plaintiff, and we shall not find land
gained by alluvion among any of them-land,
thus gained, then cannot. with propriety be called
an accessory or an appurtenance; even when at
tached to the soil, the owner of which claims it.
- What shall we say to its being claimed as such,
to a lot which is divided from it, by land belong
ing to the public, occupied as a road, and by a
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East'n District. levee, belonging to the seller? Really, the preten
February, 1819.
~ tion is so extraordinary, that it seems to put are.

MORGAN gular refutation at defiance, and to deserve the
'V8.

LIVINGSTON short mode of reasoning, which was applied to
&AL. my construction of the reference in the deed. If

the plaintiff establishes his doctrine, that the al,
luvial soil is an inseparable appurtenance to the
owner of that on which it was formed, let him
take care of his title, to that which he calls the
principal: for that principal is itself alluvial, and
the owners of the lots on St. Charles street, would
have a right to claim all between them and the
river. On this head, however, I think I heard
something like this reasoning. "The alluvion
"belongs to the riparious proprietor, who is op
" posite to it. Poeyfarre is the riparious pro.
" prietor, because there is no proprietor between
., him and the river; therefore, he is entitled to
" the alluvion as an appurtenance." But the first

.position here is unfounded, the alluvion does

not belong to the proprietor of the land which is
opposite to it; but to the proprietor of the land
on Wh70h it is formed, to which it is added. The
second position has been over and over refuted.
There is no property without a proprietor; the
road is property: the levee is property: they both
have owners. That owner is not Poeyfarre ; it is
not pretended that he owns the road. And
though they talk of the levee being an appurte-
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~nance to their lot, yet they have failed to shew East'n Diatriet. ,~
• • February. 1819, '!

that It had a smgle feature of one. The batture, ~_~"

whether high or low, whether incipient (as they MORGAN
'VB.

call it) or finished, was property, and had an LIVINGSTON.

d h G . f .. &.u..owner an t at owner was ravier-s- or It IS
surely idle to say that it was not, then capable of
being owned; it must either have existed or not.
If it did not exist, it of course had no owner; if
it did, its height or extent is of no consequence.
Is it not speaking in paradoxes to say that there
is a thing, which is so inconsiderable as to have
no being? 'When the riveyas formed a deposit
annexed to my land, sufficient to raise its bed
above the surface of the river" in its natural
" state, when it is not swelled by rain or other
" causes," then an alluvial soil is formed; and as
soon as it is formed, it belongs to me, as the pro-
prietor of the soil to which it is attached. No
matter what its height or its extent; there is no
other scale, nor has the plaintiff given us any
to determine at what degree of altitude it shall
become the su bject of property.

But there is conclusive evidence. as I think I
have shewn, that it was at least in this state, at
the time of the sale. The surveyor general has
certified it; Poeyfarre has attested it by his sig_
nature; the late superior court have confirmed
it in the reasons given for their judgment, in a
case introduced and read by the plaintiff Gra-
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East'n District. vier us. the Corporation. I care not therefore
Fehruary, 1819., "
~ whether it was only sixty feet broad, as the coun-
MORGAN sel say it was, or whether it was onlv six -The

'V8.

LIVINGSTON surveyor general, I say, has certified it. He has
& AX. declared that it was covered at the time of high

water, and it is so yet-but this, it seems, is writ
ten only on one end; and therefore, he did not
intend that it should apply to the other. This is
just as reasonable as it would be to say, that be
cause he has written road on one end of the map,
it does not extend to the other. although the lines
designating it are c.tinued-here the lines de
signating the exteat and shape of the batture, are
marked on the plan distinctly; they are continu,
ed fronting the premises, and the words, to de.
signate what those lines meant, are written in the
part most convenient for receiving the inscrip
tion. The late superior court, I say, have con
firmed it by their decision, and have also pro
nounced against the plaintiff's claim, because it
appears by the same report. introduced by the
plaintiff, that this title was relied on as a bar to
Gravier's recovery; which as he was plaintiff,
it would have been, had the claim been good.

As I have not shewn the present plaintiff, or
those under whom he claims to have been par.
ties to that suit, the judgment is no bar; but as a
precedent, it has weight, even in point of fact.
This court in the case of St. Maxcnt's syndics
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vs. Puche 4 Martin 201, say, "certainly the East'n District. .;
" February, 1819.

"proceedings, under the Spanish and territorial ~
"governments, evidence that the tribunals who MORGAN

'V8.

"passed on Segur's claim for indemnification, LIVIlSGSTO~

" considered this point [the establishment of & AT,.

" Gayoso's line by Dubreuil's declaration] in the
" same light that we do; and the fact is corro-
" borated by a number of witnesses." Here the
decision of the territorial court, on a point of
fact between other parties, is properly consider.
ed as persuasive, though not conclusive evidence.
-s-Fide also, 2 Covarrubias, 549 (4) where we
have precisely the same doctrine :, " that a sen-
"tence in favour of one shall be cited byano-
U ther as a presumption, in his favor."

Some alluvial land then existed at the time of
sale-is it pretended that this was an appurte
nance? Not that I have heard; among all the
extraordinary positions which have been taken,
this I believe is not numbered. Then, even if
the no less extraordinary claim be allowed, that the
levee was granted as an appurtenance, it would
not avail, for the land then formed, outside the
levee, being Gravier's, all the alluvion attached to
it afterwards must be his.

Under this head also, let it be remarked that
the small lot, then first erected into a separate
property, could have no such appurtenance, as
arise from the circumstance of their having been
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East'n District. used with or appropriated to the service of a lot
February, 1819.
~ that has acquired certain rights by the continued
MO::~.L'i enjoyment of them, connected with that lot. To

LIVINGSTON explain by an example: if the proprietors of
& .u.. Gravier's farm had always occupied with it a cer

tain right of common or servitude of pasturage
in the lands of another j this would be an appur.
tenance to the whole farm. But the sale of two
acres out of 520, certainly would not give the
purchaser the same rights, because it was nei
ther a use, custom or right, attached to that lot
prior to the sale.

And when the right, whatever it be, is to
be taken out of, or claimed as due from, the
other lands of the grantor j that right or service
must be plainly expressed in the deed, that first
erects the land into separate property-how else
can it exist? \Vhile in the hands of the original
owner, one acre can owe no servitude nor be an
appendage to another-and. this like a servitude
must be created either by grant or long usage
now there can be no long usage, because the lot
was first erected, as a separate property by this
sale, and, there is nothing in the deed, declaring
that the alluvial soil, between the levee and the
river, should be an appurtenance to the thing
sold-it is sold with all its rights, &fc. and we
will suppose accessories, which mean the same
thing, to have been also implied. But as no new
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rights or accessories are granted the particular East'n District.
" February, 1819.

portion, carved out of the farm. could have no ~
separate rights-it shall carry with it none but ~IO:8~A.N

such as all Jots of land would have, to wit: a LmNGSTON
&. AI,.

right of ingress and egress, over the land of the
grantor, if none other were provided-the natu-
ral right, which the position gives, of receiving
or turning off water, the fruits of the earth grow-
ing on it, its enclosure, if any, &'c. There is
then, as little foundation for the claim as an ap
purtenance, as there is for the river as a boundary.

A feeble attempt was made, to shew that the
plaintiff was entitled by prescription; without
pleading it, without shewing it, and contrary to
the allegations in his non.descript petition, which
alledges no other act of possession, on the part of
Bailly & Poeyfarre, than that the care and expense
of repairing the levee were,for a time, supported
by them; which, in no part, states Morgan to
have been in possession for a moment; and on
the contrary, alledges, in two places, that the de
fendant pretends to be the owner, has offered
to sell, and has exercised various acts of owner
ship, on the premises, to the great disturbance,
and injury, not oftheplaintiff'spossession; butof
his right and title; which acts (it is afterwards
stated) are continued, to the great, continued
disturbance of the plaintiff's title.

VOl.. vr, 1;j
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East'n District. If my acts of ownership have inj ured and dis.
Februurlf' 1819.
~ turbed his title, they must amount to a prescrip-

MORGAN tion .. because th mgh temporary, or occasional
V8

LIVl"'G~TOS acts of ownership might injure a possession, or in.
& AL. • I . hJure tne property, or Injure t e owner; yet, to

injure the title of the one claimant, they must
give a title to the other.-Thus the plaintiff, in
stead of proving his own title by prescription, has
acknowledged and established mine.

I have been diffuse, in answering the plaintiff-s
allegations and arguments-l shall be concise in
establishing the principles, on which I rely, be.
cause truth is single, error is infinite; the first
requires little elucidation; but, to pur"ue the
latter, through all its ramifications, necessarily
leads to prolixity.

Being defendant in this cause, and knowing the
weakness of the plaintiff's title, I did not think it
necessary to exhibit my own. If I shew, that
the land claimed was not conveyed by Gravier
to Poeyfarre, the plaintiff cannot prevail. The
principles, on which I expect to demonstrate this,
are simple.

It cannot be denied, that the land sold to Po"
eyfarre, with or without reference to the plan, is
described as contained within four lines, of which
the respective lengths are given, as well as the
square contents. If these four lines had been
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found to contain more than the calculation ex. East'n DlstrIct.
Feln-varu, 1819.

presses, the excess would have belonged to the ~
grantee; because the whole trapezium is sold. MORG'N

'li$.

But there is no difference; the calculation is just, LIVINGSTON

1
. &.u..

t rerefore, no question can arise on this su bject,
This is the ager limitatus of the Homan law, in
both senses of the word : first, as contained with.
in certain artificial lines.

Second, as having the contents calculated.

The first of these would certainly. the second
most probably, according to the weight of autho.
rity, constitute an ager limitatus, or field bounded
by another boundary in front, than the river; and
of course, be a property not entitled to the right
of alluvion.

T!1f'jirst, I say, certainly; because it depends
not only on the opinions of lawyers, or the deci
sions of courts. but on the immutable principles
of reason-the law of alluvion is expressly refer.
red to this source. Inst, 2, 1, § 20. Preterea
quod per alluvionem agro tuo flumen adjecit, jure
gentium tib: adquiritur. The jus gentium above
referred to, is not what we call the law of nations,
but natural law-quod oers natura/is ratio inter
omnes homines constituit, 8i'c. id vacatur ju.s gen.
tium, Inst, 1. 2, 9 ] .-Ait imperatorjus gentium
esse quod naturalis ratio inter omnes homines con.
stltuit, unde sequitur Jus hoc, (:j'e. fjmun ob causam
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East'n District. ~ ipsum quoque jus nature passim appellatur et
February, 1819.
~ cequum E!? bonum, &1' natura/is equitas 8i' natura.

MORGAN This natural law dictates the definition of al-
'V8.

LlvnWSTpN luvion to be : " an addition to the soil impercep.
Sc .oiL:

"tibly made by the deposition or retiring of the
.. water." Now, if there be any limit between the
water and a given portion of land, that land can
never be augmented by alluvion, in either way;
The water cannot augment land, that it does not
reach; it can deposit nothing, where it never
comes; it cannot be said to retire from a line
which it never reached.

We want no positive law then, to enforce the
doctrine that there can be no increase by alluvion
to a limited field.-The civil law, however, leav
ing very few cases to be decided by induction,
has gi yen us this rule.

" It is clear (constat) that the right of allu.
"vion, does not take place in limited lands." if.
41. 16. This was ordained by the emperor
Antoninus Pius.

What is this limited field, (ager limitatus)
that has no right to alluvion?--- The con
quered lands, 'which were divided among the
Roman soldiers, says one of the plaintiff's coun
sel-and this he infers from the latter part of the
authority I have just quoted, agrum manucaptum
limitatum fuisse, 8l"c. This, to be sure, tells us
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that conquered lands were limited; but it surely East'n District.
February, 1819.

does not teach us that no others were. ....--..."
1. All lands which are conveyed by artificial MO:8~AN

lines of mensuration, or by fixed boundaries, LIVINGSTO~
& .&:t.

are, as the term imports, agri limitati; whether
the contents in superficies be set forth or not.

2. All lauds which are conveyed by measure.
ment or quantity (ad mensuram) come under
the same denomination, and for the same rea
son; because lines of measurement must be
drawn, to ascertain those square contents.

These definitions exclude the idea of the river
touching the land: the distance that separates it
is of no consequence; an inch is as effectual as a
mile. To constitute alluvion it must be added
to, it must be incorporated with, it must make a
whole with, the land that claims it-and the ad
dition must be deposited by the water, or must
be made by its retiring from the land. But, as I
have before ubserved, the water can deposit no.
thing in, nor can it retire from, a place where it
has never been-and I repeat here the observa
tion, which we should never lose sight of in this
cause, that the law of the ager Iimitatus, being
inseparably connected with the general law of
alluvion, an inherent part of it, is derived as that
IS, from natural, confirmed by positive, law.

Let us see, whether my definition of the age,.
Iimitatus be just.
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East'n District. " Qure presumptio (that uf a grant of the right
Februmy, 1819. "<
~ of alluvion) cessat in agris limitatis certo des-
MO:8~AN criptis, vel mensura expressa comprehensis, qui

LIVINGSTON bus ultra eorum limites nihil incremento con-
&; AL. • 'J 1.

cessum videtur ." 1 Hub-ro», 123,33
l/innius, in his notes to the Institutes, 2 1. §

20. note (1) commenting on the definition, con
tained in the text, says: "arciilnio scilicet qui
non alium finem habet quam naturalern, id
est ipsum flumen : nam agros Iirnitatos alluvi
onem non habere" He then refers to the text,
from the digest and says; " we may collect from
it, that lands conquered from the enemy and gi.
ven by the prince, or the people to individuals,
were possessed in such a manner, that the right
of the posses.,pr should be circumscribed by cer
tain bounds or limits-were called limited lands,
in order that it might be known, that whatever
remained beyond those bounds was pu blic, and
that the subsequent increase belonged to the
people. Of the same nature are lands compre.
hendcd b}' a certain measure, which in this respect
are governed by the same law; not having the
right of alluvion, because their posseSbors can
hold nothing beyond the quantity as~,igned."

1. Heineccius, page 110, 111, Jus Nat. &
Gent. lib. 1. cap. 9. sec. 25 4." Ita nullurn -st
dubium quin id quod ugris nostris hoc modo
(by alluvion) accedit nobis, quod agra publico,
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uieoe public» adjicitur publico cedere debeat. " East'n Distric~.
February. 181:/.,V here, he remarks in a note on this passage, ~

., and on this foundation, rests the distinction MORGAN
'liS.

made by lawyers and surveyors, between lands LIVINGST05

called arcifinios, which are bounded by no other 84 u.

than natural boundaries, and limited lands, which
are confined to a certain number of perches or
feet." He then cites the digest, and several
commentators; and closes with a sentence that
must, unless refuted, decide this cause. "But
whatever lies between limited fields and the ri-
ver, there is no one who does not understand
that this belongs either to the public, or some in-
diuidual , and in neither case, can any thing be
added to the limited field"

The same doctrine is repeated in a stong Ian.
guage by the same author. Etementa Juris, lib.
2 tit. 1. § 358, in notis.-Seealso Grotius de jure
bell & pac. lib. 2. cap. 3. sec: 16; where
the definitions I have given will be found, and
the same, chap. 8, sec. 12, where the same is
applied to the lands of individuals; with the
difft renee; that, in cases of doubt, the lands
of individuals shall be deemed to be limited.
Voet also is to the same purpose. 2d. vol. 728.
lib. 41. tit 1. no. 15.

It was felt that these authorities decided the
cause, and a very ingl'llioLis and bold attempt
was made to ~et. rid of them, by denying that the
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East'o District. law of the digest upon which it was asserted
February, 1819. '
~ that they were founded, was law in this country.
MORGAN ., The recopilacion of Castilla, says the plain-

Vs.

!.IVlNGSTO;:{ tiff. interdicts the use of the Roman code, as
& AL. authority; it only permits, it so far as it may be

considered the opinion of wise men illustrative
of points, which have not been decided by the
laws of :--'pain. The law in question is not the
opinion of a Roman jurisconsult, but a positive
edict of a Roman emperor; and the case is al..
ready provided for by a positive statute of Spain.
Therefore, this law comes within the interdicted
part of the law of the recopilacion, and is not in
eluded in the exception."

This is, I think, a fair statement of the argu
ment-let us examine the truth of the different
positions which compose it.-First, as to the
assertion, that the law of alluvion applied to li.
mited lands is created by positive statute. The
passage of the digest, if closely attended to, will
not co untenance this opinion.

"In agris limitatis jus alluvionis locum non
habere constat." 'The last word here means it is
apparent, it is certain. There is no doubt, that
such is the law? Now, why? If the text had said,
"because that the emperor Antoninus Pius
enacted it ;" it might then have rested on that
foundation-but no such language is used-af
ter declaring that it was apparent that limited
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fields had not this right, we have the corrobora, East'n District.
• February, 1819.

nve observation, in another branch of the sen- ~
tence : " idque et Divus Pius constituit." And l\IORGU

'V8.

the same thing was established by the emperor LIVINGSTON

Pius: Of, as I think, the construction demands &. n.

that the sentence should not finish here, as it is
printed; but that, instead of a period, we should
only have a comma, after constituit i and that
what follows, " et Trebatius ait," should be can.
nected in the same sentence. I think so, because
I do not grammatically know otherwise, what to
do with the two conjunctions" que and ct." If
the sentence ends where it now does, one of them
is certainly superfluous. If we connect them,
they both find their place; and they would read:
Hid que et Divus Pius constituit et Trebatius ait
kc." which would be rendered into English thus;
H and this was not only established by Pius, but
Trebatius says, &c."-Be this, however, a~ it
may. the first sentence, whether single or con
nected, shews that the law was certain: not be
cause it had been enacted by the emperor Pius;
but that it was apparent, clear law, and as such ~
had been confirmed by him. The subsequent ..
part of the section, however, clearly shews that
it was at least as old as Julius Cassar, and there.
fore, not first enacted by Antoninus . for Tre-
batius is referred to, as asserting the same prin-
ciple <lrawing the very distinction we draw in

VOl.• VI. 14,
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East'n District. this cause, between lands granted in erose which
Februm.,/. 1819. ;:, ,
~ have the right of alluvion, and lands parcelled

MORGAN out by metes and bounds, which have it not.
v•.

LIVINGSTON. Now Trebatius, we learn from Godefroy, was
&AL. h It e preceptor of ..abeo (the founder of one of

the sects, that divided the Roman advocates)
and Labeo, as Tacitus tells us, in his annals,
died in the reign of Augustus. The first part
of the argument then, which supposes the law to
depend on a positive edict, and not on principle,
is ill founded.

The next member of the argument may, as
conclusively, be shewn to be specious only:
Spain, it is true, has legislated on the subject,
but not in such a manner as to exclude the ex
ception of the ager limitatus, declared by the
Roman law, but to confirm it. The third partida,
tit 28. law 26, is the statute alluded to: it gives
the same definition of alluvion, that is contained
in the Roman law. The operation must be im
perceptible; it must be carried on by the water
and it must be added to the field that claims it.

__ The 30th law of the same book, enacts that,
, where the alluvion is formed by the retiring of

the water, it shall belong to the owner of the
adjoining land.

Now can it, with any shew of propriety, be
said that the Roman law of the ager limitatus is
contrary, either to the spirit or the letter Qfeither

,
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of these laws? Does it not on the contrary come East'n District.
, February, 1819.

within both? These laws declare that land added ~
to a man's field, imperceptibly by the water, MORGU

'V8.

shall be his; the law of the "limited field" is a LIVINGSTOl'l

corollary from it: "that if it be added to some- & ."".

thing, without the land, it shall not belong to the
ow-ier of the field."

But, it is said, that the silence of the Spanish
law on this point is conclusive, that the Spanish
le!~i,>lator, when adopting the Roman code, re
enacted so much, in the partidas and other
corles, as he thought proper, and that having
this passage in the digest under his eye, his not
re-enacting it proves that he determined it should
not be law in Spain. But, if I have shewn that
it is a natural consequence of the law he did
adopt, I shew enough i and surely the plaintiff
would shew too much, if he could establish this
argument: for it would exclude from our courts
all reference whatever to the Roman code-for
to establish such parts as are re-enacted we need
DO references; and, if they arc not re-enacted,
they stand in the same predicament, in which the
plaintiff's argument puts the law of limited lands,
and cannot be referred to all. But by the au
thority he relies on, the Roman law may be
quoted in certain cases, (and I will assert with.
out fear of contradiction) is, in point of fact, as
frequently quoted, by every writer on Spanish
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East'n Distriel. jurisprudence as the partidas themselves.s-«
February, 1819. '
~ Therefore, the silence of the Spanish lawgiver
MORGAII' on this point (as well as in many thousands of

"Us.

LIVINGSTON others which are not transcribed from the Ro.
&AL. man code) is no proof that he intended to ex

elude its provisions.
If I have succeeded in she·wing that the laws

which govern this subject are derived from the
laws of nature and reason, and are not the crea
tion of positive statute; then the authority of
eminent writers on that subject to illustrate the
case has been referred to with propriety, and
this authority is decisive.

I might rely on this course of argument, I
think, with safety, but I have something more
decisive. If I shew by writers of acknowledged
authority, that the law of the ager limitatus is
the rule in Spain, surely something more than
the general reasoning', which has been employed,
will be required to shew that it is not. I mean
some direct authority, the opinion of some juri.
dicial writer, on the Spanish law, declaring that
this part of the Roman law did not apply in
Spain.

The digest of Rodriguez purports, in a short
commentary on every law, and an introduction
to every title in his translation of the digest, to
give information of the agreement or discor
dance of the two codes. On the law in question
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he merelv repeats its substance, from which we East'n District.
• Februurq, 1819.

should infer that it is law in Spain. ~

The laws of Fuero Real have in like manner MORGA,,-, "',.
and with the same view, as we learn from the l,IVIlfGSTOJf

& AI.,

title page, been commented upon, by Alonzo
Deas Montalvo and a learned doctor of Sala-
manca.

These authors, in a note on the lib. 3. tit. 4.
law ]4. page 48, note (d) expressly declare it
to be law, that the ager limitatus should not be
entitled to the increase by the rising of an island
opposite to it, which the "ager non limitatus"
would have been entitled to j not merely, as was
asserted at the bar, referring to the digest to
shew that such was the Roman law, but quoting
the text of the digest, to shew it to be in accor
dance with the laws of Spain (which, as we
have seen, was one of the objects of the work)
for they say: ut in fr. de flum. lib. 1.

We have not many of the Spanish commen
tators on this title of the digest. But I have
been fortunate enough, to discover the opinion
of the most celebrated among them in a work of
great authority; which, after consulting Cyria
cas, Bartolus, Mascaredo, Garcia, HermoselIo,
expressly decides the question, that by the laws
of Spain the bounds of "agri Iimitati" are not
changed by alluvion. Curia Phillipica illus
trado, 45. n, 95. 3. 45. See also .2 Covarrubias,
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EBSt'n District. 500. at the end of the first column. He is en
I'ebruary, 1819.
~ quiring whether if a grant be made of, or a pri-
MO:e~AN vilege or exemption granted to, a town, by cer

LIVINGSTON. tain metes and bounds, and that town afterwards
&AL

becomes enlarged, whether the increase shall
belong to the grantee, or the exemption or pri
vilege be extended to the part added. And he
determines that it shall not, referring expressly
to this law in agris, which is the d. 41. 9 1 16.
the law under consideration secuti deducitur (he
says) ex lege in agris. N ow if the law in agris
could not be referred to in a Spanish court, to
shew the very case for which it provides, could
it be (as it here is) referred to, to illustrate a
similar case.

Not desiring therefore, to understand the
laws of Spain better than the authors, I have
quoted, and willing with them to incur the hea
vy penalties of citing the Roman law, in a court
of justice governed by the Spanish code, I might
rest my case on the branch of the argument
alone. This is a limited lot and limited lands
are not entitled to alluvion.

This was the ground on which the late superior
court overruled the objection which was made
to Gravier's recovery, as appears by the report;
which let it not be forgotten, was introduced as
authority by the plaintiff, in the argument in this
court. And I really have heard no reason why
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it should not have as much effect now as it had East'n District.
February, 1819.

then. ~

MORGAN

I may flatter myself then with having shewn:

I, That the land, sold by Gravier to Poeyfarre,
did not extend to the river. Because of the
intervention of three objects, either of which
would have been sufficient to prevent that effect:
the road, the levee and the alluvion already formed,
-Because it is called a trapezium and, if it ex
tended to the river, it 'would cease to have that
figure, as the side next the river would be divid
ed into a number of curve lines.

2. That the said lot is a limitedfield-because
it was laid out as a town lot, prior to the sale.

Because the contents are calculated and the
intent of the parties to give and receive no more
is clearly expressed.

Because the reference to the plan clears up
all doubt, (if any could have existed from the
deed alone) by giving the road as the front.
boundary.

3. That as well from the nature of this species
of increase, as from the authority of express
law, 'limited fields can not be encreased by
alluvion.

4. That neither the road, levee nor alluvion
then existing, passed as all accessory or appurte-

'118.

LIVINGSTON"
&tAL.
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East'n District. nance to the lot-because it has no one charac
February, 1819.
~ teristic of an appurtenance or accessory.

MORGAN Because, being first created into a separate
'V s,

LIVINGSTON property by this act of sale, the trapezium could
& ..u ..

have no rights or appurtenances, but such as are
incident to all lots of land-and because the law.
I have quoted from the digest, shews that these
objects must have been specially inserted in the
deed, in order that they might be considered as
accessorres.

5. That the claim of prescription is unsup.
ported by any evidence, is contradicted by the
statements in the petition, and has never been
pleaded by the plaintiff. But that the adrnis
sions, in the petition, rather tend to establish
such title in the defendant who has pleaded it.

6. That, even if the batture were conveyed to
Poeyfarre, he never conveyed it to Bailly.

Because the objections, that are made to the
reference in Gravier's deed, do not apply to Po.
eyfarre, who refers to the plan, without any of
the words that give rise to the plaintiff's ob,
jection,

7. That nothing passed by Bailly's deed to
Morgan as, by his own shewing, he was out of
possession and the sale was of a litigious right.

Before I conclude, I will notice one error
which seems generally to have prevailed, and
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which would seem to give the plaintiff an
ty, to which he cannot pretend.

The law of alluvion is said to be founded on
principles of consideration, and to be supported
by the mrxim : "qui sentit ~us, commodum
de bet sentire. "-This, however, is not the fact.
If we look to the Roman code, where we first
find the principle, we shall find also the reason.
It is 110t on account of the risque, which the ri.
parious proprietor runs of loss, th..t he is entitled
to the benefit; but because, from the nature of
the increase, it is impossible for anyone else to
claim it. It is imperceptibly added; it is incor.
porated with the other field, forms a whole with
it-it results from this: that where there is no
other boundary but the river, no other but the
proprietor of the old field can claim it, because
the precise line before occupied by the river can
never be accurately ascertained.-This is fur.
ther confirmed by the doctrine of auulsions, which
the old proprietor may claim, because the line
distinguishing the old field from the accession.
may then, (in the very rare cases where such
things have happened) be easily marked; in al
luvion, however, it is different; where the original
line, eternally varying its sinuosities, can never
be accurately marked by the hand of art.--Thc
proprietor, therefore, gets the increase, for two
reasons:

Yo,':,. V!_

't'

us

MORGAN

VI.

LIVINGSTON

&AL.
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East'n District. First because it is impossible to distinguish
Eebruaru, 1819. '

I ~ the new soil from the old.

~. ~lo::'AN Second, the river being his boundary, he must
LIVINGSTON always go to it, even if its course varies.

& AI..

It is true, tha~ompensation sometimes takes
place in this species of accession and loss; that
persons, who have suffered by the encroachment
of the river, are afterwards indemnified by the
accession it brings -But this is an effect of tile

law of alluvion, not the cause of estabtis'vn; it.
If it were the cause, it must have gone .• rther
than it goes, and proportioned the gain to the
risk, which it does not. The man, whose lands
lie in the bend, runs all the risk of loss by en
croachment, while his opposite neighbour on the
point, who is at little or no expense in raising
his levee, has all the gain by alluvion. Again
the proprietor of a ripurious lot, which perhaps
may be only 50 feet deep, is entitled to the al
lUVlOl1, he then has all the gain: but sure he
does not run all the risk ; his lot may, by an en.
croachment of the river (not unfrequent here)
be lost, and that of the proprietor immediately
behind him, m.lY follow or go with it, as whole
acres sometimes disappear at once. The pro~

prietor of the back lot, then (if the principle was
compensation of risk, by the chance of gain)
ought to have a part of the alluvion, in propor.
tion to the risk he runs; but there is nothing...
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like this established by law and the equity atis East'n District.
, I Febvuaru, 1819.

in~ from this assumed ground, disappears with ~
the refutation of the argument. by which alone MORGAN'

,. 'V8.

it was supported. LXVINGSTOI(
&.u..

Ellery, in reply. In one point, I ag-ree with the
defendant in this cause, that its merits lie within
a very narrow compass.--The facts, though irn
portant, are happily not obscure; and the law
arising from them, is believed to be admitted or
settled. The wide range of objections, however,
taken by the defendant, and the numerous codes
and commentaries that he has put in requisition,
have given to the argument an unexpected, per.
haps, an unnecessary expansion.

• In followinp; the defendant, I shall endeavor
to come at the merits of the cause; noticing by
the way, such objections as may seem to be rna.
terial, with as much brevity, as will be consist.
ent with the importance of the pending decision;
important, not so much on account of the large
amount of property at stake i-but on account of
the extensive, and ,rery serious consequences,
that, in our humble opinion, must result to pro~

prietors of riparious lands, throughout the state.

The plaintiff and appellant claims to
proprietor of a lot of land, situate in th
St. Mary, and bounded in front hy
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~. East'n District. 1\Iississippi by purchase 3d Januarv 1816, from.
!' February, 1819. ' , J ,

~ Pierre Bailly, who purchased, 30th October,
MOV~~AN 1789, from J. B. Poeyfarre : who purchased,

LIVINGS~OS 27th Februarv 1789, from Bertrand Gravier
8. AL. J'

. and wife :-and he annexes to the petition the
respective instruments of sale. He avers, that
at the period of sale from Bertrand Gravier and
wife to Poeyfarre, and from the latter to Bailly,
no batture or alluvion existed, in front of this
land; and, even if any so existed, no act had been
done by said Bertrand and wife, reclaiming or
converting it to their use and benefit; nor was
it then of sufficient magnitude, in breadth or ele
vation, nor of sufficient worth or importance, to
be so reclaimed or converted; that whether there
w~e, or were not, an incipient batture then ex~
isting, it was the intention of the parties, the one
to convey, and the other to acquire it, as well as
the right of alluvion; which by law belonged to
the owners of land, bounded by navigable ri,
vel'S; -that subsequently to this period, a bat.
ture or alluvion, to a very considerable extent,
has there been formed; which he claims as a
legal accessory to his land :-that this land so
situated was sold by Bertrand Gravier and wife
to Poeyfarre and by the latter to Bailly, for a
full price as such ;-that thenceforward, the care
and enses of maintaining the levee in front of

rty, devolved upon the vendees, and
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the vendors were wholly released therefrom' _ East'n District.
, Febrtlary, 1819. ..(

that thenceforward the vendees also incurred the ~ .~

risk of the diminution of their land, by the MORGAN
'Va.

washing and encroachment of the river; that LIVINGSTOl'f

notwithstanding his right and title to the batture, & J-L.

thus formed in front of his land, the defendant
and others, claiming title from John Gravier, or
otherwise, have given1out and pretended, that
they were owners and possessors of this batture ;
and have offered it for sale, wherefore he prays
to be adjudged and decreed the lawful proprietor
of the said batture or alluvion, and that the de
fendants be perpetually enjoined not to disturb
the right and title of the petitioner; and that he
may have every other and further relief, &c.

In his answer, the defendant and appellee, after
a variety of demurrers and exceptions to the form
and substance of the petition, process of the
clerk-jurisdiction of the court, and competence
of the judge, proceeds to plead the general issue,
and puts the plaintiff upon the proof of the alle
gations, contained in his petition. He pleads
also the prescription of LO, 20, and so years; he
states, that John Gravier, being disturbed in the
possession of the batture, of which the premises
form part, instituted a suit at law, against the
mayor, aldermen, and inhabitants of the city of
New-Orleans, the judgment in which, he pleads
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" East'n District. in bar as res judicata '-he states that John
,;.;, February, 1819.' , ,
~ Gravier owned and possessed the premises, un-
MORGA:" der a legal title from Bertrand Gravier; under

'VB.

LIVINGSTON whom the plaintiff also claims; and that he trans-
& AI..

mitted his title and possession to Peter De La
Bigarre, whose executors, by deed of partition
and sale, conveyed and r~eased their title to de
fendant; he also notices tlle inconsistency of plain
tiff, in entertaining and expressing, at different
times, different opinions in relation to the title
of the batture; calls upon him to answer certain
interrogatories, and to admit certain documents ~

he also calls upon him to produce the several
plans referred to in the conveyances, annexed to
the petition, from Gravier to Poeyfarre, and from
Poeyfarre to Bailly.

As these different demurrers and exceptions
were not argued in the court below, nor relied
upon here, they may be considered as abandoned,
and the cause as depending upon the general'
Issue.

With regard to the inconsistency, sought to
be fixed upon the plaintiff, for having entertain
ed and expressed, at different periods, different
opinions in relation to the title of the batture,
and which is made to occupy a conspicuous sta,
tion, both in the answer and argument, as it is
not a point at issue in this cause, We are not
here to discuss it. Were it necessary or regular
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it would be most easy to vindicate him from the East'n District.
. February, 1'819.

charge ;-to shew, that he has been actuated but .....,...,.....
by nne motive, in relation to this subject, that of MORGU

J 'V8.

keeping open the batture; and that he has of LIVINGST03"

course favored all legal efforts, whether on the &'.!L.

part of the city, or United States, directed to this
end ;-and that his present suit, standing on no
mercenary grounds, is singly directed to the
same object. Nor shall we examine how far the
charge of inconsistency may be made to recoil
upon the defendants; we wish to argue the cause
abstracted from the parties, and wholly to con-
fine ourselves to the question of our title. I say
emphatically our title; since the defendant in the
court below did not think proper to produce any.
No proof whatever W<1S offered, in support of the
numerous allegations, contained in his answer;
neither did he produce the judgment, which he
had pleaded in bar; nor the title, upon which he
relied. He, therefore, in this cause, stands with-
out title, claim, or pretension,

The principal questions arising III the cause
are:

1. Did Poeyfarre, by virtue of the conveyance
from Bertrand Gravier and wife, become the
riparious proprietor of this land?

2. Has his utle as such been by him conveyed
to Bailly, and by the latter to the plaintiff ')
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East'n District. I. The answer to the first question depends upon
February, 1819.
~ the intentions of the parties, as expressed in the

MORGAN instrument of sale. What are these expressions?"8.
LIVINGSTON By referring to the deed, we find, that B. Gra-

&; AL. 'C'
vier and wile sell Poeyfarre, "un pedazo de
tierra formando un trapezio, situado fuero de la
puerta de Chapitoulas, compuesto de 415 pies de
tierra de frente al rio," &c. A piece of land,
forming a trapezium, situate without the Chapi,
toulas gate, composed of 415 [eet,front upon the
river. And lower down, we find this land sold.
" con todas sus entradas y salidas, uses, costum
bres, derechos y servidurnbres," with all its in
gresses, egresses, uses, customs, rights, and ser.
vitudes.

These are then the two clauses of the deed, to
which the attention of the court is invited, in or
der to ascertain the intentions of the parties.

The first expressions give the river as the
front boundary; and the second convey all and
every singular accessory, whether in law or fact.

De frente at rio, It seems hardly possible to
question the meaning of words, so unequivocal;
or to attribute to them a signification, other than.
that giving the river as a front boundary? By
what logic or criticism, are they, made to signify
a limit short of the river l'

A distinction is sought to be taken by the de.
fendant, between face au Jleuve, (translation of
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frente at rio) and face sur le fleuve; and it is East'n District•
.Februaru, 1819

contended that the latter phrase alone carries us ...,...........
to the river, while the former is represented as al, MORGAN

V8.

together loose and indefinite ;-indicating rather LIVINGSTON
&; AL.

the aspect or exposure of the land, than its actual
boundaries. And to support this distinction a
variety of cases are put by the defendant ;-pro-
perty is made to front the cardinal points.
Suppose your deed makes you front north,
where then, it is asked, is your northern boun.
dary ? And the defendant is drawn by the mag-
netism of his fancy to the north pole, where we
are invited to follow him, in pursuit of our boun,
dary,

But are gentlemen serious in attempting to
sustain so hopeless a distinction between the
prepositions to and upon, when used in this con.
nection ? A distinction too, only attempted to be
supported, through the medium of a literal trans
lation of a phrase, both idiornatical and technical.

In the Spanish language, the phrase, frente at
rio, has always in this country, in conveyances of
land upon the river, been considered equivalent
to, and translated indifferently by, face au fleuue,
or face sur le fleuve. The idiom of the Spanish
language does not admit of the discrimination
attempted by the defendant between the French
phrases. Frente sabre el rio, the literal transla,
tion of face sur le fleuue, would be a barbarism.

VOL. VI. 16
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East'n District. Frente at rio. therefore. is truly translated into
Feb'·71ary. 1819. .
~ French,/ace sur le fleuue or face au jleuve; into
MORGAN English,/ront upon the ricer,

'VB.

LIVINGSTON Neither, in describing river boundaries, we
&.u. venture to say, does the least shade of difference

obtain between these two French phrases; and
translated into English, they are both rendered
by the expression front on the river. Thus, in
the defendant's report of the cause of Gravier vs,
the corporation, we find face au fleuve translated
by him (doctus utriusue lingutC) front on the
river.

The preposition de, in the phrase de frente at
rio, has abo been made the subject of criticism;
and has been supposed, by one of the counsel,
to be of singular force in restraining our front
boundary.

Our deed has in truth been treated, rather as a
bill of indictment, upon a motion in arrest of
judgment, tha.i an instrument of sale. Fortu.
nately, however, this philological assault has
been confined to the two prepositions in the
phrase; while the two substantives have had the
luck to escape unhurt. Horne Tooke himself
could not have better conducted a preposition
war.-One gentleman takes in hand the preposi-
tion of; while the other encounters the preposi,

tion to; of which they give as good an account,
as he did of the two obnoxious prepositions,
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which were objects of his hostility, and had the East'n District.
Februnr», 1819.

immortal honor of giving birth to the Diversions ~
if Purleg, MORGAlf

'V8.

But, how are words of conveyance to be taken, LIVINGSTOtf

unless in their most known and usual significa- & ,..

tion, regarding less the niceties of grammatical
rules, than their general and popular use Civ. Code
4, art. 14, 15. .And accordingly we examin-
ed witnesses, in the court below, touching the
known and usual signification of this phrase and
the sense in which it had been invariably em.
ployed in grants and deeds of land upon the Mis
sissippi, To this end, we also exhibited the
record of French concessions and register of land
claims: all concurring to establish this fact.

In the court below, the defendant took an ex
ception to the introduction of this species of
proof, as inadmissible, upon two grounds; 1
Because this phrase, frente al rio, was clear and
unequivocal.

2. Because it was said to be inconsistent with
the plan of survey, referred to in our deed.

Here we cannot but invite the attention of the
court, to the variety of the degrees of force and
clearness, that has been attributed to this phrase
by the defendant, in the course of one short ar
gument. First, for the purpose of excluding
important testimony, these words are termed
clear and unequivocal i afterwards. when he wish-
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" East'n District. es to restrain our boundary they are diluted into
February, 1819. '
~ general and loose, and at length stigmatised as

MORGAN magical and talismanic.
va.

LIVINGSTON But our parol proof was not introduced in con,
&. AL. travention of the principle cited from the digest;

but to shew,
1. That there was a popular and appropriat.

ed signification, affixed to this phrase.
2. The practice of surveyors and general

usage of the country, in relation to surveys and
plans of land upon the river.

To such ends, has not parol proof always been
'" admitted? In 8 Term. Rep. 379, it was admit.

ted to explain the words serve and learn in an
indenture. See also to these points, the follow.
ing authorities, Vaughan 79-1 Hen & Mum,
177.-6 Mass. Rep. 440.

In the late territorial court, we find, on the trial
of Gravier against the corporation, these very
points established by parol testimony. Cl To
the first point of defence, says the report, the
plaintiff replied, that the expressions, face au
jleuve or race alone) were, in the general under.
standing of the country, testified not only in
common parlance, but universally in acts of sale,
equivalent to the most explicit terms of bounda,
ry on the river. To establish this, they cross
examined Laveau Trudeau, the recorder of the
city, one of the defendants in this cause, who
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had been introduced by them as a witness in East'n District.
, February, 1819.

pursuance to the law of the territory for that pur. ~
pose. MORGAN

V8.

He had performed the functions of surveyor LIVINGSTON

general twenty-eight years; and produced Mr- &. AL.

Lafon, the deputy surveyor general of the Uni-
ted States, who had performed the duties of sur.
veyor, and resided in the territory long before the
transfer. Both these gentlemen declared, that
the wordsftce au fleuve, orface alone, in a deed
or grant of land on the Mississippi, universally
were understood to give the river as a bounda,
ry; unless the deed expressed some other fixed
limit or line of boundary;-a great number of
the defendants' witnesses, were also interrogated
to this point, who all concurred in declaring,
that to be the expression, universally used to
convey an idea of boundary upon the river, as
well in conversation as in sales. P. Pedes.
c1aux, who kept the records of deeds and mort.
gages for 30 years, testified, that this was the
expression invariably used. Indeed, this point
was not attempted to be disproved by the de.
fendants.-As to the stake fixed within the levee,
as the place ofbeginning the survey uf the Jesuits'
plantation, and the line drawn thence in front of
their land, the same witnesses, Mr. Lavcau and
Mr. Lafon, being examined on this point, also
declared, that in surveying lands on the river,
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East'n District. it was the universal practice and had been from
February, 1819. '
~ the first settlement of the country, to place two
MORGAN or more stakes, at an arbitrary distance from the.,,8.

:;"1V~:~TO:'f. river, in the side lines, to mark the direction into
the country; but that these stakes, called in
French barnes or boundaries, were never intend.

ed to mark the extent or termination of the lat.
teral Iines towards the river -That all the said
concessions or sales express their breadth on the
river, by so many arpents front, (180 French
feet) and that to ascertain this front a right line

is drawn, either parallel to the course of the
river, when it can be done, otherwise by a per
pendicular to one of the side lines, on whi. h the
number of acres, which the farm is to have in

front, is always measured-that this line is called
in French, ligne de conduite, or base for the ad.
measurement of the number of acres in front :
that every plantation, without a single exception
on the river, has its front measured upon such. a

line; but that in no instance does it serve as a
boundary between the farm and river. '1 hat
were a grant is made of a farm or land on the
river, the line of admeasurement (ligne de con-

tluite ) is drawn correctly across the front, from
one bay to the other; and, of course, leaves a
considerable part of the land between the ri vel"
and this line, but that such parcel so excluded, is
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part of the farm."-Rep. East'n District.
February, 1819.
~

:MORGAN

"lJ8.

LIVINGSTOB

& .AL.

always considered as
16, 17, 18.

\Ve therefore, hold our front boundary upon
the ri ver, by virtue of the same expressions
which have given it to all the riparious proprietors
in the state of Louisiana; which gave it to the
purchasers of the confiscated property of the Je
suits ;-which gave it to Bertrand Gravier, un.
der whom both plaintiff and defendant derive
title And, if in the conveyance to him, the
words carried him to the river; will not the same
words in his deed to us, carry us also to the river?
Will they convey to him that which they do not
convey from him?

What could have induced the parties to this
instrument to adopt the technical phrase, frente
at rio, front upon the river, if it were not in
tended to have its known and usual signification
of a river boundary? And why not, if such were
the case, give it at once the nearer and more con ,
venient limit, the road or levee-if these, as the
defendant contends, be obstacles not to be over
leaped, since they would unequivocally have ex
pressed the intentions of the parties. Here, the
utmost that could be contended for against the
plaintiff is, that the intention oj the parties, as to
the front limit, is equivocally and obscurely ex,
pres .ed ; in rv hich case, nothing would be gained
by the defendant; for it is settled Jaw, that oh
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-I

East'n District. scure ambieuous and even repugnant clauses
February, 1819. • ' .., , •
~ m a deed, are always to be construed agamst the
MORGAN vendor. Civ. Code, 340 art. 23, 9 East, Rep.

v•.
LIVINGSTON 15, 3 Johns. Rep. 387. 8 Johns Rep. 406.

& AI'.

But a variety of circumstances are resorted to
by the defendant, to shew, that notwithstanding
the use of this known and settled phrase in the
deed, the parties intended to establish another
boundary than the river.

In the first place, it is objected, that at the
time of making the deed, there existed a batture
already formed in front of the land; that its ex
istence is proved by its being designated on maps
made by a sworn oflicer, prior to the time of
sale, and one of them signed by the grantee, and
made at his request.

Reference is here made by the defendant, to
the plans of the plantation by B. Gravier, both
dated the 1st April, 1788; and also to one pur
porting to be a copy of the plan of the plaintiff's
land, dated 4th February 1789.

To know the weight, which ought to be at.
tached to these plans, it will be necessary to ex.
amine their character, and the nature of the proof
they afford.

From witnesses (themselves surveyors) we
find, that it is usual with surveyors. in order to
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relieve the nakedness of their operations to add EaSt'n nistrict.
, Februaru, 1819.

to their plans, a perspective view of the neigh. ....,.....,....
houring objects, introduced and coloured accord- MORGAN

'lJ8.

ing to their fancy. In this tespect has a batture LIVINGSTOl'l

been exhibited on these plans. It did indeed &. AI..

then exist, to a considerable extent, in the upper
part of the faubourg St. Mary and had been,
for several years, gradually extending toward
the city. It might, therefore, be readily enough
imagined to be, where, according to the common
course of its increase, it was approaching, and
would probably in reality soon be. But never
before was it attempted to convert the exhibition
of neighboring objects, real or imaginary, into au
thentic evidence of their indisputable existence,
sufficient to overthrow the positive testimony
of three old, respectable, and uncontradicted wit.
neeses. It certainly made no part of the opera
tions of the surveyor, nor was it in any degree
the object of his official certificate. As well
might they attempt to realize and locate the va
rious groves, canals, and tivolis, by which the
plans of the different faubourgs in the neighbor
hood of the city are environed and ornamented;

We need hardly remind the court, that on the
4th of February, and 1st of April, the respective
dates of these plans, a batture, had it even then
existed in front of our land, could not have then
been a very visible object.

YOLo vr. 1-
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East'n District. Much stress seems indeed, laid upon the cir,
FebT1laN/, ' 819.
~ cumstance of these plans being' made by a sworn
MO:.:'A.N officer, as he is repeatedly termed by the defend

LIVINGSTON ant; and we are almost led to believe, they were
&.u..

actually made under oath. But what duties, if
it be worth while to inquire, was the surveyor
general sworn faithfully to perform? Those only
which he owed to the government, whose officer
he was, and not to individuals. But had the
question here been even in relation to a conces
sion or grant from the king, his master, of what
importance would his oath of office be, in regard
to the fact of existence of a thing, not the subject
of his operations, nor the object of his certificate?
In relation to a plot or survey, made for Gra
vier or Poeyfarre, he certainly stands upon the
same footing with any other surveyor, or any
other individual, selected for that purpose.

The defendant aware of the slight presump~

tion raised, by this species of proof, of this fact,
wholly contradicted by positive testimony, en.
deavours to help it out, by calling to his aid, his
own report of the cause of Gravier vs, the corpo.
ration; contending, that the existence of the bat
ture was, in that case," proved and admitted,"
as well as recognised by the court.

To this we answer:
1. That this is the first time, the defendant has

seemed to feel safe in referring for evidence or
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Iaw to the proceedings in that case. In the East'n District.
February. 1819.

court below the plaintiff's counsel were constant. ~
1y restrained from making further use of it, than MORGAN

7)8.

they were entitled to make of any report. LXVINGSTON

2. That the existence of a batture, in front of it AI..

our land, was in that case, neither proved nor
admitted, nor recog-nised by the court.

By referring to the testimony of the surveyor
general in that cause, we find, that on the plan
of Gravier's plantation, which he himself terms,
afirst sketch or draft, he only measured the bat
ture in the upper part of faubourg; but that to
'Wards the city, he laid it down, according to his
judgment. Exam. tit. of U. S. 58, 59, note E.

N ow it will be recollected, that the question
then before the territorial court was not the ex
istence of the batture in front of our land, but its
existence in front of the faubourg, in general;
an extent of thirteen acres; in the upper part of
which only was it measured, according to the
testimony of this sworn officer. Hence we may
safely infer, that lower down, it was not suscep
tible of measurement; neither is it made by
him to extend to, but only towards, the town.
How then can it be asserted, that either his
sketches, or his testimony, are in contradiction to
that of our witnesses in this cause? Or, that in
the face of positive testimony, it proves the ex
istence of a bat ture in front of our land, and in. the
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East'n District. lower part of the faubourg, and near the uppel'
February, 1819.
~ gate of the city?
MORGAN From the testimony of the same witness, if

'V8. •

LIVINGSTON we must be referred to his testimony, does It not
&AL. h B G . . . blequally appear, t at . ravier mvarra y ac..

knowledged his abandonment of it to the propri
etors of the lots fronting the river: and, in 1796.
after its formation in front of our land, that he
equally acknowledged its abandonment in ous
favor?

But even .admitting, that the defendant has by
these plans raised a presumption of the existence
(If a batture in front of our land, ought this pre
sumption to outweigh the concurrent and un
contradicted testimony of three unimpeached
witnesses? None of them biassed by any interest
or influence; two of them, from their living, one
upon, and the other near the spot, necessarily
having a full knowledge of the fact j and one of
them, having been the owner of this land, neces
sarily also having an accurate knowledge of dates,

Caisergues, who was alcade and procureur ge.
neral, under the Spanish government, says, that
the batture, in front of the plaintiff's land, began
to form, somewhere about thirty years ago.

Brumo says, "when Bailly first went to this
lot. there was no batture at all, but there were
15 feet of water:" and recollects to have seen
one of the largest ships in port in front of Pov.
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lection of the depth of water, states the circum
stance of his having there a raft of wood, draw.
ing tenfeet ofuiater !

Bailly, whose release was tendered in the lower
court, and whose competency was adIjitted,
says, at the period of his purchase from 1>oey
farre, 30th October, 1789, <, there existed no
batture in front," that he has been fifty-five years
concerned in the wood trade upon the river, and
lived on this land from the time of his purchase,
from Poeyfarre , 30th October, 1789, until he
sold it to plaintiff, 3d January, 1816 :-that at
the time of his purchase from Poeyfarre, a bat.
ture began to form higher up in the faubourg,
" shortly after he made this purchase, he made
an avance , other owners did the same; from
which time the batture began to form in that
part."

If this fact, established by the concurrent tes ,
timony of these witnesses, admitted of doubt,
Why were they not contradicted or impeached .
by the defendant in the lower court? Why was
not counter-testimony exhibited? And if it could,
would it not have been eagerly procured?

Instead then of the defendants shewing that a

dras' and his own lot, in the place where the East'n Dietriet.
February, 1819.

batture is now situated; and when interrogated ~
to this point, says his own lot was about 400 feet l\IQ:s~A.l!l

above Bailly's lot i-and in support of his recol- LrVJNGSTOI'
&A.L.
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East'n District. batture had alreadv been formed in front of our
, /'ebrua'Y, 1819. .
~ land, we have incontrovertibly disproved its ex-
:MOItGA~' istence.-And if no batture then existed, it could

'Vs.

LIVINGSTON not have been withheld nor reserved; and the
&; AL.

cause must be decided in favor of the plaintiff.

In the next place, it is objected, that the ven
dor had, prior to the sale, caused a plan to be
made for the division of a part of his farm into
town 'ots, in which the trapezium in question,
was designated, as included in lot no. 7 ;-that
it is particularly referred to in the said plan, as
being to be sold, as it stood in fence, avec ses
entourages, and that the front line of this, as well
as the other lots coincides with the line of the
public road, which runs in front of it.

It is said by the defendant, that it was admit
ted, that if this conveyance had been of a town lot,
it would have excluded the right of alluvion.
\Ve are not disposed to retract this admission,
nor dispute the difference legally existing, in this
respect, between the urban and rural proprietor.
To the city belong, as necessary appendages, its
commons and shores ;-its lots arc all bounded
by streets; and are sold, whether so expressed
or not, according to its plan. Winter's lot, ad.
duced by the defendant as an instance, lying
within these limits, must necessarily be subject
to the same rule. When we find, however, that
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the river is not even mentioned in the proces East'n District.
.February, 1819.

verbal, and that the plan itself of that lot shews ~
a street, with a range of tobacco stores, inter- l\lo:..~.Uf

vening between it and the river, we cannot think LIVINGSTON

h . hanoi h &.u•.t e Instance appily c osen.
But all this does not turn Gravier's plantation

into a city, nor anticipate the date of its incorpo
ration-nor even the execution of his specu~

lative plan; neither would the actual execution
of that plan, make the subdivisions of his farm
town lots. But still less can it be relied upon,
where the deed gives a different boundary, and
when, as we shall conclusively shew, there is no
evidence whatever arising out of the plan. or
otherwise, that it had been carried into execution
by any actual survey and subdivision of his plan
tation in conformity to his plan. This plan was
introduced by the defendant, as proof that B.
Gravier had laid out his plantation into a fau
bourg and that our land was sold in conformity
to the plan of that faubourg.

Let us notice, by the way, that this is contra.
dicted by the title of the plan itself, to wit, " a
plan of the plantation of Bertrand Gra, ier," from
which it is clear, that, at least at its date, it was
still a plantation and not yet a faubourg ! Where
is the evidence of any ulterior step in the can.
ver-ion of this plan into a faubourg? Is it to be
discovered in the plan itself? If so, Jet it be
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,

E,ast'n Dlstrrct. pointed out. That evidence, it would be to be
j'earllary, 1819. •
~ imagined, would naturally be the certificate of

MORGAN the surveyor of his operations of survey. If it
V8.

I.IVINGSTOY can be supposed to consist of any other indica-
&~ h b 1tion on the face of t e plan, or y any supp e·

mental proof in this cause, testimonial or other.
wise, there was not wanting ingenuity or reo
search on the part of the defendant, to bring it to
light. Its incorporation with the city has not
been shewn to have been, and probably was not,
prior to the cession, 1805, c. 12. Under the '-,pan.
ish government, it could 110t be so laid out and
incorporated, without the express permission of
the council of the Indies. Recap. Ind. 4, 8. 88.
No such permission has been shewn or alled
ged.

In default of evidence on this subject, the de.
fendant has resorted to the more convenient reo
source of giving it himself a name; and accord.
ingly has been pleased to denominate it Grauier's
town. But, notwithstanding the magic of a
name, we beg leave to assert, without fear of
contradiction, that, at the period of our purchase,
neither Was the plantation of Gravier a suburb
of the city, nor had it then set up as a town by
itself.

1. Because this trapezium of land, designated
as part of lot no, 7, on. this speculative plan, in
its side and rear lines, is cut off from three
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streets by narrow strips of land of unequal East'n District,'
, February, 1819.

breadths, shewing clearly, by the relative direc-
tion of the respective lines, that it was sold ac- MORaAlI'

'VB.

cording to a plan, very different from the project- LIVINGSTOlf
& 4r..

ed one of the then uncreated faubourg of the
city: and it would seem, it could only be by a
miracle, that it could have existed in its true
shape in this projected plan, without having been
previously surveyed and sold by Bertrand Gra
vier.-No proprietor, not subject to a most per-
verse and unprofitable fancy, would so have dis-
figured and mutilated his lot; and no purchaser.
in his sound senses, would have thought he was
making a speculation, by purchasing a square in
a city, with the exception of only just so much
land, as would serve to shut him out of three
streets in four.

2. Because, in our deed it is not said, that the
breadth of the front extends 415 feet from the
street (since called Gravier street) on its lower
side, to the street, (stnce called Poydras' street)
on its upper side, as would naturally have been
the case, if the projected plan had then been exe·
cuted; and further, because most obviously it
would also have been described as part of lot
no. ,7 of this projected plan; whereas, in our
deed, it is merely described, as situate outside of
the Chapitoulas gate, consisting of 415 feet front
upon the river-so many feet deep upon the

VOL. IV, 18
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~ast'n Dist~ict. lower side-so many feet on the side of the gar-
Februa,y. 1819. ~

~ den of the vendor, and so many feet on the upper
MORGAN side ;-it is not even called un terrene, a lot, but

'liS,

LIVUIGSTON. un pedaxo de tierra, a piece of land.
&.1.1.. •

But after all, what IS the character of this pro.
ject-d plan? a slight inspection shews it to be
what it is justly termed by its maker, the survey.
or general, a mere sketch or first drait- a projet,
rather than a plan i-dealing altogether in pros.
pective, All its applicattons (which by the way,
are the work of B. Gravier, and not of the sur
veyor) refer, not to what has been, but to what
is to be done.-Thus lots no. 13, 14, &c. are
described, as deuant etre uendus, apres la mesure
faite; a further proof, if necessary, from the
face of the plan itself, that the thing had not
then been executed.

Again, this plan exhibits neither the survey,
proces verbal, nor operations, of the surveyor.
was made at the request, in the house, and prin.•cipally in the hand writing, of B. Gravier;-
delivered to him subject to his control, and al
tered by his directions; shewing, in one part
alone, according to the ~,{'etch, above thirty lots
expunged.

All plans of the different faubourgs, laid out
in the neighbourhood of the city, amounting to

nearly a dozen, arc, without exception, depo
sited in the offices of the different notaries, be-
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~l,.-
:-, .:.. ~

\ .'1

fore whom the sale of lots are executed. and to East'n District.

h" 1 February, 1819.
'tv ic 1 these sales all refer i-but this plan was ~
of a more domestic turn, and appears never to MORGAN

'Va.
have left the house of its owner, not even to visit LIVINGSTON

the office of Pedesclaux, his own notary, until lit ,u.

long after the purchase of our lando-c-As to what
time it found its way to the archives of the city
council, we are equally in the dark; but certainly
not before the year 1796.

On the reduced, or second plan, bearing still
the same date of 1st April, 1788, we find a mar.
ginal note, with the signature of the surveyor
general, under date of 1796, certifying the ad
dition to the plan of three ranges of streets in the
rear, and the conversion of a square of intended
101s in the centre of the projected faubourg, into
a public square. We have then, on the face of
the plan itself, incontestible proof, that the plan
of these three ranges of streets and this public
square, (in extent one half of the faubourg,) were
not formed prior to the year 1'.'96 -Now it is
most manifest, from the slightest inspection or
the whole plan, that the several parts of it were
finished in one operation; it is manifest from the
color of the ink-the course, shape, and perfect
unity of the lines; there not being the slightest
appearance of junction of lines, made at one time.
to lines made at another; or any novelty or alte-
ration whatsoever on ~t" face as would be una-
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I,
i

','

East'n District. voidable in a plan or a picture one half of the
:February, 1819. '
~ surface of which was executed eight years after
Mo.:a~AN the first.-However perfect might be the skill of

J,.!VlN6ST03' the artist; the strokes of the finest or the bold.
& AL. est pencil could not crush out the corroding tra

ces of times.
Finally, these plans are only the separate and,

at least then, the unpublished acts of B. Gra..
vier, the original vendor or of Trudeau, his
agent for that purpose, by which, we, having
neither knowledge of, nor participation in them,
are not to be affected.

Another proof urged by the defendant, to de.
stray our front boundary upon the river, is what
he terms, the clear and unequivocal declarations
of the parties, that this land, even although in the
deed it should front upon the river, should yet
be bounded on that side by the public road; in,
asrnuch as it was sold according to a plan, by
which it was so bounded; which plan was sign
ed by the parties, and made part of the deed;
and of which a copy was produced, in testimony.

As great stress is laid by the defendant upon
this argument, and as it is repeatedly urged by
him, with some air of triumph, let us examine it
attentively; and as the plan is referred to by the
parties, see what is the just connection, in which
it is to be taken with our deed of conveyance.
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",re have already considered it so far as the East'n District.
• • ':Pebruary, 1819;

depicting of a batture, on the water edge, could ~
with any shew of reason, be insisted upon, as MORGA~

v•.
authentic, incontestible proof of the fact of its LIVJNGSTOll

existence there, when not a subject of the opera. & AL.

tions or certificate of the surveyor; and shewn
that, under these circumstances, if it do not fully

amount to authentic, indisputable proof of such
fact, then that it is wholly insufficient to over-
throw the mass of testimonial proof in the cause:

of that testimony, we have already noticed its
positive and circumstantial nature ;-the con
currence of the witnesses; their age, their disin-

terestedness, the impossibility of thei.r being in
an undesigned error; their unimpeached veraci,
*y. And yet, in our view of it, in so far as it has
peen' considered, it is not necessary to disbelieve
the witnesses, in order to establish the authenti-

city of the plan, for the true purpose for which it
is referred to in the deed.-Now in what con.
nection, and how far is it, DY fair reasoning, to
be taken with reference to the 'words of convey-
ance, in our deed? Why, so far as it can con-
duce to its greater certainty, and no further.

It is expressly referred to in the deed only for
greater certainty; not to control or alter without
necessity, what has been already certainly and
absolutely expressed, but to make clear. what
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Ea~;'u~,Disi~~9t. from its generality, may be in need of ascertain-Fe y, .
~ ment,
MORGAN We lay it down as a general position not to be

"B.
LIVING_TON denied, that when in a deed, there are words of

& AX<. conveyance and description, which are positive
and unequivocal, (and more, especially, if they
be also technical and idiomatical) they are to be
taken according to their known and usual, and
proper import; unless the subsequent introduc
tion of other phrases render it indisputable, that
they were intended to have a different signifi
cation.

Now in our deed, there are words of convey~

ance, that are also words of description and loca
tion, in themselves clear and certain, beyond
dispute; we mean the words expressive of our
boundary in front, to wit, 415 pies de frente a,l rio.
There are in it other words of conveyance which,
as words of descri.{>tion and location, are loose
and obscure from their generality ;-we mean
the words relative to our boundary on the right
and left and rear; and there is afterwards a ge
neral reference to the plan of survey, exhibiting
the line of breadth of our front, running (as is
usual) within the road ;-and the other lines of
survey, as they separate our land on the right
and left hand, from lands of the vendor, and from
his garden in the rear; and subjoined to the
plan, a process verbal of the surveyor, stating in
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substance, that he had run the lines exhibited in East'n District.
Februarq, 1819.

the plot. (describing his operations) saying, of ~.
the land in general terms, bounded on all sides, MORGAN

1J8.

(that is except the front) by land of the vendor, LIVINGSTON.

d i f b 11 . &.\1..an 111 rant y t e main road.

Now in what manner is such a plan so referred
to, to be construed in relation to such a deed?

It is to be taken, in so far as it conduces to its
greater certainty, which is in the deed rtself, the
express and sale reason of the reference. Or it
is to do more. Is it to bring into doubt words
of conveyance in the deed, subsequently execut
ed, in themselves certain, and used in an abso
lute sense; or rather, is it to work the greater
effect in making the deed utterly silent, where it
has most distinctly spoken for itself?

Viewing the words of the proces verbal, as

words of convenient description of the operations
of survey, and not as precise words 0./ conveyance
in the deed, all difficulty is at once removed.
In this view of it, it coincides with, and renders
clear, those clauses in the deed, which vaguely
and obscurely indicate the boundaries of the
right and front and rear, where lines were per.
haps necessary for clearness, in default of any
expressed natural and well known boundaries on
those sides. On the other hand, they are not in
reality in conflict with the words of conveyance
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MORGAN
'V8.

LIVINGSTON

&..t.x..

East'n District. in our deed that in clear and absolute terms
February. 1819. '

conveys a boundary on the river in front.
As to the question of our boundary in front.

the clauses respectively in the deed and the pro
ces verbal of the survey being applicable to dif
ferent objects, it cannot notwithstanding their
literal variance of expression, be justly contend
ed, that they are even in conflict with each other.
As well may it be said of two vessels, on the same
ocean, the one going east must of necessity run
foul of the other going west; though the V may
be sailing on different parallels of latitude.

The one clause is used in the deed of convey
ance, and intended by the party to convey to us'
our boundary on the river, the other had been
used in the proces uerbal, and intended by the
surveyor only to describe the running of the
lines of his plot. Possibly too the words of the
surveyor may have been loosely employed, with
reference to the place, then actually used and
enjoyed, instead of to the extent of rights to be
conveyed, with which he had nothing to do; or
may ha ve derived their colour from the known
opinion of the surveyor, since testified by him
in the cause of Gravier vs, the corporation, that
the road, and all outside of it, belonged to the
public. But, at all events, not having been
words of conveyance, and therefore not being
material, as to the rights to be conveyed, the
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Parties may be presumed not to have scrupu- East'n District.
. ' February, 1819.

lously examined and weighed them, as the words ~
of a deed; and especially, when a deed was yet MorU:'A~

'Vs.

to be executed between them, by a very different LIVINGSTON
&; AL.

hand.v-c-This idea may more readily be adopted,
since the partie.'> were mentioned, in the proces
oerba] of the survey, as present at, and consent.
:ng to, the operation of survey; but it does not at
all purport, as in a deed, that they were present
\1, and attending to the particular couching of
.he proces verbal itself. His procrs verbal is
lis own account of his operations of survey, as
exhibited on the plot or plan; which plot or
ilan, was doubtlessly the predominant or sole
ibject of the attention of the parties; and it is all.
hat a purchaser so situated would be solicitous

a attend to, in order to avoid being brought into
ollision with his rear and right and left hand
eighbours.--The surveyor general might have
.een an excellent surveyor, without being any
hing of a notary. Conveyancing not being his
-ocation in general, nor his employment in this
ustance in particular, one would hardly look to
is proces verbal of survey, for the nature and
ffect of the conveyance of the land to be pur.
hased, where that W,IS yet to be drawn by the
kilful and clear head of a notary public; through
ihom accordingly were afse: wards cOl1vey.·d to
'ie purchaser, ill clear and absolute terms, 41.5

VOL.• vr , lq
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East'n District. pies de frente at rio-four hundred and fifteen
February. 1819.
~ feet front on the river.

MORGAN But we are turned round by the defendant, and
V8.

LIVINGSTON required boldly to adopt the surveyor's proces
& AI'. verbal, not as intended by him to be merely de.

scriptive of, and have reference to, his operation
of survey, but as words ofconveyance, and as oi
greater force as such, than the precise, consi
dered, and technical expressions of the notary, in
a deed, subsequently made; and .thus, by a forced
interpretation of the reference to the plan, to reno
del' it, through the medium of the surveyor's
proces verbal, instead of an elucidation of the
deed, a source of impenetrable obscurity; ar
obscurity. for which we must be indebted, or
the defendant's scheme of reasoning, to the un·

accountable stupidity or wicked obstinacy of the
notary public, in thus foisting into his deed S(

vigorous a phrase as 415 pies de frente at rio;
and which the defendant,in the different stage:
of his argument, has honored with so harmo
nious and suitable a variety of epithets.

After all, what is the true question for the con
sideration of the court? To keep this clearlj
and steadily in view, it will be acknowledged
must greatly conduce to a sound decision of tln
cause. \Ve will endeavor to present it to th
court naked and apart from all extrinsic circum
stances, and in order to this, first, it may help u

I
I

t
('
f
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to determine what it is to ascertain, what it is East'n District.
February, 1819.

not. It is in the first place then evidently not a ~
question, properly and abstractedly speaking, of MORGA.l'l"

'V$.

mere location of our front boundary; considering LIVINGSTON

the nature and effect of the words of conveyance &. AL.

in the deed are admitted and settled.
For, if the nature and effect of the words of

conveyance of our front boundary were admitted
and settled, there would then be no longer any
question about the location of our front. If it
were, indeed a question of mere location, there
might be more color of reason in resorting to
the plan, so far as the deed is silent or obscure.
But can it be pretended, that a plot or plan, a
proper enough resource on a question of doubt
ful location, can be reasonably appealed to, on
a question merely of the effect ofwords ofconvey.
ance ? Or rather could it be perverted from its
real use, to destroy the effect of words of con.
vevance i~ a deed, of the meaning and effect of
which, without such inadmissible appeal, there
could be no question? Yet it is, when the deed
itself is under consideration, and the inquiry is,
what is the meaning and effect of words of con
veyance ill it of our front boundary-words clear
in themselves, and used plainly in so absolute a
sense, that the defendant, sensible of their force,
and which in a former occasion, and with a dif
ferent interest himself had triumphantly shewn,

-:~
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f

East'n n;otrict. invokes the plan not to fix an uncertain location
Febroaru. 1819.' •
~ but to derogate from the deed.
l\loR~AN I' d d b h d r 1'tis. t .s not even preten e Y t e erenc ant,

LlnNGSTON among the variety of resources, to which he has
& AL.

resorted for aid, that the mere circumstance of
the front line of the plan being drawn within the
road, constitutes the road a front boundary-our
witnesses all concur in testifying, that in all plans
of land, sold frente at rio or face au fieuve, the
fr(lnt line is never drawn to indicate the boun-
dary of the land, but solely to ascertain the
breadth of the front; and that it is never termed
a line of boundary but solely of admeasurement.
Neither is the parcel of land so lying without the
plan. on the side of the water, considered as ex
cluded from the grant, but as making part of the
granted premises. Why then should our land,
lying at that time outside of the city, and mak
ing part of the plantation of B. Gravier, and
fronting the river, be made an exception to the
general rule?

It is indeed said by the defendant, that in the
book of land claims, lateral lines of plans of land,
lying upon the Mississippi, generally extend to
the river, and therefore indicate the river as the
front boundary, and that such is now the prae
tice of surveyors, and that those of our land are
not thus produced. Admitting this, will the
mere extention of the lateral lines vary at all the
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character of the front line, drawn as it invariably East'n District. '
, Fcbrnarn, 1819. '

is, within the levee and road, which, as well as the ~
batture, are necessarily excluded from the plan? ~IORG.1ll1

'V8.

How is it, in this respect, with the Jesuits' plan. LI\'INGSTOlt

tation, from which hoth plaintiff and defendant & AT••

claim title: ? From the prncds de~ Jesuites. (149)
we find, that their front line begins at the dis.
tance of Ie 6 toises 5 feet from the middle of the
levee at the point A" A proof, not only that
the front line was drawn within the road and le,
vee, but that the lateral line was not prolonged
to the river-and in the sale of their confiscated
property, no new boundary was fixed between the
front of their plantation and river; and all the
subdivisions of the property were sold in con
formity to this admeasurement.

It is also objected hy the defendant, that the
line of admeasurement of the breadth of our front
is a strong black line, and that therefore it must
be a boundary; since, as he contends, as a line of
admeasurement, it ought only to have been dot-
ted. Certainly, upon the idea offencing and in.
closure, the dots might afford to a restless gran.
tee a greater facility of advancing upon the river;
but perhaps the coarse and unskilful hands, of
which, as is evident from inspection, the copy
of our plan is a production, may in some mea.
sure account for the heavy pn:~sure of the pen;
and P1ay raise a considerable presumption, that
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~
. st'o District. they were not versed in the scientific difference

ebruarylJ,.1819.
~.~ between strokes and dots; .
t· .MO::'Ui But, upon what fo~ndatlOn o.f ~act. does the
~ LIV~ON defendant erect so mighty a distinction ? No
~ &"AL.

f
" proof was introduced of any usual practice of

, surveyors, to indicate the nature of their lines
, by the particulars of their form, color, and

i' .strength.c-sAnd even if well founded, in this fact,
yet,upon what principle of law could this fact be
:hl:lde, to bear upon our title to a river boundary
foundedupon our deed.
'. ·)tlsnext said, that in a regular figure, bound.
ed' by four lines-a trapezium for instance, the
line of admeasurement and boundary is the same,
and the right of alluvion is made much to de.
pend upon the geometrical properties of the
fifJure.. But are there not numerous plantations
Oii''tbe river, having these quadrilateral propor.
tftMts, "where this unhappy consequence has not.
restflte'd:l The Jesuits' plantation, for instance,
of. 32dtres front upon 40 deep, formed, without
allY iHj:ufJ to its front boundary, a perfect para.
ltel~~ram j and yet the right of alluvion seems to
.ha~5lftvived the regularity of its figure.

But 'it is further objected, that we have pur.
chased a trapezium of land, as throughout the
whole a!§ument it is geometrically termed by the
defendant, and that by extending its front line
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011 the river, and breaking it into curves, its East'n Distric~
hane wi I' B . I' February, 181ts ape WIll be utter y spoiled, ut will not t us ....,.....,.... :

l
objection equally apply to all lands lying upon MORGAN ~

V8.

the Mississippi, of so many acres front by so LIVINGSTOlJ,.1
Ill. ss:: .

many deep? Yet notwithstanding the regular - ~ j
and rectilineal nature of their plans, how many i
riparious proprietors fearlessly go to the water -_~

edge; and come into actual contact with the!
river. ~

~Another proof of the intent to establish ano
ther boundary in front than the river, is said by
the defendant to be found in the calculation
made by the surveyor of the superficial contents
of our land; and that the single circumstance of
sale by superficial measure, turns a lot into ager
limitatus, though bounded by a river: and which,
but for this circumstance, would have enjoyed
the right of alluvion. Had our land been ac
tually sold by superficial measure, though, as
we shall presently shew, that circumstance alone
would not have divested the right of alluvion,
yet it would have rendered the objection more
plausible. But it was not sold at the rate of.so
much the measure ;-so much, for instance, the
square toise or foot; but for one entire sum or
price; it was not sold ad mensuram, but per auer
sionem , and should it exceed the caluclated
amount, we are not held to refund the excess.
Pothier, contrat rtf: 7Jf:1l t P. , C, 3 art. 1. 1!0. 25'~
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;;.

"l

.',

.~
;'15~
r
~

\East'n District. But it is replied, that this principle is not ap-
Z'cbrl/(lry. 1819.I~ plicablc, as no dispute exists in relation to what

,. l\IORGAN is contained within the lines of this trapezium;
~ 'VB.

LmXGSTOY and even were there a deficiency, we shoul.l .1Otr St AL. be permitted to look for it out of these limits.i True, if the front lines 'if the plan were actuallyr a lt mit ; but the contrary has abundantly been
shewn, and here lies the fallacy of the defend
ant's whole scheme of argurnent , whether in re
lation to the construction of ph.ase -the loca
tion of lines-the calcu lution of contents-c-or the
intervention of road and levee; his \V hole system
of reasoning is grounded on this false assu mp.
tion of our .front line being one of timit an.l not
of admeasurement, Our land is called ager li-
mitatus , because it is inclosed within artificial
limits; again, it is made ager limitatus, although
bounded on the river, a natural boundary; be.
cause the superficial contents of those lunits hive
been calculated; the right of alluvion is denied,
because we cannot exceed these limits; the in

terposition of the road and levee obstruct the
acquisition of this right; because they run out
side of these limits. Having thus gratuitously
provided us with these limits, he endeavours
with his magic wand to keep us forever within
this charmed circle; but the front line of our
plan being shewn, (as it most conclusively has
been) not to be a limit) this powerful spell is at
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Once dissolved and we are released from this East'n District.
, February, 1819.

enchanted spot. ~

The calculation of the surveyor gives the su- MOnGAN
'liS.

perficial contents of the plan, and not of the LIVINGSTON

h . f h . f &'AL.land; and t e front line 0 t e plan being one 0

admeasurement and not of boundary, we are not
concluded by this calculation, or curtailed by the
limits of the plan. The surveyor was not called
upon by the parties, nor permitted by law, to in.
elude in his plan the road and levee. Pothier, cant.
de vente, c. 3, art. 1J J 5, ~ 9, n, 251. And no batture
thcn existed to be the subject of measurement;
making therefore no part of the measurement: it
necessarily mak..s no part of the calculation.
The surveyor calculated only the superficial can.
tents of the plan, of what he had actually mea.
sured ; he made no provision for a future batture,
and had it even then actually existed in front, it
would not have been included either in the plan
or calculation. In none of the plans of planta-
tions, lying upon the river, (the front lines of
which arc invariably drawn within the levee and
road) does the surveyor think of calculating the
excluded portion, whether road, levee, or batture.
If he did, how would he bt·gin ? Would he be.
gin with the end of the short leg- or of the long
leg, to calculate the depth? A full concession of
-1,0 acres front upon 40 acres deep, makes al-
ways a perfect square) or at least a parallelogram;

VOL. IV. eo
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East'n District. but was it ever heard, among the infinity of plans
February, 1819. • • • .
~ of grants of land on the MISSISSIppI, of a serpen-
MORGAN tine line boundary, the depth of a grant, as repre.

'VB.

LIVINGSTON sented by the plan. But does this circumstance
& .iL. deprive the grantee of his rights, as a riparious

proprietor, or render the quantity sold more as
certained and limited, than when the length and
breadth of the lines are given? Can it be sup
posed, (where property is not expressly sold at
the rate of so much the measure) that the mere
act of calculation, the simple reduction into
figures of the superficial contents of the plan,
can, in any degree, alter its boundaries? In giv
ing the length and direction of the lines, the sur.
veyor gives the certain means of calculating the
contents; and does it require much skill in arith
metic to make out the area inclosed?

The Jesuits' plantation, for instance, contain
ed 32 acres front, upon 40 deep, and surely the
most simple of all processes would give us the
square acres, and according to this principle,
necessarily exclude the right of alluvion. Un
calculated, however, by the surveyor, they go
unobstructed to the river; but let him multiply
but the one number by the other, and they are
stopped by the quotient-so long as these magic
numbers exist in an unmultiplied state, they are
perfectly harmless; it is only working the sum,
that charms us out of the alluvion.
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It is next objected, that the intervention of the East'n District.
Pebruarq, 1819.

public road, of which not only the use but the ...,...-.,.,
soil is in the public, divests us of the right of al- MORGAN

'lJ8.

luvion. LIVINGSTON

But with whom, upon this point, lies the & AI..

weight of authority? Certainly with the plaintiff;
shewing clearly, that the interposition of the
public road forms no impediment to the enjoy-
ment of this right. Not relying merely upon the
case of Attius, mentioned in the Digest, 23, 1, 4,
where this principle is fully established, we find
it generally supported by all writers on the sub-
ject. Gronovius, an authority highly respected
by defendant, says, si meum inter agru m et flu-
rium interjaceat via publica, tamen meum fieri
quod alluvia adjecit; if a public road lie between
my land and the river, what is added by alluvion
shall belong to me. Grot. 2, 8, § 17, in notis
Gronooii : and even Grotius, in the very passage
cited by the defendant, from the same section,
acknowledges the fact of the decision of Roman
Jurisconsults, "that the public road does not
take away the right of alluvion;" though he
complains, that it is not founded on natural rea-
son, unless, he adds, "the owner of the land is
bound to furnish the road." But here as our
land, like all others in the country, was held
upon this condition, even the cause of Grotius'
complaint is removed
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~abst'n Dis1trsi1c9t. But admitting. for a moment, this objection
""'e ruaru, •
~ as put by the defendant. is he aware of its ex.
MORGAN tent; and that it will be as fatal to his pre ten.

V8,

LIVINGSTON sions as to the title of plaint iff? The soil of the
lit A\. ••

public road is III the public , but alluvion
belongs only to proprietors of the soil, upon
which it is formed; and therefore, if formed upon
the public road, it goes, not to the defendant,
but to the public. Will the interposition of the
levee relieve him? Hardly can it be contended
that this was reserved by B. Gravier, for the
sake of the prospective alluvion; or for the com ..
fortable service of keeping it in repair. Will
he call the batture in front to his aid? This, by
positive testimony, has been proved not then to
have existed. If the intervention, therefore, of
the public road form this insuperable bar to the
acquisition of the right of alluvion, the title to it
is then exclusively vested in the public.

The whole question, however, as to the loss
of alluvion by the interposition of the public road,
turns upon the mere fact of boundary, and is in.
deed put as such. in the very passage quoted by
the defendant, from Heineccius; who there
says, that the alluvion formed upon our land be.
longs to us, and that formed upon the public land
or road, to the public. "Quod agro nostro
hoc modo accedit, nobis: quod agro publico
vireve publicre adjicitur, publico cedere debeat.'
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Heinn. jus nat. et gent. I. 1, c.9 9254-vol. 1 p. East'n District.
, February, 1819.

110, Ill. This passage, with the note, unless ~
refuted, says the defendant, "will decide the MORGAN

'V••

cause." But far from wishing to refute it, we LI'I"lNGSTOlr

• r' fi . . &; AL.are anXIOUs lor Its con rmation ; It proves con.
elusively the reverse of the preposition it was
cited to support, by shewing, that land which
goes to the river, or, as Heinneccius elsewhere,
as well as Huberus, expresses it, usque ad flumen
or (/rente at rio) acquire the alluvion formed
upon it, whether public or private property
whether road or farm. -Vid. 2 roet, in pond,
41, 1, ~ 15 Hub. 2, 1, § 39.

In our case the alluvion was added not to the
road, belonging to the public: but to the banks
of the river belonging unquestionably to the ad.
jacent proprietor. Institutes 2, 1, § 4. ff 4, 1, 9 1
and 18. Partida, 2, 28, 6. Civil Code. 106. art.
13 Renthrop f9~ al. us, Bourg & al. 4 Mar.
tin, 138.

The interposition of the levee is also made
a distinct head of objection to our claiming the
right of alluvion; but it has already been suffi
ciently answered. The truth is, that at the time
of sale, neither party probably dreamed of the
future formation, extent, and value of the batture
in front. Our land was soldfrente atrio, with all
:ts chances of loss and gain; and from its price
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~ast'n District. alone considering the utmost nominal value of
February, 1819. '
~ real estate in the place. at that period, under the

MORGAN anti. commercial and despotic government of
'V8.

LIVINGSTON Spain, we might strongly infer, if indeed the ex-
&41..

press words of conveyance in the deed, did not
render inference and construction useless, that
the purchaser intended to buy front upon the
river, and that the advantages of air, prospect,
and other benefits of that situation entered fully
into the consideration.

As a further proof of the views and intentions
of the parties, in this respect, we may adduce the
conclusive fact, that after the sale, the vendor
and his heirs were delivered of the burden of
maintaining the levee, which thenceforward was
exclusively supported by the vendees.

This fact is established by positive and un
contradicted testimony. Bruno, one of our wit
nesses, when questioned as to those who kept
up the repairs of the levee, answers, the front
purchasers; and Bailly, interrogated to the same
point, says, that after he purchased from Poey
farre, in 1789, he kept the levee in repair him.
self in front of his lot; and afterwards, when fur
ther questioned, as to his obligation to repair the
road and levee opposite to his lot, at the time he
was in possession, answers. "by order of the
governor, through his adjutant, Mr. Metzin
ger. "
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Upon what principle is the right of alluvion East'n District.
February, 1819,

vested in the front proprietor? Because he alone ~-
is exposed to loss by the encroachments of the MORGAN

va.
river, and to expense in guarding against them; LIVING8TOlt.

I h h
lIt.u.

not sure y, as t e defendant labours to sew, on
account of the nature of the increase, which, pre.
vents the new soil from being distinguished from
the old, and renders it impossible therefore for
anyone else to claim it.

If the alluvion be imperceptibly added to the
original soil, the addition, though not discovera
ble at every successive moment, may surely be
distinguished in a short series of months, or
years. The ancient boundaries of the original
grant being fixed and certain, the subsequent
addition of foot, toise, or acre, is certainly as
the original soil; as well might it be urged, that
in the floods of the river, its increased height
could not be distinguished on account of its gra
dual rise.

The fact then of the degree of increase being
certainly eventually discoverable; next as to the
supposed impossibility of finding any other per
son who might have the right to claim it; and
here we will accompany a moment the defendant
back to "first principles," to observe, that all
private rights of land, having originally emanated
from the state or nation, there could be no dif.
ficulty in finding who would have a right to
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East'n District. claim the alluvion, if the hands of government
February, 1819•

...,..-v__ were not tied by a very different principle from
Mo:~u that of the impossibility of finding out the de ..

LIVINGSTON. gree of increase, or a party who could have a
kAL.

right to claim it.
1'< either does the second reason adduced by

the defendant, seem to carry with it more weight,
viz: that the river, being a boundary, the ripa,
rious proprietors must alway s go to it, even if
its course vary.

This appears to be rather an assertion than an
argument; the question is not, as to the exist.
ence, but the reason of the principle, which thus
authorises him to follow the river. ThIS will be
found to rest exclusively upon the fair and set.
tled ground of compensation. Qui sentit onus,
sentire debet et commodum.-He who is exposed
to the chance of loss or expense, ought recipro..
cally to be entitled to the chance of profit or
gain; in the language of Blackstone, " this pos.
sible gain being the reciprocal consideration for
such possible loss or charge." 2 Elk. comm,
262.

The right of increase by alluvion is grounded
upon the maxim of law, which bestows the pro
fit and advantage of a thing upon him, who is
exposed to suffer its damages and loses. Ellcy
clop. verba Alluvion. ":,cGundum naturam est,
ni.: cujusque rer eum sequantur commode, quem
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sequuntur incommoda : quare cum amnis de East'n District. "
, February, 1819.

agro meo srepe partem deterat, requnm esse ut ~
ejus beneficio utar. ...,~i,!!,. 1, 17, ~ 10. Grotius J'lIOltG_'N

~ 'V8,

de jur. bel. et pac. 2, 8, ~ 16 PujJ;;nd 4, 7, ~ 12 LIVINGSTON
& AL.

The defendant must, therefore, consent, not-
withstandin« his evident reluctance, to leave us

'J
with all the equity, which he confesses is sup-
posed to recommend our legal demand.

It would be strange, that the Spanish govern
ment should depart, in this instance, from a prin
ciple recognised by its own laws; and would im
pose a duty without bestowing the correspondent
right; and still more incredible, that B. Gravier
alone should he the favored object of so rernarka.
ble an exception.

Suppose the river, instead of augmenting our
land by alluvion, had been gradually washing
it away; would B. Gravier, or his heirs, make
good this deficiency? lould we compel .hern
to do so yet? If they are to reap the profit, ought
they not also be exposed to the loss?

This obligation alone then of maintaining the
levee, after the sale, seems conclusive as to the
right of alluvion; and from the performance of this
obligation, imposed exclusively upon the front
proprietors, was B. Gravier only delivered by this
sale; the vendee, the one under the charge of
making the levee, must have been a riparious pro
{irietor. Case of Gravier us the corporation, 20.

VOL, vr, ;:!l
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Easf 'n District. The silence and absence of all pretentious, for
Februnru, 1819.
~ so long a period after the sale. on the part of 13.

MonGAN Gravier, who best knew his own intentions, and
V8

LIVIJSGqTON who lived and died here, is a circumstance some.
& AL.

what remarkable, if, after the sde, he had not
dismissed <Ill thoughts of re maiuing a riparious
proprietor in our front; a silence not a little
prolonged by J. Gravier the heir and purchaser
of his estate; a silence profound and unbroken,
until the change of government awakened him
tv a knowledge of the extent of his rights.

It is next said, that we have no right to claim
the alluvion in front of our land, because it is not
expressly conveyed in our deed, and that what.
ever is not granted, is reserved.

True it IS, that the alluvion itself is neither
conveyed nor reserved in express terms, in the
deed; but if it were even neces:.>ary to our ar·
gument, is not this silence sufficiently accounted
for, by having shewn, in the first place, by can.
elusive evidence, that in point ofJact, it did not
then exist? But if it had then actually existed,
was it necessary, in point ofLaui, to have been
expressed, in order to be conveycd ? In a deed
of land upon a navigable river, does not, (not
merely the right of alluvion) but the alluvion
itself pass, as an accL:ssory to the principal estate,
by the general words of conveyance? The prin-
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ciple oflaw cited by the defendant applies to land E;'lst'n District.
1'eul'llm'". 1819.

itself and not accessories, and is accompanied by ~
this other principle; that the accessory, if not .MORG.. N

't's.

specially reserved, follows its principal; "ac. LIVIYQSTOl':
&; u.

cessorium sequitur naturam sui principalis-
sublate principale, toIlitur et accessoriurn ," ac-
cessoria sequuntur jus ac dominium rei princi•.
palis \Vhatever, says Domat, makes part of
the thing sold, or is an access<wy to it, is iuclud-
ed in the sale, unless it be reserved. 1 Dornat,
1,2, § 4, art. 9.-:\nd by our digest, the right
of ownership. Civ. Code. 102, art. 3-'2 Febre-
ro de escrit 7, ~ I art. 35. Pothier , Oblif{. c. 1,
art. 3 ~ 6, Part. 5, 2:3.

A passage from Huberus is next referred to
by defendant as proof that in private lands, com.
prehended in a certain expressed measure, the
right of alluvion is not to be presumed. But
the contents shews that Huberus had in his eye
Grotius' triple classification of land, and was
there speaking of military or public lands assign.
ed by the Homan government to individuals;
where he says, this presumption, as against the
g,vernment, was not admitted; but in the very
next sentence, he adds, if the lands go to the sea
or river, (usque ad mare uel flumen ) the right of
alluvion shall obtain. Huberus 2, § 33. (a)
And Puffendorf, upon the same subject, says,
if in designating the boundaries of land assigned

'I
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In our conveyance, the river being not only
named, but the land described as fronting upon
it, frente al rio, or going as Grotius expresses it,
usque ad flumen, the right of alluvion, even sup
posing it a public grant or military assignment,
would be necessarily presumed At the same
time, we are by no means satisfied, (su prosing it
still a public grant) that without such descrip,
tion. the s.ime presumption would 'not obtain:
such grants or assignments being, according to
the principles of construction of the Roman law,
most largely to be interpreted in favor of the
grantees, on account of the supposed liberality
of the prince. " Beneficiu.n imperatoris, quod
a di "ina scilicet ej us indulgentia proficitur,
qua'H plenissime interpretari debernus." .If I,
4, ~ 3.

East'n District. to individuals the river is simply
Febvuor»: 1819. '
~ right of alluvion shall be presumed.

MOR,aN 9 12.
'!!8.

LIVINGSTON

& AL.

named, the
Puff 4, 7,

In our deed, however, it is not left to mere
presumption or legal construction; but is provi,
ded for by an express clause, conveying every
accessory, whether in fact or law. Our land is
sold con todas sus entradas, salidas, llSOS, cos.
turnbres, derechos, y servidumbres, with all its
ingresses, egresses, uses, customs, rights and
servitudes. Is not this clause sufficiently corn.
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prehensive ? If it convev every right that of al- East'n Diq·rict.
• ) Febl'lIary, lSI!).

luvion is of necessity included. ~

But alluvion is denied to be an accessory, and MORGAN
oJ 'V$.

by one of the counsel it is made land; and Viner LIVINGqTOl!l
• &~

IS quoted to shew that land cannot be appurte-
nant to land. 2 Fmer's abridgm 536. If al-
Iuvion itself be denied this character, the right
of alluvion unquestionably will not.

We claim the alluvion however, not as having
an existence independent of the soil, upon which
it is formed, but by virtue of the right of allu
vion, incident to all lands bounded by the river.
We claim our land as increased by alluvion.

This objection, or at least, the latter branch of
it, seems grouIIded on the difference between
the popular and technical meaning of the word.

In common parlance, alluvion is generally spo
ken of, as land; but in a technical sense, it can
not be so described-e-from its slow and imper
ceptible increase it cannot be known in what
portion or periods it has been incorporated with
the original soil; and when 50 incorporated, it
is not considered as new land. added to the old. ;
but, from the date of its incorporation, makes
part of the old land; in the same manner, says
the Encyclopeedia, as the growth of a tree fOI ms
part of the tree, and is the property of the pro.
prietor of the tree. If then we have purchased
the old land, we have purchased its alluvion,
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East'n District. which as it incorporates itself became a part of
1', February, 1819.' ,
~ it ;-if we have purchased the tree, we have pur.
~lo':::'''N chased the growth of the tree, and as well might

LIVIY~STOK the defendant contest in the one case our right
&. AL. "

to the additional circumference of the tree, as in
the other, our right to the alluvial increase of the
land. But, why is not alluvion itself an acces
sory to the soil, upon which it is formed? Be
cause, says the defendant, according' to the de
finition of Denisart, an accessory must be can.
nected with the principal, upon which it de
pends, by its origin, when it has produced it;
by its nature, when it can exist separately from
it ; or by its use, when it is destined to ornament
and be of use to it; and alluvion, (not to change
the figure of the defendant) is said, :;quares with
neither branch of the definition.

This classification of necessaries appears hard.
ly so logical, as that adopted by Heinneccius,
into natural, artificial, and mixed; but taking the
defendant's own division, is not alluvion still
marked with all the features of an accessory? It is
not connected with the ancient soil, by its origin,
nature, and use? Can it be produced or exist
separately from it? Does it not naturally origi
nate, or take its rise, from that part of the shore,
that by its configuration, is fitted to collect, form,
and retain the numberless particles of soil, that
imperceptibly settle upon it? Will it be said, that
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they pre-existed separately floating in the water Jhst'n District.
, , Februaru, 1819.

before they adhered to the shore? If so, was ~
their pre.existence, in the form of alluvion? Or MORGA.N

v s,
did they become so, until the shore had collect- LIVINGSTON

& AL.ed and incorporated them with itself? Will it
be replied, that though alluvion grow upon the
shore; yet, as it is through tile means of aug
mentation afforded by the water, it does not owe
its origin to the shore, exclusively of all other
causes, and therefore is not connected with it by
origin, or nature? \Vhat would then become of
all the other examples, put by the authorities
cited on this subject, to illustrate their defini-
tion of an accessory? Might not the defendant,
on some other occasion, when his argument
might require it, assert, with equal accuracy,
that a tree, or a blade of grass, is not connected
with the soil by origin or nature, because they
are dependent for their growth, not on the soil
alone, but also on the light and heat of the sun,
and the chemical properties of the atmosphere?
And, what is more, deprived of which, they
must perish; which cannot be said of alluvion,
in reference to auxiliary cause of its existence,

But no one link of connection is enough for
us, in order to establish the character of alluvion
as an accessory, let us ask, if its connection with
the: original soil, be not a connection by nature?
\Vhat is the meaning ofa connection of one thing
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East'n District. with another bv nature, unless it signify a con-
Februarv , 1819. • •
~ nection, not formed hy the art or industry of

MORGAN man? Are not the ancient soil. the water, and the
'V8.

LIVINGSTON gradual and imperceptible subsiding of the par-
&~ k' ~tides upon it, all of them the war' ol nature ~

And if two things. both of them the off~prin~; of
nature, be brought together and made one by
the process of nature, does it not requ,re some
fortitude to assert, and gravely adhere to the as
sertion, that they are not connected by nature ?
But, as the defendant has been pleased to d. no
minate our claim to the alluvion, upon th. to t
in ~ of its bting an accessory to our principal
es:aic, "an extraordinary pretension, putting
al: '-..g'ILlr confutation at defiance," and has
condescended to attempt an irregular, as it cer
t.u ly is <Ill insufficient confutation, and attempt.
efi we presume, because he has said, ,. he would
leave nothing unanswered;" let us turn, as we
cannot agree, to the authority of civilians upon
this subject.

Wolff, after classing accessories into natural,
artificial, and mixed, expressly enumerates al
luvion, as an accessory connected with the ori
ginal soil by nature ,. Dicitu r autem accessio
n .turalts, quam natura facit; art ficialis, quam
faciunt homines; mixta, adquam natura et in.
dustria humana concurrunt." Ins jur. nat.
et gent. p. 2. c. 2, ~ 242. " Aliuvio dicitur ac-
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cessio naturalis, qua vi flurninis fundo adj acenti E~st'n l>istrict.
- Febrnnru , 1819.

insensiuiliter adjiciuntur parricutse quzedam ter., ~
rze, ut is successive, sensibile capiat incrernen- MOnGAN

VB.

tum." Id. ~ 251. LIVINGSTOl'l

Heinneccius, adopting a similar classification, &. .u..

adduces allutnon, as an accessory by nature.
Accessio a jurisconsultis accuratir.ribus ill na
tura/em, mdustriaicm, et mizctam dispecitur, Sic
naturze solius beneficia debemus Ireturam a~

maliurn, aliuuionem, novam insulam, alveum~
relicturn." I Hein. 109.

Voet follows also the same division of acces

sories into n-ituralis, vel industria/is, vel mixta,
and cites alluvion, as an instance of the first
class. 2 Voet, in pand, t. 41, t. 1, ~ 15. lIu
berus also makes it an accessory by nature.
Huberi Pr.elect. vol. L t. 2. t. 1, ~ 32, To
this effect, see also Vinnius ad 111st. t. 2, t. 1,
~ 20. Comm,

Henusson, speaking also of what is added to
an estate, as an acctssory by nature, instances
the insensible increase of alluvion. And Po~

thier, treating of the natural union of one thing
with another, gives, as his first example, allu
vion. Selon les principes du droit naturel et du
droit Romain, ces terres, a mesure que la r i
viere les apporte et les unit a. mon champ, de.
vcnant des parties de man champ, avec Lquel
elles ne font qu'un seul et m eme tout, j'en ac-

VOL. rv. £2

"1

1~
I
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East'n District. quiers le dornaine par droit d'accession. Po.
February, 1819.
~ thier, traite de prop. I, 2, § 3, art. 15, n, 157.

:MORGAN And afterwards he adds, "les alluvions que la
'V8.

LIVINGSTON mer ajoute aux heritages voisins de la mer, ap-
& AL. partiennent aussi par droit d'accession aux pro.

prietaires, qui peuvent faire des digues pour se
les conserver." Id. 159, see also 1 Domat, t. 3,
tit. 7, § 2, et 12. Febrero, in like manner, con•
• ders alluvion as an accessory to the principal
estate. 2 Febrero de escrit, c. 7, 9 2, art. 8.

Our own digest recognizes also this principle,
and defines the right a/accession to be the right,
which the owners of a thing have to what such
thing produces, and to what unites itself to the

same, by a kind of accessory incorporation,
whether naturally or artificially, ClV. Code, 102,
art. 3, and in a following article, adds, that" the
right of ownership gives in general to the own.
er, by right of accession, all that unites itself
with his property. Civ. Code LO-1., art. 8.

If we may be permitted the observation, it
seems, indeed, to us, that in the present suit,
we stand in everi respect, upon the same ground,
formerly occupied by the defendant, with this
triffiing exception, that the defendant then claim.
ed the acct'ssory, without owning the principal
estate; whvreas we, owning the principal estate.
only claim the accessoru.
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In this connection it may be well briefly to East'n District.
, • Februaru, 11l19.

notice the defendant's claim of prescription in ~
his answer, of ten, twenty and thirty years; but MURGAN

V8.

in support of this plea, no proof was offered, un- LIVJNGSTO!f

less it could be found in the pleadings of Gra- & .u.

vier vs, the corporation; which, although inter-
dicted to us, are freely used by the defendant,
as a source of convenient reference. But how
stands the question of prescription between us?
Instead of a shadow of proof in support of the
defendaut's presct iption, though pleade d in form,
we have shewn, by positive and uncontradicted
testimony, a quiet and continued possession of
nearly thii ty years.

Bail.y, who lived upon our land from 1789,
up to his sale to us, in 1816, was almost the
whole of that period, viz: from the cO,mmence.
ment of its formation, in pOSSt ssion of his bat.
ture; nor was his possession merely construc
tive, but an actual possession and enjoyment.
Witness his auance, or little wharf, projected
into the river, after which as he expressly tes
tifies, he first began to observe the formation of
the batture. Witness his fifty five years' pur.
suit of his wood trade upon the river, continued
throughout his .residence upon our land, by
which the batture was used from the moment it
rose above the surface of the water and was of
sufficient consistence for unloading, piling, and
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East:" District. vending his wood. When questioned as to the
Februaru. 1&19. '
~ alledged fact of the defendant's possession, he
MO~~;:AN answers," no," (though) he has seen him carry.

LIVINGSTON in:.{ on w-irks on other part., of the batture, op-
!'>tAL.

posite to Girod street. Bru.o and Caisergues,
interrogated to a similar point, also testify, that
no act of ownership, to their knowledge, was
ever exercised th re, by Bertrand or John Gra.
vier,-Caisergues, an Alcade of that period, as
well as procuft'ur general, and Bruno, residing
throughout that period, on the water edge, at
the distance of four hundred feet, from the pre.
mises in question.-

But, says the de-fendant, you have not pleaded
prescription.-True, not in terms; but prescrip
tion, by our law, is not a plea stricti juris, and
may be brought forward 011 the appeal, and in
any stage of the cause, Civ. Code, 488, art. 67.
By pleading and shewing therefore a title (itself
alone impo-ri.ig a delivery of possession of the
principal estate) and an uninterrupted actual
possession of it and its alluvion, for nearly thirty
years, prescription follows as a conclusion of
Jaw.

Will the defendant seek for proof of an ad.
verve possession in his report of the proceedings
of the cause of Gravic r vs. the corporation?
If, under the decision of that cause, or other

,vise, he did get a possession of any part of the
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extensive batture in front of the whole suburb East'n District.
February, 1819.

St. Mary (any thing, concerning- which, is not ~
in evidence in this cause) would it not be in- MORGAN

'V8.

curnbent on him also to shew, that he had taken LIVINGSTON
• 1 • &. AL.

posseSSIOn of tttat which is in front of our land?
And besides, as the general batture is claimed
and owned by different proprietors, a possession,
pars pro toto, can hardly be pretended; or that
possession, in such a case, against the proprie-
tor of one part, could be available against the
proprietor of another.

With his OWI1 repo; t of these proceedings in
the same cause of Gravier vs, the corporation
in his hand, the record of which, if thought use.
ful to him might easily have been produced in a
complete state, the defendant has made a feint
of shewing, that the front proprietors generally,
as intervening parties, were barre d by the judg,
ment in favor of Gravier vs. the city. If the de.
fendant had hazarded the production of the re
cord itself in that cause, among other things,
that would have amounted to evidence, not very
serviceable to his interest, it would have appear.
ed, that the intervening parties (in a petition of
intervention, by the way, perhaps in itself essen.
tially a nullity) did, with the formal leave of the
court, and before the trial of the cause, discon
tinue their suit of intervention, and that discon
tinuasce was accordingly recorded.
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East'n District, Finally, the defendant has endeavored to de.
Febl'1Wry, 1819.
~ prive us of the alluvion in front of our land by a
MORGAN kind of syllogism, to wit : by endeavoring to

"U8.

LIVINGSTON shew by a profuse exhibition of learning, that an
I'(, AL.

ager Iimitatus, or limited estate, does not enjoy
the accessoria I right of allu vion ; then by assert.
ing the fact, that our land is ager limitatus; ergo.
that we cannot, by virtue of our asserted title,
from the very nature of it, lay claim to the right
of alluvion.

While at the very threshold, let us ask one
short question, where is the defendant's founda
tion of facts, upon which so vast a superstruc
ture of learning is erected? Has he shewn, in
point of fact, that we do not go to the water's
edge?

But to begin, the defendant, in reasoning on this
head, relies upon the following text in the digest;
and endeavors to support his construction of it
by the opinions of sundry commentators.

"In agris limitatis jus alluvionis non habere
constat. Idque et Divus Pius constrtuit. Et
Trebatius ait, agrum qui hostibus devictis ea
conditione concessus sit, ut in civitatem veniret,
habere alluvionem, neque esse limitatum; agrum
autern manucapturu, limitatum fuisse, ut scire.
tur, quid cuique datus esset, quid venisset, quid
,:1 publico relictum esset,"
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This text which on a former occasion the East'n District.
, , Februaru, 1819.

defendant considers, as having put to flight a ~
score of adversaries (Gravier V8. the corp-ration, MORGAN

VB

50, note,) leads to the following inquiries. L1VIMSTOlf.
C\ & AL.

1. What is ager limitatus, or a limited estate !'

And whether, upon the principles of any of the
commentators upon this text, our land can be
brought within this description?

2. "Vhether the tex t docs not rest exclusively
upon the authority of the constitution of the em.
petor Antoninus Pius-or have any other appli
cation than to the distribution by the Roman
government of military lands-and be not in
derogation of the general or common law of
Rome?

3. Whether it have ever been incorporated
into the Spanish code?

What is ager limitatus or a limited estate?
and whether, lipan the principles of any of the
commentators, our land can be brought within
this description?

It is contended by- the defendant ;--
1. That all lands which are conveyed by ar

tificial lines of me nsuration, or by fixed boun.
daries, are, as the term imports, agri limitati,
whether the contents _in superficies be set forth
or not.

2. That all lands, which are conveyed by
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East'n District. measurement or quantity come under the same
February, 1819. • '
~ denomination, and for the same reason; be.
MORGAN' cause th-ir lines of m- asurement must be drawn

'liS.

LIVINGSTON. to ascertain their square contents.
&n. The defendant is here going over his former

ground; but we trust, we have abundantly
shewn, that our deed, in positive and express
terms, gives us the river as a boundary. Has
any authority been produced to shew, that there
can be ager limitatus, a limi.ed estate, when in
point of fact, the water, and not something else

that is short of the river, is on that side, the
boundary of the estate? For has it not been over
and over agdiJ: admitted, as se-ttled law, by the
defendant himsetf, in the course of his argument,
~admilted as the law of Rome, .md t<paio, and
France, and Englaud, that the alluvion for med
upon the shore') of navigabie rivers, belongs to
the proprietor of the adjacent land? And h.,s

110t the defendant endeavored to shew that this
pervading principle lies deep in the foundation
of the law of nature ;--in the reason and nature
of things; and has he not endeavored to trace
this very last root of the principle to this; that,
as the alluvion is increased by imperceptible
degrees, it is impossible to tell what as added at
one time, aud what at another ;-alld that, there.
fore, it would be impossible to find any other
person than him, upon whose land it was form-
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ed who would have a rizht to claim it? Thouzh E,ast'n District,
, b Februurp, 1819·

we think, we have succeeded in tracing the prin- ~
ciple to a better root; in shewing. both by ar. J\10:'~AN

gument and authority, that it is because of the LIVINGSTON
&; AL.

obvious equity, that he, who is exposed to the
loss and the charge of the encroachments of the
river, shall enjoy the gradual imperceptible ac
cessions it may bring.

How then can it be contended by the defend.
ant, that this law of limited estates can be ap
plied to trench upon our accessorial rights, if we
be bounded in front by the river? If, in point of
fact, we be not bounded in front of the river, we
make no pretensions to the alluvion: for it is,
by its nature, an accessory.

Here we cannot but notice the ingenions com
position and confusion of terms by the defendant
in the outset of his reasoning. The respective
phrases, "artificial lines of mensuration and fixed
boundaries," are evidently put as equivalent to
each other. By fixed boundaries are, we pre.
sumed, meant, though not expressed, artificial
boundaries; for. taken as intended to signify all
certain natural boundaries, the two phrases are
not equivalent to each other. Now, if the de.
fendant would exclude from the right of allu
vion, all lands sold merely by artificial Iin.:s of
mensuration, he would at one sweep deprive of
this right all lands grunted on the Mississippi,

VOL. vt, '23
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East'n District. For we venture to assert that thev are all grant,
F,brUlH'V, 1819. ' '. • r ,

....,.v....." ed with reference to lines of mensuranon, J hey
l\lORGAN are granted so many acres front, uponso mauy

'V s,
LIVINGSTON deep, as appears by the plan, &. c. of survey;

&. AL. making in all cases, of necessity, by the very
terms of the grant, a regular mathematicalfigure.
Now, the lines, to enable the grulltee to run
from one course (now by the defendant called
boundary) to another, to ascertain the breadth
of front, and the length in rear, are artificial lines,
'Vas, ever any line run by a survLyor, in the ex.
ercise of his art, other than an artificial one?
Now, if land granted or sold, according to the
plan of a sur.veyor, have never, until now, been
denied the right of alluvion, (if the grant itself
gave in clear terms a boundary on the river) on
what new principle can it be contended, that
ours be made an exception to the general rule?
'Ve m U5t flatter ourselves, therefore, that the
grant or sale of land by, or with reference to, ar
tificial lines of mensuration, does 110t, by the
mere import of the term (as the defendant as.
sumes for the basis of his argument) in any
case where the grant or sale itself expressly gives
a boundary on the river, constitute the land ager
limitatus; and if not, the defendant's whole ar
gument, on this head, is but a castle in the air,
the baseless fabric of a vision; for it wants the
essential foundation of fact, of fixed boundaries
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-or artificial Iines of mensuration-or a ce ..tain East'n District.......
Februaru, 181~

something, be it what it may, else than the land, ~
interposing between it and the river-so that
this certain something else, beyond these fixed
boundaries, or artificial lines of mensuration,
instead of our land, will touch the water, and be
the parent of alluvial increase.

Even, if the authorities relied on by the de
fendant, would support his doctrine of ager limi
tatus, (and we will undertake to shew that they
do not) still the immemorial usage of the coun,
try, in this respect, in relation to lands lying on
the Mississippi, would make the case of our land
an exception:

Let us now proceed to examine some of the
defendant's authorities to this point.

To begin with Grotius, the authority upon
which the defendant seems chiefly to rely. This
author, on the subject of alluvion, considers
three classes of land. as known to the ancients:
the first two of which, he thinks, have not this
accessorial right. Our land has the luck of be
ing ranked by the defendant, in both of these clas
ses, who has thus endeavored, by a kind of dou
ble disability, to deprive us of this right.

This triple classification of Gratius is as fol
lows. 1 Agrum dioisum et assignatum; in.
eluding agros limitatos (limited estates) so cal.

MOllG4N

va.
LIVrXGSTOJ!

OtAL.
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...... Ea~t'n District. led from having artificial limits. 2 Agrum
~b"lIar~. lL19. ' .
~ assignation prr uniuersalitatem , lands assigned

MORnAN

vs
LIVING,'rON

s, AL.

in mass, and contained within a certain measure.
S Agrum arcifinium : lands having natural
boundaries; as rivers, &c. To the last of which
only he allows the right of alluvion. Grotius 2,
S, 16.

Grotius, by the way, is here speaking of public
and military lands, distributed by the Roman
government, as is evident both from the con.
text, and very terms of the classification, as well
as from the following authorities 1 Gronovii not.
Puffendorff 4,7, 11, Barbeurac's note, Fronti
nus de re ago 217 -The correcteness of his
classitir-ation has also been impeached; and he
has fallen, in this respect, under the lash of his
own commentators, Gronovius and Barbeyrac,

Admitting however the correctness of it, un

der what head ought our land to be placed?
Having in front the river, a natural boundary, can
it fall under the first division, which is confined
to lands, having artificial limits ? W ill it be bet.
ter received into the second, of land assigned by
the government in mass? Must it not then, of
necessity, take its rank in the third divistion,
as uger arcijinius; entitled by fact, and also by
this classification, to the right of alluvion?

Voet, another authority adduced by defen,
dant, in the very next sentence, succeeding that
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quoted by him for the purpose of shewing that East'n District.
, , Febrnarn, 1819.

limited lands do not enjoy the right of alluvion, ~
expressly states, that this exception does not M0:S~"N

extend to land bound by a river 2 Voet, in LIVJNGSTOII
&; AI..

pando l 41, t 1, § 15, atque hinc illi quibus agri
concessi usque ad flu men jure alluvionis g,mdent,
ta.nquam possidentes agros non limitatos, ut in
agris ad \1osam et Isararn siiis, olim in Hollandia
judicatum fuisse commemorat Hugo Grotius : l,
2, c. 8, § 12.

A word or two upon this authority. Voet is
here commenting upon the very text in the di.
gest, upon which the whole doctrine of limited
estates depends; and the above comment shews
pretty clearly his apprehension of it; that it does
not apply to lands, bounded on the river, the pro.
prietors of which are left to enjoy the right of
alluvion-jure alluvionis gaudent; and, as he
afterwards adds, "tanquam possidentes agros
non limitatos "-In other words, notwithstand
ing the artificial lines of mensuration, or the cal.
culation of their superficial contents, if the
estate touch the river, if it be [rente at rio, 
or go, as Voet says, usque ad flumen, the arti
ficial measurement yields to the natural boon.
dary-s-the estate becomes an unlimited one, in.
vested with all its alluvial rights -The instance
also adduced by him of the decision to this ef,
fect in relation to lands in Holland, formerly si-
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East'n District. tuated on the Meuse and Isere loses none of its
February. 1819. '
~ force, when applied to those lying upon the
~IORGAN Mississippi.

",8.

UVL'I1GSTON To this effect, and even the stronger, is the
&..u.

authority of Huberus, contained in the succeed-
ing part of the sentence quoted by defendant,
where he add ... , "nam si possideantur agri
simpliciter usque ad mare vel Rumen, tu mal.
luvio obtinebit, etsi venditores numerum ali.
quem jugerum profiteantur." Huberus 1,2, 53.

But to leave commentators and come to this
formidable text; let us next inquire; 2, whe,
ther it do not exclusively rest, as we think we
have successfully urged, upon the constitution
of the emperor Antonius Pius i-and have any
other application. than to the distribution by the
Roman government of milit lry lands, and be
not in derogation of the general or common law
of Rome.

The defendant contends, that it was previous
ly known to the Roman law, at least as far back
at the time of Julius Ceesar, and this he infers,
from the phrase, et Trebatius ait-Trebatius
having been the contemporary of that emperor.
And to give greater weight to the dictum of
Trebatius, thus called in aid of the imperial
constitution, we are reminded, that he was the
preceptor of Labe o, the founder of one of the
sects of Roman advocates.
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But we learn from the digest, that not with. East'n Distr ict,
•• February, 1819.

standing hIS reputation and connections of his ~
'Works compared with those of other j uriscon. MORGAN

't's.
su)ts,11Iitws frequentantur, were less consulted; LIVINGSTON

and also that mallY of his laws were rejected..if & AL,

1,:2 § 45.
The authority of Trebatius, however, what

ever may be its weight, does not by these means
second the defendant in his interpretation of the
text, nor support this reference of its antiquity;
on the contrary, Tre batius is here speaking las
is evident on a mere inspection of the text) not
in general of the question, whether limited es
tates be, or be not, entitled by their nature, to

the enjoy ment of alluvial accessions; but exclu
sively of rmlitary lands, granted by a conquered
enemy for the purpo~e of forming a Homan city,
and which, he says, enjoyed the right of allu,
vion, and are not limited. His dictum, so far
then from coinciding with the constitution of
Antonius Pius, is put rather as a kind of excep.
tion to it.

This difficulty the defendant ingeniously at.
tempts to get over, by proposing to reform the
punctuation of the text, in the following manner.
viz: by striking out the period, after the word
constituit, and inserting' in its place, a comma;
and putting a period in the room of the comma,
after et Trebatius ait : and then, by employing
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East'n District. et conjunctively to convert, in this manner, into
Febvuarn, 1819. '
~ one sentence, the first and beginning of the se-

:MORGAN cond sentence. Thus, he supposes, will be also
V8.

LIVI:'iGSTO~ grammaticaHy located one of the conjunctions,
&~ •

which, according to the present reading, the de-
fendant deems superfluous. The Latin con
junctions seem to lie as much in the cefeudant's

way, as the Spanish preposuions ; and he has an
equally happy felicity in getting- rid of them.
But mdY we not leave the pu uctuation as it
stands; having at least a presumption in its fa
vor, and consider et employed not couj uuctively
to make one sentence 01 two, by the addi'tion of
one idea to another, of the same kind; or one
authority in support of another, to the same

point; but as an adversative conjunction, to in.
troduce a new sentence, and to mark some op
position between it and the preceding one; and
properly translated into English by the conjunc.
tion yet. And does not the sense obviously re
quire this construction? "In agris limitatis jus
alluvionis non habere constat. Idque et Divus
Pius constituit. Et Trebatius ait, agrum qui
hostibus devictis ea conditione concessus sit, ut
in civitatem veniret, habere alluvionem neque
esse limitatum;" &c. "It is certain that in limi
ted estates, the right of alluvion does not take
place. And this has also been decided by a con
stitution of Antonius Pius. And Trebatius says,"
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-What ?-The same or a different thing?- East'n District.
• February, 1819.

That lands, granted by a subdued enemy upon ~
the condition of becoming city, have the right MORGAN

va.
of alluvion, and ought not to be considered as LIVJNUSTOl'l

limited, &c. It is manifest, that this sentence, & AL.

beginning et Trebatius ait, should be translated,
" yet or though Trebatius says."

But go the length of adopting the reformed
punctuation, proposed by the defendant, by tak.
ing away the period after Divus Pius constituit,
and replacing it with a comma; and inserting
a period after et Trebutius ait, and deposing the
comma-and what then becomes of the remain
der of the sentence? It is set loose from the
rules of syntax, and the substantive agrum is
found in the accusative case, without any verb
to g?vern it.

For our translation of the conjunction et, we
need but refer to Lntick 's or Ainsworth's dic
tionary.

This text must, therefore, notwithstanding the
ernendatory criticism of the defendant, be left,
so far as it i'3 to be viewed as a general law, to
rest singly up:.>n the constitution of the emperor
Antonius Pius.

But has this text in truth any other applica
tion, than to the distribution by the Roman go.
vernment of military lands?

It is not to be denied, that by the general or
VOL. vr, ~4

,
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East'n District. common law of Rome, founded on the broad and
Februaru. 1819•

....,....,..... equitable principles of natural law, the right of
MORGAN alluvion on rivers belongs to the private riparious

'V••

LIVINGSTON proprietor. "Preterea, quod per alluvionem
& AL. agro tuo flumen adjecit, jure gentium vobis ac

quiritur. Inst. 2, 1, ~ 20,.If 41, 7. ~ 31.
The text in question evidently does not

amount to a repeal of the general or common
law of Rome, on the subject of alluvion; for be.
sides, that it is too compendious and solitary to
be supposed to operate so great an effect, its
terms, though general, still are expressly applied
only to limited estates. But the text itself does
not give a definition of limited estates; nor can.
tain within itself any general principles, or par
ticular rules, by which they are to be distin,
guished from other lands. All lands that are
granted or sold by the state to individuals, or
transferred from one individual to another, are,
in one sense, limited; that is to say, the grant
or conveyance shews them to be confined or
limited within certain boundaries, either natural
or artificial, which separate and distinguish them
from lands of other individuals, or of the state.
The text cannot be said to have application to
lands, in this sense limited; else its application
would be universal; and it would amount to
what it is not, nor is pretended to be, an abso,

lute total repeal of the. whole general or common
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law of alluvion. The phrase limited lands hav. East'n District.
February, 1819.

ing then a technical signification, to what class of ~
lands was its application confined? Though the MORGAN

V$.

first sentence of this section of the digest be LIVINGSTU'

expressed in general terms, and, if standing &.u..

alone, might be taken in an independent sense,
yet the context requires, that the first sentence
(in agris limitatis jus alluvionis non habere con.
stat) should be read with reference to the en.
suing ones. The second sentence, connected
with the first by a copulative conjunction, as-
signs the authority for the text it contains; id-
que et constituit Divus Pius. The third (con-
nected in sense with the two preceding opes, by
a conjunction used adversatively) in stating, on
the authority of Trebatius, an exception to the
rule in favor of cities to be founded, speaks
clearly of the kind of lands in question; to wit,
"taken from the conquered enemy ;" and in
giving the reason why individuals among whom
they were divided, do not obtain with their
shares a right of alluvion, by an allusion to the
mode of distribution, plainly shews them to be
public and military lands.

If, therefore, we were called upon to judge
from the naked text, unassisted by the lights of
commentators, should we not reasonably infer,
that lands of this description were deprived of
the right of alluvion, not in virtue of their being
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East'n District. confined bv artificial, instead of natural limits ;
February, 1819. •
~ but from the peculiar mode of assignment on the
MORGAN one hand, and reservation on the other.

'(.'S'.

LIVINGSTON With the Romans. it was an usual practice to
lit AL.

partition out among their veterans, conquered
or confiscated lands; and to this, it is believed
is confined the law of ager limitatus.

This is apparent, not merely from the classic
authors of ancient Home, but from a succession
of commentators.

To begin with the gloss, a 'work com prising
up to its date, every valuable note and scholium
upon the Roman law-the appearance of which
superseded all former glosses-and which still
remains an unshaken authority-and a monu
ment of the industry and learning' of its authors.

After giving' the text (in agris limitatis, &c.)
the case put by the gloss in exposition of it, is,
as follows. "~Casus. Jus alluvionis non habet
locum in agris militibus assignatis. ~ Sec undo
dicit; hastes, devicti a Romanis, agrum ut esset
civitatis Romanre dederint. Dicitur quod in
isto agro habet locum alluvionis, ~ At si ager
hostium sit captus a militibus, et is militibus
sit assignatus, iste ager dicitur lirnitatus : et
ideo in eo non habet locum jus alluvionis•.f 41,
1, § 16. Gloss, 1741.

But the text is here divided, as marked, into
, I

three parts or paragraphs, The constitution of
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the emperor Antonius Pius, contained in the East'n District.
February, 181~.

first, is explained as follows. Case. The right ~
of alluvion does not take place in military lands. MORGAN

'Vs.

The second, comprising the dictum of Trebatius, LIVINGSTON'
& ....L.

speaks of enemies conquered by the Romans
(and who) gave land for the purpose of its be.
coming- a Roman city. It is said, that in this
land the right of alluvion takes place. The
third, taking in the remainder of the sentence,
is thus explained: but land of the enemy, taken
by soldiers, and assigned to them, is called Ii.
mited, and therefore does not enjoy this right.

This general exposition of the gloss seems
sufficiently conclusive upon this point; but its
subsequent annotations upon the different phra
ses in the text, leave no room for doubt. In
these is given a definition of ager limitatus and
ager non limitatus, of limited and unlimited es,
tates.

Text. In agris limitatis, Gloss ;-id est
militis assignatis; vel, id est, inter veteranos
divisis; secundum R. "Limited lands, that is
lands assigned to the soldiers; or, according to
R. (probably meaning the commentator Roge
nius) divided among the veterans."

Ager non limitatus, under the words of the
text, neque esse limitaturn, is afterwards ex.
plained, viz: ., land not assigned to the sol.
diers; Id est, non militibus assignatum, And
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E;st'n District. the phrase in the text agrum manucaptum is
February, 1819. ' e, ,

~ defined in the gloss, to be land taken by the sol.
MORGAN diers and assigned to them; and therefore not

'Vs.

LIVINGSTON. enjoying the right of alluvion.
&~ •

The fullness and particularity of the gloss,
upon this text, leaves then-fore no doubt of its
exclusive application to military lands Have
the Spanish commentators adopted a different
construction ? '

Rodriguez referred to by the defendant, is
perhaps one of the most respectable and distin.
guished. But his encomium will come better
from the mouth of the defendant. "His di
gest," says the defendant, ce purports in a short
commentary upon every law, and introduction
to every title in his translation of the digest
to give information of the agreement and discor,
dance of the two codes. On the law in ques
tion, he merely reports its substance: from which
we should infer, that it is law in Spain."

What is the substance of this law as reported
by this valuable commentor? Let him speak for
himself.

In his commentary upon this text, he says,
" el derecho de alluvion que dice el parafo de la
instituta y la ley de partida no tiene lugar, en
los predios que se senaralon a los soldados, como
expresa esta ley. 15 Rodriguez digest, 41, 1, § 16.
Part. 3, 28, 7, The right of alluvion mention.
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ed in the institutes and the law of the partidas East'n District.
d

k
" February, 1819.

oes not ta e place III lands assigned to soldiers, ~
as this law expresses." . MORGAN

'!-'S.

The commentary of Rodriguez is then in com. LIVINGSTON

&.AI.,
plete unison with that of the gloss; both concur
in confining this principle exclusively to military
lands. Vinnius is also boldly appealed to by
defendant; but to us he speaks a very different
language: in the very passage referred to, he
tells us, that, in allusion to this very text,
ager limitatus is land taken from the enemy;
ager limitatus dictus fuit, .ager ex hostibus cap-
tus; and distributed by the Roman government. •
Firm, ad Inst, 2, I, text 20, comm. jo. 176.

After this it will be thought almost a supere
rogatory task, to produce or examine additional
authorities in support of this construction. We
will therefore briefly refer to that section of Gro
tius, already noticed containing his threefold
classification of lands ; in the first of which, he
places agros limitatos. This section, taken in
connection with the notes of Ius two commen
raters, Gronovius and Barbeyrac equally shews
that agros ltmitatos were military lands.

Gronoviils (note 57) describes this class of
land to be that assigned to veterans and colonists.
Divisum et assignatum. Qui veteranis et colo
nis per centurras et jugera modo certo adscripti
datus est. Frontinus, cited by Grotius in the
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•

East'n District- margin, says nearly the same- thing. Ager divi-
February, 1819.. . '-
~ SUS et assignatus est coloniarum. Front. de

MORGAN re agrar, 277. For the use of the expression
'Vs.

LIVINGSTON ager timitatus, Grotius refers to the jurisconsult
&; AL.

Florentinus, meaning probably Franciscus Accur-
fius, author of the gloss, a native of Florence.
and from that circumstance, called Florentinus ~

and whose definition of ager limitatus, as well of
a.ger non limiratus, in the gloss we have just
exhibited-rid. 5, Heinneccius, EI. jur. 2, 1, ~

358. Puffend. 4, 71 § LI, § 12. not. Bar
beyrac•

But lastly, if the first sentence of the text, ill
agris limitatis be detached from the other parts,
and suffered to be taken in an insulated and in
dependent sense" ;-and even if (contrary both
to reason and au thority) under the term agros
limitatos other than merely ancient Roman mi
litary lands be intended, still it cannot be urged
by the defendant as authority, until shewn to be
recognised, by the Spanish code.

The Roman law has no intrinsic authority in
Spain; on the contrary, forensic use of it was
formerly interdicted under heavy penalties. Fue
ro jus. 2, 1, 8. 1 part. 45, Part. 1, 1, 15, Part.
3, 4, 8, Aut. accord 2, 1, 1. Nueu, Ruop. 2,
1, 3. Now indeed it is permitted, in certain
cases, to be cited, viz :-wherc the Spanish law
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is silent or where the Roman law coincides with East'n District.
• ' , February, 1819.

or IS explanatory of it; or where it is founded ~
on natural law or reason; and in these permit- MORGAN

V8.

ted cases, it is not cited as law, but as contain- Ln'INGSTOl\"
& AL

ing the opinions of wise men.

" Las civiles no son en Espana leyes ni deven
llarmarse si.io sentencias de sabios, que solo
pueden sequirse en defecto de lei, i enquanto se
ayunden al derecho com un, i no al de los Roma
nos, cuyas leyes ni las d mas estranas ni deven
ser usadas ne guardadas."-Aut. accord. 2, 1,
Nueu. Recop. 2, 1, 3. Berni, II/st. 8.

The prohibition of the Roman law in Spain
remains therefore still unrepealed; though it is
not denied, that the Spanish legislators have
enacted at different times, into its various codes,
such of its principles as were found analogous,
to the situation of Spain, deriving their authority
solely from such enactment. Thus, upon the

subject of alluvion, Spain has transplanted from
the Roman code into her own, the general prin
ciple, as one founded in nature and reason, and
has by positive statutes given to the adjacent pro-

prietors the right of alluvion. Part. 3, 28. 7.

Thus far then, and no farther, has Spain legis
lated upon this subject; and it is now incum
bent upon the defendant, if he wish to avail him
self of the exception as authority. to shew

VOL. VI. 25
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East'n District. (which is not pretended) that it has been speer
}'ebl'uary, 1819.
~ fically enacted,

MORGAN How is this difficulty attempted by the de.
'liS.

LIVINGSTON fendant to be surmounted?
& AL. He first wishes to infer the adoption of the

exception of ager limitatus, into the Spanish
code, by citing some authorities, which We shall
presently notice.

But when it is manifest, that the principles of
the Roman civil law, so far as they have been
introduced into Spain, have not been introduced
by any sweeping clause, adopting generally, and
by way of reference, the body of the Roman
code-subject only to exceptions in favor of
such subsequent laws of Spain, as might be
found to conflict with it-but so far as they have
been made a rule of action in Spain, they have
been introduced under the form and authority of
Spanish ordinances.-,ve are not permitted to
infer, from the adoption of one part of the Ro..
man code, the adoption of another, but the con
trary.

If, in the face of Spanish law, we were per
mitted to resort to inference, in order to deter
mine what has been adopted and what omitted,
we think it can be shewn, that the inference of
the defendant is forced and unnatural.

This inference the defendant attempts to
draw first, from the commentary of Rodriguez
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upon this text already noticed. Of him the de. East'n District.
, , February, 1819.

fendant says, he merely reports its substance, ~
from which we should infer that it is law in MORGAN

'liS.

Spain, inasmuch as it fell within his plan, to LIVINGSTo.N

. h d' d f h &u.point out t e agreement or iscor ance 0 t e
Roman and Spanish codes.

But the very commentary itself destroys the
inference, attempted to be drawn from the sup
posed silence of the commentator. Though
already quoted, we beg leave, in this connec
tion, once more to invite to it the attention of
the court. Translated, it reads as follows:
"the right of alluvion, mentioned in the insti
tutes, and a law of the Partidas does not take
place in lands assigned to soldiers, as this law
expresses." 15 Rodrig, 41,1,16.

We freely yield to the defendant, all the ad.
vantage he derives from the authority. What.
ever interpretation be put upon it, his exception
evidently applies exclusively to military lands,
in which class the plaintiff's land, though the
subject of much legal warfare, has not yet been
ranked.

The laws of the Fuero Real are next intro.
duced, fur the purpose of referring to a note,
the joint production of Alonzo Dias Montalvo,
and a learned doctor of Salamanca, said by the
defendant, expressly to declare, that the oger
limitatus should not be entitled to the increase
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East'n District. by the rising of an island opposite to it. Fuero
FebrUllry, 1819.
,~ Real, 3, 4, 14.

MORGAN The law of the Fuero Real referred to treats
• 'VB.

LIVINGSTON of the partition of a newly formed island, in the
&~ rr ••

middle of a river, separating different rrparious
proprietors, and adjusts their claims to this new
acquisition in proportion to the extent of their
respective fronts. It is not pretended, that any
thing is here said in relation to limited or un,

limited estates ;-it is not the text itself, but the
opinion of these learned commentators, as con
tained in note (d) by which the law in agris is to
be introduced into Spain. But upon examining
this wonder-working note, we do not find any
such opinion expressed by them; in the conclu
sion in it, they indeed inform us, that Azo (an
Italian jurist of the thirteenth century) held such
an opinion; but without any marks on their side
of approbation or adoption: and the reference to
the pandects subjoined, in which much virtue is
supposed to reside, to us appears the work of
Azo; but whether they or Azo have the credit
of this reference, one thing is certain, that the
section in the paudects referred to, is as silent,
as the Fuero Real itself, upon the subject of
limited lands. Loc, cit . .If. de flumin. l, 1, 1 ~

insul.
The ponderous work of Covarruvias is next

put in requisition (2 vol. p. 500, no.!.) But
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the learned bishop is not there speaking upon East'n District.
. Febrrwry. 1819.

the subject of alluvion, but considering the ....."....-."
question. in case a town, granted to an indivi- MORG.uI

V8.

dual, should subsequently be increased by new LIVINGSTO..
& AI..

buildings and inhabitants; when, and how far
the jurisdiction of the government shall be ex.
ercised over such subsequent increase. And
we confess ourselves unfortunate in missing both
in the text and notes, any passage in support of
the purpose for which it was adduced.

The mere fact of the law in agris being refer.
red to by way of argument or illustration, by
Spanish writers, either lay or ecclesiastic, seems
to us to afford but slender proof of its incorpo
ration into the Spanish code. By the same pro.
cess the Mahomedan law, noticed by sir Wile
liam Jones, might be converted into English
law, and the Gulistan of Sadi, favorably cited by
Puffendorf, become authority in this cause. Puff.
de jur. nat. ~ gent. 5, 2, 1.

The opinion also of Covarruvias, as it reo
spects jurisdiction over the subsequent increase
of a town, granted to an individual, seems little
analogous (so far as the two things can be com
pared) to the principles of the Spanish law, in
respect of the subsequent alluvial increase of
lands; which expressly declare, that the arnelio
ration of the thing bought, will be for the bene.
fit of the buyer, even though it had not yet pas-
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East'n District. sed under his power' and in the partidas the
February, 1819. ' ,
~ verr case is put of a field, thus increased by al-
MORGA.If Iuvion, Part. 5, 5, 23,

'\']8.

LIVINGSTON Not having the good fortune to possess or
& A.L.

procure the Curia Felipica Illustrada, and the
passage referred to by the defendant, not being
extracted, I am unable to conjecture its de.
gree of pertinence or force. In the Curia Fe
lipica itself, I am not aware, that the subject of
alluvion is introduced. But, giving the defen,
dant credit for the full weight of this authority
-would it not be going a little too far-when
the law in agris has been refused admission into
the various Spanish codes ;-when we look in
vain for it in the nueva recopilacion, autos ac.
cordados, siete partidas, ordenarniento real,
fuero real, and leyes de estilo, that it should be
received as such upon the faith of a single and
unsupported note of a posthumous publication.

F rom this brief view of the defendant's autho
rities we feel safe in asserting, that if the exist
ence of the principle of agf'r Iimitatus be per.
mitted to be inferred into the Spanish law, no.
thing has yet been shewn to warrant such infer.
ence.

Is the defendant better founded, when he at.
tempts to infer it as a natural consequence of the
general principle?
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In what sense is it to be so inferred? The East'n District.
February, 1819.

general principle is, that owners of all lands .....,...-.,.,
bounded by navigable rivers, have, as an acces- MORG.A.lf

w.
sory, the right of a.luvion , now, if by limited LIVINGSTOli

lands, the defendant mean broadly the mere con. & ..u;.

verse of the proposition, viz: that lands not
bounded by the rivers do not enjoy the right of
alluvion, what does the inference amount to but
the mere begging the question of fact? And is
it not reasoning in a circle to say, that our deed
does not notwithstanding express words to that
effect, convey to us a boundary upon the river,
because our land is ager limitatus i-and it is
ager limitatus, because it is land not bounded by
the river?

II. Has his (Poeyfarre) title, as riparious pro.
prietor, been by him conveyed to Bailly, and br
the latter to plaintiff.

Upon this question I shall not long detain the
attention of the court. From the inspection of
the respective conveyances, it is obvious, that
the land was successively transmitted, with all
its original rights; and if Poeyfarre by virtue of
his title, became a riparious proprietor, in like
manner did Bailly, and afterwards the plaintiff,
become riparious proprietors i-nothing was ex
cepted or reserved in either of the instruments

of sale.
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East'n District. The defendant lays hold of the expression
February, 1819.

frente~ employed in the two latter deeds, instead
MORGAN

'VII.

!AVING8TOl'(

&.u.

of frente at rid, used in the first, as restrictive
of our front boundary, But the testimony puts
this objection to rest; face, the French transla
tion of frente, our witnesses, as well the record
of French concessions and of land claims, shew,
was indiscriminately employed, with face au
fleuoe, in designating- a front boundary UpOll the
Mississippi.-If the parties intei-d -d to establish
not a boundary on the river-but on the road,
for instance, as the defendant contends, why did
they insert in their deeds of sale, dra wn off by
an experienced and skilful notary-s-expressions
invariably and immemorially used to give a ri
ver boundary ?-\Vhy not at once name the
road, frente at camino, or face au chemin?

It is objected also by the defendant, that we
are not in possession, and have not so declared
by our petition. But the petition is grounded
on the very fact of possession and ownership;
and we complain, that the defendant and others
have given out and pretended to be the owner,
and possessors. It will not be contended, that
any ceremonies, like livery of seizin, or inves
titure by twig and turf, need be superadded to
the delivery of a title, in order to a legal pos
session, Ci», Code 380, art, 29. Nor will it be con
tended, that an actual or continued residence
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upon the spot is necessary for this pur:1ose' East'n District.
I , PCbrUG1'l; 1819.

nor that the plaintiff cannot possess by his te-,~
nants ;-nor that the possession of the princi- MORGAN

'fJ,.

pal estate does not imply that of its accessories. LIVJNGSTON

In respect to the right of the riparious proprie- & AJj.

tor to the alluvial increase of his land, the law is
both settled and admitted, and a reference to
the following authorities perhaps unnecessary.
Febrero de escrituras, 7, 9 11, n 81. 3 Part. 28,
6-8,jf 41, 1, 9 1. Inst.2, I, 9 2. Rodriguez
in if 41, I, 9 I &i' 16, 5 Hein Et. jur. 2, 1, 9
358, 2 Foet. in pand. 41, 1, 9 15 Front. de re
agr. 217, Wolff's Inst, jur. nat. fr;' gent. 2, 2, 9

245-251, 1 Domat, 3, 7,9 12, 1, 2 Denisart,
74, verbo alluvion, PujJend 4, 7, 9 12, Civ. Code,
102, art. 3, 106, art. 13, Blacks. Comm. 261, 3,
Mass. T. R. 352. .

Thus have I gone through the two principal
questions arising in this cause;

1. Did Poeyfarre , by virtue of the convey.
ance, from B. Gr.ivier and wife, become the ri
parious proprietor of this land?

2. Has his title, as such, been by him conveyed
to Bailly, and by the latter to the plaintiff?

In discussing the first question, I invited the
attention of the court to the two clauses of the
deed, upon which rested the title of the plaintiff

Yor. vt ".6
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East'n District. as riparious proprietor; shewing that his land was
Eebruaru, 1819.
~ purchased frente al rio, and con todas sus entradas
MORGAN &c. and the first expressions, being used abso-

VB.

LmC"iGSTON lutely, gave the river as a front boundary; and
8< AL. that the second conveyed all and singular its ac

cessories, whether in law or fact.
Under this head, we have also shewn, that the

distinction attempted by the defendant between
the two phrases face au fleuve (translation in
French of frente al rio) and face sur le fleuve,
was unsupported either by gramm'ar or use ;
and that they were indiscriminately employed in
grants and deeds of land upon the Mississippi,
to give the river as a boundary.

That words of con vcyance were to be taken
in their usual and known signification; and pa
rol proof was admissible to shew what is their
usual and known signification.

That the defendant's first objection, viz: the
existence, at the period of sale, of a batture al
ready formed in front of the plaintiff's land was
not founded in fact, and that the contrary was
proved ;-th3.t 'the evidence, urged by the de
fendant of its previous existence, from its being
found figured on the plan of survey and the
other plans, instead of authentic proof of such a
fact, amounted to but presumption-weak in it
self, and still further enfec bled by the character
of those plans-and wholly overthrown by the
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positive concurrent and uncontradicted testi- Ellst'n District.
" February, 1819.

mony of three old and respectable witnesses; ~
MORGAl'f

In answer to the defendant's second objection,
that B. Gravier, prior to his sale to Poeyfarre. had
made a plan of his plantation, as laid off into a
faubourg or town lots, in which plaintiff's land
was designated as included in lot no.7-and
the whole bounded by streets, we have shewn,
that it was not only not pu blished at the period
of sale, but that there was no proof whatever,
arising from the plan or otherwise, of its being
ever carried into actual execution, by survey.
or subdivision of his plantation, according to a
projected plan ;-much less of its being incor
porated as a suburb of the city. That it could not
have been executed at the period of sale, ap
peared conclusively from the following reasons.
1. Because plaintiff's land, said to be included
in lot 110. 7, was cut off from the three streets
by narrow strips of land, of unequal breadths;
shewing, by the relative directions of the lines,
that it was sold according to a plan, very differ
ent from the projected one of the then uncrea
ted faubourg; and that no purchaser, in his
sound senses, would have purchased a square in
a city, with the exception of only just so much
land, as would shut him OBt of three streets in
four.

"'(J$.

LIVINGSTON.

&AL.
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East'n District. 2. Because in describing the breadth of the
Februaru, 181~. '
~ front, no streets art: mentioned in the deed, plan,
MORGAN or proces verbal (as would have been the case,

"Us.

LmSGSTON had they then existed) as marking the begin.
&. AL. • •

mng, and end of the front line ; and because,
most obviously, this land would have been de.
signated as part of lot no. 7, and been called a 
lot, and not merely, as in the deed, a piece of
land,

That the plan also of this faubourg appeared
from inspection. a mere projet ; or, as termed by
its maker, a first sketch or draft, exhibiting nei
ther the proces verbal nor operations of the sur.
veyor; was made at the request, in the house-
and principally in the hand writing of B. Gra
vier; not deposited, as is usual, in the office of
a notary, but kept in his own possession, and
afterwards altered at his pleasure. That this,
as well as the reduced or second plan (the latter
flam a marginal note made on it by the survey
or, of the date of 1796, shewing even at that
latter period, it had not yet been executed) be.
ing the separate and then unpublished acts at
B. Gravicr, the original vendor, or of the sur.
'tyor general, his agent, could not affect our
title.

Unde~he defendant's third objection, that the
land was sold according to a plan, bounding it
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by the public road ; we considered, in what con. Ea9t'n District.
• Eebruarp, 1819.

nection, and how far, this plan was to be taken ...,....,.....,
with the deed-that the words frente al rio giv. MORGAN

"Os.

ing, as \yc contended, a boundary upon the rio LIVINGSTON

f
&AL.

vel', were words at once 0 conveyance and of
description and of location-that they were tech-
nical, clear, and used in an absolute sense ;-
that being already certain, they did not need elu
cidation, and could not be made more certain
by reference to the plan; which was referred to
onlj for greater certainty; much less could their
signification be altered by the surveyor's pro-
ees verba! of his operations-a reference pro.
perly enough made in a question of doubtful
location, but wholly inadmissible to destroy the
effect of words of conveyance of known and set-
tled signification. We also shewed by testimo-
ny, that by the practice of surveyors and usages
of the country, the front lines of all plans of land
upon the Mississippi, were drawn, as in our plan,
inside of the road and levee, not to indicate the
boundary of the land, but to ascertain the
breadth of its front : and are not called lines or
boundary but solely of admeasurement.

The fourth objection of defendant, that the
plaintiff's land makes by the plan a regular
figure, the regularity of which by extending its
front to the river, would be spoiled, we have
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East'n District. shewn to be founded upon the gratuitous as-
Februaly, 1819. •
~ sumption of the fact of the identity of the lines
MORGAN of admeasurement and boundarv , and that all

V8.

LIVINGSTON lands upon the Mississippi by their plans, and if
& AI.

their plans were lost, by the very terms of con.
cession, make regular mathematical figures with.
out restraining their right of alluvion.

The fifth objection of the defendant, viz: that
the calculation of the superficial contents of the
plaintiff's land, turned it into a limited estate,
and destroyed the right of alluvion ;-we have
answered by shewing,

1. That the land was sold per aversionem, and
not ad mensuram,

2. That the calculation of the surveyor gave
only the superficial contents of what he actually
measured ;-that the surveyor is never called
upon to measure the road and levee; and that
no batture then existed to be the subject of mea.
surement; and even had it then actually existed,
would not, according to the usages of the coun
try and practice of surveyors, been measured;
that the mere act of calculation was immaterial j

that wherever the length and directions of the
lines of a figure were given, they afford the sum
of their contents, with all the certainty of a rna.
thematical theorem ;-that the principle of the
defendant, even if shewn to exist, was not ap-
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In answer to the sixth objection of the de.
fendant, viz: that the interposition of the public
road, divested the plaintiff of his right of allu
vion ;-we endeavored to shew, that the whole
question on this point turned upon the mere
fact of boundary, already discussed; inasmuch
as the alluvion belonged to the owner of the soil,
upon which it was formed.-if, therefore, we
purchased to the river, frente al rio, we were
entitled to the alluvial increase of our land; and
that the public road running through it did not
divest us of that right; and, in no event, could
we be so divested of the alluvion, unless the
road went (which was not pretended) to the
water edge; in which case, the alluvion would
then belong neither to the plaintiff nor defend

ant, but to the public, in whom was vested the
right of soil.-That in our case, the alluvion
was not added to the public road, but to the
banks of the river, belonging the plaintiff, as
holdingfrente al rio, front upon the river. That
the fact of a front boundary upon the river also
answered the defendant's 7th objection; viz: as
to the supposed intervention of the levee. By
conveying to us a front on the river, the levee
was necessarily included in the conveyance.-

plicable to lands in this country where the front East'n District.
, February, 1819.

lines of the plans were not boundary lines. ~

MORGAN

'Vs.
LlVINGSToli'

& AL.
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E,ast'n District. That this land was unrestrictedly sold with all
February, 1819.
~ its chances of loss and of gain ;-and that on
M::~AN this point, it was in evidence, and conclusive,

LIVINGSTON. that after the sale the vendor and his heirs were.
& AL.

wholly delivered from the burden of maintain,
ing the levee, which thenceforward was support
ed exclusively by the vend es ; that this charge,
of itself, constituted a riparious proprietor. That
the principle, uP')\1 which the right of allu "ion
was founded, was not, as the defendant contend
ed, on the manner or degree of increase making
it impossible to find another owner than the ad
jacent proprietor, or the mere right to have al
ways the river as a boundary, but clearly on
the better ground of equitable compensation;
to wit: that he, who is exposed to the charges,
and chance of loss from the encroachments of
the river, ought reciprocally to have the benefit

of the change of increase. That if the river,
instead of augmenting our land, had washed it
away. we could not call upon the vendor or his
heirs to make good the deficiency ; neither ought
we to be held l!ood to refund the increase ;-to

.~

the objection we had no right to claim the allu-
vion, because not expressly conveyed in our
deed i-we have shewn in point offact, it did not
then exist; and e"en if it had actually ex isted,
in point of law, that it was not necessary to be
expressed, in order to be conveyed; that. as an
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accessory to the principal estate it would pass East'n District.
, Febrrairq, 1819.

by the general words of conveyance; that it was ~
not, however, in our deed, left to mere legal con- MORGAN

'V8.

struction, but provided for by an express clause, LIVINGSTON

conveying every accessory in law or fact; todas & .u.

sus entradas, &c.

To the objection that alluvion was not an ac

cessory; the contrary was shewn both by rea.
soning and authority.

In discussing the defendant's eighth objec
tion, viz: that the plaintiff's land was ager Ii.
mitatus or a limited estate, and therefore de.
barred from the right of alluvion; on an exami
nation of the section of the digest adduced by
the defendant, ill agris limitatis, &c. we have
shewn, both from its context and a variety of
commentators and civilians,

1. '1hat the techi.ical signification of the
phrase ager limitatus was simply and exclu
sively that of military lands.

2. That if used in a more extended sense, or
considered as a general law, it must be taken to
rest exclusively upon the constitution of the ern,
peror Antoninus Pius, and was in derogation of
the general or common law of Home: that the
support claimed by the defendant of the autho
rity of Trebatius, to his broad and genera1ll1ter-

YOl.. vr. ~7

I



\
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l~ast'n District. pretation of this text by shewing the equal an.
Februaru, 1819. '
~ tiquity of Trebatius with Julius Caesar, wholly

MORGAN failed him; inasmuch as the dictum of Treba-
"'8

LIVINGSTON' tius, alluded to in the sequel of the section, is
& .n. confined expressly to military lands. and speaks

merely of the exception. as to the.m, of the law
of alluvton ; and that the defendant's proposed
reform of the punctuation, however required by
his argument, was unnecessary in itself, and in.
volved in it a violation of syntax, and the dis.
memberment of the text. That the term ager
limitatus, taken merely in a literal sense, as land
bounded or limited, from its universality, would
comprehend aI/lands, with whatever boundaries,
whether natural or aruficial , that so construed,
the. text would be made to operate a total repeal
of the general or common law of Rome on thv
subject of alluvion, though resting on the broad
principle of the law of nature ;-a text, rather
too compendious and solitary, to operate so vast
an effect.

Lastly, we have shewn, glvmg the defendant
his own interpretation of the text, that he could
not avail himself of it as authority, without also
shewing it had been adopted into the Spanish
code.

Under this head, we have shewn, that the Ro
man law had no intrinsic authority in Spain; that
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even its forensic use hat! been interdicted' and Esst'n District.
, Feb"wlry. 1819.

was now only permitted to be cited in cases, ~
where it coincided with the Spanish law, where Mon(u~

'V".

the Spanish law was merely si'ent. and where LmNGSTOlil

the Roman law was grounded on reason and na- & AL.

ture , and then only as containing the opinions of
wise men. That notwithstandmg this unre-
pealed prohibition of the Roman law, many of
its principles had been ordained as law by suc-
cessive Spanish legislators; but they derived
their authority, not from any general adoption
of them as Roman law, but solely from their
being embodied in the form of specific Spanish
ordinances. That Spain, adopting into her
code, as founded in nature and reason, the ge-
neral principle of the Roman law, had enacted
by positive statute, that the adjacent proprietors
should enjoy the right of alluvion -That if the.
refore the defendant could derive any advantage
from this peculiar exception in the Roman law,
(which was not perceived) he was clearly bound
to put his finger on the royal ordinance, by
which it had been made a rule of action in
Spain.

That it could not therefore be impliedly
adopted; and that no Spanish authority had been
adduced to give color to such implication. That
the inference of its adoption, merely as a natural
consequence of the genFnl! IH'" of allu vion, seem-
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En~t'n District. ed to be equally unsupported by reason, and in.
Febvuar r, 1819.
~ applicable to the case before the court. That

MORGAN by the general law of Spain-founded on the
't'8.

LIVING'TO:'i law of nature, the right of alluvion belongs to
&. AL. lands bounded on the river; and if by limited

lands, the defendant meant merely the converse
of this description, viz: lands not bounded on
the river, his denomination of the law of ager
ltmitntus, a natural consequence of the general
law, was illogical, and an abuse of terms; and
the application of this natural consequence to the
case of our land amounted to begl?;ing the ques
tion of fact. On the other hand, if he spoke of
ager limitatus, in its proper and technical sense,
as military lands-lands of a conquered country,
divided an J assigned by the Roman government
among the soldiery; then, instead of a natural
consequence, it was a peculiar exception to the
law of alluvion; and whether introduced or not
into Spain, it was wholly inapplicable to the case
of our land.

After all, the whole controversy between us
is obviously reducible to the single point of
boundary. 'VVe are, or we are not, bounded on
the river-if we in fact be not so bounded we
make no pretentions to the batture, But if in
fact we 'we be so bounded, the doctrine of limited
estates, either in their literal or technical sense,
the calculation of the superficial contents, the
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artificial lines of mensuration run either bv a E"st'n n·,tl';d.
, J Fcbrnur», lo1:J.

sworn or unsworn oP'icer, the mathematical de. ~
nomination or regularity of the figure-the al- :MODGA.!f

7'8.

ledged interposition of roads and levees-all LIVINGSTO..

yield to this natural boundary; and alluvion, « .u.

by nature, by reason, by the code of every na-
tion, is the accessorial and inseparable right of
our land.

In discussing the second question-whether
Poeyfarres title, as riparious proprietor, had
been by him conveyed to Bailly, and by the lat
ter to the plaintiff-we have shewn, by an ex
hibition of the several conveyances, that the land
had been successively transmitted with all its
original rights ;-that frente, the word employ
ed in the two latter deeds, was, according to all
the testimony in the cause, indifferently as well
as immemorially used with frcnte at rio, to ex
press a front boundary on the river Mississtppi,
To the objection of our not having declared our
selves to be in possession, we referred to our
non descript petition; to the fact of possession
to our witnesses: and to the mode of aCflll;rillf"{
and continuing it to our digest. In this con
nection, we noticed the claim of prescription set
up by the defendant ill his answer, of ten, twCIltJ"
and thirty years, and have shewn, so far from
its being founded in fact, that, on the contrary,
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East'n District. the plaintiff. and those under whom he claims
6ebruary, 1819.' ,
~ had been in actual, quiet, and continued posses.
MOIlG&l!f sion of the premises, for nearly thirty years :-

'Vs.
LIVINGSTON that even before the batture rose above the sur.s. AI..

face of the water, it was employed by our Yen.
dor for the purpose of supporting a little wharf
(or avance) run out into the river; and when
of sufficient height and consistence, was proba
bly used by him for unloading, piling, and vend.
ing his wood ;-and that from that period up to
the present, such possession had not been inter.
rupted by any act, either by John Gravier or
the defendant; that the batture in front of the
suburb St. Mary, being claimed and owned by
different proprietors, no possession, on the part
of the defendant of pars pro toto could be al,
ledged , or that possession obtained against the
proprietor of one part was available against the
proprietor of another.*

THE cotr a T, when they were prepared to de
liver their opinion, observed that, as a conside
rable time had elapsed since the conclusion of
the oral argument, if any of the counsel had any
thing to add to what had been said, or to the

• The argument, in this case, was heard in May, 18l8-it was
not inserted with the cases of that term, in order that it might be
presented to the reader. in the same volume, with the opinion of the
court,



Duncan, for the defendants, declared his eli.
ents had nothing more at heart, than to hear the
judgment of the court.

The counsel of the plaintiff said they had no
thing to add.

OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA.

written argument, with which the judges
been furnished, he would be listened to.

215

had East'n District.
February, 1819.
~

MORGAN
'V8.

LIVI:NGSTON

& n.

MARTIN, J. delivered the opimon of the
court.* The plaintiff claims a batture, which
he alledges to have arisen in front of his land.
The defendants pleaded the general issue; and
several other pleas and demurrers were inserted
in the answer, but have been since abandoned.
They further claim the batture under Jean Gra.
vier, heir of Bertrand Gravier, from whom the
plaintiff alledges that the land before which it has
arisen, was purchased by J. B. Poeyfarre, under
whom he claims.

As evidence of the title of Bertrand Gravier
having passed to him, he introduces a notarial
act, executed on the 27th of February, 1789, by
Maria J. Delhonde and B. Gravier, her husband,
for a trapezium of land, and another notarial act
of the 30th of October, of the same year, by
which Poeyfarre conveyed sixty feet in front,

* DERBIGNY, J. did not join in this opinion, havinl: been consulted
in the case, while at the bar.
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East'n District. with one hundred and eighty feet in depth, of
February; 1819.
~ the trapezium to P. Bailly, who, in the year

MORGAN" 1816, it is admitted, conveved his right thereto
'V8. .J

LIVIN"G'TON to the plaintiff.
& AL.

Batture is, according- to Richelet and the Fren h
academy, a marine term, and is used to denote
a bottom of sand, stone or rock 17lixed toget 'ier,
and rising towards the surjr-.C(> 0/ th« xo.iter : iis
etymology is from the verb battrc; to heat : be.
cause a batture is beaten by the water. In its
g' arnrnatical sense, as a tecnuic.u word, and we
L ,

believe, in common par ance, it is then an ele ,
vation of the bed ofa river, under the surf'u:e o/,
the water, since it is rising towards it. It is.
however, sometimes used to denote the same
elevation of the bank, when it has arisen above
the SUI face of the water, or is as high as the land
on the outside of the bank.

\Vhile this c vse was before the parish court, *.
the defendants endeavored to establish, that the
batture, in dispute in the present case, existed,
and was a batture of the latter kind; a batture
above the surface of the water: while the plain-
iff endeavored to establish that there was no

batture at all, or that if there was one, it was of

~ This case has bce-i erroneously stated, in the beginning of it,
ttl be an appeal from the court of the first district.



sur- East'n District.
February, 1819.
~
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the former kind, viz: a batture under the
face of the water.

For this purpose, the defendants introduced a
plan, of the trapezium acquired by Poeyfarre,
annexed to his act of sale, in which a batture is
marked before the trapezium, and the word bat.
ture written thereon. They produced a plan of
the plantation of the vendors of Poeyfarre, un
del' whom the defendants' claim the batture,
made on the 1st of April, 1778, in the front of
which a batture is marked, extending along the
whole plantation, of a considerable width in the
upper part, but gradually narrowing towards
the city, in which the trapezium is marked, so
that it has there one fifth only in of width in the
upper part; where is written, large batture,
which the waters of the river cover in its utmost
height.

The plaintiff offered witnesses, ancient inha
bitants of the neighborhood, to disprov e the ex
istence and height of the batture above the sur.
face of the water.

The defendants' counsel resisted the intra.
duction of this testimony, which was however
received, and a bill of exceptions was taken to
the opinion of the parish court in receiving it.

The plaintiff's counsel contends, that the reo
presentation of a batture before the trapezium,
on the plan referred to, is no conclusive evi.

l{0L. vi, ~8

£17

.l\10RGAlf

»s.
LIVINGSTO )f

8< AoL.
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East'n District. dence of its existence-that the plan is e~i .
.Februaru, 1819.
~ dence of the operations of the surveyor, but the
MORGAN batture was not the object of these-that it is

'/)8.

J~JVTNGS1'ON usual with surveyors, in order to relieve the
&.A.L.

nakedness of their plans, to add neighbouring
objects, introduced according to their fancy: but
that it never WdS attempted to convert the exhi
bition of such objects, real or imaginary, into
authentic evidence of their indisputable exist.
ence : and our attention has been drawn to
groves, canals and a statue drawn on these plans,
which it is evident never existed but on the
paper.

The plaintiff alledged in his petition, that at
the time of the sale to Poeyfarre, there existed
no batture before the trapezium, or that if one
existed, it was a batture under water: and the
defendants having put him on the proof of all
his allegations, the onus probandi lay on him as
to the height of it at least; and perhaps as nega
tive propositions are not susceptible of proof;
the defendants were bound to prove that there
was a batture, Admitting (what it is useless now
to determine) that the plan is conclusive eviden.
ce, of the existence of a batture, it is no evidence
of its being a batture above water. If neither
of the parties had produced any other evidence
than this plan, referred to in, and which the defen
dants' counsel insists ought to be considered 3"
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a part of the act of sale as the plan left it doubt. F~aqt'n District.J' lebrll,17y, 1819,
ful whether the batture was one above or under ~
the surface of the water, the.Jegal conclusion MORGAN

VS.

must have been that it was a batture under: be- LIVINGSTON.
&AL.

cause in the contract of sale, the rule is to inter.
pr-t the words of the act against the vendor, in
whose power and whose duty it was to use such
words as would leave no room for a doubt: ob-
scuritas pacti potius nocet uenditori, quia p tuit re
integra apertius dicere• .ff. 18, 1, 21. Pothier
Pandects, 1, 2, 14, no. 70. This distinction
was not attended to in the case of Duncan us,
Cciritlos' executors, 4 Martin, 575.

But the defendants having introduced in evi
dence, a plan which Poeyfarres vendor is said
to have caused to be made, nine months before
the sale (without any proof of its genuineness or
of its having been exhibited or known to the
vendee) in order to shew that the batture was
above the surface uf the water, parol evidence,
under oath, was certainly better evidence, and
was admissible to rebut that which resulted from
a paper the correctness or verity of which was
not proved Indeed it was in e"ery case admis
sible, on the part of the plaintiff, to shew that the
batture was under the surface of the water; and
the defendants' counsel admits that he did not
oppose its introduction to that effect.

We conclude, th.it the parish court did not
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East'n District. err in receiving the testimony therefore; and it
Februaru, 1819.
~ properly makes a part of the evidence, on which
MOaGAN the case is to be heard in this court.

va.
LIVI"'GSTO~

& AI..

Another bill of exceptions remains to be dis'
posed of.

The words frentc at rio, in the act of sale to
Poeyfarre, being contended by the plaintiff's
counsel, to be in the general understanding of
the country, not only testified in common par.
lance, but universally in plots of survey and acts
of sale, equivalent to the most explicit terms of
boundary upon the river, and the defendants'
counsel denying' that they were, surveyors were

offered to be examined, which was opposed on
the part of the defendants; whereupon the parish
court overruled the objection, and a bill of ex.
ception was taken.

As the words of a contract, like those of a law,
are to' be understood generally, in their most
usual and known signification, and terms of art
or technical terms and phrases according to their
received meaning and acceptation with the learn.
ed i-i each art, trade or science--Cod. Ciu, 4, art.
14 €!1 15, the parish court appears to us to have
correctly overruled the objection. The same
kind of evidence was admitted, to the same pur.
pose, in the superior court of the late territory
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From the testimony thus received, it appears,
that Bruneau deposed, that he arrived here two
years before the Spaniards, and is now 75 or 76
years of age; that there were about fifteen feet
of water before Bailly's lot, next to the levee,
when Bailly went to live there, and being asked,
from what circumstance he was able to speak so
positively, answered, from that of a raft of wood
which he brought there, drawing ten feet of
water-that P. Bailly then kept the levee in reo
pair, and Gravier did not interfere therein.

Caizergues, who has been an alcade under
the Spanish government, deposed, that the bat
ture began to form itself. before the lot of the
present plaintiff, about tl i-ty years ago, 1788, a
year before the sale to Poeyfarre ,

On the second point, Mansuy Pelletier, a sur
veyor, deposed, that in original grants, conces
sions, or deeds of lands, bordering on the Mis
sissippi, the expressionface au fleuue is employ.
ed to express the boundary on the river.

Tannesse, another' surveyor, deposed, that in
original grants or sales of lands, bordering on the
Mississippi, the words face au jleuve are a well
known and appropriate expression, employed to
denote the boundary thereof upon the river.

.of Orleans in Granier vs, Mayor and aldermen East'n District.
, , February, 1819.

&c. (see the report of that case, 17.) ~

MORGAN

'!IS.

LIVINGSTON.

& .A,L.
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East'n District. In some titles he has seen the words "ace front
l''ebrllarlf. 1819. .I l

,

~ only employed for the same purpose,
~IoROAN ,

v,. Pilie, another surveyor, deposed also, that
LIVINGSTON

& AL. the words face au flmve, or face only, are de.
scriptive of an estate on the river.

In the deed to Poeyfarre , the premises sold
are thus described -" A piece of land forming
a trapezium, situated out of the Chapitoulas gate,
consisting of 415 feet of lanJ, fr ente at rio, front
to the river, 186 feet in dep.h on the side of the
city, 4,11 feet 8 inches on th ~ side of the vendors'
garden, and on the back 229 feet 8 inches. The
whole forms 2386 toises 4 feet and 6 inches of

land in superficies, as appears by the plan of
Don Carlos Trudeau, public surveyor, of the 9th
instant, which the parties have signed, and which
remains in the power of the vendee."

In the deed from Poeyfarre to Bailly, the land
sold is thus described-" a lot of mine situated
out of this city, consisting of 60 feet of front and

180 in depth, ill conformity with the plan of Don
Carlos Trudeau, public surveyor of the city,
bounded on one side by a lot of the vendor, and
on the other by one of B. Gravier, which lot be
IO!Jgs to me for having purchased it with a great.
er quantity of land from B. Gravier and Maria J.
Delhonde, his wife."
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The deed to the plaintiff from Bailly is not East'n District.
Februaru ; 1819.

produced, but is admitted to convey the all ~.
estate of the vendor. MORGAN

'V8.

On this the pl .intiff rests his case, contending LIVINGSTO~

that he has shewn himself the proprietor of a & oil.

riparious estate; that an alluvion has been form-
ed before it, of which he is consequently the
owner.

The defendants' counsel does not shew their
title but contends the plaintiff has not shewn any.

It is said, that the; expressionjront to the river,
does no more give a right to go to it, than
front to the north would e~tend the land to pole,
nor thn the ex pression, 138 feet on the side of
the city, would extend that side thereto.

This is attempted to be illustrated by suppos.
ing, that the trapezium had changed its position,
so that the side next the city had become the
front and that the boundary on that side was de
signated by the expression front to the city,. and
the question IS asked, whether it could be seri
ously contended that this would carry the grantee
700 feet beyond the trapezium? To exemplify
this more thoroughly, a plan of the faubourg is
presented, and the supposition is made, that the
trapezium, instead of being on the side most dis
tant from the river of the first street, parallel
thereto, was on the same side of the second,
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East'n District. without any street being laid out between it and
February, 1819.
~ the river ;-and the question is asked, whether

:\lORGAY the words front to the river would carry the pro-
'V8.

LIvnWSTO:or prietor to it? So that while, by the words of the
8c .AL. deed, a piece of land (limited by certain and

precise lines, which contain, aud are said to con
tain, 2486 toices 4 feet and 6 inches square mea
sure) was intended to be sold, one would pass
which would have four times the length of late
rallines that had been expressed, and consequent
ly four times the number of square toises which
the deed says were conveyed.

There is nothing of magic or talismanic in the
words front to the riuer , but whenever they
occur in a deed, it is the duty of those whose
province it is to pronounce on the different modes
in which the parties construe it, to take those
words in their known signification. But, if in
this way, they lead to none, or a very absurd
result, to deviate a little from this received sense.
_.1 Black. Com, 60, 61.

From a very close examination of the books of
the land office of the United States, which have
been submitted to U~, and the depositions of
surveyors, examined in this case, it is clear that
in French and Spanish conveyances, both public
and private, the words face au fleuve, face, fren
te at rio, frente, front to the river, or front,
exclusively designate estates bounded by the
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river-which in the country are otherwise cal. East'n District.
February. 1819.

led riparious, bound to the repair of the road, ~
its cliches, bridges and levees, and to supply MO:'~A.N

ground for either or the whole of these, when that LIVING8TOlf
&; .1.10.

which they cover is carried away by the water,
We are therefore bound to take the expression,
frente at no, in the deed, as evidence of the
intention of one of the parties to convey, and of
the other to acquire, a riparious estate; unless,
by taking it ill this sense, we are led to an incon-
gruous or absurd result.

Such was the opinion of the sup-rior court of
the late territory of Orlean". in the case cited,
on nearly the same evidence.

If, instead of the expression front to the river,
that of front to the north had been used. the abo
surdity of a piece of land, containing nearly 2400
toises, square measure, and lying in latitude 29,
being deemed to extend to the north pole,
would demand a deviation from the received
sense of these words. So if the trapezium had
been inverted. and the expression ycce to the city
used, and it appeared that a line, whch is de.
scribed, as of 188 feet, must be extended 300
feet farther, to reach the city, so as to include
four times the quantity of land, called fUI in the
deed, susceptible of private ownership, we must
have deviated from the received sense, in order
to avoid falling into an absurd conclusion. But, if

VOl.. VI, 29
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East'n Distriet. the whole extent of ground thus taken within
February. 1819. '
~ the extended lines, beyond what was within tlu.ir

l\lOllGAN stated length, was public property, property out
vs.

LIVINGSTON of commerce, it would matter but little, whether
&~ Ithe expression were taken in one sense or t ie

other, as the same quantity of land and no more
would pass in either hypothesis, or if the whole
intermediate space had been a commons, the
prop~rty of the city, the words must have been
understood front on the commons of the city.
The construction would be the same in the other
hypothesis.

We conclude that, on the inspection of the deed,
it appears to us the we-ds froNt to the river, used
therein , were intended to denote a riparious
estate bordering on the river.

The defendants' counsel next presents to us as
evidence of th , intention of the parties, to give
to the land conveyed another boundary, than the
river, the existence of the batture between the
river and the trapezium.

The existence of the batture, above the surface
of the water, is disproved by the uncontradicted
testimony of two aniient inhabitants of an unim
peached character.

It is not to be presumed from the plan referred
to in the deed.
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In the R~~t'n District.
Feoruaru, 1819.
~

MORGUi

{la.

LIVINGSTON

&- u.

On this point, every tittle of evidence
cause is against the defendants,

The opinion of the superior of the late territory
of Orleans, already cited, is brought under our
eyes by the defendants' counsel, who expects to
prove thereby, that the batture h.id risen abou«
the surface of the water, at the time of the sale
to Poeyfarre, \t\Te are of opinion that the record
of a suit is only evidence of the facts, which
appear thereby, between the parties. As to the
rest of the world it is res inter alios acta .. it
proves nothing. It would lead to the most
dreadful consequences, if one could estab ish a
fact, ill a suit in which he was a party with A.'
in order to give the record in evidence in a suit
between himself and B. This cannot be admitted
even on the authority of Bishop Covarruvias. Yet,
we have looked a the decision of the court, and if
it could be read in evidence.tit would be far from
proving the fact which it is offered to establish,
viz. that the batture before the trapezium, was a
batture above the surface of the w.iter, at the
time oj the sale to Poepfarr», For the decision
of the superior court establishes another fact,
viz: that, antecedent to the time, when Bertrand
Gravier, ceased to be the proprietor of the land
adjacent to the high road, a batture or alluvion had
been formed adjoining to the levee in front of
the faubourg upon the river : that it was of a
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East'n Di,trict. sufficient height to he considered as private
Febr7la'y, 1819. e..

~ property. Now, at the time of the flak to
MU;;.N Poevfarre, it does not appear that his vendors

LIVI""'~Ql'! had yet parted with an inch of land adjacent to
& "'1./.

the rood.

. \JYe conclude, that the existence of a batture
above the surface of the water is not proved, and
rather disproved by the plan, annexed to Poer
farre's act of sale-that the plan, made by Lavau
Trudeau for the vendors, nine months before
the date of that act, is of no kgal evidence in
this cause, and that if it was, it does not prove
the height of the batture above the surface of the
water; that the decision of the superior court
cited, is not legal evid-nce against the plaintiff,
who was not a party thcreto , a..d that if it was,
it proves nothing as to the height of the batture
at the date of the sale. Finally, that the uncon
tradicted testimony of two witnesses proves that
the premises in dispute did not exist, as a bat
ture above the water, when Poeyfarre acquired
the trapezium of land before which it stands, and
therefore that no proof results (as is contended
by the defendants' counsel) from the batture, of
an :ntrntion in the parties to gi' e to the land sold,
another boundary than the river.

One is presented to us in the existence of the
levee between the trapezium and the river.
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B. Gra \ ier, under whom both parties claim 'f~ast'n Distriet.
• 1"ebruary . 1819.

the batture, ill his plan of the faubourg, mtro. ~
du- c' ,: as evidence in this case, calls the levee a MORGA.N

'VB.

d,k, or m -und containii.g th» "Waters of the river LIVINGSTON'

in its utmost height, a real, though not a natural & A.L.

bar-k.
'.l'he bank of a river is defined to be that which

crnta.ns the riuer in irs utmost height; npa autem

dcfinitur id quod flu-nen continet fF 43,1:2,1,6,_
Ripa putatur esse quce pleuissimum jlumen continet,
1. pen. eod. tit. 1. The bank is part of the river.
Tribus constant flumina, aqua, alueo ~ ripis . .!T.
43, 12. 1, § 1 no 2.

The bank is that space which the water covers
when the river is highest in any season of the
year. La ribera se entiende todo quanto cubre el

agua del rio quando mas crece in qualquiero tiempo
del ano, 3 Cur. Phil. ill. cap. 1. sec. 2, Ribera,
no. 112.

'1 he levee then, as well as the batture, under
the surface of the water, is a part of the bank,
and the bank is a part of the river, which can.
sists of three things, the water, the bed and the
bank. If these two objects, the levee and the
batture, form a part of the river, they do not
exist beyond the river, and consequently not be.
tween the river and the trapezium.

'\IVe cannot therefore give our assent to the pro.
i'Qsition of the defendants' counsel, that the exis-
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East'n District. tence of the levee between the trapezium and the
February. 1819.
~ river, is a proof of the intention of the parties,
MORGAN that the land sold should have another boundary

va.
LIVINGSTON than the river; because we are of opinion that

& AL. •

the levee did not so exist.

The intervention of the public road, the coun
sel for the defendant contends, is a proof of such
an intention.

If the trapezium had been immediately on the
river, and no road had intervened, the qualified
property which riparious owners have in the
banks, before their fields, would have passed to
Poeyfarre, as an accessory of the trapezium;
because, in the sale of a field, the sale of the
bank, is understood as a part or accessory of the
field. En la venta del fundo se entiende vendida
la ribera como parte de el; si se veude el fundo
que esta immediate a la ribera, tambien se en.
c1uye COlHO appendice del mismo fundo. 3 Cur.
Ph. ill. loco citato, no. 113.

The banks of the river are not sold, but ra,
ther pass as an accessory of the land sold. Ripte
non uenduntur, sed magis accedunt rei uendite,
Crepola de serv. rust. The property of the banks
belongs to those whose fields they are contigu,
ous. Proprietas earum (riparum) est quorum
prediis herent. .If. 1, 8, 5, Code Civil, 96, art, 8.
They must be the property of the riparious own.
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ers, without being included or mentioned in East'n District.
February, 1819.

their grants, for if they were only when included ~
there would be no use for the provision in the MORG~l'f

'lis.
law; it would be idle. LIVINGSTO:K

If, therefore, when the sovereign grants land, 8< AL.

contiguous to the river, without mentioning the
bank, this passps, it must do so as an an acces
sory-If the bank pass as an accessory in the
grant of the sovereign, it must also in the deeds
of private persons.

The bank passes with the field, even when
there is an intervening public road. Ripa cedit
fundo, l. riparum ff. rer. divis. Inst. eod. tit.
ub. gloss. dicit verum si via est media. Ripze
respectu proprietatis sunt illorum quorum prrediis
hserent, sed quid si via esset in medio, inter
Rumen et agrum vel domum ? Responde idem ut
ripee sunt eorum. Crepola, tract. 11. de serv:
rust. cap. 26, in ripa.

If there be a public road between a field and
the river, still that which is made by alluvion
accrues to the field. Si meum inter agrum et
fluviurn interjaceat publica via, tarnen meum
fieri quod alluvia adjicit. Grot. de jur, bell. et
pa. 2, 8, 17. Gronovii nota, 68.

But the defendants' counsel urges, that this
must be understood of a private road-one of
which the soil belongs to the owner of the field,
and is burthened with a right of way, and he re-
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East'n Distr-ict. fers us to the law, Attius . .ff. 41, 1, 38, and te
Feb",,,,l'v. J>319.
~ Grotius, who holds that there is no principle of
~1U,IJ'N natural law which justifies the position d"lt the

vs.
LIvr"G"ro!{ OWJltT5 of estates, separ.ired by a pub.ic road

"AoL. from rh.. river, h lVt a ri~hL to auu viou, and ad.

mits that the field has the ail« viou, if it be a : rid
vate one which owes a road, q1li tnum debeat:
Grotius dej b. e'p. 2,8. 17, sr. thnt the soil of
the road be the proptrty of the riparrous ow.ier.

The expression, used by the writers whom
Grotius condemns, is via publica a public road.

A public road is that of which even the sr.il is
public; it i-s not in a pu blic road as in a piT ate

one, the soil of which does not belong to the
public, while we have only the right of w"lik;n~

and driving over it; the soil of a public road is
public.-Viam publicum earn dicimus cujus
etiam solum publicum est, non sicuti in privata
via ita esse in publica accipimus: vice privates
solum alienum est. Jus tantum eundi et agendi
nobis competit : vi.e autern publicee, solum pub
licum est .ff. 43, 8, 2, ~ 21.

Gronovius, a learned commentator of Grotius,
construes this debt ofa road, of which his author
speaks, to be an obligation to repair the road and

protect it by embankments. 1\ lsi domino agri
istius vize muniendse et reficieudee munus in
cumbat, Grot. j. b. et p. Gronovii nota, 67.
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Here the burthen of repairing the road and East'n District.
• • 0 Febrnaru, 1819.

pro~ectmg It by a levee is a charge upon the tra. ~
pezrum. l\lO'WAN

'!IS.

'Ve conclude, that in the present case the in. Lrvr""STON
• & ..1.1..tervention of the public road, between the tra-

pezium and the river, cannot be considered as a
proof Of the intention of the par tic s tr- give the
land conveyed another boundary thi. the river.

Our attention is next dr.iwn to th,: lateral lines
of the plan referred to in the deed, and we arc desir.
ed to notice th.it they ~top at the road, aud are 110t

continued through the road. lev- e and bau.ve,
as is said to be crdinarily doi,e , when the 'and
conveyed extends to the river \Ve are o[:)i.

• i

nion that the lines of a plan, especially one made
to ascertain the quantity of land sold, ought oniy
to include the ground which is measured, and
not the public road, nor the levee, bank, or bat.
ture unde; the surface of the water, which pass
as an acces~ory to a riparious field: this need not
be surveyed. Littora et via publica non men.
surantur cum re vendita. C sepola de servo rus,

loco citato.

If the parties to the deed to Poeyfarre meant
that a riparious estate should pass, their intention
might be carried into effect, by conveying as
far as the river by express words, or by con
veying every thing susceptible of absolute pri-

VOL. VI. SO
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East'n District. vate ownership between the line of the trapezium
FebI'I/Gl'!}, 1819.
~ most distant from its front and parallel to the

MORGAN river, till the bank, In the present case both
7.-'8.

L]V]NGSTO~ methods appear to have been adopted. The land
&'AL.

is sold, front to the river; an expressi, n which,
in the general understanding of the country, is
equivalent to the most explicit terms of a bounda
ryan the river; and it does not appear that the
vendors, who, Ly the pleadings are admitted by
both parties (since they both claim under them)
to have been riparious owners, have retained any
part of the ground between the trapezium and
the river.

Another circumstance is relied on by the coun
sel for the defendants as a proof of the intention
of the parties to give to the land conveyed ano
ther boundary than the river, viz: that the ven
dor, prior to the sale, caused a plan to be made
for the division of his land into town lots, of
which the trape zium in question formed one,
and is particularly referred to in the margin of
the plan, as being to be sold, as it then stood,
with its fence.

Of this fact there is no legal evidence; such
a plan was indeed produced, with a date ante
rior to Poeyfarre 's deed, and from no circum
stance can it be inferred, that the vendee ever
had the least knowledge of this plan, nor the
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least intimation of the intention of the vendors, East'n District.
_ Februarq, 1819.

of which it is said to be evidence. ~

Admitting it, however, to prove such an inten- MOMAN
1)8

tion in the vendors, would such a latent inten- LIVJN9STON

tion suffice to. infer the necess:\ry concurrence & AI;.

of the vendee? Had the sale been that of a lot,
according to a known plan, would not some part
of the deed have referred to it? The shape of
the trapezium, aukward and incongruous in the
plan of a town, repels the idea that it was shap-
ed with a view of its being a town lot. It was
apparently a field of an irregular and accidental
shape, of several arpents of superfi .ies.

Conceding, however, every thing that seems
to be asked, let us enquire whether, even if the
trape ziu ill had l~t en sold as a lot of an intended
faubourg or town, the same consequences would
not have followed.

Under the ~~palli;,h government, no town or
city seems to have been erected by legal author
ity; that of New.Orleans was the only one that
existed. It is true that in it the owners of the
lots, nearest to the river, have no part of the
bank as accessory thereto. These lots are not
charged with any of the burthens attending rural
riparious estates: the levee, road or street were
made and kept in repair at the joint expense of
the owner of every lot in the city. The farthest
from the water contributing as much thereto as
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East'n Distr-ict. the nearest; no riparious duties are imposed on
FebI'Uil'1I, 1819
~ a let in New Orleans, either by the law or any

l\!ORGL"< clause in its zrant Not so, with regard to
'vs h

LIVI-s-GSTOY rural estaus : the 1,lW and a CL1USC in the ofi~i-
&; AL. • he rinal grant l.urrhen those contigu-us to t l~ river;

with the confection and the re p-ir of a road, its

ditches and bridges, and the I, vee. If any part
of the soil which is covered by these, be carried

aW2Y by the stream, the riparious estate must

yield a q antity of land equal thereto. The
bank of the river is to them alternately an one

rous and ;J beneficial accessory. Riparum incorn

moda pertinent ad vicinos : si modo ripre latiores
fiunt, ergo secundum naturam est ut commoda
et incommoda sequuntur eos, Czepola, tract, 2,
c.26 no 10.

On the morning of the day on which Bertrand
Gravier sent for a surveyor, to make a plan of
his plantation into lots and streets, the land co
vered by it was rural property, burthened with
rip-rrious duties in his hands, and 'when the plan
was finished, by the division into lots and streets,
no alterati.in was wrought in these burthens,
When, Him: months after, PO( yfarre purchased
the trapezium, he purchased a rural estate, bur.

thened with ripirious dut ies ; having the portion
of the bank of the river before it as an accetisory.

The sale discha-ged the venuor from, and impos

ed on the vendee, the duties of repairing the road
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and levee along the land conveye-d, If any part East'n District.
Febrlla',f, 1819.

of thi,~ portion of the road had been found out of ~

rep .ir, th- syndic of the district would have com. MORGAS
VB.

pllkd the veri.lee to re-pair it, without the least LIVrNGSTON
&AL.

cu.juir , into the c ircumstance, whether his deed

bounded him on the ro.id or on the river; if he
'was really owner of the Ian 1 an.l sep irated from
the river by 111:.:: road only. The bank-s of the river,
opposite to the tr.ipe z ium, pa"slIlg" to the vendee
cum 011':'( e, must have pa',s\ d cum commodo;
for it is according to n.rtural Iaw, that the advan.
tages of C'Jcry ti.ing should belong to him who

bears its burthen. Secundum naturam est. com-
moda cujus.jue eum sequi quem sequuntur in.
com mod.i, H 50, 17, 1.

Had every lot in the fall bourg been sold, the

Iiabuity of the land, which they covered, would

have continued the same. Whether the riparious
burthens be considered as imposed by a clause in

the grant of the land, or by law, the proprietor
could not get rid of them, in the first case, without
the approbation of the grantor; in the second
'without an act of the legidator.

It is true the vendor had retained the land be.
hind the trapezium, and might, in the event of the

road and trap, zium being carried away by the wa
ter, become liable to suffer as riparious owner :

but, as appears by the law Attius, when the field

of Titius and the road which separated Attius's
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East'n District. field from the river, were carried away, Attius be.
February, 1819.
~ came entitled to any increase or loss that would
MORGAN then attend the contiguity of the river. But, as

"'..
LIVINGSTON long as the trapezium stood, it would be the only

& AI. estate susceptible of being- diminished or increased
as the riparious estate, -Nf'ither could Poeyfarre
have compelled his vendor to indemnify him for,
or to contribute to, the labors or expense of keep
ing up the levee or repairing the road. Indeed
the vendors were under no moral obligation to
sl~are in the labor or expense-neither was there
any in the vendee to share with them any increase
of land, which the situation of hi" property might
procure.

The calculation of the contents of the trapezi urn
does not offer any proof of an intention in the par.
ties to Poeyfarres deed, to give to the land con
veyed any other boundary than the river.

Almost every tract of land on the Mississippi is
granted by a description of its contents; so many
acres in front 011 so many in depth; a tract de.
scribed by ten arpents in front and forty in depth,
is a tract of four hundred arpents, srl!lare measure,
if its line be parallel and rectangular; if the.y be
not so, the bearings give a clue by which the can.
tents are to be ascertained, and, in law, id certum
est quorf certum reddi potest,

The re fereuce in the deed to the plan, does not
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afford any proof ofan intention in the parties to the East'n District.
Februarp , lSI!).

deed to give another boundary than the river. For ~
the plan itself, if it be referred to, does not contra. MORGAN

"8.
diet the deed: were both the words 'front to the LIVINGSTOlO

& AL.

river' and 'front to the road' omitted, yet the
deed and plan would present to the mind the idea
of a riparious estate. For, whether the bounda-
ry be the river or the road, the quantity of land
couve; ed is precisely the same, lies precise ly in
the same manner, is precisely alike bound to sus-
tain the riparious burthens, and in either case the
whole estate of the vendors, as riparious owners,
passes with regard to the trapezium.

Further, the deed does not refer to the plan for
any thing else except the quantity of land S ild,
It begins by describiug the premises; this being
done, a second phrase begins, "The whole forms,
&c. "as is shewn"-Tbe phrase is perfectly
grammatical a-id complete without implying a re
ference to the plan for any thing else besides the
contents of the tra pc ziu m.

Taking both the plan and deed together, the
expressi .ns 'frlmt to the 1iver' in the deed, and
, front to the road' in the plan, are not at all con
tradictory, and if they were and left any doubt,
it would be our duty in construing it, to adopt the
construction most favorable to the vendee.

U pan the whole, the result of our examination
of the deed and plan. with the objections stated
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Eaqt'n Diqtl'ict. bv the defendants' counsel is a conviction that
Febl'IIW\. "::9. J ,

~ Gravier and w.fe did not retain any property be.
MORGU. tween the trapezium and the water, and so the

u«.
LWDmsTON bank of the river opposite to the trapezium pass~

& n. ed to Poeyfarre as an appendage or accessory to it.

B,lt the defendants all-dge that although Poey
farre may have acquired a riparious estate, he did
not convey such a one to Bailly.

Poe} la. re hue conveys a lot ,. sit unr ed out of
this city, compos' -d of sixty 1'1"<-:t in front and 188

in depth, conf .rmably to the fi~l1 ative plan of Don
Carlos Laveau Trudeau, public surveyor of this

city, bounded on one side by a lot of the vendor,

on the other by one of Bertrand Gravier, which
belongs to me, for having purchased it with alar.

ger one from Don B. Gravier and wife," f.?'c. re
ferring to hi" own dent

Now the 3l1rVeyors infurm us, that in convey
ances ofland on the Mississippi. the word front is
used indifferently wih the words front to thl.. river,

and we have seen that the latter arc equivalent to
the most e xplici; terms of boundary on the river.
Th- lot is described as making' part of a larger,

bought by the vendor from B. Gravicr and wife,
which by the date appears to be the trapezium.

The impression on our minds is irresistible,

that Poeyfarre sold to Bailly, as he had himself

purchased from Gravier, a riparious estate; one
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oounded by the river, or separated only by the East'n District.
February, 1819.

?ublic road. ~

MORGAN

'Vs.
LIVINGSTON

&. AL-.

Lastly, the defendants' counsel contends that
neither Poeyfarre nor Bailly did acquire an estate
with the right of alluvion, but an ager limitatus,

As both parties, according to the pleadings,
claim the batture under Bertrand r;'ravier. either
must be precluded from denying that the planta
tion of which the trapezium made a part, before
the sale to Poeyfarre, was a riparious estate, en
titled to the benefit of any alluvion that might be
formed before it.

Poeyfarre bought the trapezium, with all its
rights expressly, con tados sus derechos. If the right
of allu vion was one of these, why did it not pass?
We are answered: because the trapezium was a
limited field, ager limitatus.

The defendants' counsel contends that the law
of alluvion is not founded on principles of conpen
sation and to be supported on the maxim, qui sen
tit et onus debet sentire et commodum, but that the
riparious owner is entitled to the profit, because
from the nature of the increase, it is impossible
for anyone else to claim it. He illustrates his
position by the doctrine of auulstons, when a dis
tinguishable piece of ground is at once taken from
a field and added to another. Grotius is the only
authority, in support of the position of the defen,

VOL. VI. ''1
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East'n District. dants' counsel in this respect. His commentators
February, 1819•

.....,.:r...., do not adopt his opinion. But the curre.it of au-
MORGA.N thorities in ancient and modern times supports the

V8.

LmNGSTON position of the plaintiff's counsel. 'Vhen the land
& A.L. removed from a field to another is discernible, the

principles that no one ought to enrich himself at
the expense of another, neminem opportet altertus
damno locupletari, or that he who seeks to avoid a
loss, certat de damno uitundo; is to be favored be
fore him, who seeks to make a profit, qui certat
de lucro captando, are clearly applicable; and jus.
tice requires that the sufferer should recover his
property, before the law should give it to another.
But when the loser cannot possibly be ascertained,
every principle of natural law demands, that he,
who is exposed to the loss, should n:ap the casual
advantage, before the. fisc, who ought not to be
enriched by the misfortune of individuals, or be.
fore the first occupant, in order to avoid as much
as possible that contention and strife which would
result, if the law did not assign an owner to every
thing susceptible of ownership.

Alluvion is a mode of acquiring property by na
tural law, jure gentium, by those principles or
maxims which regulated the conduct of men, be.
fore the formation of civil society. Quod per at
luuionem agro nostro adjicitur, jure gentium nobis
acquiritur. Inst,

The Roman jurists, as Grotius informs us,
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nroved this to be a natural right from the maxim East'n District.
1 , , Febrlla1'Jf. 1819.

it is just that the advantages of any thing should ....,.....,....
belong to him who supports its disadvantages. ~lo1~.~A.N

Eum sequuntur commode, &Te. L 20, ff. 2. de reg. LIVINGSTON
&.u.

jur. Grotius dej. b. &T P 2, 8, 16.

This opinion of the Roman jurists seems to pre
vail in France. "Equity, says Brillon, requires
th-it he who suffer!'. the incom modity, should reap
the advantages. As nothing is more prejudicial
than the vicinity.of a river, which inundates, sub.
merges, and deteriorates the neighboring fields,

noth ing is more just than that the proprietor, to
whom the stream has often borne prejudice, should
conserve, in exclusion to all, others, when it be.
comes beneficent, a gift, less a gain than a repa
ration, less a present than an exchange." 4. Nouv.
diction. de Brillon, 278.

The right of increase by alluvion is grounded
on the maxim of law which bestows the profit and
advantages of a thing upon him who is exposed
to suffer its damage!'. and losses. Dictionaire de
Jurisp, Eneyclop. vo. alluvion.

Inasmuch as the adjoining fields frequently suf
fer great damages from rivers, by floods, because
the increments we speak of, advancing by slow
degrees, seem to be of little consequence to pub.
lie revenue, many governments have thought it a
reasonable favor and bounty to grant these irn-
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East'n District. provernents to the persons on whose lands they
February, 1819.
~ happen to fall. Puff law ofnat. and nat. 4,8, 12.
MORGAN I I 1 11 .. d h b

'V8. n ta y, a uvron IS '3uppose to ave een grant~

LIV~,,":~~Ol{ ed to the riparious owners for the same reason.
The inconveniences of rivers are borne by ripa
rious owners: if their banks are increased, it is
just, according to natural law, that they should
have both the advantage and disadvantage. Ripa:
rum incommoda pertinent ad tncinos, si modo rip a:
latiores fiunt , ergo secundum naturam est ut com
modo et incommoda sequantur eosdem, Cepola,
2 Tract de servo rust. C. 26, de ripa, 11, 10.

So, likewise in England. As to land gained
from the sea by alluvion, by the washing up of
sand and eartb, so as a in time to make terra firma
or by dereliction, as when the sea shrinks back
below the usual water rnark , in these cases the
law is held to be that, if this be by little and lit.
tle, it shall go to the owner of the land adjoining:
for de minimis non curat lex: and, besides these
owners being often losers by its breaking up and
at charges to keep it up, this possible gain is
therefore a reciprocal consideration for such pos.
sible charge and loss. 2 Black. com. 262.

In Spain, a positive law has been passed all the
subject. "Rivers swell sometimes, so that they
take away and diminish from the inheritances
that are situated on their banks and they give to
and increase others which are situated on the op.
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posite side. Therefore, we say that whatever is East'n District,
February, 1819

carried off, by little and little, so that the quantity ~
cannot be perceived, because it is not taken off MORGAN

'V$.

in a body, this shall be gained by the owner of LIVINGSTOB-

the inheritance to which it is added and those & AL.

from whom it may have been taken shall have
nothing to see therein." Part. 3, 28, 26.

Lastly, the defendants' counsel urges that
whatever may be the right of the plaintiff, in the
batture or alluvion, he is excluded therefrom by
the law in agris, The words of this law are, "it
is apparent that the right of alluvion does not
take place in limited fields. Divus Pius has
ordered it so ; and Trebatius says that a field,
taken from the enemy and granted on the condi
tion that it should be the property of a city, has
the alluvion and is not limited; but that the field,
which, since it was taken, has been limited, iu or
der that it might be known what was given to
anyone, what was sold, and what remained to
the public, has not the right of alluvion.".If. 41,
1,16.

This Roman law appears to us an evident
modification of, an exception to, natural law, in.
traduced by positive statute. In the first part, we
tire referred to a constitution of the emperor and
at; to what is given to us, under the authority of
Trebatius, it is evidently introduced also by a
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East'" District. positive statute for it refers wholly to military
February, 1819. '
~ land, assigned to soldiers. It is impossible to
MORGAN see, upon what moral principle, an exception to

'Vs.

LIVINGSTON their disadvantage should be made to the natural
& AI.. 1 . d: d haw, as It stoo 111 regar to t e rest of the com.

munity, The rapacity of the fisc made likely the
first attempt on the pittance of the soldier, and the
way being thus paved, a succeeding prince ex-

. tended this modification of the law of nature to
every case of a limited field.

In Spain, the Roman law has no intrinsic force.
So much of it as has been drawn from the law of
nature is followed, not because Roman legisla.
tors have ordered it, by appropriating it to them
selves, but because the principles of natural law
are binding on all men. That part of the Roman
law which is positive, and has been confirmed
by the laws of Spain, alone is in force; what has
been abrogated cannot be binding, and that which
has been passed over is not law, because the Ro,
man law, jus Romanum, is generally abrogated in
Spain. Ordinances reales 1, 4, l-Lcyes de
Taro I-JVueva recap. 2, 1, 3, Recap. 1,7.

But the defendants' counsel has drawn our at.
tention to Rodriguez's digest; the laws of the
Fuero real; the Cur. Phil illustrada and Cava.
ruuias,

Rodriguez, in his translation of the digest,
adds the following note to the law in agris. The
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right of alluvion, of which the paragraph of the East'n District.
February, 1819,

institute and the title of the partidas speak, does ~
not take place in lands which were assigned to MOROJ.N

'lI$.

soldiers. LIVINGSTON

. F 1 &AL.The editors of the uero real add t re follow.
mg note, to the part of the text in which an
island, rising in the middle of the river, is said to
belong to the owner of the riparious estate on
each side. "But Azo, in summa inst, de rer, div.
~ Habet etiam locum, understands what is here
said, as to this mode of acquiring property, as to
unlimited fields; if they be limited they do not
acquire any part of the island on account of their
vicinity. if. dejlum.l. 1, ~ insul." Now, the au
thor referred to by these editors, as ;",~dil1g that
limited fields have not the right of allu vion, Pon
tius Azo was an Italian jurist, who flourished in
Bologna about the year 1290, and died in 1320
(Lampriere's Dictionary) and who consequent
ly cannot aid much in construing the partidas of
Spain, first published nearly two centuries after
his d.ath.

If these learned editors had no other ground
to conclude that the law in agris is in force in
Spain, they cannot command much of our at.
tention. If they had other reasons and did not
express them, the consequence must be nearly
the same.

The author of the Cur. Phil. illus. in the part
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tast'n District. referred to by the defendants' counsel is inquir-
February, 1819. '
~ ing whether the boundary of territories, districts

MORGAN or parishes, follow the changes of a river. He
'tis.

LIVINGSTON cites, indeed, all the authors enumerated by the
& AL.

defendants' counsel, but the principal reason pre-
sented, seems to be that, owing to the nature of
their boundaries or mounds, this is impractica
ble: atte ndida la calidad de los terminos 0 mo
jones de su natura immovibles : esto es impracti
cable. Of the authors there cited, Peregrinus
and Tonduti, only speak of the law in agris and
neither of these is a Spanish jurist. We have
in vain sought, in the part of this book quoted,
for the author's express decision of the question
that by the laws of Spain, the bounds of agri
limitati are not changed by alluvion. 3 Curia
Phil illust, 45, no 95.

Covarruvias is examining nearly the same ques
tion, viz: the extention of the boundary of a city
and determines against it. The learned bishop,
indeed refers to the law in agr is.

Were it necessary, in the present case, to deter
mine whether the law in agris is in force in Spain,
we would not deem ourselves authorised to say
so, on the authorities produced by th- defend
ants' counsel. We would rather think with the
plaintiff's that, as the Roman law can only be
resorted to in Spanish tribunals, as to a system of
ethics, illustrative of the natural law, the law in
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agris, which is an exception and encroachment Ea~t'n District.
Februaru, 1819.

on natural law, is one of the last parts of the ~
corpus juris civilis, which is to afford to a Span- MO'WAN

vs,
ish tribunal a legitimate rule; as it appears to us LIVDiGSTON

diametrically opposed to the positive institutions &; AL.

of Spain.
This subject should have passed unnoticed by

us, if 'we had not deemed it proper, in the pre
sent case, to express an opinion upon every point
stated at the bar,

Admitting the law in agris to be in force in
this country, it appears to us that the present
case does not come within it.

The land is expressly sold with a boundary on
the river and though its contents are calculated.
and stated, yet it is sold per aversionem, not ad'
mensuram; that is to say, in the gross and not by ,/
the measure, or so much the acre.

Those to whom fields are granted as far as the
river (an expression equivalent to the one face
au fleuve, front to the river) enjoy the right of
alluvion, as well as those who possess fields with.
out limits. Illis quibus agri Stint concessi usque ad
flumen jure alluuionis gaudent, tanquam possiden
tes agros non limitatos, Foet, 605, no. 16.

A nation may assign its land to individuals,
with the rights attending it in its hands, that is
to say, so that they be bounded by the river, in

VOl. vr. D;~
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East'n District. which case riparious owners enj oy the right of
February, 1819.
~ alluvion. This was determined several centu-

MOBGAlf ries ago in Holland, in regard to certain fields
v s,

LIVINGSTON on the Meuse and Iser, because in deeds and
&..I.L.

grants on record it appeared, it was always said
they were bounded by the river.

Fieri posse ut populus agrum assignaret, eo
jure quo ipse occupaverat, id est, ad Humeri us
que, et si id appareat jus esse alluvionis: quod
in Hollandia, ante secula aliquot, judicatum est
de agris ad Mosani et Isam sitis, quia et in Iiteris
mancipationis et in libris annalibus semper dicti
erant ad flumen attingere, Grot. de j. b. et P: 28,
12, no, 2.

When such fields are sold, although in the
contract of sale some mensuration is expressed,

..provided they be not sold by the measure (at so
\, m uch an acre) but in the gross, they retain their

nature and the right of alluvion, which was the case
by the Roman law and is every where observed.

Et tales agri si vendentur, quam vis in lege
emptionis mensura aliqua nominata fuerit, dum
modo non vendentur ad mensuram , sed sui cor;
poris nomine, naturam suarn et jus alluvionis reo
tinent, quod Romanis quoque legibus proditurn
est et passim usurpatur. Grotius, de j. b. et P:
loco citato.

Grotius refers us to fr. 19, 1, 13, § 13, in which
we see that the alluvion is enjoyed by a field ex-



After a most close and minute examination of
all the arguments and authorities, offered by the
counsel of the defendants, we conclude:

1. That the land sold by Gravier and wife de
facto extended to the river, as much as any tract
on the Mississippi extends thereto, which has
not been created br alluvion since the original
grant; that the batture, existing then as batture
under the surface of the water, was, as well as the
levee a part of the bank, and the bank being part
of the river, neither can be said to be without it
or between it and another object: that the inter.
vention of a public road does not prevent the own.
er of an estate, which it separates from the river,

from having an interest in the bank and enjoy the
alluvion, as well as he whose estate is washed by
the river.

2. That the land sold is not what is techni
cally called a limited field, ager limitatus. From
my thing' that appears, it was sold in gross and
rot by the arrent, toise, or foot.

3. That the bank, including the levee and bat.
ure, such as it is proven to have been, passed
D Poeyfarre as an accessory to the land conveyed.

4. That Bailly acquired from Poeyfarre all his
.state, in the part of the land sold to the former.

OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA.

pre ssly sold, as of a given quantity ofland;
tum juggerao

.251

cen. East'n District.
Febl'uary, 1819.
~

MORGAN"

va.
LIVINGSTON"

&.u.
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...

East'n District. 5. That Baillv as is admitted conveyed to the
Febl'llary. 1819. J , ,

~ plaintiff all his estate in what he purchased from
MO:':'AN Poeyfarre , and it appears that he took possession

LIY'''-GSTOY of his lot and repaired the levee. And there is no
s, AL.

allegation in the pleadings, nor any evidence that
the right so transferred was a litigious one .

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment, of the parish court be annulled,
avoided and reversed; and this court proceeding
to g-i ve such a j mlg111ent as in their opinion ought
to have been given below, do order, adjudge
and decree, that the plaintiff be declared the law
ful proprietor of the alluvion, or batture, now ex.
isting in front of the lot of ground he purchased
of P. Bailly; and that the defendants be perpetu.
ally enjoined not to disturb or injure his right and
title thereto; and that he may be henceforth qui
eted therein. And it is ordered that the defend.
ants pay costs in both courts.

On the day after the judgment was pronounced:
Duncan, for the defendants, read a petition, pray,
ing that the judgment might be declared null anc

void, on the ground of its having been pronounc
ed more than fifteen days after the close of the ar
gument He relied on the fourth section of the ac
of 1813, ch.47, which provides that "innocas'
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shall they (the supreme court) delay more than East'n District,
• February, 1819.

fifteen days the pronouncing of their judgments. ~
2 Martin's Digest, 144, n, 7. MORGAN

."s.
LIVINGSTON

&. AL.

T'n E COU R T refused to receive the petition, stat
ing that the jllrlgment had not yet passed in rem
jz:.(bcatl1nl and the case might be reheard, if good
reasons were shewn, on the application of either
party, under the general rule of March term, 1814"

3 Martin, 280. That it was don btful, whether
the recourse of nullity against final j lldgm( nts of
any court, as it prevailed, under the Spanish go
vernrnent, before the court rendering the judg

ment, was still a part of the judiciary system of
the states-c-that, admitting that it was, such a re
course was not allowed, in Spain, in regard to
judgments of courts of dernier resort. Meeker's
assignees vs. JYilliamson ~' at. syndics, 4 Jl;fartin,
625, lVifliamsGll t9' al. vs. their creditors, 5 id. 618,
Recopilacion, 4, 17, 4.-That, if this recourse still
existed, it was to be sought in a distinct suit, the
adverse p"rty being served with a copy of the
petition and cited.-That the court had often

found it impossible to come to a determination,
till after a fortnight from the close of the argu
ment-that, in a particular case, in the western
district, Seuille vs, Chretien, the court being com
posed of two judges only, the junior one having
been of counsel in it, found it impossible to come
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East'n Distrir-t , to a determination, without consulting authorities
February, 1819,
~ not within their reach at Opelousas, and the judg-
MORGAN ment was accordingly postponed till the following

't ''''.
LIVINGSTON year-that, in such cases, the court thought it

& AL, their bounden duty to pronounce, as soon as pos.
sible, after they had formed an opinion-that the
opportunity was, however, alwa ys afforded to
counsel who imagined that their arguments might
have been forgotten, to be heard-an opportunity
which, in this case, was offered, and of which the
counsel thought it needless to avail themselves.*
-------------------------------

" The argument in court beg'~n on the 12th, and was concluded Oll

the 23th of May. The judges took no note, being informed that each
party would furnish a written argument, containing a note of all his
authorities. Several days after the close of the oral argument, the de.
;,'nuanls' counsel handed Lis, which was irnmediately transmitted to
;he adverse counsel-s-a reply was prepared by the latter, and Oll its be"
'ng handed was sent to the defendants' counsel. 0" its being returned
the judges t,egan the consideration of the case, but the adjournment of
the court, in the eastern district, took place without their having been
able to come to a satisfactory result, The counsel asked and were per
.nit ted to resume their respective arguments and that of the plaintiff
"Jnpl"yecl the vacation in extending his res-arches, and on the opening
01' the court, in the eastern circuit, handed an entire new brief. Thi«
,~I"lered a submission of it, to the defendant's couuscl, necessary, and
.,hen it was returned, the jlld>;es began the cons iderat ion of the case
.mew : but a fig'urative plan of the land of the Jesuit's Lought Ly Cra
,ier's vendor, according til the proces verbal of tl.e French surveyor
:~'el1era!, referred til by the opening counsel, ante '21 and :::2, which that
.;entkman had offered to obtain, appeared useful in the investigation
of the case and he was requested to procure it. It was sent to the ue.
;~"lJdants' counsel, with a request that he mi:;ht point out any inaccura
;!', 0" produce a more correct one, The lettcr of this gentleman send.
ng it Lack with an intimation that it was immediately returned, lest
:&. q keer::in.g it m:g'ht be made a pretext for deluv, Lv the opposite
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'Vhen the delay fixed by the rzeneral rule for East'n District.
..' 1:) February, 1819.

the application for a rehearing was nearly expired, ~
Liuingston, for the defendants, prayed for an ex- ~loJ.lGA.N

os.
tension of it, stating that various causes and among LIVINGSTOl'f

them his indisposition had prevented him from at- & A.I..

tending to the draft of a petition, for a rehearing.
Whereupon the delay was extended till the end

of a week, and a longer time was offered, if
thought necessary. Before the expiration of it,

Livingston, for the defendants, prayed for are.
hearing on the following grounds: *

1. That the court hat e referred in their judg
ment to a number of authorities, which counsel
believes can be rebutted by others,

2. That the court gave an incorrect definition
and etymology of the word batture.

3. That the court, in the definition 'of the bank
of a river, did not attend to the exception in cases
in which it goes over its bank-sale de sa madre.

party," bears date of the 22d of January. On tl.e third 'If tlu- following
month the ju,lgment was pronounced, twelve days after the jUlIgt'~

were enabled, by the production of 1he arguments and all the evidence,
to proceed to the final cunsrderation of the case.

~ Before this application for a re-hparing, Mr. Livingston, on be

half of himself and his co-defendants, presented a petition to the le
gislature, complaining of the refusal of the supreme court, " to listen
to the argument and authorities by which they could have shewn, that
the judgment was void, or to receive their petition," and praying,
" that some legislative provision might be made for the relief of the
petitioners, &c." The house of representatives rejected hill petit ion
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East'n District. 4. That the court overlooked the testimony of
February, 1819. •
~ Bourgeois, who deposed that the plan of the fau-

:MORGAli bourg produced, came out of the archives of the
'V8.

LIVINGSTON archives of the city, and su oue;ht to have been
&; AI"'d 1consi ered as an authentic document,

REHEARING REFUSED .

.---+-
PEYTJ1VINvs.lIOPK·INS.

DERBIGN¥, J. delivered the opmion of the
court. In the year 1807, the plaintiff and ap
pellant, Antoine Peytavin, partner and represen
tative of the late commercial concern of .Hey
naud and Peytavin, being then absent from this
country, appointed L. M. Reynaud and Auguste
Peytavin his agents here, to administer the pro.
perty of the said concern and collect its debts.
Under this power of attorney, the agents of the
appellant received from one Alexander Millet,
of the parish of Assomption, a note of hand of
17,427 dollars, payable in March, 1810, and a
mortgage on his property to secure the payman\.
of that sum; and, when the note became due,
Millet having failed to pay, they instituted a suit
against him for a balance of 12,387 dollars 50

A witness, ApPEAL
who testifies •
against his own trict,
insterest, is not
liable to any ob
jection.

from the court of the second dis.
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cents and caused the plantation, on which he East'n District.
, • Febrlllt,,!!, 1819.

lived, and three slaves to be seized and sold.- ~
At that sale, Stephen A. Hopkins, their attorney, PLYT.lVl~

7'8

bid on the plantation and one slave, and had HOPKINS,

them struck off to himself, for the sum of 5,900

dollars.-This sum, with the interest thereof, is
now demanded by Antoine Peytavin, against
Hopkins's widow, curatrix of his estate; she an-
swers that, although her husband appears to be
the purchaser of the property, the truth is that
he bought it, at the request and for the use of his
clients, and that he ever was, and his represen-
tatives now are, ready to reconvey it to them.

The first thing to ascertain is, whether Hop
kin's really bought for the use of his employers.
If so, we shall then have to examine whether he
vas duly authorised to that effect. In the she.
'iff's sale, Hopkins appe>ars to have bought in
lis own name, and to have paid the purchase
rlOney ; so that, if this instrument stood uncon
radicted by him, the recourse of the plaintiff to
btain that money would have been against the
herifl, But, Hopkins has endorsed on the back
f that sale, that although he appears to have
aid the price of the property bought, the fact is,
rat he paid nothing, because the purchase was
lade at the request, and for the benefit and ac
iunt of Reynaud and Peytavin. Such a decla
tion from the prosecuting attorney having dis-

VOL. y!, 3'3
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East'n District. charged the sheriff. the plaintiff has thought fit
February, 1819. '
~ to demand from the estate of Hopkins that sa me
PEYTAVIN money, denying that he bought the property for

'V$.

HOPKINS. his employers, and further contending that if he
did so, he acted without authorisation.

To prove that Hopkins h.id really purchased
for his own account, notwithstanding his decla,
ration to the contrary, the plaintiff has produced
evidence of his conversations and of his conduct
in relation to the plantation and slave I struck off
to him. But, both his conversations and conduct,
in that respect, were so various and contradicto,
ry, that but little call be presumed from either.
His written affirmation that he bought for his
employers stands, therefore, unimpeached-and
the question now is whether he was authorised
to that effect.

Since this case was remanded for a new tria'
with instructions to the judge to admit certair
evidence, which had been refused, other testi
mony was offered on the part of the defendant
'which was again excepted to; 5 Martin, 438
Auguste Peytavin, one of the agents of the plain
tiff, was called as a witness, and the plaintiff ob
jected to his admission on the ground, that h
was interested as answerable to him, in case:
should turn out that he had exceeded his po",
ers. But the testimony of Auguste Peytavir
so far as it might establish that he had authoris
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ed Hopkins to buy for the firm of Reynaud and East'n District.
February, 1819.

Peytavin, was a testimony ~fgainst his own in. ~
terest and of course not liable to any objection. PEYTAVIN

"'s.
Auguste Peytavin declares that both he and HOPIUN8.

the other agent of the plaintiff did instruct HQP-
kins to "bid off for the firm of Reynaud and Pey,
tavin as much of the property as to him should
seem proper, and to let the same remain in his
(Hopkins's) name until certain difficulties were
adjusted." He further swears that he (the depo-
nent) took possession of the plantation, and that
it is now possessed by L. M. Reynaud, the othes
agent, who considers it as his property: as to
the slave, he says, that Hopkins was authorised
to keep her, in payment of what was due him by
his employers.

It is then very clear that Hopkins was direct.
ed to act as he has done, and that if responsibi,
lity lies any where, it lies at the hands of the
plaintiff's own agents. 'Vhether by causing the
property seized to be struck off to their cons~~

tuent, they have exceeded their powers, is a
question to be settled between them, but which
we see no necessity to investigate, in the present
case. All we find necessary here to decide is,
that the estate of Hopkins is not liable to the
plaintiff for the price of the property, he purchas
ed by the order of his agents, for his use or theirs,
as the case may turn.
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East'n District. It is therefore ordered adj udged and de-
February, 1819. ' , • •
~ creed, that the judgment of the district court be
PEYTAVIN affirmed with costs.

'liS.

HOPKINS.

Moreau for the plaintiff, Turner for the defen
dants.

DOJVV1LDSON vs, R U/~/T.

One whose ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
thing has been
sold; as part of of New-Orleans.
an 'estate, has a
claim against ,
the curator for 7 urner, for the plaintiff. The plaintiff was
the price, and is • •
not to be class. owner of a slave, and left him In the care and
ed among the • f Al Thi d bcreditors of the pOSseSSIOn a sop. IS IS prove y a coun-
estate. ter letter. As between the plaintiff and Alsop, he

belonged to the plaintiff, and must be delivered,
on demand. This is the nature and force of the
counter letter, as established by this court in the
case of Grt'.ffin's ex. vs. Lopez, 5 Martin, 145.

At the death of Alsop, this slave was in his
possession, and was taken by the defendant, as cu
rator of Alsop's estate. At that moment, he formed
no part of the succession. The heirs or the cre
ditors of Alsop had no right or demand on this
slave. Had the slave remained unsold, when the
plaintiff made his appearance, on his return from
Virginia, he must have been delivered by the cu
rator to him.
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But he was previously sold by the curator, sup- East'n District.
February, 181g

posing him to be part of the succession. This act ~
was prejudicial to the plaintiff, and gave no right DoNALnsoJr

."s.

to the curator nor to the. heirs orcreditors of AI. RuST.

sop on that property, nor could that sale deprive
the plaintiff of his action, against the curator for
the value of the slave.

It is possible a purchaser, without notice of the
plaintiff, might be protected in his purchase of
this slave; but if he should be so, probably that
effect will result from the clause of the statute.
Civil Code, 304. art. .221. But the right of the
purchaser forms no question in this suit; he is no
party to it. This is a suit brought by the true
owner of the property, against the curator of the
other contracting party. His right, therefore, to
recover the thing, if in possession, or the value of
it, if parted with, is not to be doubted. That val
ue is to be ascertained, in the same manner as the
value of other things when sued for; it is fixed by
the proof of witnesses. In this case, that value is
fixed at g 1300, and the plaintiff is entitled, to
judgment for that sum and his costs. The plain
tiff's claim to be paid by privilege, and he grounds
his right on this simple, though undeniable prin
ciple: that the owner of the slave was entitled at
the time the slave was sold, to have him in kind,
and that right would have been enforced, but for
!'1is absence; being entitled to the thing, its price
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'East'n District. can never be confounded with the mass of the
February, 1819•

.....,..,...... succession. Had the slave passed into the hands
DoNALDSON of the heirs, instead of the curator's, they must

'118.

RUST. have surrendered him.
Had they sold him, they must have paid his

value.-The duty of the curator, before he parts
with the property of the succession, is the same
as that of the heirs, so far as it regards the pay
ment of money, and the delivery of things to per
sons claiming them, by rights antecedent to the
death of the ancestor or intestate.

At the moment this suit was instituted, if the
curator had not the slave, he had the proceeds,
which represent the slave, and they belong to the
plaintiff and not the mass of his creditors.

Therefore, the plaintiffshall claim the payment
of the price of his slave against the curator: not
as a creditor of the succession, but as owner of
a property, which the curator has by mistake
claimed as a part of the succession.

The parish judge erred in not giving the plain.
tiff judgment for the price of his slave, to be
paid by the defendant a" a privilege. He erred in
supposing the plaintiff, to be a creditor of the
succession of Alsop: he was not so at the time of
his death.

The act of the curator cannot make the plain,
tiff a creditor of that estate j he must be so (if at
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the in. East'n District.
February, 1819
~

DONALDSOlt
'V8. "

RUST.

all} in consequence of some act done by
testate-as by sale of the slave.

But here, that was not the case, the slave was
left by plaintiff with Alsop for safe keeping: Al
sop died, and the slave remained-he was then
sold, the property of the plaintiff.

How then can he be made a creditor, and to be
placed on the tableau for a distributive share?
I contend, the plaintiff is entitled to be paid the
value of his slave, without any regard to the
amount of assets or the claims of creditors.
The slave formed no part of the assets of that
estate, before he was sold; therefore, his proceeds
can form none, after the sale. The creditors had
no right on the slave for the payment of their de
mands, nor can they have any on the proceeds.

I contend, therefore. that the judgment of the
parish court ought to be reversed, and that judg
ment be rendered for the plaintiff

Carleton, for the defendant. But two points
present themselves to me in this cause. 1. Whe,
ther the court of probates, is not the only tribu
nal before which the plaintiff can appear with
his claim, if any he has? And 2. Whether he be
a creditor at all of the succession of the deceased,
and if he be, for how much, and whether he ought
to be paid pro rata or by priviledge ?
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East'n District. I. As to the first point by refering to the civil
Februaru; 1819.
~ code, it will appear that the court of prohates and

DON:"LDSON no other court can have original cognizance of
'Vs.

RUST. this cause. The defendant is curator to the va..
cant estate of John Alsop, deceased, appointed by
the judge of that court. He can pay no debt due
by the succession until "he has prvviously ob
tained the authorization of the parish judge by
whom he has been appointed; that authorization,
shall even be necessary, in case there were mo
ney enough in hand, to discharge all claims on
the estate; but should there not be sufficient pro
perty to satisfy all demands, it shall be his duty
to cause the parish judge, to regulate the classes
of the priviledges and mortgages, and thus to es
tablish the rank in which the creditors shall re
ceive payment. II Ciu, Code, 178, art. 137.

In the following article, the curator is required
to give public notice of the authorisation or sen
tence of the judge, which settles the rank in
which the creditors must be paid, and by art.
139, this payment will accordingly be made after
ten days notice. But" if any opposition is made
to the payment as ordered, the parish judge by
whom the authorisation of making payments and
the classing of priviledges has been made, shall
determine in a summary way, on the merits of the
opposition, saving the right of the parties, to
bring an appeal from such judgment to the

,
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superior court." That is to the supreme court East'n District.
, February, ] 8]9.

by a late act of the legislature. ~

Hence, it plainly appears, that the plaintiff DONALDSON
V8.

ought first to have gone into the court of pro. RUST.

bates with his claim, if any he had. The law so
declares it, and it is reasonable it should. The ad
ministration of vacant estates is confided to such
persons, as that court may, in its discretion, select.
They are responsible for their administration to
no other judge; he alone, can call them to an ac-
count, and hear and discuss claims against the
succession of the deceased, or settle the rank in
which they shall be paid If any other court
could hear the claim of a creditor discussed, it
could, likewise, settle the order in which he
should be paid. '1 his might contradict the de-
cision of the court of probates, upon the same
claim, or the rank in which it might decree the
claims of all the diHerent creditors should be paid.
This is an inevitable consequence, unless every
creditor of the deceased could appear, at the same
time, before the supreme court; this they cannot
do, unless by appeal from the final account ren-
dered by the curator before the court of probates,
where they must have all appeared in the first
instance.

There is necessarily a gradation of priviledges
among the claims of the creditors of every per
son deceased. This court cannot assign a rank

VOL. VI. 3'1
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East'n District. to anyone without first hearine them all discuss..
Eebruur» 1!!19.' ,.,
~ ed : otherwise manifest injustice would be dune
DONALllS0'; to some of them. Their claims must then all

vs.
RUST. accumulate, as in cases of bankruptcy, in one

court only, where they can be all alike heard and
discussed, and that court is none other than the
court of probates. The curator may be, at this
moment, before that court, rendering an account
of his administration. The claims of all the ere.
ditors may be finally determined and paid, be.

fore judgment is rendered in this case. What
then would it avail the plaintiff to have a deci
sion in this court, after the estate had been paid
away under a final sentence of the court of pro.
bates, settling the rank of claims against the sue
cession of the deceased ? And if he be in time
with his jUdgment, he must, nevertheless, go
with it mto ihe court of probates, by whose or.
der alone he can obtain pa) ment.

II. It is admitted by plaintiff's counsel that tbe
purchaser of the slave" at the sale of him at auc
tion by the curator, is protected by that provision
of the code, which declares that counter letters
can have no effect against third persons. Ciu,
Code, 304, art. 221.

If then the plaintiff has no right, whatever, to
the slave, has he any claim for his value, and how
much? The slave was conveyed, as it is agreed
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in the statement of facts from Donaldson to AI- East'n District'
, - Febrnaru. 1819'

SOp by an act, regularly executed before a notary ~

Public for value received. Alsop then, whatever DONALIlIiON
vs.

might have been his private agreement with Do. RUST.

naldson, appeared to every third person, as the
true bona fide proprietor of the slave. From the
possession of that property, he probably derived
some consideration, among those with whom he

transacted business. Would it then, be acting
v

in good faith towards third perso11s, to take from
them this security, upon which they may have
been induced to credit him? Domat, after de
claring that counter letters can have no effect
whatever, against third persons, puts the follow
ing forcible case.

Ainsi, par exemple, si un pere, mariant son fils,
lui donnait en faveur de ce mariage, au une
samme d'argeut, au une terre, ou une charge,
prenant de lui une contre.Iettre que le don ne
vaudrait que pour une moindre sornme, ou que
Ie fils rendrait sur la terre, au sur la charge quel
que somme, dont ils seraient convenus entr'eux ;
cette contre.lettre n'aurait aueun effe t a l'egard
de la femme, et des enfans qui naitraient de ce
mariage, ni des autres personnes tierces, qui
pourraient s'y trouver interessees, comme des
creanciers de ce fils. Car cette convention serait
une infidelite, (lui blesserait les bonnes mceurs,
et la foi dUe, non seulernent ala femme et a. ses
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East'o District. parens qui n'auraient pas cansenti au mariage
February. 1819. ,
~ avec les conditions de cette contre-lettre, mais

DONALDSON l fi -I .
"liS. a toutes es personnes que cette rauae pourrait

UUST. regarder, Et il est de Pinterest public de repri
mer le mauvais usage que peuvent faire Ies par
ticuliers de la facilite quils ant dans leurs farnil
les, de colluder entr'eux, pour tramper par des
pareils actes. Domat, I, 3, 6 § 2, 15.

But if the court should think, that the plaintiff
is entitled to take any thing by his counter-letter,
how much shall it be? Certainly, he cannot pre
tend to any thing more than the sum for which the
slave sold: since he admits, that he was regular
ly and leg.illy sold at public sale, by order of the
court, as a part of the succession of the deceased.
This is too plain to be contested. And for this
sum, he must come ill pro rata, with the other
creditors, at the final settlement of the account,
before the court of probates : unless his counter
letter can give him some secret and unjust pre
ference, ov-r the rights of third persons. But
he contends, that he has a priviledge upon the es
tate of the deceased. for g 1300, the estimate va
lue of the slave at the time of the trial! And as
he sold at auction for only S 965, the plaintiff,
then claims to be paid, S 335, out of thesucces,
siou over and above what the slave sold for; that
is S 335, out of the other creditors.
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Turner in reply. It is well known that the East'n District.
, 'l'ebrlllll'y, 1819.

court of probates has no power to decide on the ~
rights of persons-it issues no process-has no DCIl. 7',: .0.
juries-it only regulates the affairs of estates, ltvsr,

amongst those whose rights are acknowledged.-
Our right to this slave, or to his value, is disput-
ed-it must, therefore, be ascertained by the,
judgment of the ordinary courts-those only,
which can be approached in the ordinary way, by
petition, &.c.-the suit was, therefore, rightly
brought.

The rule, quoted from Domat, is not, in fact,
the rule, but an exception; as will be seen by
what he lays down in the same section, and the
two preceeding ones, Domas. 1, 3, 6, 92, 13
-15.

Nor does the exception apply to this case
the contract of sale, and the counter letter, affect.
ed not the rights of third persons.

MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
court.* The plaintiff states himself to have been
the owner ofa certain slave, named and described
in the petition, and that being about to leave the
city of New. Orleans, he made a bill of sale of said
slave, for the purpose of having him better pro
tected, during his absence, to a certain John AI•

.. DERBlr->NY, J. did not join in this opinion, being prevented from
l\';tellding by Indisposition.
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E"st'n District. SOp, who died before his return, and that the
Peb-suvu, 1819. •
~ slave fell into the hands of his curator; and was

DONALDSON sold by him. as maki.ig part of the estate-e--thaa
'Us.

RUST. he never received a consideration for the slave,
and that the feigned purchaser gave, at the time
of the transfer, a counter letter, shewing the pro
perty still- to remain in the plaintiff. He con
cludes with a prayer, that the defendant be de.
creed to reconvey the slave, and, if that cannot
be done, that judgment may be rendered for the
price.

It appears, from the statement of facts, that the
feigned sale to Alsop was made by an authentic
act, and the statement of facts also establishes
the principal allegations in the petition.

On the part of the defendant, it is con.
tended, that as the legal title of the slave was in
Alsop, at the time of his death, the sale made by
his curator, according to the provisions of the
law, gives a clear and indisputable title to the
purchaser, under said sale, and consequently
no decree can be made for are-conveyance.

It is further urged, on the pJ.rt of the defend.
ant, that the plaintiff has no right to recover the
price of said slave, belonging to him, as the rep
resentative of the thing sold: but can only be con
sidered in the light of any other creditor of the
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deceased, to be paid, according to the rank and East'n District.
. " February, 1819.

pnvlkg. of his claim. ~

'I he j «dgrnent of the parish court being for the DONALDSON
'liB.

defendant, the plaintiff appealed, RUST.

It is clear that, if the slave had remained unsold
in the posse-ssion of the curator of Alsop's estate,
he would have been bound to reconvey him, ac
cording to the stipulation, in the counter letter.
Fo:, the fti~ned sale, as between the original par
ties, did not destroy the 1ight of property of the
seller. But, after the sale and transfer, in ad
ministering the estate of the deceased, in whom
was the legal title, to a bona fide purchaser, the
p'aintiff has no longer a right to recover the thing
sold, because ih. fail purchaser cannot be affected
by the private and concealed agreement, which
existed between the parties to the fictitious sale.

Notwithstanding the plaintifl''« right, to recover
back the slave, is thus lost, we are of opinion that
it would be contrary to justice and equity to suf,
fer the estate of the intestate to be increased, by
the price of a thing which did not belong to him.
Under the circumstances of this case, the price,
in the hands of the curator, represents the slave
and ought to be paid over to the plaintiffr

It is, therefore, ordered, adj udged and decreed,

that the judgment of the parish court be annulled,
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East'n District. avoided and reversed. and this court, proceeding
February, 1819. <

~ to giv::: such a judgment, as in their opinion ought
DON.iLLSUN to have been O'iven in the parish court· it is or.

V~ M ,

RUST. de-red, adj Lldgt'd and decreed, that the plaintiff
and appellant recover from rh defendant and ap
pellee the sum of 8967, with legal interest there
on from the j udicial demand, be ing the proceeds
of the sale of said slave, by the register of wills.

LJ1R./lTUT ~ J1L. vs, ROGERS.

The special A f h f 1 f d' .administr"tnr P PEA L rom t e court a t te irst istrrct,
was not en, u ied
to a eomm.s-
sion,onprolkr- MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
ty, in the pos. ..•••
I e-ssion of the court. Dunng the tnal of this cause III the dis-
intestate at his • .
death, but hp- rrict COUlt, several exceptions were taken to the
~o;r~~~~.tooth~r opinion of the judge, but, as they relate to matters

ct' form alone, it is deemed ullnecessary to notice
them, as no reversal of judgment can take place
all account of informalities in the proceedmgs.

The suit was originally instituted by Labatut,
curator of the estate of Chantrel, to recover the
amount of a certain per centage, detained by the
defendant, as special administrator, who took pos
session of the estate of the deceased, by virtue of
his office.

During the progress of the suit, Neel and others
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intervened and claimed the amount of the pro. East'n District.
, P~bruary, 1819.

perty detained, from the special administrator, as ~
surviving partners of Chantrel, and judbmellt be- LA.BATU:r & AL.
• 718.

mg for them, the defendant and the curator ap- ROGERS.

pealed.
The facts in the case shew that the special ad.

ministrator, in taking possession of the property of
the estate of the deceased, possessed himself also of
certain property, which belonged to the surviving
partners, beiug about three fourths of the amount
which came into his hands-that, on delivering
the estate over to the curator, appointed for it,
he delivered the shares of the copartners, detain
ing, as a compensation for his trouble, and by vir.
tue of his office, five per cent. on the whole
amount.

This case presents two questions for our de.
ClSIOn. Is the defendant and appellant, entitled
to five per cent. on property, which is no part of
the succession of the deceased, according to the
provisions of the ordinance, under which he held
his appointment ?-Is he entitled to receive any
thing for the care and attention which he must
necessarily have given to the goods of the inter
vening party, which were blended with those of
the estate?

As to the first of these questions, we are clearly
of opinion .hat the ordinance alluded to (1 Mar.

VOL. VI. 35
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East'n District. tin's Dieest 410) contemplated an allowance of
Feb,·uary. 1819. ",
~ five per cent. to the special administrator on the

LAB.nUT 8< AL. amount of the estates of deceased persons, which
'VB.

ROGERS. were to be administered under it, only: and not
on any goods, which might be found blended with
those of such estates.

But, where the property and rights of other
persons, such as partners in trade are so mixed
that they cannot be distinguished, without strict
examination, the surviving partners being absent,
and all the goods of the concern found, as in the
present case, among the estate of the deceased,
which rendered it necessary that the administra
tor should take possession of the whole, perhaps
he ought to be entitled to some compensation, in
proportion to his trouble and risk, in keeping the
goods of the survivors: yet, as he has not kept
them, but, on the contrary, has delivered them
to the curator, who, as such, had no authority to
receive any thing, except the estate of the intes
tate, and, as there is nothing shewn by which his
trouble and risk may be estimated, we do not
think that any compensation ought to be adjudged
to him, on the amount of that part of the property
which belongs to the surviving partners.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be affirmed



Cuvillier for the plaintiff, Morse for the defen
dant.
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with costs, and that the appellant pay the
of this appeal.

275

costs East'n District.
Februarq, 1819.
~

LA.RA.TUT Ill; 4.t.

'liS.

ROGERS.

--
RODRIGUEZ vs. CO.JIBES ~ .lJ.L.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city Altho'thete
nant holds over,

of New-Orleans. after notice, to
quit, and a
declaration that

l\JL<\THEWS J. delivered the opinion of the a.higher rent
, will be demand.

court. * The plaintiff and appellee instituted this ed,nomorethan
• • the rent pre.

action to recover an excessive rent, on account viouslypaid can

of the defendants and appellants holding up cer- ~~t;o~;~~I~~~.
tain premises mentioned in the petition after due ce of the value

, 'ofthe rent or
notice to give them up. of damage, sus-

T . d' f the nari h havi b tained by thehe JU gment 0 t re pans court avmg een landlord.

rendered for the full amount claimed, the defend-
ants appealed.

It appears, from the evidence and statement of
facts, that the defendants, as lessees of the plain
tiff, held a house, or part of it, at the monthly rent
of S 80, that the plaintiff, wishing to repossess
the premises gave notice to his tenants, in two
instances, to evacuate them, or he should charge

"DERBIGNY, J. did not join in this opinion, being prevented from
attending by indisposition.
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East'n District. them rent at the rate of g 300 and the second
Februarv, 1819. "
~ at the rate of $ 600 per month.
Ron::.GUEZ We are of opinion, that the judgment of the

COMBEs & AL. parish court is erroneous, in adjudging to the
plaintiff the full amount of his demand. His
claim is not founded on a contract, for none such
existed between the parties: nor ought that sum,
or any other be given in damages, for it is not
shewn, that the plaintiff sustained any, by the de
bention of the house. He is only entitled to reo
cover the amount of his rent, at the rate of S 80
per month.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and reo
vised, and that there be judgment for the plain.
tiff, for the rent at the rate of g 80 per month,
with legal interest from the day of the judicial
demand and that he pay the costs of this appeal.

Hennen for the plaintiff, Desbois for the de.
fendants.

DELACROIX YS. PREVOST'S EX'RS.

Writing is not A l' PEA L from the court of the parish and city
of the essence
of a convention of New-Orleans.
to pay a par ti-
cular rate of in. •
terest. MA R TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court.

A party's al, 1'1 1 0 Off 1 . h f a nrorni
le~ on the re P amn ciairns t e amount 0 a promIssory

lim'!,/)
11) ti:~ t
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note of the defendants' testator, allowing pav- East'n District.
• Februarp; 1819.

ments, which reduce his demand to S 1655-12. ~
He states that, at the maturity of the note, the D£LACROIX

'"lI'.
testator, being unable to pay it, promised to allow PREVOST'S

EX'RS_
interest thereon, at the rate often per cent, a year,

d h· c Uf 500 . f h record, are thean gave IS note lor >0 in part payment 0 t e highest eviden-

interest, during the first year, that, after his death, cedaga1inst hff~m,
• an the e ect

the parties, to the present suit, agreed that the of it cannot be
affected bv any

note for .s 500 should be considered as the full other contra.
. h d h dictory eviden.payment of the mterest for t e first year, an t at ceo

afterwards, interest should be paid, at the rate of
six per cent. The petition closed with interro-
gatories to be answered on oath, bv the defend-
ants, relating to the two agreements, in regard to
the payment of interest.

The answer to the petition averred the full pay_
ment of the principal and the interest due.

To the first interogatory, the defendants an
swered, on oath, that their testator had agreed
with the plaintiff, that an interest of ten per cent
a year, should be paid, and had given a note of
S 500, for the interest of the first year. To the
second, relating to the interest, at six per cent,
alledged to have been agreed upon, by the par.
ties to the present suit, they absolutely denied
the agreement.

The plaintiff filed a replication to the defend.
ants' answer, claiming interest, at the rate of ten
per cent, during the whole time, under a prayer
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Bast'n District. for general relief in his petition' the agreed reo
February, 1819. ' ' r.

~ duction of the rate of interest, being denied by
DELACROIX the defendants.

'V8.

PREVOST'S The parish court was of opinion, that "the
:J.X'RS.

verbal evidence of the first interest, at the rate
of ten per cent, was not admissible, that the con
"\ ention to pay it, at six per cent, was denied;
but, upon the interrogatories there resulted, in the
opinion of the court, some evidence that an in.
terest, since the date of the protest was to be
paid, and agreed upon, one way or another, which
could not be, upon the evidence in the case,
higher than the legal one." And gave judgment
accordingly. The plaintiff appealed.

Our statute provides that, "conventional in
terest cannot exceed ten per cent: the same
must be fixed in writing, and testimonial proof
of it. is not admitted in any case." Civ. Code.
408, art. 32.

'Ve are of opinion, that the legislature did not
intend to make writing, an essential requisite. in
a convention fixing the rate of interest to be paia,
but, that its object was only the exclusion of the
testimonial proof of such a convention. For, if
the oral convention was to be absolutely null and
void, it would have been absurd to have gone fur
ther, and forbid the introduction of testimonial
proof of it, since such kind of proof or any other
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could not be of any avail. The legislator meant East'n District.
February. 1819.

only to afford to a defendant, from whom con- ~
ventional interest is demanded, a shield to guard DELACROIX

'V$.

him against suborned witnesses. This seems PREVOST'S
E1l'RS.

to be all that he can require. If he confesses,
that he agreed to pay conventional interest, at
the rate demanded, or ifhe tacitly admits, by for
bearing to deny, it, as the plaintiff can then re
cover without the aid of testimonial proof, no in
jury is done to the defendant, jf he be compelled
to pay. Neither is any injury done him, if he be
interrogated and required to answer on oath,
thereon. No man can be listened to, who com
plains that he is put in danger of perjuring him
self. The truth, as far far as he is concerned,
cannot ever come from a less exceptionable chan
nel than when it drops from his lips.

The ordinance of Moulins, which requires that
every convention, the object of which exceeds
the value of one hundred livres should be written,
and no testimonial proof to be admitted of it
is so understood in France. Pothier, Obliga
tions, n. 15.

In the present case, the plea of payment ad.
mitted the plaintiff's original claim, as stated in
the petition, and put nothing in issue but its re.
duction or dissolution.

Admitting, as the defendants' counsel con.
tends, that they could not have been compelled
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East'n District. to answer the plaintiff's interrogatories they
Februur'l, 1819.
~ alight to have prayed, to have them stricken out.
lJELACItOIX After having voluntarily answered, they cannot

'tw.
PREVOST'S say that what they have sworn to, sh.111 not be

sx'as.
taken as true.

As to the second agreement about the interest,
reducing it from ten to six per cent, although it
be expressly denied by the defendants' answer on
oath, yet, as it is stated in the petition, the
plaintiff must be concluded thereby. A man's
own allegations, on the record of a suit, are, the
highest evidence against him: ex ore tuo, te judi.
co. The effect of it cannot be destroyed or weak
ened by any contradicting evidence.

-,

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the parish court be annull
ed, avoided and reversed, and that there be judg
ment for the plaintiff for the sum of $ 1655-12,
with legal interest, and that defendants' and ap
pellants pay costs in buth courts.

Seghers for the plaintiff, Morel for the defend
ants.

GENERAL RULE.

Candidates for admission to the bar, who
shall give satisfactory assurances to the court that
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APPEAL from the court of the first district.

they have received a good classical education, al. East'n District.

h h h February, 1819.
t oug t ey may not have taken degrees in any ~,
college, may be examined, on shewing that they GENERAL RUL~

have studied two years, under an attorney duly
admitted to practice in this state.

-+-
GRJlVIER ~ .9.L. VS. LIVINGSTON ~ .9.L.

An heir may
bring an action
of partition,

The plaintiffs as heirs of Bertrand Gravier against the per-, , son who has
claimed three. fourths of the batture of the fau. purchased the

, whole estate,
bourg St. Mary, possessed by the defendants, ven- lro.m his co-

G · hei f h . 11': ierr,dees of John ravier, a co- err 0 t e plaintiffs. A~ .aetio~ of

1' h . . d h he nlaintiff h . part.rtion 1Se petItiOn state t at t e p aintins, tree m prescribed, by

number, and John Cravier, were the only bro- ;.~~::,P~~l;.f 30
thers and sisters of Bertrand Gravier, who died in-
testate, without leaving any lineal relations, pos.
sessed of a number of unsold lots in the faubourg,
of a plantation in the rear and the batture in front
-that John Gravier, the only one of the co-heirs,
in the country, took possession of the whole es-
tate and sold the batture to the defendants-that
notwithstanding this, the right of the plaintiffs to
their undivided fourths remained unaffected, and
they prayed a partition of the batture;

The defendants pleaded the general issue, de.
VOL ,~. 96
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East'n District. nying any right of the plaintiffs to any part of the
Fehruary, 1819.

. ~ batture, averring that, after the death of Bertrand
GRAYIEB 8t .u. Gravier, the batture was adjudged to John Gra-

v•.
ElVINQ8TON vier, by the judgment of a competent Spanish tri-

~.AI.. bunal, in August 1797, together with the rest of
the estate of the deceased, and afterwards the de
fendants purchased the batture, in good faith, from
John Gravier, Lastly, the defendants pleaded
prescription,

There was judgment for the defendants, and
the plaintiffs appealed.

Maxureau, for the plaintiffs. Most of the facts,
a knowledge of which is necessary for the under.
standing of this case, are so familiar to the memo.
bers of this court, that to relate them here again,
would be abusing their patience. The greater
the importance of this cause, the more it is requi
site to avoid useless details, that the principal
questions may appear unincumbered with any su
perfluous matter.

The coheirs of John Gravier, demand their
share of a property which has been declared to be
long to the estate of their common ancestor. They
originally had an equal right to it: have they lost
that right? Such are the merits of the case. They
could ask from John Gravier that share, when he
was. ia-pcssession of the whole; can they not
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claim it from the persons who now possess under East'n District.
• February, 1819.

him? Such is the question of form. This, of ~
course must be investigated first. GRJ.VIER &. U., -

It is not in the laws, which we have made our. LIVINGSTON

I for renderi h &. All.se ves, lor ren ermg t e access to our courts of
justice as easy as possible, that we shall find that
refinement of tactics, which permits no attack on
an adversary, but that which is acknowledged
by the rules of art. Instructed by the experi-
ence of past ages, and by the example of the evils
attending the entangled system of practice, which
prevails in some other countries, we have reduce
ed all judicial demands to their simplest expres-
sion. "To state the cause of action, and con-
clude with a prayer for relief, adapted to the cir
cumstances of the case," is all that is required of
a suitor, by the act regulating the practice of our
courts. Upon what ground are we asked any
thing more? On what authority do the defend.
ants pretend to admit us to the subtleties of the
Roman pleading? Was it not to obviate the in.
conveniencies of that practice, that our legislature
has provided so sim ple a mode of demanding reo
dress in all cases?

The defendants endeavour to draw a distinc
tion here between the form and the nature of the
action. They say they do not object to the
form, but to the kind of action, which we have
chosen to institute against them: yet, what is the
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East'n District. discrimination between the different kinds of ac
Februarq, 1819.
~ tion, but matter of form? We have a right to a

GRAVIER & AL. part of the property> now in the possession of the
"'S.

LIVINGSTON defendants, or we have it not. The object of
&AL. • h h T .our demand IS to recover t at 5 are. 0 attain

that object, we must prove a title superior to that
of the defendants: but whether our demand is set
off in the form of a petitio h.oreditatis or of an ac
tion communi dividendo, or of a revendication, is,
thank God, a matter of no consequence among
us. The Roman special pleading has not been
transmitted to us. In the Irst place, it was de.
nied admittance in the Spanish laws and Spanish
practice. 1 Treatro de legislacion, uerbo Accion,
And such remains, as might still exist, were final.
ly crushed, since the change of government, by
the act regulating the practice of the territorial
superior court, according to which nothing more
is required of a plaintiff, than to state the cause of
his action, and pray for a remedy adapted to the
circumstances of his case. Let us see how we
have complied with that requisite? We say that
'we are the heirs of Bertrand Gravier; that, as
such, we own a part of the batture St. Mary,
which has been acknowledged to belong to his es,

-tate , that John Gravier, our co-heir, has sold his
share of that batture to the defendants, who now
hold it in co.nmon with us; and we pray that it
may be divided between us and the defendants. In
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short, we state ourselves to be the owners of a East'n District.
l'ebruary, 1819.

part of the batture, and pray that we may recover .....,.-..",
that share. Is not this all that the law requires? GA."mER & AlO.

Most assuredly. LlVI::~TO!O

But let us go further, and suppose that we are & AL.

to this day tied down to the forms and niceties of
the Homan pleading. Can we not, even then,
shew that we are in order? We think we can:

.we think it is' no very difficult task to demon
strate, not only that the kind of action, which we
have instituted, is conformable to the strictest
rules of the Roman practice, but that under the
circumstances of this case, it was the only pro
per mode of obtaining a final decision on the me.
rits of this claim.

If it be necessary to give a name to this action
according to the ancient nomenclature, we may
call it petitio hrereditaus : for we ask that which
we say be longs to us, as heirs of Bertrand Gra
vier. To this the defendants object that this
kind of action is not given against those, who
possess by particular title, and that the heir has
no other action against them than that of reven
dication. It is impossible not to be struck with
the excessive nicety of this distinction, between
two actions so intimately connected; for, what
is the petitio hereditatis, against the possessor of
the hereditament, if it be not a revendication, a
claim made as owner of the thing f But it is use-
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East'n District. less to demonstrate the inanity of that distinction j
February, 1819. •
~ we have engaged to shew that, even adhering

GRAVIER & AL. strictly to the rules which derive from this punc-
"'8.

l,n'JNGSTON tilious discrimination, we are in the way which
& AI. they point out.

The petititio luereditatis is not given against
the possessor by particular title: why? Gomez,
on the 45th law of Toro, no. 1, p. 8, will explain
that: "quia ille qui possidet cum titulo habet et
aIlegat potentius et fortius jus, quam heeres qui
agit petitione hzcreditatis : nam possessor conven
tus nititur et fundatur ex duplici causa, scilicet,
ex titulo habili ct legitimo, et insuper ex posses
sione, vel detentione quam habet; heeres vero
solum se fundat in suo nudo et simplici titulo
hzereditario, et possessions quam habuit defunctus .
ergo merito possessor conventus prreferri debet,
et contra cum non habet vires petitio heeredita
tis." But this evidently applies to a possessor,
whose title does not emanate from the same
source as that of the heir: for if both claim the
thing as having belonged to the succession of the
deceased, the distinction between the possessor
with and the possessor without title, becomes an
absurdity. This is the sentiment of Lopez on
Jaw 7, tit. 14, part, 6, where, after having quot
ed the opinions pro and con the proposition of
Baldo, who thinks that the petitio hereditatis
holds good against the possessor with title, when
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such title has been acquired since the death of East'n District.
. • • February, 1819.

the deceased, he says, " tamen potent salvari die- ~
tum Baldi, cum talem titulum acquisierit ab eo, GRAUER & .iL.

qui poterat conveniri petitione heereditatls , et LIVI:~~TON
mala fide, seu lite pendente, talis titulus fuit ac- & At<.

quisitus, ut colligitur ex verbis Bartoli, &c."
Rodriguez, at the end of his exposition of para

graph 111 law 13, tit. 3, hook 5. of the Roman
Digest, recognises that distinction, ill still more
precise terms; "10 que se dice, que el que posee
con titulo tiene igual derecho que el que pide
como heredero, y que en igual causa es mejor la
condieion del que esta en posesion, se ha de en
tender quando se verifica igualdad de causal
pero no quando el un titulo es verdadero, v. g.
ex testamento 0 ab intestato y el otro putativo,
como to es, el del que compro de quien no pudo
vender."

Besides, why should not the general principles,
in matters of sale, be applicable to property pro
ceeding from a succession as well as to any other?
If I had against your vendor the right of claim.
ing my share of the thing which he has sold you,
why, should I not have it against you? You say
I ought to have claimed against you by way of
revendication. But what is a demand to have
one's share of a thing, which another pretends to
keep wholly to himself, if it be not a reuendioa:
tion of that share? We cannot assert a title to

•
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East'n District. the whole of a thing, of which we confess that
February, 1819.
~ an other owns a part; and to claim only a part,

GRAVIER &; AL. what other means could be resorted to than ask.
V8. '

LIVINGSTON
&; AL.

iog for a partition of the thing? This action then
is a petitio bereditatis, so far as it tends to claim
that which we say belongs to us as heirs; but as
the whole is not claimed, it partakes of the action
communi dividendo, which is, as Pothier says, a
sort of revendication. " Les actions familia: er
ciscunde et communi dividendo (Pothier, Contrat
de Societe, no. 194.) tiennent de l'action reelle,
en ce qu'elles tendent a reclamer, a reoendiquer
en quelque facon, et a faire determiner la part
qu'a Ie dernandcur dans les chases communes."

But here arises a great technical difficulty.
The action called petitio h.ereditatis is distinct
from that, by which a division of the common
property may be obtained. " Non possumus
consequi per hzereditatis petitionem id, quod fa.
miliee erciscundre judicio consequimus ut a com·
munione discedamus: cum ad officium judicis
nihil amplius pertinent, quam ut partem hreredi,
tatis pro indiviso restitui mihi jubeat·" if 5, 4,
7. Hence, it is said, we ought to have claimed
our undivided share of the batture, without ask.
ing for the partition. Why so? where is the
rule, which forbids to demand both by one ac
tion? Is not the second a sequel of the first? If
the first is denied, the second falls with it ; b~t

•
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if it is granted where is the impropriety to de. East'n District.
February. 1819.

cree the second also, without driving the parties ~
to the necessity of bringing another suit? The GRA.VIER &. AL.

V8.

absurdity of the doctrine, contended for by the LIVINGSTOlIt

defendants, appears in this case in the most glar. &. AI<.

ing manner; for, upon the right of the plaintiffs
as heirs, and the portion to which they would be
entitled as such, there is no question. Their
quality is recognised by the defendants, and the
law has fixed their respective shares. Two bro.
thers and two sisters (one of them represented by
her only child) are admitted on both sides to be
the only heirs: each is therefore entitled to one
fourth. Is the decree to go no further than say-
ing so? This would be refinement indeed; but
refinement, bordering upon nonsense.

According to the Spanish practice, the divi.
sion could be asked at once by him who pretend
ed to be co.heir or co- proprietor. If the defend.
ant denied him that character, the action for a
partition was suspended, until the plaintiff's qua.
lity was ascertained; that preliminary enq uiry
was considered, as made under the petitio heredi
tatis, If the plaintiff was found to be really an
heir, then the j uicio divisorio began: "mas no
obstante se debe distinguir : si el sujeto a. quien
se demanda, 0 pide que haga particion de la he
rencia, 6 cosa comun, niega al que la pretende, la
qualidad de heredero, y par consiguiente que

VOl.• n. 37
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E;'lst'n District. t- nga derecho a la herencia se ha de proceder
Februaru, 1819. '
~ ordinariamente ; bien que no se tratara del juicio

GRAVIER &. AL. divisorio hasta que se le declare heredero sinow.' ,
LlVINHS'rON del de peticion de herencia : y declarado 0 coo ..

&. AL.

c1uido este, se incohara, (; 110 aquel, segun sea la
declaracion. 1 Febrero de Juicios, 2, 1, n, 22.

Is not that precisely the situation of our ac,
tiou f \Ve call ourselves owners in part as co
heirs, and pray for a partition : the defendants
admit that we are heirs; but plead other matter
in avoidance of our claim. This must be clear
ed \J p, of course, first; but if their plea does 110t

avail them, then the partition is to be decreed.
Can any thing be plainer than this?

But leaving aside all that has been alledged
above, \ve say that it is impossible here to decide
the question of form, without enquiring into the
merits of the case: and this is demonstrated as
follows: the plaintiffs are the acknowledged co
heirs of John Gravier, in the estate of Bertrand:
as such, they originally had the three undivided
fourths of every thing that composed that estate.
They have admitted that John Gravier sold to the
defendants, his share in the batture of the su
burb 81. Mary. If John Gravier had really de
clared to sell them no more, there is no doubt
that the plaintiffs would have a right to institute
the action, which they have now brought. What
difference ought to make. in the rights of the
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Parties that act by which he sold not only his East'n District..
" '. Februarp, 1819.

share, but ours f This question is intimately con. ~
nected with the merits of the case' if the act was GnAVIER & AL.

, 1)3.

a valid one, we have nothing to claim of the de
fendant" ; if it was not, then we have not ceased
to be joint owners of the batture, and we have a
fight to demand our shares in it, and of course the
partition of the whole.

Finally, should this be deemed insufficient to
demonstrate to the court that the question of
form here is inseparable from the investigation
of the merits, there is another reason which, how.
ever disagreeable', it is our duty to mention to
carry conviction to their minds. The action cal.
led petitio luereditatis is given, not only against
the possessor by particular title, who holds un.

del' the person against whom the action might
have been brought, but against all mala fide pos
sessors, whatever be their title. Upon this point
all the authors agree. How then are we to know
whether the defendants are bona fide possessors,
unless we go into the merits of the case? They
alledge a sale; but is that sale an honest one?
They say they have bought all the batture; but
did they believe that the individual, of whom they
bought) had a right to sell it all? They call them·
selves purchasers in good faith; but is it not ne
cessary to ascertain that fact, before it can be de.
cided, whether the action brought against them

Lrv .NI,.ToN

&AL.
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East'n District. is or is not legal? Upon this doctrine we refer
February, 1819. .,
~ tojf 5, 3, 13, and particularly to Rodriguea's

GIUVIER & AL. exposition of the 4th. paragraph of that law.
"8.

LIVINGSTON " Se ha dicho que regularmeute no se da la pe-
& AL. ticion de la herencia contra el que posee con ti

tulo particular; pero si posee en los terminos que
se expresa en este parrafo, se dara contra el la
accion util ; y con mas razon, si compr6 la heren
cia at que sabia que no era senor de ella, y es po
seedor de mala fe ; porque en estos casas es te
nido por poseedor, como expresa la ley de par..
tida, y se dira despues."

To resume, we say, first, that our action is
well instituted, because those, of whom we claim,
bought of the person against whom we could
bring it. 2°. That the question concerning the
legality of this action, is connected with the me,
rits of the case in two ways; first, because it
must be ascertained whether the vendor had a
right to sell; and secondly, because the alledged
good faith of the defendants must be proved.

And now, after having shewn that we are strict.
ly in order, even according to the subtle distinc
tions of the Roman practice, we must return to
our laws, and repeat that they do not require that
technical precision, which was once considered
necessary in the legal warfare; that with us where
the citizen may appear and defend his rights in
person, it is sufficient to state the cause of action,
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and pray for relief according to the circumstances Esst'n District.
Febrrta'7f, 1819.

of the case; and that, provided the judge is made ~
to understand the subject matter ami the prayer GAAVI~~.& AL.

of the plaintiff, he is bound to decide, without re- LIVINGSTON

gard to defects of form or imperfections of plead. & AL.

iog. Here we state ourselves to be heirs of Ber.
trand Gravier, and, as such, owners in part of
the batture St Mary; we state that John Gra,
vier, our co-heir, has sold his rights to others,
and we pray that this property be divided be.
tween us and those purchasers. They answer,
that the whole of the property is theirs, and that
we have no right to any part of it. Are we not
fully at issue, on the respective rights of the par-
ties? Cannot the court decide on them, and so
decide, as to render it unnecessary, hereafter, to
bring any other suit? Most certainly. We will
now approach the merits of the case.

'\Ve have admitted that the defendants bought
from John Gravier all that he had a right to sell
them, that is to say, his share in the batture of
the suburb St. Mary.

The defendants have answered:
1. That John Gravier was proprietor of the

whole by virtue of an adjudication to him made of
all the estate of Bertrand, which adjudication has
now against the plaintiffs the force of res judicata.

2. That they have bought from him all the bat.
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:east'n District. ture, bonafide, and under a belief that it belong,
Februoru, 1819. .• . • •
~ ed to hun by virtue of that adjudication.

ORA-VIER & AL. 3. That the rights of the; plaintiffs, if they had
'TJ8.

LIVINGSTON any, are now prescribed.
& AL. The parties are at issue on those allegations,

according to the practice of the district court,
which permits not any written replication.

To the first ground of defence we reply;
1. That the adjudication relied on, is null, as

against us ;
2. That were it valid, the batture was not in.

eluded in it.

The adjudication is null for two principal rea
sons:

1. Because the plaintiffs were not made parties
to it ;

2. Because it was made ill violation of the
laws.

1. It is unnecessary to observe that a want of
citation of the parties is of all the defects the
greatest, and that no lapse of time, however long,
can cure it. A suit without suitors. a partition
without parties, are monstruosities, which have
no name in jurisprudence. To reason upon this,
would be losing- our own time, and treating the
court disrespectfully.

But the defendants maintain that the plaintiffs
were legally represented in the adjudication, on
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which they rely. That is the fact which must East'n District.
February, 1819.

be enquired into. ~

At the time of Bertrand Gravier's death, there GnAVIER & AL '.
V8. .

was here but one of his heirs. That heir caused
an inventory of the estate to be made; and a de.
fensor to the absent heirs was appointed. Although
it might be reasonably contended that the heirs
themselves ought to have been called personally to
the inventory, we will not insist upon that right,
because we may do without it, and it is our wish
to leave out every thing, which is not strictly ne,
cessary to the elucidation of our claim. The in
ventory and appraisement were measures censer,
vatory and usefull to all ; we have no objection to
admit that a defensor ex officio could represent the
absent heirs thu s far. But, was it not indispensable
to call the heirs to the partition? Could any mea
sures be taken in their absence, tending to the
alienation of their property? There are, no
doubt, circumstances, 'where the alienation of the
property of an absent person is proceeded to
against a defensor ex officio; but that is a violation
of the natural law, which must b<: confined to the
cases of absolute necessity. 'Vas there in this in.
stance any such absolute necessary? No. Could
the heirs be called personally? Yes. Let us see
what was the practice of the Spanish courts in
such cases.

Ayora tells us, that the absent heirs must he

LIVINGSTON

&; AL.
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East'n District. cited at the place of their domicil and by means
February, 1819.
~ of ad vertisements posted up (edictos) before any

GUVIER & -'.L. curator or defensor can be appointed to them;
v s.

LIVINGSTON but he adds that this formalitv was but little at-
& AI,. tended to) so that judges used' to appoint a defen

sor to the absent, so soon as the absence was as
certained. Ayora) 5, n 16 & 7. Such was, per.
haps) the looseness of the practice in the time of
Ayora; but in more modern days, that abuse had
been corrected; for Febrero, Juicios, 1, 2, n, 7,
lays it down as a positive rule, that the absent
must be called, when the place of their residence
is known. He expresses himself as follows :
(( if anyone or more of the heirs be absent, those
who are present may demand the partition, and
it may be made at their request; but the judge
must inform the absent heir of their pretension,
and grant him the necessary delay to represent
thereupon what he may think fit, because his in.
terest and prejudice is here treated of. The judge
must also cause them to name accountants (con.
tadores) and if it appears that the absent has not
been called, he ought not to proceed in the case
until he is cited, because it is his duty to see that
the proceedings be conducted legally in every
thing substantial. He should therefore provide
the absent with a defensor, jointly with whom the
partition and its incidents may be gone through;
bnt it must previously be ascertained, not only
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that the person is absent, but that there is no ex- East'n District.
• •• February, lSH!.

pectation of 111s returnmg shortly, and that on ~
account of the distance, it is not easy for him to GRAvn:R & AL

v s,
come, nor to send his power to some one to repre: LIVDIGSTON

sent him; for, Ifhis fixed residence is knouin and &. AL-,

he can be cited by dispatches (requisitorias,) they
must be sent to that effect."

Let us now apply this authority to the facts.
'Vas the residence of John Gravier 's co-heirs
known? He had himself declared under oath,
that he had a brother residing at Bordeaux, and
a sister residing at Bergerac. Had it been ascer
tained by a previous information that it was dif
ficult for them to come, or to send their power
of attorney? The decree of the Baron de Caron
delet ordering them to he called, is an answer to
that.

It is said, that they resided in a foreign coun
try, out of the jurisdiction of Spain, and that the
Spanish government had no authority to send any
citation there. But a citation is not an order:
when a party, even within the jurisdiction, is cit.
cd to appear, he is not obliged to obey. If he
does not obey, proceedings go on, and he is con
demned by default; that is all the consequence.
So, the requisitoria which is sent abroad is no
thing more than an invitation to the party to come
and assert his rights. For that invitation, it is
not necessary, that the person should be subject

YOLo VI. ~8
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East'n District. to the jurisdiction by which it is sent. The in.
February, 1819.
~ vitation is made with permission of the govern.

GRAVIER &; AL. ment under which the absent lives and is for.
'VB.' ,

LIVL"'''STOl'l' warded through its interposition. The practice
&;AL. • h c dof the Spamsh court, was t ererore, to sen re-

quisitorias abroad, as well as within the kingdom.
Should there remain any doubt on that subject,
it will be removed by looking at the formules of
addresses, which Frebrero, Juicios, 3, 1, p. 18;
note 2, recommends, according as the requisite
rias were to be sent to Italy, to j< ranee, to Eng.
land, Eic.

Tv i eturn, the residence of John Gravier's co
heirs was known; the rules of practice of the
Spanish courts required them to be called : a so
lemn decree rendered in conformity to those
rules, ordered them to be ca.'led: were they call.
ed? No. That decree W.lS trampled upon eight
days after, by the successor of the baron de Ca.
rond. let! But after trampling under foot that de
cree, and the rules on which it was founded, did
they, at least, observe the sham-formality of ap
pointing some person to defend the property of
the absent heirs ? No. The same individual,
who had been formerly named to represent them,
was applied to with a notice of the demand by
which John Gravier requested the whole estate
to be adjudged to him at the appraised value.
But that defensor was no longer their representa,

'I
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tive. His functions not only uiere at an end East'n District.
, Februarq, 1819.

because he had done what he was commissioned ~
to do, but they were declared to be at an end by GRAVIER & At.

'V••

the decree ordering the heirs to be called in per. LrVIliWsTCl'I'

T k hem now nerform a oart l &AL.son. 0 ma e t em now perlorm a part 111 the
partition (if we honor the adj udication with that
name) it was necessary to appoint over them ano-
ther defensor, or rather curador, with further pow.
ers, that is to say, with a special authorisation to
consent to the partition, or in other words, to the
alienation of the property of the absent. Such is
the rule which both Ayora and Frebrero lay down
in the articles above quoted. Even these appear.
ances have been neglected. The defensor, for-
merly named, received the notification of John
Gravier's demand: he answered that he acqui,
esced in what the court would determine, per.
suaded that it would do justice; and the deed
was consummated! The estate was adjudged in
a lump, for little or nothing, to John Gravier !
And they dare tell us, that w~ are bound by that
adjudication! That we are, forever bereaved of
our property! God forbid! Not for the interest
of the plaintiffs, but for the good order of society,
that such doctrine should be sanctioned in any
time.

To resume, we say that the practice of the
Spanish courts required that the co-heirs of John
Gravier, should be called to the partition of the
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East'n District. estate of their brother, and that they were not
February, 1819.
~ called , that admitting that such partition could

GRAV1;~:.&. AL. be proceeded. to without the.m, they ought to
LIVIN'''TON have been represented therein, by a defensor or

8< AL. curator ad hoc; that the defensor formerly nam
ed, and whose functions had expired, could not
represent them in the partition or adj udication,
without a new authorisation and another oath;
and that nothing of this has been done. We con
clude, that the co-heirs of John Gravier, having
been neither cited nor represented, are not, in
any manner, nor. according to any law, bound by
the adjudication, which is here opposed to their
claim by the defendants.

The above g.·rounds of defence are common to
all the plaintiffs. The minor, Jane Bordier, has
to alledge a defect of representation which is par.
ticular to herself.

According to the constant practice of the Span,
ish courts, no proceeding can be had against a
minor, unless a curator ad litem be appointed
over him. This is rigorously required in all ca.
ses, but a fortiori in cases of partition, where the
alienation of his property is treated of. Febrero,
Juicios, 3, 1, n. 13. "If he, who is to be cited,
is a minor, he must be provided with a curator
ad litem, whether he is, or not, in the place, &c.',l
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It has been vaguely asserted that the defensor East'n District.
Februaru, 1819.

of the absent heirs ought to be considered as re- ~

Present ing them all whether minor or of aze : GRAVIER & AL.L' 'b VI.

we say no; because the minor must be repre
sented specially.

But John Gravier, it is said, knew nothing of
this minor, That is hard to believe: for John
Gravier knew that he left in France two sisters
and a brother; he declared in the mortuoria, that
he had 0;1e sister and one brother; he was, there
fore, informed of the death of one of his sisters:
but by the same channel, he ~l1st have learned
that she had left a daughter. Besides, what of
that? Whether he knew that this minor lived,
and did not cause her to be represented, or actu
ally was ignorant of her existence, the fact is,
that she was not represented, and the conse.
quence is, that the partition is null as to her.
AY0rrl, 1, 5, n, 18. Febrero de Juic. I, 2, n, 8.

It has been asserted, that the title of John Gra
vier, to the whole of the estate, left by Bertrand,
has been recognised and assented to on the part
of this minor, in a certain suit instituted in her
behalf by her tutor; but, the proceedings carried
on by that tutor, waving any other objections to
their legality, are not binding upon his pupil ;
because by the laws under wkich he W.lS invest
ed with the tutorship, he could neither accept
nor refuse the inheritance accrued to his minor.

LnTSGSTON

& AL.
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East'n District. nor enter into any compromise respecting her
Februarv, 1819. •
~ rights, without the authorisation of the meeting

GIHVIER &. AL. of her family, which protective and salutary pro.
'V8,

LIVINGSTON vision, has been totally disregarded here. Code,
&. Ar,.

Napoleon, art. 461 &: 467.
We shall now take up the other ground of nul.

lity.

II. In Spain, as any where else, the laws know
but of two modes of making the partition of an
esi.ue, by lots or by auction. When the partition
cannot take place otherwise than by sale at auc
rion, the law authorises the judge to strike off to
one of the heirs, not, indeed, the whole estate, but
.he thing which is not susceptible of division,
or which, by being divided, would lose much of
its value, such, says the law, as a house or a vine,
yard. Part, 6, 15, 10. Rut in no case does it
permit to adjudge to one heir all the property of
which an estate is composed. An inheritance
consisting of distinct and separate immoveables,
of slaves and other property, could not be ad.
judged in a lump by virtue of that law, nor of
any law in the world.

Even in the case where, on account of the loss
which the division of a thing would occasion, it
is made lawful to adjudge it to one heir, the
judge must, says Lopez on that law, strike it off
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to the one who bids highest qui uicerit in licita- East'n District.
•. , February, 1819.

tione : Such is likewise the opinion of the authors ~
whom he cites. And how could there be a dif- GRAVIER & .u,

ferent opinion? Who is the lover of justice,
whose reason does not revolt at the idea of an ar
bitrary adjudication in favor of one of the co
proprietors, without regard for the offers which
the others might make of a higher price?

But no such thing here was in question as the
necessity of a sale or licitation; there was no oc
casion to deliberate whether the estate could be
conveniently divided; no one did, and no one
could suggest the inconveniences of a division.
And how could it have been pretended? The
goods of the estate were ready divided. There
were 56 slaves: that was 14 for each: there was
a number of lots in the suburb: four parts could
be easily made of them: the moveable property,
the money all could be readily distributed; the
plantation alone was liable to be divided, or
struck off at auction in a body, according to the
direction of the judge. But the adjudication in
a lump of the slaves, or the lots, of the plantation,
and in one word of every thing which the estate
consisted of, and that to the only heir present, and
that, not at auction, but privately, was an arbi.
trary and illegal act, an open violation of all laws,
and as such, null and void ipsojure, as declared
by law, Part. 3~ 26, 3. As to the name, which

va.
LIVINGSTON

& AL.
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East?n District. it deserves in a moral point of view, We will fOff
Februaru, 1819.
~ bear to pronounce it, out of respect for this court.

GRAVI~~. &. AL. Finally, if the heirs of age were legally made
LITINGSTON parties to the adj udication, if the minor was duly

&; AL. represented without a curator ad litem, if the ad
judication of all the estate in a lump, was a legal
act, it remains for us to shew that the tract of
land, of which we claim our share, was not in
cluded in the inventory and appraisement of Ber
trand Gravier's estate, and therefore, \Y.iS no part
of the property which was gifted away to John.
Gravier,

The batture was not included ill the adjudica
tion. We are now entering a field, in which this
case assumes an entirely new aspect, and where
the question to be investigated is altogether un
connected with the former enquiries; for should
the court be of opinion that the batture was not
comprehended in the appraisement, and made
consequently no part of the property adjudged
to John Gravier at the price oj appraisement, then
it will become unnecessary to pronounce upon
the legality of the adjudication and useless of
course to take any notice of the obj ections raised
against the form of this action; for, if the adj u
dication (which is not attacked here, but s"imply
repelled) remains undisturbed. the respective
rights of the heirs are to be considered as set-
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tOted the partition as made and the estate as li. East'n Dish ict.
, , Februaru, 1,,19. -.4

quidated so far; and the action arising on the ~ •
discovery of some property, which was not divi- GRAVI~~. ,'\;. AL.

ded, will no longer savour of the petitio h.eredita- LIVINGSTON

tis, but will be a mere action communi dioid-ndo, &. .&L.

as explained by Febrero de Jucios, 2, 9, n. 12.

An action generally given to all persons, who
own any thing in common, no matter how they
came by it. "He who purchases a share of a
right or other thing, belonging in common to se·
veral persons, enters into their common ties and
engagements without partnership or covenant:
and it is the same thing, if several purchasers,
purchase everyone of them, singly and separate-
ly, different shares undivided of one and the same
thing." Domai, 2, 5, 1,11. 4.•

We say, that the batture is not included in the
adjudication; it ought to be useless to demon
strate this fact by arguments. There is not in
the whole inventory and appraisement one word
about the batture. And how could there be ?
The government, whose officers presided there at,
considered the batture as public property. That
it was not so of right, has been decided; but that
does not affect the present question. The pub
lic possessed it: the government openly main.
tained that possession; the batture was, in ftet,
out of the estate of Bertrand Gravier. No won-

VOL. Yr. 39
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are not to be embarrassed by that omission.
Truly, the batture is not expressly mentioned
in the inventory, that cannot be denied: but it is
tacitly and silently occupying a place therein: it
is implicitly included in the article of the plan.
tation ! Are the de Iendants in earnest? So they
pretend to be. Therefore, we must go into the
investigation of that question with as much gra
vity as we can command.

At the time of Bertrand Gravier's death, this
plantation was no longer such as he had once
owned it. The fore-part of it had been bid out
into a suburb, which occupied the whole front
upon a depth of twelve arpents, Bertrand Gra.
vier's plantation was confined behind that. When
the inventory was made, the extent of the planta.
tion, being not known, it was mentioned in these
words: "item, are placed in this inventory the
lands of the plantation, the extent ofwhich, can.
not be immediate'y ascertained, because many
lots have been sold; but Mr. Nicolas Gravier,
has informed that its limits run as far as the forks
of the bayou, according to the titles of the same."
This declaration, that no description can be made
of the lands of the plantation, refers necessarily
to the description, which shall be hereafter giv

East'n District. der then, that it should not fizure in the invento.
~. February, 1819. • b
, ~ ry and appraisement,

GRAVIER & AL. But the ingenious counsel of the defendants
'!la.

LIVINGST01(

&u.
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en; notwithstanding the opinion of the honorable F.ast'n District.
February. 1819.

judge of the district court (be it spoken with ~
due respect and seriousness) who thought that Gnm:~.& ll.

the description referred to the non-description, or LIVINGSTON

. h 1 h h . . hi h & AL.in ot er wore s, t at t e appraisement m w lC

the plantation and the lots are described sepa.
rately, referred to the inventory, where it is
said that the land cannot yet be described. The
description then, as it was made, at the time of
appraising the plantation, is as follows: "item,
about thirteen arpents of land, of which the plan.
tation consists, including therein the spot of the
garden, from which larid the most useful part has
been cut off on the front; so that there remains of
it but the low grounds, which grow narrower to.
wards the depth, and are inclosedwith bad fences;
a part of the best land on the side having been
sold to Messrs. Navarro and Percy, and the ne-
gro Samba: which thirteen arpents with twelve
negro cabbins, have been estimated by the ap.
praisers, at S 190 the front arpent, the whole
amounting to g '2740."

Such is the article in which the batture must
be searched, as an appendage of the plantation!
a plantation, of which there remained only the
low lands, inclosed with bad fences, which was
confined behind a suburb occupying the whole
front on a depth of twelve arpents; which was
reduced to thirteen arpents front instead of six.
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Ea~t'n District. teen. which it originally had because the lateral
1;"01'''ul''1. 1819. '
~ lines approach each other as they run towards the

GRA>.·· & AL. depth, and are only distant thirteen arpents from
vs.

LIVINGSTO~ one another, at the place where the suburb ter-
E'<. AL. minates : that plantation, it is said, had for an

appendage, beyond that suburb, a spot of ground
which extended along the river on the other side
of the public road! But see into what a train of
absurdities this proposition leads. The batture
was an appendage of the plantation hidden be.
hind the suburb, and the lots unsold in the suburb
were not! It was found necessary to inventory
and appraise those lots separately, and there was
no necessity to inventory and appraise the bat.
ture ! That land thirteen arpents broad, had a
dependency of sixteen arpents front! That low
and marshy soil inclosed with bad fences, had
for an appendage, far from its inclosures, a line
of high land in a fine situation! That tract
worth only lIS 2740, had a dependency worth at
least 8 10,000! All this the court must allow,
before they can say that the batture was adjudged
to John Gravicr; and they must further allow,
in the face of the testimony, that the same go
vernment, which maintained the public in pas.
session of the batture, did inclose in the invento,
ry of Bertrand Gravier's estate that very ground
which they considered as public property.

But let us admit, for a moment, that the bat,
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ture was a dependency of the plantation situated East'n District.
F'ebruary. 1819.

behind the suburb; was it such a dependency as ~
could pass of. course, with the principal, tacitly GRAVIF.R & A:{..

'!is.

and without any explanation? not so. In mat.
ter of sale (and this is placing the subject in the
most favorable light for the defendants) such de
pendencies are those, which, by law or custom,
are considered as united to and inseparable from
the principal thing. Thus, where a house or a
piece of land has, contiguous to it, another house
or another piece of land, if both went under one
name without distinction, and were inhabited,
used and enjoyed, promiscuously and accessorily
by the vendor, the sale includes both the princi
pal and the accessory; otherwise not. (Febrero
de escrit, chap. 7, sect. 1, no. 35.) In such a
case it is thought by some that even the exist.
ence of a road between the principal thing and
its accessory will not prevent the accessory from
passing with the principal; ., Si eadem nomine
nuncupetur domus, vel fundus principal is et ac
cessorius, et in ejus actibus fruendo vel habitan
do promiscue et accessorie venditor utroque ute
batur, venditio utrumque comprehendit ; secus
vero alias. An vendita domus intelligatur ven
ditus hortus, vel apotheca? Tiraquello ait, des
tinatum hortum ad usum domus cum ea transire,
etiarnsi non sit intra septa ipsius dam us, et quam.
'Vis inter hortum and domum esset via publica.",

LIVINGSTON

& Au.
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East'n District. Additions to 2 Gomez c. 2 n. 14. If the house
February; 1819. ' ,
~ and the garden, separated from it by a road, are

GRAVIER & AL. parts of the same whole in such a manner that the
'Vs.

LIVI"GSTO~ vendor enjoyed them promiscuously and jointly,
&AL. h .t e sale of the house w ill embrace the garden.

This is the utmost stretch of the principle, for
which the defendants contend. Let us see how
it will bear the application here. In the first
place, what similitude can there be, between the
situation of a house and its garden, separated,
only by a public road, and that of two tracts of
land distant twelve arpents from one another, and
separated by the property of other persons?
Next, did Bertrand Gravier enjoy promiscuous.
ly the batture and the plantation thus respective
ly situated? That was physically impossible,
Finally, did he enjoy the batture at all ? all the
testimony says, that it was then in the possession
of others. Thus, supposing the batture to be a
dependency of the plantation situated behind the
suburb, it was not such a dependency as could
pass tacitly even in a sale of that tract of land.
Much less then, can such tacit transfer have ta.
ken place in a partition, where the strictest equal..
ity between the partakers, is the paramount rule.

But again, the batture, which had been once
an accessory of Bertrand Gravier's plantation,
when the body of that plantation extended to the
river, was no long-er so, since he had established
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a suburb on the front of his land. An alluvion East'n District.
• '" • Februarq, 1819
IS accessory to the npanan SOlI. But the rrpa- ~
rian soil had ceased to be a part of the planta- GRAVLER & AL,

tion ; it had been severed from it to form the su- Lm::sToN

burb. One of two things had then taken place; & AL.

the alluvion had become accessory to the front
lots, or it had remained in the estate of Bertrand
Gravier, as a tract of land acquired by him while
he was a riparian owner, but entirely unconnect-
ed with the low lands which are described as his
then plantation. Hence, independently of the
manner in which the Spanish government consid-
ered the batture, those low lands must have been
appraised, as they were, by themselves. Hence,
the lots remaining unsold in the suburb, must
have been appraised, as they were, distinctly and
separately from the plantation. Hence the then
plantation, reduced to thirteen arpents front, and
consisting of low and marshy grounds, was to be
appraised at the rate of S 190 per arpent, amount.
ing only to .8 2740; w bile the batture, accord.
ing to the most moderate estimation, was worth
at least S 60CJO, and upon an average of the tes-
timony S 10,000. But to repeat it again, the bat-
ture was not included in the description and ap
praisement of Bertrand Gravier's estate, because
the government, by whose order those proced-
ings took place, did not consider the batture as a
part of that estate, but as public property, ann
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East'n District. because the batture though of right belonging to
:l"ebruary. 1819. . ' . I .
~ that estate, was In fact out of It at t rat tune.

GSAVIEll. &. AL. Perhaps this is insisting too much upon a self ev i-
w. .

LIVINGSTON dent fact.
i'< AL.

But if the batture makes no part of the proper~

ty adjudged to John Gravier, then the defen
dants intrench themselves within their own pur.
chase, and from thence bid defiance to the right.
ful owners of the three-fourths of that property.
On what extraordinary exception to the usual
rules is that confidence founded? According to
what principles is an heir to lose his property in
any other manner than all other owners? The
counsel for the defendants think they have found
such particular rules of expropriation in the Ro.
man Digest, and that they are supported in their
appeal to it by the Spanish jurists.

The law relied on is the 25, 88, 17, de hered.
petit. it is expressed in these words; "item si
rem d'istraxit home fidei possessor, nee pretio
factus sit locupletior : an singulas res, si nondum
usucaptee sint, vindicare petitor ab emptore pos
sit? Et si vindicet, an exceptione non rcpella
tur, quod prejudicium hareditati non fiat inter
actorem et cum qui uenum dedit; quia non vide.
tur venire in petitionem hzereditatis pretium ea.
rum, quamquam victi emptores reversuri sunt
ad eum qui distraxit ? Et puto posse res vindi-
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cari, nisi ernptores regressum ad bonre fidei pos- E,st'n Distr-ict .
•fi'"brllOl'll. 1819.

sessorern habent." _ ~

Before we come to shew that this very intri, GRAVH:R & .AT<
"us.

cate disposition of the Roman Digest is incorn. LlYll'«mo.:<

patible with the Spanish laws, and therefore of no &Af.

force in Spain, we have no objection to demon-
strate that it is not in any manner applicable to
the present case.

This opinion of Ulpian is based on a senatus

consultum (see law 20, p. 6, of the same title)
enacted at the request of the emperor Adrianus,
for the relief of some persons, who believing
themselves to be heirs of a certian individual, had
sold the estate, unaware that part of it had accru

ed to the public chest, and were afterwards called
upon for the purchase mOlley and the inter est
thereof. It WdS, thereby, provided that inasmuch
as they considered themselves as heirs, and had
disposed, as such, of the inheritance, before any
demand had been made upon them on the part of
the treasury, they should not pay any interest of
the purchase money which they had received;
and that this should be hencefortoard the rule in
similar cases,

Ulpian then, reasoning upon that senatus-con
sulturn, observes that it was enacted for the pro.
tection of the bonafide possessors of inheritances,
who happen to dispose of th..m as such, that there.
fore its operation ought not to be confined to ca.

VOL. VI. 40
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East'n District. ses of public claim but ought to extend to pri-
Februarq, 1819. ,.
~ vate ones. "In privatorum quoque petitionibus

GIUVI:ER lit AL'senatus consultum locum habere nemo est qui
V8. '

LIVINGSTOY ambigit, licet in publica causa factum sit." (same
lItAL. I'hat i b . h Ilaw p. 9.) r hat IS to say: ecause It as p eas-

ed the government to release their own claim, in
favor of persons who disposed of property belong
ing to the public, believing it to be their own;
therefore private individuals, whose property is
disposed of in that manner, shall have to do the
same. With due respect for the great name of
Ulpian, this is a strange consequence: but let us
proceed.

In law 25, P: 17, above translated, when he
comes to examine what effect this doctrine is to
have with respect to the purchaser of property
thus circumstanced, he is of opinion that where
the vendor has not augmented his fortune by the
sale, the true heir cannot demand the thing from
the buyer, if the vendor has bound himself to
warrant him against eviction. Ayora and Fe.
brero adopt this principle without comment (see
Ayora part 1, chap. 5, nos. 19 to 24, Febrero de
juic. lib. 1, chap. 2, nos. 9 & 10.) But Rodri.
guez, in his exposition of that law, explains the
reason of it to be, that if the vendor has benefited
nothing by the sale, as, for example, if he has,
without his fault, lost part or the whole of the
purchase money, or of the things into which he
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inverted it, he should have to indemnify the buy- Rast'n District.
February, 1819.

er with his own funds, should the buyer be evict- ~
ed; which would be contravening indirectly GRAVIER &. At••

"'8.
the senatus-consultum, which provides that the LIVINGSTON

possessor of an inheritance, who, considering &. All.

himself the heir, alienates the estate, shall not
suffer for it.

Thus are we, by this concatenation, brought to
a result directly contrary to the general maxim
that, " id quod nostrum est, sine facto nostro ad
alium transferri non potest." A thing at which
Ayora starts saying: "Quod est mirabile!"
And which Febrero calls "violent and shocking;"

But admitting this refined aberration from the
eternal principles of justice to be law here, how
is it to be applied to this case? John Gravier,
possessed as purchaser under the adjudicaion, or
as heir. If he possessed as purchaser, the sena
tus-consultum is not applicable to him. He is
in the same predicament as all other purchasers.
Those who bought from him, can make no other
use of his good faith (as they call it) than for the
purpose of prescribing, if they have successively
possessed the time required by law to prescribe.

If John Gravier possessed as heir, then the de.
fendants, to avail themselves of this law. and of
the opinion of the Spanish authors upon it, must
bring him within the conditions therein imposed,
'What are they? First, John Gravier must have
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E.st'n District. been a bona fide possessor, as sole heir: he must
Feb'"my, 1819.
~ have believed that his co.heirs were dead. (Ayo.

GRAVIElt & AL. ra and F ebrero loco cit.) How stands the fact
'VB. '

LIVI"GSrON with respect to that belief? Let his oath, page 6,
& A"

~. of the mortuoria, answer that. Let every page
of that document, down to his engagement to pay
his co-heirs their shares, say whether he believed
the whole inheritance to be his. 2dly. He must
have spent or lost the price of sale. Again, how
stands this fact? 'Vhy, he has not a shillling of
it yet: the whole price is locked up in Mr. Liv
ingston's hands; witness, that gentleman's own
declaration in the case brought by Maurian in the
name of Jane Bordier's tutor.

But let us see if, in Spain, we were not govern.
ed by plainer rules than the law invoked by the
defendants, Let us see whether there are in
Spain two measures, one to distribute justice to
every owner, and one to parcel it out to owners
by inheritance.

The Roman body of laws, entitled as it is to
our veneration, is not law in Spain. It is con
suited with respect as the fountain from which
the soundest principles of natural law have flowed
into the Spanish code: it is resorted to as con.
taining a vast deal of information on the matters
contained in that code. But wherever it treats
of dispositions which are of the domain of po
sitive law, and which do not coincide with the
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Spanish law there it is of no authority whatso- East'n District.
, February, 1819.

ever. ~

With deference then for the authors who seem GRAVIER & AL.
, *VS.

to think that the above passage of the Digest is of Ln"JNGSTO..

some authority in Spain (ff,r our respect for the & AL.

learned must never be a blind and servile acqui-
escence ill Llny thing they please to say) we do
aver, not only that the laws of Spain have esta-
blished no difference between the goods of a suc-
cession and any other as to the manner of acquir-
ing them, but that there is an express law, by
which the purchase of the goods of an inheritance
from a person supposed to be the heir, and who
is not, is assimilated to all other purchases of the
same nature. That law is the 7th of tit. 14,
part. 6. It speaks in these words; "one can
possess the inheritance of another in three ways :
the first is, when the possessor thinks that he has
a right to it for some reason, and has it not: and
this toould !zappen, if he had bought the estate from
a person uiho had no right to it, believing that he
had; or if one WaS instituted heir by a will which
was afterwards revoked without his knowledge ;
and in such case we say, that if he, who pretends
to be the owner of such property, does not claim
it within ten years, if he is in the land, or twenty
if he is abroad, he shall afterwards lose his right,
&c."

Supposing then, John Gravier to be a bonafide
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East'n District. vendor and the defendants to be bona fide pur-
February. 1819. •
~ chasers of the property which we claim, here IS a

GUVlER &. .!L. law of our own to decide between us.
'Vs.

LIVINGSTON But again, let us repeat that neither John Gra-
&. AL. • • •

vier nor the defendants are in a situation to Ill-

voke the Roman law above examined. Good
faith is wanting here not merely on one side, hut
on both. John Gravier did not think himself to
be the only heir: neither did the defendants be.
lieve any such thing. John Gravier did not lose
any part of the purchase money, for he has not
received one cent. So the defendants are wel.
come to torture the unfortunate senatus-consul
tum; there is nothing to be squeezed out of it.

But should the court be of opinion that own.
ers by inheritance are entitled to the same pro.
tection as other owners, and that this speedy
mode of stripping them will not do, the defend.
ants have still abundance of means of accomplish.
ing their object. They can plead prescription in
a variety of shapes, and it would be worse than ill
luck, if no one of them should succeed.

The first kind of prescription which the defen.
dants invoke is that, by which our action of parti
tion is said to be barred: an easy and commodi.
ous way of getting rid of this demand, if under
this plea, the defendants should be dispensed, (as
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they would have it) from the disagreeable obli. East'n District.
February, 1819.

gation of proving their possession. ~

The general principle is, that actions of this GRAYlER 8t AI.

kind are barred after a lapse of thirty years, dur. LIVI::~TON
ing which time the estate, or the different parts 8t AL.

of the estate, must have been possessed separate-
ly by the he ir or heirs against whom the parti-
tion is demanded. "Si neanmoins cette jouis-
sance et possession sep tree durait depuis trente
ans ou plus, et que cela se put prouver, soit par
temoins, soit par ecrit, comme par des baux
qu'ils auraient faits chacun separernent des heri-
tages qu'ils possedent separernent ; en ce cas ces
co-heritiers pourraient se maintenir dans cette
possession contre l'action de partage qui serait
intentee contre eux, par la prescription de trente
ans," Pothier, traite de successions, vol. 1, chap.
4, art. 1, sect. Ie , Febrero lays down the same
principles in his treatise de juicios, book 1, chap.
2, sect. r. no 14. But no. 15 he says: "pero
para que la particion se entienda hecha entre
mayores, no se requiere el transcurso de treinta
alios, basta el de diez ; por 10que si los hermanos
despues de 1a muerte de su padre habitan separa-
dos por dicz aiios entre presentes, y veinte entre
ausentes, se presume hecha la division de la he-
rencia paternal, y 10 propio millita quando los
co-herederos, 0 socios, callaron por el referido
respectivo tiempo; y principalmente, si pose.
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East'n District. yeron Ia casas de Ia herencia 0 sociedad I)UeS
February, 1819. '
~ la possession, y su taciturnidud inducen la re-

GRAVIER & AL. ferida presuncion, la qual transfiere en el que
va.

LIVINGSTOS pide la division, la obligacion, y gravamen de
8t.A,I.. b 1'" b dpro ar que no se nao , S111 em argo e que por

ser cosa de hecho, no se presume, r debe pro.
barla quien alega estar hechu." Si los co-he.
rederos callaron por el rcferido tiempo, is relied
on as the only circumstance necessary to bar
the action. We say no; their silence and
your possession are inseparable ingredients to
create the presumption that a partition took
place: and if nothing is shown to the contrary,
the action will be considered as prescribed.
But their silence alone proves not that you have
been in possession the length of time required
by law; and their silence, though coupled with
your possession, will not amount to more than
a presumption that a partition was made, and
will at best throw on us the obligation of pro
ving that it was not, el gravamen de prober
que no se hiz»,

Now, do you prove that you have been in
possession twenty years, and then we shall rebut
the presumption arising therefrom, by showing
that the partition, which you exhibit yourseLves,
is a nullity; or that if valid, it does not include
the property which we claim.

This particular kind of prescription, then,
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far from being advantageous to the defendants East'n District
• '. Pd"'IlW"I, 1il19

will filially be found to reqUIre of them a pos. ~
session of thirty years. So they had better rely GRAVIFR & AT

on the general principles. LlYI~:STOY

According to the general principles in matters & AT"

of prescription, the defendants will do enough,
if they prove twenty years possession with a
just title and good faith.

The title of the present defendants to two
thirds of the batture St. Mary is a sale from
John Gravier executed in March 1804: it is
what the law calls a just title; and so far there
is no 'difficulty. But allowing them to have
been in peaceable possession ever since, with
good faith, that would make but little more than
fourteen years: the balance is to be made up
with the possession of their vendor; but their
vendor had none, or if any, a very short one.

Thus allowing to the defendants a just title,
good faith and uninterrupted possession, they
have not prescribed. We could rest here, and
dispense with any further discussion; but in
duty to our clients, we must not leave unex
plored any of the recesses in which the de
fendants may take refuge. We have supposed
good faith and uninterrupted possession. Good
faith! ! . .• Was it in good faith that John
Gravier soUicited that shameful decree, under
which he expected to strip his co-heirs of their

VOl" VI, 41
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Easf'n District. shares in the common property ? Was it iI1.
l'ebr,'ary, 1819.
~ good faith that he sold to the defendants that

GRAUER &. AL. which he knew did not belong to him? "ras it
'V8.

LIVINGSTON in -good faith that the defendants bought from
&. AL. one heir that which they sm:v to be the property

of several? Was it in good faith that John
Gravier sold, and that the defendants purchased
a tract of land for the possession of which they
knew they should have to contend? Was it in
good faith that John Gravier appeared in a suit
against the city after he had hold his rights to
others? 'Vas it in good faith that the purchas
ers kept concealed during that suit, and that pos
session was given to John Gravier, though he
was no longer the owner? 'Vas it in good faith
that an attempt was made to obtain, from the
court, a judgment for John Gravier alone, as pur
chaser of the batture under the adjudication?
And when the court refused to pronounce upon
that, in the absence of the co-heirs, was it in good
faith, and as sole owners, that John Gravier and
the defendants took possession ?

But suppose that all these mysterious bargains
were carried on in good faith, on the part of John
Gravier as sale owner of the batture, and on the
part of the defendants as convinced that he was,
where is the possession necessary to prescribe?
To begin at the time when Bertrand Gravier
died, who had the possession then? Did J. Gra.
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vier so much as pretend that he had a right to East'n District.
FefJrltary. 181~.

possess, until after he had sold or was about to ~
sell to Messrs. De La Bigarre and Livingston? GRA.VlER & li.

t 'tis.

No: his f rst attcmPt to take possession takes date LIVINGSTON

f hat ti d' h h &; A'.rom t at time. An since t en, w at posses-
sion had the defendants ? Take away the civil
and the natural interruptions by which they have
peen assailed, and what will remain?

But we must beg the pardon of the court; any
reflection on the want of good faith and of pas.
session might have been spared; for atlowing all
that to the defendants, and heaping together all
the days that have passed since John Gravier
made his first attempt to possess, yet they do not
amount to the time required to prescribe.

But the defendants are not yet subdued: they
must try whether they cannot make this a pre
scription of ten ye:lrs, as between present.

John Gravier lived at New-Orleans, and his
co-heirs in France, that is true; they never sent
any agent, nor any power of attorney, nor any
one line of authorisation to any person here,
until the year 18 l7, that is all very true. But
then, as early as 1807, soon after judgment was
rendered for J. Gravier against the city, Mr. Del'.
bigny wrote a consultation, advising the heirs that
a tract of land of considerable value, not compre
hended until then in the inventoried property left
by B. Gravier, had been decreed to be part of
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East'n District. his estate and that should it finally remain so,
February, 1819. ' ,
~ the three fourths of it were theirs. That consul-

GIUYIER & AL. tation was delivered to Mr. Pitot to be forwarded
va.

LIVINGS"l'ON

&.u.
to the heirs; Mr. Pitot wrote to his friend, Mr.
Otard, in Bordeaux, recommending to forward
it ; Mr. Otard probably forwarded it; Mr. Pitot
continued to write to Mr. Otarel, keeping him ad
vised how things went on; Mr. Otard probably
transmitted those informations to the heirs. Now,
could not this be so construed as to shew that the
heirs w re represented here? True, they had no
agents; but then they had some kind of nego
tiorum gestores, gentlemen, who volunteered
their services with the odious intention to pre
vent them from being plundered. Could not
these obnoxious gentlemen be considered as the
representatives of the co-heirs of John Gravier,
ever since their criminal communication? Per
haps they might; the defendants have already
done wonders; could they but perform this one
more, and their prize is safe, But no ; it is not;
f~r they cannot even complete ten years of peace~
able possession, nay, of any kind of possession.

We have now done with the discussion of
what we think to be the only points of any con.
sequence in this case. Rut before we close, one
more observation is necessary. The defendants
after having alledged a title to the whole of the
batture, under a sale from John Gravier, have
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thought fit to produce a sale only of two thirds East'n District.
, Februarp, 1819.

SO that J. Gravier appears not to have divested ~
himself of the other third. If this be a finesse GUAVn.R & AL.

, 'VB.

to shew that all the proprietors of the batture are LIVINGSTON
&.u•.

not parties to this suit, and that no partition can
be decreed, we are willing to meet it with our
common sense. Whether John Gravier has sold
only his share, or more than his share, or the
whole, is a matter which we deem unim port
ant. He had a right to sell only his fourth, and
so far we admit his sale to be good, and to have
placed the defendants in his stead. In the two
thirds, then, or in the whole, that share is includ,
ed ; let the court allow the defendants that fourth,
and the other three fourths to us, and decree the
partition. If Jaim Gravier comes in afterwards,
and claims his pretended third, we will debate
the matter with him.

Livingston for the defendants., The plaintiffs
alledge that they are the heirs of Bertrand Gra.
vier for three fourths of his estate; that John
Gravier their co-heir for the remaining fourth
sold his undivided portion in a part of the estate,
called the batture, to the present defendants
-that they wish no longer to hold in common and
therefore pray a partition.

The defendants deny the right of action; and
make title to the whole under a sale from John
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East'n District. Gravier, to whom they aUedge the whole estate
February, 1819.
~ of Bertrand was legally adjudicated, by the

GRAn~~. & AL. sentence of a competent tribunal; and they rely
LIVINGSTO:'l' on the said sentence as res [udicata.

& n.
Whether the plaintiffs can try their title by an

action in the present form and agrinst the present
defendants, will be afterwards discussed.

If they can, it must be supported by making
good one of their allegations:

1. "That the premises were, not included 111

the adjudication."
~. "That the adjudication is void."

I. To shew that it wa s not included, they
say th.it it is no where found eo nomine, either in
the inventory, the appraisement, or the adj udica,
tion.

To this we answer: that the premises being
part of the plantation, there was no more neces.
sity for its being specified than for the insertion
of the Rice field... the Cypress swamp, or any
other of its component parts.

Great precautions) were taken, as some of the
heirs were absent, that all the estate of the de.
ceased should be inventoried. After the appoint
ment "of a person." as is stated in the decree
who may represent them, and take such steps as
arc consistent with law, the lieutenant-govenor
Vidal is appointed to take the inventory, h~
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I

proceeds to do it in person in the presence of the Easr'n District.
Februarq, 1819.

attorney for the absentees, the heir who was ~
present, the deputy of the depository general, and GRAvn:R & AI..

the sworn interpreter-after a most minute LIVI~:STOJ!l
enumeration of the most insignificant articles, & ....L.

they come to the real estate ; and the plantation
is thus described:

., The lands of the plantation the quantity (ex
tension) of which can not immediately be calcu.
lated, because many lots have been sold; but
Nicholas Gravier informs us that its boundaries
go to the border of the bayou, according to the
title deeds."

If the premises then formed a part of the
plantation (and it seems conceded that they did)
how can a doubt be entertained that they are
Included in this general description of the whole?

The inventory being furnished, and the pre
mises thus included in it, John Gravier, presents
a petition praying that witnesses may be inter
rogated, in order to know whether there is any
property not included in the inventory. One of
them is Nicholas Grcoier, (the same person who,
as agellt of Bertrand Gravier, had shortly before
sold different parts of the batture to Foucher, to
Girod, to Wilts, to Escot i) who consequently
knew that the batture was part of the estate of
Bertrand Gravier; yet he declares on oath that
he knew of no other property than that inven .
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:East'n District. toried. The deduction is irresistible, that he
February. 1819. •
~ must have considered the batture as included III

GlUVIER & AL. the general description of [he plantati .m.
LIVI~:STON After the inventory, the defender of the absent
~~. heirs and John Gravier, join in a petition for the

appraisement of the property, and each names
two appraisers; and they four an umpire.

This is ordered. The appraisers are sworn,
and they proceed to the execution of their duty.
In the performance of it, after estimating the per.
sonal, they come to the real estate, here they be
gin with the buildings-they estimate separately
two lots, and the whole of the rest of the planta,
tion is thus described:

I' About 13 arpents of land, at which the plan.
tation is computed, including the garden, from
which the most useful part in front is taken off
the rest consisting of the lowest part bounded by
very bad fences; the side being sold to Don Jose
Navarro, one Percy and the negro Jamba, a por.

\ tion of the best. Which arpents with the 12 ne .
, gro cabins, the appraisers estimate at 190 dollars
" the front acre."

,

I wailed, at first, into a false translation of this
passage, from adopting without sufficient exami.
nation that of the plaintiffs. They translate ser
randose, "growing narrower towards the depth."

\ The word ought to be, and probably is, in the
original, cerrandose, which signifies inclosed. The
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word" serrar," means to saw. " Dermr," to East'n District,
b d fi inos circumscrib February, 1819.oun, nes, termtnos ctrcumscrt ere." Dictiona. ~
rY of the Spanish academy. GRAVIER 8t AI..

VB.

On the petition ofGravier, and by the consent LxVINGSTO.

of a Guinault, who gives his reasons why it would 8< A.1o.

be in his opinion, beneficial to his clients; the go.
verner decrees, " that in consideration of the con.
sent of a GuinauIt, defender of the absent heirs; the
estate real and personal, and slaves which have
been inventoried as belonging to the deceased Ber-
trand Graoier, who has died intestate. are ad.
judged to John Gravier for the price of the ap
praisement, in which are included the cattle, un-
der the security which is proposed, and under the
obligation of paying the creditors what shall ape
pear to be due to them and to his other co-heirs
the parts that shall belong to them." And he
directs that as 80011 as the security to this effect
is given, the property shall be delivered to John
Gravier by the depository general.

This is done ; and the whole of the property is
delivered to John Gravier by that officer.

With these documents before us the solution
of the first question is easy-all the estate real
and personal of the deceased, which was inuento:
ried, is adjudged.

What was inventoried?
All the lands of the plantation, except the lots

that were sold-the premises in question formed
VOL. VI, 4Q
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cation, they must also be included in the ap-.. --
praisernent, because, the adjudication refers to
that for the price. This would be true if no other
consideration had existed for the adjudication,
but the price of the appraisement. But as one
other and important condition, is annexed, that
of satisfying all the creditors, the adjudication
would operate upon the premises, even if they
had been altogether omitted in the appraisement.
But they are not :-They are there included in
the residue of the plantation, after deducting the
lots sold.

Jt is a mistake to say, that all the lots of which
the faubourg consisted, were sold and excluded
from the general description: by an inspection
of the map it will be found that the number of
lots numbered on the map, amounts to about three
hundred; those not numbered to perhaps as many
more : in all at least 500 lots.

In the record in this cause -will be found an
account of the sales, made by Bertrand Gravier,
They amount to an hundred and six, or only one
fifth part of the portion of land laid out into lots
-therefore, all the others are included in, and
have been held and sold by John Gravier un
der the general words of the adjudication-in

East'n District. a part of the plantation-therefore they were in-
February, 1819. '
~ eluded in the adjudication.

GR"VIER & AL. But it is said, in order to pass by the adjudi-
'V8.

LIVINGSTON

& AI ..
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the record are some of the sales made by John East!n District.
February, 1819.

Gravier after the death of'B. Gravier, There are in ....,....,....,
the account 177-but 71 are lots conveyed by Ni- GRAVIER & AL.

'VB.

cholas Gravier to Sarpy, out of the 89, which are LIVINGSTON
&J.L.

contained in the account as being conveyed by B.
Gravier to him.

The plantation is computed at 13 arpents,
whereas, according to measurement, by the map.
it is said to contain upwards of fifteen-if;his be
so, what is the result? The most unfavorable to
the purchaser would be, that he should pay for
the surplus acres. But, as the whole plantation
was sold, and the error is only in the computa
tion, the sale could never be avoided, even were
the property still in Gravier's hands, but most
clearly cannot in those of a bona fide purchaser.

If this should be alleged, in order to shew that
the 13 arpents were intended to be taken behind
the part, laid out as a faubourg, it is defeated by
either of the following:

First : that the description arpents de face,
when applied to a plantation having no other
boundary designated, uniformly is construed to
carry the plantation to the river, and it is neither
candid nor well founded to say that, in any other
cause, the defendant has contended for a contra.
ry doctrine-he has always said, that where there
was a sale giving a road, a street or a particular
line as a limit, the general words could never car.
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East'n District. ry the grant beyond that limit· but where the
February, 1819. '
~ land was not an offer limitatus they would-now,

GRAVIER & AI.. here, there are no words of limit, no road or'V,.
LIVIJ,'iGSTOlf other front boundary designated; therefore the

&. .4.L. words" de frente" relate to the river.
Second: the computation of the 13 arpents

(tho' erroneous) can be no proof that they were
to be located behind the faubourg, because only
one fifth of that faubourg, was then sold., and it is
not contended, I believe, that all the farm which
was unsold was not included in the adjudication.

Third; the 13 arpents intended in the appraise.
ment, could not have been situated behind the
faubourg, because the dwelling house, magazins
and other outhouses, were situated on these 13
arpents; and the garden and negro cabins are ex
pressly included within them. If these objects
therefore ate found near the front of the suburb,
clearly the land that includes them, cannot be
wholly behind it. It will be recollected that there
are two maps before the court; one, of the fau

bourg as it was first laid out, containing only :3
streets parallel to the river, the other, with the
addition that was afterwards made. On the first
of these maps, the surveyor has placed a note of
reference to the house, magaaiues, garden, out.
houses and cab bins ; we should, therefore, by
this means know the exact situation of these ob,
jects, and trusting to this, no parol evidence was
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Produced of the fact if on inspection it had not East'n District.
, February. 1819.

been discovered after the trial, that the surveyor ~
had omitted to mark the letters of reference on GRAVIER & All,

"'8.
the correspondent parts of the plan; enough how. LIVINGSTON

. h c Th f & n.ever, IS sewn lor our purpose. e note 0

reference proves, that the house, outhouses and
garden were situated, somewhere on the ground
delineated by that plan; that is, somewhere with.
in the 3 streets of the faubourg nearest the river.
The land, therefore, that included them could not
lie behind it-again, if the court think they have
no right to take notice of the notoriety of the
fact that Gravier's house and buildings were si.
tuated in the very front part of the first plan of
the suburb, they mar infer the exact situation of
some of them, from the names of the streets
Rue Grauier passing by his house-Rue des Ma.
gasins from the buildings of that description can.
tained in the inventory-and Rue du Camp from
the negro camp which lay somewhat remote from
the house in that quarter.

Fourth: we must iook for the 13 arpents some.
where, where there have been sales made on the
side: the appraisement says, that a part of the
side has been sold to Jose Navarro, Percy, and
the negro Samba: now, on the map we find no
delineation of such sales behind the faubourg;
though we shall see several divisions in the plan
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ventory is of the lots sold-" the whole planta
tion las tierras de esta habitacion is put in the in
ventory, of which the extent cannot be calculated
immediately." Why? Because many lots were
sold. The evident intention, therefore, was to
put in the inventory, all the part of the planta
tion which remained after deducting the lots that
were sold. But the batture formed a part of the
plantation, the batture had not been sold-there.
fore the batture was included in the inventory,
and forming a part of the plantation, was apprais..
ed with it. Exactly the same idea is expressed
in the appraisement. "13 Acres of land at which
are computed those (the lands) of this plantation,
including that (the land) of the garden; from
which (the plantation) is taken away the most
useful part in front, the remainder consisting of
the lowest part, &c." The remainder after what ~

After deducting what was taken off by sales.
The batture was always a remainder, because it
was not sold. And observe that the most useful
part only of the front is said to be taken off.
There was then some part of the front not so use
ful which remained. That part is the premises
in question. I must here guard the court against

East'n District. that answer this description if we locate them as
Feb"ltary. 1819.
~ they ought to be in the front.

GRAVI~~. & AL. Fifth: they could not be situated behind the
LIVINGSTOlf faubourg, because the only exception in the in.

&.u;.
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an evident error in the translation of this appraise. East'n District.
'. • • Februarq, 1819.

ment, m the plaintiffs' brief, P: 21, where the ~
words de la qual se quito are translated « from GRAVIER &; .!.L.

V8.

which is cut off," it means taken away; evident. LIVINGSTON

Iy referring to the sale which alone could takeit &;AL.

away, cut off on the contrary might apply to the
separation by a road. Again," consistiendo e1
sobrante en 10 mas bajo," is rendered " so that
nothing remained of it but the low ground,"
changing totally the phrasealogy, so as to get rid
of the substantive "10 sobrante" and with it, if
they can, of the idea of a " residue" which na-
turally leads to enquire what was taken away in
order to know what was left.

But, say the plaintiffs, the premises could not
have been intended to be included in the inven.
tory and appraisement, because they were con.
sidered by the government as public property ;
and its officers would not have permitted any in
ventory to be made that should have included
iliem. -

To this, 1 answer, and I think, conclusivelv ,
that if I have proved that they were on a fair
construction of the words, in point of fact, actu
ally included, no evidence to be sought for out
of that act shall be permitted to have any weight,
particularly when the premises have passed into
third hands. This is forbidden by the Civil
Code, and may have influenced the judge in his
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East'n District. rejection of Mr. Lafon's testimony, whom we
February, 1819. •
~ offered to prove that, being one of the appraisers,

GRAVIER 8t AL. he had considered the batture as included in the
'Va.

J,.IVINGSTON estimation.
8t AI.. If the plaintiffs had alledged that the premise,

were actually public property, th-y might be al
lowed to prove the acts, tending to shew it to be
such. But let it be remembered, that their ac
tion can only be sustained by shewing it to be
part of the estate of Bertrand Gravier ; and that
they wish from circumstances not contained in
the act to infer the conclusion that the parties
intended something that they have not express
ed; in other words, to prove something beyond
the contents of the deed, if not something con
trary to it, which the law will not allow.

If1 sell my plantation generally, shall my heir
be permitted to shew by parol testimony, that a
part of it was reserved, even if I had made such
reservation expressly at the time ?-certainly they
would not; but if the reservation is only inferred
from other circumstances, does it make the case
stronger or the testimony more legal? on the
contrary it must make it weaker, and shew the
impropriety of the testimony more strongly.

The case of Segur and Marigny is in point
Segur sold to Marigny his plantation, of which
a portion had been long in the occupation of the
king with the old French fortifications; and this
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part, together with some additional angles were East'n District.
February, 1819.

occupied by the new works of the baron Caron- ~
delet. In the sale, Segur reserved what had been GRA.nER & .H

'Vs.

taken off by baron Carondelet, saying nothing of LIVINGSTON

the rest. \Vhen the fortifications \V ere destroy. & A.It.

ed, Marigny took possession of the ground occu-
pied by them: and Segur brought his suit, as well
for the part contained in the old fortification, as
for that taken by the baron for the new.-But he
recovered only the part he had expressly reserv-
ed, the court refusing to listen to any arguments
of the plaintiff tending to shew that the ground
could not have been intended to be included ill
the sale, because it was possessed by and SUppOSe

ed to belong to the crown at the time of the sale.
They said the only enquiry was, whether it Was

a part of the plantation: if it was, and had not
been expressly reserved as the Spanish fortifica-
tions were, then it must pass by the general
words with the rest of the plantation.

Thus, here the batture is included in the gr
neral words, "las tierras de esta habitacion," and
no parol proof ought to have been offered or call
be considered, tending to shew that it was not
intended to be included in the adjudication. If
that species, of proof, however, were proper, we
offered the most certain, that of the only surviv
ing appraiser, to prove that when he fixed the va
lue on the plantation, he considered the batture'

V0~ -'0 43
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East'n District. as forming a part of it. This proof was overrul.
February, 1819.
~ ed and on reflection, I think, with-justice. But

GBAVIER &. AL. it would be odd indeed to refuse the testimony"
'V$. '

LIVINGSTOlf of the agent as to his intent, when you look for it
&. At. in the opinion of others, in relation to that very

intent. The only legal rule is to examine the in.
strurnent itself, and its words, I think, are con
clusive.

But if the enquiry should be deemed legal and
proper, let us examine what has been the result.

It was not intended, say the plaintiffs to in.
elude the batture :.first, because the Spanish go.
vernment considered it public property, and
would not have suffered it to be inventoried as a
part of a private estate.

This they say is proved by the orders issued
by Carondelet and Gayoso, to destroy the build.
ings erected on the premises, and by the refusal
to permit Girod and others to improve it. lfthe
government and the Cabildo thought the soil of
this land belonged to the public, the plaintiffs
must acknowledge that this opinion was errone
ous ; because if this were a just opinion, then it
belongs yet to the public; and the U. States, not
the present plaintiffs would have a right to recov
er it from me. If however, they thought, that
though the land belonged to Gravier, the public
was entitled to the use of it for the purpose of
navigation, until it was enclosed by a levee, then
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their opinion would have been a legal and that East'n District.
, , February, 1819.

which the plaintiffs must acknowledge to be the .....,...,-....
true one.-Now when we can account for the GRAVIER &. AI.

, t 'VB.

acts of public functionaries in two ways; one' LIVINGSTOlf
&. ,oI.L.

which attributes to them leg-al. and the other il
legal motives; we cannot hesitate which to pre
fer. The governor and Cabildo by these acts in
relation to the building upon and outside of the
levee, only enforced the general law, forbidding
any building there. which might be injurious to
the free navigation of the river. The people who
saw only the act, would naturally conclude that
it was an assertion of title; and thus many of the
witnesses who were ignorant of the distinction
between the use and the right of property, con
cluded that the soil itself was claimed by the go.
vernment, whose acts only tended to secure th~

use of it to the public.
On the other hand, we find governor Caronde

let in 1794, long after the suburb was laid out,
directing Bertrand Gravier to repair the levee,
afterwards requesting his permission to make use
of it, as a place to lay up the royal. masts ; and
after Bertrand's death, addressing a similar reo
quest of John Gravier. This testimony is high.
ly important, not only to destroy the inference
drawn by the plaintiffs from the governor's acts;
but as shewing expressly that the governor at
least, thought at that per~,)d that the batture was
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~"st'n District. included in the adj udication and had become the-
Februaru, 1819. ,
~ property of John Gravier.

GRAVT~:. & AL. That the opinion of its being public property,
LIVINGSTON was not common to all the officers of govern.

&; AL.

ment, nor to all the inhabitants, is evident by the
purchases made of part of the batture by Fouch.
er, Girod, and others; and by these sales being
publicly passed in the office of the notary of the
government, Mr. Foucher, indeed, says ex.press.
ly, that he was ordered by the baron de Caron
d< let to make the road, because he had bought
the batture, and that for this reason, he thinks if
he had had the funds for the purpose he might
have improved the property without opposition.

I conclude, therefore, that the acts of the Span.
ish officers do not, as is supposed, shew that they
thought the premises were public property; that,
on the contrary, the facts disclosed by the de.
fendants testimony are inconsistent with any such
opinion on their part; but that both may be reo
conciled by supposing, as we ought in common
justice to suppose, that those officers were ac.
quainted with the law which acknowledged the
property to be in Gravier, but gave the use of it,
in its then situation, to the public.

It is next said, that we cannot believe the bat.
ture to have been included in the estimation,
which amounts to 2400 dollars only, when they
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have proved that the batture alone was at that East'n District.
, February, 1819.

time, worth four times that sum. ~

First let us settle the fact. What is the proof GRAVIF.R & AJ;.
, V8.

of the then value, now before the court ? LlVI~GSTOJl"

Several witnesses have been examined to ~tate & AL.

their opinion on the subject, and several of them
have stated that they think it would have been
worth 10,000 dollars. But this testimony must
be received, from the nature of it, with great cau-
tion.-The period referred to is more than twen-
ty years since-the property has continually been
increasing both in extent, importance and value,
and is now worth an immense sum. It is difficult
even for the most dispassionate individual to say
now what were his ideas of this land at a remote
period when it attracted little attention, and when
he had no interest in fixing a value on it-but
when we add to this difficulty the consideration
that the most angry passions have, for fifteen
years been excited by the different contests rela.
ti ve to this property, there will be no difficulty in
supposing that these passions may have impress.
ed on the minds of very honest men, false ideas
of the value when looking back to any given pea
riod.

Fortunately we have better grounds for our
judgment of the true value at that day, than opin.
ions formed now, of so fleeting a thing as the va
lue of land, during a period of twenty years. We
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F..ast'n District. have the best materials-the price that was ac
FelJrllary. 1819.
.~ tuallv given. Gravier sold many of his front
SllAVIER & ll. lots-the deeds are before the court. Some he

V$.

L!VJ~~STOl!l' sold with the batture in front of them; others
& .'1,. without it. .If we find any mater ial augmenta.

tion of price in the consideration of those sales,
where it is included, it will be just to put that
augmentation to the score of the batture-if there
be none, the fair inference is that then it had no
value: in other words, that the cost of reclaim.
ing it from the river would have been as much,
or more, than the value, when it was done. And
this we shall find most conclusively to be the case.

On the 22d of March, 1794, Bertrand Gra.
vier sells to Girod a lot for 350 dollars, without
including the batture-on the 12th of April of the
same year, he sells him an adjoining lot of the
same dimensions, expressly including the batture
in front, for the same price of 350 dollars. And
about the same time, he sells to Escott, to
'Viltz, with the batture, for the same price, 350
dollars; and by another conveyance of the same
date a smaller lot of 39 feet front to Girod, for
233 dollars, all including the batture. Now this
price of 350 dollars (which appears to have been
current at that time for the lots indifferently, with
or without the batture) is somewhat less than the
value some years before, as appears by the deed
to M.r. St. Jean, adjoining Girod's purchase, page
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90; to Mr. Vessier, 89; in each of which 1950 East'n District.
• February, 1819.

dollars was gIven for 240 feet front, or four lots, ~
without the batture, so that property seem to GRAVIER & n.

'VB.

have been falling instead of rising in price, about LIVINGSTOlI:
• &H, '

that period.
It may be said, perhaps, that the testimony of

Mr. Foucher contradicts these facts; but, in
truth, it does not. He purchased better than
three lots, 185 feet, for one thousand dollars with
the batture-now this is something less than, as
we have seen, was the price of front lots about
the same time, with or without the batture. It
is true, he says, that two or three hundred dollars
was the relative price of the batture in this trans
action; but this kind of testimony is, from its
nature, uncertain-what is certain, is, that the
whole three lots were sold en masse, with the
batture, for the usual price of three lots alone,
without designating how much was given for the
lots, and how much for the batture-and what
were the loose declarations and chafferings be
tween buyer and seller as to the value of parti
cular parts of the property, cannot now be en
quired into or ascertained.

On the subject of value, we have also another
criterion to judge by, resulting from the experi
ment made by Mr. Girod: he says that his bro
ther undertook to fill up one of the lots on the
batture, at a place where, according to all the tes-
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East'n District. timony it was most practicable; and that he was
February, 1819. '
~ obliged to put on it 7 or 8000 loads of earth.

GRAVIJ!R 8< AI.. Now this at the lowest estimate of the labor,
",s. "

LlVINGSTOY would bring the lot to more than the price at
8< AI.. which a front lot. which wanted no filling up,

could be purchased; no prudent man then, would
have given any thing for it, unless he could have
foreseen the natural and political changes which
have encreased its value-that value, then can
raise no presumption that it was not included in
the appraisement or adjudication, because it has
been proved to have been very trifling.

The plaintiffs are mistaken in supposing that
we claim the batture as an appendage to the
plantation; we claim it as an inherent part. No
authorities are necessary to inform this court that
alluvions are incorporated with, and become a
part of the original soil, as much as the annual
growth of a tree is incorporated with and forms
part of the ancient stock. We have said that the
right of alluvion is accessory; but that the allu
vion, when formed, is a constituent part, and
when the lands of a plantation were adjudged,
every part of these lands went with it.

"But the batture cannot be included in the
adjudication of the farm, because it was separated
by lots which had been sold, from the rest of the
plantation." Admit, for a moment, this fact.
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which I shall presently disprove: let us examine East'!) District,
Februaru, 1819.

what effect the argument ought to have-s-Gra. ~
vier had a plantation, out of which he sold a line GllHlUl & n.

7'8.

of lots extending through the breadth of it ; at LHlim"'"l'

his death all his property is directed to be illYen. 1', .AI.

toried, and the officers who make it say, ., we put
in the inventory the lands of this plantation, of
which we do not know the quantity, because rna.
ny lots have been sold." Is there not here an
intent, well and clearly expressed, of putting in
the inventory all the plantation, excepting only
what was sold? Afterwards, when the articles
inventoried come to be appraised, can we SlIp-

?()se that the appraisers intended to exclude from
:he appraisement any part of what had bet n in.
ventoried ? If we cannot suppose any such in.
ent, we must believe that by the expression,
'about thirteen arpents of land at which that
:viz. the land] of the plantation is computed,"
hey intended to gi ve an idea of the whole farm:
nd when they say, "of which the most useful
iart has been taken in front, they meant to ex.
lude the lots sold, but certainly to appraise the
est. The adjudication then closes the trunsac.
ion and gives to Gravier all that had been inoen-
iried, at the price of the estimation, and under
he further obligation of paying the debts of the
state. No matter then, what division Bertrand
iravier had made in his lifetime, of the planta

VOL vr. 14
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llast'n District. tion; what parcels he had carved out of it; in
Peb'·l"",!!. 1819.
~ what direction they lay; or how they cut the

GRAVIER 8< AL. farm; it is inventoried except the parts scld , it
'V8.

LIV INGSTON is estimated by a computation of the number of
8< AL. acres, and no part of it being excepted but the

part sold, all the rest is adjudicated. It is dis
ingenously asserted that all the lots unsold in the
suburb, are separately appraised, and are not in
cluded in the general words of the sale.-An in
spection of the map., the record, and the appraise
ment will shew the unfounded nature of this as
sertion. By the map near six hun-Ired lots will
be found to have been laid out in the faubourg j

by the record the number sold by Bertrand Gra.
'Vier amounts only to 107; and by the appraise.
ment only two Jots are up ,ratdy valued, ("xcep
those sold to Nicholas Gravier in trust, whicl
trust was not discovered until the first inventor)
was closed. These lots were then inventoriet
for the reasons I have stated: that they came un
der the exception in the inventory.-They wer
actuaLly sold, and therefor, did not pass by th
general words. But the batture was never sold
and therefore did pass.-All the other lots, e~

cept the 107 sold by Bertrand Gravier, and tIl
two specially inventoried, passed by the gener
words to John Gravier, and have been sold or al
now held by him.

The plaintiffs have said that the adjudicatic
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is a kind of partition, and that a partition is liken. East'n District.
Febr,/(J ". 1819.

ed to a sale-be it so. The inventory, appraise. ~
ment and adjudication then together form an act GRA.ViLlt lit AL,

of sale-put it in this shape and 1 will venture LlVI:;~TON

to affirm that not an individual who is at all con- & AL.

versant with our customs and laws, can have a
doubt on this case.-I have a plantation, part of
which I have disposed of in lots; and I sell to
A. B. the lands of my plantation, of which I can-
not calculate exactly the contents, because I
have sold many lots; but I estimate the rest at
about thirteen arpents, which consists of the low.
er part, a part of the best being taken off in front;
which thirteen arpents I sell for 190 dollars the
l'i)·1t acre, amounting to 2470 dollars-Is there
a <rrbunal in the state, I say, which at any time
(more especial!y after 20 years) would listen to
my heirs w ho should claim any part of the farm,
no matter where or how situated, as not being
included in the sale? Mistakes in the computa,
tion of the contents give rise to other actions;
but none would lie in the present instance where
the whole was sold under an approximate calcu.
lation of the contents. At any rate it could only
lie for the value of the additional number ofacres.

II. But, say the plaintiffs, the adjudication is
void-and therefore it cannot avail you, even if
the premises be included in it.
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E,~t'n District. Before I examine what are the reasons they al
February, 1819.
~ ledge to prove this nullity, it will be proper to

GRAvn:R &. AL. examine whether the court can listen to the alle-
"1:'8.

LIVINGRTON gation, however well supported.
&. AL. The distinction between judgments that are

null and those that are only unjust, need not be
enlarged on. The one, sars Febrero, I. S, c. 1,
s 4, P: 496, is called so when it is given against
the form and solemnity prescribed by law-the
other (the unjust) is that which is given against
the right of the parties.

'1 he unjust sentence must be appealed from.
That which is null may be avoided, either by

an action of nullity, or by exception when it is
pleaded.

But if attempted to be avoided in either way,
either by action or exception, it must be litigated
with the party to the original suit. (Febr. ubi

• supra, no. 503) "previniendo 10 primero que la
nullidad se ha de controverter en contradictorio
juicio con audiencia del colitiganti." This is irn
portant and destroys the plaintiffs exception, as
opposed to the present defendant. Within the
pr.oper time they might have brought their suit
against Gravier, to declare the judgment null ;
or if Gravier pleaded the judgment they might
nllcdge the nullity by way of exception. But as
to third persons that exception can never be
made, for this reason, that 110 one but the origi.
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nal party can be supposed capable of defending East'n District.
• • February, 1819.

the Judgment; and the law, very wisely, will not ~
permit his dearest interests to be discussed be- GRAVlEn &; AL.

V8.

tween strangers. Among the many causes of LIVINGSTOIlf

nullity enumerated in the books is bribing the &; AL.

judge Would any court permit a discussion of
this charge in the absence of the party against
whom it is made? Would they impose the ne-
cessity lIpon every person who had purchased
under a judgment to defend it against such an
allegation? The answer is contained in the au-
thority I have quoted. The nullity of the judg-
ment must first be pronounced in a suit to be
brought against the original party.

" Every sentence, says Febr, ubi supra, no.
494, has in its favor the presumption that it has
been given according to the form prescribed by
law, with a knowledge of the cause and by a law
ful judge, with pruper jurisdiction, especially if
he be a superior judge; and if it be an ancient
one, the presumption is increased that it has been
preceded by all the necessary requisites and so
lemnities of essence and substance." This is
the language of common sense; and the corolla
ry from these positions is, that every sentence,
more especially an ancient one, must have its full
effect until reversed; which, as we have seen,
must be either by appeal, if it be unjust, or by
action or exception of nullity, if it be void .. and
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East'n District. in either case in opposition to the orizinal party.
Februaru, 1819. tl

~ ., Quod nullum est nullum potest habere ef.
GRA-VIER &. AL. fcctum" is not true as respects judgments; ~ ve.

'V8.

LIVINGSTON

&. AL.
ry sentence being, in this respect, voidable <)I1Iy
and not void, since all sentences are valid until
rescinded, and since a sentence which is called
void may be made valid by the assent of the par.
ties (Febr. 495) which could not be were it to
tally void.-The first proces':i then, where a judg
ment stands in the W,l)', is to pray its rescision ;
but not to proceed as if it did not exist.

The passions and interests of suitors would
lead to endless litigation, if care were not taken
to put a period to discussion by a sentence which,
after a proper lapse of time, must be final. The
authority of the res judicata, therefore, became
sacred in the civil law. It was guarded by fixing
the period for appeals against the allegation of
injastice , and a limit of 60 days was also fixed
for the charge of nullity brought against the es·
sence of the sentence. A distinction was, how.
ever, made by the law (3 part. 26, laws 3, 4, and
5,) between notorious nullities and those which
were not of that description: the first being avoid.
able at every period; the others being barred by
the lapse of 60 days. A nice discrimination was
also drawn by the ingenuity of the lawyers be
tween the suit to avoid a sentence, and the ex.
ception to avoid it when it was pleaded in bar.
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They made or applied a maxim" qua: temporalia East'n District.
February, 1819

sunt ad prosequendum, sunt perpetua ad excipi- ~
endum ;" and they said that though a suit in nul. GlIAVI~~.& AL.

lity was barred, yet, when opposed as a bar the LIVINGSTOW

nullity might be shewn any time; and by virtue &',AL.

of this law and this distinction, the door of liti-
gation was kept constantly 0ptn,

To avoid the manifest evils arising from this
state of things, a law was passed (Recop. de Cas.
tile, lib. 4, tit. 17, law 2.) which declares " si
alguno alegare contra la sententia que es uinguna,
puedelo decir hasta sesenta dias desde el dia que
jucre dada la setencia, i si en los sesenta dias no
10 dixera no sea oido sobre esta razon; &c. y
este po: que los p.'eytos ayan fin.

This law would seem to put an end, after the
expiration of 60 days, to every attempt to al
ledge any nullity, whether notorious or other.
wise, whether by action or by exception. Ne
ver were words more clear or precise, or better
calculated to remedy the evil growing out of the
abuse of the distinction in the partidas or the in.
genious device of the lawyers. "Ningun," no
party, whether plaintiff or defendant, ,. alegara"
shall alledge, in any way, whether by action or
exception-and to avoid all cavil about notice of
the sentence, the limitation of 60 days, is to be
gin from the time in which the sentence is " giv.
en." How the plaintiffs can expect that the court
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East'n District. will listen to their exception in the face of this
February, ~819.

~ positive and express statute, I really cannot well
GBAVIER & AI.. imagine.

'Vs. '

LIVINGSTON There is one case, however, in which equity
& AI.. ld . I' f the riwou seem to reqUIre some re axation a t .ie rr.

gorous words of this law. But that case is not
the plaintiffs: and even were it presented, I know
of no power in this court to dispense with the
positive words of a law. in favor of what they
might deem its spirit: a mode of decision which
they are expressly forbidden by our code to pur.
sue. The case I suppose entitled to equitable
relief is the very extraordinary, and perhaps im
possible one, of a judgment against a person who
was never cited, and WJlO had no information of
the judgment or proceedings, until the limitation
bad expired. Here equity might, perhaps, be re
quired to come to his relief; but the utmost that
even the most liberal equity could do, would be
to place him in the situation he would have been
in, had he received notice of the sentence when
it was given, by giving him the sixty days. Rut
this I repeat is not the case of the plaintiffs. If
the court could give relief against the words of
the statute, would they do it in this case? "That
is the plaintiffs equity? Is not this, on the con
trary, precisely such a case as the law intended
to bar? A plain statement of their conduct will
answer the question.
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Bertrand Gravier died in 1797. They reside East'n Dlstrict.
, FtbrualJl' 1819.
111 or near Bordeaux, a sea port which communi ~
cates more than any other with this country. Yet, GRAVIER & At.

1.18.

from that time until 1807, we hear no more of LIVIC'<GSTOS

h 1 if h ,. &ALtern, t ran 1 t ey were not 111 existence , yet,
the death of their brother must have been known
to them; yet, they must have made some enquiry
into his succession, and must have heard of the
disposition of his property, and more probably
still they must have been minutely informed of
it, as soon as the communication was opened by
the peace of Amiens, from their attorney, M.
Guinault: I say their attorney, because he was as
much so, being appointed by the court, as if he
had been named by the parties-he was sworn to
do his duty, and an important part of that duty
was to communicate the decree to his clients.
Every officer shall be presumed to have done his
duty until the contrary appears. If the sheriff,
whose duty it is to serve process, shall return
that he served a citation; and judgment is given
against the defendant by default-he cannot avoid
the judgment, but has his relief against the offi.
eel': because the court will suppose every officer
to have done his duty. On the same ground, it
is but fair to argue that Mr. Guinault did his
duty, and gave the notice in time. Still the par-
ties are silent for eleven years. Then we know
that notice was sent them-a gentleman, high at

VOL. VI. 45
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East'n District. the bar and now on this bench, gave them full
F~rllmy, 1819. •
~ and minute information (see piffs. case 33) of the

GRAVI~~ & AL. value of the property and their claims to it. This
LIV1NGSrON

&; AL.
opinion was given to, and forwarded by the gen.
tlernan who now acts as attorney in fact for the

plaintiffs, end in that quality has signed the appeal
bound for them; I mean judge Pitot, who, about

that time, beg-an a very active correspondence
with a M, Otard of Bordeaux, who wrote to him
every two or three months, in behalf of the plain.
tiffs, during the ten years that have since elapsed

-and in 1817 two powers of attorney come out
from the different plaintiffs, one directed to judge
Derbigny, who has since transferred it to judge
Pitot; the other to judge Pitot himself, who now

acts as the attorney in fact for all. These pow.
ers arrived in October 1817, and the suit is
brought in April 1818. Now, let us date from

any of the periods above mentioned, the presump
tive notice from their attorney, at the time of the
sentence, 21 years ago ~ the transmission of Mr.

Derbigny's opinion eleven years since , or the
authentic and notarial evidence of notice contain
ed in the powers of attorney, and the shortest and

most favorable of these periods gives more than
three times the limitation contained in the law.
Therefore there is no equity, arising from their
want of notice of their rights (if any they have,)
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that would induce the court to dispense with the East'n District.
February, 1819.

words of the law} if they could do so. ~

Is there any from the motives of their silence? GRAVIER & U.

It is in evide~ce that one of the defendants has, LIVl;~·RTO.
£01' twelve years past, been exerting himself to as~ & AlA

sert the title of Bertrand Gravier to this proper-
ty; that he has had to contend against the inter-
est, the passions and the prejudices of the com.
munity in which he lives , against the efforts of
the territorial government, and the oppressive ex-
ertions of the executive power of the Union; that
in the contest his fortune was sacrificed, his bus-
iness lost, and his life repeatedly exposed to im-
minent danger from popular resentment During
the whole course of this struggle, not a word is
heard of the cl.iims of the heirs in France. The
period was not arrived; the time was not "pro-
pice," according to the expressive phrase of their
agent, to assert their rights-when however that
disgraceful scene of oppression had closed; when
perseverance, the justice of my cause, and the in
dependence of the judiciary had restored me to
my rights; then, it might be supposed, the most
timid claimant might venture to appear; the most
unreasonable might be satisfied with the extent
of sufferings, sacrifices and dangers that had been
incurred to prove his title-not so the plaintiffs,
the time was not yet sufficiently "propice,o" the
way must be better prepared: the property had
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East'n District. not yet acquired all the value of which it was sus.
February, 1819.
~ ceptible, my exertions were still wanted to over-

GRAVIER Ill. AL. come two other obstacles before they would dare
'VB.

lJIVINGSTON

Ill.AL.
to intimate that what had been done was for their
benefit: there' was a claim of the front proprietors
that must be tried and defeated: the assent of a
jury of inhabitants to the making of the levee,
must be first procured. Then was the" propi
tious time"when every risque had been run,every
danger encountered, every sacrifice made, every
obstacle removed, every doubt on the title done
H\vay, every prejudice overcome; then for the
first time they announce their claim: for I pray
the court to remark that tva Pitot, their attorney,
declares that he had never given any notice of his
constituents' claims to the defendants; although
by the record it appears that, for three years past,
he had given repeated orders for the assembling
of a jury of inhabitants, to determine whether a
a levee should be made; and that, on the appk.
cation of the present defendants acting as, and
styling themselves proprietors of the batture; and.
that two of these orders had been given since he
received the powers to commence this suit. What
was more natural if concealment had not been in.
tended, than to have told the defendant, " you are
taking a great deal of trouble for property that is
not your own. It is claimed by the heirs in
France, I have the powers in my pocket." But
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no! nothing was to be done that should put a stop East'n District.
February, 1819.

to my exertions, the most studious concealment .....,....-.,.,
Was observed , and it was not until a few days GRAVIER & AL.

»s.
before this suit was brought, that I had any the LIVINGS1"Ol(

slightest intimation that it was intended. I have "" AL.

stated the conduct of the defendants as it appears
from the record-I have made few reflections
upon it. and those few, with a moderation which
the circumstances of the case would have excused
me in departing from.

It has been suggested that I make these state
ments, with the hope of gaining my cause by an
address to the feelings of the court. It is true!
But they are the most noble feelings of the heart
that I address; feelings never at war with the so.
berest dictates of sound judgment; feelings that
must always be alive in the j:m:ast of an upright
judge.-Love of justice, hatred of oppression,
contempt for concealment and art. These are the
only feelings I wish to enlist on my side-and
these must dictate the decision, on this branch of
my argument that there is no circumstance attend
ing the delay of the defendants, that could induce
the court (if they had the power) to dispense with
the limitation contained in the statute against the
allegation of nullity; that on the contrary, the de
lay appears to have been wilful, and apparently
from motives highly unequitable and unjust.
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East'n District. But if the two inseparable objections I have
February, 1819.

....",.....-.. stated could be removed; if the allegation of nul.
CBAVIER &. AL. lity of a judgment could be made in a suit, be.

LxVI:STON tween others than the parties to the judgment;
So: AI.. and if there were no limitation to the time of

making such allegation: let us examine whether
in reality, there is any such vice of nullity attach.
ed to the sentence, which adjudicated the estate
nf.Bertrand Gravier to his brother.

The first cause of nullity assigned is, that the
plaintiffs were not parties to the judgment, not
having been cited, or represented, in the mortua
ry proceedings of Bertrand Gravier. They do
not deny that a defender for the absent heirs and
the ~oods of the deceased was appointed and
sworn: that all the proceedings were regularly
communicated to him; and that he expressly as.
sented to the adjudication, and was present at,
and approved of, the inventory and appraisement ..
but they say, that his nomination was illegal: or,
at most, could legally extend only to the taking
the inventory and appraisement, as conservatory
acts. This then leads to two inquiries: are there
any cases, in which absent heirs may be legally
represented, without their knowledge, by a per..
son appointed by the court ? Was this such a
case? Both the question are answered explicitly
by the plaintiffs themselves, in the affirmatiue.;
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First, their declaration, page 11 of their case, ~abst'n Dis1tri1ct.
s:e ruary, 8~.

where they say; "as the inventory and appraise. ~
ment were measures conservatory and useful to GRA"I"IER & At..

'tIB.

all. We have an objection to admit that a de- LIVINGSTOll'

fender ex officio could represent the absent heirs, & AL.

thus far." There are then cases in which such
appointments are lawful: that this is such an one
is answered by their conduct in this very cause.
This suit is, as the proceedings after the death
of Gravier were, according to their own defini-
tion of them, a suit in partition. Three of the
defendants in this cause are, as three were in that,
absentees. One of them is also, to make the pa.
rallel perfect. a minor. Now, if the plaintiffs
thought that a citation and personal notice were
so necessary, as to render the proceedings void,
it omitted, they would have proceeded to give
that personal notice; if they thought the powers
of this court did 110t extend so far as to name a
defender for the absentees, they would never
have pursued that course.

Yet. strange as it may appear, they have actu
ally pursued in this cause the very course, which
they stigmatize as illegal and unjust in the judg.
rnent, which this suit is instituted to set aside.

Three of the defendants in this cause are reo
presented, without any personal citation or no
tice, by a person appointed by the court to defend
their interests-and this too under the same law
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East'll District. which governed the Spanish tribunal; (for we
February. 1819.
~ have no statute changing the law in that respect)

GRAVIIlR &. n. and on the motion of the same counsel who now
VB. I

LIVINGSTON gravely teU us that the first appointment was ille-
&; AL, 1 f two thi h h . f'ga -0 two t lings, t en one; t e appointment 0

the defender for the absent heirs of Gr ivicr was
legal, and then your objection fails; or )'our own

suit is infected with the same fault, and you can
obtain no relief under it. This example, too, ap
plies to another objection: that in partitions, each
party has an opposite interest, and that, though it
were lawful to appoint a defender for each, yet
one attorney could never legally represent all.
The present suit meets this objection in all its
points. The same persons who were illegally
(as these gentlemen say) represented by a single
attorney, before the Spanish tribunal, are here
collectively represented in a suit for partition of
the same property, by the same counsel; and
(,l~ly one attorney is appointed to represent the
separate interests of three defendants, who an:
absent. It must be confessed that, if the objec.
tion be good, it is most unfortunately urged. But
greatly as I rely on the authority of the plaintiff:
against themselves, I do not rely on that alone
I have (they will excuse me) better authority ..
have the uniform practice of the courts of thi
state, of the territorial government, and of th
Spanish tribunals which preceded them; all foJ
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lowinz the same rule of practice under the same East'n District.
,., , Fcbruaru 1819.

law, which has never, in this respect, been chang- ~
ed , and all uniformly appointing ex officio de- GUAYlElt &. .!L.

v •.
fenders for absentees, in cases of 'cessio bono. LHI"u,Tl)S

&. AL.

rum,' in common suits where their interests were
incidently drawn in question, and in mortuary
proceedings like the present. So that to declare
all judgments void, where this step has been tao
ken, would unsettle the titles to property and
produce incalculable confusion and distress. As
this is a rule of practice, if there were even no
law on which it is founded, though it might be
changed in future yet former decisions under it
must stand. But there is law and positive law,
and the plaintiffs themselves quote it.

The words of Ayora are that, in case of absent
heirs, the judge may order the absentee to be
cited; and if he do not appear, and be not found
in the country, nor be expected shortly to return;
then, if all this appears by information taken
thereof, he may order that he be provided with a
curator or defender of his goods, who may do all
the acts of the partition. • But', he says, ' we
must observe that, in order to give validity to the
acts of this curator of the absent heir, it is re
quired that he should be cited at Ius house and by
his edtcts i because, otherwise a curator cannot
be named so as to prejudice the absentee, accord.
~ng to Baldus and Salicetti who lay down this

VOLo ';1. 1\6
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-
East'n District.form of dividing against an absentee-although
February, 1819 . . • d
~ this in practice is not observed. For the JU ges,

GR.mER &. AL. havingfirst taken information as to the fact ofab-
= d

LIVINGSTON sence, are used to appoint a curator jar the goo s
& AL. of the absentee, without any citauon , which, I

believe, is the true practice and sufficiently cor.
rect. '

This is express law, and of the very highest all.
thority-s-but this, says the plaintiffs, was loose
practice, and Febrero has altered it; but ill the
passage they quote, I think he confirms it. 'He
(the judge) [page 12 of their brief] should there.
fore provide the absent with a defender, jointly
with whom the partition and its incidents may be
gone through: but it must previously be ascer
tained, trot only that the person is absent, but
that there is no expectation of his returning
shortly; and that, on account of distance, it is
not easy for him to come, or to send his powers
for some one to represent him.' 1'. ow take these
words in conjunction with those emphasized by
the plaintiffs, and what do they prove? That;
wherever the absentee cannot be reasonably ex
pected to attend, there the judge may name the
defender-but that the difficulty of communica
tion is a matter to be decided by the discretion of
the judge, who, according to the circumstances
of the case, must determine whether the citation
is to be sent or not. Apd if in the present case
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he has exercised it 1tniustly it is ground' for an East'n Dian-let.
J Eebruaru; 1819.

appeal, not for an exception of nullity. ~

B h ... Th GRAVIJ.R iii. At.ut t ere was not even injustice. ere V$.

would have been if the estate had been left in the LIVINGSTOl.'f
&. A.t.

hands of the depository general, to be consumed
by costs and charges; until an opportunity could
have been found in time of war, to communicate
the case to the defendants, and until they could
lend their powers to receive it.

The second objection of the plaintiffs to the
adjudication is, the adjudication of the whole es
tate together.

It is difficult to say, at this distance of time,
and under the astonishing change of circumstan
ces which this country has undergone, whether
a discretion, with respect to property was well
or ill exercised. If the country had remained
under the government of Spain; if they had ex
tended their restrictions and oppressions in all
their force to this colony; if it were in the state
of convulsion, that all their colonies now are;
then the adjudication for the appraised value
would have been highly beneficial, for the proper.
ty would have been of no value.

But it has chanced to pass under an enlight,
ened and free government, and the estate is now
worth more than the appraised value-at the time,
the one event was not more probable than the
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East'n District. other. To do J' ustice to the motives of the tribu
Feb,·uaoy. 1819.
~ nal, we must place ourselves in the situation in

GRAVIl<R & AL. which it stood. We must know all the circum.
"[l8.

LIVINGSTOY stances: we must hear all the arguments: we
& AL. must have data which nothing but identifying

ourselves with the judge can give. From all
which it results that it is impossible for anyone
to pronounce whether the judge of a Spanish tri
bunal, twenty. one years ago, acted discreetly or
unjustly in adjudging to one heir the property at
a fair appraisement, and directing the price to be
paid to the other: common candor and the prin
ciples of law, which I have quoted, direct us to
pronounce his judgment just. And when we con.
sider that the property was given to the heir on
the spot; the price, to those who were at a dis,

~ tance and could not conveniently use the estate,
there is additional reason, from fact, to confirm
the presumption of law. Fortunately I am not
obliged to perform this task. This court has no
right even to inquire whether the judge acted
wisely or impartially, or even illegally, in making
the adjudication. Th-y can only inquire wheth,
er the judgment be clothed with the ordinary
forms of law To go further, under any circum
stances, would be to allow appeals from the old
decisions of the colony; to revive disputes long
since terminated, to unsettle estates, and to intro,
rluce disorder and endless litigation. To go even
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so far under the circumstances ot'this cause would E~st'n District.
, 'J' Februaru, 1819.

as I have shewn, be illegal. ....,..:,,,,,
But as this is a clear case the task of shewing GRAVlT.'t !It. .A~

, 'Vs.

that the judge had the power to make the adjudi
cation he did make, is easy. I shall proceed to
perform it. There are four modes by which a
partition may be made: an actual division, a li
citation between the heirs, a sale and partition of
the price, or an adjudication to one of the heirs at
an appraisement with a like partition. The judge
must determine which of them is most consistent
with justice-in deciding this, as in any other
sentence, he may err from ignorance or injure by
design; but in either case, there is no nullity.
Here the judge, by the consent of the represen
tative of the absent parties, preferred all adjudi
cation; and, at the end of twenty years, we are
first told that he had no power. A single autho
rity will shew that he had. Ayora, part 1, c 1,
no 11 &i'12, states explicitly 'that, where the di
vision is convenient, he must divide the estate.
Where it is not convenient, he must adjudge it to
one, with directions to pay their share of the price
to the others.' But who is to judge of this con
venience? The same intelligent and accurate au
thor gives this obvious answer: the judge no. 13.
, Quia tatum hoc pendet ex arbitrio judicis,' ac
cording to the excellent reasoning of the plaintiffs
, all this depends' 'tatum hoc pendet,' not on the

LIVJNj5TON

& AX<,
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East'n District. discretion of the judge who hears the cause and
Fehruary, 1819.. •
~ knows the circumstances, but on that of hIS sue-

GRAVIER & AL. cessors who never heard the parties, and from the
'Vs.

LIVINGSTON nature of things must be ignorant of the circum
&AL.

stances.
In the same author, Part 3d, QutCstio 5th, No.

II. we find the same power in the judge recog
nized.reven more expressly, 'El juez ordinario,
es cosa llana, que puede hacer las dichos adjudi
cationes a uno enteramente 0 en parte, y condenar
Ie, que de Ia mitad de la estimation al otro cohe,
redoro, quando aquella cosa no recibe cornmo
da division.' The same doctrine is found in Fe.
brero, part 2, lib. 1, c 2. V 2, no. 37, where, he
says, the judg- may make the adjudication' a su
arbitrio', at his discretion.

These authorities and this train of reasoning,
induce the defendants to think that the judgment
cannot be impeached-and that the premises are
included in it.

But, independent of these, the plaintiffs cannot
recover.

1. Because they have not proved the allega
tions in their petition.

2. Because it cannot be brought in its present
form against the defendants.

3. Because under the circumstances disclosed
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by the proof in this case, no suit whatever will lie East'n District.
• Februaru, 1819.

for the recovery of this property. ~

. 4. Because the action is barred by prescrip. GnAVIER Sc AL.
• 'VB.

tion, LIVINGSTON

I. The plaintiffs alledge, "That John Gravier, & AL.

their co-heir, has disposed in favor of the defend.
ant Livingston and the ancestor of the other de
fendants of his undivided shares in the premises,
bv virtue of which, transfer the said Edward Li
vingston, and the heirs of said De la Bigarre,
bold the said batture in common with your pe.
titioners." And, inasmuch as it does not suit
their interest any longer to hold the property in
that undivided estate, they pray for a <partuion;'

Now if the statement in this petition had been
proved, the court might possibly have granted its
prayer: but the most material allegation is not
only unproved, but negatived by the testimony
-Gravier did not sell his undivided part: we do
not hold and never did hold in common with the
plaintiffs. The action for a partition never lies
but where all the parties acknowledge a commu
nity of interest, and the only question is in what
manner that community is to be destroyed by a
particular appropriation of the parts. To permit
an enquiry of the merits of a separate title, in this
form, would be to create confusion and avoid the
simplicity and certainty prescribed by the law,
which the plaintiffs quote. That law (the act fclt
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East'n District. establishing our practice) requires that the plain...
February, 1819.
~ tift shall state his cause of action; but will it per ..

GaAVIER & AL. mit him to state one cause 01' action and prove
'V8.

LIVI:oiGSTON another? We need not be told that the law was
& AL. intended to avoid the difficulties attending the

niceties of different actions; and that the plaintiffs
are not obliged to give to theirs a technical name.
But, it certainly was never meant to enable the
party to alledge one thing and prove another
or to obtain a relief inconsistent with the facts
they alledge: in asking for a debt, I cannot prove
title to land-nor can I ask for land because the
party owes me a debt. I cannot alledge a com.
munity of title and obtain a division, when no
community is proved-a judgment can only be
gi ven, in conformity with the allegata et probata
-when these two differ, no code permits reliefto
be given.

II. Again, a cogent reason for confining the
plaintiffs to the proof of their allegations is this,
that unless they do make out the proof, this ac
tion will not lie against the present defendants. By
this action, 1 mean one such as this purports to
be, for the division of property acknowledged to
be held in community. If the defendants had
bought, as the petition alledges they have, the
undivided share of Gravier in the premises, there
would be no difficulty or hardship in calling on
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them for a division. They are to be prepared for East'n District
February, 1819

it: it was an inseparable incident to their title. ~
But the case is widely different when they have GRAYIER ~ AL

01' V8.

purchased the whole and hold it under a title. LrnYGSTQN

which excludes the idea of community. In the &; AL

first case, the intervention of their vendor in the
suit is unnecessary; they represent him complete,
ly , he has claimed no right, but such as are ac
knowledged by all parties. But in the latter case,
where he has sold the whole, his intervention be.
comes absolutely necessary for the purposes of
justice. Or rather it is necessary that the affairs
of the community should be discussed between
him and his co-heirs, before the purchasers can
be disquieted by suit , because there may have
been a partition, and the particular part he has
sold may have fallen to his share-if no partition
has been made, the same part may be-included in
the portion of the vendor, by a future division.
and then the holder will not be disquieted.

Because, if the holder of the land be even per.
mitted to enter into the merits of the adjudica
tion or partition, under which the sale was made,
the character of the seller, in case of fraud being
alledged for cause of nullity, will be tried in his
absence.

Because, if the plaintiff should invalidate the
adjudication and recover in a suit ignorantly or
badly defended by one purchaser, he might af-

Vor.. VI, 47
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F.ast'n DistJ·ict. terwards be 'defeated in his attempt against auo-
Feb ·,'nry. IRE'. .
~ ther, or against the co-heir himself: and then the

GRHI. R !'<:c. tribuna1 would be under the necessity of giving
"'8.

LrI"IXI,STOX contradictory judgment on the same title.
s- .l.L. lJ .fl' 1 . l' I 1LJecanse I t 1e su rt re sustained, It car s to a

most oppressive multiplicity of actions, each in
dividual purchaser would be liable to an action ;
each one, however small the parcels of the prop~

erty he possessed, must submit to i a division.
Whereas if the partition were sought between the
co-heirs, a large division would be made of the
whole land; and the holders of all those, at least,
falling within the portion of the seller, would be
quieted in their possessions. In the present case,
the evil would be strongly exemplified, where
there are at least a thousand different purchasers,
against each of whom separately, a suit would lie,
with the same propriety as against the present
defendants,

These considerations and others that might be
urged, probably induced the Roman jurists to es
tablish, and those of Spain to adopt that rule on
which we have insisted: that no action shall be
brought ag.tinst the purchaser of a particular par.
tion of an inheritance, unless the purchase was
mala fide, or it was made for an under value, or
the seller was no longer to be found: * in all oth.
er cases, the action must be directed against the

• 5 D. 3, 13, ~ 4.
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co.heir who had sold. But even he was not lia- East'n District.
February, 1819.

able for any encrease of value in the property, nor ~
for any loss of the price in his hands, if he sold GRAVIER & AL.

'Vs.
bdicvin{J that he "was entitled t'J sell. Not con. LIVINGSTON'

fining; the "belief," as the plaintiff') contend, to & AL.

his being the heir; but to his having a right to
the inheritance * and by a necessary deduction
from this law, the purchaser could not be liable
in case there was a warranty. For if there could
be a recovery against the purchaser, and he could
recover over against the heir who had sold, the
provision ill favor of the heir would be nugato-
ry.

These arc the principles to be g1thered from
the authorities in the margin, which we-e read on
the hearing, and we are mistaken if any of these
positions justify the charge so liberally made of
our wishing to revive the subtle distinctions of
the Roman practical jurisprudence, or sheltering
ourselves from a just claim by the niceties of spe
cial pleading.

III. It remains onl r to shew the good faith of

~ 5 D, S, 20, § 14. J. D. 3, luiv» :;, 10, 11, 12 & 13. Rode1'ig, exl'
of 8ru,," l i v,, fJ 114-117. .qyol'lt. 64.•'\"0. 3. Faria, prae. 85, J\ O. 16.
ir, is. 86, .IYo. 18,24. Po'itica ViI/adlegG, JJ. 830, .IVo. 90. 2, 111!lot,l'.

70, ~ 1,2,3. lb. p. 95, I"," 45. If,,!at Cod. p, 449, I. 20. is. Jl. 50G,1..
9. 2rl. tt, Dig. p. 99. 1,2, 3. 18t. Ib. Dig p. 406, § 4. l. 1:1. rs. /J. 414
§ G. I 20. 424" 17 1. 25. 409. 23. 3d Rod. 152. § 17. 11'·b. 2~h, 9,
io, 11, 1::. .Il!Jol·a. p. 1 eli, 5. ,Vos. ;::0 to 25.
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East'n District. the purchasers to bring ourselves within the first ,
Februaru, 1819. •
~ and that of the seller, to bring him within the sec-

GRAVIER s, AL. ond of these rules,
'V8.

LIVINGSTON The purchasers (the present defendants) were
&; AL. not in good faith, the plaintiffs say, because they

had seen the adjudication, and therefore they
must have perceived its nullity. This is suppo
sing the defendants to possess the same accurate
knowledge of law (which with proper humility
they disclaim) that distinguishes the plaintiffs;
and has enabled them to perceive nullities, where
the plain blunt understandings of the defendants
could perceive none. They saw a sentence cloth.
ed with the ordinary formalities of law, rendered
by a superior judge with the advice of a mOSL
learned assessor; they saw the seller in posses.
sian under it, then for near eight years; and they
did not possess those lights, which have enabled
the plaintiffs, so much to their own satisfaction,
to prove that the Spanish tribunals, the Spanish
authors, and the American judges have until now
erred in the construction of this law.

It was a want of good faith also, say the plain.
tiffs, in the defendants, to conceal the purchase
they made from Gravier, during the suit carried
on by him with the city. This assertion is not
only irrelevant, but unsupported by evidence and
untrue. It is irrelevant, because it does 110t,
were it true, substantiate the charge. An act, to
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constitute mala fides must be one that tends to East'n District.
, lebruary, 1819.

defraud the party complaining of it, or some ~
other. Now, suppose it true that the defendants GRAVH.n & AL.

V8.

had bought of Gravier, and that, before he deni- LIVINGSTO~

ed possession, the city had disturbed him; and & AL.

they (the purchasers) had suffered him to prose.
cute a suit, to be quieted in the possession before
he delivered it, and during that time had conceal.
ed their purchase: where I ask is the injury?
Where the ill faith? Where the slightest incon.
venience to the parties or to any other mortal?
'The act therefore alledged, as evidence of ill faith,
is one perfectly correct even if it had been true
and they had proved it. But the fact is not so.
There was no concealment. The agreement for
a purchase was known to hundreds, and might
have been to all who chose to make the inquiry.
To constitute concealment in the unfavorable
sense in which the gentlemen employ it, there
must be some obligation in a legal, a moral, or
honorable view to make the disclosure, here there
was none: nor was it ever denied, where inqui-
ries were made, even to satisfy the idle curiosity
of uninterested persons; those who had an inter.
est in the subject were informed of the purchase
by matter of record for Gravier, his petition
against the corporation states that he had bargain.
ed for the sale of the property, but that the pur.
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f~ast'n Distr-ict, chasers would not pay in consequence of the claim
Febrnaru, 1819. I

~ set 'up by the corporation.
GRAVI:~. & 41.. Having shewn that the concealment dill not ex.

LIVING'TOY ist, it is useless to observe the irregularity of the
6-. AI, plaintiffs' adverting to that which does not appear

on the record.
The other charges of ill [lith, are directed

against John Gravier, in the shape of a dozen fret
ful interrogatories, tending to shew thu he was
in bad faith, because he knew his title was bad,
and because he was in bad faith-s-but neither
question nor answer to shew or even intimate one
reason, why he should be supposed connusant
of the defects of his title or suspect th It a sen
tence rendered by a learned j udge, according to
the Forms of law, was void.

There being good faith then, both 0'1 the part
of the seller and the purchaser, both the rules of
law apply, and the action cannot be maintained.
One word 011 an allegation connected with this,
and we have done on this point; page 34 of their
case, the plaintiffs say that the defendants have
produced a sale of two-thirds only of the proper
ty; and they insinuate that we withhold the other
sale as s finesse, Neither the charge, nor the ex
pression in which it is conveyed are very cour
teous. We have better means however of repel
ling it, than by saying we deferred producing the
sale until the time should he more propitious. 'tVe
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offered to produce the best evidence of it in our East'n District.
Peb"llary, 1819.

power, and were prevented by these gentlemen, ~
* who now candidly impute the withholding it as GRAYIER &. AT.

.. 'V8.

an imposition on the court. 'Ve actually did pro- Lm~'iSTO.v

duce the next best evidence (p. 269) in the par- &. .n.

tition deed between the purchasers, and in the
delivery of the separate part to one of the defen.
dants by a judgment and execution of the di s

trict court of the United States.

IV. The last bar to the action of the plaintiffs
is contained in the exception of prescription.

This is a prescription of the action, not a pre
scription to give a title to the land-Ayora 3, 31,
n. 13, and Febrc ro, 1,2, § 1, (15) fix itat ten years
when the parties are present, and twenty when
they are absent; if there has been a partition and
the parties are silent during that time. 'I'his
must necessarily mean even a faulty partition,
because if it be applied only to a good one, there
would be no need of Iimitation.e-e-Now the plain.
tiffs tell us that an adjudication to one heir is a
species of partition but that this partition has
been a faulty one. Then here his been a faulty
partition-but it has been submitted to, and act.
ed under, for twenty years and upwards.-There
fore prescription applies. It also comes within
the express provisions of one statute, which li.
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E3st'n District. mits the time of accepting an inheritance to twen-
February. 1819.. •
~ ty years. Ciu. Code, 164 art. 94. N ow the first

GRAVIER &; .u. act of acceptance is the bringing the present suit.
LIVI;~~TON It ought to apply more strongly in this case

& u. from the prodigious amount of Bertrand Gra-·
vier's debts, and the probability that in the lapse
of time, John Gravier has been forced to pay
them.

It is supposed that one of the plaintiffs, Jane
Bordier, stands in a better light than the others.
-But in truth it is, if possible, worse. She is
equally bound by the adjudication.-The limita.
tion of the act to rescind it equally applies to
her; or, on the most favorable construction, can
give her only the limited time after she came of
age; and that event took place near three years
before the bringing this action. The two rules
relative to the protection of sales in favor of bona
fide purchasers and bona fide sellers, suffer no
exception in favor of minors. The prescription
of action, it is true will not run against her,
though it will against the other defendants; but
though not barred by this branch of the defence,
she is barred by her own act.

By her guardian, in 1810, she protested against
the sale of the batture, and brought a suit to ac
count against Gravier, not against the holders of
the batture: here if she had any right, she took
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the proper means to assert it: but being convinc . Ea~t'h Districf.
Pebntar.'!. 1819.

ed that she had none, the protest was revoked, ~
(pages 66, 71, 74 and 115) and a new petition GRAX.~,•. & AI..

filed (page 119) to which the purchaser of the LIVINliS'Io'N
&.AL.

batture was made a party and the price was at-
tached in his hands. N othing could be a more
formal confirmation of the sale than this act: for
Were it void there could be nothing due: but it
was attached because it was acknowledged to be
due. A formal judgment was rendered that Gra,
vier should account: a time was fixed for that
operation; and in the mean time, the sale was
confirmed by ordering the mortgage which se.
cured the price to be registered.-All this it is
true, was done by the intervention of the young
lady's guardian. But she is bound by it since
she became of age. The action to account was
well brought by the guardian against Gravier,
The judgment is binding; but at any rate, if it
be not so, it can only be set aside by shewing oc-
sian or fraud-and that too, in a particular suit.
brought for the very purpose, and alledging the
particular faults of the act; not by an incidental
question in any other suit. She is therefore
bound by the act of the guardian and the judg.
ment of the court.

But if she were not, she has confirmed them.
When these transactions took place she was fif
teen years of age-six years afterwards, .1816,

VOL. VI. <jR
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East'n District. she of course became of age. During that time,
Pebruaru, 1819.
~ however, Gravier had either not complied with

GnAVIER &. AL. the order of the court to render an account, or
tl8.

tIVIYGSTOY rendered it unsatrsfuctorily o--d.Iuring all that
~, AL. • h I I' f thc btime, t e attac unent on t le pnce 0 t ie atture

was in full force-if this plaintiff had, on coming
of age, discontinued the suit, or even, perhaps, if
she had done nothing, she might have preserved
her right to bring an action of lesion or restitution
ill integrum against the confirmation of the sale,
the suit and judgment. But she confirmed them,
impliedly, by not discontinuing the suit; express
ly by setting it down for trial; and once, at least,
(p. 364) after her power to recover this inheri
tance had arrived here. She therefore made her
election and cannot now revoke it.

I have said that she was bound by the adjudi
cation-s-perhaps some argument may be required
on this head. The universal practice to appoint
attornies for absentees, in cases of insolvency and.
succession, without any enquiry whether they be
of age or infants, shews that such enquiry would
be nugatory; because if the fact were known, it
would produce no change in the measure, unless
the plaintiffs think it one to call, as they have
done in this suit, the attorne-y for the absent minor
an attorney ad litem-an attorney to defend or
prosecute a suit-and what is the attorney with.
nut any such appendage to his name, appointed
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for the other defendants ?-Precisely the same £,ast'o District.
Pebruarp, 1819.

thing. If therefore the appointment of an attor- ~
ney be efficient, in any case, to bind an absentee, GRAVIER & .u.,

.. 'V8.

it is so in the case of a minor. LIVI"GSTOS

Let the court consider the thousand cases of in- & AT"

solvency alone that have taken place here; where
in the common course of events, the attorney ap.
pointed [.)1' the creditors must have represented
infants, under his general powers-and they will
s.ee the danger of suffering them to come forward
to rescind all those proceedings, to declare all sales
and adjudications under them void.

Let the plaintiffs look to their own proceedings,
md remember that I appear here, not only for
myself, but as attorney appointed on their motion,
for three absentees j of whom one is a lunatic, the
other a minor, and the third, by the visitation of
Jod, in perpetual tutelage, being blind.-And
:hen let them chuse whether they will stamp their
own proceedings with nullity, in order to destroy
.hose of the Spanish tribunal. Either will be
equally fatal to their cause. In all events, if the
plaintiff be not bound by the Spanish adj udication
.m account of her then minority, she has a rerne
Iy, but clearly not the one she has chosen. A
ninor when aggrieved by any sentence, must ap
)ly to have it revoked by alledging and proving
esion-neithcr of which has been attempted here
rr could be done in this action.
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East'" D'5 t ,.!c t. The r'laintifls err in supposing that the evidence
Februaru, 1319.

~ introduced of my services and expenses, in secu-
GR.HI:: & AL. ring the property, was i~tended to procure a de-
Llv;:~:ros cree of reimbursement in case of their recovery.

As I never thought that a probable event, I was
far from taking any measures grounded on the
supposition that it would take place. The evi
dence was in-reduced to shew the motives of their
delay, and flject any equity they might endeavor
to set 1.l}J.-They arc willing, however, they sa)'
to do justice and make proper compensarion.i--,
But what can compensate the days of labor and
nights of sleepless anxiety, I have passed in de
feating the different attempts by legislative op
pression, executive violence, and private litiga.
i ion to destroy the title which, they now say is
theirs? Oppression, violence and litigation, ex.
cited by the very' persons or their agents, whc
now. that I have proved it nty private property,
unblushingly call it their own? What can corn

pensate for the mortification of having for tel
years (by the prejudices which these very per.
sons have excited) been considered as an aggres.
sor upon public rights, while those who now wisl
10 enjoy the fruits of my labor, gave themselves
the credit of asserting them? Can they pay me
for the fatigues I have undergone? The dangers]
have incurred? The long separation from the
friends of early life, eternal as to some who were
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most dear to me? Do this ! Do the hundreth East'n District.
Februaru, 1819.

part of this! AI)d take freelv a decree for the ~
Iand. But in the mean time, 'do not insult the GRAVIER &. AI..

'Vs.
man you wish to ruin, by an affected love of jus. Llvnms:r0!l"
. d £I': ~C • &'AL.nee an an oner 41 pecumary recompence.

Mazureau, in reply. After all that has been
said, it will be found that the defence of the pur
chasers of the batture reduces itself into this: we
have bought from a pErson who had a right to
consider himself as the legal owner of the whole
estate and was consequently a bonafide possessor
of it. The Roman law enacted for the protection
of the bonafide possessors of inheritances, are ap
plicable to him) therefore, ;:tflC:~~fclaim can be
brought against those who bo~-h,t-trom him with
warranty. ":,,;,.:

That this is a misconstructioa (no doubt unin
tentional) of the Roman law on which hears the
whole fabric of the defence, can be shewn in a few
words, if our first exposition of this question has
not already done away the arguments ofthe defen
dants.

The constitution of Adrianus, or scnatus con
sultum above quoted, and the laws predicated
upon -it, were enacted for the protection of the
bonafide possessors of inheritances, who have dis.
posed, as such, of the goods of the estate. Who
are those whom the law calls by that name? They
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tast'n District. are evidently the persons who have a right to COIl~
}'elmuzry. 1819. <

~ sider themselves as heirs: and according to the
GRA~In & AL. 13th 9 ofL. 20, tit. 3, book 5. of the pandects,.....

LIVINGSTON

&.u.
and to Rodriquez's exposition of that law, even
all those who have a just title to possess the in
heritance, v. g. an heir under a fiduciary bequest.
Thus, such all heir, or other just successor, or
anyone who is entitled to the rightful possession
of the inheritance, must be protected as well as
the pertlon who believes himself to be the heir.
Be it so.- Will the defendants be able to bring
J. Gravier within either of those situations? Evi.
dently not,

In the first place, we lay it down as a fact that
the goods lef(byf-B. Gravier, so long as they re
mained in hiJ\'s~~, never were possessed by J.
Gravier at all. ····;.rhey were placed in the custody
of the law: the depository general took posses
sion of them immediately after Bertrand's death,
and kept it until by the adjudication they were
transfered from the estate to the purchaser. J.
Gravier's possession began then.

Jno. Gravier, therefore, never possessed asheir.
But suppose he had; then the defendants cannot
extricate themselves from this dilemma. In.
Gravier, as heir, could not be a bonafide posses
sor of the whole, for he knew that he was 110t

alone. In. Gravier, as purchaser under the ad.
j udication, was not a holder of the ~oods of the in-
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heritance : for the goods of the inheritance had Esst'u District.
c , FeUru""!f. 181S.

ceased to be: they were become his own goods. ~
The argument of the defendants, unless they Gn.\VIPR S. ~

va.
have used it in error, is really a mockery; for it LrvtNGSTO::t

tends to no less than to establish that the goods of & AI..

the inheritance after their alienation, were still the
goods of the inheritance; that after their trans
formation into a sum of money, they still remain-
ed in the estate of Bertrand Gravier, together
with their price; that the estate then consisted
both of the price of sale and of the goods them-
selves! Will they disclaim any such absurd rea
soning? Then we say, if the goods, which had
belonged to the succession of Bertrand Gravier,
were 110 longer in bis estate since the adjudication;
if the estate, after that, consisted only of the price
of sale, in lieu of the goods, bow could those
goods be possessed still as the property of the
succession. Aud if they were possessed by J.
Gravier by virtue of his purchase, how will you
apply to him the laws which were made for the
relief of the bona .fide possessors of inheritances,
who, believing themselves to be heirs, happen to
dispose of the property; and which, so far from
protecting the purchasers, expressly provide th..t,
unless the bona fide vendor of the inheritance is
exposed to their recourse, the property rna) be
claimed from them. '<Puto posse res uindicari.
nisi emptores regressum ad bone fidei posscssoren:
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East'n District. habent."-Here the vendor was the judge, who
February, 1819.
~ sold, of course, without warranty. Jno. Gravierwas

GauI:~.&. AL. the purchaser, and the defendants are purchasers
LIVINGSTON from the purchaser: so that if In. Gravier could

8< AL. be considered by those laws, there is no reason
why the defendants themselves and all other pur
chasers under them ad infinitum, should not en
joy the same advantage?

Such are the laws in which the defendants have
pretended to place so much confidence. If they
were sincere, they did not understand them, if
they were not .•. but we cannot suppose that,
they misrepresented them intentionally.

It is hardly necessary to say any thing of that
very extra ordinary part of the defence, which has
been addressed to the feelings of the court, those
complaints about hardships, persecutions and such
like. In any case, such language is at best very
useless before the organs of the law, who have no
discretion to exercise; but in a case of this na
ture, it ought, above all things, to have been'
avoided, for fear of the reaction which it might
draw forth between those who have labored to
strip the real owners of three-fourths of the land
in dispute, and the unfortunate heirs who, after
having been deprived of their portions in the es
tate of their brother, come to rescue at least that
which has not been involved in the wreck of his
succession.
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As to the expences and sacrifices, which have East'n District.
• Feb-ruary, 1819.

been t~lkcd of with bitterness and reproach, ~
though they are also a subject, which this court GRmER &; AL.

v s,
cannot take into consideration, we beg leave to LrVrYGSTON

answer that nothing has evinced on the part of &; AI..

the plaintiffs, any disposition to avail themselves
of them without compensation. The plaintiffs
ask for justice, and will do justice.

Henry, on the same side. Our reply to the
defendants will be short; not that we despise
their arguments, for they are very ingenious; but
because they are built on false premises, from
beginning to end.

To commence with the tenderest question,
that of the inventory and appraisement, to which
the feelings of the defendants have attracted their
attention first, what is the basis on which they
have erected their fabric? It is this: the whole
tract of land, which Bertrand Gravier owned near
the city, was at the time of his death, still a rural
estate in one entire body, from the river shore
down to the back lines; out of which, to be
sure, some parcels have been carved, but without
deranging the connection of the whole.s-c-Now,
what is the fact? The whole front of that tract
had been laid out into a suburb, and divided into
lots, streets and squares; many of those lots,
among others all the front lots but one, had been
sold; some were still unsold, and remained in

VOL, VI. 49
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F.ast'n District. the estate of B. Gravier not as part of his farm,
February. 1819. '
~ but as town lots, by their meets and boun ': "nd

GRAVIER & .n. numbers conformably to the plan of the suburb.
't18.

LIVINGSTUN The plantation or farm, the prcedium rusticum,
& AL. was confined behind the spot divided into proce.

dia urbana, and had its front on the last street by
which their were bound.

Thus the landed estate of Bertrand Gravier
near the city, consisted then, of his farm behind
the suburb, of the lots unsold in the suburb, and
of the Batture in front of the suburb. The farm
was appraised; the lots were appraised j the bat.
ture was not.

It has been curiously observed, that whole
squares in the back part of the suburb were not
appropriated separately, and were nevertheless
taken in, by J. Gravier as a part of the plantation.
This may, indeed well be the fact ;* and so did

" There is, however, no evidence of the fact. \Vhat seems pro
bable, is that the addition of two rows of squares in the rear, marked
on the plan as not yet divided into lots and not numbered, was no
thing but a project of enlarging the suburb, which had not yet been
carried into effect, and existed only on paper, As to the 300 lots
contained in the first plan, we find the account of them almost to Ii

fraction.
Sold by Bertrand Gravier himself 107
Appraised in the first inventory 10
Conveyed in trust to Nicholas Gravier 172 1·2 aCllQrdmgto

his account to 198 of the mortuaria, out of which there reo
mained in his hands agreeable to the second inventory 45 1·2 <-
so that he had sold . 127 5 172 ~--289~
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1. Gravier take the monev and the active debts East'n District.
J FefJruary. 1819.

into the bargain, under the adjudication of what ~
had been appraised. \V c are disposed to ac- GRAVI~:. & A~.

knowledze that J. Gravier took e"ery thing and LIVINGSTON
h , &.u..

would have taken the batture as well as the rest,
h-l he thought of it and could he have done it.

It is to be lamented that in the same writing,
in which the defendants express their contempt
for concealment and art, (a sentiment in which we
join them most cordially) they should have so far
departed from their principles as to mutilate facts
to make them square with their arguments.c-«
They sa) that the plantation was "estimated by
a computation of the number of acres and no part
of it excepted but the part sold." But," de la
qual se quito en el freme 10 mas util, consistiendo
10 sobrante en 10 mas baxo," means something
more: it is an exception of all the highest part
of the land; in other words of all the front. Again,
they say, that only ttuo lots were appraised sepa
rately before the first inventory was closed. Two
lots are indeed enough to shew th1t the adjudica
tion of the plantation, did not include every thing
except the lots sold. But the truth is, that there
are five parcels appraised separately in the first

To which are to be added, the parcels which had been sold previ
ous to the establishment of the suburb. It was, therefore, not disin
genuously asserted that all the lots unsold had been appeaised sera

aately.
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pents.
Vle must here say something of an important

discovery, which the defendants have made in
the article of the plantation. It is no less than
this: cerrandose is written by a C and not by an
S, for if it was written by an S, it would be non
sense. That we grant, were it at the peril of our
cause. We will never maintain that the lines of
a plantation, no, not even the lines of a saw-mill
plantation, can saw one another, or any thing
else. We are for the C, by all means; and the
gentlemen are very wellcome to draw from

thence any inference, no matter how fatal to our
interest.-But we humbly pray the court to con.
sider, that when we ventured to say, that" que
van cerrandose" signified that the lines shut, or
close, or approach one another as they recede,
we gave those words in candor, the sense which
we thought they had; and when we looked at
the plan, we were confirmed in our belief that
we had understood them right, But suppose we
were mistaken, does it disagree with the fact?
Look at the plan, and say.

The conjectures of the defendants about the
situation of the dwelling houses, magazines and
other out houses of B. Gravier, and the conse.

East'n District. appraisement and they amount together to abou\
Feb'-uary, 1819. .' •
~ ten lots, where we shall find by and by more In-

GRAVIER &. AL. formation about the contents of the thirteen ar-
V8.

!.IVJNGST01i"

8. AL.
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quences which they draw from them, are very East'n District.
February, 1819.

entertaining, and we have no doubt, that they ~
have made a due impression (of that kind) on GRAVIER &. AL.

"'..
the minds of the judges. Unfortunately, how. LJ.VINGSTO~

ever, for the defendants, we have on record some. &. AL.

thing more than conjectures to shew that those
buildings were situated out of the lines of the
thirteen arpents, on lots appraised separately and
distinctly from the plantation. In the first inven-
tory, the court will find three articles, which we

\

here translate from our notes.
" Another lot behind the preceding, &c. part

of which is occupied by fort St. Louis, on which
lot is the house inventoried No.7"

., A parcel of ground, fronting Gravier's street
on one side, and the inclosure of the city, Store
street and Camp street on the other, the contents
of which mar be computed and divided into six

portions of lots, rendered useless and embarrass
ed by a large pond, on which lots are situa ted a
"Wooden store house, 'tic. a brick store house, b'c.
a pidgeon house, another store house, and a stable,
which are to be demolished to open the street
delineated, and in which stand other buildings,
&c. the buildings are those inventoried under
Nos. 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, the whole valued at .s 1200.

" A lot making the corner of Gravier and
Camp streets, on which are situated the brick
kitchen, E!Tc. the "Wooden house, £7c. and the pid-
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East'n Dish-ict. seon house, &?c, inventoried under Nos. 1 2 3
February, 1819. ~ , , ,
~ valued at g 200, (a pretty good bargain by the

Gn.iVIER & AL. bye!) *
'Vs.

'LIVINGSTOlJ N ow that we have shewn the places where the
& AL. buildings were, we will proceed to the next point,

the nullity of the adjudication.
The whole train of reasoning of the defendants

upon this subject, goes to shew that it is now too
late for us to alledge the nullity, or to appeal.
But in order to apply to us the rules relied on
by them, it must be presupposed that we were
parties to the adjudication; for, if we were not
parties we could not appeal. If we were not par
ties we can allcdge the nullity at any time.i--,
Now, we maintain that we were neither cited nor
legally represented. which is the same as not re
presented at all. The gentlemen have said a
great deal to prove that absentees- can be repre
sented; we do not deny that; but we say, that
'We 'were not, Upon the point we refer the court
to our brief.

The defendants further contend, that we can.
not recover,

• By the inventory appraisement we see that the house, store
houses and other buildings were situate on lots appraised separately
from the plantatinn, and that the negro cabbins and the garden only
were comprehended in it. The consequence is clear, that the front
];'le of the thirteen arpents passed between the house anti the garden.
-'Vhere was, exactly, that spot is a matter of no importance. The
front line ofthe 13 arpents passed behind the house : that is enough. It
-sannct overleap that boundary.
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1. Because we have not proved the allegations East'n District.
•• • • Februarp, 1819.

contamed 111 our petrtion ; ~

2. Because the action could not be brought in GRA.VIER & AI..
• 'V8.

its present form against them. LnUG.TOX

3. Because, by the circumstances disclosed by lit A.I.

the proof in this case, no suit whatever will lie
for the recovery of this property.

4. Because the action is barred by prescrip
tion.

I. OUf allegations are, that as heirs of Bertrand
Gravier, we own the three fourths of the proper
ty in dispute; that Jean Gravier our co-heir has
alienated his fourth; and that we now hold in
common with the purchasers.

If we have proved that we are heirs, that as
such we owned the portion of property which
we claim, that our co-heir had no right to sell
that portion, and that such sale is as no sale; if
we have established that the purchase of the
defendants is valid only for the share of Jean
Gravier, and that the rest of the property has
not ceased to be ours, have we not sustained our
allegations that we hold in common with the
defendants? Holding in common, does not
here relate to possession; it signifies that We'

have a right in common with the defendant s, to
an undivided property. If we have shewn such
a right have we not supported our action? Can
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East'n District. it be said that we have alledged one thing and
Febl"ltary, 1819. • .

...,.....,...., proved another? But suppose we have alledg-
GRAn:. II< AL. ed possession. and had not proved it, what ought

LIVllj"GSTON to be the consequence ?-This is not a pos&es.
II< AL. sory action: it is one about the respective titles

of the parties. We assert a title to an undivided
part; the defendants say that the whole is theirs;
that is the issue to be tried. On our side we
have shewn our original title to a part, and relied
on the defect of the title of the defendants to the
whole. If their title to the whole is really de
fective, is it not clear that the property belongs
to both undividedly? The truth is that the de.
fendants are playing upon words.

II. The defendants say that our action could
not be brought in its present form against
them.

The defendants have set forth two exceptions
to this action, which must be kept distinct, for
they are very different in their object, the one
being a dilatory, the other a peremptory plea.

By the present, they undertake to show that
although we may eventually have a right to sue
them for our share in the batture, we could not
do it by instituting at once an action of partition
against them; that such an action can be brought
only against one who acknowledges that the
property is common between him and the plain.
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mff j that there is no such acknowledgement .... East'n District.
< I Pcbl·llary. 1819.

that we ought, therefore, to have sued J. Gra, ~
vier first in order to have the affairs of the com. G1L\HER & .l.L, VL

munity discussed between him and "his co
heirs before the purchasers can be disquieted by
suit. "

To that we object in the first place, that a
plea of this nature ought not to have been plea
ded specially in the answer.

It is law, not only among us, but probably
every where, that dilatory pleas cannot be rc.
sorted to after an answer on the merits. Why ?

Because by answering 011 the merits, the de.
fendant is supposed to have waived any excep

tion which might tend to protract a decision on
the requisite rights of the parties. A pply that
rule to this case, and the soundness of it will 11(:
striking: the defendants knowing that a partition
of the estate of Bertrand Gravier has taken
place, and relying on that partition, assert it a\
the foundation of their title to the proJXrty claim

ed, and put it at issue. Could they, at the same
time, have said: the action is premature,-firs't
go and settle the business of the estate with your
co- heir, proceed to a partition with him, and when
the result of that partition is known, come upon
us if you have a right? If they could not say
so in such an answer as that which they have

LIVlSGSTOY

&; A,J,.
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east'n District. made, why should they be permitted to say sb
Feb1'Uary, 1819.
~ now?

GRAVIER &.AL. Again we assert that John Gravier has sold to
'lis. ,

Ll'VINGSTON the defendants his share in the property of which
~~ . Wwe claim the remainder, hat do they ans-

wer: It is all ours: J. Gravier sold it all to us by
virtue of an adjudication, by which you are
bound, and by which your rights are settled. Can
they now tell us: "you cannot demand any thing
of us, until you have settled Tvith J. Grauier ?"
Will they be suffered to contradict, now verbal
ly, what they have averred in their pleadings?
We trust they shall not. The plea which they
now set up, is incompatible with and in direct
opposition to the answer on the merits. It could
not co-exist with it on the same paper; far less
can it be listened to at this stage of the cause.

But should the court be so indulgent as to take
notice of that dilatory plea now, then we say that
it cannot be supported on any ground. (a)

The defendants want to send us to discuss the
affairs of the community with our co-heir before
we disturb them.

The best way to test the merits of this objec-

(a) The gentlemen now disclaim any intention of insisting upon
the subtle distinctions established by the Roman laws in matter Of
actions. Had they been so candid as to s'ay so from the beginning,
they would have saved the court, their adverse pafli'\:& and tb'1?m'
lIl'lves, a great deal of very unnecessary troahlf'
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-tion is to place us where we would be, should the East'n District.
. February, 1819.

court think fit to dismiss "our present action.- ~
Suppose we are now ready to sue John Gravier: GRAVI:~. & AT..

What shall we demand against him? the nullity LITINGS;rOl't
. &.-z..

of the adjudication? No: for although we have
repelled that adjadication, when it was opposed

to us, it may not suit our disposition, our love of

peace, our convenience, perhaps our interest, to
embark in so troublesome an enterprise. We
are willing to let the adjudication alone, and a~

bide by it, as far as it goes. But the adjudica.
tion did not include the Batture, and we must
have our share of it. We demand of John Gra>

vier to divide with us: What does he answer P
\V hy, that he has sold his rights, that he is no
longer a joint owner with us, and that we may
go and claim it from the purchasers. Is that to
be the result of our attempt against John Gra-
vier? Then while we are where he would send
us, let us have our rights investigated, and jus,
rice done to us.

But, say the defendants, an action like the pre
sent does not lie except where the property is
acknowledged to be held in community. Why

so ? Would it be in the power of any co-proprie,
tor, by denying the community, to defeat the ac..
tion of the other for a partition, and to compel
him to resort to aaother action first? Where
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Enst'n District. would be the J. ustice and the reason of such e
February, 1819

~ rule? The fact is that such a rule exists no
Gn\VI:J~:. & AL. where, but in the imagination of the defendants.

t,n·I"r.'TOY
;..:~ AI..

The plain way is obviously this: Where the de
fendant denies the community, the plaintiff is
bound to prove it. Have we proved that we
have a title to three-fourths of this property, and '
that the title of the defendants is good only for
one.fourth? Then we have satisfactorily establish
ed that the property belongs to both and of course
that it is common between us, What is the con
sequence? Why, that a partition may and ought
to be decreed.

But the defendants say that in as much as J.
Gravier has sold them the whole of the property
in dispute, that is to say, not merely his share,
hut ours, "his intervention was absolutely nc
ccssary for the purposes of justice." If J. Gar
nier's intervention as vender was necessary to the
defendants, why did they not call him as guaran
tee? This case does not differ from any other
.rase of sale. The purchaser and possessor is

sued by him who asserts a title to the property,
or to a part of the property in his possession.
The vendor had a right tc") sel] it, or he had it not;
if the defendant choses to try that without calling
the vendor to his aid, he may do so: if he is a.
Iraid of the issue, he may summon the vendor to
C'.OIDe and defend him, Bur the plaintiff cares n c ~
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about that: all he has to do is to show his 0\V1l East'n District.
Februarp, 1819.

title and have it compared with the title of the ~
defendant, when he sets up any. Is the case al- GR.WlER &. Ali;

"l'S.

LllI'WSTaIf

&J.ri.
tered here, because after having alledged a title
to a part of the property we pray for u partition?
One of two things must take place. Either we
have supported our title to a part, and defeated
the title of the defendants to the whole, and then
the partition is but a matter of course; or we
have failed to show a good title in us for a part,
and a bad title for the defendants for the whole,
:1I1d then our claim ought to be dismissed.

Upon the whole \ve are convinced, that the
more the question is examined, the more it will
appear that the difficulty raised by the defendants
as to what they call the form of this action, strikes
directly at the merits of the case, to wit, at the
respective titles put in issue by the petition and
answer.

III. The defendants say that by the circumstan
ces disclosed by the proof in this case, no suit
whatever will lie for the recovery of this pro.
perty.

This is ,th,e peremptory exception founded on
the Scnatus Consultum under which the defend
ants have endeavored to shelter themselves ill
vain. The exposition of this question in our
brief and the supplement to it, arc, we think, un
answered, ;nd '\':r: trust }:1':Jr)s,Yerable.
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~ast'll Disn-ict, IV. They assert that the action is barred by
Februaru, 1819.
~ prescription. We believe that more than enough

G.B4VI~.~. &:. AL. has already been said to show that this plea is not
~l'nNr",rOs

r.;. AJ.
maintainable.

Upon the sentimental part of the defendant's
argument no reply seems to be necessary. But
although we are not disposed to follow their ex
ample in addressing the feelings of the court, we
beg leave to rectify some mistaternents which
have escaped them in the warmth of declamation
against concealment and art.

1'-1r. Pitot was not made the attorney of
the plaintiffs until Mr. Desrnare substituted
the powers to him in April lost. The powers of
two of the claimants were directed to Mr.
Derbigny, the other to Mr. Desmare. They ar
rived here some time at the end of October or
beginning of N ovemher, 1817. Mr. Derbigny
would not act and requested the heirs to send
their powers to somebody else. But before he
received, or even could receive, any answer,
seeing that the levee was ordered, and that the
property was advertised for sale, he thought it
indispensable to do something for his constitu
ents, and substituted Mr. Desmare to his po,v.
ers. The suit was immediately begun. No re
proach ought to attach to the agents of the plain
tiffs, if no disclosure of their intention to claim.
their rightc; ':-:15 nVH1C' ';()('mel"; for the agents gf .
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the plaintiffs were themselves informed of that Rast'n District.
Pebrllary, 1819.

intention no sooner than November, 1817. - ~
Neither are any of the sufferings. sacrifices, and GRUIER & A'

'V$.

dangers incurred by one of the defendants to be 1.iVlNGSTQ'N

ascribed to them; for one of them was not here & AL.

at that time, and the other, since his consultation
was sent on, never heard one word about the co-
heirs of 1. Gravier and consequently could not,
if he had deemed that of any 'use to the defend-
ants, say any thing of their claim. Finally,
the defendants cannot complain of concealment
on the part of those who advised the heirs of their
eventual rights; for the defendants knew very
welt of the existence of those heirs, at least since
the suit of J. Gravier against the city, and par
ticularly. so, since the judgment of the superior
court in that suit, where their title is left untouch-
ed on account of their absence,

It is really a delicate subject of reproach, that
in which the defendants have indulged: for he
who complains that he is not permitted peaceably

to enjoy the property of another, can hardly hope
to enlist any feeling on his side. If the defend.
ants wanted to secure their hard contested pos
session of this land, the first step naturally was
to buy it tram the oi v.ners. None was better ac
-quainted "nth the true situation of the title of this
property than one of the defendants. If, instead
of relying on the stre-ngth of his art to support a
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E"":I; District. bad purchase he had laid out some part of hi's.
Febrrltlry. 1819. '
~ expences in procuring a good one,' the land

GRHIER &. ar., would now be his and we would not be reduced
'tiS.

LIVISGSTON to the necessity "unblushingly to call it ours."
&. n. B 1 1 l'ut, ie "never t ioug it It a probable event"

that the claim of the plaintiffs could succeed. Is
that possible! If so thcu let him blame his own
delusion, and spare the uruncritcd abuse which
he lavishes upon others.*

THE eOERT, when they were prepared to
give their opinion, observed that, as some time
had elapsed, since the oral argument, if alJY of
the counsel had any thing tn add to what had
been said, or to the printed arguments, with
which the judges had been furnished, he would
be listened to.

Duncan, for the defendants, declared that his
clients had nothing more at heart, than to hear
the judgment of the court.

The counsel for the plaintiffs said they had 11(/

thing more to add.

MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
court,']
, ~~__~-4- ~~ ..•

.. The argulI1en' i-. ~T)is ('as()~;'a~ heard ,'J Liccembcr, 1818; it wa!>
not ineerted with the cases (,!' tilat t~;'rJi. ill order that it might bt
presented to the reader, at n·,:: same t ir.ic, \l'i~h the opinion of the

court.

tDERDIG~y,J.did no:jo'n :.p J':<j ~)pin'":'f1~ 'u":~ngbeen consuled ~I'~

'he case, while at the bar,
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The plaintiffs and appellants in this case after E,H,\'n District.
1" 'Feln'utlry, 1819.

stating that they and J. Gravier are the only heirs ~
of Bertrand Gravier, deceased, alledge that John GRm~:~. & AL.

has sold to the defendants his undivided fourth Lrp"".,TOX
& .n;

part of a certain tract or parcel of land known by
the name of the batture, situated in front of the
faubourg St. Mary, being a part of the succes-
sion of said Bertrand Gravier; and that in conse-
quence of this sale they are owers of said land in
common with the defendants. They conclude
their petition with a prayer for partition.

The answer of the defendants, who are here
appellees, contains a denial in general terms of all
the right and title to the property in the plain
tiffs; and two pleas in bar, Ist. Res judicata un
der a decree of a competent tribunal of the Spa
nish government, rendered in August, 1797, by
which they say the land in dispute was adjudi
cated to John Gravier, from whom they hold, as
parcel of the plantation belonging to B Gravier,
deceased. 2d. Prescription to the action :-

In the course of the trial of this cause in the
court below, an opinion of the judge was requi
red by the defendants' counsel, on a question
"whether the present. action could be sustained
against them," and being in support of it, the
opinion was excepted to, And now against this
action, it is contended on their part, that without
calling to their aid the subtilties and nominal dis.

VOl. vr, .'i1
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• Ea,t'n ni,t"jet, tinctions found in the Roman civil 1<1 W all the
Februriru, lSI')
~ subject of actions, which have been rejected by

GRA>If.R .~;; AL. modern lezislators it is erronecuslv brouzht even
'V$. D' .. t)'

LlYn"," ro x according to the plain and simple mode of pro-
8. AL. dicee 109 111 all cases, as prescribe d by o ur laws,

and particularly by the act of the kgislative coun
cil regulating the practice of courts in civil cas
es. By this Jaw it is required that all suits shall
be commenced by petition which, among~t other
things, must" state the cause of action, and con
clude with a prayer for relief adapted to the cir..
cumstances of the case." To suits thus institu
ted, defendants are bound to answer, which they
may do by a denial of the facts stated in the peti
tion, or by stating new matter in avoidance there.
of, or perhaps by both; and on such pleadings,
cases are submitted for judgment to our courts,
both as to law and fact, either with or wiri-out
the intervention of a jury, at the option vi the
parties.

The wisdom of these regulations, evidently
tending to simplify the way by which every indi
vidual of the community is to obtain justice, and
clear it of all technical embarrassments, is ohvi,
ous not only to lawyers but to all men of common
sense.

But, it is true, (as insisted on by the counsel
of the defendants) that these rules of practice
ought not to receive a construction subversive
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of necessary distinctions and productive of confu. East'n District.
• Feb1'llalY, 1819.

sin 1 in things which, from their nature, are ~
wh.illy separate and distinct. Nor ought they Gnwun &. AI..

'V8.

t« )c' so construed as to violate principles held sa- LIVINGSTOY

.J • I' I . f &. H.C;,'J III re atron to t ie necessity a agreement
between allegation and proof.

Leaving out of view the names of actions and
all over nice distinctions relating to them, let us
rest tlie propriety (If the present suit by the act
above cited, and by the rules of law which hold
in abhorrence a multiplicity of actions and 1\e~

quire such certainty in leg-al proce-rliugs as to
P'lt an end to litigation. The plaintiffs, as we
have ah:·~r.y seen, state themselves to be (,0

ILi~s ,~";th J. G."av;er, and that they are entitled

to three.fourths of the estate of Bertrand Gra.
vier; that the land in question is a part of the
succes-ion of lhr-il common ances.or : that John
has sold to the defendants an undivided fourth

part of it, and that in consequence of this sale..
they now hold the property in common with said
defendants, and conclude with a prnyer to have it
divided.

If these allegations be true, there can be no
doubt of the plaintiffs" right of action for a par

tition of property thus held in common by them
and the defendants, who admit their quality' as

heirs, and' that the property, a division of which

is claimed, was once a part of the estate of the
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\

Ea.t'n Dist1"~ct. common ancestor of John Gravier under whom
h~_~lm. ,
~ they claim-title to it, and these plaintiffs. .But

GlIm~~. & sr., they say that John acquired a title to all the es-
LrVING'iTOY

& AL.
tate of the deceased by an adjudication of a pro.
per and competent tribunal, and that the entire
property in the land, of which a partition is claim.
ed in the present suit, being in him at the time
of his sale to them, they do not hold it in com
mon with the plaintiffs, and to this effect they of
fer in evidence an act of sale for two thirds of it.
This part of the defendants' answer, is clearly a
statement of new facts in avoidance of those sta
ted by the plaintiffs in their petition, on the truth
or falsehood of which depends not only the cor
rectness of the present action, but the right of the
plaintiffs to recover in any form of action; and
in our opinion, these rights may be as well de
cided on in the manner in which they are present
ed by the pleadings in this suit, as they could in
any other form. By proceeding in this way a
multiplicity of actions is avoided, and the rights
of the parties will be determined with sufficient
certainty to prevent further litigation on the
same subject. The judge of the district court
was therefore correct in the opinion by which he
sustained the action.

The inconsistency of the allegata et probata re
lied on by the defendants, appears not to be wen
founded. Two of the principal allegations in
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the petition are admitted viz: the quality of the East'n District.
, • Februaru, 1819.

plaintiffs as heirs, and that the property was a ~

Part of the estate of B. Gravier under whom GRAVH:n & A:t.
, 'V8.

they claim; and it is shewn that John Gravier, LIVINGSTON"

who is co-heir with them has sold two-thirds of & AL.

it to the defendants, which is certainly evidence
sufficient to prove that he has sold onefourth, on
the axiom that the greater must include the less.

\Ve come next, in the order in which it is pro.
posed to consider the case, to that objection
which opposes all kind of actions for a recovery
of property, either against the vendor or against
the present defendants. I'his peremptory ex.
ception or plea in bar is founded on a senatus
consultum given on a constitution of the Empe
ror Adrian, in relation to the difference of situa,
tion between possessors of inheritances in good
or bad faith. From the text and all commenta
ries on it, Latin, Spanish and French, it is evi
dent that the sale intention of this law, is to pro.
teet persons who hold inheritances as owners,
with just reasons to believe themselves such, a
gainst the claims of heirs who may appear after
the property has been sold and alienated by the
bona fide possessor; in which casethe heir can
recover only the price, or so much of it as has
enriched the seller.

And it follows as a necessary consequence of
the protection given to the possessor in good
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'East'n District. faith that when he is bound in warranty to the
February, 1819. '
~ purchaser, the latter must also be protected a-

GnAvl~~. & AL. gainst any suit brought by the real heir, other
LrvnWSTON wise the provisions of the law would become nu

&: AL.

gatory.
In applying this law to the present case, it is

necessary to determine on the good or bad faith
of the ve-ndor only, for if he held the property
new in dispute bonafide, be ing a part of the inhe
ritance of his brother B. Gravier, under whom
the plaintiffs claim right~ to it, either as sole
heir believing that no other heir existed, or hav
ing been adjudged to him by a competent tribu
nal, it is believed the law above alluded to does
protect the defendants against any suit for the re
covery of the thing sold. But from the circum
stances under which the seller to them held the
estate of the deceased. we are of opinion that he
cannot be considered as a possessor in good faith
of that portion of it which is now claimed by the
plaintiffs, either on a belief that he was sole heir,
or that it was adjudged to him. If it were real
ly adjudged to him, and the judgment by which
he claims the entire succession of his ancestor,
be valid and unimpeachable on any ground of
nu llity , the defendants arc under no necessity of
reverting to this exception to the action. founded
';11 the laws favoring honest possessors, for in
that event they hold by purchase from one who
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was both owner and possessor , and their title is East'n District.
Februar-], 1819.

valid ~

J h G . , f d 1" • I GRAVIEU & AL.a n ravrer s want 0 goo tart 1 as a posses- 718.'

sor under a belief that he was sale heir to the LmNr;STOl<
, ~ AT.

brother, is ',0 clearly evinced by his own commu-
nication to the Spanish tribunal that other heirs
did exist, as to leave no doubt in the minds of
the court on this point. In testing his faith and
honesty, as possessor under the adjudication of'
the Spanish tribunal, we are brought to a deci
sion of the first question examined by the counsel

of the d ... fendants in his brief of argument, and,
as we believe, the most important in the cause.
Were the premises sued for included in said ad

judication Z This is a question of fact, and as the

parties have subnutted It to the court alone for
decision, we are bound to examine it, and in do
ing this, reference must be made to the proceed
ing which took place before the ~panish tribunal,

relative to the succession of B. Gravier, particu
larly to the inventory and appraisement which
form the basis of its adj udication, The inquiry
to be made is not only what was inventoried, out
what was both inventoried and appraised: the ap
praisement being, in our opinion, the principal
foundation of the judgment; the equivalent for
which, one of the heirs was to become owner of
the estate of the deceased Oil condition of paying-
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Ellst'n District. his debts and dividing any sum that might reo,
Pebruary, 1819.
~ main among his heirs.

GBUIER & AL. The inventory is minute to an extreme. After
'V8.

LIVINGSTON describing the moveable property of the succes
& AL. sion, the persons engaged in making it proceed

to set down the real estate, amongst which .. are
placed the lands of the plantation, the extent of
which cannot be. immediately ascertained, be
cause many lots have been sold; but N. Gravier
informed that its limits ran as far as the bayou,
according to the titles of the same" There is evi
dently no description by which the quantity, si
tuation or limits of the plantation can be ascer
tained. But when it became necessary that the
appraisers should fix a value on this real estate
of the deceased, we find a description which can.
hardly be mistaken, viz:

About thirteen arpents of land of which the
plantation consists, including the garden, from
which land the most useful part has been cut ofl
on the front; the remainder being the lowest
land, inclosed with bad fences. etc." The front
had been taken off by the deceased. or some pri
or owner; that which constituted it, as apprais
ed, was the rear of the original p'antation which
ran to the river, and is described as the lowest
land, such as is generally found at a distance
from the river. Is it possible, under such a de
scription as this, confining the land of the planta-
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on appraised to the rear of the original tract E1st'n Distr-r-t.
, , Febru 'r" 1819.

I the lowest land, inclosed by bad fences, to ~
ave the fences to pass the front already taken GRAYlJo,1t & H.

'll8.r, and to include a parcel of land, which, from its Llns"sTos
& AL.

.uation on the ri ver, may be considered as the
ghest of the original tract? To include in it
e batture, by this description, is thought to be
possible, on any fair construction of its ex-
essions. It was: at the time of the appraise-
.nt, a spot of ground wholly separated and dis-
ct from the plantation, as appraised, and did
t pass with it by the adjudication of the Span-

tribunal. And it is admitted that it was not
udged under any other name. Being of opi
n that John Gravier acquired no title, to any
t of his brother's succession, under the de.
e, by which it is adjudged to him at its up
ised value, except that which was nctuall- ap
ised, and being also of opinion that the bat.
~ never was inventoried or appraised, it is
19ht useless to enter into any lengthy discus
, on those parts of the defe nce, which insist
all the succession passed by the judgment of

Spanish tribunal, because the heir to whom
1S adjudged was laid under an oblig-ation to
the debts of the deceased, and that the land
spute passed as a part of the plantation, be.
e many lots in the back part of the faubourg
. transferred as a part of it. As to the first,
r01.• 'vr,
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Ea~t'n District. it is sufficient to observe that as J. Cravier toe
Februcru, 1819. ' ,
~ the- estate with the benefit of an inventory at

GUAYIER &. AL. appraisement, he could not, under the decree, I
'tiS.

LIH"W;,TOl'<

&. AL.
bound to pay debts beyond the amount of t

appraisement.
Whether he has a rifht to hold any lot whi

was se-parated, by known and establ ished Iii
and boundaries, from the remainder uf the ph
tation, might be forcibly questioned. But it <

pears clearly from the inventory and apprai
rnent, that many were distinctly inventoried <1

appraiscd ; which shews that it was not belie'
or understood by the judicial officers of the S
nish gal ernment, who acted in the case, that
the lots in the faubourg, the light to which
mainc.d in B. Gravier, at the time of his de;

would pash by their decree under the descript
of the plantation. ~ee the Spanish record, f
157, 158, 159. 160 and 187.

The l.rst means of defence, contained in

answer of the de fendauts, is the pre-.criptio
the action: aud , 011 this ground, it is conten
that the present suit can be prese! ibed agains
a lapse or ten or twenty Yt'<\! s; ten wlu n the
ties are presc:nt, and twenty when absent.
must be conceded that an action for parti

speaking of it in general terms, can be presl
ed against on'y by a lapse of thirty years,
not even by this or any other much gr('ater le
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f time when the partners or co-heirs possess in East'n District.
Februaru, 1819.

ommon an inheritance or property. See the ~
~ecopi1acion, Febrero Ayora and other authori- GR.\VILR &. AI•.

, r-s.

ies cited on this point. LIVINGSTo...~

The prescription of ten and twenty years, a. &; .n.

love alluded to, takes place in relation to inheri.
ances on a presumption that a partition has been
made between co. heirs of full age, who possess
md live separate during- those periods; but this
presumption always yields to contrary proof, and,
in the present case, it appears to lIS to be abund-
antly sh-wn that the property, of which a parti,
tion is now cluimed, was never acted upon by
any t:'ib'l!wl, eitller by way of partition amongst
the heirs of the deceased or adjudication to any
one ell masse. The action of the plaintiffs is
therefore not barred by prescription. But (as if
opposition was never to ceas-) it is said that al;

though th. ir action is not barred by prescription,
vet the rirrht of one of them, Jeanne Bordier, is
• L>

barred by a jud;.;ment rendered ill a former suit-
commenced and prosecuted on her behalf, at the
instance of her guardian, to compel J. Gravier to
account to her for her portion of the succession
of B. Gravier, their common ancestor. This
suit proceeded to a judgment ag iinst the dcfen
dam to account; and the purchaser of the bat.
ture, being made a party, was enjoined from pay.
ing over the price to the seller, and this circum.
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l',~st'n Dis!,';"· stance is now insisted on as a confirmation of the
l;'ebruary. 1819
~ sale and a renunciation on the part of the minor t~

GRAvn:n & At. the thing sold, having- elected to take the price
LIVI;~~TOX in lieu thereof. After the judg-ment to accoun

& AL. and the sequestration of the price in the hands a
the purchaser, the suit was discontinued by leave
of the court in which it was brought, before an}
account was rendered by the defendant. VVC:
are of opinion that these proceedings, thus car....
ried on by the guardian of the minor, do not
affect her' right of action in the present case.
First-s-because nothing has been finnlly deterrnin,
ed in the former suit: and secondly-because
her guardian had no right to choose for her be
tween the thing and its price, or to enter into a,
ny transaction or compromise about her estate,
without judicial authority.

Several exceptions were taken in the course
of the trial in the district court, by the counsel
for the plaintiff, to opinions of the judge relating
to testimony offered to prove that the batture
was not included in the inventory and appraise.
ment, A witness, offered on the part of the de.
fendants to prove that it was actually appraised,
was rejected by the judge, and a bill of excep
tions filed in consequence of said question......
Withuut examining these bill of exceptions in
detail, suffice it to observe that we believe the
judge of the court below was correct in rejecting
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oral testimony as to what was intended by the 1';;st'll Districi
February. 1819

written documents, contained in the mortuaria ~
of B Gravier, which alone we have taken into GRAVHR &. AL.

't,'s.
consideration in deciding on these facts. Oral LIYTNGSTON

.d II' < d h bi f &. AL.evi t nee was we re ceive on t e su Ject 0 ac- .
tual occupancy, but not in relation to title.

On the best examination we have been able to
give This case, we feel bound to declare it as our
opinion that the judgment of the court below is
erroneous, and must therefore be reversed. avoid
ed and annulled, which is hereby ordered. And
proceeding- here to give such judgment as ought
there to have been given, it is further ordered, '
adjudged and decreed, that a parriuo-i of the I
land in dispute do take place, accordnig to the ,
rules and regulations of law in such cases made
and provided; reserving to the defendants, any I
right which they may have to be remunerated for
expe nces laid out in reclaiming and improving
said property. And it is further ordered and de-
creed, that the cause be sent back to the district
court, to cause a partition to be made as herein
decreed, by allotting to each of the plaintiffs one
fourth part value of said land, being three-fourths,
and the remainder to the defendants,

On the day after the judgment was pronounc
ed. Duncan, for the defendants, read a petition,
praying that the judgment might be declared null
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,

,ast'n District. and void on the ground of it') having been pro-
Febvuaru, 1819. " .
~ nounced more than fifteen days after the close of

c;RAVIER & AL. the argument. He relied on the fourth s-ctiou
1)$.

LIYINGSTO~ of the act of 1813, ch. 47, which provides that
&AL. ) d"in no case shall they (the supreme court e.

lay more than fifteen days th : pron01Jucing of
their judgments." 2 Martin's Digest; 144, n, 7.

THE COURT refused to receive the petition,
stating that the judgment had not yet passed in
rem [udicatam and the case might be reheard, if
good reasons were shewn, 011 the applicati)\} of
either party, under the general rule of March
term, 1814, 3 .Vlurtirz, 280. That it was doubt
ful, whether the recourse of nullity ag .inst final
judgments of any court, as it prevailed, under
the Spanish government, before the court render
ing the j udg mcnt, was still a part of the judiciary
system of the state-s-that, admitting that it was,
such a recourse was not allowed, in Spain, in re
gard to judgments of courts of dernier resort.
Meeker's assignees V5. WdLiamson 8j' at. ~yndics,

4 Martin, 625, frilli'1/llson 2i' al vs. their credi
tors, 5 id. 618, Iiecopilacion, 4, 17, 4. - That if
this recourse still existed, it was to 'be sought in
a distinct suit, the adverse party being served
with a copy of the petition and cited. That the
court had often found it impossible to come to a
determination, till after a fortnight from the close
of the argument-that, in a particular case, in
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the western district, Seville vs. Chretien, the East'n Distri
.F'eb'·'W'JI, 18

court, b. ing composed of two judges only, the ~
junior one having been of counsel in it, found it GllAVILIt &

'Vs.
impossible to come to a determination without L1VlNGSTOl

consulting authorities not within their reach at ~J; AI,.

OpelOU53.S, and the j',dgment was accordingly
postponed till the following year-that, in such
cases, the court thought it their bounden duty to
pronounce, as soon as possible, after the)' had
formed an opinion-that the opportunity was,
however, always afforded to counsel who imagin-
ed that their argum' nts might have been for-
gotten, to be h'=ard-an opportunity which, in
this case, was offered, and of which the counsel
thought it needless to avail themselves.*

~ The argument in court began on the Ist and was concluded 011

the 15111 (,I' December. The judgcs took no notes, being informed

that each party would furuish a written argument, containing a note

01 all tile authorit ies Cited. The plumufls' couns el, some time after

delivered a printed argument to tile judges and to the defendants"
counsel, who asked time ttl have an argument or answer prepared

nnd printed. This was not cornplet. ,l t r]l aftel' the Christ.

mas and New Y ar hoJ;d,IY~, and tile a" ,un,ent a, soon as received

was communicated to tile pru.ntifls' counsel. \\ ho returned it about

the middle of January and the judgment of the court was pronounc
ed on the 3d of February, the CIlUI'l, composed III til II judges only.

not having been able t\J ~gl"t~e, till then. ~'lr . .Li't1/'llg St 0 1l ) on behalf
of himself and his co-defeudauts, presented a pet it ion to the Legisla.
tUI',', tilt n in session, complaining of tl.e rd'",al of the supreme

court "to listen to the argnnwnt and authovities, by which they

could have shewn that the jllrlgment was void, or to receive their pe
pet it ion," and pra) ing that some legislative provision might be made
for the relief "I' . he pe,tu ioners, &c. The House of Bcprescntativcv
rejected the petiticn.
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st'n District. LJlBoI21'UT ~• .ilL. ..s, ROGERS~' .ilL. Jlnte '2i:2·
bruuru, 11119.

~

BATLT & AL.

res,
DOERS & AL.

Ap PEA L from the court of the first district.

MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
rhe inf~rior court Our attention has ~;gain been drawn to
u-t rna. fi x '
I cornpensa- this case, an objection, made to tile allowance to
1 of the at- 1 f 1 I . b
uev, & when t ie attorney a t ie estate, not lavII1g een pro"

\

,iott1e XOl'bi. nounced upon. This allowance was ascertained
, re su-

ne ~OUl·t and fixed by th- inferior court, upon the princi-
not mter-

'. ples recognise-d by this court, in the case of
Morel, vs, Misotier e's syndics, (3 Martin, 363)
and as it docs not appear to us exorbitant, we
see no reason for our inter ference.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be affirm
ed with costs.

Clivi/tier for the plaintiffs-Morse for the de.
fendants.
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EASTERN DISTRICT, MA.RCH TERM, 1819.

BIOH YS. GILLY ~ st:

East'n District.
March. 1819.
~

RION

v,.
GILLY &; AL.

Ap PEA L from the court of the parish and ci, If he who has

ty of New.Orle ans, goods for sale
tor another,
Iii"es an ac-

DERBIGNY J. delivered the opinion of the count which is
, accepted, he

court. The plaintiff and appellant delivered to may not, aft'r
wards, be called

the defendants a quantity of coffee to be sold for upon, I(~l' the
• • pr Ice 01 any

Ius account, and he comp'ains that they were reo part of the
. d I' . I ion i b 1 goods, not col.IllISS ao neg IgCOt 10 t re transaction . ut le lected.

admits that they finally rendered him an account,
which he accepted, The object of the present
suit is to obtain the balance due to the plaintiff,
00 that account. On the face of it, this balance
results from outstanding debts, which the defend.
ants alledge that they have not collected,

VOL. vr. 5.'3
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East'n District.
Jlf,','rh, 1819.

~

IlION

'V8.

GILLY & .n.

CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

We are of opinion, that by accepting a gene.
ral account of the whole transaction, including
the commission of the defendants, and in which
are expressed what accounts have been, and
what remains to be, collected, the plaintiff dis
charged the defendants-that their agency, from
that moment, was at an end, and that he has,
now, no right to call upon them for payment of
any item. which he complains that they neglect
ed to collect.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
thut rh. judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Seghers for the plaintiff-Porter for the de
fendants.

-+-
PIERCE VS. CURTIS ~ st:

A l' PEA L from the court of the first district.If a slave.
sold, remains
with the vend.
01' he lsliable MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
to'bc seized for
his debts. court. In this case, the plaintiff and appellant

sues for the recovery of a slave, described in the
petition.

The action was commenced against Curtis
alone, who, at the time, had possession of the
slave. Gayles, the other defendant, intervened
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and claimed the slave in his answer as his own. ERst'n Distr-ict,
, , oI1£"'clt, 1819.

suggesting fraud, in the transaction, by which ~
the plaintiff obtained his title to the slave. Both PI:';~CE

Pierce and Gayles claim the slave, under Curtis. CUR£IS &..I.E.

The evidence, on record, shews the following
facts. On the 21stof October, Hl13, Curtis, by
a notarial act, sold the slave in que- tion, to Ab
ner Stanley, and retained a mortgage for his pay
ment. It does not appear, that the sale was at
tended with any tradition, but Curtis held pas.
session of the slave, till August, 1814, when
Stanley, at his instance, conveyed to Pierce, by a
notarial act, all the title, which he acquired by
the act of sale, in 1813.

After this, Curtis continued to possess the
slave, as his own, until, some time in 1816, the
sheriff of East Baton Rouge sold him, under
an execution upon and against the property 0

Curtis, and Curtis purchased him, at the she.
riff's sale.

On this statement of facts, the only question
to be decided is, whether the slave sold, thus reo
maining with the vendor, and never having been
delivered to the vendee, W'iS or not liable to be
seized and sold, to satisfy the debt of the for.

mer.
The case of Durnford vs. Brooks' syndics, 3

Martin, 222, 269, is relied upon, by the counsel
of the defendant and appellee Gayles, and is cer-
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East'n District. tainly completelv applicable to the present, ex-
.}Ifarch, 1819. •
~ cept that, in the former, the things sold were
PI:~.CE merchandize, which pass by a mere verbal agree-

CURTIS & AL. mrnt and delivery. whereas, the dispute is now
about a. slave, the title to whom has been trans
ferred by public and authentic acts. But, we are
of opinion, that this circumstance cannot operate
against third persons, such as creditors, so as to
defeat their just claims founded on principles re
cognised in the above case. There is not any
evidence that the slave was ever delivered to
Pierce, or that the latter ever exercised any act
of ownership over him, except that which is de.
rived from extra.judicial acknowledgments of
Curtis, whose interest it is to countenance the
forced sale, by which he was to be benefited.

It is true that, according to our statute, the
delivery of a slave', who is sold, takes place,
when it is really made to the buyer, or by the
mere consent of the parties, when the sale men.
tions, that the slave has. been sold and delivered
to the buyer, or when he was already in posses.
sion, under another title. Civ. Code, 350, art.
28 But this constructive delivery, does not ap
pear from the expressions of the act of sale, and
there is evidence that, that the slave remained
the possession of the vendor.
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ApPEAL from the court of the first district.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed, East'n District.
Jlfw'ch isrs,

that the judgment of the district court be affirm- ~
ed with costs. PI£l'C£

'V8

CURTIS & AL.

Carleton for the plaintiff-Duncan for the de
fendants.

SIERRA vs, SLORT,

This case
turns on a

M J 1 I, d h ' . f h mere question
A THEWS, • ue ivere t e opinion 0 t e of facts,

court. The decision of this case, depends en-
tirely on the credit to be given to the testimony.
The district court, in weighing it, has determin.
ed in favor of the defendant, and we see no reas-
on to alter the judgment.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de
creed, that it be affirmed with costs.

Srghers for the plaintiff-Morel for the de
fendant.
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East'n Distric t,
March, 1819.
~

DAVIS
va,

PREVAL

CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

DJ1VL>; VS, PREVJ1L,

A PP E A L from the court of the parish and city
of New-Orleans

fi An apPdeal MAR TIN, J, delivered the opinion of the cou rt,rom an or er,
submitting fiac- The petition states, that Lachataignerav beinz in.
counts to re er- C • ~

ees, iSJ pl'e- debted to the plaintiff, in the sum of 3310, gave
mature. hi h" d f diim IS promIssory note, an soon a ter ied.i--,

that the defendant took possession of the estate
of the deceased, and namely of a store, which
was held in partnership, between the defendant,
p, A. Lay and the deceased, without making
any inventory,-that the defendant has, thereby,
and also, as a partner of the deceased, become
liable to pay the said note, The defendant plead
ed the general issue.

The parish court gave judgment, for the sum
claimed, against the estate of the deceased, the
costs, however, to be paid by the defendant, at
all events, with his' recourse against the estate,
and, that the accounts of the defendant, as execu
tor of the deceased, be submitted to reference.

From this judgment, the plaintiff appealed.

We are of opinion, that the appeal is prema
ture: the reference occasioned some delay, bur
wrought no irreparable injury.
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It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de- East'n District•
.lIfarch, 1819.

creed, that the appeal be dismissed. ~

Morel for the plaintift-jJ;Joreau for the de.
fendants.

DAVIS

'V8.

PREVAL.

When an act
FOUQUE'S SY.N·IJICS vs, VIGNIJ1UIJ. is attacked as

fraudulent, pa.
rol evidence is

A P P E /I L from the court of the parish and city admissible, to
prove or rebut

of New Orleans. the allegation
of fraud.

MAn TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the
of the court. The plaintiffs complain, that the
defendant detains thirteen slaves, the property of
their insolvent.

The answer states, that these slaves were con
veyed, by Fouque, long befo. e his failure, to the
defendant, for a valuable consideration, by a bill
of sale, which bears date of the 22d of June,
1811, under the private signatures of the vendor
and vendee.

There was a verdict ann judgment for the de.
fendant, and the plaintiff', appealed.

There is not any statement of facts, but the
parish judge has certified, that the record con
tains all the evidence adduced in the case.

Mermet, examined by consent, deposed that,
in June, 1811, it came to his knowledge, that
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East'n Distr-ict
March. 1819.

....,-, -
FOUltUE'S S'N

Illes 'vs.
VIGNHUD.

eASEs IN THE 8lJPREME COURT

Fouque wished to purchase a plantation, and the
defendant unwilling to be concerned therein, pro..
posed to Fouque a settlement of their accounts.
The deponent W,\S on g-ood terms with both, and
heard the defendant ask from Fouque, the pay
ment of a sum of 83000, and Fouque propose
the sale of twelve or filu.cn slaves, for which,
the defendant offL'r~d 37000 duliars, payable,
.83000 in FonqlJe's note, and the balance in
c.ish, 011 the evcuing of that day, }< ouque told the
de ponent he had concluded all .his affairs, with
the defendant, his son in law, and shewed him
four bags of dollars, and the defendant shewed
him a bill of sale for the slaves. Fouque was
thon in good credit.

Bideau deposed that, about the same time. he
was accidentally in Fouqne's store, and saw
him deliver a bill of sale of fourteen slaves, to
the defendant, asking him whether it had not
better be done before a notary; when the defend
aut answered it was unnecessary. In the after
noon. he assisted the defendant in carrying .84000,
which were counted in his presence, and deli
vered to Fouque, as the balance of the price of
the slaves.

Soulie deposed, that Fouque and the defendant
lived together, previous to the former's failure;
that Fouque's credit began to de-cline, after the
purchase of Harang's plantation, in January.
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1812' that the deponent when he h card of this East'n Vi,trict.
, , .1Jarch. 1819.

still thought him in good circumstances, be. ~
cause, at the time he bargained with Harang, for FOt'Q"l.'S Sri"

DTC~ "l'8.

the plantation, he exhibited, to the deponent, the YWH.\t'IL

state of his affairs, shewing prop~'rty, to the a-
mount of 60 or 870,000; that, in that state,
there were a great number of negroes, for a per-
son inhabiting the city, his house, a claim on a
per",on in Pensacola, his goods in the store, and
other property. Fouque engaged to put his
slaves on the plantation and some others, thirty
in <til, in addition to those shewn. He knows
that, about three we-eks before his failure, Fouque
advertised the loss of thirteen notes, of S 1LOO
each, of the bank of Louisiana, of which the de.
fendant was a director, and knew that no such
notes were in circulation. Mrs, Vigniaud,
and Fouque, her father, used to sell goods in the
same store: and, a t times, she ball ght goods for
it. The defendant worked at his trade of watch
maker, and kept his shop in Fouques house.
He t'njoYLd credit and a good character. On the
19th of August, 1812, a violent hun icane did
!j;reat injury t.o the plantations.

Lanna deposed that, at the end of November,
~

1812, he sold, as syndic of an estati'p' indigo to
the amount of 6 or .87000, that the vendee of.
fered Fouque, as his endorser, but the creditors,
8eing consulted, refused to accept him as such.

Vor., vr. 54
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Ea~t'n Distr-ict. Before that time the deponent thought F ouque
,/Jfarch, 1819. '. •
~ in good credit. He always thought the defend-

FOUQlJE'S s r x- ant in very easy circumstances, and ln-licved him
nrc-, '8.

VIClNI,WD, to be a partner of Fouque, from their living in
the same house, and being connected by mar
rIage.

Abat deposed, that Fouque and the deft ndant
lived together, after the latter married the for
mer's daughter. Fouque enjoyed good credit,
till he bought Harang's plantation, it bt:ing be
lieved that, as he had been always occupied
in retailing goods, he would not understand how
to condu. t a plantation. From that time his
credit declined.

The plaintiff introduced the records of two
notaries, by which it appeared, that Fouque
took authentic bills of sale of a number of
slaves, purchased by him in 1811 and 1812.

A certified copy of the inventory of the pro
perty, surrendered by Fouque to his creditors,
was also introduced, and one of the record of
the bill of sale from Fouque to the defendant,
as w. ll as the bilan of Fouque and the tableau de
distribution, and the dee d from Haraug to
Fouque, .:

Cruza(-deposed, that Fouque paid taxes, on
ten ShlVC;&' in town, in 1811, on eighty four, on
the plantation, in 1812, and that in 1813, the de.
fendant, for the first time, paid taxes on ten slaves
in town.
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Girod deposed, that F ouque enjoyed good E3St'Il District.
, . .lIlarcT., 1819.

credit till after the purchase of Harang's planta. ~
tion-that the great price he gave for it, the high F9U~~:·~s.su,

levee, and his reputed inability to conduct the Vw"r,H7D.

negroes of a plantation, did affect his credit ;-
that Vigniaud has always been a hard working
and frugal man-that, in 1792, at the death of
his first wife, he was worth about £7000.

The bill of sale, from Fouque to the defendant,
was recorded in George T. Ross's office, on the
12th of July, 1812. The signaturcs of the ven,
dol' and vendee were admitted.

Dubois deposed, that the bill of sale is in the
hand w. it;ng nf Godefroy; that the deponent ar,
ri, ed in New Orleaas in 1809, and saw in the
nnvspapers Gocl"froy's justification; from which,
he concludes that he was already dismissed from

his office of a notary public-c-that, in the begin.
ning of 1811, the deponent was employed, for
about two months, in the office of 1'.11'. Broutin,
notary public, in which Leroux and Godefroy
wrote: the Litter had one fourth of the profits of
the office, anJ remained in it, 'till he was ar
rested for debts and committed to prison.

Pollock deposed, that Godefroy, after he was
dismissed from office, was employed by Broutin,
-that his reputation was bad, it being reported
that he had acted improperly in his office.

Duncan reported that Gcdefrov's character
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E.~~~'~cl~I~:Jt~:. was bad. He had been oharged wiih forging the
~ will of an American, who could not speak one

Foraus's .TN· word of French.
Jiles 'Vs.

VlGSUVD.

It does not appear, to this court, that the judg.
merit, in the present case is incorrect. The ne
gt oes were purchased, according to the bill of
sale, on the 22d of J nne, 1811 : from that instru
ment, it appears that they were alread r in the
possession of the vendee, and, both the parties to
the sale being in the same house, and their fami
lies making but one, it is not extraordinary that
the slaves were not removed. It does not appear
that, at this period, there was any creditor of the
vendor, who might be defrauded, and both par
ties are sworn to have been then in very easy cir,
comstances, About six months after, January
7, 1812, Fouque purchased the plantation, which
appears to have been the cause of his subsequent
discomfiture, and about six months after this
purchase, July 11, 1812, the defendant caused
this bill of sale to be recorded, and about two
months after, a violent hurricane laid the planta.
tion waste. This disaster entirely destroying the
credit of Fouque, 'which began to decline from
the date of his purchase, he was afterwards com
pelled to surrender his property for the benefit of
his creditors.

The plaintiffs' counsel contends, that the testi.
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mony of Mermet and that of Bidaut ouzht not East'n District.
';-' ~lTilrcll, 1819.

to be noticed, because they testify to facts, which ~
happened at the time of makinz the bill of sale. FOUl\:[T};'S SYN-

:-, )llC~ 'l'S

I t is true, the law forbids the introduction of parol VIONIAUD.

evidence "again~tor beyond, "hat is contained
in the acts, or on what may have been said be-
fore or at the ti:ne of making the acts or since."
V/C understand this to mean that any thing,
which may have been said to contradict, take from
or add to the stipulations of an act, shall not be
heard: but when an act is attacked as fraudulent,
or false, parol evidence must, of necessity, be ad-
mitted on the part at the defendants, not, indeed.
to alter or modify the contents, but to support the
truth of the act and the good faith of the parties.
Here, the testimony, so far from going against or
beyond the act, has no other object than to cor.
roborate it. The rule then, invoked by the plain-
tiffs' counsel, receives no application here.

But, independently of this, the witnesses here
examined swear not to what they heard said. but
what they saw done. One of them saw 84000
of the consideration money, counted and paid.

The counsel further urges, that the bill of sale
was not acknowledged, but registered, without
any proof or acknowledgment of the signatures,
at the request or of either of the parties, but of
Godefroy, the person who wrote it.
- The law provides that acts, under private sig-
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East'n District. natures for the sale of slaves not registered
March, 1819.' , ,
~ within the legal time, shall have effect against

FOUQ.UE'S sU· third persons, onlv from the time of their being
DICS 'VS. ...

YIGXIAUD. registered. We are of opinion, that as, in the
present case, the bill of sale is admitted by the
plaintiffs, to be the act and deed of the vendor,
the want of an acknowledgment, previous to the
registry, if it could avail them, inany case, can
not be opposed by them in this.

There is nothing- in evidence, from which a
suspicion of fraud can arise against the defend
ant; nothing from which it may be concluded
that the vendor meant to cover his property, or
even that he had any creditor that might be de.
frauded. Neither his subsequent ill conduct,
nor the ill fame of the person employed to write
or to procure the registry of the bill of sa:e, can
affect the title of his vendee.

There is not any thing, in the circumstance of
the defendant not paying taxes on the slaves, till
1813: he bought them in 1811, the taxes of that
year, were probably paid by the vendor; those
of 1812, were a charge on the vendee, and we all
know that. according to the mode of collecting
taxes, those of 1812 were not payable till 1813.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and' de.
creed, that the judgment of the parish court be
affirmed with costs.
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Seehers for the plaintiffs-Livinuston for the East'n Di,tl'ict.
o e -'Harth, 1819.

defendant. ~
l"oUQUE'S srx

lues "[,'8.
VrGSUUJ1.

WILLIJloMSON <S' JlL. vs. THElll CREDITORS.

In this case, the defendants obtained a rehear- After the fl-
• 711 1ing of the tao
mg. 5 ..(~' artin, 618. bleau of distri-

bution by the
. • • syndics of the

IJ1vzngston, for the defendants. The Judgment ~r"ditol's of an

I d f d 1 btai Insolvent, a no-appea e rom, was rna e on a ru e, 0 tamed by tice to all the

a J' udgment creditor of the insolvent directing cl'e~itors.. is all
• 'mdlspenSlble

the defendants, syndics of Williamson and Pat. fOI'?Ja1i1y,
which the syo-

ton, to shew cause, why they should not do three dies cannot

h
. wave.

t lI1gs.
1. Rescind the mortgage in favor of the plain.

tiffs (the assignees of W. P. Meeker.}
2. Convey the mortgaged property to Stephen

Henderson.
3 Pay the proceeds of the said house, as well

as of the Alabama lands to the plaintiffs.

This rule was obtained on the 6th day of May,
1818, and was returnable the 9th-it was served
the 8th, giving one day's notice of the requisi
tion, by which the syndics were called on to part
with all the funds of the estate in favor of one cre
ditor, to the pr ej udice of the rest, and it was
made absolute without any notice whatever to the
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East'n nist..ict , other creditor-s, without enquiring into the na-
.lfm·ch, Id19. • • • 1
~ ture or rank of their claims or p.ivileges, WIt 1~

'''ILLlU80"," out the usual publication for them to come in
&. 0,. V8.

THEm and shew cause, which (it is asserted) was never
Cusnrrons, 1 d hat j 1 11yet dispensed wit 1, an • W rat IS worse t uui a ,

without enquiring into the truth of an allegation
that the pl.rintiffs' demand of a preference w 15

founded on a judgment, not only in itself null,
but fraudulent from the circumstances attend.
ing it.

It will be necessary to take a view of the facts,
as they appear upon the record

On the 28th of April, 1818, the syndics, pur
suant to an order for that pUi'pose, filed an ac
count of the estate, by which it appeared, that
there was a ballance of not quite S 1000 in their
hands, and that there were demands upon them,
which they deemed priviledgcd, to more than that
amount; for which reason they conceived that,
as there was nothing to distribute, a tableau of
distribution could not legally be demanded. The
present claimants, however, insisting on its be
ing produced, the court made an order for that
purpose, and four diys after, a tableau was filed,
in which the sum of S919 74-, the ballance in
hand, is divided between the creditors pro rata,
but, at the same time, it is repeated that that sum
is not ~llHicient to pay the charges for profession ..
al services.
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At the close of this tableau, the syndics ob- East'n District.
JJulrch, 1819.

serve that they submit the propriety of the cre- ~
ditors bein« notified to prove their debts that the WlLLIA>lSOS

D '& .n. 'V8.

dividend may be made with accuracy. This THEIR

I
. h .. CREDITOn-lJ.

course was t ie one WhIC not only justice but
daily practice required, instead of that, four
days after filing the tableau, a rule was taken to
shew cause why the whole proceeds of the estate
should not be paid to a single creditor. The
su bstance of that rule has been stated. On the day
of its return, the counsel for the syndics found
themselves obliged, at one day's notice, not only
to answer, but to go to trial: a trial of immense
importance, both as to principle and amount.
The answer, theref Ire, was hasty and made at
the bar, but in substance, it is sufficient. It
states:

That they do not' think themselves authorised
to cancel the mortgage, and they argued on this
point; that the provision of the act (which was
the only authority relied on in the court below)
did not extend to cases of insolvency prior to its
passing, but that, at any rate, as the plaintiffs in
the action were the obligees in that mortgage,
they could immediately cancel the mortgage,
without any act of the syndics.

2. They express their willingness to convey
the property and to receive and distribute the

VOL. VI; 55
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E,st'n District. money according to law, as soon as the meum
.1ft"d. 1819.
~ brance should be removed..

'VILLIA"S<JS 3. Th-y say that the plaintiffs ought not to
&. AL VS.

TaUR receive it, because they say. first, that the j udg-
Cnl:Ul£ORS.

ment, under which they claim, is nidl,-second-
ly, that it does nut give the plainufls ai.y right
to be paid the amount thereof, ill preference to
the other creditors.

Obliged to go to trial, eo instante, we offered
(I quote the words of the bill of exceptions) to
go into evidence to prove that the judgment, up
on which the said William P. ;" eeker's assign
ees claim, was 1/u!1 and collusive andfraudulcnt
against the creditors; this the court refused to ad
mit, under an allegation that these facts were not
put in issue by the rule. But as nothing was put
in issue by the rule, I suppose the meaning is
that they were not put in issue by the cause
shewn -Now let us enquire into this. Presum
ing, however, that if we arc precluded from this
important enquiry of fraud in a question of bank
ruptcy, if we arc precluded, I say, in this case, it
must be by a stricter adherence to the niceties of
pleading, than ever yet was known in our courts,
and that if it be adopted as to our cause shewn
in writing, it is but fair, one would think, to ap
ply it to the foundation of this proceeding. The
rule of the 6th of May, if the cause shewn is to
have all the certainty and finish of a plea, the rule
ought to have all those required in a. petition-s-
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and the court must stop (as their do in decidinz East'n District
• b March, 1819.

on a demurrer) at the first fault in pleading; even ~
if it should have been committed by the party WILLIAMSON

& AL ~'S.

complaining of irregularity. 1lll:lll
CRJWITUBS

Now, unfortunately for the plaintiff who reo

quires such nicety from us, it happens, rh.u his
rule as<.;iglls no aile reason why the w hole of this
estate ~h(Kdd. be piid to him, except that a judg

ment in his favor was read, without sayillg a
g~inst whom it W;18 rendered, or HIlt dgcd when
it was regi'Jtered, or giying any reason why this
sum shouhl be piid LJ him, in preference. The
t; rue of t'nre;.!.l~tering i., not slu wn at all, and yet it
i: 011 thi s only the preference is founded, and I
m;;;ht ,,:1 f.I, c laim the decision of the court, on
this c1(~rl'ct alone in the plaintiffs' case. But I

IV ;.'~! not I'dI' Gil it.
O~'r return to the rule S:lyS that the judgment

is 'zull, ..nd we ofr'c.n:d (a .•; is shewn by the bill of
exc-ptions) to 1;0 into cv idcnce to prove that it

w as so. This court seems to think that, that

evidence was something extrinsic of the record:
but how does that appear? Evidence is a general
term, the record itself would be evidence of its

nullity, in some respects, and that was, in fact,
the evidence on which we intended to rely, but
the court would not permit it to be introduced.
Surely, when I al!eclge a fact and offer, general
lr, evidence to prove it, the court will not pre.
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East'n District. sume that the evidence I offered was such as was
•.",rarclt, 1819. • • c he i d b
~ not admissible , therefore, t e JU gment must e

W1LLI"'SO~ set aside, for the court, without inquiry whether
& AL. 'VS. • I ld f

THEIR my evidence was legal or illegal, wou not su -
en.t.,,'" ns. fer me to produce it under an allegation that it

was not put in issue by the rule, when, in fact,
it is expressly alledged in the return, and, in
truth, was offered to be proved by that very
species of evidence which the court thinks was the
only admissible testimony, the record itself

But is this the only admissible testimony to
prove an act void or null? I think most assured
ly not. Fraud and collusion will vitiate a judicial
as well as a conventional mortgage. In this ve
ry cause, this court has set aside a sale, made of
the very property in question, under this iden
tical judgment, that is to say, they have declared
it void, yet in itself, it was as solemn an act as the
judgment, it was a notarial act, clothed with all
the forms of the law; they declared it void, be
cause they listened to-testimony, which shewed
that it was intended to give an undue preference
to these above the other creditors. N ow, if we

can shew the same thing as to their judgment,
does not j ustice to the creditors require that it
should be done, ought we not to be allowed to
do it, and will not the greatest injustice be done
if we are precluded? Are not our offered probata
in exact agreement with our allegata. We al..
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'!edge that the J' udgment is null anel that it gives East'n District.
< JJrarch, 1819.

to the plaintifls no right to be paid in preference ~
to the other creditors.-And we offer to prove, WILLIAMSON

& AI•• 'VB.

that it is collusive and fraudulent. Let it be re- THEIR
CIlEllITons.

membered too that this is not a regu lar action in
which formality might be required, but a sum
mary proceeding in which what we offered to
prove and which is reduced to writing in the bill
of exceptions, ought perhaps to have equal
weight, that is to say that we might have shewn
cause are tenus, and supported our allegation by
proofs. That is supposing the course pursued
by the plaintiff to be the proper one, which I
think I can demonstrate it was not.

This is a case of cessio bonorum, occurring in
the year 1811, consequently to be determined by
the Spanish law, because the Jaw on that sub.
ject, passed the 3d of July, 1805, was repealed
by the insolvent law of 25th March, ~808, which
itself only related to cases of actual imprison
ment, and the only other law of the state on the
cessio bonorum, did not pass until the 20th of
February, 1817.

The author, quoted by the court, is one of the
best guides we can follow in the course of pro.
ceeding to complete the cessio bonorum or can
curso of creditors. On this branch of it, the
mode of setling the rank of the different credi
tors, he tells us, that after the administrator
(syndic) is chosen, each creditor in turn takes the
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East'n District. autos and states his pretensions to a preference
Jl£arch. 1819. '
~ which being communicated to all the rest, each

WILLIAMSON one may contest the claim and assert his own, if
&; .n. , ...

THEIR he have any,to be paid by priority The judge then
CREIHTOltS.

takes the proceediigs, gives a term for each one
to prove his allegation and settles th- rank of the ~

respective claims, bj a definitive sentence, which
however may be appealed from. 2, Febrero, Li
brer. escr . No. 29 and 32. Here we find that
each indi vidual creditor is a plaintiff and defen
dant agaiust the others, todos son actores y rros.
The syndic does not repreSt nt them here, be.
cause their interest is not joint and the syndic
can only act for all. From the nature of things,
therefore the joint agent of the whole cannot he
consistently with his duty, the sole actor in the
contestation, that arises between the individual
creditors. It may be supposed that by contest.
ing all claims for preference, he promotes the in
terest of the mass of creditors against that of the
claimant-but first, as I shall shew, this is not
part of his office or duty, nor is he the person
to do it, and secondly this would impose on him
the obligation of contesting all claims, just or un
just; or of using his discretion to admit them,
and thereby rendering himself the judge, what
preferences should be given, without consulting
the parties really interested.

It may be objected that this mode of proceed-
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ing, laid down bv Febrero, is inconsistent with East'n District.
• oI1Tarch, 1819.

our mode of practice, and cannot be carried into ~
execution. I acknowledge that strictly it can- WILLIAMStll'l'

& AL. ~'8.

not, but we have adopted a course of proceed- THEIR

CR.DITORS,
ing which is analogous. Instead of communica-
ting the autos, and suffering each creditor to
make a separate tncidente of his demand, as was
done by the Spanish tribunals, our courts estab
lished the practice of first filing the tableau of reo

portiuon made by the syndic, from the best ma
terials in his power, in which he classes the ere
ditors, in the manner he deems agreeable to law.
On the filing of this tableau an order is made die
recting all persons entrusted to shew came in ten
days, why the tableau, should nut be confirmed,
and the distribution made accordingly: this order
is directed to be published-and on its expira
tion, if any creditor finds himself aggrieved either
by not receiving the preference which he thinks
himself entitled to, or (if he have none himself)
by another being preferred who has no such right
he may seek relief, bet that must be by suit The
judge cannot without violating all law, dispose of
questions of this magnitude and legal importance
in a summary way on motion, without giving any
notice, and here no notice whatever was given to
the creditors, many of whom may have higher
priviledges than the plaintiff. The proceed
ing also must be reciprocal, if the creditor can
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East'n District. force the syndics to trial on the return day of the
.March, IH19. •
~ rule, as was done in the present case, the syn-

WlLL1AMSOS dies have an equal right and then the creditor
Ii<. AL. 'Vs. <

TREIR may be forced to trial, the same moment he has
r;RLD1TOjlS. • f I d fl' I ld b Inotice a t 1e e ence, \V lIC 1 wou e not ess

unj list. Besides as these objections turn general
lyon allegations of fraud, and those questions are
peculiarly the province of the jury to resolve, it
seems not only illegal but unjust to adopt such a
course of proceeding, as must deprive the party
of this benefit.-Thc practice h.is never been ei
ther under the Spanish laws, or since the institu
tion of our courts, to settle the question of prior
ity of credits in a summary way, by motion: ill
all cases within my knowledge, where the syndics
have refused to allow a preference. the creditor
has been put to his suit.-Those suits have been
received by the district courts and many of them
have passed by appeal through this. Among
many others, I might have mentioned Brown
vs. the syndics of Phi/ips, Rousselle vs, syndics
of Dukeylus.

Now. the question arising in those cases was
precisely that presented in the one now before
the court, a preference claimed by mortgage and
an allegation of fraud against the creditors; yet,
he course of proceeding was diametrically oppo

site: both cannot be right, and which will the
court support? That one which has been con-
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firmed by practice, which is agreeable to the spi. East'n Districtv
March, 1819.

rit of the Spanish law, which still governs us? ~
That 'which gives the usual time for preparation, WlLLlHISON

&; .u. ~'s.
which secures the trial by jury, at the election TJIF,IR

CREDITOR'
of the party; or that which is contrary to the
usual course of proceeding, which is at direct
variance with the principles of the ancient law,
which gives no time for preparation, hurries the
parties at a day's notice into the investigation of
most important questions of fact, and the most
Intticate discussions of law, destroys the right
of election to be tried by a jury, and decides on
the rights of creditors, without giving them the
slightest notice that those rights are drawn in
question. I cannot doubt of the question.

I have said that the course pursued in this case,
decided on the rights of the individual creditors
wit hout giving them notice; in effect, what no.
tice has anyone of the creditors had of this claim,
which is to take away the whole estate? The
syndics have, indeed. had the species of notice
that I have mentioned; but suppose some of the
other creditors to have privileges or prior mort
gages, what opportunity has such creditor had
of shew-ing his right, or of contesting that of
Meeker's assignees? No publication has been
made, and three days after the tableau was filed,
we were ordered to pay the whole proceeds to one
creditor; if we had complied with that order, I

VOL. VI, 56
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East'n Distl·jct. ask what opportunity anyone creditor (whate;'er
March, 1819.
~ might have been his rights or privileges) would

WILI.IA"SON have had of even knowing how he was classed ?
& AL. N.

THEIR No notice, I repeat, was given to him, and be-
f~nEUITORS.

fore he could seek relief, before he could cvr n
know he was injured, the whole sum wo»lo be
paid to the assignees d a British bankrupt, aud
immediately put without his reach. I ask, and I
ask it most seriously and earnestly, but most res
pectfully, whether this court will sanction a
course of practice that leads to such consequen
ces, from which, I may say, such abuses are inse
parable, not to mention, the obvious one of fa
voritism and collusion between the assignees and
a particular creditor. They make out their ta
bleau, classing a favorite creditor in the highest
rank, to the full amount of their funds, without
giving, any public notice of the existence of this
account: the favored creditor obtains a rule simi.
lar to the one which was taken in the present
case, the syndics either are silent, or make a
sham defence; the rule is made absolute, and
the funds are carried out of the reach of the ere.
ditors, before they have the slightest idea of the
contest, and although they could have shewn
that the security had been fraudulently obtain.
ed, or that their own was entitled to a prefer.
ence, This danger also will not be lessened,
when we reflect that syndics are always them.
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selves creditors; and that if they are admitted East'n Distr-ict •
.J}fl1rch, 1819.

as :competent parties, in questions between the ~
creditors individually, as to their rank, that their '~ILLWISOS

'-" AL. V8.

own will never be lost. THEIn
CRF.llITORS

Those reasons operated, I presume, for they .
are obvious,with the Spanish legislators, and thev
have accordingly excluded the syndics from the
settlement of the respective rank of the creditors,
as appears not only generally in the passag<.:s I
have referred to in Febrero, page 31, 2 I.zb. de
Escribanos, when he says, the syndic has no
power "mesclarsc en disputarles la calidad, le,
gitimidad, y prelacion de sus creditos." This
is the rule by which this case must be governed,
except so far us it may be found to interfere
with our system of practice, established by the
act of the territory or the rules of practice made
under it. Wh it that change is, I have already
pointed out, and I have shewn that the practice
of the late superior court, though it did not for-
mally exclude the agency of the syndics, in ques-
tions of preference, yet always required notice
to be given to the individual creditors to assert
their rights, which w~s not done in the present
instance, and I have also shewn that none of the
insolvent laws of the territory or the state, made
any regulation on this su bject, except the act of
1817, made long subsequent to the failure in
question. But if the court will permit, and the
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East'n District. plaintiffs should persevere in chusinz that law as
:/lfarch, 1819. ~

~ the rule of our conduct, I have no objection.
WUUUISON By the 35th section of that act, the practice a.

& AL. 'VS.

'!'REIR dopted by the supreme court is confirmed, No-
CRElJITORS,

tice is directed to be gi ven to the creditors by
bills or publications, in the same manner as for a .
meeting, of the filing of the tableau, and that
they shew cause why it should not be confirmed.

The 36th section, also, confirms the practice I
have stated to have been that of our courts, by
directing that the creditors (not the syndics) shall
file their opposition, if any they have in the
clerk's office, "and the said opposition shall be
decided upon in the manner prescribed by law."
What is the manner prescribed by law? As
there is no particular law on this subject, these
words must mean in the manner prescribed for
all other suits. That is, in the manner we can.
tend it ought to have been done, in the present
instance.

Thus then, whether we recur to the Spanish
law, the practice of our courts, or the statutes of
the state, we find the proceedings equally irregu
lar and illegal.

Should it occur to the court, that I am object.
ing to irregularities which ought to have been as
signed as errors. I have a satisfactory answer.

The rule made by this court, declaring that
errors shall be assigned within a certain period.
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after filing the record or that no advantaze shall Ea~t'n Distr-ict.
, b .Morel>, 1819.

be taken of them, could only have been founded ~
on the idea that the party should be deemed to WILLIBISO!f

& AL. .,,~.

have waved all defects oj form which he did not TKEIR
ClUmlTOIlS.

point out in the beginning of the suit, and that
he should not be permitted to avail himself of
the want of a form, which he had implied waved
any more than if it had been expressly done.
Independently of this consideration, the rule
would have been unjust and of course would not
have been adopted, because it is the duty of a
judge to decide according to law, this duty he
swears to perform. How then can he confirm an
illegal judgment, or one not given according to
the forms prescribed by law, whether the de-
fect occur to him, or be pointed out by the par.
ties, unless in cases when the parties make a new
law for themselves by either expressly or impli-
edly agreeing to wave the defect?

But, in cases where this implication of con
sent cannot be made, either because the injus.
tice that must be done to the party in so mani,
fest as to preclude the idea that he did consent.
Or where the irregularity, if admitted. would so
far injure third persons as to shew that he could
not consent to their prejudice. In both these ca.
ses the reason of the rule ceasing, the rule can
not be in force-surely this, nor no other court
can tie up their own hands so as to prevent their
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- II

Esst'n District. doing justice. No rule can oblige this court,
Jllarch, 1819.
~ sitting to correct the errors of inferior courts, to

WULIAMSOY confirm a judgment which is manifestly con.
& AL 'VS.

THEIR trary to justice and law. This reasoning is, I
CllEDITORS. hi k I' . Ii he narti. t 111', cone usive, as It app res even to t e parties

to the suit, but when the affirmance of the errone
ous decree would operate, not only on the party
who might not have been diligent in his own de.
fence, but must irreparably injure others gUilty
of no laches, I will not offend the court by sup.
posing, for a moment, they could hesitate in re,
versing the judgment if they found the proceed.
ings erroneous.

We accordingly find, that all courts, and par.
ticularly those of equity, in the last stages of a
eause, even on the hearing, and the house of
lords, even on an appeal, trequently dismiss the
bill for want of proper parties, although no ex
ception of that kind was taken by either of the
parties, and the rules of pleading are infinitely
more strict in England than they ever were here.
But, if the assignees of Meeker will have strict
practice, let them point out to the court the
part of the record which contains the evidence
of their prior claim. Where is their judgment?
What is the date of its registry? Why is not
the record made a part of the evidence? It is
true, the syndics,in their account and in their re
turn to the rule, speak of a judgment, but always
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coupled with a declaration that it is null and that Easf'n District.
March, 1819.

it gives no preference to the claimants. If their ~
confession be relied on, that confession must be WILLIAMSON

& AL. 'V8.

taken altogether. 'ViII they rely on the preamble THEIR

h
. . I CREDITORS.

to t err rule of the 6th of May, whic 1 says, " on. .
reading a judgment obtained by the assignees of
W m. Meeker [without saying against whom] ?
This surely cannot avail them, first, because it
was not evidence on the trial, but only a ground
for granting the rule. Secondly, because the
judgment ought to have been produced at the trial
and this court could then have judged of the nul.
lities apparent on its face, even if they thought
the court below right in refusing to let us shew
it to be fraudulent, which I cannot suppose.

I have, I trust, shewn in a very irregular man
ner, that which, if reduced to order, might be ar- .
ranged under the following head.

I. That the mode of proceeding adopted by
the plaintiff is totally illegal and irregular. I have
proved this by shewing,

1. That this is a case arising under the Span
ish law of the cessio bonorum.

2. That by this law the administrator or syn
dic has no right to appear as a party in the settle
ment of the rank of the individual creditors, but
that each creditor carried on a separate suit or in
cidente for that purpose and produced his own
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East'n District. proof and when this was done the judge set-
JJIarch, 1819 '
....,....,-.... tied the rank of the creditors by a sentence from

'VILLIHISON which an appeal lay.
&. AL 'V8.

TllLlR 3. That after our practice would not admit of
f;RRIJI'l'ORS.

the delivery or trastado of the autos, our court
had adopted the analagous proceeding of calling
on the individual creditors, by a summons and an
advertisement, to see that they were placed
where they ought on the tableau, and to contest
the claims of others.

4. That none of these requisites were perform..
ed in the present case, that the creditors have had
no notice: that a three day rule only was given
on the syndics, that it was in effect only the no
tice of a single day : that they were required to
answer and try the cause at the same instant, and
that the rights of the individual creditors have
been decided on, without hearing them or even
informing them that such a decision was to take
place.

5. That, if our local laws on the subject,
though made subsequent to the failure, should
be deemed the proper rule to govern it, yet those
are analogous to, and confirm the previous prac
tice of the court.

II. I have endeavoured to demonstrate that, if
the court find the proceeding erroneous, they are
under an obligation to reverse the judgment, al-
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though no errors have been specially assigned East'n District.

b
c ~lfarc". 1819.

erore : ~

1 B . . . h' 1 'VILLI .~[SONecause It IS not a case 10 \V IC 1 a waver lit AL. es,

of errors can be implied. CR:I~~~~R9.

:2 Because, if it were, such waver will not be •
permitted, where it would irreparably injure
third persons.

•

III. I have tried to convince the court that in,
dependently of any defect, in the course of pro.
Ct t:ding manifest inj ustice has been done by re
ftl-ing to let the syndics shew the nullity of the
judgment -1 have argued on this head.

1. That in a summary proceeding, like the one
adopted on this occasion, nicety of pleading can
not take place; that in such proceedings, either
the cause is to be heard on the return day, or it
is not-if according to such proceeding, the
cause is to be heard on that day, then any en
largement of the prob ita, beyond the allegata in
the return, is of no consequence: because the al
legata are only intended to give the opposite par.
ty notice of what is intended to be relied on, that
he may come prepared to contradict it; but it is
obvious that this can be of no con~equence to
him, where the allegation and the proof at e to be
made at the same moment.

If, on the other, the course of proceeding is not
Yor. YI. 57
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East'n District. to press the trial on the same day, then the whole
Jlfa"ch, 1819
~ was irregular.

WILLIAM'ON 2. That, on the re-turn of a rule to shew cause,
& AL '(Nt.

1'HF.1R why a certain act should not be done, the court
CREDITORS.

are bound to Iiste n to every legal allegation, whe-
ther it be made in writing or verbally by an of

fer to produce proof-that there is no rule of
court, nor any law reqlliring~llch return to be in
writing, and most certainiy, no such rule or law

binding the party strictly to the words of such
return-or obliging him to sd forth particularly
in writing the time, place and circumstances
which he wou ld be obliged to do in pleading, so as
to prevent his amplifying by proof the gelleral
assertion in the return That, even if this should
be required, there is nuthing to prevent the party
from shewing tIYO causes, provided they be not
inconsistent and are hoth made on the return day.
Here the party has not only stated in the return

that the judgment was null, and that it gave no
preference to the party. but he has also in writ
ing stated, that he would prove the judgment to
bejraudulent and collusive: this he put in writing
on the return day of the rule, sedente curia, and
the judge has written, at the bittorn of this offer

and allegation, that he would not examine the
proof

I have endeavoured to shew, that to confirm
this refusal would opLrate the most flagrant in.
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justice and forever stifle [In enquiry which the in
terest of all the creditors requires.

3. I have respectfully sug-gested that the
court have misconceived the facts of the case,
when they think that the syndics did not offer to

prove the nuliit of the rvc .rd b the record it
self-I have shewn that the w .rd euitlencr is ge

neral and includes all species of e vidence, and
that, when the bill of exceptions states that we of.

fered to introduce evidence to prove the nullity

of the judgment, the nullities arising from the

face of the record were actually, in point of fact,

amO:lg those to which we wished to draw the at
tention of the court.-This derives additional

strength from the words of the return: they offer.
ed to prove it-null, and collusive and fraudu
lent.

4. Under this general head, I have also argued
that the gen':'ral allegation of nullity contained in

the return, was sufficient to allow the introduc
tion of the proof of collusion and fraud, for the

reasons there alledged, and on which I shall take
the liberty to enlarge a little here.

This is the case of one creditor seeking to es
tablish a preference over the others; he calls on

the syndics first. to render an account of the es

tate for a distribution, which they do, but ac
co.npany it with a re(lut.~t th,u the creditors may

be individually called to ascertain their rights:

451

East'n Dist rieL
Mw·ch. 1819.
~

WJLUC'SOS

& AI..'t's.
TllEllt

CJI.JWlTORi.
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East'n District. he next calls on the syndics to shew cause a-
March, 1819. . ,
~ mong other things, why the proceeds of a house

WILLIAMSON and land forming the whole fund, should not be
& -\L. 'VB.

THEIR paid to him. To this they answer, that the judg-
CREDITORS, ment, under which he claim-, the priviledge, is

" null," and (in another part of the return) that
it gives him no right to he paid in preference to
the other creditors; here then are two separaie
allegations, one of nullity, the other, that it
gives no preference, and to support these, the
syndics offered evidence to prove that the judg
ment was null and collusive and fraudulent.
This certainly was not going beyond what was
alledged ; collusion and fraud render a judgment
null, and most clearly shew that the creditor, ac
cording to the words of the return, was entitled
to no preference under it. But (the court say) a
judgment may be null in several ways; it lilay
be Bull from bribery and fraud, or other extrinsic
matter; therefore the party has no notice by a
gl:neral allegation of nullity, upon what he
means to rely, who alledges it; this is most cer,
tainly true, but with all the respect which lowe
and and feel for the opinions of the court, I
would ask, whether this would not rather be a
ground of exception to the answer, than of ob,
jection to the proof, after the answer is received.
I alledge nullity generally, the opposite party
would have had a right, perhaps, to have except.
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ed ~o my answer, and have asked me to specify East'n District.
J1lm'ch, 1819,

what specie-s of nuility; but if he receives the ~
answer and goes to trial on it, he cannot object to \VILLlA"SOK

&AL,'V'

any species of nullity I may attempt to shew, THEIR
CREDITORS.

because, if he can object to anyone, he may ob-
ject to all, one after the other, and thus the party,
alledging nullity, would not be permitted to
shew it. Take a simi'ar case from the jurispru
dence of a country, whose nicety of special
pleading is proverbial. By the laws of England,
as well as by ours, fraud vitiates all contracts
and judgments There are certainly as many
species of frauds as there are causes of nullity,
therefore the general allegation of fraud gives no
more information to the opposite party of the
facts that will be relied on, than the allegation
of nullity. Yet, if in England a contract or
judgment is relied on, in pleading, the party
wishing to get rid of it by shewing it fraudulent,
has only to alledge per fraudem, that being the
general replication.

And, even in the present case, if I understood
the court aright, they seem to think that if the
syndics had alledged that the judgment was frau
dulent, it would have been sufficient; yet what,
additional information would that have given
the party? By bribery? Bv suborning witness
es? By forging papers? By secreting them?
Or in which of the twenty thousand shapes in
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East'n DiHtriet. which fraud can appear 2 If therefore a zene-
March. 1819. ." 1:>

~ ral allegation of fraud be good, a general allcga.
WILLIAMSON tion of nullity must be equally so : for the one

& AL.'V8.

THEIR gives no mor~ information to the opposite party
CBEDlTOllS.

than the other."
Suppose the plaintiff should sue as assignee of

a promissory note, or anv other instrument, and
the defendant, generally, denies the allegations of
the petition, would he not be allowed, under this
plea, to shew that it was a forgery? U ndou btedly
he would-and yet the plaintiff, who was a mere
endorser, and knew nothing of the making of
the note, might be totally unprepared for such a
defence; yet it is an inconvenience under which
he must labor, because every person who relies
on an act, must come prepared to support it ill
all its essential parts. Now, the good faith, with
which an act is made, is of its very essence, and
therefore, wherever the act is drawn in question,
all the parties, relying on it, must be prepared to
prove that it was honestly made.

"\\Till the court pardon me one single reflection
on this subject, that our practice is founded on
principles of the utmost simplicity; that our
courts have hitherto discouraged every attempt
towards the introduction of that spirit which has
introduced the curious science of special plead.
ing into England, where the practice, now ala.
byrinth of perplexity, was once as simple as ours,
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and that we need go no further than the present East'n District.
March, 1819.

case for an example of its mischiefs, if the omis- ~
sian of a single word in a pleading by syndics WILLIAMSON

,.., , & AL. tis.
should take, from creditors totally ignorant of the THHR

• ,. CREDITOR".
proceeding, the whole estate of their debtor,
and give it to persons not entitled to a farthing.

IV. I have contended that the record contains
no evidence whatever, that the assignees of l\'leek
er are entitled to a preference.

Because, the mention of their judgment, in
the syndics' account and return contains an asser
tion of its nullity, arid if theIt confession be re
lied on, the whole must be taken together.

Because the statement contained 111 the pream
ble to the rule to shew cause, of the 6th uf May,
cannot be considered as proof, and if it could,
does not set forth the necessary parties nor dates.

Smith, for the plaintiffs. On the 27th of July,
18U, the assignees of William P. iv.eeker re
covered judgment in the late superior court of
the territory of Orleans (after tim e years' litiga
tion) agaiust the firm of Meeker, 'Villiamson
and Patton for g 40.711 92 debt, and 88525
costs. In February of the next year (1812)
Williamson and Patton, two of the firm of Meek.
er, Williamson and Patton (which had expired
by its own limitation on the Lst of January, 1812)
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Enst'n District. petitioned for a meeting of their creditors and
.~farch, 1819. •
~ filed a schedule of their affairs, and also of the

WILLlA"SO:S- affairs of the said late firm of J.\!Ieeker, William-
& AL "Us.

THUll son and Patton; (of which firm the senior partner,
CREIHTuUS.

Samuel Meeker, resided in Philadelphia) in
which schedule the house and lot in question are
exhibited (as in truth they had be-.n) as part of
the partnership stock of Meeker, Williamson and I

Patton, the judgement debtors of the plaintiffs,
and in which also the plaintifls (represented by

E. Jones, th ir agent) are exhibited as creditors

for forty odd thousand dollars -The plaintiffs,
through their agent E Jones, appeared at the
meeting of the creditors, claiming the house and
lot, under sale, and made oath to the balance of

their judgment debt. Here may be added, as
it made part of the oath of dt,bt of the plain
tiffs, at the said meetiog, though not necessary
to the present decision, that the plaintiffs as afore
said, made oath to a further debt (Jf upwards of
$70,000, under assignments from the said senior
partner, Samuel Meeker, of Philadelphia, of
balances or several years profit due him from
the other members of the firm of :\'1 ecker , "ViI.
liamson and Patton. No other priviledged debt,
than that of the plaintiffs, is exhibited on either
schedule or by the oath of any creditor. The
sale of the house and lot (on a suit brought by
the plaintiffs to recove possession) was after.
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wards decreed to be rescinded, as haying been Ea,l'l\ a.strict.
_'larch, 1819.

made too short a time (January, 1812) before ~
the insolvency of \Villiamson and Patton. From WILLWISOV

• & AT•• 't'S.

the date of the failure of Williamson and Patton THm
CllEDlTQRS:

in February, 1812, until the month of 1\1 arch,

IS18, that is upwards of five years, the estate has

remained unliquidated, and no step has been tak-
en by the syndics to disencumber, or dispose
of, that part of the estate affected by the plaintiffs'

judgment, nor had thc y objected in any form to
the validity of that judgment. On the third of

March last, then the plaintiffs presuming the es-

tate to be liquidated, ruled the syndics to file
their tableau and exhibit their bank book. On

the 28th of April they (the syndics) exhibited an
account by which, in the body of it, they shew a
balance of S 2909 17 (but shew in the margin a
further sum of g 2500, product of the Alabama

lands, and also a house and lot in 51. Louis st.
worth g 18,000) they add, in the body of their
account, as a reason for haying made 110 tableau,
that they have promised to their COli nscl, ever
and above what they han: paid him, 81250 more,
" to be paid as may be required in the pro.g-ress
rif legal discussion," and which thc)' hold them.
selves nuthorised to retain as a privileclged debt,

They add, as another difficulty, "1n the way of
apportioning any balance they might have," an
outstanding demand of Samuel Meeker (the se-

VOL. VI'. 53
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East'n District, nior partner of Meeker Williamson and Patton,
~'1f(ltch, 1819. '
~ above mentioned) of upwards of 850,000 ! (pro-

WILLIA1\fSOX bablv alluding to the assignments above men.
& AL 'VS. •

TIIEIR tioned, for which suits had been broug-ht by the
CUEDITORS. • • .rr '-

plaiutiffs themselvesbefore the failure ,) On the 2d
of May, they produced what is called a tableau,
by which, after deducting all their expenses, and
their commissions on the whole amount of pro
perty in their hands, from the above mentioned
sum of 82909 17, mentioned in the body of their
account, :15 ihe amount of funds, they draw the
balance of 8938,06 and then bring themselves
in debt, by their promised counsel fees .8311,94.
But add, if they must make a tableau, that" one
cent in the dollar," according to the decimal ope
ration, which they make on a sum of 891.9744
which they take from the schedule, " will give
£919,74," leaving (they add) " the small surplus
of .8 [8 32 to go towards the next dividend."
They, hcwe ver, "submit to the court, the pro.
priety at the creditors being notified, to prove
their debts, that the dividend" (of this cent in
the dollar) "may be made with accuracy!" Not
withstanding the singular character of this exhi..
bition before a court of justice, two things clear.
ly appeared from it, and enough for the plaintiffs
in this cause, Ist, that there was no other privi
ledged debt against the estate than the plaintiffs'
judgment, except costs and expenses of justice,
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for which there was an exhibition of ample funds East'n District.
, March, 1819

to wit, not only of the sum acknowledged in the ~.
body of their account of 82909 7, but also the WrLLu.~ISO;,{

&. AL. 'VS•

.82500, product of the Alabama lands-making TUEJR

CREDlTORe
together £5409 17, much more than enough to
cover that object, on the largest estimate, and
supposing it to exceed in its relative proportion
all former experience. 2d. That they had not
made sale of the house and lot affected by the
plaintiffs' j udgrneut, towards satisfaction of it,
nor had they even raised the mortgage created
by the j ndgment, nor taken any other step to·
wards effecting that object. Nor had they com-
menced any judicial proceeding to annul the
jlldiSment, as was their obvious duty, if they in-
teude-I to question its validity, Enough now
b,:~:'~ before the court to shew, not only the ex-
istence of this priviledged debt, in favor of the
p"jntiffs, and that no step had been taken to ef-
feet its payment or annul its force, but also,
that there existed no presumptive objection to
its satisfaction, out of the proceeds of that part of
the estate subject to its priviledge ;-on the 6th
of Mav. on motion in behalf of the plaintiffs,
"on reading the several returns made by the
syndics, as well as the judgment rendered in the
late superior court on the 27th of July, 1811, at
the suit of Joseph Peel and others, assignees of

Wm. P. Meeker, for the sum of ~401711 92 to-
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. East'n District. gether with the further sum of S85 25 costs, it
.7JIarc!., 1819.
~ was ordered that the syndics of the creditors of

WILLWISOX Williamson and Patton shew cause on Saturday
& AL. 1'S.

TIIEIR next, the 9th day of the present month of May,
f .nrnrrons.

why they should not rescind what they term the
pretended mortgage in favor of the assignees
aforesaid, and why the said syndics do not make
sale of the said mortgaged premises to Stephen
Henderson, the purchaser thereof, and pay over
the proceeds thereof, to the above named as
signees."

On the 9th of May, the syndics file a written
answer, and therein, for cause, alledge "that
they ha ve no pourer to rescind the mortgage on
the property sold to the said Stephen Henderson,
as they are advised and believe, and that when
the said mortguge shalt be legally cancelled, by
the persons who claim under it, they are ready to
convey the property, 8l·c." and after some imma
terial allegations, add "And these respondents
say, that the Judgment, on which the assignees
claim to receive the proceeds of the said house
and lot, and the said lands, is null, and they fur
ther say, that the said judgment does not give, to
the said assignees, any right to be paid the a
mount thereof, as a priviledged debt, in preference
to the other creditors of the said bankrupts."
Upon the issue presented by the foregoing rule,
with the written return of the syndics in answer
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thereto the case came on for hearing and it was East'n District.
, 'March, 1819.

finally decided by the court, that the cause ~
shewn being insufficient, the rule be made abso- 'VILLIHISOl{

& .AL. 'VS.

lute, and that the syndics, within ten days, make THEIR
CREDiTORS""

the sale to Henderson, raise the incumbrances
on the house and lot, and deliver over the pro-
ceeds to the plaintiffs, the judgment creditors.
In the course of the hearing, the syndics. through
their counsel, desired time to go into evidence
to shew that the judgment was fraudulent and
collusive, as well as null; of which however, in
the words of the judge, no proof was produced :"
right leave to go into evidence (or, properly speak-
ing, further time to seek witnesses) to prove
fraud and collusion, was not given, because the
matter had not been put in issue between the
parties. To which decision they excepted.
Upon these facts, the following questions natu-
rally arise :-Have the plaintiffs pursued the
right course, to obtain payment of their privi,
ledged debt? And if the first question be an-
swered in the affirmative, then have the de.
fendants raised any solid objection to their suc-
cess?

The plaintiffs are judgment creditors. At the
end of six years after the failure, they heard no
thing of payment or any steps taken to effect it,
or to shew that it is not due: On the compliance
of the syndics with the order of the court, to
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East'n District. shew what has been done with the estate it up"
Jlfarch, 1819. ' ,
~ pears, from an inspection of their tableau, that

WILLIDISON there exists no other priviledged debt against the
& AL. 'Vs.

'" TIIEIR estate, except the new costs and expenses of
\OREDlTORS. • • c h f whi h 1 fJustIce, lor t e payment 0 W .uc ,more t ran su -

ficient funds are exhibited, over and above the
property affected by the plaintiffs' judgment. It
appeared further, that the syndics had, in truth,
not liquidated the property bound by the judg
ment; and, though obliged to notice its exis,
tence, as a matter of record for so long a time,
no step had been taken by them to effect its pay_
ment or annul its force. The plaintiffs then pro.
ceed directly to the point of forcing a settlement,
by taking a rule in the character ofjudgment c~e

ditors, (naming therein the sum, the date, the
parties and the court) for the syndics to shew
cause, why they should not sell the property,
bound by the judgment, and apply the proceeds
towards its satisfaction. Here a direct opportu.
nity was afforded of pleading and objecting eve
ry thing that could be urged against the demand,
and accordingly this rule, with their answer,
presents the questions, the court is called on to
decide. Was any new step ne«essary on the
part of the plaintiffs, judgment creditors, to es
tablish their right-to make known and certain
their demand ag.iinst the estate? Could any
thing be more certain and final in its own nature,
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than a final judgment of a court 'Without appeal? East'n District.
•March, 1819.

And, but for the stay of all proceedings against ~
the insolvents, as to person or property on their WILLIAMSON

. &~-
failure, would not the plaintiffs have been enti. THEIR

CREDITOIlS.
tled to an execution against both, as a matter of
course? Will it be pretended, that they ought to
have resorted to an action of debt on the judg-
ment? This would be deemed a vexatious and
odious proceeding; as tending unnecessarily to
accumulate costs. Even in England by 43 Geo.
III. (Tidd, 879) the plaintiff, in an action of debt
on a judgment, is deprived of costs. How much
stronger, in this country, is the objection of ex-
pense to such a proceeding as an action of debt
on a judgment, and against an insolvent's estate.
But as the court are satisfied on the point of the
regularity of proceeding by rule, without the
form, expence of petition, and citation, we will
confine ourselves to a rapid glance at the further
objections of the defendants' counsel, and dwell
somewhat on that one which -eemed most to at-
tract the attention of the court. With the objec-
tion to the mode of proceeding, falls the objec-
tion of surprise. By the facts that have been stat-
ed, it appears that, from the first moment of the
insolvency, they must have been apprised of the
existence of the plaintiffs' priviledged debt, not
merely fro n the records of this court, and of the
office of the recorder of mortgages, where ac-
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East'n District. cording to the defendants' own shewing it exist.
JI£arch, 1819•
...."....,.... ed, as an insuperable obstacle to the sale of rhe

WILLIAMSON property affected by it, but also from the de clara-
& AL. 'tIS. 01 ""

THEIR tion, under oath, of the agent of the plaintiffs, at
CnEDITORS. the original meeting of the creditors. But it is

next objected, on the part of the syndics, that
they had no flower to destroy the mortgage crea
ted by this judgment, and they add, that so soon
as this shalt be done by those who claim under it,
they are ready to make sale, and dispose of the
proceeds according to law. Without stopping
to notice the congruity of this objection, with
the argument of surprise so much insisted on, it
need only be answered that this power seems to
be necessarily incidental. as has been justly ob
served by the court, to the larger power, confes
sedly vested in the syndics, of selling the proper
ty and liquidating the estate, anel this even, inde
pendently of the statute of 1817. But by that
statute it is expressly made the duty of syndics
among other things to rescind mortgages on the
insolvent's estate and to hold the proceeds su bjcct
to the lien that existed on the mortgaged pro
perty.-But it has been further objected,
and that objection hath been both made and
abandoned by the counsel for the syndics, that
the statute of 1817 is not to govern the pro
ceedings of this case, because, as the failure of
the insolvents occurred anterior to the passage
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of that act the first proceedings in relation to E3~t'n District.
• , .Hare". 1819.

their failure, had been regulated by a different ~
law 1'0 this obj ection, if there were any thing Wmm'SON

& AL. V8.

in it, it might be answered it comes too late, af- TH'/IL
Cm,DlTUl(Sl

ter the election and appointment of one of their
number [to fill the vacancy, occasioned by the
death of E Jones] under this very act, and
which had been submitted to by the others, with.
Gut appeal. But what reason has been alledged,
why this statute should not be the governing
rule of all future proceedi.igs, as well of cases
begun and pending at the time of its passage,
and of those of subsequent origin? The provi,
sions art' of a general nature, and are evidently
intended to be of general application. As well
might it be insisted, that after the passage of an
.act, regul.uing generally the practice of the
courts, all suits in -tituted before its adoption,
should (and merely because they had been pre.
viously instituted) be conducted to judgment by
a different rule from that whicn should guvern
the conduct aud termination of new suits; which
would afford us the harmonious view cf j udg
merits entered up at one and the same time, ill
one and the same court, one class of which, per
haps, would become final and obtain execution
in half the time neces5a7 to the maturity of the·
others But answering objections of this kind, by
more than-a simple denial, seems to have all the

VOL. vr. 59
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EMt'n Diatr-ict, aukwardness of endeavoring to establish by ar
.Mw',h, 1819.

~ gument a self. evident proposition. But, it is
'VILLI4..\lSON b d hid .

& AL. '[;8. 0 jeered, t at t re SYll ICS of the creditors
'I'HEIlt t P . d Ii J •were no com etent pl1rtzes e. endant; against

CREDITORS.

whom to establish the demand of the plaintiffs,
so that a judgment or final order of the court,
against them, should be binding on the mass
of the creditors, without pn vious personal
notice to them individual.y; and, ill short, that
the plaintiffs' priviledged debt, could not be es
tablished as against the individual creditors, with
out having been discussed at a meeting of the
creditors at large after personal notice; and that..
however, the syndics th. mselves may be con
cluded by the answer, by which they have deli
berately stated their objections, to the plaintiffs'
judgment, and be restrained from introducing
proof of fraud. or rather be refused a delay to
seek proof of fraud (when fraud was not alledg
ed) that still, as they are only agents, it is not fit
that the creditors at large, (who must be taken
to be third persons in regard to these parties)
should be bound by their acts. But, in order to
ascertain, whether the syndics be competent par
ties defendant, to suffer, for the creditors, the
final judgment of the court in question, we have.
only to turn to the statute of 18 i 7, for the regu
lation of insolvent proceedings: where we find it
enacted in section the 30th) that the syndics are
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eornpetent, and the proper parties plaintiff or de
fendant in all suits, in relation to the insolvent's
estate, and th- interests of the creditors therein.
We will turn abo, to the case of Brown vs. the
s!/ndic.\ 0/ Phillip~ and Kellner and Henderson, 3
2Hartin, 270. By which, III a suit, ag1inst the syn
dics and not against the creditors, otherwise than
through their syndics, it was finally adj udged
th,t the syndics should pay to the plaintiffs the
sum of 82000, with interest and costs-as a pri,
viledged debt ag:linst the estate of Phillips. "Vas
that judgment deemed ever afterwards examina
ble? ","auld the syndics have been afterwards
allowed to come forward anew, and contend that
as the creditors had not had personal notice of
this d-rnand, and had not been heard indi vidual.
ly a~aiast it, they should be at liberty to open
this judgment and alledge new pleas against the
demand, as third persons who ought not to be af
fected by a decision, to which they were not par.
ties? Need we turn also, to the case of Ibanez
vs. the syndics of Bermudez, id. 17, in which the
court decreed in favor of the plaintiff's debt, and
that he had a lien on the house and land in ques
tion, and that it should be sold after the usua]
advertisements, and that the proceeds of the sale
should be applied, first to the payment ofhis pri;
viledged debt, although there were many other
creditors, and the estate was insufficient for their

4G1

E -, 4 'tl n~~tt·ir.t.

.March, 1819.
~

'VILl.! AMl'iOZ'll

&AL.'V8

THEIn

Clt1'.lIJ 1.0!i,":'
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East'n District. payment? This decree was rendered because it
.lIfllrch, 1819. '
~ appeared to the court with sufficient clearness.

WILLHMSON that there were no interfering priviledged debts.
E" AT. 1)8.

TH}:IR The syndics had not pleaded the existence of
CnEDlTOIlS.

other privitedges of an higher, or an equal degree,
which there would be an insufficiency of estate
to satisfy. The court, therefore, seeing their
way clear, resolved to do justice at once, with
out exposing the plaintiff to useless delay and
idle formalities, before he could realise the pay
ment to which he was evidently entitled. We
say, useless delay and idle formalities; for of
what avail, the delay, or to what end, the for
mality of a citation to creditors individually,
to object to, or to acquiesce in a tableau of dis
tribution, before the execution of this decree;
when it was already apparent from the shtwing of
the syndics, that there were no interjt'ring privi
ledged debts? Finally, are not rules upon syn.
dies to shew cause, why debts of high priviledge
should not be paid at once, and without further
delay, matters of every day's occurrence? But
why should not the syndics be competent repre
sentatives of the creditors, for the purpose of es
tablishing <tgainst them the debts of the estate,
and the degree of their priviledge? Syndics are
agents, elected by the creditors, and sanctioned
by the court; with reference to fidelity, there
fore, they must be presumed, to be worthy of
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the utmost confidence' as to their comparative East'n District.
, Mal cit, 1819.

ability to defend the estate-their possession of ~
all the books and papers, and correspondence of \V'LLIU'SON

& AL. 'VI.

the insolvent, affords them the advantage of a THEIR
CREDITORS:

more intimate and accurate knowledge of the
state of his affairs, the extent of his engagements,
and his means of resistence of unjust demands,
than could be enjoyed by the scattered mass of
individual creditors. Being creditors them.
selves, without any priviledge to their own
claims, arising from their office, they have the
same interest, that the individuals of the mass
could have, to expose the injustice of groundless
demands Elected by the creditors, and ap-
pointed by the court, they have the additional
inducement of the obligation of their trust, to
excite th-rn to vigilance in the discharge oftheir
duty; and finally, the smallness of their number
(b/,-ing usually from one to three) affords them
the further advantage of union of counsel, and
concert, and vigor of action, in exerting their
means of defence. This is a matter of practice,
founded on the conbined rules of justice and
convenience. The end in view is substantial
justice to the creditors, to be pursued by means
the least inconvenient; by rules admitting the
fewest obstacles, arising from delay, confusion,
negligence or ignorance. Now, the inconveni-
ence of introducing here, the ancient Spanish
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East'n District. practice, of which the counsel of the syndics have-
Jlfarc'l, 1819 • . •
~ become enamoured (of reql1lnng, 111 order, not

WI LLLn,50N merely to the classification of contended privi
& AL. V8.

TH>'IR ledges, but, establishing the very existence of ev-
CREDITORS. • "I •ery debt.and the nature of Its pnvi edge, a notifi.

cation to the creditors, individually to appear in
a mass before the court, where each one in
turn, and in person would be heard respectively
as plaintiffs and defendants, TO enforce his own,
and repel all other demands) has been, perhaps,
sufficiently apparent, in considering the benefits
ari~ing to the creditors, of their being fully reo
presented by the syndics in all actions, concern
ing the estate of the insolvent, and the interests
of the creditors. But, according to this turnul,
tuous mode of proceeding, there would be some
room for the application of the proverb, "that
what is made the business of every body, would
be soon found, to be the business of nobody."
What confusion would be attendant, on the dis.
cussion of the budget of simultaneous demands,
in the case of every considerable failure? Who
should first be heard? Where should be stowed
the crowd of witnesses, who might be uecessary
to establish the multitude of de bts? Should each
one, of perhaps of an hundred creditors, be heard
against every demand? He, who wants proofs
from China, and he who has his proofs in his
pocket, how shall they assort their movements?
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Shall he, who has been heard in support of his East'n Distl'ict_
Mal'clt, 1619.

demand, await the r- turn of, perhaps, an hun. ~
dred commissions to parts beyond the seas, be. WULI.U1SOJll

& AL. 'V8.

fore he can have the satisfaction of knowing THEIR

the decree which is to determine his rights? CR~nrTOBS.

In fine, where IS the judge, whose patience
could support him, through the clamor, con-
fusion, and perplexity of such a sccne J'
Where is the creditor, for a small sum, who
would not abandon the contest in despair? Con.
venience and justice, therefore, concur with the
positive authority of our own statute, and the re-
peated decisions of this court and numerous de-
cisions of inferior courts, from which appeals
have 110t been taken, in establishing the cumpe.
tency of the syndics to represent the creditors
in all actions in which either the estate of the
insolvent, or the interest of the creditors are con.
cerned; and if they can fully represent them,
then they can, as an irresistible consequence, suf.
fer judgments which shall be binding on the ere-
ditors. Of what avail then, will it be asked, will
be the meeting of the creditors on the exhibi-
tion of the tableau, to shew cause, why it should
not be homologated? We answer, certainly none,
nor will they be permitted to question a judg.
ment solemnly rendered against the syndics,
their representatives. If they could, their judg-
ments would be liable to. be reversed in some
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East'n District. other way than by appeal or a reconsideration or
March. 1R19. - , :J
~ this court, on an application made, within ei~ht

W.LL1BfSON days after Judgment pronounced. As a matter
&. 'L. '118.

THEIR of practice, what then, is the usual and principal
CuEDITORS.

object of such a meeting of creditors? The ex-
istence and the nature of debts against the es
tate are presumed to have been already esta
blished, as is the usual course in judicial discus
sions with the syndics, as plaintiffs or defendants;
in all cases of dispute, and, at least, wherever it
has been done, it has been done effectually; for
the syndics were their representatives. In such
previous discussions, questions touching the ab
solute right of the creditors, against the insolvent
are settled, and, so established, nothing could
hinder the right, from becoming available to the
creditor, but the previous, seasonable interposi
tion of the syndics, either by the exhibition of a
tableau. or otherwise. shewing, to the satisfaction
of the court, th· existence of other debts of an
hzgher or an equal prlviiedge, and an insufficiency
of estate to meet both demands. In such case,
before payment, and only in such case, the clas
sificition of debts by a tableau of distribution
might become necessary. And then the relative,
in addition to th. absolute, rights of the creditors,
would be established in a discussion, by the cre
ditors to be called for that purpose, of the pro.
priety of the adjustment, adopted by the syu-
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dies in their tableau; as well ufthe order of pri- East'n District'.
•'[w·cll. 1819.

viledges, as of the relative position of the cre di- ~
tors of each particular order. In all cases, that "&'ILLIDI'ON

..lL. 'liS.

tableau of distribution, on account of the dispo- THEIR
• • CREI!ITOR~.

sitron of the funds, must be finally rendered to
the court, and the creditors called to shew cause,
why it should not be approved. But the neccs

sity of finally rendering that account of their ad
ministration is no apology for the syndics, for reo
taining at! the funds oj the estate, until that final
account be rendered. They must know, whether
there exist, and to what extent, interfering claims
to hinder the payment of any particular privi,
ledge. The judgment of this court, for instance,
would be to them a full justification. And when
on a demand of payment from the syndics, of a
particular priviledged debt, it is made manifest to
the court by the defence of the syndzcs that there
does not exist any other privikdged debt, of an
equal or an higher degree, that is any interfering
priviledge, to hinder its judgment, out of the pro.
cecds of that part of the estate, on which the ere.
ditor has a lien, the court will at once, and with.
out, circuity decree as in the cases of Brown and
Ibanez and a multitude of others, not merely the
existence of the debt and its priviledge, but that
the proceeds of that part of the estate, on which
it attaches, shall be applied towards its extinc-

V.O!.. VI. (io
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l:ast'n District. tion so far as thev rnav be sufficient for that
.Ill", rh, lS19. ' , J J ,

~ purpose. '" ould this 110t be jtblic~? Could
WILLI '."oN the creditors be inj urc d bv the dfu,;t ot this de-

& AL '1.'8. J

TIHfR cree ? "Vhat could be ~~aillcd lJy the m, as against
~~RElnTons.

this decree, by prcviousi. st.n.nn.rii l"- them to
discuss a rabk uu of disu ibution, \\ hen it is ap.

parent, from the sht7.lJlIJ[; of the ~Y1lflics, that
there an" lIO pi i \ ill dgee! debts, to claim a compe
titton, with ihc debt in question, except the costs
and expenses of justice, aud which there are

abundant funrls to satisfy? Is it true, in the
seli:-,e in whi- h it is objected by the defendants,
t.iat the cre-ditors are third parties, in regard to
this judgment against the syndics? That as to

the creditors it is res inter alios acta? "V ere
they not elected by the creditors, and confirmed
by the court a" their representatives? Are they

not so made by our statute f And are they not
themselves creditors? United in interest with

the other creditors, and enabled by their situa
tion to make a better defence, than the. mass Of
creditors could do? But it is said, they might
neglect their duty, or abuse their trust! So a
man, blessed with the use of his senses, might
become a glutton or a drunkard, or otherwise
abuse them, merely in licentious pleasure.

Would it follow, that they were not the proper

organs of life, and rational enjoyment? There
is no more reason, why the mere fact, that there
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has not vet been a final homologation of the ac- Easl'n Dis',rict,
J ~ JJ[urc/" 1819.

C'Hl11t" of the syndics, should be an obstacle to ~
that part of the decree which directs a payment \VILLI DIsoN

& AL. ~'$.

over of the proceeds of the mort gal!,ed property, TH>:IIl
u CREIIITOUS

to the plaintiffs, the judgment creditors, that the
like fact, could have been objected to the e-xecu ,
tiou of the decrees, ill th« cast> of Braum <lgainst
the syndics of Phillips, or rf Ibanez ,;gain~r the
sY'ldics (if Ilermude z, or uf a multitude of similar
decrees; and which was IH'Vcr before imagined.
In this country emph.uicnlly , the c-ourse of jus
tice will not be suff.red to be impede", or en
tang-led by mi-re forms. And if the: e be no

other objection to this decree, th.m ~lt the Cl,·

ditor-, have not been notified personally t .to shew

cause, why the accounts of the syndics should
not be homologated, as it is apparent, that they
would not be able to shew for cause, the exist
ence of higher, or equal, or allY other privjledg,
ed debts (with the single exception, that has
been mentioned of costs and expense's) they
could have no cause to shew. that could touch
the present question; so far as it is objected to
this decree, that such a meeting of creditors has

not been previously summoned. If then, (In the
supposition of this judgment debt having been
validly established. as against the syndics, it be
competent for the court, on discovering from the

pleadings that there are no interfering priviledg
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Eaqt'n District. ed debts, to order at once the payment over of the
JlLlI'ch, 1819.
~ proceeds of the property affected by it, as far as

'VILLI""0" they may go towards its satisfaction, the objec-
&. AL. 't'8.

TRWl tion resolves itself simply and truly into this, that
CRE.DI'rORS.

the syndics are not competent parties to suffer a
judgment which shall be binding on the creditors,
but that before it can beer-me valid, as against
them, they also must be cited, and be at liberty
to plead to the demand in person. This objec
tion, thus stripped of its disguise, has been al
ready answered, by a reference to the statute and
to the re~eated decisions of this court and others.
shewing t~ authority of the legislature, co-inci
dent with" settled course of practice, and with
reason, justice and convenience.

But it is contended by the defendants, under
the bitlof exceptions, that even, as against the
syndics themselves, die judgment of the court is
errorreous, because, against the recovery by the
plaintiffs, under their original judgment, the syn
dics, on the hearing, offered to go into evidence,
to shew that it was not merely null, butfraudu
lent and collusive as against the creditors, and
were overruled, on the ground that fraud and
collusion, not having been ailedged in their an
swer to the rule, was not in issue between the
parties. In support of this objection, it is con
tended-1st. That evidence is a generic term,
and, in its full latitude, will comprehend, as well
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the record of the J' udzrnent, on which the plain- East'n District. /
1:> March, 1819.

tiff's themselves relied, (and which, they say. was ~
"in [act " part of the evidence they were refus- \VrLLIDrSO:!i

/ L , , & AL. 'VS.

ed leave to introduce) as proof, by witnesses, or ~HEIR

h . hi I h . I h . d d CREDlTOl\S.ot erw ise, \V IC 1 t ey mIg rt ave mtro uce to
establish fraud. 2nd. That it was not necessary,
expressly, to alledge fraud, in order to be per-
mitted to introduce proof of it, and that to ob.
ject to proof of fraud, for want of such allega-
tion, is a nicety, which the liberality of our laws
and practice must forbid. 3d. That fraud was
sufficiently pleaded in the allegation of nullity,
and in the further allegation that the judgment
did not confer on the plaintiffs a priviledge over
the other creditors.

With regard to the first branch of the objec.
tion, however extensive may be the signification
of the word evidence, taken in its utmost lati
tude, we are at issue, with the defendants, as to
the fact, that they were, as they now contend,
refused leave to open and point out the error and
nullity of that document, which was the very
foundation of the plaintiffs' demand and one of
the records of the court, which is minutely des
cribed and referred to in the rule, as being under
the eye of the court, and the moving cause of its
compulsory proceedings, and final decree against
the defendants. If so extraordinary a refusal h-d
been made, if such an arbitrary power had been
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I:.st'n Distr-ict, exerted by the court. as to inhibit to the defend.
March, 1819.
~ ants a resort to that evidence 0 I their defence,

WlLLwrsnx which was permitted to the pl.rintifls, and with
& AL. V8.

TlnlR out which, in the nature of things, the cou t
eREDlTOBS.

could have made no decree, and which the court,
in its own orders, professes to be acting upon,
ought net tl.e fact to be made to appear before
this court by affidavit? Ought it not, at k-ast,
more distinctly to appt';;tr, by form of exception,
than by the loose and general w.irds, "fhat they

offi redt» .'5'0 into euirlen 'e?" In reference to which,
the court say" the offer was mark by c-msent,"
and that '<no euidenc- was produced i.y them."
Does not the very expression "th-:, defendants
off, red to go into evidence;" obviously imply
that the p!aintiJIs had already gOile into euule-ce
in support of their demand? Ancl that the de
fendants offered to go i to evidence. on their
part, other, than that whir h had been gone into
on the part of the plaintiffs j' If not, for what pos
sible purpose, could the d. fcndants desire to reo
sort to evidence of fraud and. collusion? Was
it to resist an unsupported demand? 'Vas not
the " onus probandi," in this, as in all other cas
es. on the plaintiffs? And if they had proved no
thing, must it not be presumed they would have
recovered nothing, even in the court below? Or,
at least, that in this court, the defendants might
be sufficiently assured of safety against an ima
ginary demand.
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.
Th~e'LJ idea then-fore that there was no evi- Ba~t'n District.

... " JJ:larch, 1819.
deuce. even of the original judgment. befoi e the ~
court below, in hupport of the p;:,intiff~' demand, W&ILLlAMSOl'"

AL. 'V8.

but ill comports with the defendants' exception THEIR
,. CUEDITOR!:'i

to the refusal of leave to go Into evidence, to
prove that j .dgment fraudulent and collusive.
And, is not the presumption irresistible, that the
record was in evidence before the court, when
without that fact, the conduct of the defendants'
counsel, in taking such exception, would seem
to approximate very near to absurdity? Indeed
what part of the plea lings leaves room to doubt
of the fact, that the record of the original judg-
ment was before the court? Is it not minutely
described in the rules of the 3d of March, and
the 6th of May, as making part of the records
of the court; as having been read before the
court-as being- the grotwd work of the plain"
tiffs demand? And do not the defendants them.
selves, in their answer of the 9th of May, declare
the mortgage, created by the plaintiffs' judgment,
an insuperable obstacle, to the sale of property to
which it adheres, and that when the plaintiff.", who
claim under it, will remove that incumbrance, the
defendants will be ready to liquidate that part of
the estate. Finally, do they not further answer.
that, that judgment is null? We ask, what jlldg.
merit ? If nothing were before the court below?
But, why have WI;: not something more than pre-
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.~

, ..}

.,'
East'n District sumption to inform us what was before ~ourt

March, 1819.' "Vir;; l

~ below? Or, at least, a certificate of the j udge be-
wILLIUISON low, that it was not, after all, in evidence.Eefore

&. AL. VB. .

THEIR him? 1s it not according to our rules ofpractice,
CREDITORS.

the duty of the party atpealing from the decree,
to make out, prior to the prosecution of the ap
peal, with the consent of the opposite party, ro
under the sanction of the court, an exact state.

ment of the evidence, on which the decree is
founded? If he neglect to prepare such state.
ment, is that neglect to be perverted into proof.
that there was no evidence ? Or rather will not
this court presu me in such case, evt:fy thing in
favor of the decree of the inferior court, and es,

pecially, that it was founded on evidence proper
to sustain it ?-2d. The defendants contend, in
the second place, in support of their bill of ex
ceptions, that Iraud need not be specially plead
ed, in order to be oifered in evidence, and that to
object to such evidence, for want of such a plea,
is a mere nicety of practice, which our rules of
proceeding must always forbid.

Sd. That if necessary, to be pleaded in order
to be proved, it is sufficiently pleaded in the alle ,
gation, that the judgment is null and does not con
fer a priviledge on the plaintiffs.

• These arguments in support of the bill of ex-
ceptions shall be considered with the uimost bre
vity. In the first place. this objection, to the
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want of a plea of fraud is not of form but of su b. East'n District
. March, 1819.

stance. Fraud, if It exist, whether infecting a ~
contract or a judgment, being a vice that shuns WrLLIA~rSO,.

& AL. ve
observation, there can be nothing, on the face of THEIR

h bi f he demand I k Cn.l'..DIJ'Ons.t e su ject matter 0 t e ueman ,t rat can awa 'en
the ex prctation of such a defence. If, therefore,
it were not required to be expressly alledged, the
party, again~t whom it is sought to be given in
evidence, would be unjustly surprised. And
why should it not be exacted of him, who
ivould prove it, that he should first have dis.
inctly alledged it? There is no understand-
ng W obtuse, as not to be able to compre-
lend the difference between fraud and good
rith. There are no talents so humble, as not to
e able to express it, so as that it may be clearly
istinguished from all others pleas, whether of
irrn, or of substance. It is not required of him
ho would adduce proof of'fraud, that he should
ive shaped his allegation, according to any pre.
ribed form of words, or su btle rule of plead-
g. It is required only, that it should be dis-
ictly and frankly expressed without insinuation,

equivocation, so as that the party against
rom it is allcdged, may at once be apprised of
serious a charge, and may be fully prepared
vindicate himself against it. To exact thus
ch of every party, who would resort to so re
ninating a. means of defence, is demanding
Yor. vr, 01
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'\'n.LUMSON

&. .AT. 'l\8.
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CR1,DlTOIlS.

CASES IN THE SUPREMB COURT

merely that plain dealing, that is due from man

to man, in the humblest situations and airnplest
intercourse of life. The condition, therefore, on
which a man shall have leave to adduce proof of
fraud against his adversary, is not less easy to be
fulfilled, than to require it, is but a reasonabl e
shelter against surprise and, often, against the
most serious injuries to character and property.
It is a settled max im of law (for which authority
need not be quote d) that fraud is not to be pre
sumed. It is especially not to be presumed,
against a solemn j udgmel1t of a court without ap.

peal, rendered only after yeat s of litigation anc

lon~ prior to the failure of the insolvents. T'lu
subsequent failure, therefore, of Williamson anr
Patton, two of the judgment debtors, nine 0

twelve months afterwards, cannot be pretender
to take this case out of the operation of the gene
ral rule. If, therefore, there be no hardship i
requiring the previous allegation of fraud Iror

him who would adduce it in proof-if 110t to d
so. would be an unjust surprise upon him, again~

whom such proof is sought to be produced-
it be a settled principle or law, that fraud is n.
to be presumed, with what show of reason, c:
it be maintained, that such an express allegati
is not an indi .peusable preliminary to the intr

duction of such t vidence? Hut, it is urg
against the nece ssity of this plea, to open t

door to such proof, that even if the allegation
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fraud had been expressly made, that fraud has F.ast'nD:,tl'i,t.
:Ma1'rh. 1819.

so m.my forms, that we should be nothi.ig the ~
wiser for it-s-that such a plea would aflord no W1LLlAe.,SON

& AL, 'lJ8,

inticntion of the particular proof, by which it TIH:IIt

CUKIll'CURS.
would be supported, any more than if it had not
been pleuded at all. But, if fraud be of so pro
tean a character, that even when it is charged,
conjecture cannot easily light on its particular
form, how much more unprepared must that
party be to resist such evidence, against whom
it i<> n vt alledged at all ? The argu meut drawn
from the nature of fraud, therefore, seems to con.
elude stronrly against the defendants, in favor of
the neccs.Ity uf alledging it, before evidence of
it shall be admitted? Is the objection then, to
silence, on that subject, in pleading, a nice and
captious one? Or rather, does it not tend to the
detection of artifice, by requiring that fairness
and frankness, that is due from one person to
another in every situation, and is indispensable
to the safety of everyone, who is driven to a le,
g,ll contest for the enforcement of his; rights?
But, it is added, by the defendants by way of il
lustration, that in an action on a promissory note,
the defendmt , under a plea of general denial
might prove a forgery, and that forgery is as se,
rious a charge as fraud; but the defendants'
counsel answer their own argument (so far as it is
helped by this illustration) by observing that it
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Eost'n Distl'ict. is incumbent on every plaintiff to make out his
_'Im·ch. 1819. . '
~ own cause of action by proof, and the very first

\VILLIDISON step of his proof, in such case, must be suffi
&. ·L "8,

'J'HElII cient evidence of the genuineness of the hand
eREDITOIlS.

writing of those who have signed or attested the
instrument, and which, r f course, may be con.
tradicted by the defendant. We leave this part
of the subject, with this single observation, that
by our rules of practice, every answer must ful,
ly and freely disclose the nature of the defence.
with every proper explanation of time, place and
circumstance.

It is urged by the defendants, in the third
branch of argument in support of their bill of ex
ceptions, that if, after all, fraud and coilusioa
must be alledged, ill order to justify the intro
duction of proof of it, it is sufficiently pleaded
in the allegation that the judgment is null, and
does not confer a priviledge? As to the latter
branch of this plea, it seems to be merely a con.
elusion from the first, and, as such, surplUssage.
In any other point of view, it amounts to the un,

tenable position, that ajudgment debt, by its na
ture, does not confer a priviledge; or, is it
meant to be said, that this is that part of the plea
in which fraud is sufficiently pleaded? If so,
then nil debet or nul tiel Heard, or any thing else,
would be a good plea of fraud, in other words,
that fraud would be sufficiently pleaded when it
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is not pleaded: id I'Sf, that it is not necessary to be East'n District.
•Harcl" 1819.

pleaded at all, which is getting back to the first .~
branch of his argument. But to return, are Wn.LlAMSO~

& AL. vs.
fraud and collusion sufficiently pleaded in the al- THLIll

CREDlTOR~.
legation that the judgment is null ? If so, then
fraud and nullity are synonymous terms, for
we have seen that fraud must be expressly aller'g
ed, and is 110t to be gathered by implication
from other parts of the pleading. Now, did the
defendants really mean f aud and collusion, when
they pleaded th.t the judgment was null? No,
for they tell us, in a former part of their argu
ment, that the record of the judgment itself was,
,. in feet,' an essential part of the evidence on
which they meant to rely, that they intende d to
shew, from the face of the judgment, that it was
null, and this, if they could have succeeded,
would be proper and regular enough j a species
of proof in strict conformity to their alk-gation,
But can it be gravely maintained, that it is one
and the same thing, to alledge that a judgment
is null, and that it was obtained by fraud and col
lusion? One plea presents a question of law fit
solely for the court, the other alledges matter of
fact, that may be proper for the investigation of a
jury. But in lieu of all further argu ment on a
part of the subject so plain, and on which, it is
believed, the court entertain no doubt, we will
conclude with this single observation, that there

v
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Bast'n Distrrct, is one essential difference between these respec.
Jlfarch. 1819.
~ tive plea", a judgment that is null is void, ab ini-

WILLaMSON tio a judgment obtained by fraud and collusion ;
& AL. V3.

THEIR is, at most, only ti.idable, Therefore, independ-
(lJREDITOIlS. f h '. liff bently, 0 t e plain common sense (1 erence e·

tween them, the allegation of the one cannot be
the allegation of the other.

The following points then are considered as
established on the part of the plaintiffs.

1. That the plaintiffs are itdgment creditors,
of Meeker, \VilliamslIn and Patton, for ,840,711
92, by a judgment of the late superior court, of
the territory of Orleans, of the twenty-se venth
of July, 181l.

2. That the house and lot in question, was
partnership stock of the firm of i\1 evker, Wil
liamson and Patton, which had expired, prior
to the failure of Williamson and Patton in Fe
bruary, 1812.

3. 'That there are no other priviledged debts
against the estate, except costs and expenses,
(which there are more than sufficient funds to
satisfy.) as is manifest from the account and ta,
bleau exhibited by the syndics, and from their
omission to allege, in their answer, the existence
of any interfering priviledges.

4. That, the plaintiffs pursued the right course
to enforce the 'payment of their debt in proceed-
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ing by rule, setting forth their character of judg- East'n District•
.J1Earch, lB19.

ment creditors, the sum, the date, the parties, ~
and the court, and were not bound to proceed W1LLIA)[SO~

& AL. 'V8.

to an action of debt on their judgment, with the THEIR
CmmITORs.

form and expense of petition, and citation.
That such actions would have been odious and
vexatious, and uselessly expensive, and, especial-
ly, as against an insolvent estate.

5. TIL,t the defendants were not surprised,
berng bound to notice the existence of the plain
tillS' priviledged debt, at least, ever since the
failure, and this, not only from the records of
the court and of the recorder of mortgages, but
from the oath of the plaintiffs' agent, at the ori
ginal meeting of the creditors, and, being also
actually apprise d of it, as is evident from their
own answer complaining of it, as an incu mbrance,
and from the repeated efforts of the plaintiffs, to
compt1 the defendants to answer at all.

6 That the statute of insolvency, being of
a general nature, was intended to operate upon
all further proceedings in cases of insolvency,
then pending as well as on those of subsequent
ongm.

7. That the defendants had power to raise
the mortgage created by the judgment, as well
by the nature of their office, as by the statute of
i ..solvency of 1817.

8. That the S} udics are competent and com-
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Ea~t'n District. plete representatives of the creditors, as plain.
.1farcf,. 11119.

~ tiffs or defendants, in all suits, concerning the es-
WILLJUlSON tate of the insolvent and the interests of the ere

& _\L~7JS.

THRIR ditors. That this is apparent, as well from the
CnEDITons.

statute of 1817, as the repeated decisons of this

court and the rules of reason, justice and conve
mence ,

9. That consequently, a final judgment pro
nounced against the estate, n-presented b.\ the
syndics is conclusive against the creditors, with.
out any personal notification to them.

10. That on a demand of payment, of a pri
vileged debt agJinst the syndics, jf it be made

manifest to the court from th.. shewing of the

syndics, that there are no interfering privileges;
the court will at once, and without circuity pro
ceed to decree 1I0t only in favor of the debt and
its privilcdge, but payment abo, as was done in

the cases of Brown vs syndics if Phi/bps &: Iba
nez vs, syndic:; of Bermudez, and is done every
day in cases of high priviledge.

11. That the necessitv, 011 the part of the syn

dics of rendering" a final account of their adminis,
tration subject to any objections. from the credi ..
tors as to the classification of debts, is no sufli ,
cient reason for retaining to the injury of pri vi.
ledged creditors ,all the funds of the e -, tate until
the exhibition of that final aCCOl! nt, that the ex

istence and extent of interfering priviledges, can-
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not be unknown to them. That the judgment East'n District,
,., .March, 1819.

of the court will always protect faithful syndics. ~
The argument founded on the possible abuse of WILLIAMSON

& .\L. "!-·S.

their trust, bv collusion with a particu lar credi- 'j lIEll!

tor, is radically unsound, and might equally be CIU.l>lTORS.

employed to overthrow every human institution.

1.2. That the record of the judgment of the
late superior court was evidence before the court
below, and the very foundation of the plaintiffs'

demand and of the decree of the court, and that
the defendants Were not debarred the use of evi.
dence permitted to the plaintiffs, nor any advan

tage, that an attempt to exhibit the nullity of the

judgment could have afforded, as is manifest

from the whole face of .'the proceedings, and is
strik ingly evinced by the fact that the defendants
thought fit to except to a refusal of leave ,. to

prove that the judgment itself had been obtain
,d by fraud and colluston,"

13. That, if there could be any doubt as to
what was evidence in the court below, that doubt
must conclude against the defendants, and- in
favor of the judgment uf the inferior court; for it

was incumbent on the defendants as parties appel

lant, to have prepared, or caused to be made a

statement of facts.

14. That the judge of the court below, did not

err in refusing leave to the defendants to go into

evidence (or rather time to seek evidence) of
'7 or., VI. ii'~
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'East'n District. fraud and collusion because it was not in issue
Jl-fI!Tch,lH19. '
~ between the parties.

WILt IUIS 0:0< 15. For, evidence of fraud and collusion can.
& At. 'tIS.

THEIll not be admitted, when it has not been expressly
CllJ':'UITuns.

alledged, That otherwise the party, against
whom it is' produced, is surprived. That this is
not a captious objection, requiring any particu
lar skill or pleading, but is equally supported by
the principles of law and justice, and of conse ,
quence, that

16. Fraud and collusion were not sufficiently
pleaded by the allegation that the judgment is
null, and does not confer a priviledge; the lat
ter alit gation being but a conclusion from the
first, in any other p oint of view, amounting
merely to the untenable position "that a judg,
merit, by its nature, does not confer a privi.
ledge," and, certainly not amounting to an ex
press allegation of fraud and collusion: the for
mer part of the plea, to wit :-that the judgment
is null, being equally far from an allegation of
fraud and collu sion-s-uulliiy and fraud not being
convertible terms. The former, presenting a
question of law for the court; the latter, matter
of fact for the j my, and a j udgmcnt that is null
being void ab ;llitzu-a judgment, obtained by
fraud and collusion, beiug, at most, only voida
ble.

DEUllIGNY, J. delivered the opinion of the
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court. A rehearing has been granted in this East'n District.
. h . .. . ./lIm·ch, 1819.

case, WIt a view principally to obtain a more ~
particular investigation of the following questions, WILLIAMSON

& AL 'Vs,
which, on the first argument, passed almost un. -rilFIR

noticed; CllF.IJITORS.

1. After the filing of the tableau of distribu,
tion, by the syndics of the creditors of "\'illiam

son an 1 Patton, was a general noti ce to all the
creditors, an indispensable formality, which the
syndics had no right to wave?

2. Under the general refusal, to let the appel
lants go into evidence. to prove that the judgment
relied on by the appellees was null, collusive and
fraudulent, were the appellants deprived of their
right of shewing nullities, apparent on the face of
the record of thit judgment?

To come at a correct decision of the first ques
tion, we must previously ascertain, by what law
the proceedings in this case are governed. This
is a case of cessio bonorum in 1811, consequent
ly, after the repeal of the insolvent act of 1805,
b v the act of 1808, which last act, as it provided
o~ly for the relief of debtors in actual imprison
ment, left other cases to be regulated by the an
cient laws of the country. Under those laws,
then the voluntary cession of goods in this case
was made, and by those laws it ought to be go.

verned. Bat in the application of those laws, to
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E,-I'n lli,t r;ct. the question under consideration, some embar
.Va· -t, 1819.
~ rassment must result from the changes introduc-

W!I.LI,.",,·,:'/ ed by the practice of our courts in the manner
&. Al,. "'-,.

T.Il1ft of conducting the proceedings in 9ases of this na,
"nl'IlITGHS.

ture. Before a Spanish court, in a case of ces-
sio bonorum, each creditor pursues his own claim
individually; he is notified of all the other de.
mands, and may debate and oppose them. UPO"
all those claims collected together, the judge pro.
nounces by one single j udgrneut, classing the
creditors according to their rank, and ordering
them to be paid in that order. The person ap
pointed, under the name of administrator of the
insolvent's estate, has no other power than that
of administering the property and collecting till;
debts; he has no right to interfere in the claims
of the creditors. With us, the practice has been
introduced, (probably borrowed from the ordi,
nance of Bilbao) for the creditors to appoint one
or two common agents, under the name of syn.
dies, whose powers, before the enactment of the
law of 1817, had never been well defined, but
whose business was understood to be that of
taking care of, and administering the property
surrendered, and of doing all needful acts to.
wards preparing a final settlement and liquida,
tion of the common estate, agreeably to the pro.
visions of the afore-mentioned ordinance, which
vests the syndics with those powers and no marc,
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and always reserves to the creditors. the rizht of En,t'n District.
• 1:> .;lfarciJ, 1819.

debating and approving, or opposing what is ~
done- through the course of proceedings until t,he 'VILLIHIS01<

& AL. "8.

er.d. Tn"ETR

Cnznrrons.
In our courts these syndics sued, and were

sued, as the representatives of all the credItors;
the individual creditors themselves not appear
ing, except in opposition to the syndics, when
they refused to admit their claim.

But, although the general mode of preparing
the liquidation of the esrate was so far altered,
yet, when the time was come, finally, to pro
nounce upon the respective claims of the credi
tors, and to class them according to their rank,
it was the invariable practice of our courts to
cause general notice to be given to them all,
through the newspapers, informing them that the
tableau of distribution of the proceeds of the es
tate was laid before the court, and calling 011

them to shew cause why it should not be approv
ed. By that g-eneral advertisement, the most im.
portant part of the Spanish proceedings was pre
served, to wit, the opportunity given to each
creditor to support his own right, in opposition
to the claims of the others, and, of course, a
~ainst those of the syndics themselves, whose in.
terest, upon that occasion, was ad verse to that of
their constituents.

Under that practice the present syndics were
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East'n Distl'ict. appointed : and by that practice their conduct
.lfarc!l, 1819. '
~ must be governed. They had no power to reo

WILLW1S(l:¥ present the creditors where the rules, under
& AL. <'So

TlIt.IR which they were named, required the creditors
CREDI'lOns.

themselves to be called. The consequence of
this must be that, if they undertook to act for
them on such occasion, their act is null, the pro.
ceedings irregular, and their consent to wave the
irregularity, not binding, because they had no
right to give it.

The appellees have maintained that the law of
1817, not the ancient laws, ought to be the rule
by which all the proceedings, had in this case
since its enactment, should be governed, Should
we acquiesce in that opinion, the cause of the ap
pellees would not be advanced thereby, for, by
the 35th section of the act, it is expressly provid
ed that, on the filing of the statement or tableau
of distribution, notice shall be given to the ere
ditors by bills or publication, that they may show
cause, within ten days, why it should not be ho.
mologated.

The case of Brown vs. Kenner G' al. 3 Mar
tin, 270. is relied on as one which furnishes a
precedent of a dispute between a creditor and the
syndics, decided upon without the presence of
the other creditors, But in that case, the ques.
tion here examined, was not raised.

'Ve do not feel at liberty to enquire into the
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particular circumstances of this case and to lay East'n District.
, March, 1819.

aside the rules by which it ought to have been ~
governed in order to ascerta in ourselves whe- Wn,LIUISON

, " &; AL. 't's.
ther there is or not any creditor, of this estate, 'IHRIR

CREnITOR~.

who can claim preference over the appellees. The
tableau may, as they assert, shew that there is
none; but this is begging the question; for if
this tableau was to be laid before all the credi
tors, to be assented to or opposed by them, it is
not conclusive, noui, as to any thing that it con
tains.

This view of the case, precludes any necessity
of investigating the other question. The judg
ment of this court must be altered, and the par
ties replaced where they were before the rule,
complained of by the appellants, was obtained.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed.•
that the judgment of the district court be revers
ed, and that the parties be replaced in the situa
tion in which they respectively stood, before the
rule of the Gth of l\1ay last was granted; and it
is further orde red that the appellees pay costs.
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A r P E.\ I. from the court of the parish and city

of New.Orleans,

delivered the opinion of thel\Lut TIN, J.

wuen the
whoIt, f.,cls
come up with
the recOI'd, a
bill of excep
tions to the
chaq\"e of the
ini'eriorcoul't is court. The petitioner stated, that, ill October,
not noticed,

If the vendor 1809, she purchased from the defendant a negro
be brouzht in • . .
by his vendee gIrl, ior the sum of one hundred and sexty dol-
t~) defend his lars who was afterwards recovered from her
title the JudO". ,
~en~ does n~t vendee, by the defendant. b Martin, 611, Tous:
ulnd 111m, as to
the amount of tin vs. Luciie.ss--That the said negro slave while
damag'-s he may • • f I I' -fl' I 1 I . d
afterwards 111 pOSSeS~lOn 0 the p ainn , lac two c 111 ren,
claim, from the d he nlai .ff bl Ithen plaint iil, an t e p ainu was at great trou e nne expense
his O\V n vendor -------

• The name of the case is there erroneously printed, Lucile VB
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during her lying in, in bringing up said children, East'n Distr-ict,

d di .Jjm t, IllI9.
an me leal attendance, taxes, &c. wherefore, ~
she claims 8870, ;\LtUltlK

V8.

The de-fendant, in her answer, stated that she TOl:STI!'l.

owed to the plaintiff the sum of S 160 only, which
she had tendered to the plaintiff's agent, and was
ready to pay, She denied all other charges. and
concluded, that the whole concerns, between the
plaintiff and herself (except as to the aforesaid
$160) were settled by a judgment in a suit,
wherein she, the present defendant, w.,s plaintiff,
and Lucile, the present plaintiff's vendee, defend.
ant, wherein the present plaintiff intervened as
warrantor, and in which, the wages of the slave
were fixed at six dollar s per month only, in con-
sideration of the sums expended in her maint..in.
ance and that of her children.

The plaintiff had a verdict and judgment for
$533 14, and the defendant appealed.

There is not any statement of facts, but the
parish judge has certified that the record con
tains all the facts, upon which the cause was
tried.

"V. Plante deposed that he hired the slave,
for about three years at four d..llars per month:
she left him, about three years ago, being preg
aant of her first child, and has had another since.

She was attended, in her lying in, and other
VOL. vr; ()1
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l:asl'n Disltict. indispositions, by Dr, Dufour; the plaintiff's
.!ljn·il, 1819.
~ agent: while she was at the deponent's, she was
~lAURl" clothed at the plaintiff's expense. She had no

'(18.

'I'ous-rr v. severe malady, while she was at the deponent's,
but was severely sick at Dr. Dufour's. As soon
as the deponent discovered her pregnancy, he
sent her back, as she was very delicate, of but
little service in .that situation, and required
great care. She rendered no service at the doc
tor's during her pregnancy, nor while she suckl.
ed her children. He values the expenses of her
clothing, at S18 per year, and those of her lying
in, at from S 10 to 15 each time.-That the ex
penses of a child's food, while the mother is very
weak, are from three to four dollars per month.

Madeleine l\;arren deposed that she hired the
slave for four years, and paid for her at the rate
of four dollars per month: she was clothed by
her mistress: since she left the deponent, she had
two children, and was delivered and attended by
Dr. Dufour. ~he has been several times sick,
as well as her children. The charges of lying in
of slaves are from $12 to 14, in ordinary cases.
The witness would not have taken care of her
and her children for their victuals and clothes.

T ouron, deposed that he saw the slave I for
these five or six years, almost every week, that she
appeared very healthy, that the defendant hired
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her for g 15 per month; and she came home Elst'n District.
•9ptil, 1819.

twice a day to suckle her child. ~
M-'URIN

'V8.

TOl:STIl'C.vVith the record comes up, a bill of excep
tions to the opinion of the parish court, in di
recting the jury that" it was their duty, to take
into consideration, the charges in the plaintiff's
account, relative to the two children; as it appear
ed to the court, that the supreme court would not,
nor could not decide in their decree, any thing
upon a fact of ,vhich they were ignorant, viz: the
birth of the children, during the pendency of the
suit of Toustin 'Is. Lucile,"-to which opinion the
defendant's counsel excepted, '

It is useless for us to take into consideration,
the proprietv of a charge of an inferior court to
the jury, when the whole facts are spread upon
the record. For, to send back the case for a new
trial, with directions to withhold the part of the
charge excepted to, or to give another, would be
productive of delay only: as, upon a new appeal,
whatever might be the verdict, unless it was a
special one, it would be our duty to weigh the
evidence, as if there was no verdict.

It does not appear to us, that the plea of res
judicata can avail the defendant; as the present
plaintiff was only brought in as a warrantor to de
fend the title she had given, and no damages
could be awarded against her.



East'n District.
.Ilp,il, 1819.

~

M.u'1l1N
"[18.

TOUSTIY.

Some propel"
tv to be ceded,is not requisite
to entitle the
debtor, to the
benefit of the
insolvent laws.

CASES IN THE SUPREMl<.: COURT

In examining the account, we find an allowance
of 8370, properly supported by evidence, for the
consideration of the sale, with legal interest
therein, the expenses of lying in, medical attend
ance in sickness, clothing and taxes: but it does
not appear to us, that the other charges are suffi,

ciently supported by any evidence on the record.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the j udgment of the parish court be annul.
led, avoided and reversed, and proceeding to
give such a judgment as, in the opinion of this
court, ought to have been given in the parish
court, it is further ordered, adjudged and de.
creed, that the plaintiff recover from the defend
ant, the sum of 8370, with costs, in the parish
court, and that he pay costs in this court.

Dauezac for the plaintiff-Morel for the de ...
Iendant.

.1IILES VS. IlIS CREDITORS.

ApPEAL from the court of the first district.

MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
court. This is a case in which the debtor claims
the benefit of the act of the territorial Iegisla,
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ture for the relief of insolvent debtors in actual East'n Di.trict..
',' Aprrt, 1819.

custody, 1808, c. 16, 2 Martzn s Digest, 440. ~
To his petition is annexed a schedule of his MIU5 ~'8 HIS

CR};DITons.

debts, and a declaration, that he has no property.
This declara-ion, the district court considered as
a sufficient badge of fraud, to deny him any reo
lief under the law, and gave judgment according
ly.

We are of opinion, that the district court cr.
red in considering the bare circumstance' of the
want of property in the debtor, sufficient to deprive
him of the benefit of our insolvent laws, when
no fraudulent conduct was proven against him.
This would be denying the aid of such laws to
persons most clearly insolvent; those who have
nothing wherewith to pay their debts.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and de
creed, that the judgment of the district court be
annulled, avoided and reversed, and that the
case be remanded, with directions to the dis
trict judge, to proceed therein according to law.

Preston for the plaintiff-Eustis for the de
Iendants.
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IlE WEB vs, LJl UVE.

Ar l' E A L from the court of the first district.

, MARTIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court,
A en n,t,)1' The nlaintiff hid fl',.1'" r~l <ou, 1,)1' ie p.aUltl states t at t 1C e enc ant IS an auc-

,,.h~,,e IH)t.the tioneer and certain p~rsons trading under the
(let. ;1:1 'l~ I t 1';;;' "

sue d, is 11.-t an firm of J. Howe and co. for some time past sold
incompe-te-nt

witness lor the goods at public aution under his name and sane-
!)) ...illtl~ t. ,

tion : that, by various acts, the defendant made
himself responsible for the sales and transactions
of said J. Howe and co. -that the plaintiffdeli \'(;1'

cd certain goods to J. Howe and co to be sold at
auction, which were accordingly sold, and the
proceeds received by them or the defendant, to
the amount of S 545, that the said J. Howe and
co. have absconded, and the said sum is due to
the plaintiff by the defendant.

There was judgment for the latter, and the
former appealed.

The case comes up before us on a bill of
exceptions. The plaintiff offered Roderick
M'Leod, as a witness, to prove transactions of
the defendant with J. Howe and co. and persons
who had dealings with them, in order to establish
the existence of a partnership between the de
fendant and J. Howe and co. He objected to
M'Lcocl's admission as a witness, because the
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latter had instituted a suit by attachment against E -::" ,])i',I\ict
. 'I'"'' loLl.

J. Howe and co. The district court sustained ~~
the objection, and the plaintiff took his bill of IL:w",

r s.
exceptions L .cvs.

The defendant contends that the witness was
properly rejected; our statute disabling all per
sons, directly or indirectly interested in the
cause, from being heard. Civ. Code. 312, art.
248.

In the present case, the witness is not a credi
tor of eithe r of the parties; but it is alledged
that, if the de Iendant be c..st and the debt paid
by him, the estate of J Howe and co. will be dis
charged therefrom, and the witness will have a
better chance of recovering what they owe him.

The absolute insolvency of .T. Howe and co.
does not appear from any evidence Oil the record.
The circu mstance of their absconding does not
alone suffice to establish it. It might be owing
to other causes. '1 his being the case, it is usc
less to enquii e "he ther the interest alledged, if
it existed, would occasion the incompetency of
the witness.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de
creed, that the judgment of the district court, be
annulled, avoided and reversed, and that the
cause be reminded with directions to the district
judge, not to reject Roderick ~l'Leod: as a wit ..
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Easr'n Dish·jet. ness if there be no other objection made to hig
.I1Jm'l, UH9. ' <

~ admission, and it is ordered, adjudged and de.
HLWLS creed, that the defendant arid appellee pay the

m.
LACYE. costs of this appeal.

Duncan for the plaintiff, Livingston for the de
fendant.

FLEElC,NER YS. GRIErE'S SYNIJICS.

In detorrnin- Ap PEAL from the court of the first district:
nn the proprie-
ty of allowing a
aea pot. the MARTIN J. delivered the opinion of the court.
court Illay look '
into the record This case is before us on a bill of exceptions to
of another suit, •
between ~he the opinion of the district court, ill refusing to
same parties, 1 d c d d di
So may the su- t re eren ants a e imus potestatem
preme court, on The plaintiff claims rent for certain premises
the appeal, If ,.'"

that record be from the defendants, who pleaded the general
there also.

If fraud be issue only.
not alleged, 110 • •
ded. pot . •hall A short tune, after the period fixed for an ap-
be granted to li . c d I 1 d c d I' dprove it, pncation ror a ec..pot.tle eren auts claime one,

The affidavit on an affidavit that thev had just come to the
ought to speer- , J

fy the fact, in. knowledge that certain l)er50n5, in England,
~~~~ ~

proven. that the could not only disprove the plaintiff's claim for
oppOSlle party .
may avoid the rent, but also prove that the pretended title,
delay bv admit- d hi I he clai . d 1ting it: un cr W He 1 t e c alms, was gIven an executcc

in fraud of the creditors represented by the de ..
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fendants. The district judge gave as a reason E~;;il~~~t{~~t.
for the refusal that the matter, expected to be ~

• di b 1 .FLECKNEnproven, was res JU icasa, etween t re same 'N.

parties, in a former su it. Gnun.'s SY:'.
l' nros-

There is not any statement of facts, and we
arc not enabled by the record to discover, whe
ther the matter be really res judicata.

The pluinriff's counsel has attempted to shew
it by the production of the record of the case, in
which the al1edged decision took place. It is
the record of a suit originating in the court
a quo, and the defendants' counsel contends that
we cannot take notice of it, as it makes no part
of, nor is referred to in, that of the present suit.
The case is on our files, as it came up to this
court and was finally decided by us, and the dis
trict court was directed to carry our judgment
into effect. Hence, it is in our knowledge that
the matter is res judicata, and this appears by
the record of this court. It was also in the
knowledge of the district court, who was correct
in noticing it, since it there appears on record
also.

Farther, it appears to liS that the affidavit was
insufficient. The only fact, which is positively
stated, is that the plaintiff's title was given and
executed in fraud; but fraud W~IS not alledged,

You. Vh 64
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Eust'n District, and the pleadings did not allow anv evidence
.!Jpril, 1819. • "
~ of it.
}'LECKNEn The facts, by which the claim for rent was

'vs.
GnIEn'. SYX· expected to be dis proven ought. to have been

mrs; specifically stated, in order that the plaintiff
might exercise his right of averting the delay,
by an admission of them; which, from the man
11\;r in which the affidavit is worded, cannot be
done, without admitting the consequences drawn
by the adverse party from unknown facts.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de.
creed, that the judgment of the district court be
ed with costs.

Smith for the plaintiff, Livingston for the de.
feudants.

-+-
,JOIIA'SON YS. DJ1 VID80,N:

If the testa. ApPEAL from the court of probates of the pu
tor dispose ,of rish of Orleans.
property, which
he was bound
to leave to his
brothers and MATTHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
sisters and leave T" . hi h
an executor, a court. his IS a case In W HC the appellant
~I~~~~~~~;i~~be made application to the court of probates, to be
them, bttt:llnor appointed curator of the absent heirs of James
curator I ar.
tel' a division. Johnson, late of NewOrleens, deceased, who i::
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seems made a will, by which he instituted his East'll. Distr-ict,
Jlprll, 1819.

aatural children, now residing in Scotland, his ....,...,.....,
universal heirs, leaving some inconsiderable le, JOll~SON

V8.

gacies to his brothers, and appointed the appel, Dvvmsov

lee one of his testamentary executors, who has
since taken un himself the execution of the will.

According to the provisions of our statute,
)., natural children, if the father leaves legitimate
brothers and sisters, can receive from him, ei
ther by donation inter vivos or causa mortis, on.
lyone half of his estate'" Ciu, Code, 210, art.
14. Every disposition, in favor of persons inca.
pable of receiving, is declared null and void.
Id. 212, art. 17.

Amongst the curators, which may be appoint.
ed, according to our law, it is clear that a curator,
when necessary, mny be appointed to persons)
who are absent from the state, and have proper.
ty within it, such as heirs to a succession. In
cases of testaments, the testamentary executor,
when some of the heirs of the testator are absent,
and not represented in the state, is, nevertheless,
authorised to take possession of the property of
the succession, and to remain in possession of
the portion belonging to the absent heirs, until
they shall have sent their power of attorney, or
until the expiration of the veal'. Id: 246, art.
169.

This article, it is thought, can only apply to
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r:ast'n. Distr-ict, cases, where all the heirs (both those who are
.qprd, 1819.
~ .absent and the others) have been instituted by
JO~~ON the testator in his will; as it is the duty of the'

n.mnso;r. executor to carry into full effect the intentions of
the testator.

The present case is singular, in its circum
stances. The testament is null and void, so far
as it purports to dispose of m.ore than one half of
the deceased's estate. For.. he institutes his na
tural children heirs, and shews, by legacies to his
brothers, that he had relations, of that degree, in
existence. The estate is not vacant, and can
not be administered as such; because the exe
cutors are clearly entitled to the care and man
agement of it, and have an interest opposed to
the rights of the legal heirs.

Curators of absent heirs, are persons appoint
ed by the judge to take care of, and administer
on, the portion of an estate ab intestato, which
falls to the share of such absentees, "in cases
where some of the heirs only are absent and not
represented." lb. 172, art. 121.

Considering the estste of the deceased to be
ab intestato, for that portion of it, which is at
tempted to be disposed of by will, contrary to
law, and to which collateral relations of the de
ceased, absent and not represented, are entitled,
it is the duty of the judge of probates, to appoint
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a curator "to take care of, and administer
their shares."

'509

on East'n District.
.April, 1819.....,.....,....

But, before that can be ascertained, it is neces
sary that a partition should take place, (accord
ing to the provisions of the law, in such a case
made and provided) to effect which, a defensor
must be appointed to protect the rights of the
absentees. Id. 174." art. 130.

Until a partition of an estate, it ought not to
be placed in the possession of, and administered
by persons, holding under different rights; who,
when their claims are equally good toi have the
management of an undivided half, are so al·
so for the management of the whole: and the es
tate cannot be administered by parts, till a divi
sion takes place. \Ve are of opinion that no cura
tor ought to be appointed.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de.
creed, that the judgment of the court of probates
be affirmed with costs.

Morel for the plaintiff, Smith for the defend
ant.

JOHNSON

",s.
DJ.'I'IDSbIr.
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Lastu DJ5\n~:, DU.N·CJJ..lv~~·JiL. SYNDICS \'8. BECHTEL.
.I1}Jril, 1819,

~

DUSCAN e.; n. A r PEA L from the court of the first district.
5y:s-iJIC'i 7'':''

BEcn flU..

If there be u MAT THE ws, J. delivercd the opinion of the
plea ill abate- court. This is an action for money had, and reo
ment and of the
general is?ue,oll ceived by the defendant to the use of the plain..
appeal alter a . .!r Th d . hei . . f
jllll"'ment on trtts. ey 0 not state, 111 t rerr petition, any 0

'the"merito, if h' 'd hi h 1 . d ithe plea in t e Circumstances un er w liC ie receive It.
abatement tlo The answer besides the general issue contains
not "ppear to' ,
have been pro- an exception to the petition, as not setting forth
nour.ced upon, •••.
:101' urged by the cause of action WIth sufficient certainty.
.bc counsel, the W f" h 1 .. d
supreiae court e are 0 opmIOn, t at t re petItIOn oes not
,\'i!l not n,)~i':~ pursue the true sense and spirit of the acts of the

kgislature, which regulate the practice of our
courts. It is not sufficiently explicit of the cause
of action, in stating the manner, in which the
money came to the hancls of the defendant..-how
he obtained it-from what persons, &c. Every
circumstance, which may be considered proper
to be known, in order to put the defendant on a
just defence of the suit, ought to have been stat.
ed,

But, as no decision on this exception, appears
to have been given in the district court-nor,
appears to have been insisted on, by the defend.
ant's counsel, who, after pleading the general is.
sue, appealed from a judgment on the merits,
.ve deem it unnecessary to notice it,
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The defence on the merits, as it is understood Eastn D:strict.
.fJpril, :',H9.

from the argument of counsel (for, on the re- ~
cord, there is not sufficient perspicuity to point it Due,,'! & A.L.

SY),"JJJCS ~'S

out) is satisfaction and payment made to Jackson, BF."'m"'.

one of the firm of Duncan and Jackson, for whose
benefit this action is instituted bv Duncan, from..
whom the money was received by the defend.
ants and appellants.

The record of the suit. referred to in the state
ment of facts, shews clearly that Duncan was a
fraudulent partner, and had embezzled to a great
extent the funds of the firm, for which judgment
'was obtained against him by the syndics. It
further appears, from a document on file, that
Jackson acknowledged satisfaction for saidjudg
merit, on receiving less than its amount:

It is the opinion of this court, that these trans.
actions arc not sufficient to exonerate the de.
fendant, as debtor to the late firm of Duncan
and Jackson; although he may have become in.
debted to it, in consequence of a contract with
Duncan alone, whilst it is evident, that this eon
trast related to the funds of the partnership-

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court hr. affirm

P.p with costs.
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East'o District, Duncan
.1p,.u, 1819.
~ fendants.

.DuNCAN &. AI..

SYNIHCS 'V.f.
llECIlTEL.

for the plaintiffs, Hennen for the de.

SJJ. ULBT vs. LOISE.J1 U.

A new trial ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
will not be of New-Orleans.
~ranted, to "f.
ford an oppor-
tunity to shew,
that a wi.toess. The defendant, in February 1789, sold to the
.worn Without ••
l!"y objecti.on. plaintiff a negro slave named Jacob, for 8714;
forswore hirn- • h the condi , I if hi' k hself. WIt t re ton inon, t rat, 1 t e s ave, SIC' at t e

time, was not perfectly cured, within One month,
he should take him back and repay the price.
The parties placed the slave under the care of a
free negro, named George, who undertook to
cure him, and to whom each of the parties pro.
mised to pay ten dollars therefore.

A few days after the expiration of the month,
the plaintiff brought his action to recover the
price with interest, stating that Jacob, fur from
being cured, died on the 6th of March.

The defendant pleaded the general issue, ad.
mitted the sale-and the condition-contending
that the plaintiff had no cause of action, as Jacob
was not returned within the month. without hav.
ing been cured, that the sale took place on the
t;th of February. and on. the 4th of March, when
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the month expired according to the conditions East'n District.
, Jlpri!, 1819.

of the sale, he was cured. ~

There was a verdict for the plaintiff, and the SAULET
't'8.

defendant moved for a new trial, which was reo Lorsmr-

fused; and judgrnent being given for the for.
mer, the latter appealed.

The record shews, that George was the only
witness introduced by the plaintiff.

He deposed that, he received Jacob from the
parties, (who promised him ten dollars each,)
that he laboured under a complaint of the chest
that he was weekly supplied with meat and bis
cuit by the defendant; the plaintiff never fur
nishing any thing. At the request of the former,
he put Jacob in irons, to prevent his going a.
broad and eating improper food. The plaintiff
was once only at the deponent's, and was inform
ed Jacob was not yet cured.

Gassie, a w-itness introduced by the defendant,
deposed, that he was employed from the 9th of
February to the 15th of March, 1818, by the de.
fendant, that during that time, the plaintiff came
to the defendant, and the witness heard them
talk of a negro, of a sale, and heard the plaintiff
tell to the defendant, "he is doing well; he is do.
ing well." This was in the P' esence of Julicn,

Julien deposed that, on the 4th of March, he
was at the defendant's with Gussie and the plain
tiff, and heard the latter say to the former, that

VOT.. VT. 65
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East'n District. Jacob was in good health, eating and drinking
.9pli1, 1819
~ well.

SAUl.VI'

'lW.

r,OJ6EAU, De Armas, for the plaintiff. The new trial
was properly refused. If the verdict was contrar)~

to law or evidence, the affidavit should have spe.,
cified in what particlular point. 3 Martin, 280,

An application for a new trial, in order to im.
peach the credit of a witness sworn at the trial,
cann..t be listened to. Bunn vs. Hoyt, 3 Johns,
253.

The testimony of George, the plaintiff's wit.
ness. is not contradicted. The jury might give
full credit to what the defendant's witnesses de.
posed, and to the testimony of George himself,
and arrive to the conclusion to which they came.
It is not to be denied that Gassie and Julien
heard the plaintiff say, that Jaeob was doing
well; that he was doing well, eating and drinking
well. Let it be admitted, that these expressions
were used, and does it not follow, from the death
of the slave, which almost followed the uttering
of these words, that the plaintiff laboured under
an error?

But this pretended confession of the plaintiff is
'not conclusive against the plaintiff. It is not
proved by two witnesses, and was made in the
absence of the defendant.

The extra judicial confession, proved by, at
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least, two witnesses, makes full proof, when made Ea~\'n Distt-ic>
.Jl;,ril, 1819.

to the party, But, if it be made in his absence, ~
although supported by the testimony of one wit- SAULET

't-'8.

ness, or other presumption, it is only a semi. LCIS£AtT

proof, Cur. Phil. 1, 17, n, 6, Fcbrero, 2, 3,
1, § 1, n. 294·.

"Vere this confession to be considered as full
proof, still the plaintiff could shew that it was
made in error. If one admit or deny any thing,
in court, thro' error, he will be allowed, if he can,
to prove the error, at any time before judgment,
al.hough the admis-ion was made before the
jlldg-e. Part. 3, 15, 5. If then the error of a
judicial confession may be proven, a fortiori, in
the present case, that of an extra-judicial one.
The plaintiff Ins proven the error of his, by the
testimony of George.

Gregorio Lopez, in his commentary on this
law of the partidis, cites the opinions of Baldus
and Andrea'). Et nota quotl erronea confessta,
etlam s(£pius rcpetita, non nocet . Et quid si, cum
confessione, concurrunt aliqua indicia ? Die quod
probetur contrarium, .rlndreus dicit quod er
ror proba'utur dicendo se errasse, et probando
rem aliter se habere These opinions are ground
ed on .if 2, 2, 4,2, Non fatetur qui errat, nisi

Jus ignoraverit.

(:uvillier, for the defendant: A new trial
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East'n. Distvict. ought to have been granted because the verdict
.Ilprtl, 1819. '
~ was contrary to law, being grounded on the tes.

SAULET timony of one single witness, contradicted by
~B.

LOISUU. that of two others. It was contrary to the weight
of the evidence, two witnesses having sworn
that the plaintiff had admitted the cure of the
slave. New proofs were discovered since the
verdict, by which the defendant will be enabled,
on a new trial, to shew that the deposition of
George deserves no credit.

The plaintiff's counsel contends that, the par
ticulars, in which the verdict was contended to
be contrary to the evidence, ought to have been
specified in the affidavit, and cites, for this pur.
pose, 3 Martin, 280, where a rule of the supreme
court requires such a specification in a petition
for a rehearing in that court. The rules of that
court cannot be considered as applicable to the
parish court.

But the affidavit, on which the new trial was
prayed, shews, that since the trial, the defendant
has discovered new witnesses, by which he is
enabled to deprive the deposition of George
from the credit, which it has received.

Now, ex natura rei, such witnesses could not
have been deemed necessary, and could not have
been procured before the trial: for, till George
was sworn, the defendant could not have presum.
ed his intended deviation from the truth. And
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during the hurry of the trial, when this deviation East'n Dlsr rict.
AJlril, 181'),

was notice d, it was not possible instantly to dis- ~
cover and adduce the witnesses, by whom the SAULLT

"'l'S3

defendant may establish the perjury committed. LOISEA1:',

Farther, according to the tenor of the con
tract, if the negro was not cured, the sale was to
be rescinded, and the defendant was to take
back the slave, and refund the price. He was
sold on the 5th of Feb-uary: the month, mention.
ed in the condition, expired, on the 4th of .\1arch ;
the negro was then alive, and, according to the
testimony taken from the lips of the party, do.
ing well, eating and drinking heartily; and, if the
plaintiff wished to rescind the sale, it was his duty
to deliver or return the slave immediately. As he
did not do so, the presumption is that, he was
pleased with the bargain, and desirous of avail.
ing himself of it. H(; must, therefore, support
any consequent loss.

DUB I G NY, 1. delivered the OpInIOn of the
court. 'The defendant and appellant, Francis
Loiseau, sold to the appellee, Balthazar Saulet, a
negro slave, named Jacob, under this condition:
H It is agreed and covenanted that, whereas the
said slave is now in bad health, this sale shall be
rescinded, in case he shall not be perfectly reo
covered in one month from this date, and the
:;ajd Loiseau shall take back said slave and re-
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'~,"I', 'Ji,tr,et. pay the price thereof to said B. Saulet." Both
.71,,·,1, 1819.
~ parties then went to one Georg-e, .a free negro

SU'LLT man, who undertakes cures, and left the slave
V8.

!jllSU.U. under his care at their joint expense. Thirty
days after, the slave died; the object of the pre.
sent suit is to recover the purchase money.

George was sworn as a witness, and establish
ed the facts on which the appellee relies. His
testimony was not objected to; but after
the verdict, the defendant made a motion for
a new trial, offering to prove that George
had forsworn himself, on one point, and was un
worthy of belief. "Yithou t examining wheth r this
was a case, where new a trial could be granted
for the purpose of discrediting a witness, we are
satisfied that the affidavit, on which it W..lS pray.
ed for, was insufficient, and that the court bela I\"

was right in refusing it.
The testimony of George, who swore that Ja

cob was very sick for several days previous to his
death, has been attempted to be shaken by that
of two witnesses, one of whom heard the plaintiff
tell the defendant, two clays before Jacob's death,
that the sick negro was going on well; and the
other, who was present on the same occasion, reo
collects that the negro was mentioned by the
name of Jacob, and that the appellee said he was
in good health, drinking and eating well. The
~'ppellee's opinion of the situation of that slave is.
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however, very immaterial, for it is in
that he never went to see him, and
course from report.

The cou.isel for the appellant has put a can.
struction upon the clause above quoted, which
cannot bear him out. He thinks, that if the slave
was not cured at the end of one month, it was the
duty of the appellee to return or offer to return
him to the appellant at that very time, and that in
defect of making such tender, his recourse under
the reservation was gone. -\Ve see nothing in
the reservation which warrants such an interpre
tation. The stipulation is "that if the slave
shall nat be properly recovered in one month
from the date, the sale shall be rescinded, &c.
The plaintiff proves that he did not recover at all,
but died of his complaint. That is proving more
than he was bound to do to su pport his action.

It is, therefore ordered, adj udged and decreed,
that the judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

-__e+___

GOPORTH vs. HIS CREDiTORS.

519

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city The expenses
of the Iiquida

of New.Orlear s.
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E",'n Di,trict. DERBICNY, J. delivered the opinion of the
.",I,,'it, 1819,
~ court. In this case a tableau of distribution of
f30FOR'£Il the monies, proceeding from the estate of "ViI.

718,

im CREDIToRs,liam Goforth, an insolvent debtor, was filed by

tion of an insol- the syndics of his creditors, lmel was opposed by
vent's estate,. one of them Antoine Currabv who as vendorare to be paid ' .I , ,

outof theun in. of a house which constituted the principal part of
cumbered pro-
perty ceded, the said estate, pretends to be entit led to the full
but, if that be . f h h b II I .., d
insufficient, out pnce 0 t at ouse a ove a at rer pnvhc ges.
of therest. Carraby is not a creditor, who exercised the

right of revendication, that is to say, of taking
back his property in kind, without suffering it to
be included in the common stock of all the ere
ditors. He had no such right, because by sel
ling on credit and delivering the possession, he
had parted with the ownership of the thing, and
vested it completely in the buyer himself, retain.

ing only a lien on the property for the price of
sale. Cur. Phil 2, 12, 6.

At the auction of the property surrendered by
Goforth, Carraby became the purchaser of the

same house, and lIOW refuses to pay anr part of
the price. But in order, the better to try this
question, we will suppose that a third person
has bought the property, and that the purchase
money is now in the hands of the syndics, ready. '.
to be distributed among the creditors according
to their rank.

The price of the house, together with the pr(l'
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ceeds ofsale of some tracts of land on Lafourche East'n District.
, .:ljwil, 1819

and of a lot of ground, in one of the suburbs of ~
this city, constitute, according to the tableau, the G"nnlTH,'.
common stock now ready for distr ibution -'fhe HI'! CRl.J1ITOnS

first payment in order, is that of the expenses in.
curred to obtain a settlement of the estate of the
insolvent; for they are in fact, debts contracted
by the creditors themselves, none of whom ought
to receive any thing, until they are satisfied,

In this case, the tableau exhibits a list of those
expenses, such as notary's fees, auctioneer's
commission, &c. to the payment of which there
does appear to be any objection.

But the remuneration due to the attornies of
the insolvent of the syndics, and of the absent
creditors, and the commission of the syndics are
not mentioned therein, and are included under
the head of debts claimed by privilege, against
which Antoine Carraby has pleaded that his own
privilege is of a superior order.

It is clear, however, that the compensation for
services rendered to the syndics is a debt due by
the mass of the creditors; that the commission
of the syndics themselves is a claim of the same
nature; and as to the remuneration to which the
attorney of the insolvent may be entitled, it has
been settled in the case of Morel vs. the syndiCS
of 1.11isotiere, 3 'frlartin, 363, th.it such services
are also to be considered, when useful to the ere-
- VOT" VI. Go
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E~~~;r,D~~~~t. ditors, as services done to themselves. -Is that
~ to be paid out of the common stock, as well as

(,OFOllTU notary's fees, auctioneer's commission, &c? Evi.
,,(l8.

,IrS CREDITORS. dently so. Either all, or none, of those who are
employed in settling and Iiquidating the estate of
the insolvent, must be paid. Those are all char.
ges of the same kind, charges agaim,t the credi.
tors generally. Carraby might have pleaded
that these charges are not due, or that they arc
two high; but to refuse payment altogether with.
out alledging any other motive than th.it his pri,
vilege is of a superior Tank, is to assign no very
intelligible reason. Does he mean to say that
he ought not to bear any part of the expenses in
curred by the body of the creditors? But sup
pose the vendors of the lands on Lafourche.
and of the lot in the suburb were unpaid, and
had raised the same pretension, what would have
become then of the payment of expenses? V\las
the notary who enrolled the meeting of the ere
ditors, th. attorney who conducted the proceed
ings, the clerk who recorded them, to receive no
compensation for their services? It can hardly
be supposed that Carruby 's plea intends to con
vey any such idea.

The expen .es must be IBid, ani if Carraby,
instead of being called upon to surrender their
amount, was now requiring the syndics to deliv,
er him the full price for which the house was
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sold thev would have a right to withhold it, un- Easl'l~ Distr-ict,
, • .lip/'z!. 1819.

til it might be ascertained whether enough could ~
be raised out of the personal estate and unincum, GOFORTII

'V8.

bered property of the insolvent to pay the ex- nIS CR};DITOR~.

penses. But the syndics demand of Carraby
the purchase money of his house in order to pay
those charges, alight he not to be authorised to
retain it, until they can satisfactorily shew that
they have not been able to raise any other funds
out of the insolvent's personal estate and unin-

ell mbered real property? ,"Ve are ofopinion that
he ought.

The only other items in the list of priviledged
debt'), besides that of Carraby as vendor, arc
claims for repairs done to the house. Those
seem to have been left for further investigation,
and to be unconnected with the object of the pre.
sent appeal.

It is ordered, adjudged and decreed, that the
judgment of the parish court be reversed; and
this court, proceeding to give such judgment as,
in their opinion, ought to have been given be.
low, do order and decree, that the expenses in.
curred towards liquidating ths estate of William
Goforth, including therein the compensation
awarded to the attorney, employed by him and
his syndics, and the commission of the said syn.
dies on the g.oods by them administered, be paid
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East'n ,District. out of the personal and unincumbered real pro.
~'lPl'tl, 1819. • forth i and h ld h~ perty of the said GOlort 1 ; an s ou t ese prove

GOFORTH insufficient, after due diligence shewn on the
HIS C;~~lTORS. part of the syndics to collect them, then out of

the remainder of the estate of said insolvent in
the hands of Antoine Carraby, and that the al)'

pellants pay all costs .

Morel for the claimant, Carleton for the syn·

dies.

-+-
CIWIZET'S HEIRS vs, GJ1UDET.

Parol evidence A P PEA L from the court of the second dis.
may be heard, •
when the verity tnct.
or good faith of
an act is con-
tested. DERBIGNY, J. delivered the opinion of the
5h:;~I~~:ra~~~ court. The plaintiffs and appellees, as children
made bl h~s. an- and legal heirs of Simon Croizet claim from the
cestor IS fe ign- '
ed. So might appellant, in his capacity of curator to the estate
the latter. . ' •

of Mary Martin Dumontet, the restitution of a
tract of land, which they alledge was conveyed
to her, in trust, by their ancestor, under the
semblance of a sale, to be reconveyed by her,
after his death, to two of his children, whom he
intended to favor, to the prejudice of the others.
The sale is clothed with all the solemnities re,
quired by law, and the principal ground of de-
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fence of the appellant is, that such an instrument East'n District.
.• .I1pril, 1819.

has nothing to fear from the attacks of verbal ~
evidence; and, as verbal evidence has been ad- CROIZET'S

HEIRS
mitred in this case, he has excepted to its intro, 'V8.

duction. GJ.UD:ET.

The general rule that no parol testimony is to
be heard against or beyond what is contained in
a written act, is a safeguard, established by law
for securing bonafide contracts from any attempt
to alter or vary thetn; but whenever an act is
impeached as false, fraudulent or feigned, the
rule does not apply. The question there is no
longer shall the contents of a written act be prep
served unaltered, but is this a bona fide act?
When an act is made with an intent to cheat
third persons, there is, generally, nothing 00 the
face of it, which can detect such intention. The
parties take good care to give it as fair an aspect
as if it was made in good faith and strict hones.
ty What then is to be done? Is fraud and vil
lainy to be sheltered under the rule that no wit.
nesses can disprove any thing contained in a
written act? No. The contents of the act are
not in question. The verity, the reality of the
contract, the good faith ot the parties is the ob,
ject of enquiry. To come at a knowledge of
the facts from which this may be ascertained,
oral evidence must be heard. The conduct of
the parties, their revelations, and all the circum,
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East'n Distr ict. stances which mav tend to disclose the artifice
..1pril,1819.' ,
~ and remove the veil under which truth lies con-
CROlzn's cealed, become a fair subject of investigation:

arrns

'V8. The defendant does not deny this as a general
GAUDET.

principle; for, he readily admitted that, if Croiz-
et's creditors, instead of his children, were
plaintifls in this case, they would have a right
to do what the children have here attempted.
But he says, that the heirs of Croizet are bound
by his acts, and have no righ~to shew that, which.
were he alive. would not be permitted even to
alledge-

From these, two questions arise: 1. Could
Simon Croizet, if alive, plead that this is a
feigned sale? 2. If he could not, can the pre

sent plaintiffs plead it ?

1. That the party to a feigned contract may
plead the simulation is admitted, in general
terms, by the Spanish jurists. Their opinion is
predicated principally on that maxim of the Ro.
man law: plus va!ere quod agitur, q'.Ulln quod
simulate concipitur, Febrero, who has treated
the question more extensively than any of the
authors within our reach, after having enumera.
ted the different sorts of simulation, expresses

himself as follows: En estos tres casas, aunquc
el damnificado manifiesta su torpeza y delito en
.'wber interuenido en fa simulacion, pued« no Db.
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stante alesrarla no parafiundar su intencion sino East'n, District.
5 , , /Jpril 1819.

para coadyuvar la contra el participe, porque ~
trata de euitar su dune, !I este lucrarse en su. CROIZET'S

Rl.IRS

detrimento, Y 10 mismo puedc liacer su heredero, .m.
GAUDET,

can tal que el contrato no sea ell fraude del fisco,
u de otro tercera. Provided the simulation be
such that no third person be defrauded by it, it
may be pleaded by the party, who is willing to
expose his own turpitude. Here, then, if we take
the plaintiff, to be altogether in the room of Si-
mon Croizet, there are no third persons defraud-
ed by the alledged simulation. and it may be
pleaded. Whether in support of such a plea,
the party can produce oral evidence alone, un-
aided by any written testimony, is a question of
some importance; and as there is no necessity
to decide it here absolutely, we will pass to the
consideration of the other point, to wit, can the
present plaintiffs plead the simulation of this con-
tract as persons distinct from their father, and
produce parol proof In suport of their allegation?

II. The plaintiffs we take to be the legitimate
children of Simon Croizet ; for after their allega,
tion that they are Croizet's legal heirs and repre.
sentatives, the admission of the defendant that
they are his children, goes fully to establish that
fact.

'fhe plaintiffs then, as such legitimate children.
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East'n District. are entitled by law to a portion of their father's
.lJpril, 1819.
~ estate, which it was not in his power to deprive
CR01l:ET'S them of except for the causes also expressed b)'

HE]RS '

~'S. law. Where a parent has, by any practice, en-
GAUDET.

deavoured to remove from the reach of his child.
ren that which the law made it his duty to pre.
serve for them, their intcrest.yinstead of deriving
from their ancestor, is in direct opposition to his
acts. To pretend that, because they are his
children, they are bound by such acts, would be
giving countenance to a violation of the law, and
annihilating rights which the law has created.
With respect then to their legitimate portion,
children have rights, which not only are inde
pendent and distinct from those of their parents.
but may be, as in this case, directly at war, with
those which their parents wish to exercise. Child
ren entitled to a legitime are quasi creditors of
their parent's estate; "legitima non dicitur lu
crum, sed quasi debitum." Lopez, on Part. 6,
10, 8. Hence, children are not bound by the
donations, even inter vivos, which their parents
may have made to the prejudice of their legiti
me, and may sue the donees to have the dona
tions reduced to the amount which the donor
could dispose of. c« Code, 212, art. 19-26. A
fortiori, can they attack the acts of their parents,
by which they are, not merely prejudiced, but
defrauded.i-c-For the purpos~ then of asserting
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their rights tothe/egitime secured to them by law,
children must b(~ viewed ill the character of
third penons, and as such be permitted to ul

ledge and prov~ any thing that creditors might
avail themselves of -It is, therefore our opinion,

rhat the district judge acted correctly in admit
ting on their part, any evidence which could tS

tablish the sjmulatiou of the contract, by which

they say they have been defrauded.

As to the nature of the evidence received and
the weight which it ought to have, we do not
think ourselves at liberty to take that into con
sideration ; there being in the record no state
ment of facts, nor any certificate shewing that al]

the evidence is there contained.

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district COUlt be at11rm"

ed with costs.

Turner for the plaintiffs, 11, ,:Ty fer the de

fendant,

VOf. VT·

E.ist'n Di"tl·j\:t
.1pr;!. 1819.
~

l:nOJZr;T'j

u ~ Ill..,

Z'S.

C.U::lE':r:
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CAl:5El:5 IN THE SUPUEME COURT

HJlRVEY VS. FITZG1£RJ1LD,

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and ci
ty of New-Orleans.

Wht'n the il.
legality of a For a statement of the facts, see the opinion of
contract is not
pleaded, and the court.
does not appear
from the evi-
dence in Slip- TIT 1 s: h d C': d T'hi - f'port of it, if rr ortcman, lor t e eten ant. IS IS one o
there ,be II ver- these extraordinary suits to determine which
diet lor the ' ,
plaintitf, the. correctly, will require all the care and attention
Judgment WIll • • "
not be disturb. of the court. We mamtam that the chum of
ed, though hi" ff' c d d i d f d d
SClIl1e evidence t e p ainn IS JOHn t In ImplI ent rau , an .
of the illegnli. supported only by nefariou s perj urv
ty may result 'J•

from. II .cross. It appears bv the testimony on the record.
exanunauon of • "
th,e plaintilPs that some time in the month of February, 1817,
witnesses, 0" . . I T
from the testi- Fitzgerald went down to the Enghs 1 urn,
mony adduced h H h db' F' ldhy the defend. '" ere arvey a een some time, Itzgera
ant, took a lodging for him at the milk house in this

city, visited him there occasionally, discounted
some western bank notes for him, and, having
paid some of his expenses, took a passage for
him to Liverpool. The first intelligence Fitz
gerald had of him, was by a letter written from
the Balizc, and received about ten days after his
departure feorn ~ ew Grit ans , In this letter, he

.states that he ex pects a schooner of his will
speedily arrive in this port from Campeachy,
'which he Lw.gs the defendant to take charge uf
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for him and dispose of the cargo on his account· East'n District.
, , .lfpril, 1819.

and. he concludes with an earnest request of the ~
defendant to accept for him a bill for 50 pounds. H~:~a

Would any such request have been made, in J'lTZGBIULD,

such terms, if he had left in the hands of the de.
fendant property to the amount of $9000, or of
half or quarter that value?

The plaintiff's next letter, dated VIverstone,
June 20, 1817, presses the defendant to write to
hirn : talks of his suits in the su preme court, and
-aays, that he is quite Jlnhappy about this busi
ness. The next letter, dated the same place,
June 27, 1817, appeals to the defendant as his.
assured and generous friend , hopes that he (de.
fendant) will not be offended at the length and
frequency of his letters, though he has ample
reason to he so, and again recurs to the business
of the law suits, &c. The next letter is from the
same place, dated August 6th, 181']. It speaks,
as before, of the causes in the supreme court.ad,
jures the defendant, by the mercy of God, to
write to him, and informs him that he has takcn
the liberty of drawing on him for 100 pounds.
However, he adds, if you are under a certainty
of my having received the expected relief from
Trashington ere this, then you need not accept it,
as in that case it will he un/lfJCessary. Is not
this observation incompatible with the assertion
.hat the writer had left any considerable proper.
:y at all, with Fitzgerald?
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The pluintiff's next letter is from Ulverstone,
September SOth, 1817. The writer says, <t a.
gain I have to inform you that Counsellor Inger.
sol never wrote to me, though I sent him all the
sworn attestations of my mate tW6 crew, and al
so the notary public's dcclai arion. I cannot tell
what can cause this miserable delay. The un

derwriters cannot want more prod than I have
r~i;'en. It is grievou!'l to me, I assure you, more
than 1 Can say I entreat of you, for the mercy
of God, to write them youesclf, and let me know
their answer per next opportunity." N.c.

This lcttc r is important, as connected with
another part of our testimony ;-that, to wit, by
'which it is admitted that Fitzgerald c:llIed on

Mr. Ingersol at Philadelphia, to enquire can.
corning the causes spoken of by the plaintiff.
M r: Ingersol said he knew nothing of anr such
cause. This sh- ws that the defendant believed
the plaintiff was speaking of a real, not a sham,

transaction; and will, therefore, .satisfactorily ac

count for the defendant's having received some
of Har vcy 's letters without expressing any sur.
prise at the correspondence. The same infer.
cnce may he fairly drax...n from the letter of

the plaintiff's, in which he promises the de
fendant the consignment of a vessel and cargo
from Campenchy. These remarks may be pro.
per to rebut the insinuation 50 often made a~1(l
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h . . d I 1 . East';, District
SO muc insiste upon ))' t ie opposite party- .1Pl'if,1819.·

'e If Fitzgerald had no other business with Hal'. ~
vey than what he alledges, concerning the dis- HA~:~EY

counting of the Kentucky bank notes, why did J'lTZGERALD.

he continue to receive these letters of Harvey's
nod keep them in his pocket. ?"

The next 'letter of the plaintiff's is dated UI
verstone, January 21st, 1818. He speaks of the
cruel and shameful conduct of Captain Sandford

towards him; how infamously he had abused
his (plaintiff's) credulity; though strong, and
fortified by distance, &c. he (plaintiff) threatens
to visit his thoughts with more troubles than he

is aware of It is strange, the letter adds, he
had not artfully invented some plausible talc all
this while , but it is now too late for credulity to
swallow. I shall not delay your time longer
with a business that I am determined, after a suf
Iicicnt Sea5011, to give publicity enough to."

Perhaps he (Sandford) has now serious
thoughts of selling my schooner, which you re
.collect he has in his power: let him do so, and it
will only hurry the termination of his infamy and

e xpoeition."
These letters appear to shew, that at the time

of \,,:riting them, the plaintiff had formed, in his
mind, that plan of fraud and forgery which he
is now endeavoring to carry into er.ccution. The
Jetter" in qur-r.tion have' an air of constraint and
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~ast'~ District. mystery. When the writer says "it is strange
.I1prll. 1819
~ he hal not invented some plausible tale," he pro.

HARVEY bably had in contemplation those letters which
'r18.

Fn'ZGBIUL~. he had determined to forge, which are now of.
fered in proof of his claim. The plausible tale
he thought of for the supposed Captain Sand.
ford, is the pretended sale of the imaginary cof
fee and logwood, to Wellman and Phillips. The
bankruptcy of that firm he could easily have
learnt, as he resided &0 near Liverpool. In fact,
it does appear. from his letter to .M r. William
Brown, that he was acquainted with that event.

These considerations will also serve to ac
count for a circumstance, which. at first, seemed
very extraordinary, viz: the mention in the
plaintiff's letter of Fitzgerald's illness. That
letter is dated in March, 1818, and that the ill.
ness happened in September, 1817. There is,
therefore, nothing in the least surprising that
Harvey should have heard of it in the intervening
period.

The very ingenious fabrication of the Orleans
post mark, is by no means a wonderful effort of
forgery. He, who could so well imitate the de.
fendant's hand writing, and write letters in such
a variety of hands, would fine} little difficulty in
imitating a post mark, so well as it has been done
in this instance. The last letter of this person
to the defendant, is dated New-Orleans, October
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1818. It it is filled with invectives and .reproach- East'n District.

1
. • • • .Jlpril, 1819.

es. no anger mysterrous and indirect , and IS ~

evidently intended as an instrument of extortion. HARVEr

By the menace of an accusation of some hidden Fl'l';:~.uD.

and atrocious crime, the writer, no doubt, ex-
pected to be able to obtain his ends without pro.
ducing his forged letters, and thereby exposing
himself to the risk of pumshment. For, let it be
remarked, that he did not produce those letters
for a long time subsequent to his arrival in New
Orleans, nor until he found his letter of menace
had entirely failed of its intended effect.

It is evident that Fitzgerald had no apprehen
sions from any thing which this letter hints at, or
threatens ;-from the following circumstances:

1. That he left no instructions with his agents,
Messrs. Cummins and Ramsay, not to open

any letters sent to him during/his absence;

2 That he expressed no dissatisfaction, or
disapprobation on finding that these letters had
been opened without his consent i-and that he
has actually shewed the letter in question to se
veral persons ;

3. That on receiving intelligence of what was
passing, he immediately repaired to this city,
where he has ever since remained, and appeared
in public.

.i. '1hat so far from dreading any accusation
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East'n Di,tl'ict h h nJ' 'fl" irrh k " hi.4!,ril, 1819. t at t e pramn m1g t rna ce agalllst im, or any
~ testimony that he could give, if he were dispos-
HAllV>~Y

"tJ8. ed to turn state's evidence and informer, Fitager-
• FITzGEUALD. ald has exerted himself repeatedly to have the

plaintiff arrested.

This completely destroys the imputation that
Fitzgerald was only anxious to get his oppom:nt
put out of the way.

There is another circumstance strongly in E~.

vor of Fitzgerald's innocence- A short time be.
fore he left New-Orleans for the north, he was
offered g 12000 for his house in Royal-street i

one half of the money down, the other in negoti
able notes. liNauld he-would any man in his
senses have refused this offer, and left the state,
menaced, as he then was, by Harvey, and know,
iug that the propt'rty. which he could have so
easily converted into cash and taken with him,
'was exposed to be seized in a suit like the pre
sent i Either this suit is groundless, or Fitzger ,
ald must be an absolute iedot.

Although this fact, taken by itself, might not
be considered decisive, it corroborates powerful
lyall the other circumstances in the defendant's
favor.

But what can account for the conduct of Har
vey in this extraordinary transaction ? Habitual
guilt and extreme misery. From the variety of
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his mxles of writing, it is evident he must be an East'n District.
. .Jlpril, 1819.

expert, able, and long practiced forger of writ- ~
ings; ami his letters acknowledge his extreme HAUVET

VB

poverty He thought that the business which Fl"lZGERALD

he had actua.ly transacted with Fitzgerald would
s.erve as a foundation for his subs-qucnt opera.
tions ;-as a point on \'. hich the machinery of his
fraud mig-ht be conveniently establish. d. With.

out some such support, all attempts of the kind
would have been obviously void and idle: and
this may account for his selecting the defendant,
in preference to any other person here, as the ob.
ject of his depre darion.

Stratagems of this sort, though of very rare

occurrence on this side of the Atlantic, are fre

quently attempt- d in Europe by the unprin

cipled and desperate.
The plaintiff's letters, to which I have request.

ed the attention of the court, are fatal to his
claim, whether they ure construed /iterlltfy. or
otherwise. If take n literally, there was evident.
ly no sale of, no tran-action whatever between
the parties relative to, the coffee or logwood, on
which the suit is founded. If the lett. rs are to
be considered as mere cyphers, then there must
be some unknown, some mysterious transaction
between the parties, very different from that law.
ful one, which the plaintiff sets forth in his peti
1ion In this case, he cannot recover. His peti.

~/M,. VL 68
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East'n District. tion is sworn to. If his demand is not proved
.Ilp"il, 1819.
~ as it is there stated, the whole of course must

HAt<V>.Y fall to the ground.
'Vs.

FITZGERALD. Again; if those letters be written enigmatical.
ly, why does not the plaintiff explain them? He
must have the kty or clue to them; and he alone
is competent, according to our rules of evidence,
to produce it. It is for the plaintiff to make out
and prove his own case. If there is any mystery
lurking in his letters, it affords an additional
proof of his villainy, which alone must be suf
ficient to defeat his action.

In the letters attributed to Fitzgerald, all is
plain and clear. Coffee and logwood are called
by their proper names. W ou ld this have been
the case, if these letters were genuine, and if auy
such t l ansactions as these mysterious letters hint
at, had ever taken place? If there had, then
Fitzgerald's letters would have been in the same
style of mystery and cypher as those of Harvey.

As to the meetings stated to have taken place
between the parties, they can prove nothing more
than that Fitzgerald was desirous of knowing,
what his adversary meditated against him, or at
worst, that he wished to purchase his peace: a
thing which the law allows every man to do.

\:Vith respect to the account current, annexed
to one of the letters attributed to the defendant,
I think it bears internal evidence that is a forge
ry.
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1. The price of the coffee in it is credited too East'~ Distlict.
.ll.przl. 1811.

high, by at least four cents per pound. How ~
could this arise; when, by the supposition, it was HARVEY

"'s,
the intention of Fitzgerald to defraud Harvey? FITZGERALD

2. No comrnissi III whatever, is charged to
Harvey. "Vhy omit this charge, when the per
son supposed to make this false account is en
deavouring to cheat his correspondent.

3. This account of the sales of upwards of
nine thousand dollars worth of Harvey's proper_
ty is dated March 2d, the very day that Harvey
is proved to have sailed from New-Orleans, and
but a few days previous to the time, when he
earnestly supplicates Fitzgerald to accept for him
a bill of L. 50, sterling. Is not this circumstance
alone decisive of the case l'

4. The fabrification of the names of Wellman
and Phillips, as the purchasers of Harvey's pro
perty, was too gross a blunder for any but a
downright ideot to have made. The falsehood
of the pretended sale could not have escaped ve
ry speedy detection. With respect to the facts
stated in the fabricated letters, the plaintiff
might, and probably did, know many or most of
them, inasmuch as he admits having received
other letters from Fitzgerald, which he does not
produce.

Why does he not produce these letters? Be
oause they would prove that his claim is un-
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East'n. District. founded. \Ve have no copies of them; and, if
.1/11''', 1819.
~ we had, they would not be evidence for us.
ll,,'VE"{ The plaintiff's holding back these letters is a de.

'VB.

x;'ITZGER4.{.D. cisive presumption against him. There is no
real, no solid foundation whatever for this suit.
No delivery of merch.mdiae has been proved.
No mention of coffee or logwood is to be found
in any of the letters of the plaintiff. nor in the de
positions of any of the witnesses, though they
have been closely interrogated as to every part of
the defendant's trade and transactions. No re·
ceipt has been produced, or is pretended ever
to have been given by the defendant for the mer
chandize in questi m. Is it probable, is it pos
sible, that any man, least of all such a man as
Harvey. would have placed property to the a.
mount of 559,5'0 in the hands of anoth-r, and
quit the country without ever asking for a re
ceipt or acknowledgment of it?

In su. h an action as this, it as necessary to
prove the corpus pacti-the existence of the
matter or substance of the contract, as in a pen
al case it is indispensable to prove the corpus
criminis Without this, even the confession of
the accused is not sufficient to convict him.

According to Harvey's own admission and
statements, the transaction on which he builds
this suit, is one prohibited by law: and if any
credit be given to what he says in his latest mena-
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cing letter, it is some transaction of the blackest E:l~t'~. District.
. ,1/,../ 1819.

gUIlt. Such a plaintiff can surely not recover, in ~
such a case, even if every thil'g he states were HARVEY

'V s .
taken for granted, The Roman law on this :FITZGEBALD.

point is most clear. s , 1£ a stipulation is made 011

account, or in consideration of any offence al-
ready commuted. or about to he committed, SUl h
stipulation is void from the bl ginning. Si. fllgi-
tti faciendi vel facti causa, concepta sit stiputatio,
ab initio non valet.

The Sp mish law is equally positive. Stipu
lations agJinst the laws or sound morals are
proscribed and v lid. 1 Sala's Illustracion, 238,
Part. 5. 11 28 & 38.

"It is indispensable to the validity of a con
tract, that it be licita, honcsta, y arrcglada a
fa ley y bueuas costumbres. Febrero, 1. 18 9 1.

These rules appear to be universal, admitting
no exception in any case where bott: of the par
ties are in fault-

In the English Jaw books, we find some in
stances where contracts, made contrary to the
prouision oj statutes, are allowed to have effect
to a certain extent, by the court of.chancery , on
which I beg le.ive to observe:-

1 That our tribunals have no such power as
that exercised by courts of chancery; the power
of modifying and mitigating the rigor of severe

laws.
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East'n District.
.April, 1819.
~

HARVEY

'V$

FITZGER.U.l'.

CASES IN THE SUPREME COUltT

2. In the cases alluded to, where that mitiga
ting power has b-en exercised, the offence has
been of a very dubious nature; the offence of
usurious contracts. Some of our best ethical
and political writers deny that there is any turpi
tude, injustice, or immorality in such conven
tions.

3. Lastly, the offence, in most if not all of
these cases, was not consummated, but only in
tended. The usurious interest was stipulated
for, but not actually received. Thus the court
rendered a judgment in the case of Catalina Lo
pez, which at first view seems to militate with
the principles here laid down. But on nature
consideration it will appear that there were seve
ral important circumstances which distinguished
that case from the present.

1. That was a case of a simulated contract,
where no consideration whatever, was given, and
therefore the contract was wholly void.

2. The immorality of the purpose of that con
tract is by no means clear. The plaintiff's testa
tor apprehended that his enemies would institute
against him, 'some unjust prosecution, and he
therefore, wished to put his property out of their
reach. Many simulated contracts, may be sup
posed perfectly consistent with morality and the
lavvs-a simulated contract of sale, for instance.
to skreen our property from the enemies of our
country : and the like.
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s. Whatever may have been the intentions East'n District.
, .JJp, ii, 1819.

of that testator, he did not, in fact, violate any ~
law. he did not withdraw his property from the HAnvEY

'VI.

pursuit of justice or of injustice; for no prosecu. FITZGERUl'.

tion whatever, was instituted against him. Even
he must be considered rather as intentionally than
as actually culpable, on the harshest construction
of his conduct.

4. But above all, that case is distinguished
from the present by this circumstance, that in the
former, the plaintiffs were innocent, and repre.
sent those who were perfectly innocent of any
fraud or deception whatever. The plaintiffs
were the executors of the simulated vendor, reo
presenting his creditors. As to them, the reason
of our maxim does not all apply. The object of
of the law Nt to discourage illicit transactions.
But no encouragement is given to wrong doers
by affording relief to their creditors, nor even,
perhaps to their heirs. Such persons, in general,
care little about either. At all events the princi.
pal of the law is positive that where the plaintiff is
innocent, he may recover back w hat he hath paid,
given 'or transferred without a just cause or good
consideration. ff. De condictione ob turpem
causam.

In the English and American jurisprudence,
the authorities on the point now under conside
ration are; (Here the counsel referred to various
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I

East'n District. English and American repcrters.) Our own Ci•
April, 1819 •
~ in! Corle, 264, art 31 & 23, adopts the same
ILmn.Y doctrine. And all are agreed, even in Eualand

VI. 0

}<'ITZGI;RALD. where the strictest rules of special pleading are
adopted, that if from the plaintiff s on n stating,
01 othe. wise, the cause of action appearb to arise
ex turpi causa, or the breach of positive law, the
plaintiff cannot recover. Ivo court will lend its
aid to a man, who founds his cause of action
upon an immoral or illegal act "'''henever
courts of law see attempts made to conceal wick.
ed deeds they will brush away the cobweb, var
ni-h and shew the transactions in their true light."
It is not necessary for the defendant to plead the
illegality or immorality of the transaction; for it
is not for his sake, but for public justice that

- such a defence is allowed 'Vere it required to
put such a defence upon record. it would of
course seldom or never be done It would be a
confession of guilt which might lead a defendant
to the gibbet or the whipping post Such a doc.
trine in pleading would be an cffectual provision
for enabling malefactors to enforce their can.
tracts with each other. Thieves, robbers and
pirates might then boldly sue the receivers of
their plunder, well assured that the defendants
would not dare to put their own crimes and in
famy upon record [Here the council cited a
great number of books in support of the doctrine
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[br which he contended. ] It is the policy of the East'n District.
.!1pril, 11119.

law, not to give to such villains any assistance ~
whatever, but to defeat their conventions and IhllVEY

'll3.

break up their confederacies. They will then 1··1TZ6~:IlAI.11

have no resource left, but to come out against
each other as state's evidence and informers, and
thus the community will be benefitted by their
detection and punishment.

Hennen, for the plaintiff. From the testimony
produced by the defendant himself, it is evident
that there were some transactions, between him
and the plaintifl, of long standing. He continued
to receive letters from the defendant, for upwards
of a twelvemonth, and then, when a note of the
defendant's was presented to him, he told the
notary, he knew nothing about him. The whole ,
conduct of Fitzgerald throughout, this business,
Was marked by falsehood, duplicity and fraud.
If there was any mystery or enigma in the let-
ters, surely Fitzgerald must know :it. Why
then does he not explain it ? Why does not he
.tell the court who is meant by that infamous
Capt. Sanford, who so cruelly and shamefully
abused the credulity of his friend, and endea
voured to cheat him of his property. The de.
fendant would do better, to say nothing about
villainy in this business. If there is any villainy
ia it, he has his full share.

VOL, YI. I'f)
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HARVEY

VB.

}·lTZGERALIJ.

CASES IN THE SUPRJ;~ME COURT

As to what is said of Fitzgerald's application
to Mr. Ingersol, it is of little consequence; as
that application was made, after he had heard of
Harvey's arrival in this city to sue him. Nor
will the court allow any weight to the circum..
stance of Fitzgerald's refusing to sell his house.
It is always through some weakness, folly or
oversight, that fraud and villainy are detected.
Quos deus vult perdere, &c.

The letters and account current, on which the
action is founded, have been proved to be the
hand writing of the defendant by several credi
ble witnesses-respectable gentlemen of the
banks, perfectly acquainted with Fitzgerald's
hand writing. The only testimony, at all in
opposition to this, was given by persons who had
been told by Fitzgerald, that the letters were
forgeries, and whose minds were therefore pre.
judiced,

The proof of the post mark by the clerk of the
post ofhce, first sets the question of the genuine.
ness of those letters at rest. The private meet.
ings and conferences, between the defendant and
Harvey, at the very time, when the latter pre.
tended he was endeavoring to have him arrest.
ed, explain this as well as other parts of his
conduct. Basset's testimony on this point is
conclusive.

On the whole, nothing appears which can jus-
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.ifv the court in disturbing the verdict of the East'n. District.
J , < .liptll, 1819.

ury, on the grounds stated by the defendant. ~
[f the verdict is to be altered, it can only be by HARV}.Y

t'8

ncreasing the damages, As to the question of FITZGEIULD.

aw, as to the defence set up of a smuggling
ransaction, it cannot be admitted ill this cause.
I'here is no proof that Fitzgerald knew of any
.uch transaction, jf it ever existed. The proper.
y was delivered to him to be sold by him, for
he owner. How the owner acquired it, or how
re introduced it into this city, was no business
f the defendant. It is only when both parties
re in pari delicto, that this defence is admissible.

But if such a defence were applicable, it could
vail only when pleaded on the record. It was
rdispensable according to the rules of our prac,
.ce, and those of the codes from which ours was
iken, to plead such a defence before any evi.
ence of it could be given, in order that the 01"
osite party might be put upon his guard, and
nabled to rebut the testimony that might be of.
.red against him. [In support of this position,
Ie counsel cited various authorities from the
andects, and from the Spanish law.]

MATTHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
iurt. This is an action brought by Harvey, to
:cover the price or value of a quantity of mer.
iandize, described ill the petition, which he
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East'n District. alledges were placed by him in the possession 0
,'lpril. 1819.
~ Fitzgerald. to be sold on commission for and 01

HAnny account of the plaintiff. He charges the defend
't'l.

1'mGERALD. ant with an intention of defrauding him, by de
taining the proceeds of the merchandize to hi
own use.

The answer contains a general denial of all th
allegations in the petition, and on this issue alone
the case was tried by a jury in the court belay.
where a general verdict was found for the plain
tiff, and judgment having been given thercir
the defendant appealed.

In the course of the trial, in the court aquo,
appeared by the testimony of some witnesse:
that the plaintiff had acknowledged that th
goods, to recover the value of which this suit i
brought, were smuggled, and that it was a smu~
gling transaction between him and the defendan

On this evidence, it is insisted by the couns
of the defendant and appellant, that should th
court be of opinion that such a contract, as sta
ed in the petition, really existed between the pa
ties, it must be considered as illegal and vail
on account of having for its foundation a tran
action in fraud of the revenue laws of the Unite
States-s-that is one, in which courts of justj
ought not to interfere to relieve either party, a
cording to the maxim. ex turpi causa non prit,
actio.
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The principal evidence, in support of the East'n. District
. .ff .!lpr.l, 1819.

plainti 's claim, consists of letters from the de. .....,...,.....
fendant, and a feigned account of sale of the HnvEY

'Vs,
goods. made by him to \\' ellman and Phillips. FITZG£IULD.

Witnesses were also introduced to shew the
intimacy, which subsisted between the parties,
about the time at which the property may be
supposed to have been delivered to the defend-
ant. From the whole testimony, as it comes up
with the record, we see no reason to differ from
the jury, in relation to the important facts of the
case,

Contracts, which are founded on smuggling
transactions, wherein both parties have been con
cerned, are clearly such as will not be enforced
by courts of justice, and whenever facts are es
tablished according to sound rules of pleading
and evidence, shewing their illegality and turpi
tude, actions to carry them into effect ought not
to be sustained.

Since this cause was argued on its merits, a
new discussion has taken place, at the request of
the court, on the question whether the defend.
ants can take advantage of the illegality of the
contract, without having alledged it in his an.
swer. Our laws, on the subject of the practice
of courts in civil cases, contain provisions tend.
jng as much as possible to simplify it and relieve
ij& from all unnecessary technical.rules, relating
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Estn'n D~trict. to special pleadings. But parties, in a suit are
.l/prrl,18!9.
~ bound on the one side, plainly and substantially
HARY~Y to set forth the cause of action, and on the other,

va.
}'nZGERA.D. the means of defence-a denial of the facts stat.

ed in the petition, or a statement of other facts
in avoidance of those. It is necessary to a fair
administration of justice that such certainty
should prevail in pleading, as to put each party
on his guard. The rule of law, which requires
that judgments should be rendered super atlega.
ta et probata, is founded on common sense and
principles of justice. The illegality of a con.
tract, arising from transactions in fraudem kg:s,
may be taken advantage of by a plea in bar, ape.
rernptory exception of the civil law, and should
be regularly pleaded as that of doli mali or rei
judicatte. Such pleas, of necessity, carry with
them a suggestion of facts, in avoidance of those
stated by the plaintiff and often require testimo,
nial proof of their truth, which the opposite party
may rebut. In an action grounded on an en.
gagement, entered into with a view to contra.
vene the general policy of the laws, if the plain
tiff, by the evidence in support of his claim,
should also shew the turpitude and illegality of
the transaction, perhaps it would be the duty of
the court, before whom the suit was instituted,
immediately to dismiss it. But the present case.
from any thin:; that appears on the record. is not
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thus circumstanced. It does not appear with Ea'~'" District.
•11'ril, 1819.

certainty by which of the parties, the 'witnesses ~
were introduced, who testified to the confession IL\JlHr

~'$,

of the plaintiff that the transaction was a smug. FITZGER.'LO.

gling one. From the manner in which the testi-
many is arranged on the record, this confes.
sian, seems, in the first instance, to have been
drawn from one of the plaintiff's witnesses, by
cross.examination, on the part of the defendant,
and in the second, to have been pronn by a wit.
ness of the latter.

It is true, that the maxim, Nemo allegans.
suam turpitudinem est autliendus, appears to be
opposed to allY system of pleading, which would
compel a defendant to alledgc his own turpitude.
Whether this rule be applicable only to plaintiffs,
who call on courts of justice to enforce their base
and illegal ag-reements, and ought not to be in
voked against a defendant. is a question. which
in the present case there is no necessity of deter.
mining. The civil law puts the exception of
general illegality on the same footing with those
of doli mali, or rei judicate, fie .If. 44, l, 3. No
principle of jurisprudence exists to prevent a de.
fendant from allcdging the turpitude of the
plaintiff, and such alleg.rtion would answer all
reasonable purp05CS of the strictest rule of plead
ing. by putting the adversary on his guard: al
though it should afterwards appear that they
were both equally base or immoral.
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East'n District.
April, 1819.
~

HAnVEY

"VB.

.FITZGEBA..tD.

CA~ES IN THE SUPREME COt1R1'.

From this view of the case, the judgment of'
the parish court might be affirmed, without any
reasoning, were it not that there are cross appeals.
The plaintiff contends that the damages, assessed
by the jury, are too small. As the contest be
tween the parties is involved in some doubt and
mystery, and as the verdict is not contrary to

evidence, and the probable justice of the case,

It is ordered, adjudged and decreed, that the
judgment be affirmed, and that each party pay
'bis own costs in this court,
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East'n District.
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\VILLUMS

"liS.

GILBfRT.

ApPEAL from the court of the second
trict,

dis. An obligation
for a given
quantity of cot.
ton is not to be
discharged by

MAR TIN J. delivered the OpInIOIl of the the nominal
, sum In money,

court. The defendant is sued, as curator of the which the par·
. .• til's intended to

estate of the late VV. GIlbert, on an obligation of discharll'e by

1 d d · h f II' d" I h the deliverv ofthe ecease , In teo owmg war s; ave the cotton:

this day sold to B \V'illiams; JUIl. ninety thou-
sand weight of cotton, of a good quality for the
Orleans market; which cotton I am to deliver
him or his agent. on board of some vessel in
New-Orleans or in that Pf)ft, on 0: before the 28th
of March next, as he may direct and have received
his obligation, in payment of the same. The
cotton to be well baled and marked B. \V. La-

VOL. VI. 70
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East'n District. fourche, March 28th, 1815, 'V. Gilbert." On
.~(ay, 1819. • • f
~ the back, are credits for several quantltIes 0

WILLIHIS cotton delivered.
»s.

G,LlH:RT. The defendant pleaded the general issue.
A t the trial the parties agreed on the follow.

ing facts. 1, The cotton, contracted to be deli
vered by the deceased, was to be received and
taken by the plaintiff, in lieu of .83,000, due him
at the date of the contract. 2. On that day cot
ton was worth from 14 to 15, and at the same
time stipulated for its delivery, SO cents. 3.
The deceased's signature and the credits are ad.
mitted. 4.. The plaintiff did not attempt to take
advantage of the defendant in the contract for the
delivery of the cotton.

The district court gave judgment for the plain
tiff, for the value of the cotton at 30 cents, the
admitted value of the cotton on the day on which
it was to have been delivered. The defendant
appealed.

His counsel contends that the judgment ought
to have been for the nominal sum due, on the
day of the contract, only: deducting the value of
cottun delivered. He relies on 2 Pothier 011

obtigations, n: 497.
'We are of opinion, that the present case dif.

fers materially from those cited by Pothier, viz;
that in which a husband hypothecated some es~
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tate for the security of the wife's dowry, and East'n District•
.", t I r ',' 0,

it was agreed that it should be taken in payment ~
of the dowry, at the dissolution of the marriage WmI.nlS

V$.

-the other, the case of a lease, in which a rent GILBERT

of five hundred livres was reserved, to be paid in
wine, made on the premises. In both these ca.
ses, the mention of payment, in real estate or
wine, was held to have been made for the sale
purpose of securing to the debtor the faculty of
paying in these objects, in lieu of money: and
inserted for his sole benefit, so as to leave him at
liberty to pay either money or the object men-
tioned, as he saw fit•

. In the case of the rent, the price of the wine
lot being fixed, it is true, that if the lessor had
irought suit, he could have recovered five hun
Ired livres only. Hence, it follows that the les
ee might liberate himself, by paying before hand
te sum which, if a suit was brought, the judge
'auld condemn him to pay, viz: that of five
undred livres,
The case of the husband differs from the above,
id seems to afford a rule favourable to the de.
ndant. For there the husband, notwithstanding
agreement, that the hypothecated estate should
given in payment of the dowry, may keep it, if
suit his interest, and pay in money the nomi.
I. sum received: in other words, have the bene.
of the rise, without incurring the hazard of
fall, of the value of the estate.
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t:as!'o District.
.Ma», lR19.
~

WlLLLB1S

'V8.

GILBER1'.

CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

Cases which deviate from the general princi .
ple qui sentit commodum, debet sentire et onus,
must not afford a rule of decision in others, not
precisely similar It would be destructive of
every thing like commerce, if an obligation to
deliver a specific quantity of merchandize could
not be enforced either specifically, or by the pay
ment of a sum of money, which could enable the
creditor to purchase the same quantity of mer
chandize, on the dar on which it was to have
been delivered. Here, no particular sum of mo.
ney is to be repaid. by a quantity of cotton of the
same value, but the defendant's intestate sold tc
the plaintiff a specific quantity of cotton, fOJ
which he acknowledged to have received com
pensation. Whether this compensation was th
surrender of the evidence of a claim of the plain
tiff, or an actual payment, makes no kind of di
fence. Justice equally demands a specific pe
forrnance of the agreement or the payment of :
much money, as will remunerate the creditor.

The judgment of the district court, whi
gives to the plaintiff, a sum equal to the value
the cotton on the day of which it was to be de
vered, with interest from the inception of the 51

is correct.

It is therefore, ordered) adjudged and deere
that it be affirmed with costs.
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Morse fOT the plaintiff Duncan for the defend. East'n District.
, I Jlfay, 1819.
ant ~

WILLIAMS
t'.

~ GILB~nT.

CJ1ST.iJNEDO vs. TOLL.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city Land cannot
be affected by

of New. Orleans. lIny parol COn

tract, except a
lease.

MAR TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court.
The petition states that the plaintiff was the own.
er, and in July last was in possession, of a certain
plantation, and the defendant turned out and ex.
pelled therefrom his overseer, wherefore he prays
to be restored to and quieted in his possession and
that the defendant may be enjoined from disturb.
ing him. A provisional writ of sequestration
was obtained by which the defendant was re
moved from the plantation.

The answer denies all the facts in the peri.
tion, and allcdges that the plaintiff and defend
ant entered into a partnership, in which the form.
er put his plantation, negroes, horses, &c. and the
defendant his industry, and the profits were to
be divided among them, in a certain proportion.

A number of witnesses deposed that the plain.
tiff and defendant agreed, that the latter should
act as a gardner and overseer on the plantation
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East'n District of the former and should be rewarded by a share
oJtfa". 1819.' '
~ in the profits-that the former being dissatisfied
CAST::EDO with the conduct of the latter desired him to quit

Tou. the place, and did put another overseer thereon,
whom the defendant turned out.

The defendant introduced several witnesses,
who proved him to be industrious and steady,
testified to his conduct, and that the plaintiff
wrongfully discharged him.

An instrument was prepared, in the form of
partnership; 'but was never executed.

There was a verdict and judgment for the
plaintiff and the defendant appealed.

The answer does not deny the plaintiff's title
to the plantation, since it admits it to be his plan
tation, which he put into partnership, or the use
of it. Now, the plaintiff's right thereto cannot
be affected by any contract, except that of lease,
which is not pretended to have existed, unless by
a written act. Civ. Code, 310, art. 241.

The defendant, therefore, cannot claim any
right to the plantation, under a parol agreement
and no written one is produced. If he has been
improperly turned out of his employment, in
violation of the plaintiff's engagement. he has his
remedy; but cannot be relieved in the present
action: nor is this any reason why the plaintiff
should be disturbed in the enjoyment of his es ,
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It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that it be affirmed with costs.

tate. The judgment in this case, appears to us gast'n District.
f 1 .,MOlI, 1819.per eet y correct. ~

CAS'rAXEDO

'V$.

TOLL

Seghers for the plaintiff, Livingston for the de.
fendant,

-+-
GiROD V8. LEWIS.

I 6m559 1

i!.lUl1

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city I'he marriage

f N 0 I . of a slave has
) ew- r eans. its civil efl"cts ,

on his emanci
pation.

MATTHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the
ourt. The only question in this case, submit.
.d to the court, is whether the marriage of
aves produces any of the civil effects resulting
Jm such a contract, after manumission.
It is clear, that slaves have no legal capacity
assent to any contract. With the consent of
eir masters they may marry, and their moral
wer to agree to such a contract or connection
that of marriage, cannot be doubted; but,
ilst in a state of slavery it cannot produce any
il effect, became slaves are deprived of all ci.
rights. Emancipation gives to the slave his
1rights, and a contract of marriage, legal and
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£ast'n District. valid by the consent of the master and moral as
Jllay, 1819.
~ sent of the slave, from the moment of freedom,

GlROD although dormant during the slavery, produces
'VB.

LEWIS. all the effects which result from such contract
among free persons.

It is therefore, ordered adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Duncan. for the plaintiff, Hennen for the de
fendant.

-.-
DELJ1ZERRY vs, BUNQ,UE'S SI".NDICS.

Thr surety A P PEA L from the court of the parish and cit
on an appeal . ,
bond, when the of New.Orleans.
pvmcipal has
failed, is liable

to pay, Without DE RBI G N V, J. delivered the opinion of tl
an execution is·
sued against court. In the year 1811, the plaintiff in this cas
the latter.
Tb~ surety . obtained judgment jn the then city court, agair
claiming' a djs- , .
CUSS ion, must 'Vm. St. Marc. ~t. Marc appealed to the th
point out pro.. f h '. d h 1 Jperty and fur. supenor court ate terrrtory , an t e ate 0

, nish money to Blanque became his surety. St Marc did I
-lefray costs.

pursue his appeal; but the plantiff, about th
years afterwards had his judgment confirmed
the district court, to which the causes p
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ding in the superior court had been removed. St. Easf'n District',
JlIay. 1819.

Marc having become insolvent, he now demands ~
the amount of the appeal .hond subscribed by DEL.m:RRI'

't'8.

Blanque, BLANQU,,'6

SYNIlll:S;
The defendants i-esist this claim on two

grounds: 1. that the judgment obtained upon
the appeal is null, because rendered against St.
Marc, after his insolvency, without making the
syndics of his creditors parties to the suit; 2.
that the plaintiff's demand is at least premature.
inasmuch as he has not discussed the property of
the debtor.

81. Marc presented twice his bilan or schedule
of his affairs: the first time before, the second
after, the judgment on the appeal W;lS rendered.
On his first petition for a convocation of his ere,
ditors, an order issued calling such a meeting at
thirty days, and staying all lJroceedings against
him tn the mean xolii!«. That order was never
carried into effect : the time ran out, and no
thing was done. The consequence was, that af
ter the expiration of the delay, during which the
proceedings were suspended, St. v'ark remained
exposed to prose cution, as before the issuing' of
the order. The judgment 011 the appeal wac:
rendered about eighteen months posterior to that
srder.

A few days after the date of that judgment, S.
VOL. VI. 71
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Eas't'n D istt-ict. Marc again presented his bilan, prayed for a
.;Wan, 1819.
~ meeting of his creditors, and obtained the usual

D>:LAZhI<RY decree. On this occasion, the decree was acted
'Us.

BLA"q.eE'S upon, and no creditor having attended, the sheriff
SYNDICS. • d .1' f Iwas, according to law, appointe synulc 0 t re

creditors.
In this state of things, the defendants maintain

that the plaintiff has no tight to sue them, before
he has discussed the property of St. Marc,-To
this it has been objected generally, that judicial
sureties are not entitled to the benefit of discus.
sion ; but admitting, as the defendants contend,
that the reservation, contained in their bond,
makes this an exception to the general rule, that
defence cannot avail them. For, in the first place,
according to the words of the appeal bond, the
surety is bound to pay, if the execution that may
issue is not satisfied out of th : appellant's proper_
ty ; therefore, as no execution could issue against
St. Marc after his failure, the condition is re ,
solved, and the surety must pay. 2. It is by
our laws made the duty of the surety, who claims
the benefit of discussion, to point out, to the ere.
ditor, the property of the principal debtor: here
this was not and could not be done. It is also
required of the surety, to furnish a sufficient sum
to have the discussion carried into effect; no
such thing, of course, w..,.s 0: could be thought
of here. Finally, the discussion of the property
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of the principal debtor cannot be required, when East'n District.
May, 1819.

such debtor has become a bankrupt. Febrero ~
de escr, 4, 5, n, 124, nor even where the princi- DEL~~mRT

Pal debtor is notoriously poor. 2 Gomez's uas; BUNQ,UE'S
SrNDICS,

addit, to chap. 13, n, IS.-Lope.:: on Part. 5, 12,
9.

We are upon the whole satisfied that this ac
tion is well supported, and that the plaintiff
ought to recover.

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
rhat the judgment of the parish court be affirm.
ed with costs,

Cuvillier for the plaintiff, Morei for the de.
fendants.

S.lIITII YS. ICEJ1fPEll.

ApPEAL from the court of the fisrt district. If the state·
ment of facts
be so imperfect,

DERBIGNY J. delivered the opinion of the that th~ cou~t
, cannot from It,

court. III this case, the settlement of old and in. discover the
• merits of the

tncate accounts had been referred in the inferior case, the appeal

TI t: d hi will be drsmis-court. ie rererees rna C a report W ich was sed,

set aside, it is not seen upon what ground. The
court afterwards pronounced j udgrnent, alIowing
to the plaintiff nearly the same sum which the reo
ferees had found; and we are now called upon



1\1 ART HJ, J. delivered the opmlOn of the
court. The petitioq states that the plaintiff, ip

CASES iN THE SUPREME COUR'l'

East'n District. to say -whether this J' udgment was correct. But
May, 1819.' .
~ in the paper, called a statement of facts, which

SMn'H comes up with the record, there is nothing that
"'8.

K..~IPER. can enable this court to understand the accounts
on which the parties are at variance, nor what are
the points on which the appellant may wish to
obtain a decision here. The accounts were ori,
ginally submitted to referees, with the power to
summon and hear witnesses, and to call for the
production of documents and papers. No traces
remain of what has been proved before them;
and of such vouchers as are contained in the re,
cord, only a part is recognized in the statement
of facts. The case is in such a situation that we
find it impossible to adjucate upon it.

It is ordered, that the appeal be dismissed
with costs.

Moreau for the plaintiff, Duncan for the de
fcndant.

-+-
CUVILLIER vs, JrI·DONOGH,

Thetraditipn ApPEAL from the court of the parish and cit)
of real estate
may be made by of New-Orleans.
the consent of
the vendor, that
the vendee take
possession.
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the month of July last, purchased from the de. JiBst'n District
Jllay, 1819.

fendant, four 5quares in the town of McDonagh, ~
and the defendant refused to put him in posses- CUVJLLI~R

'VB.

sian, whereby he has sustained great injury, and M'DONOGH.

concludes with a prayer for a rescission of the sale
and damages.

The answer admits the sale, and denies that
the defendant ever refused to put the plaintiff in
possession.

There Was judgment for the rescission of the
sale, but no damage was allowed, and both par
ties appealed.

The evidence shews that the plaintiff, some
days after the sale, applied to the defendant to
be put in possession, when the defendant ap
pointed the next day: that the plaintiff neither
came nor sent on that day, but on the following
sent a man, who found the defendant's surveyor
laying out the streets of the town, who said that,
the square bought by the plaintiff, being in the
rear, their lines could not be run for some time:
when the plaintiff's agent went to the defendant,
who told him that, if the plaintiff came or sent
on the next day, he, the defendant, would go and
draw the lines of his squares. The plaintiff, on
this being reported to him, replied he would not
go nor send, as the defendant, being no survey
or 7 Jpight draw the lines incorrectly and subject
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East'n llj'lrict. him to law suits. He afterwards wrote to the
.lIfa", IH19.
~ defendant, demanding a rescission of the sale.
Cuvrr.r.n.n There was evidence of the plaintiff speaking

'tW

M'DoXOCHI. to some slaves, who promised to come on the
following Sunday and cut wood for him, bring
ing others to a considerable number, and that the
defendant offered him some of his negroes to hire
for the same purpose.

The sale was made on a plan, on which the
squares are marked and numbered. Two streets
were actually run, and the defendant's surveyor
was, it appears, employed in completing the sur
vey, when the plaintiff made applicat 01. In or.
der to perform the work with correctness, it was
necessary to proceed regularly, and survey the
squares in the order in which they lay. There
was no neglect, therefore. on the part of the de.
fendant, in effecting the surv~y in such a man.
ner as would do justice to all hi., vendees. He
offered to go himself and survey the plaintiff's
squares. if he would be satisfied with his doing
so, but this was refused. The plaintiff might
have known with a little trouble, which the de.
fendant offered to take for him, the squareb sold
to him, by a recourse to the plan. Id certum
est, quod certum reddi potest,

The defendant consented that the plaintiff
should take possession, since he offered to attend
him for that purpose, and to hire him negroes to
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cut wood on the squares, and our statute pro.
vides that the tradition of real estate may be
made by the consent of the vendor, that the ven
dee should take possession, Civ. Code, 350, art.
19, so that the tradition has actually taken place.

It appears to us that the judgment of the pa.
rish court, rescinding the sale is erroneous. It is,
therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed, that it
be annulled, avoided and reversed, and that there
be judgment for the defendant, with costs in both
courts and on each appeal.

The plaintiff in propria persona, Turner for the
defendant.

-+-
DE J1R."!IJ1S LS'" WIFE vs. II/l.1IPTO.j\t.

567

East'n ni,tl·;ct.
.llail, 1819.
~

(>GYILLIER.

'V~'.

M'Do'iomr

Ar PEA L from the court of the second district. If bv a CUll
tract ~f rnarri
age, land pur-

IVIARTrN, J. delivered the opinion of the court. chased with d
money reserve

The defendant being sued for the payment of a as part of the
dower, may he

tract of land purch.ised from the plaintiffs, and sold hy the hus-
. h . . d I 1 band with thewhic IS adrnitte to rave been part of t re pro- wile's consent.

Per ty of the wife's first husband refuses it be- land in corn
• 'mon between

cause the vendors were not duly empowered by the wife and
. • • her children by

their contract of marrIage, to sell the premises. a former rnarri-

r • I for tl 11 I d age, and ad.There was JU( gment or t tern anc 1e appea c . judged to her,
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East'n District•
•~fay, 1819.
~

D& ARM.\S

3t. WIFE

vs.
UAMl'TOY.

The retard shews, that bv the 6th article of
that instrument, it is provided that, "when the
wife shall have consented that the sums, which
she and the husband may receive, as p:trt or the
whole of her dower, be laid out in real property

at its valuation, or slaves he shall not be capable of sellinz or
cannot be sold' D

under the con- mortgaging the same without her consent, ex
tract.

pressed in the act." By the same instrument...

she constituted all her present and future proper
ty as her dower.

After the marriage she, duly authorised by her
husband. obtained a valuation of the real estate
and slaves, which were of her first husband, held
in common between her and their childre-n, and

with the consent of the family meeting, and her
then husband's, caused such property to be ad
judged to her. at the valuation.

Now at the date of the marriage, she held an
undivided portion of the real estate, the whole of
which was adjudged to her, and that undivided

portion made part of the dower. The contract docs
not allow the sale of any real estate, part of the
dower at its date, but only of such real estate as
may be purchased with any l11':lley, of the dowe-r,
as may come to her hands or those of hl:r hus
band.

The portion of the children, which was adjudg
ed to her, was not an acquisition with any mo
ney proceeding- from or received in part of her
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dower. For any thing that appears on the re- East'n District.
JJ(llY, lSI!).

cord, the price became, according to law, paya· ~
ble at the maj ority of the children with interest. D" .\mlAS

&; WIn:

The district court erred. in giving judgment tis.
HAl\U' l'O~'

for the plaintiffs,

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and reo
versed, and that the plaintiffs pay costs in both
courts.

JI/orkman for the plaintiff, Duncan for the de
fendants.

DODGE'S CASE,

A rPEA L from the court of the first district. Ifa (tef'emlant
in execution be
discharged on

MAR TIN J. delivered the opinion of the >" habeas COl',
, 1IU8, the plain-

court. This man caused himself to be brought tiffmay appe.rl.
. . • If the plain.

before the district court. bv a writ of habeas till'fuils to make

B h f I " . 'I' d the advanceerrpus. y t e return 0 t .ie jal or, It appeare required by law,

he was committed on an execution from that fo.r the support
ot a defendant,

court, and admitted to the bounds of the prison, in execution,
• , ., the latter can-

haVitlg gIven bondand security accordmg to law, not be discharg-

'I'h h' 'ff d"1 d h 1 1 I' edexpartee 5 en an Jal or rna e oat , t rat tie pam' .
tiffs, in the execution, had not paid in advance, or
otherwise; the sum required by the act of Feb. 7,
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East'n District. 1817, ~ 5 whereupon he was discharged and the
Mav. 1819. '
~ plaintiffs, in the execution, appealed.

'~OJ)GE'S CASE.

It is contended, that no appeal lies from a dis ..
charge on a writ of habeas corpus .. as the pro.
ceedings thereon are of the most summary kind,
and cannot be suspended or delayed by an ap
peal. They may be, and often are had, at cham
bers before a judge, and an appeal is said to lie
only from the judgment of a court.

Secondly, that the prisoner was rightly dis
charged.

I. It appears to us, that the writ of habeas cor:
pus was improperly resorted to. The appellee
was under no physical restraint, and there was no
necessity to recur to a court or judge, to cause
any moral restraint to cease. The sheriff did
not detain him, since he had admitted him to the
benefit of the bounds: the doors of the jail were
not closed on him, and if he was detained, it was
not by the sheriff or jailor. Ifhis was a moral re
straint, it could not be an illegal one.

The object of the appellee was, therefore, not
to obtain the removal of an illegal restraint from
a judge, but the declaration of the court, that the
plaintiffs in the execution had, by their neglect,
lost the right of detaining him. A judgment de.
claring such a neglect, and pronouncing 011 the
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consequences of it, was what the appellee had East'n District.
• • .Muy, 1819.
m VIeW. The correct and ordinary means of ob- ~
taining it, was by bringing the plaintiffs in the DODQE'$lU.IlI.

execution into court, in order to have the ne-
glect complained of contradictorily pronounced
therein. If this mode had been pursued, the
decision of the district court would certainly
have been liable to be examined in this court.'
Is it less so, because the same decision has been
obtained, without giving to the plaintiffs in the
execution the opportunity of being heard? We
think not.

II. It is contended, that on the failure of the
plaintiffs to make the advance, the appellee was
ipsofacto discharged, and the jailor had no long.
er the right of detaining him. As he had given
security, and been admitted to the bounds, the
jailor could not legally detain him, before the ne
glect. If he was ipso facto discharged, from the
obligation of remaining within the bounds, he
needed no habeas corpus. He was at liberty to
go wherever he pleased. From his applying
to the court. we are to infer, that he believed his
discharge by the court necessary. Before the
court could discharge him, it was bound to in.
quire into the correctness of the fact alledged,
and to determine the legal consequences of it.
The party, whose rights were to be affected bj'
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East'n f)i~trict. the decision of the court had a right to hear the
.May, 1819.. ' ..'
~ allegation and proof. and to be heard III disprcv-

DPDG};'S CASE. ing it, and in shewing that the conse.quences. of;
it were not those all which the adverse party in
sis ted. The court erred in proceeding ex parte.-

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,.
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and ref'
versed, at the costs of the appellee.

Duncan for the appellant, Livingston for the
appellee.

WOODW.IlRD ~ st: VS. BB.I1J:
TN.IlRD

~ st:

Nnjuugment ApPEAL from the court.of the parish and city,
can be given f N 0
ag-ainst a pal'ty 0 ew· rleans.
whn is not in
CO"I't: nor any M J d I' d h .. f h
finalonc,till ARTIN, • e iverc t eOpmlOn 0 t e court,
au :'llswer filed The plaintiffs endorsers of a note of Braynard
01' ]urlgmentby' ,
delault taken, not yet payable at the inception of the suit, aver.

ring he had secretly departed, removing out of
the state all his property, except sixty one hogs
heads of ru m, attached by V. Rilieux, prayed an
attachment thereon, alledging they were suffi.
cient to satisfy his and their claims. It was ac,
cordingly obtained and levied.

H. B. Morse, and J. Brandt and co. were
made parties to the suit as garnishees.
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Morse answered he "vas not accountable for the East'l1 District.
•'lfay, 1819.

rum, as it did no longer belong to Braynard, ~
from whom he had purchased it, for a valuable WO&OIJWARll'

AL.

consideration. 'fls.

J B d d deni d 11 h f . Bn.HNARD.. ran t an co. erne ate acts stated in ~.AL.

the petition, and added, that they were then, and
at the time of the attachment, the true and law-
ful owners of the rum, and in possession of it.

By consent, the rum was sold, and the pro~

eeeds were deposited in the hands of J. Brandt
and co. to await the determination of the suit.

V. Rilieux, J Walton, J. R. Roans, J. Cole
aud J. Musson, having also brought suits against
Braynard and J. Brandt, and co. against the
sheriff, their agreement was entered on record,
that the question, of the right of property to the
rum, should be binding as to that right, in. all
and each of the above causes.

The court appointed an attorney to Braynard,
Judgment was given that ,. the transfer of the

property, since attached, having been made by'
Braynard, in a suspicious time, when he was not
only in failing circumstances, but preparing se
cretly to absent himself, was null and void."
The plaintiffs had judgmt nt ag~tinst Brayuard
for the amount of the note, but, in sustaining the
attachment, the court reserved the right of the
J101ders of the rum for the freight, storage. and
pecessary expe:nse~.



574

~:lst'J1 Distl'i~t

.l!ay. 1819.
~

\VOODW.l.UU

&u.
<13.

!In\YN.l.rrll

Sl: u.,

eASES IN THE SUPREME COURT'

From this judgment, Morse and J. Brandt,
and co. appealed.

There was no statement of facts, but the pa.
rish judge certified that the whole evidence be.
fore him was spread on the record.

From this it appears M'Neil, Fisk and Ruth.
erford, who were directed to be made parties to
the suit, were never cited and the attorney ap
pointed to Braynard did not act, so that there was
not any answer put in for, nor any judgment by
default taken against, him.

The other facts in the case are these: some
time in the summer of 1818, Braynard had se
venty one hogsheads of rum consigned to him,
and endorsed the bill of lading to S. A. Wood
berry and co. a firm of which H. B. Morse is a
partner; being arrested for a debt of about 8800,
Braynard proposed to one Terry, to bail him and
offered as a means of indemnification, that the bill
of lading should be endorsed to him, by S. A.
Woodberry and co, which was accordingly done.

- A few days after Terry agreed to endorse the bill
to J. Brandt and co. on they relieving him from
the bail. This was accordingly done, and the
latter having taken an assignment of the bill .. of
lading, entered the rum at the custom house, and
took possession of it. The record does not ena
ble us to ascertain the exact dates of these trans
actions.
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On the 12th of August, 1818, Braynard gave East'n District.
•May, 1819

a power of attorney to Morse to transact his bu. ~
siness, and three days after sailed far Boston. WOODWA.n~

& A.L.

At this time, he was apprehensive of an arrest, 'V8.

DnU·NAn.TI
having endorsed notes to a considerable amount, 1\< AT,

for persons who had since failed, and Morse told
one of the subscribing witnesses to the power of
attorney, that Braynard meant to make a differ.
ence between the payment of these notes and his
other debts.

On the 10th of August, Braynard signed a re
ceipt, for the amount of the seventy-one hogs
heads of rum, to S. A. \Voodberry and co. On
the 13th, an account current, between him and
them, exhibited a balance due the latter (the rum
being accounted for) of g 2843, with a reserve of
Z27S5. due by him to J. Brandt and co.

On the 15th, the day of Braynard's departure,
the rum was attached, in the hands of J. Brandt
and co. at the suit of V. Rilicux, by whose con
sent it was left there, on they giving a receipt
to the sheriff, acknowledging it to be the proper
ty of M'Neil , Fisk and Rutherford, who had stor
ed it with them, and who held their receipt. On
the 29th: the rum was attached in the present

suit.

It 3ppears to us, thit the parish judge erred,
in giving judgment against Braynard, as there
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East'n District. Was no answer filed bv the attornev appointed to
.Hay, 1819. ."
~ him by the court, so as to present an issue to be
WonnWAIUl tried, and as there was no judgment by default

& AL.

V$. taken against him. The judgment is therefore
BR,~Y~AnD

&: u. annulled, avoided and reversed,
Proceeding to determine what judgment ought

to have been given below, it appears to us, that
the defendant Bray nard Was not before the court:
no property of his was in the custody or power
of the court. By the endorsement of the bill of
lading to S. A. Woodberry and co. by Braynard,
and by that house to J Brandt and co. the pro
perty of the rum passed out of Braynard, and it
appears, that the proceeds have been fairly ap ..
plied to the payment of the freight, duties and
charges accruing on the rum, and the discharge
of the debts due by Braynard, to J. Woodberry
and co. and 1. Brandt and co. But, it is con.
tended, that at the time, when he assigned the
bill cf lading, he wac; in insolvent circumstances,
in the knowledge of S. A. VVoodberry and co.
Was pressed by his creditors, and had not suffi..
cient property in the state to pay his debts there
m, This does not, in the opinion of this court.
render the assignment absolutely void:' for it
was necessary to the paJ"mem of the duties,
freight and charges on the rum; further, it W1S

not made without considerarion, since J. Brandt
and co. became bail for the assignor. On the
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subsequent failure of Braynard the mass of his East'n District
, .Way, 1819.

creditors might perhaps compel S. A. Wood ~
berry and co. and J. Brandt and co to bring into WOODWARD

& AI..

the common stock the balance of the proceeds ,'s.
BRAYNARD

of the rum, after deducting the amount of the & AI.,

freight, duties and other charges, in order that it
might be distributed among all the creditors,
including these two houses: but, no particular
creditor has a better right to this balance than
them. It would be equally unjust, that the pre-
sent plaintiffs should receive any rna; e than their
proportion, or obtain the whole of their debt, as to
allow the proceeds to remain where they are.
If the present holders are to account, they must
do so to the mass, and not to any individual, of
the creditors of Braynard,

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the plaintiffs' petition be dismissed, and that
they pay costs in both courts.

Morel for the plaintiffs, 'Parkman for the gar.
nishees.

-.-
PIERN.J1S V8. BL.J1NQUE'S SYNDICS.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city The opinion

f N 0 of the court il
o ew- rleans, ztlO, in admit.

VOL.. VI, 7::1
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PJEllNAS

1'8,

DLANQ.UE'S

5YNDICS.

East'n Di,tricl.
•May, 1819,
~

MAR TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court•
The petition states that the plaintiff, being in
need, applied to Blanque, who loaned her the
sum of one thousand dollars, and she, being wil
ling to secure him by a mortgage of three slaves,

ting a wirness 1 h d h '1 d I . If f hmust be t.-sted, W 10m s e possesse , e avai e urnse 0 er
accor.dmg to necessitous situation, of the influence he posses.
the cucurnstan,
ces of the case, sed over her, and the confidence which he elij oy.
when it was "
given. ed as her brorher-in.Iaw, and induced her to exe-

Irby consent b 1 bil fl' 1 fa witness be- j'n: cute an a so ute 1 1 0 sa e, insteac 0 a mort-
troduced to gag. -'hat t'NO of the said slaves were then hir.
prove a fraud,
but discloses ed to the WIfe, now widow of said Blanque, in
facts, of which • .
parol proofcan whose possession the}' have eyer SInce remained,
only be admit- •
ted If) pshbhsh and the other was then, and has ever smce been
fra',d and ,I1'-re' h ion of 1 laintiff h 1 idis :l. s;wcilll ver- III L e posseSSIOn 0 the p ainu -t at t ie Sal

?icr, ~!lat tllt"r: manque. ever after continued by fair promises to
1S l...n ''i,.' 1 .'IHt

face'''' C..,' u, avoid a settlement with the plaintiff, as well for
w nvt , J .ruand • ..
tk .;"ugmentof the hire that was due her for the stud slaves,
the court, in fa- duri I . d b f h I l'
vr I' of: Ie party l1nng a ong perio e ore t e oan ane c\ er
introuucing the since as for other sums in which he became in.
wnness, .flhe' ,
adverse party debte d to her and died insolvent before any
does not insist '. • ' • , •
on a new trial, settlement could be obtained from him. 1 he peth
he cannot be re- .
lrev-d 011 the tion concluded that the defendants may come to
ground, that 1" h b 1· "-f 
the testimony S{ ttlement, ane on recervmg tea ance, 1 an)
0,ug-ht

l
to I' t be due, be for ever ellJ' oined, &c.

rave ieen 1S-

ened to so tar Annexed to the petition, were two notes from
only as it tend· • ' . •
ed to establish Blanque to the plaintiff, posterior to the date of
the fraud. he i b hi I h b d It re instrument, y W He I e egge t lC use or

hire of the slave, who remained with the plain-
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tiff, and a note of L. B. Macarty, a brother in. East'n District,
, May, 1819.
Ia w of Blanque's, and concerned with him in a ...,.'~

plantation, conveying an intimation that his fa, PhnNA.S
'V8

ther, Blanques father-in law, desired to pur. BLANQUE~6
SYNDICS".

chase the same slave, desiring to know his
price, &c.

The case was submitted to a jury, who found
specially. that the bill of sale was not fraudulent,
but a security for the loan-that the slaves were
worth double the sum loaned-that one of the
slaves continued to remain with the plaintiff with.
out any claim being made to him by Blanque
that he was at times hired out by the Chevalier
Macarty, father in-law to Blanque, to work on an
estate in which he and Blanque were jointly can.
cerned, and the Chevalier's son, applied in his
father's name to the plaintiff, for the purchase of
the slave, offering S 1200-that Blanque account.
ed with the plaintiff' for the hire of the three
slaves, including the one hired for the plantation.
That four years after the date of the sale, Blan.
que exhibited an account ag~{inst the plaintiff, in
which he made no charge, for the hire of the
"lave sold, which remained with the plaintiff. and
on the same day, she rendered an account to
Blanque, which she receipted, in which she
charged him with S 848,50 for the hire of the
iiaid negroes, to which he made no objection.

There was judgment, that on the plaintiff' pay-
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East'n District. ing to the defendant the sum loaned, with inter•
•l£ay. 1819.
....,....-...., est, the act of sale be cancelled.
Plf~:. AS The defendants appealed, there was neither

BLAlIQ.UE'S statement of facts, nor any certificate of the
Sn,DlC~.

whole evidence being on the record.
But it appeared by a bill of exceptions that,

at the trial, the plaintiffs counsel offered witneses
to prove the meaning of the parties, when the bill
of sale was made, the de Icndants objected to <\11y
witness being introduced except to prove fraud,
and the court overruled the objection,

The record shews that, after the verdict, the
defendants moved for a new trial.

1. Because the verdict was contrary to law.
2. Because, no evidence could be admitted,

except as it tended to shew the fraud alledged,
and as the evidence produced tended only to
shew the intention of the parties, at the time of
the contract, it was admitted in direct violation
of the law.

The counsel, afterwards, withdrew the motion
as it was his intention t-. appeal.

The fads beingespecially found by the jury, and,
the judgment of the court correctly given there.
on, we have only to enquire, whether the court
erred, in suffering the witnesses excepted to, to
be sworn, and all the facts, on this point, must be
taken from the bill of exceptions

The defendants' counsel, according to his own
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shewing, did not oppose the introduction of any East'n District.
• -, JJlay, 1819.

witness to prove the fraud allcdged , the plain- ~
tiff's counsel only prayed, thatwitnesses might PURXAS

7.'83

be heard to prove the intention of the parties, in llLANltm'S

. I d d N f d d Sr:'lD1CF:executmg the eeu, ow, no .rau coul be
proven against 8lanque, according to the allega.
tions of the petition, which charge fraud only
in refusing to give a defeasance or counter -letter,
without shewing the intention of the parties, at
the time of the execution of the deed. If the plain.
tiff prayed to prove that intention by witnesses,
and the defendants consented that the fraud al,
ledged might be proved by witnesses, they agreed
to ,vhat the plaintiff proposed, and the judge
could not reject evidence of the intention of the
parties, without rejecting evidence of the fraud,
which both parties were content should be produc-
ed: we are, therefore of opinion, that he did not
err in this respect.

But, it is contended, that the finding of the j u,
ry, that there was no fraud intended by Blanque
in taking the bill of sale, alters the question, and
since it is apparent that no fraud did exist, the
testimony was improperly admitted.

In testing the correctness of the judge's conduct
in admitting the evidence, we are to examine the
question, as it stood, when he gave his opinion.
Both parties agreed to the same proposition, tho'
in a different manner: the defendants agreed tha
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CASES IN THE SUPREMl'~ COURT

East'n District. witnesses should be examined to prove' th-e
Mau, 1819.
~ fraud-the plaintiff, in order to prove the fraud,
P[:~AS sought to establish the sine qua non, viz: that the

BIANQUF'S parties meant not to have a sale, but a mortgage
SYNDICS

executed.
Whether, after the jury found there was no

fraud, there ought not to have been a new trial
granted, or whether before the verdict, the jury
ought to have been charged, that if no fraud
was practised to obtain a bill of sale. a part of the
said testimony ought to have been rejected,
is not a proper subject for our enquiry. For the
motion for a new trial was withdrawn, and none
appears to have been made for the judge's di,
rection to the jury. Our attention must be con
fined to the bill of exceptions, taken on the ad.
mission of the parol testimony; for we are bound
by the special verdict, and if we were not, we
find that the jury had before them written evi,
dence to support their finding, viz: that resulting
from the low price, mentioned as the considera
tion-the account of the insolvent in which, no
hire was charged for the slave whom the plaintiff
retained, and the account of the plaintiff, in which
the insolvent was charged several hundred dol.
lars, for the hire of the negroes he held, and
finally, the note of the insolvent, in which one
of the slaves mentioned. in the bill of sale, is
considered as still the property of the plaintiff.
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We are of opinion, that the defendants, having East'a District.
•May, 1819.

consented to the introduction of parol testimony ~
to prove the fraud, cannot complain that the judge PIF.R:US

7.'8.

allowed such testimony to go to the jury, and that BLANq,UE'a

he narti 1 d t: f S~!'o'nI{;S~t e parties conternp ate no transrer 0 property,
but only the security of the defendants' insolvent
in the loan he was about to make.

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,

that the judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Smith for the plaintiff, Ellery for the defend
ants.

TERRIL ~ J1L. vs, PLOW ER ~ J1L.

Ap PEA L from the court of the first district. The dissolu
tion of a part
nership does

Lioineston for the plaintiffs. This is a suit not prevent the
b ' partners from

brought against the defendants, as the plaintiffs' suing'.
• • Ifth(' agent

agents, for neglecting to make msurance on aves- evidentlymeant

sel, the property of the plaintiffs, according to :ov~Yd~~ain

order and to promise ; by which the plaintiffs in- phd,ce'l ..
an t ie prmcI.

curred a partial loss. palone to ana-
• ther, their errOl:"

If the facts of the order, of the pr01'mse to com- prevents any
. 1 . f lib d I I' contract ofply Wit 1 It, and 0 t re oss e prove ,t re P am- mandate from

tiffs must recover. The law does not seem to t:lking pbc",
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East'n l)i"h~t be disputed; and if it were, it is too clear to
.1I"y, 1819.
~ need any reference to authority to its support.

T""RIL & .!.L.

'V8.

FLOWER &.AL.

1'he ac t of the
principal, ratio
fying that of the
agell t is to be
liberally con
strued.

I The order and the promise to comply with it.
are proved by the same testimony: and it is clear
and decisive.

1. The testimony of Dr. Little. He heard the
consultation respecting the propriety of getting
insurance between the plaintiffs and one of the
defendants, he remembers the reason ginn by
the defendant Finlay, for advising the measure;
he perfectly recollects the order and the promise
to comply with it; and that the defendant told
the plaintiff" he need not provide the fundslor the
premium, that he would take care of it.

2 The confession of the other defendant,
Flower, to captain Fisher, that orders had been
given to insure, and that he either had complied
or would comply.

This testimony being full and conclusive,
proving the order and an express promise to ef.
feet the insurance by one partner, and an ac
knowledgement by the other, that such orders
had been given, and that they would be compli
ed with-nothing was left for the defendants, on
this point, but to impeach the credibility of the
witnesses ThIS has been done with a patience
and perseverance, that seemed to increase with
the improbability OI success.
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To Little, it is objected that the reason, given East'n District,
.Uay, 1819.

for insuring the voyage back, was one that could ~
not have existed; and that, therefore, he misre- TERRIL & AL.

V8.

collects. Now, if this be so, instead of recollect- F1.OWER ~< AL.

ing ill (which, I believe, is the idea intended to be
conveyed) the witness must be guilty of dir- ct
and deliberate fulshood. For it is impossible
that he could suppose such a circumstance to
have been mentioned, if it never was.

And in truth, this circumstance is a strong in.
terual mark of veracity, and would serve to cor
roborate the testimony, if it wanted support.
The conversation took place, when Marsh was in
town: he left it, if I recollect right, on the 17th.
The vessel. was then shortly to sail, and by the
instructions was immediately to return. A voy
age to Norfolk is fregpently performed in 12 or
14 days, which would bring her there, counting
from the time of her actual departure the 23d.
on the lath of March; and if she met with only
ordinary delay, she might be ready to return be .
fore the 21st, the very day of the equ inox , But
as the gales prevail for a month or more after that
period, she would, on the largest calculation, be
exposed to them.

It is said, that he is contradicted by our other
witness, captain Fisher, because this latter does
not know whether the orders 'were verbal or writ
ten, positive or discretionary. If captain Fisher

'T ot, vr. ,..,-t
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Estn'n District. had said that he was present at the conversation
Jl,fay. 18 19, '
~ related by Little, there would, even then, have

TEHIUL &.n. been no contradiction; because one witness
'Vs.

FLOWER &t AL. might have heard what escaped the other. But
when all the information Fisher had came from
Flower's confession, it really seems rather extra
ordinary reasoning to say, that the first witness,
who heard the conversation, must be mistaken,
because the defendant did not choose to relate
the whole to the second.

The other objections to the positive testimony
in this cause, may be reduced to one:

That it is improbable.
1. Because, the defendants had no induce,

ment to be guilty of the negligence imputed to
them-to which I answer, that whatever be the
motives, or whether any exist or not, if the fact
be proved, we are entitled to relief. Men are
guilty of neglect without any motive; if they had
any l it would not be neglect but design -It is
both the interest and duty of an advocate, to at
tend strictly to the cause of his client. Yet,
where is the lawyer, however diligent or correct,
who can say, that he has not sometimes been
guilty of inattention to his duty?

2, Because the defendant declared, at the in
surance office, that his orders were discretionary,
and that he would not insure, because the prerni,
!.l01 was too high. N ow, admit the novel princi-
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Pie that the defendant is to make testimony for East'n District.
, May, 1819.

himself, and what is the result? Why, that he ~
is equally liable as if his orders had been posi- TERR~~.&AL.

tive ; for this plain reason, that if he refused to FWWFR 'It .Ar.

insure, because the premium was too high, it
was his duty immediately to have given notice
to his principal, that he might have got the in.
surance elsewhere. This is expressly stated in
the authority read to the court-that in cases
where the factor receives orders which he does
not think prudent to execute, he must immedi.
ately give notice to the principal.

The court will also judge, how far this appli,
'Cation to insure is consistent with the denial,
first, strongly implied by the interrogatories and
the affidavit, stating the substance of the testi
mony whieh we admitted to be true.

S, It is improbable, because the parties made
no complaint at not finding the charge for insur
ance in the account.

This is no evidence, that Terril who received
the account ever examined it, nor that he knew
of the orders to insure-besides, generally peo.
ple do not find great fault with the omission of a
charge against them, even where they discover
it-and he might have thought that the premium
was paid, as I believe it actually is, by a note,
and that it would be charged when the note was
paid,



East'n District.
x,.y. 1819.

~

T}.RRTL &; AL.

V8.

FLOW>.R $< AL.

CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

4. It is highly improbable, that the orders
were given, "because Marsh, who gave them,
made no reproach against the plaintiffs to the
person who brought him the intelligence;" and
in the record the very formula of exclamation is
givm by the defendants' counsel; he ought to
have cried out, <' good God! Is it possible ?" and
because he did not cry out good God! it is clear
that he never ordered the insurance.

5. Another probability arises, from the plain.
tiffs' continuing to employ the defendants as
their factors, after they knew of the loss.

This may be accounted for in several ways
by supposing that the continuance of the business
was more convenient to the plaintiffs, than the
change of it into other hands, at the moment
when the partnership was about to cease-s-by sur·
posing that they did not think the omission to
insure proceeded from any evil design-or by
supposing that they were really ignorant of the
liability of the defendants, by reason of the ne
glect.

6. The want of written instructions is also
urged, as a reason to believe that none were
given.

The clerks, I believe, swear that it was usual
for the defendants to take such instructions in
'writing, but, surely a man can never set up his
cwn usage and custom, in bar of a suit against
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him: a custom he was at liberty to follow, or East'n District.
• • . May, 1819.

break alternately at his pleasure, and which (In- ~
deperslent of the instance in question in this TERRIL &.AL.

'V8.

suit) we have abundant proof, that the defend- FLOWER &. AL.

ants did not always adhere to.
They insured the cargo of this vessel, without

any written instructions-c, but the owner was
on the spot, say the defendants; this forms an
exception to the customary common law of our
compting house." Be it so. \Vedo not pre
tend to be acquainted with all the doctrines of
this important code. But if it be an exception,
we claim the benefit of it; for when we gave the
instructions, we were also on the spot.

But you must make another exception to ex
elude us: for you confess you had orders to in.
sure, and that you made an attempt to execute
them; but that they were discretionary. Here
then, is another exception in this customary law,
not given to us by the text of the learned com
mentator Crocker. In the next edition, we hope
he will add a note, stating that only positive in.
structions were required by the custom to be in
writing, lest future students might be misled.
And I would here, most respectfully suggest to
the court, if they should sanction this custom,
that they would recommend to every factor, the
publication of the custom of his compting house,
with notes and commentaries, in the same way.
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:East'n District. that the different customs of France were given
Jl-fay, 1819.
~ to the world, before the Napoleon Code. This

TERRIL & AL. would somewhat load the shelves of our lil:Jraries- 'FLOWER & AL. but we should be amply indemnified, by the in.
crease of suits on our docket.

The defendants must, and I am sure the court
gladly 'will, excuse us from making any further
reply to the other suggestions, why the positive
testimony of two respectable and unimpeached
witnesses should not be believed. Their testi,
mony is too full, too circumstantial, too positive
to admit the idea of inaccurate recollection. The
circumstances they detail are such, as never
could have been impressed on the mind, by er
roneous comprehension. The testimony is ei,
ther true, or wilfully false-and, even if the de.
fendants should have succeeded in convincing
the court (which I cannot believe) that it is im:
probable, it does not follow that it is untrue.
.Le urai peut quelquefois n' etre pas uraisem;
blable, has grown into a proverb, and its truth
must be acknowledged, as applied to the actions
of men, until they shall always be guided by
truth, by reason, and the natural course of
events: when they arc, there will be no occasion
for the rules of evidence, for the ingenious com.
merits that have been offered on them, or for the
ministry of your honours, or the advocates who
address you, But until they are, we must look
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for truth in the evidence of what is: not of what E.~t·J1 Distr-ict.
•11<:y, 1819.

ought to be. ~~

Tl:RR IL & AL.

"L'~.

II. Having, as we hope, established the orders FLOWJo:R & .u.

to insure, the promise to comply, and the failure
to fulfil them. we have only to shew the inter-
est of'the plaintiffs and the foss.

The first is proved by the captain, by the agen~

cy of the defendants, by their accounts charging
us with disbursements, by the copy of the regis
ter ill the Spanish proceedings, the original be.
in~ by law of the U. S. directed to be returned
to the ofhce whence it issued-and the point is
the only one I believe, that is not controverted.
The second, the 1088, is also proved by captain
Fisher, by the gentlemen who purchased the
vessel at the Havana, and by the proceedings in
the Consulado there.

The amount of that loss was nearly a total one;
but the jury by deducting the charge for wages,
to which we had no right, and placing to our ac
count, the sum deposited at the Havanna, have
liquidated the amount very correctly at 4,300

dollars.
Bu t the defendants say: "that as we have

made no abandonment, we cannot make them
liable for a total loss, that they are liable. if at
all, only to the extent, and in the manner that
insurers would 1)1", "-If there were any necessity
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Enst!n District. for contradicting this position, I think it might
May. 1819. . •
~ safely be done 111 this case, where the factors are

TERRIL &; AL. the insurers, because if thev had made the in
FJ.ow::'&; AL. surance, it would have been their duty to have

abandoned to the underwriters, for their princi-
pal; whenever his interest required that step.
But in the case, where the factors and insurers
ate the same person, they cannot, as insurers,
take advantage of their neglect, as factors to
abandon-and this idea is strengthened, by the
omission in all the authorities of any mention of
the necessity of abandonment, in suits against a
factor for neglect to insure.

Interest and loss must be proved; because
without both of them there is no injury, and with
out it there can be no action.

However, whatever be the law on this point, it
is immaterial in this suit, for we do not sue for
such a total loss as requires abandonment, it is
required in cases ouly, where the loss is construc
tive; but where the actual loss amounts to the
whole value of the thing insured, no abandon.
ment is required; because there is nothing to
abandon. Or where there is only a small part
left, and the owner is willing to keep that on his
own account, he has no need to abandon.

When he wishes to turn a partial into a total
loss, then if the loss be of sufficient magnitude
be may abandon; and he must do it before he
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~an put the insurer in his place. But if he do Esst 'n Dist- ct
.~l{/!/, 1~19.

not abandon, the only consequence is that he can ~
only recover according to the amount of his loss. TERRIL & AL.

7)~.

Here, we made. no abandonment: but we sue }'~.<iw"J( x AI-·

only for the loss actually sustained, We thought

We could prove that to the amount of 5,000 dol-
lars, and we accordingly claimed that sum ;!t

we could prove to the satisfaction of the jury.

only 4,300 dollars. Is there any principle of law,

which prevents our recovering it? I never heard

or any.

But if we had gone for::: totul loss, and sug

gested an abandonment and failed in the proof of
it, we should still be entitled to recover for a

parti~l one, to the amount we rnav have proved.

I could answer most completely and satisfac,
torily all the charges of neglect brought against
the captain after his arrival at the Havana. The

slightest attention to his proceedings there will
shew that he acted discreetly-without funds, in

a foreign port, he wrote to his owners, and re

peatedly to their factors, the defe ndants, he \V0it.

ed a considerable time for th-ir answer ; but not
receiving it, he acted with the property, as he

would with his own; for that is the m :;,1l1ing of the

advice which he received and fd:t~)\',:ed; to act, as

if the property tuas not insured: which, thongh
criticised by the defendants, was the only kg-,ll

course, he could pursue, having only lr.e n ';".r·
V~L. 1'1. '7:'
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East'n District. sorily informed on his departure, that the vessel
May, 1819.
~ either had been or would be insured. Though he

TERRIL !It AL might believe, that it was done, he was not and.,,8.
FLOWER & AL. could not be certain of the fact. In this situation,

by acting as if she was not insured, he did his
duty to his employer, if he was uncovered, and
consulted ths interest of the insurer, if she was
insured.

This want of advice from New.Orleans is the
reason why he did not apply to the Consulado,
until some time after his arrival. When he lost
that hope, he applied to the proper tribunal, and
took no step, but under its authority. There the
'Vessel was sold, and ,111 the accounts and expen
ses audited and paid.

There was therefore no neglect after the arri
val of the vessel, on the part of the captain.i--,
But if there had been, how could it affect the
present question? If the loss is occasioned by ne
glect or want of skillfulness of the master, there
are cases where it exonerates the insurer.c-,
But the loss here was by lightning; and if he
had abandoned the vessel, immediately after her
.arrival and gone to the East-Indies, without giv
ing any advice to those concerned, the insurers
would have been liable for the actual damage,
whenever we could prove the amount.

That amount is, as I have shewn. sufficiently
proved \n this case. The ",",,'ages which were
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claimed were properly rejected by the jury; and East'n District.
Jllay, 1819.

instead of 5,000 dollars to which we supposed ~
we had a right, they have given us only -4,300, TERR~~.& AL.

which may be made up without including any FLOWER & AJ..

objectionable charge.
"The captain ought," say the defendants;

H to have made a protest," he did make one, as
appears by his declaration to the Consulado.

" But he ought also to have produced it."
For what purpose? It could not be introduced as
evidence for him, if he had; and if the' defend.
ants wanted it, they ought to have sent for it
themselves, or at least have given us notice to
produce it. In the case cited from 9 Cranch,
79, the doubt was as to the necessity of put ..
ling in, here there can be none, because the
damage to the vessel is most fully and clearly
proved. Unless, indeed, the defendants mean
to argue with respect to the ship, as they have
with respect to the instructions. that it is highly
improbable, notwithstanding the positive evi
dence, that she was struck by lightning; because
out of 100,000 vessels, not more than one meets
with that accident, and that it is therefore one
hundred thousand to one (fearful odds !) that the
story is false. Besides the ship had a most ex
cellent character for going safe and it was her
custom to go without insurance. Therefore
there are strong circumstances to induce a belief
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Ea,CI1 D;sl,iet: that she was not insured, and that she met with
11{£II,. 1819.
~ no accident. and "as a presumption, which ne-

TJ:RRIL:« AL. cessarily arises from circumstances, is often
"VB.

f'I.OW •.ll & AL more convincing and more satisfactory than any
other kind of evidence", therefore, the light.
ning did not strike the brig, which was to be de.
monstratcd.

A most extraordinary attempt is made to in.
s.inuate from the expression in the Spanish pro.
ceedings describing the vessel as "procediente
de Perth Amboy," that there had been a deviation.
Now, as this is only the language of the tribunal.
it lV01Jld seem hard to make captain Fisher an..
swerable for the-ir expressions, in a foreign
tongue, even if they had meant to say that he
came from Perth Amboy. But it plainly relates
to the port to which the vessel belongs, as by the
register, it will be found that she is cf Perth
Amboy, that is to say, belonging to, registered at,
that port.

" How is this presumption, (that he came
from Perth Amboy) to be got over" asks the de ..
fendants' counsel.

Only by that testimony, which it is his inter.
est, throughout this cause, to consider as the
worst, because he has none on his side-by posi
tive testimony -That of the captain, that he took
in the negroes at Norfolk-by the delivery of
the nC'groes at the Havanna-c--by the payment of
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them. East'n District
Jlfay, 1819.
~

TERRIL & ..I.L.

'L'8.

FLOWER & AL.

the freight for them to the defendants

selves.
I shall add nothing more; to examine all the

objections made by the defendants, would take
up more time, than I can bestow on this cause,
and to treat them all seriously would require a
greater stock of gravity than I possess. Indeed,
I feel as if an apology were necessary for the
light manner in which some have already been
treated.

III. Merely from that attention due to the de.
fendants, I must notice their first objection that this
suit cannot be sustained, because we have called
ouselves Terrill and Marsh. But as we have
also let the defendants into the secret of our res
pective christian names, and written very plainly
that it was Abel Terrill and John F. Marsh, who
chose to call themselves Terrill and Marsh. I
cannot very readily, I confess, see the weight
of the objection; authorities were read in sup.
port of it, to shew that one partner cannot 1~~

gaIly sign the joint firm after a dissolution; or
bind the former partner, if he do. This is cer.
tainly very true: but how does it apply to a suit
brought by two partners to recover a sum of
money due on account of a partnership transac
tion, and brought too in their names at full
length ?
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East'n District. Even in the case cited of the signature of the
JlEay. 1819.
~ firm, after the dissolution of the partnership, if

TERRIL &:At.. the signature had been made by the authority of
"Us. "-

:fLOW5lt &: AL. both, can there be 11 doubt that it would have
bound them?

lawn, I can comprehend nothing from this
objeetion, except that the defendants found it
necessary to make one-and then, if it do not de.
feat itself, it must stand, for I shall say nothing
further tu defeat it.

I conclude with the hope, that as this cause
has been tried, and the amount settled, by a spe.
cial jury of merchants, summoned to try a mer.
cantile question, that their decision will have
some weight; but that the facts in the cause 'will
have more, and that the judgment of the district

.court will be affirmed.

Ellery, for the defendants. Were the plain.
tiffs' case made out, they could not succeed in
this form of action; inasmuch as it is brought by
an expired firm, instead of being brought by the
partner, or person charged to wind up the CQIl·

cerns of that firm.
The petition in this suit, is entitled the peti.

tion of Abel Terrill and John T. Marsh, trading
under the firm of Terrill and Marsh, of the pa.
rish of St. Martin, &c.

These words are obviously, not intended as
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words of description, but to give the character East'n District.
• . .•• .'fay, 1819.

of the petrtioners, and shew In which capacity ~
the suit is brought :-that it is brought by them, T~:RRIL & AL.

'tis.
not as distinct individuals, but as composing the FJ:,OWER &; At.

firm of Terrill and Marsh. Now, there is no
such subsisting firm as that of Terrill and
Marsh; and from the testimony, we find, that it
was dissolved prior to the institution of this suit.
This appears by the cross examination of Little,
as well as by the admitted testimony of Jennings.
This suit therefore, stands in the name of an ex-
pired firm, instead of that of its acting or surviv-
ing partner: in other words, it stands in the
name of a nonentity, As well might the indi-
viduals, who composed a corporation, the chatter
of which is expired, continue notwithstanding to
sue in its coporate name, as those who compos-
ed a firm now expired, in its partnership name.
After dissolution of partnership, the relations of
the partners in the one case are as much extinct,
as those of the corporators in the other; the
joint.tenancy existing between them in the part-
nership effects is dissolved, the partners cease to
exist as such, and become distinct persons; and
it is difficult to conceive, upon what legal prin-
ciple, or by what resuscitating process, they are
thus made to revive and re-unite as partners and
plaintiffs in the present action. If after the dis-
solution of partnership, they are still permitted to
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East'n District. sue as a firm why not to perform any other part,
JlIay, 1819.' .
~ nership act? If they can put the partnership

TERRIL & -'L. name to a suit; why not to a note; bill, or obli-
't'8.

}'LOWER & AL. gation. Yet, this has repeatedly been decided,
cannot be done. 3 Epinasse's. Rep. 109, Abel and
another vs. Sulton. 2 Johns Rep. 300, Lansing
vs, Guire fj' Tell.Eycke.

Go the length of admitting the usc of the part
nership name, after its dissolution, and where
arc we stop? By which of the partners is it to
be used? Terrill and Marsh are now distinct
persons, holding; several interests, the one is no
longer bound by the acts of the other, neither
Terrill nor Marsh can separately use it in this suit;
both must concur ill bringing it, and t h.it can.
currence must be she w n ; it cannot be presum.
ed; the dissolution of the firm excludes such
presumption. But would even their concur.
renee be sufficient, without a renewal of the part
nership. Suppose a judgment ill their favor, by
whom is satisfaction of judgment to be signed..
and how are they to concur in the partnership
signature: and in Case of a judgment against
them, and execution for costs; upon what pro.
perty is it to be levied? And where is to be
found the property of an unsubsisting firm?

Again ;-can they begin the suit as partners,
and recover as distinct persons? Can they sue as
joint. tenants :Il1C! recover as tenants in common?
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Suppose the plaintiff in a suit die, will the court East'n Distr-ict.
JJfay. 1819.

suffer it to be continued in the name of a deceas- ~
ed person? As little then will it suffer a suit to TEHRIL & .!L.

"[IS.

be brought, and carried on in the name of a de. F"OWEIl & H..

ceased firm; the one must be conducted by
the executors or administrators, and the other by
the acting or surviving partner.

It is said, that this objection comes too late,
and that advantage ought to have been taken of
it, in a plea of abatement. But the dissolution of
this firm was a private and not a public one, and
we were accidentally brought to the knowledge of
it, by the testimony of one of their witnesses,
taken under a commission, issuing a considera.
ble time after filing our answer, The plaintiffs
are not however, put upon worse ground. HaJ
such a plea been filed, it would have been tried
with the principal defence. But our proceed
ings do not require, perhaps not warrant, such a
a plea ~ they are not copied from the common
law, but chancery proceedings; where, instead
of a plea in abatement, an exception is taken to
insufficient parties. In our answer, adopting this
practice, we save to ourselves all benefits of ex
ception ; and this exception, surely cornprchen L
ed in this saving, was on the trial below speci
fically argued.

I therefore conclude, that as the plaintiffs have
brought this suit in the name of an expired firm,

VOL. YI. 76
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Ellst'n District. instead of that of the acting or surviving partner
Ma'l' 1819. • 1 d .
~ of that firm; they are not entit e to recover In

TERRIL 8< AL this form of action; that the suit is not well
'V8.

FLOWh" & AL. brought, and that judgment must be entered
against them as in case of nonsuit.

II. Admitting the suit to be well brought, the
defendants' instructions, to effect insurance upon
the vessel in question, did not extend to her vor
age back, and were not positive, but discretion
ary.

The plaintiffs hold here the affirmative of the
proposition, and aver, that the orders to insure
did extend to the return voyage, and were posi
ti ve and not discretionary. Now the affirmative
is always susceptible of direct proof, but the ne
gative which we take, in its nature not admitting
of direct proof, can only be made out by the proof
of circumstances, inconsistent with the afhrma
tive averment: and we contend, that every ma
terial circumstance in the cause is inconsistent
with it. The affirmative of the proposition is
sought to be supported by the testimony of Lit
tle and Fisher, master of the vessel. The tes
timony of the latter, as I shall presently shew, is
neutralised by his letter to defendants from the
Havanna ;-by his acknowledgement, in his
cross- examination, that he never heard any men
tion made ofinsurance upon the voyage back, and
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that he does not know whether the instructions Ea~t'l1 District.
•~ray, 1819.

to insure were positive or discretionary. The ~
affirmative may fairly then be considered as rest. TERRIL 1'.< AL.

• '118.

ing principally, if not exclusively, upon the tes- FLOWER & At..

timony of the former witness. This testimony,
as I shall presently shew, is not only weakened
by intrinsic objections, but opposed by the whole
array of circumstances in the cause; and however
positive in its nature, is overpowered by the pre.
sumption necessarily arising from these circum.
stances. N either am I inclined unqualifiedly
to admit the superiority, claimed by the plaintiffs'
counsel, of direct over circumstancial proof On
the contrary, I think the latter species of proof
is often the most satisfactory and conclusive.
We all know how liable witnesses are to be de.
ceived, and even sometimes to deceive; how Iia-
ble to be warped by influence or feeling, by pre.
judice or passion :-and how apt, from the frailty
of memory, to mistake, after a lapse of time, opine
ions for facts, and confound information with reo
collection. The testimony of circumstances on
the contrary is always unsophisticated and un.
suborned i-neither fallacious nor equivocal.
Circumstances, it is proverbially said, do not
lie ; and to a train of well connected and well at.
tested circumstances, it is difficult for the mind
to withhold its assent, even at the expense of die
rect testimony. These opinions, I conceive, are
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Ea_t'n District. drawn from the principles of evidence and sane ..
•Mal'. 1819 '
~ tioned by authority. In a court of justice. cer-

T"R]{~,~.& AL. tainty of proof is unattainable; in lieu therefore
I'LOW>:" 8< AL. of certainty, founded only on the view of the sen.

ses, we take up with probability, founded on ex
perience. The testimony of a witness, therefore,
is weakened in proportion as the story he tells is
contrary to probability ;-as the fact, to which
he deposes, is found unaccompanied by those
ctrcumstances necessarily or usually attending
it ;-and so far is a controverted fact, from being
settled by the declaration of a witness, that both
the facts and declaration are after wards compar.
ed with the other facts in the cause, and are
wholly excluded from belief, if outweighed by
superior probability. And we often find in col
lateral circumstances an index that witI guide us
with more certainty to the discovery of the truth
of the case, than direct testimony. Gilbert's l. of
eo, 147, 148. Swift's Ev. 151, n, 11. Id:
149, 11. 8 & 9. Justice Buller, in his charge to
the jury, on the trial of captain Donellan, also
says, "a presumption, which necessarily arises
from circumstances, is often more convincing
and more satistisfactory, than any other kind of
evidence"; and of this opinion, seems also,
judge Story, in the case of the brig Short staple
and cargo. 1 Gall. Rep. 103. This reasoning
emphatically applies to the testimony of the pre.
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sent witness, weakened, as it will be found, by in. Ea:t'n District.
Bfu/I' 1819.

herent defects, and at war with all the facts in the ~
case.

I shall not detain the court with any remarks,
upan the style and structure of this deposition,
upon the technical precision of its language, and
minute particularity of recollection; it is before
them; and as the plaintiffs" demand principally
rests upon it, withou t dou bt, it will be scru pu
lou sly examined by the court. Without ques.
tioning the veracity of the witness, it is easy to
conceive, that his account of a short conversa
tion, held more than fifteen months before, might
be erroneous; a conversation of' so remote a date,
and of so short a duration, and which the wit.
ness had so little interest to hear, understand, or
remember, could hardly fail to be misconceived
or misrepresented; of this. I think, we are fur
nished with strong intrinsic proofs.-The par.
ties, as detailed in this testimony, begin with an
inquiry, on the part of Marsh, " whether it were
best to insure the brig? Finlay said at first, he
did not know, &c." This introduction serves
as an aukward precursor of positive orders; on
the contrary, it pretty strongly marks both
~ arsh's uncertainty in this respect, as well as
his implicit reliance upon the opinion and dis
cretion of Finlay: nor is it at all likely, as his
determination to make insurance proceeded only

TERRIL &. AI..

r-s.
FLOWMI & AL
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East'n District. from the advice given him by Finlay, that the
,.May, 1819.
~ orders to make insurance, should be given in

TUUlIL &; AL. such positive terms as are set forth in the sub.
'V8.

FLOWhR &; AL. sequent part of his deposition.
A striking proof, however, of the witness's

misapprehension or misrecollection is found in
the reason he makes Finlay assign, why the brig
should be insured on her voyage back, " because
she would then be exposed to the equinoctial
gales."-leaving this ~ort on the 23d of Febru.
ary, the brig on her voyage out might be expos.
ed to these gales, and therefore it was reason to
insure her outward voyage; but on her voyage
back, which probably would not, and actually did
not commence, until the latter part of April
following, she seemed little exposed to this
risk. The vernal equinox takes place the
21st of March; a vessel therefore leaving port,
on her return voyage, on the 22d of Apell (above
a month afterwards) seems to have a little fear
from the gales of the vernal. as from those of
the autumnal equinox. \\-Then an inadequate and
assured reason is thus assigned for this opinion
of Finlay, we have a right to believe, that the
witness is grossly mist.ik en, and that the opin
ion, if given, exclusively referred to the voyage
out, which might bring the brig within the verge
of these equinoctial gales, and never to the
voyage back, beginning above a month after.
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wards. The equinoctial gales, though not con
fined to the very days, when the sun crosses the
line, by no calculation are extended in their
range to a month before and after their periods;
such a calculation would extend their empire
over one third of the year.

But leaving all intrinsic grounds of distrust;
let us compare the testimony with the facts in the
cause, and examine it according to the rules of
probability.

Did or did not these instructions to insure,
extend to the voyage back, and were or were
they not positive ? Let us take the case upon ei,
ther hypothesis, and see which is borne out by
the facts in the cause. Hypothetical reason, both
in law and science, are considered as yielding
satisfactory proof, when none but the given hy
pothesis explains all the phenomena.

Upon the plaintiffs' hypothesis of positive in ..
siructions, extending to the voyage buck, we are
beset, at every step, Wit11 difficulties beyond so
lution; neither the conduct of the parties, nor the
testimony of the witnesses, are capable of being
reconciled or explained.

The defendants, upon the scheme of argument,
arc made to act gratuitously against both their
interest and reputation-are made guilty of a
wanton b each of duty.l.a flagrant violation of
instructions and engagements, without any osten-

601'

East'n Di"l'ict
.May. 1819.
~

TEIlRIL & AI.

'tIS.

Fuowsu & _U,
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East'n Divtrict. sible or assignable motive or excuse :-110t from
.1£071. 1319.
~ neglect nor forgetfulness, because they applied

THlRTL 8< AL. for insurance upon the brig; nor from a wish to
v •.

FLOWEIL & AL. save the advance of the premium, because the
sum was too pdtry and insignificant, and be
cause on the policy in their hands, they would
have, in case of loss, not' only a lien for that ad
vance and commission, but also for their general
balance of account-thus enlarging both their
profits and seourity r-c-iustructious too, the
breach of which exposed them to the penalty of
becoming insurers upon this vessel, and in case

of loss, responsible for her full value :-) et
though thus penal, not committed, (as was inva
riably the case with similar instructions ) to wri.

ting, or even entered upon their books ;-guil.
ty too of voluntary and gross misrepresenta

tions and falsehoods at the insurance office, in
asking only for the insurance out and in assuring
the secretary, when they declined the terms of
insurance, that their orders to insure the brig
were discretionary:-and all this waste of truth,
character and principle, for the poor chance of
contingent injury to persons, with whom they

never were at variance, and exposing thernselv. s
certain litigation, loss and reproach -Can we

believe in such gratuitous folly and wickedness,

or subscribe to an hypothesis standing- n such

grounds? Can this conduct be softened or ex-
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plained upon the plaintiffs' suagestif)n of a want gast'n District.
,.., .If,,y. 1819.

of communication between the two partners upon ~
the subject of those instructions? This suggef- T~RR~~.& .!L.

tion, in itself destitute of probability, is destroy- FLOW"R &. AT.

ed by the fact, that the instructions to insure
were given to Finlay, and the application of in.
surance made by Flower. The conduct of the
defendants therefore remains without excuse or
palliation, and a mercantile house, long esta-
blished in this city of untainted character and
credit, upon this hypothesis, is made to risk and
lose both, not only without interest or induce-
ment, but under impending penalty and loss.

Neither, upon this 11)pothesis, can the conduct
of the plaintiffs be better understood or ex
plained, but remains equally destitute of proba
bility, and contrary to exj.erience. Not to dwell
upon Marsh's positive declaration to the defend
ants, in presence of Crocker, their book-keeper.
that upon the arrival of the brig at Norfolk, it
would depend upon circumstances, 'lVlt,~tlu:r slie

returned to Neui-Urleans, or proceeded elseuihere,
which wholly excludes all idea of insurance
upon the return voy::gc. How upon this principle,
can we account for the conduct or the plaintiffs
when they received at Attacupns, from Mr. Jen
nings, (her former master) the news (If this acci
dent-of a probable loss, involving as is sug
gested, almost their ;)11. It would seem natural,

Vo~ v· 77
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East'n District. lIlJon the first hearing of such a loss and in can.
~lTay, 1819. <'
~ versation with their former captain, to emphasiz e

TuutIL & A.L the positive nature of the orders they had given
7'S.

FWW>.R &; n. the defendants, to have the brig insured on her
return \'oyage ;-to reproach the m for their dis
obedience of orders-even to aggravate their
conduct, and threaten them with their responsibi
lity. These feelings and reproaches would have
been as excusable as natural. But instead of
thus exhaling themselves in reproach, not a syl
lable even of complaint is breathed. Now ae ..
cording to the admitted testimony of Jennings,
" they regretted lite loss of the brig, out tltd not
preten-l nor suggest, that they had ever given the
dcf'rulants, or either of them, any instruction to
f'jJ'ect insurance upon Iter," nor impute any blame
to them for not efIi::cting it. In a su bsequent
conversation, also between Marsh and Finlay at
New-Orleans, Cooper, the defendants' book,
keeper, who was present, when questioned as to
the particulars of this conversation, says, "he
does not recollect hearing any blame thrown out
upon the subject; and heard no censure implied
by Marsh against Finlay. Marsh asked Finlay,
if the brig was insured? Filllay answered, no;
lJIJarslz then said, it was an unfortunate circum
stance, and seemed to regret it." In a separate
conversation had soon afterwards, between Coop
er and Marsh upon the same subject, not an idea
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IS suggested by Marsh, of any orders given to East'n District.
. . .May, 1819.

insure. About the 10th of May, 1817, above ~
two months after the sailing of the brig from TERRIL & AL.

''liS.

N ew. Orleans, Terrill is in town, and receives FWWER & .A.L

from Crocker (the defendants' book-keeper) an
account of that date. headed, " brig Hero and
owners for disbursements," in which no ad vance

of premium nor commission (as would have been
the case, if in .urance had been effected) stand
charged. Terrill receives the account, <eerns sa-

tisfied with It, says not a word of insurance and
makes no comment upon the omission of these
charges. The general account, into which is
copied verbatim this particular account of the
disbursements of the brig, is also suffered to pass
without comment or inquiry. About the 10th of
July, 1817, another general account bearing that
date, into which is also carried the balance of the
amount of these disbursements, is handed to
Marsh, who settles the account, and receives and
gives his receipt for the balance struck.

Was the advance of premium, an item too in.

significant to be missed in the account? On the
contrary, including commissions, would it not
nearly equal the whole account, as it now stands,
at ,8327 29? Two and a half per cent, rate of in.
surance upon the voyage out and back, upon
.85000, value of the brig, would give, without
commission, 8250. \Vould not an exclamation
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East'n District. then naturally and involuntarily burst from the
May, 1819. : h h
~ lips of the plaintiffs, upon missing t ese c arges

TERRIL &.AL. in the account of the brig's disbursements, good
'V8.

fLOWER &. ill. God! Is it possible our brig is not insured?
And to insist. as it was not then too late, to have
it immediately done.-Can this conduct be ra
tionally attributed to any inad vertence or forget.
fulness f Can this be seriously pretended, when
this vessel, as we are told, included their all
when she was then on her return voyage, expos.
ed to these famous equinoctial gales ;-when but
a short time before, according to their witness,
they had so particularly discussed the rate of in.
surance, fixed the amount to be insured, and pro.
vided for the advance of premium.

But to finish the review of the plaintiffs' COil.

duct, on the 14th of August, Terrill commits to
the defendants, "these faithless agents," fresh
business, as well as on the 6th of November fol,
lowing.

During all this period, living in the neighbour.
hood of each other, and with a full knowledge of
all these facts, no hint of blame on the part ofthe
plaintiffs is thrown out, no sign of disapproba
tion appears: neither in their intervi, ws and in
tercourse with the defendants, nor ill their con.
versatioi.s with others :-with Cooper-with
their former captain, Jennings-s-with their late
captain, Fisher: -nor even in their letters to him,
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in answer to one from the Havanna, informing East'n District.
May, 1819.

them of the situation of the vessel, and request- ~
ing their instructions, does it appear that the TERRIL 8t AL.

, -os,

slightest mention of insurance, or smallest man. FLOWER 8t AL.

ner of complaint, escapes their lips or p-n Z Can
this conduct, upon the supposition ofpositive or-
ders to in-ure, and so serious a loss produced by
their violation, be considered natural or proba.
ble ? Is it in human nature? "Hath not an own.
er senses, affections. passions?" Is this the can.
duct of men, not only greatly suffering, but
deeply injured, towards the authors of their los-
ses and injuries, and while smarting under them?
Is it not equally destitute of all probability, and
contrary to all observation and experience? And
yet. this amicable intercourse and friendly deport.
ment continue, for nearly a year-up to about
the period of the institution of this suit, when
they are suddenly awakened to a full perception
of their wrongs and inj uries.

Upon this hypothesis, therefore, the conduct
of the plaintiffs is as little be solved, as that of
the defendants ; whereas upon the contrary one,
of discretionary instructions to effect insurance
upon the voyage out, the conduct of both par
ties becomes natural and intelligible, falling in
with common experience, and the usual course
of human co ..duct and feelings; and every thing,
says Domat, which happens naturally and com.
manly is taken as true,
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FLOWER & AL.

CASES IN THE SUPREME COuRT

Neither upon this hypothesis, can the testimo.
ny of the witness be better conciliated or ex
plained. When there is an apparent inconsis.
tency or contradiction in the testimony of wit.
nesses, it is a general rule, that such construe.
tion shall be put upon it, as will make them
agree, rather than such as will make them disa
gree; for the law will presume that every body
swears the truth. Swift's eu, 145, Gilb. eu, 154.

The testimony of the plaintiffs' principal wit.
ness in the cause, can in no other way be recon
ciled to the other testimony in the cause, than
by taking the contrary hypothesis, and by sup
posing that, in a short conversation, occurr,
ing long since, and in which he could take no
interest, and did not even appear to know one of
the parties, he mistook or misrecollected, the va
lue and extent of the plaintiffs' instructions. The
single fact indeed, of the supposed risk of the
vessel from equinoctial gales on her voyage back,
which she could only be exposed to on her voyage
out, shews the probability of such mistake or
misrecollection-otherwise this testi mony stands.
in the cause, weakened by intrinsic defects, un
suppported by assistant proof, met by counter
acting circumstances, and opposed by direct tes.
timony.

This testimony is said, hovvever, to derive
support from that of Fisher , but the record. to
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which I refer, shews between them rather a con- Eaql'll Di,trict
JIll", llJ19.

tradiction than concurrence, The master does ~
not pretend to know whether these instructions TERHlL & .n

't'8.

to effect insurance were verbal or written, posi- FLOWLll & AI-

five or discretionary; and also expressly declares
that he heard no mention of any insurance upon
the voyage back, His acknowledged uncertain-
ty, in these respects, is further evidenced by his
letter to the defendants, from the Havanna ,
where he says, he does not know whether the
vessel were insured or not, but is advised to pro.
ceed as if she were not. These declarations mili ,

t.ite indeed, with some parts of his principal ex
aminations; but the strongest testimony is surely
there produced upon the cross examination,

when drawn from a reluctant witness. I take no
pleasure in pointing out inaccuracies, or else se-
veral might be cited in this testimony. His be ..

lid of the vesscl''s being insured, arose, he says,
from his instructions, which he acknowledges
however, we re never communicated to the de-
fendants, and which when produced, seem to jus-
tify no such belief, and which from his letters
from the Havanna, he soon ceased to entertain.
At the Havanna he also calls himself consignee as
well as captain, and the balance of the proceeds
of sale of the brig, which he swears were left in
deposit, for those whom it may concern, was, at
his own request, expressed in his own petition to
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East'n District. the royal Consulado, left in deposit for the owners,
.lIlay, 1819,
~ and this balance, instead of 8270 as stated by him

TERR~~.& AL. in his testimony, amounted, by the ~panish pro
FLOWER &. AL. ceedings, to .8;158,37 1-2.

VV ithout dwelling on. these inaccuracies,
enough has been said to shew, that the testimo
fly of Little is not strengthened by th~tt of Fish
er; and I shall now she w, that it is directly oppos
ed by that of other 'witnesses.

It is opposed first, by the declarations of Flow.
er, at the period of his application for insurance
upon this vessel :-these declarations, accompa.
nying this application, are considered in law, as
making part of the application itself, and as such
may be given in testimony. Swijt's eu. 139,
6 E 1St. 188. Long-er, secretary of the insurance
company, in his deposition says, that Flower
(14th of February, 1817) made an application for
insurance upon the brig and cargo, from N ew
Orleans to ~ orfolk, Petersburg and Richmond;
that Flower found 2 anda quarter per cent. the pre.
mium demanded, too high-accepted it howev.
er for the cargo, because, he said, his orders
were positive, but reject. d it for th : brig, as he
had a discretion. At the period of making this
application, Flower was as devoid of interest as
the witness, whose testimony he contradicts;
his declarations may be considered like the ex
amination of a witness taken at the time, he
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was uninterested, but afterwards be-coming a East'n Ilist,·ict.
•'Il"!I. 1819.

plaintiff, in the came. 1 P. TV 288, Goss vs, Tracy. ~
His instructions must also then have been fresh TLltlllL &AL.

1:'8.

in the mind, and he could have 1:0 interest either FLOWER &. AT..

to violate or misrepresent them; and yet he de-

clared, they were discretionary, and, upon the
ground of that discretion, declined accepting the
terms of insurance proposed. Wus Flower or

Little most liable to mistake the nature of these

instructions? Are his declarations made at the

time less worthy of credit, than those of Little,

made more than fifteen months afterwards?
It is a fact also not to be omitted, that this ap

plication for insurance was made only for the

voyage out, and that nuthing was said in relation
to the voyage back: an unequivocal proof, that
the defendants' instructions, whether positive or

discretionary, did not extend to the return voy
age, in which the vessel was lost.

Is not then the testimony of Little, taking it as

unimpaired by allY objections brought against it,

fairly counterbnlanced by that of Flower? And
is not the latter, thus introduced, as credible a
witness as the former?

But the testimony of Little i" equally opposed

by that of Marsh , it being the peculiar fate of
this witness to be contradicts d by both parties.

From Marsh, Crocker (defelldants' book-keeper)

understood, that the agency of defendants, as to
VOl,. VI. ~~
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East'n Dishict. this vessel ceased upon her leaving port· and bv
.1[ay, lH19.' '- , .
~ Marsh he is also informed, that upon her .m ival

TERUIL & AL at Norfolk, it would depend 1IlJon circumstances,
7'S.

FLOWLR & AL. whether she returned to New-Orleans, or pi oceed-
ed elsewhere. Of this opinion seemed also captain
Fisher ~ when, at the Havanna. he stiled himself

the consignee of the vessel : and it is a fact, de
manding attention, that on a former, and precise
ly a similar voyage, under the command of cap

tain Jennings (as we find from his admitted tes
timony) the agt'ncj of the defendants, in like
manner ceased, and the vessel was put under the

sole control of the captain, either to return to

New-Orleans, or be Freighted for any other port
-that she thc n actually made an intermediate

voyage ;-tklt the insurance was then left to the

discretion of the defendants, and that none was
then effected upon her, from New Orleans.
Strongly corrobatory of this is also the letter ad
dressed by the deftndJ.1Jts to the plaintiffs, (If
the fourth of May, 1816, when the brig was

bouud from New-Orleans to Richmond, and on

which they recommend to the pluint ifls " to have
h. r consigned to some house flat', to send her
back here, to JVr'w- York, or any other place,
where a good Ir. ight might ofI .. r. "

Thus is the testimony of this witness found in
contradiction with the declarations of both par.

ties to this suit, as well with all the facts in the
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cause , and this concurrence against it of direct Ean'~~,.l~~irJ~t

and circumstancial proof (exclusively of inherent ~
improbability) demonstrates his misapprehension TERR::.& AL.

or misrecollectiou. Admitting however, the affir- FLOWW &; Af,

mative proof (resting principally, if not wholly, up-
on the testimony of this witness) to be only coun-
terbalance d, and the case rendered dou btfu I, the,
plaintiffs must fail, since they are bound to ad-
duce not merely an equality, but preponderance of
proof, and it is settled law, that no man can re
cover on a doubtful demand. Swift's ev. 151,
n. 11, ie!. 14.9, n, 8.

It has been objected, that as we have not cal.
It'd witnesses to impeach the credit of this wit.
ness, his deposition must, therefore, be taken as
true It is not. however, the credit of the wit
ness, that we wish to impeach, but the credibui:
ty of his t cstim ~IlY, It is further objected, that
we reach his crec!'bi!ity only through his credit,
On the contrary, we have sought to explain and
reconcile its discordance with the other testimo,
ny ; upon our hypothesis alone can this be done.

Under this head, and in this connection may be
noticed some miscellaneous objections, omitted
in the general view taken of the testimony;
though perhaps, almost too minute and iramate,
rial, either for notice or reply.

As a proof of the defendants' general neglect as
agents, (though surely not issuable in this cause)
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East:n District. is cited the acknowledged correspondence of the
~UllY, IB19.
~ captain from the Havanna; but from the testimo-

n:ltllIt. & .u, nv of the defendants' book-keeper it appears
7'8. ~ ~

Fr.ownu &..n. but one of these numerous letters was received.

(Letter B. 15th of il1fly, 1817.) This same let
ter is next used for the purpose of shewing their
continuance as ageJlts, in rcl ition to this vessel,

and fixing upon them greater responsibility, as
bting the only persnl1s, to whom the captain
looked for advice and relief ;-but its perusal at
once shews, that the defendants were merely em.

'ploj-cd as a medium of communication with the
plaiutifls , and that the request, contained in it, of
communicating to them its contents, WdS imme
diately complied with by the defendants, as ap
pears from a copy of their letter of the 11th of
June. \\. ith the same view, a letter from the plain.
tiffs to Luke and Lezir of Richmond is produc
cd, which, upon examination, turns out a mere
letter of recommendation. To this end the cir

cumstance of the payment of a small balance of
freight by Reeves is also laid hold of; which
payment, as appears from the testimony was di
rected to be made by the captain, and received
by the defendants, as the plaintiffs' general agents,
and duly credited in their general account, but,
i ndependently of ~ircct testimony on this point,
let me <15k, who did the business of the brig at
Norfolk? \Vho procured the freight, but the

captain, acting under the instructions of Marsh?
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The want of 'written instructions to effect in- Easrn Distr-ict,
• • Jlfay, 1819.

surance, particularly when those instructions are ~
said to be posuire, I have already noticed, as at TERll1T. s. .AL.

"Us.

least contrary to usage and in this case rendered I'LO":ER & .\L.

more remarkable, as SUGh instructions inxoriting
were always required by the defendants. To this
it is answered, that no such were required in
making insurance upon the cargo. Hut it will
be recollected, that this insurance was made un,

del' the eye of the owner of the cargo. who was
himself upon the spot, and sailed in the vessel.

However it fIlay be the bounden duty of a ship's
husband, if so instructed by his principal, to ob-
tain policies of insurance, it is distinctly laid down
that for this he must have express authority.
5 Burrows, 2727. Express authority suppuses
an authority in writing; and this would certainly
be lese; dispensed with upon the present occasion
as coming from a mercantile house, the business
of which, as appears [rom the admitted testimony
of J\. nnings, was loosely conducted, and a want
of harmony prevailing between the partners.
This, however, was not done; nor even an entry
made in the book, kept by the defendants for such
purposes ;-1101' even the existence of such or-
ders suspected by the defendants' bo ok.kecpe rs
whose duties as such confined them to the
cornpting.house, and necessarily m.ide them wit.
nesses to every conversation held there; and

t
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East'n District. Crocker says if such instructions were given
Jl[ay. 1819.' • ~

~ he should probably have had a knowledge of
TERRIL &; AL. them. In commenting upon the conduct of the

'Us.

FLOWEIi &; .n••, plaintiffs, I mentioned, that no sign of disappro-
bation or complaint was shewed by them either
in their correspondence or or conversation with
the defendants or with others; ne ithvr in those
with Crocker, or Jennings, or Fisher; and
alluded to their letter of the 29th July, addressed
to the captain at Havanna; and was here inter.
ruptcd by the counse I, and told that as the cap
tain could not (however closely questioned) re
collect anyone particular of that letter, but its
date, which by the way, afeui minuter afterwards
he tries to forget, I could draw no conclusions
from it. But as this letter was received in an,
swer to that of the captain's req.'iesting instruc
tions h 7U to proceed in relation to the brig, if any
mention had been made of insurance, or any
blame imputed to the defendants, for not effect.
ing it, would not have been recollected? And,
is it not also a little singular, that a letter, con
taining his instructions upon this head, should so
completely have vanished from a memory, suffi,
ciently tenacious of every other circumstance in
reiation to this vessel? And have we not also
further right to complain, inasmuch 3S every
scrip of ours has been so carefully preserved and
produced, that he should omit to preserve or
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nroduce this letter of the plaintiffs necessarily East'n District.
1 , .~[ay. 1819.
havinp such a bearing in the cause ? ~

Inthis discussion, I have shewn that by the afhr, TE\{R~~.& AI..

rnative of this proposition, not only is the te sti- Fl.OW!:R & .u:..

rnuny of the witnesses wholly discordant, but
the conduct of the parties plaintiff and defendant
utterly irreconcileablc to human experience and
common life-that the testimony of their prin-
cipal witness is weakened by inherent defects,
unaided by adopting the negative of the propo-
sition.

III. Even were these instructions positive,
the plaiutifls have failed in taking the legal steps
necessary to make the defendants liable either
for a total or partial loss; in the former case, by
neglecting to aband-n ; and in the latter, by be
ing guilty of negle cr, as well as deficient in
proof.

In this suit we are put precisely upon the foot.
ing of insurers, and the plaintiffs can recover
against us, only in point of law which they could
have recovered, in case of loss, in an action
against the uuderwriters, had the insurance been
effected. Condy's Marsh. 301, note 92. Liv:
.ligen. 326, 327 And in this action we can
av.iil ourselves of every defence, such as fraud,
d. viation, neglect even which the underwriters
might have set up in action on the policy. Id
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E"qt'n District. In the case of De Tassat E? ea. vs, Croustllet,
.May, 1819 • 1 .. f I> I" deci
~ In t H: crrcuit court a ennsy varna, It was eCI·

TbRIUL & AL. ded thit a claim again~t an agent. who had ne-
V8.

}'LOWl>R & AI.• glecttd to insure, W<1S founded on a breach of
contract: that he made himself the insurer;
Was liable as such, and entitled to the same de.

fence. (frl.) Aud before the same court in the
case of JJ1arris vs. Liuermore, the j udgment in
which was afterwards affirmed in the supreme

court! he was declared answerable for the loss

as insurer, and entitled to the premium as such.

u« )
If the present suit is brought as for a total

loss, which the prayer of the petition, claiming
85000, full value of the vessel, shews it to bet

the plaintiffs must necessarily fail: inasmuch
as they neglected to abandon their interest in the
vessel to the defendants: upon rece.lvillg news of
this accident, it was the duty of the plaintiffs,

within a reasonable time to elect, to abandon or
not: and if to abandon, to give seasonable notice
of such ubandoument. And though no particu

lar form of abandonment is prescribed, yet in
whatever form declared, it ought to be explicit;

and; if unseasonably delayed, is considered as
waved. Cond J.l1.lrsh. 589, 590-600, 609.

The propriety of this principle is too obvious

to need illustration ; had such abandonment been

scasonablj made and signified, we. should have
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been afforded an opportunity of exercising our East'n District.
JII"". 1819.

own discretion-s-of using our own credit and ~
funds, and of selecting our own. means and T'r.u nr r, & AL.'

1"8.

agents: but, by negkcting ::.0 do to, the plain- Io'LOW1R P.: AI.1

tifls have taken evelY tbing upon themselves,
and wholly deprived us of those advantages.
Neglecting therefore to abandon, it will hardly
be pretend d that they arc entitled to recover as
for a total loss, Is not their neglect, as well as
deficiency of proof, equally fatal to their preten-
sions to recover as for a partial loss ?

It will be distinctly kept in view, that though
by abandoning, the captain, (until superceded)
might be considered as our agent, yet neglect.

ing so to do, he still remained the agent of .he
plaintiffs; who, by continuing him as such have
adopted all his acts. Condo lIfarsh. 592. For

his acts therefore, they, and not we, are respon
sible; and his lie gltet is their neglect. Let us

see in what this neglect, as well as deficiency of

proof, consists, and the legal con:>equences which
result.

As a flagrant proof of continued and general

neglect, on the part of the captain, we need but

cite his state of perfect inaction, from the 13th

of May, the day of his an i vul at the Havauna,

until the 25th of June following , when for the
first time, he applied to the raj al Consulado.

This "';:IS the period. which ought to have excit-
VOL V~ -p
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East'n Di8t1'ict. ed 'his greatest diligence and activitv : but dur-
Jlfay, 1819.' • ,
~ ing this time of nearly six weeks, while the brig
TER~;~ &AL. was lying exposed to heavy expen5e, and subject

FLOWER &. n. to daily deterioration, about what, was this dili
gent captain employed? He became epistolary,
say the gentlemen, and wrote five or six unac
knowledged letters to the defendants (but one of
which, by the way, ever came to hand). He
also, it is said, unsuccessfully addressed several
merchants at the Havanna. But did these im
portant acts require a period of a month and a
half for their performance ?-True, on the 10th
of June, nearly a month after his arrival, he had
something which he terms a survey called upon
the brig j but which, I shall presently shew, is
wholly irregular and inadmissible. At last, how.
ever, having contracted debts, and his money
falling short and his crew impatient, he addresses
the Consulado, by which tribunal the brig is ap.
praised at 54030, and afterwards, at the prayer
of the captain, in order to pay the wages, provi
sion, &c. boarding of himself and crew, and the
debts incurred upon this account, she is ordered
to be sold, and about the beginning of August is
actually sold for g 1350 j making a difference be.
tween the appraisement and sale, of 52680. Of
the neat proceeds of sale, amounting to 1233, the
sum of .8492 is applied to pay the wages, provi,
sion and boarding of the captain and crew: and
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of this 8492 that of S192 exclusively to the East'n District,
, , Jl-fay, 1819.

captain; who, in addition to his wages and share ~
of provisions, is paid for six 'weeks boarding, at TERRIL 8< .U•.

VS.

the rate oJS 12 per week. The balance after pay- FLOWER &. AI;.

ing port duties, costs and charges, stands at
8357)37 1 2, instead of 8270, as stated by the
captain; and is not deposited, as stated by him
with the Consulado, for those whom it migtucon-
cern; but, at his request, for the owners.

\Vhat, under these circumstances, was the
duty of the plaintiffs or of their agent, the cap
tain? Not electing to abandon, and treating this
loss at first as a pirtial oae, and LOW seeking to
recover against us as for a total one, they ought
to be made responsible for the slightest neglect,
and held to the strictest proof. It was the first
duty o( the captain, within twenty four hours of
his arrival at the Havanna, to have rioted, and
within a reasonable time afterwards, to have ex
tended his protest. It ought to have contained a
circurnstancial account of the accidents, extract
ed from the log.book, duly attested before the
notary, and sworn to by himself, his. officers and
crew. It is always considered as a most impor
tant document, and indispensably necessary by
all laws. Jac, Sea Laws, 373-0rdin, de Bilb,
242, c. 24, no. 62. It is necessary to fix facts
when they are fresh, and to protect parties from
the fraud, misrepresentation and imposition of
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Ea,"n lJi,t,.id. the captain, insurers as well as owners. In the
.HIIl/. nl1~).

~ case of the brig- Struggle, judge Living-stan ob-
Tl:IlItll.3< AL, serves, that !' perhaps a case never occurs that

"'('s.

}'LOW'" & vt, a vessel is forced to abandon a voyage, without
stating the reasons of such deviation in the form
of a protest, at the first port where she arrives.
Although of itself it would be no evidence, the
master might have stated in his testimony, that
he had made one at Martinico, His not having

done so, subjects him to the just presumption of
his having' neglected it altogether, and that his
going thither was brought about by a necessity
of his own contrivance, and not by the act of

God, or adverse winds." 9 Crancli 75. How
came this important and necessary duty to be
neglected, of which no master that ever com
manded a vessel, is ignorant? By the plaintiffs'
counsel, it is inferred to be done, from an ex
pression occurring in one of the captain's peri..
tions to the Consulado, where he says he went,

within 24 hours, a formar su protesto, to make
his protest. But WaS it actually done ~ Ifdone,
would it not make part of the Spanish proceed.
ings? Would it not have been produced on
the trial of this cause? \\T auld not the captain
so have stated it in his testimony? By the latter
omission alone "he is subjected," to use the
words of judge Livingston, " to the just presump

tion of having neglected it altogether." But if
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actually done, why let me again ask, on the trial. East.'n DiAl,·jet.
• .~lu!!, 1819.

was it not produced? As insurers in this action ~
were we not entitled to its production? As such, n;RRIL &.u..

VB.

ought it not indeed, to have been exhibited to us FLOWER &. .!L.

even prior to the legal demand of a loss? In this
connection, 1 might also ask, why was the log-
book, clearance, &c. or other ship's papers with.
hdcl? These, as well us the protest (if ever made)
we peculiarly important in this case. From a
part of the Spanish proceedings. one might be
led to su-pect , that the brig, in fact, did not
come immediately from Norfolk, but Perth Am-
boy; which, if true. would as a deviation, dis.
charge us from the present claim. I refer to
these proceeding-s. Nota que produx» el copi-
tan Americana. de los indiciduos que componen

el equipage del Duque de su mando, jlza ut
supra, copia del Roll del brig Americana Hero.
su c..piran John Fisher. proced.mte de port

(Perth) Amboy. que entrb en este puerto de arri:
bada. Then follows the names of the six sai.
lors : the very same, whom. on the following
page, we find actually composing his crew. "'/111
it be said this "note" is taken from the register
ef the vessel, and has no relation to this voyagt ?
But this cannot be the case. as the register.
which is transcribed entire. is not introduced un-
til three pages afterwards. How is this to be got
over? 1 here is nothing to contradict it in the
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E~st~ District. shortness of the period which elapsed after the
.May, 1819.
~ brig left this port; she sailed on the 23d of Fe.

T~nRIL 8t AI.. bruary, which gave her full time to discharge her
'VB.

liLOWI'R 8t AI.. cargo at Norfolk, and afterwards touch at Perth
Amboy. The fact, that the captain, not only in
his first application to the Consulado, when he
recounts his misfortune, but in all his subsequent
ones abstains from naming the port of departure,
strengthens this suspicion j and it is also not a
little increased by the absence 01:' the protest, and
all the ship's papers.

It was the captain's next duty to have called
a survey upon the brig, in order authentically to
ascertain the amount of damage, and the expense
of repairs. This step is as important as that of
making the protest; and equally required both
by law and usage. Instead. however, of a regu.
Iar survey, we are presented with a paper, pur.
porting to be signed by the master of one vessel,
by some person (whether officer, passenger, or
sailor not ex pressed) of another, and by a ship
carpenter; in which these personages give it as

their opinion, that it would cost more to repair
the brig than she was worth; but made certain
hy no calculation of loss, nor expense of repairs'.
Stamped also with every species of irregularity;
neither called by authority, nor sanctioned by
oath, nor attested by any officer; and bearing
date, the 10th of June, nearly one month after
her anini
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The reasons also assizned for selling the brirr East'n District,
b Q oI1fay, 1819.

have nothing in common with the defendants, ~
considered in the light of insurers. She is not TEItRIL & U.

'l'S.

sold. because in an irreparable or perishable con- FLOWER &; AT..

clition, but principally in order to satisfy the wa-
ges and boarding of the captain and crew; a pro-
per reason undoubtedly for selling the brig, but
rather a slender ground to make underwriters reo
sponsible for a loss. Even the application of the
captain to the Consulado is in the nature of a li-
bel for wages.

No necessity for the sale, arising from the da
mage the brig actually received, has been dis
tinctly shewn, On the contrary, though she suf
fered some damage in her hull, the damage was
principally confined to her spars and rigging. On
the 12th of May, she is struck with lightning,
yet it appears she was not so much inj ured, as
to prevent her arriving the next day, at the Ha
varina, jifiy-.five miles distant. And so late as
the 4th of July following, she is appraised by the
Consulado at 84030, only 8970 short of her full
value, previously to the accident; when, as the
captain informs us, she was as good a vessel as

he ever sailed in, new, sound, staunch and well
formed, On her arrival then at the Havanna,
her frame generally sound, and haying received
only a local injury, was she not worthy of being
repaired? But deserted afterwards by her crew,

'.
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Eas1'Jl Distrrct, abandoned also by her captain who had put him•
.lira!!, 1819. . . .,
~ self Into 511UO" Quarters ashore-c-in a state both ot

. b J.

TE1Um, 1:, AL deterioration and dereliction. her fate was easily
"8

:FLOW>.ll &; AL. to be foreseen. The ncccssitp therefore of selling

her was one of the captain's own creation, and

produced entirely by hi" neglect and mismanage.

ment , She was in effect rather sacrificed than

sold " and this too by the mere authority of the
captain, without any pr( tcnce of instructions to
this {ff-:ct from the owners.

Upon no legal or equitable ground, can we be
made responsible for the acts of the captain; they

must be all referred to the owners by whorn he
was appointed, and of whom he continued the
agent. If insurers, we did not insure against his

neglect or mismanagement. The owners there.

fore, arc responsible f<:J1' all losses arising from

these causes. 13.Totin. 458, Grim vs. PIu.t:J2.
Ins. 8 Mass. Rep. 308, Cleoe'and \'S Un Ins. co.

But the plaintiffs have not only been guilty of

'n"g/"ct, but are also deficient in proof" and this

drficiencp principally arises from this neglect.
In a case, hcwever, always considered as a hurd
one, in which we are not voluntary insurers, but

made 50 by the operation of law. it behooved
them, claiming for a partial loss. to adduce satis

factory proof of its amount. As a substitute for
regular accounts, and those proofs, usually reo

quired in cases of insurances, to ascertain a loss

- r
.'
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they have relied upon the proceedings before the East'n District.
't May, 1819.

Consulado, sought to be helped out by the testi. ~
many of the captain, so strongly interested in TEnn~,~.& AL.

this case, to purge himself from neglect and reo FLOWEn &~,

sponsibility towards his owners, and of course
given under the strongest bias. But, ought these
Spanish proceedings, to which we were neither
parties nor privies, to be admitted as proof
ag'linst us. Were they the proceedings of a
court, and even ripened into a judgment, they
could only be evidence against a party to the ac:
zion, or one claiming under him. Peake 38,
Swift 15. Instead of this irregular and inadrnis,
sible testimony-these ex: parte proceedings,
why did not the plaintiffs pursue the cornrnis.
sion tRey took out for the Havanna, in which we
should have had an opportunity of cross. exarnin.
ing the witnesses? It would be monstrous to
believe, that we can be concluded by the decla-
rations and acts of the different persons, ernbo,
died in these motley proceedings, while we were
not heard nor represented.

From the want then of regular account and
customary proofs, and the absence of the protest
and ship's papers, though the plaintiffs may have
proved a loss, they han: failed to actertain its
amount; without which they can recover but no.
minal damages. 1 Mass. Rep . .23,6, Urqhuart
vs. Robinson. Had they been guilty of no ne-

VOL. Yr. 81)
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East'n District. glect, and had there existed an absolute necessi
ulf"y, 1819.
~ ty for the sale of the brig, and had we been shewn

TERRIL 3< AL. responsible for the loss, the rule to ascertain its
FLOW:~' I\< 4L amount, would probably be found in the differ

ence between the neat proceeds of the sale of the
brig S 1233, and her prior value S5000, giving
S3767, which less £250, amount of premium,
would leave the balance at £3,517.

But the items which stand against us (not in.
deed, in the plaintiffs' account, for they exhibit
none, but claim, as for a total loss, the unbroken
sum of $5000, value of the brig) in the Spanish
proceedings, even upon the admission of full
proof, are wholly inadmissible. As one item we

find charged the expenses of the brig, while at the
Havanna, from the 13tH' of May, date of ~r ar,

rival, up to the beginning of August, period of
her sale: even the sum received by the captain
for the wages and boarding of himself and crew,
figures in the demand :-making us, in this man
ncr, insurers upon the voyage and 'Wages, as well
as upon the body of the vessel. 1 T. R. 127;

Even the balance of S357, 377 1 :2 left in de.
posit in the Consulado for the benefit of the own
ers is not excepted in their claim.

But it is unnecessary to dwell upon particu
lars, I assert, that the plaintiffs have exclusively
claimed as for a total loss : they alledge in their
petition, the brig to be worth .85000 and l)ra,', -
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that the defendants be decreed to IJay 85000 va. East'n District.
, ,May, 1819.

lue of the said brig; and they come wholly un- ~
provided with an.\' proof to recover as for a par. T':RRIL & At.

'tIS.

tial one; they produce no statement i-they ex- T'1.0WER 8< u.

hibit no account i-they are supported by no
vouchers or documents ;-they neglect to pur.
sue the commission which they had taken out,
by which such loss might have been verified and
ascertained i-they therefore, must fail in their
demand, as for a partial loss, Neither docs this
speculation, upon the two species of loss, at all
contribute to recommend their demand. By
first treating this loss as a partial one, we arc
precluded from muking any effort to remedy or
diminish it; obtaining this advantage, they then
boldly demand as for a total loss ; and on the tri-
al, convicted of neglect and f,(iling in proof, they
come back to a partial one. And never, in a
case of insurance, \1':15 it before known, that all
what is termed the documentary proofs, was
withheld from the insurers-that not :l single
ship's papers was produced, and not even the pro-
test, if made, suffered to nppcar.

Aware that the whole case is now before the
court, as well the facts as the law, we forbear to
notice the different bills of exception, which we
took in the court below. As the plaintiffs' coun
sel, however, in default of other proof and argu.
merit, wished to derive some advantage from the
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Esto'n District. verdict of the jury, I refer to these bills of ex.
,]Jray. 18,9.
~ ception, to shew, that the jury not only were per-

TERRIL &. AL. mitted to receive improper testimony. but were
'V.f.

FLOWER &. AT-. misdirected in points of law. It being a special
jury, does not turn their finding into a special one,
and after all the ingenuity displayed, I cannot
help thinking, that there is some difference be
tween the special verdict of a jury, and the ver,

diet of a special jury. Had the plaintiffs wished
to have benefited by the verdict of the jury, they
might easily have drawn up facts to be submit
ted to them, and thus procured a special finding.
1805, 26 § 6. But neglecting to do this, it is too
late to avail themselves of their verdict; the cause
now rests exclusively upon the law and the tes.
timony. 4 Martin, 320, Abat vs. Doiiole,

DEJUPGNY, J. delivered the opinion of the
court. Abel Terril and John T. Marsh, for.
merly trading under the firm of Terril & Marsh,
owned a brig named the Hero, which while here
was consigned to the house of Flower and Fin.
lay, the defendants, in February ISH. Sometime
before the departure ·of the brig from this port,
John T. Marsh one of the plaintiffs applied to
them to cause the vessel to be insured. It is al,
ledged that he gave positive orders for that pur
pose, requesting the insurance to be made both
for the outward and the return voyage. The ina
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surance, however was not effected; and the brig E",:,',. Di~trict.
~1[,nt, 1819.

having been struck by lightning and considera. ~
bly shattered on her return here, the plaintiffs TURn, & n.

't's.

pray that their agents may be decreed to pay FLO"'ElI (;: H.

them damages to the amount of their loss.-
From the verdict and judgment which the plain.
tiffs obtained in the court of the first district, the
defendants have appealed.

The defence, which they set tJF~ ;3
1. That Abel Terrill and John T. Marsh, be.

~ng no longer ill partnership at the time this suit
was instituted, could not sue in the name of the
firm.

2 That the instructions, given by tlie appel-
lees to effect insurance, were not positive bur
discretionary, and they did not extend to the re
turn voyage.

3. That supposing the instructions to have
been positive, the appellees have failed ill taking
the legal steps necessary to make the appellants
liable.

I. The first ground we consider as untenable
in a case where all the parties interested in the
late firm have united as plaintiffs in the suit. It
would at best make it questionable whether they
can recover jointly or must have judgment each
for his share; but it cannot defeat their rights to
join in the same suit for claiming property which
is so common between them.
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II. The next plea of the appellants rests prin.
cipally on matter of fact. And here, although it
it is evident that the jury cannot have found for
the plaintiffs, without being satisfied. that the in
structions for insuring were positive. and that
they did extend to the return voyage, yet as the
verdict is a general one, and the whole of the
evidence is spread be fore us, such as it was pro.
duced below, the law makes it our duty to en
quire into that evidence, and to decide whether
it supports the finding of the jury.

That instructions. were given by one of the
plaintiffs, to the appellants to effect insurance on
the brig Hero, when she was about to sail from
this port in 'February, 1817, is a fact satisfacto
rily established. Whether these instructions
extended to the return voyage of the brig is the
question which requires investigation.-To this
point one single witness has deposed. This de
position, if rational in itself and not inconsistent
with the circumstances of the case, must prevail.
Lct us examine it attentively. An evening in
February, 1817, the witness went into the store
of the defendants with John T. Marsh, one of
the plaintiffs. and then and there heard a can.
versation which took place between Marsh and
the late Michael Finlay, one of the partners of
the house, relative to the insurance of the brig
Hero, on a voyage tlien. in contemplation to be
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performed -Here is from the beginning a E."Cn District .
•Jlll,l/, 1819.

great wa.it of certainty. as to the voyage for ~
which this is insurance is to be made. This ""lnnrr. & AL

·vs
only witness, on whose only deposition the de- FLOWkll s, u-
fondants arc to be charged, does not know what
was the voyage, about which this conversation.
took place. The brig was dispatched sometime
after to Norfolk or Richmond: but surclv ""C

are not to conclude from thence that the voyage,
in contemplation at the time of the conversation
alluded to, was indubitably the voyage which was
afterwards performed. Yet unless the identity of
the ;'oyage be proved beyond a dou bt, the plain-
tifl~' case has no basis to rest upon. But to proceed:
Marsh. who had not made up his mind about in
suring the brig, asked Finlay, "whether it
would be best to insure her;" Finlay after some
hesitation, said: "yes; the brig should be insu
red. as she will be all her return voyage cbout the
equinoctial gales." Here the witness gives the
reason for which the brig was to be insured;
that reason must be consistent ; for if the motive,
said to have been assigned for an action, is in
compatible with it, the lKrsoJl who relates what
he has heard, will be supposed to have misun
derstood the conversation. If a witness would
say that a vessel was ordered to be dispatched
in December to Greenland, to avail herself of the
long days and mild season, there would be no
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East'n District. doubt of such witness having mistaken one
JlEay, 1819.
~ country for another, and no hesitation in believ-

TERRIL & AL. ing that the vessel was sent to the south con.
~$. '

FL(}WEn~ AL. trary to the positive declaration of the witness.
The mistake here is not quite so striking, but
the act and the reason assigned for it are equally
incomp ,tible.-The owner of the vessel, hesitat
ing whether be will or not have her insured, is ad.
vised to have an insurance effected, because of
the danger of the equinoctialgales. The vessel is
likely to sail, and did astually sail, at the latter
end of February; immediate danger awaits her
the moment she leaves this port. Yet, what is
the reason assigned for the insurance? That she
will be exposed to the equinoctial gales on her
return. What ! And not on the outward voy
:lge? If she was to be insured on account of the
equinoctial gales, was not the outward infinitely
more dangerous than the return voyage'? Dur
ing the first, she was certainly to be ex posed;
Juring the second, it was doubtful. If she was
detained until the middle of April (and the evi.
deuce is that she did not sail before the 22d.
though she met with no delay) the dangerous
season was over. Yet not a word is said of the
insurance on the voyage out. and without any
recommendation to that effect, Finlay takes a
memorandum in writing of the insurance to be
made on Doth. Is this credible .2 And must we
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not conclude, on the contrarv, that the reason East'n District.
J ~lrl1Y, 1819.

assigned for insuring this vessel applied to the ~
immediate vovage, not to the other, and that the ThRRIL & AL

J 'Vs.

witness misunderstood the remark made by Fin. FLOWER &.u:

Iay.-An additional reason to be convinced, that
such was the understanding of the parties, is that
the per centage spoken of is applicable only to
one voyage. For if the insurance was to be d.
fected on both, five per cent, not two and a half,
would have been mentioned as the probable
amount of premium. The conduct of the appel
lants too, after they had given this advice, agrees
perfectly with the motive which they had assign
ed. They go to the insurance office, and pro.
pose to have the bi ig insured fur the immediate
voyage, that during which the vessel was likely
to encounter the equinoctial gales: no mention
is made of the other. And here, let us under
stand the nature of the instructions given by
Marsh to Finlay, the better to test the extent of
responsibility to which the appellants may be sub.
jcct, Marsh did not come to Fiuluy with a deter.
mined intention to have his brig insured at all
events: he did not order him at once to cause the
insurance to be made He consulted him upon the
subject; and had Finlay told him, that the insur
ance was unnecessary, it is more than probable
that he would have thought no more of it. Fin
lay. however, considering that the vessel was

Vor; VI, 81
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E",~;n r:;'~';ct. about to be exposed to the equinoctial gales, re
.J,U7'. J819.
~ commended him to have her insured on that ac-

TERRIL & n. count. It is very clear, that in 6ving that ad.
"t,g ........

FLOWUl8< ,!, vice, he must have had in vicw the outward

voyage; and, that he so understood it is evident

from the application at the insurance office. Now,

although error will not discharge an agent, to
whom positive orders are giv'en, in terms that
cannot be mistaken, because there the mistake
must be O'ting to carelessness or neglect. the
case is certainly ditlere.nt, when it is the princi,
pal, who has misunderstood the advice given
him by his agent. If the Dg-cnt evidently meant

one voyage, and the principal understood ano
th. r, no contract of mandate, can be said to have
tiken place between then); for in that, as in all
other covenants, consent is the pIincipal ingre
d ierit, ('0 'igatlO maudati consensu contrahentium
consisttt : (iF mend.) and there can be no con,
sent where the object of the contract is mistaken:

si de aHI re stipulctcr, de alia promissor scnserit,
nulla contrahitur obllglltio.

But, supposing that ~\'; arsh had given to Fin.

lay clear and explicit orders to insure the vessel,
both for the outward and return voyage, yet,
from a view of the other facts in the case, we do

not deem this sufficient to entitle the plaintiffs to

recover.

What an cgcnt fails to do according to his in-
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structions, or what he undertakes to do beyond E'''~1l DIstrict.
•1"1l'. 1819.

those instructions, will not always make him an. ~
swerable for tile cO~lscquences. If the constitu , 'I't.nn u, s, -'L.

7..'::,'_

eut chooses to ratifj' what he Ius done, or to as- l'ww"h & AL.

sent to what hi: has omitted to do, he is, of course,

discharged from any responsibility. \Ve find in

this case; th.u before t11:: return of the brig to

this port, a particular account of the expe:1ses of
the vessel, together with a general account cur.

rent between the parties, is handed to one of the
plaintiffs. The account consists of a few items,

and amounts onlv to the su rn of g 327. The arti.

de of the premium of insurance would have

nearly doubled it. Tt•.: account, however, is rc-
ccivcd, and not one word is said about the omis-

sian of the premium; and that, while it was yet
time to insure, while the pb:nt;fl~, if they really
had ordered the insurance to be made on the re-
turn voy:~ge, could p:t. have the omission suppli.
ed, or ;;;upply it themselves. \Vas not that si-
lence an acquiescence in the omission ? Most uri

doubtcdly, and why that acquiescence? For this

very simple reason: the time of the equinoctial
gales was over, and the object of the insurance
no longa existed. It ~ objected that Tcrril,
who received the account, h.id probably no know-

ledge of the orders given by Marsh. \Ve must
suppose the reverse, <mel believe that two part.
ners, who reside in the same parish, perhaps in.
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E:lst'n, District. the same house, did not fail to communicate to
.ftfay. 1819. •

.~ each other any thing material to their common
TERRIL Sc AL. interest; and that during nearly three months,

'V.
FLOWER I':< AI. which elapsed between the order for insuring and

the rendering of the account to Terril, Marsh
did not leave his partner uninformed of what he
had done with respect to the vessel, which con.
stituted, it appears, no inconsiderable portion of
their partnership stock, and in relation to which,
it is admitted, " he was always unwi\ling to ~ive

any instructions without the concurrence of Ter
ril.,,-It may be further observed, that Marsh
himself settled an account with the defendants in
July following, and gave them a receipt" for ba
lance as for statement rendered," that in August
of the same year, Terril sent them some money
to be credited on his account, and that as late as
November, he requested them to forward him
some articles, for which he says U he shall not
be in funds to pay before March." If the whole
of this conduct, and particularly the receipt of
the account in May, be not an acquiescence in
the omission of the insurance, nothing short of
an express declaration to that effect could be
deemed sufficient. ¥et, it is a principle gene.
rally acknowledged that the acts of the constitu,
ent, from which an adoption of those of his agent
may be implied, ought to be construed liberally.
III case of an act done beyond or without the au.
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Ap PEA L from the court of the first district,

thorisation of the principal, there is no doubt that Ea~t'n Di~trict.
Mm" 1819.

his knowing and seeing it, and remaining silent ~
amounts to an approbation; Pothier, COl/tract TERRIL & AL.

de mandat, no, 99. Why his silence at the ornis- F.LOw:~ &.u..

sian of an act by him ordered to be done, should
not also amount to an acquiescence, principally

while it is yet time to supply the omission, we
should be at a loss to conceive,

We are, upon the whole, s-tisfied that the ver

dict and judg-ment from which this appeal is
claimed, are predicated upon mistaken evidence,
and contrary to the rules of law, which govern the
contract of mandate.

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be annul.
led. avoided and reversed; and that judgment be
entered for the appellants with costs.

-.-
qUERRY'S esm «: JlJlUSSIER'S EX'RS.

If there be
jlldg-ment

D J d I, d h " f h against an ex-
E RBI G NY, . e ivere t e opimon 0 t e e~utor, for the

court In this case J' udgment was rendered in debt of his ies-
., tator, and no

this court against the present applicants, as ex- property?t the
, estate beIng

ecutors testamentary ot the late Jean Louis Faus- found, an exe-
• . - " ell tion issues

sier. 4 hIartm, 609. And execution having against the pro.
• • ., • : perty of the ex:.
issued against them rn their capacity, the writ ecutor, he can.
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!J:ast'n Di,jl'ict. was returned with the endorsement: " no pro•
•Hay, Itl19.
~ perty found" This being considered, as a re-

QUlmr,v\, L\.'r.. fusal on thc' part of these applicants to exhibit
VB. '

I:'.'US"ER'. the goods of the estate which they administer,
l.::;c'l",. the plaintiff prayed that the execution might be

not be relieved, levied on their own property, and the writ hav ;
without shew.. • d di 1 1'" 1
ing that all the mg" ISSUe accor 109 y, appncauon IS mac e to
property of the this court for relief azuinst that proceeding.
estate, which t> <

Came into his The question to be decided 'here is whether
hands has been '
legally admin- an executor who docs not exhibit any <roods of
:~t"rt.:!. ' • . . • b.

the estate of his testator, makes himself liable at
once to have the execution levied upon his own.

The common law rule, according to which an
executor, who docs not plead the want of assets,
makes himself liable to payout of his own pro.
perty, is not known in our practice. With us,
an executor, when sued for a debt of the estate,
is not bound to make anv other defence than that
which the testator himself mivht have made. If

d

judgment goes ag3inst the estate, execution is,
of course, levied upon its goods. But what if
the executor exhibits none? Is the plaintiff then
driven to the necessity of bringing another ac
tion against the executor himself, and of proving
either, that he has goods of the estate which he
conceals, or that he had such g'oods, and wasted
them? The practice does not seem to be set
tled positi vcly : at least we have not found in the
Spanish !)ractical books wi.hin cur reach, any
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express ru le of procceedinz upon the subject. In ;:", ., ;)i.tric t .
- .ltdl', 1819.

the Curia Pllihpica, part 2, 9 10, no. 12, we ~
sec that, ":.1gain'it the tutor or curator, no exe- Qn.nny's :EX'n.

e 'V.IIf.

cution ought to issue for the debt of the minor,
unless he does not exhibit the property of his pu

pil, &cc." Febrero, upon the same subject ex.

presses himself as follows: " although the tutcr
should have bound himself as such for the debts
of his minor, no execution ought to issue against
him, nor against his property, unless he should

fail to exhibit the goods of his pupil, for upon
his offering to render his account for the purpose
of paying, (as it is customary to stipulate it in
such contracts) he must be sued in the ordinary
,,;ay, because by his offer, he arrests the execu
tive proceedings, until the balance of his account

be ascertained, &c" Febrero, Cinco Juicios,
3, 2, 9 2~ no, 82.-Making every allowance for

the difference now existing, between the Spanish
practice and ours, the amount of this doctrine
is, that unless a tutor (and the same 'principles
certainly apply to an cxecu lor) exhibits the pro
perty which he administers, he is at once liable
to executicn again~t his own; but, that he may
obtain immediate relief by oflering to render his
account. This mode of proceeding is attended

with no hardship : the executor holds his own
fate ill his hands : if he is a faithful administrator,
be can exonerate him.elf by shewing the situa-

1·'.\ t·",,,t sn~8

xx'ns.
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East'n District. tion of the estate; if not, it is as well that he
Jlll1y, 1819.
~ should be made at once answerable, as that the

QUEIlRY'S >.X'R. creditor should be obliged to resort to another
FAu:~~'En's action, It is not for this court to say, how he

EX'KS. is to proceed in the first case: we cannot make
rules of practice for the other courts; but when
no precise mode of proceeding is established,
any step. which may lead to the end pointed out
by law, must be deemed regular.

The rule obtained in this case must be dis
charged, and the applicants Ieft to seek relief ac
cording to the principles above recognized.

It is accordingly ordered, adjudged and de.
creed, that the rule calling upon the judge ofthe
first district, to shew cause, why the fieri jacias
issued in this case, against the property of the
applicants should not be set aside, be discharged.

Seghers for the plaintiff. Livingston for tAe
defendants,
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HAL'TON

't'S'.

BARCLAY & Ar"

ApPEAL from the court of the first district. Acbimfor
damages, on ac
count of the de ....

MATHEWS, J. delivered the opinion of the fen(hl~l'S "e·
. bei ." . glect JIl nlanali-

court. Both parties emg dissatisfied WIth the JIlg' the plain.
. f h di . +' I f I tdf's "Hail's,Judgment 0 t e istrrct court, cac lot icm ap. must be specifi-

Pealed. cally la][~ as
t he- pet it ion,

The petition states that the defendants are in. an.l will not he
adrnit tc d on a

debted to the plaintiff, in the sum of L 4759, petition, which

I, f G B" 1 chal'g-es only,15, ster mg money 0 reat ritam, equa to a that the defen-
. . - lIlt'danl is indebt.certain amount III ao ars anc cents, money C eel on an ac- '

the U. S. and for greater certainty refers to an count.,
A JOInt own-

annexed account. The evidence in the cause er j,'lJable for
• • ordinary ne-

consists of wntten documents and depositions, glcct. If he be

k in di d cross i . I 1 ill tl.e habitofta cen In irect an cross 1l1terrogatones. n t re having the com-

f 1 tri l' n distri " mon ,hip insur-course 0 t re ria 111 t e istrrct court, It appear. ed, a:1tl insures
V 0T_.. Yr. R2
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East'n District. ed that the items of the plaintiff's account, con.
June, 1131~

~ sisted of complaints of negligence and miscon-
RALSTON duct in the defendants, in regard to property of

"V8. ..

BARCLAY & AL. which they had the care and management, and
his own half an unjust charge of premium of insurance on a
only. he will be quantity of cotton and tobacco of the defendant.
liab Ie to his co- •
owner for the The counsel for the defendants excepted ge.
lass. nerally to all the evidence offered by the plain

tiff, in support of his action, as being irrelevant
and inadmissible on the allegations of his peti
tion. These certainly, without looking in the
account, would lead to a belief, that the action
was founded on an insimul computassent. But
w hen examined and compared with the evidence
offered in support of them, they are found to con
tain charges of gross negligence and fraud. The pe.
tition does not state the cause of action, with that
clearness and precision, which ought to be recog
nized in legal proceedings. The obvious meaning,
in acceptation of law, of the phrase indebted on an
account is a debt arising from services rendered
on goods sold, the amount of which is not ascer,
tained by an express stipulation. In cases, in
which the obligation of the defendant to remune
rate is founded on negligence and fraud. it is in.
cumbent on the plaintiff, to set forth the charge
of negligence and fraud in his petition. Had the
evidence, in the present case, been offered by
the plaintiff, such as it appears to be, in support
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of the allegations in his petition, and were there East'n District.
•• June, 1819.

110 circumstance exhibited by the record, which ~
shew that the counsel for the defendants had per- RALSTON

V8.

feet know ledge of the charges, which they were BARCMY &. .&.I•.

called on to contest, we should probably be of
opinion that the exception ought to be sustained.

But, it appeclrs they had such knowledge before
they entered on the trial of the cause, from the
manner in which the cross-examination of the
plaintiff's witnesses is conducted, and other in-
cidents: it is believed, that now to overrule the
opinion of the district court, in admitting the
evidence, would be doing injustice, as the object
of certainty and explicitness, in setting forth the
course of action in a petition, is to inform the de.
fendant of the claims and pretcutions against
which he has to contend.

In relation to the merits of the case, the evi
dence shews, that the plaintiff and defendants
were joint owners of the ship Alpheus, which, by
her register, stood in the name of the defendants,
who acted as ships-husbands : that they have
been in the practice of insuring the ship at her
full value, thereby securing the interest of the
plaintiff and their own, until a voyage attempted
to be nude, in 1816, in which she was lost,
wherein they had only insured one half of her va·
lue, which they claimed for 1heir own benefit. It
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~ast'n Di.trict. is further shewn in evidence that the plaintiff 11.
June, IdlY. "
~ 1815, shipped on board of said ship, and con-
Rl.~.:.roN signed to the defendants, 300 bales of cotton and

BARCL~Y &. AL. 30 hogsheads of tobacco, from New-Orleans to
Liverpool, and requested the defendants to have
insurance made thereon; that the letter advising
them ofthe shipment, and containing a request to
have insurance (fleeted, was received only two
days before the arrival of the ship at Liverpool.
These are the only important facts, established
by the testimony on the part of the plaintiff, as
connected with the charges in his account.

The first is opposed by the defendants, on the
ground of want uf instructions to insure, and the
second, on that of having faithfully and honestly
complied with the plaintiff's request by insuring;
his cotton and tobacco, paying the premium, &c;
On this latter charge against the defendants, the
only question which arises is one of fact. and ac·
cording to the whole testimony relating to it,
we see no reason to differ from the opinion of the
jury expressed in their verdict.

The plaintiff's right to recover, on account of
the alledged neglect of the defendants. in not
causing his interest in the ship to be insured, de.
pends more upon legal questions. The evidence
in the cause shews most clearly, that the plain.
tiff and defendants were joint owners and part,
r.ers in the ship, of which the latter had the ex-
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elusive possession, care and management. Ac. East'n District.
June, 1819.

cording to the law contractus quulem of the Ro- ~
man digest, they are answerable to the plaintiff RA~~TOY

for ordinary negligence. They were bound to BAReLA'." &...1$

take the same care of his interest in the common
property, which they did of their 0 w n. This
they have not done; having failed to insure for
him, whilst they did for themselves. They are
liable also on another ground : having been in
the practice, of insuring the plaintiff's interest in
the ship as well as their own, it is to be presum-
ed, that for that purpose they had proper authori,
ty, and could not legally decline performing the
Same service, without making the circumstance
known to him. Domat, 1, 15 § 4, art. 4.

As to the plaintiff's claim for a difference in
the price, we arc of opinion, that it is not sup
ported by the evidence.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be af
firmed, and that each party pay his own costs
in this court.

Duncan for the plantiff, Livingston for the de.
fendants.
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East'n District,
June, 1819.

~

MORTMAIN

'Vs.
LEFAUX.

t::ASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

JlfORT.-ftf.fJ.IN vs. LEF.fJ.UX.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
of New. Orleans.

Hone under- l\1ATHEWS, J. delivered the opullon of the
takes to con.
duct a newspa. court. The plaintiff and appellee instituted this
per, for a given suit, to recover compensation for services reno
time, and he
quit, it before dered to the defendant, in editing a newspaper,
its expiration,
because the called Le JJioniteur. He relied on a written
owner insists on • ".
having a piece agreement entered mto by the parties, by which
pr-inted in It, • 1 h h I ld hid"which he disap- It was covenantee t at e s lOU ave t ie I.

proves, he can. rection and manazernent of the l)aper during the
not recover pay. b ,
ment for the absence of the defendant from the city, or at
time he con-
ducted the pa. least for the space of one year.. and that the pro.
per fits should be divided among them. The peti.

tion states, that he had by great trouble and pain
procured an increase of subscribers, that he had
been conducting its publication for the space of
three weeks, with such diligence and discretion,
as to promise considerable profit, when the de.
fendant interfered, in violation of his contract,
and insisted, in opposition to the true interest of
both, on having published a piece of his own
composition, in favour of monarchical power.
In consequence of which interference, the plain,
tiff withdrew from the defendant's printing of.
fice, and refused any longer to take upon him.
self the care of editing the paper.

On this statement of the cause of action, tak.
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eu tozether with the written azreement of the East'n District.
. b . • b .. JUlie, 1819.

parties, we are of OpU1H11l, that the plaintiff has ~
no right to recover. MORTMAIlt

H
. 'V8

avmg by an express stipulation the care, and LEFAU't:.

direction of the manner in which the Moniteur
should be conducted, during all the time of the
absence of the proprietor, or for the term of one
year, whilst that period continued he was mas-
ter of the press, and had as much right to refuse
the publication of any improper piece, offered
by the defendant, as of those presented by any
other person. He ought to have maintained his
situation and standing as editor, and persisted in
the fulfilment of his duties, under the contract.
There is nothing alledged or proven against the
defendant, which authorised the plaintiff, to de-
cline the performance of his engagements, dur-
ing the period stipulated, and to sue for damages:
as on a breach committed by the defendant.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged anddecreed,

that the judgment of the parish court be annul.
led, avoided and reversed, and that judgment, as
in a case of non-suit, be entered against the plain
tiff and appellee, and that he pay costs in both
courts.

De Armas for the plaintiff, Denis for the de·
fendant.
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East'n Distr ic.
June, 1819.

~

Go,n;z
"l'8.

BoxxsvAI..

A slave does
not become
free, on his be
ing illegally
imported into
the state.

CASES IN THE SUPREMl<i eOUIU

GOol1IEZvs. BON.I"I~E,,:n.

A P PEA L from the court of the first district.

DERBIGNY, J, delivered the opinion 'Of the
court. The petitioner is a negro in actual state
of slavery: he claims his f eedom, and is bound
to prove it. In his attempt, however, to shew
that he was free, before he was introduced in
this country, he has failed, so that his claim now
rests entirely on the laws prohibiting the intro
duction of slaves ill the United States. That the
plaintiff wac; imported since that prohibition does
exist, is a fact sufficiently established by the evi.
deuce. What right he has acquired under the
laws, forbidding such importation, is the only
question which we have to examine. Former
ly, while the act dividing Louisiana into two ter
ritories was in force in this country, slaves, in.
traduced here in contravention to it, were freed
by operation of law; but that act was merged in
the legislative provisions, which were subse
quentlv enacted Oll the subject of importation
of slaves into the United States generally. Un
der the 110\Y existing laws, the individuals thus
imported acquire no .personal rights: they are
mere passive beings, who are disposed of, ac
cording to the w ill of the different state legisla
tures. In this country, they are to remain slaves,
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and to be sold for the benefit of the state. The East'n District.
June, 1~19,

plaintiff, therefore, has nothing to claim as a free. ~
man; and as to a mere change of master, should GOM"Z

7"'/,

such be his wish, he cannot be listened to in a BUXHVAT.

court of j ustice,

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be af
firmed.

Porter for the plaintiff, Dauexac for the de
fendant.

-.-
EOUTIIE.JIPS EX'R vs, DUCOURNJiU.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city If the VP"'~{j

,)1' New-Orleans. covenant l"
ch-ar the e"iLltt
of an iucurn
hl'~lnrt', iI11t:l'e~~

MAT HEW S, J. delivered the upInlOn of the wrll uo-. he al.

court. This suit is brought to recover the last :~::;l'l~\~)illl:~,e

instalment of the price of a tract of land which dll"'. all,: 1;,I~
, Veil 1 I' has

belonged to the estate of the deceased. and was I..no\.i,,]gc .r
sold by the plaintiff to the defendant. The net ::,j~;~,:~;;:,',
of sale states the e-xistence or a mortgage, on the
premises in favour of n,_'rgcr, the vendor of Bou-
themy, which the executor covcuauted to have
raised and cancelled, before the Ia-.t instalment
should become payable. The note, '.. , liich \i-~IS

given for it, was made payable on the iirst oj
VOL. VI. 8~1
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Ea,·'n ni.Hct. March 1815 but the vendee in justice and equity
June, 1819. "
~ and according to his stipulation in the act of sale,
BO~~~~Y's was not bound to pay till the property should be

"S. freed from the incumbrance of the mortgage in
DliCOUIUUU.

favor of Berger. The amount secured by that
mortgage, as it now appears, had been paid off
and discharged long before the time, at which the
last instalment of the price became due, accord.
ing to the words of the note given for its pay
ment. But this was not made known to the reo
gister of mortgages, so as to have the mortgage
regularly raised and cancelled, neither was the
knowledge of it communicated to the defendant
and appellant. It seems to have been a late dis.
covery of the plaintiff and appellee himself. Pay
ment substantially extinguishes a mortgage, and
as in the present case, the register had rais
ed Berger's, in obedience to an erroneous order
of the parish court, now, that it is clearly ascer,
tained to be extinct by pay ment, the plaintiff
ought to recover.

The parish court having allowed interest, on
the amount adjudged, from the time at which it
appears to have been pa) able, according to the
expressions in the note, it is contended against
this part of the judgment, that the principal was
not due, till after the discharge of Berger's mort.
gage was explicitly made known to the defendant,
and consequently, no interest ought to have been
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allowed before that time. This knowledge does East'n District.
• June, 1819.

not appear) to have been brought home to the ~
defendant) till the trial of the present suit. We Bo::~:n's

arc) therefore, of opinion that the parish court »e.
DucoURNAU.

erred.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and reo
versed, and this court proceeding to give such a

judgment, as, in its opinion, ought to have been
given in the purish court, it is ordered, adjudged
and decreed, that the plaintiff and appellee, reco
ver from the defendant and appellant) two thou.
sand and twenty. five dollars, and that the former
pay costs iu this court.

Aforel for the plaintiff, Workman for the de.
fendant.

-+-
JOURIJA.lt/' & .8L. YS. WILLJ.iJ..7fIS ~JJ.L.

ApPEAL from the court of the first district. If the marri
age contract ex.
presses that the

DERBIGNY, J. delivered the opinion of the wife brings as
• her dowry

court. The plaintiffs, as children and heirs of 32373, in font'

h I M L · Ch . . I' slaves appraised
t e ate ary oursa auvin, WIfe of ..oms F. at 82200, and

Trouard, alledge that they are creditors of their ~~~tfea~~dt~~i.
father) for the amount of the dotal and other pro. ture, thfehPt'o.

per ty 0 t e
pert)" of their said mother, and demand to be slaves passes to

the husband.
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~a,t'n n"trict. paid by priviledge the proceeds of sale of a cer-
June, 1819. <

~ tain mulatto girl, a slave of their said father, seiz-
Jill "",'; .. AL ed at the suit of D. C. Williams, one of the de.

7\9,

WIL"LI"",S & ,IL. defendants.

The plaintiffs had put at issue, in the court be
low, their whole claim on their father's estate,
amounting, as they said, to seventeen thousand
nine hundred and eighty-two dollars; but the
court decreed, that having failed to support it,
they could not recover,

They have now reduced it to so much as may
embrace their present demand, so that instead of
taking into consideration the different items, of
which it was composed, this court is called upon
to decide only, whether the dot or dowry of their
mother is due to them in money. for should it be
so aw.irded, it is admitted by both parties that the
sum here in dispute, to wit: the price of the mu
latto girl Sophia, does not exceed the balance
which they would be entitled to receive on that
dowry.

The only question, therefore, submitted in the
present case to this court, is, whether the proper.
ty brought in marriage by the mother of the
plaintiff, consisting of sundry negroes and some
moveable property, was delivered to their father
under an appraisement amounting to a sale; for
if such was the case, the ownership of those
slaves and moveables was transferred to him: the
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price of appraisement was substituted in lieu of East'n District.
June, 1819.

the thing", and his propf'rty was from that amount ~
legally mortgaged tor the payment of that price. JOUllflAN & AI:

The expressions in the marriage contract are, 'VILLI~:r'S & AL.

on the part of the wife, that she brings for dowr y,
the sum of two thousand three hundred and se
venty-three dollars, in four slaves judicially
appraised at two thousand and two hundred
c1ollars, and the balance in cattle and furniture,
and on the part of the husband, that he ac
knowledges to have received the said sum of
two thousand three hundred and seventy. three
dollars, in the slaves, cattle and furniture above-
mentioned, of 'which he gives his formal receipt
and acquittance.-\Ve do not conceive, how any
doubt, can have arisen on expressions so clear,
that the articles composing the dot of the wife
were transferred to the husband for the price of
appraisement. The Spanish law did not require,
as our code now does, any express declaration,
that the property appraised and delivered to the
husband, is intended to be conveyed to him for
the price of appraisement. That resulted from
the fact of appraising, and delivering on one side
and receiving on the other for a given sum. Even
in case of doubt the transfer was presumed. We
deem it useless to dwell on so plain a question.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
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L,"t'n lli,trict. that the judgment of the district court be annul.
June, 1819.
~ led, avoided and reversed; and that judgment be

.TnlJilDA"i s, AI,. entered for the plaintiffs for the neat proceeds of
't's.

\YILLlA2I1S& AI" the sale of the mulatto girl Sophia, now in the
hands of the sheriff; and that the costs in both
courts be paid by the appellee D. C. Williams.

Morel for the plaintiffs, Hennen for the defend.
-ants.

JV'J1,N'C.J1llR0 TVVS. 1'0 UNG ~ JlL.

It \.ile share
of a part owner
of" steam boat
be attached,
and the others
obtain the dc
hvery of the
boat to thcm,
on giving bond
to abide the
j Itdgment ofthe
court; their Iia.
brlity does not
exceed the in
terest of the
defendant.

Ar PEA L from the court of the first district.

DE RBI G NY. J. delivered the opinion of the
court; John Nancarrow, the plaintiff in this case,
being creditor of John House, a citizen of Ken
tacky, sued out a writ of attachment against the
property of said House, in the first district of this
state, by virtue of which writ the steam boat
Franklin, whereof House was part owner, was at
tached. The other owners, to relieve the boat
from that attachment, came forward and filed
their claim for the three fourths of that vessel,
offering at the same time ,. to give security to
account for such part, as should be found to be.
long to the defendant John House, upon a final
adjustment of their respective claims and ac
counts, upon a due appraisement or sale of the
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interest and share of the said John House. "-On Easr'n DI~!lic'
. • • June. 1819.

the fiImg of that claim and on motron of the coun- -...rv.......

sel for the claimants, it was ordered by the court, N.\NCAIlHOW
't's.

"that the boat should be delivered to the claim- Yorxs f~ AI.

ants upon their executing bond in the sum of
ten thousand dollars, with Maunsel "\ihite, their
surety, conditioned to abide the judgment of
the court in the premises. "-Judgment having
been rendered against House in favor of Nancar-
row, for seven thousand one hundred and twelve
dollars, and thirty three cents, and only a part of
that sum having been satisfied, out of the pro.
ceeds of the sale of House's share in the steam
boat Franklin, the present suit is brought against
his co-proprietors, on the bond by them given,
to recover from them the balance remaining due
on the said judgment.

1"0 support this pretention, the plaintiff relies
on the expressions of the bond into which the
claimants have willingly entered, "to abide and
perform the filial judgment to be made in the
premises. "-°1 his, it is contended, is a promise
to satisfy the judgment to be rendered against
lIouse.-But, the claimants did not subscribe
this bond as sureties for House: House is not
even a party to the bond. They subscribed the
bond as principals, and gave surety besides: they
subscribed as parties to the suit, and engaged to
abide by the judgment to be rendered against
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East'n District. them, on their offer <, to account for the part of
June, 1819.
~ the defendant John House, in the stearn boat

NANCARROW Franklin." This bond, is not one of those which
't'8.

YOUl'iG & AL. the law requires from a defendant. who wishes

to relieve the property attached These claim
ants were not defendants: they were third par.
tit's, who complained that their property had been
attached to pay the debt of another; but at the
same time, as they acknowledged that an undi
vided part of that property belonged to the de.
fendant, they prayed that the whole should be
delivered to them, on their giving security to ac,
count for the defendant's share, upon its appraise
ment or sate. After this prayer, the property is
ordered to be delivered to them, on their giving
bond with surety to abide by the judgment of the
court. This must necessarily be understood, in
relation to their obligation to account for the
share of their co-proprietor; but should it reo
main doubtful, from the manner in which the

order of the court and the bond are worded, whee
ther these claimants intended any thing more
than making themselves responsible for the share
of the defendant, justice commands to put upon

that bond, the most equitable construction, and
will reject an interpretation which would tend to
make them pay the defendant's debt, not only
out of his share, but out of their own.
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It is therefore ordered, adjudged and de. East'n District.
" JUlie, 1819.

creed.. that the judgment of the district court be ~
annulled avoided and reversed and that judg. NANCARRUW

, , 'V8.

.ment be entered for the defendants with costs. YUUNG & AI.

Eustis for the plaintiff, Turner for the defend.
ants.

--
TREGRE vs, TREGRE.

ApPEAL from the court of the first district. A husband
may proceed,
without his

DERBIGNY J. delivered the opinion of the wife. to the par·
, tition of the

court. Antoine Tregre, the defendant, after the moveable pro-

d h f M B H
" perty of a sue

eat a .( ary arbe aydel, Ius wife, caused an cession accrued

inventory of their Joint estate to be made, and un. tOII~err'l .
a 0 eVI'

der the 2d. section of the ,. act to amend the den~e cannot he
rece ived of the

ninth section of the eighth title of the first book irregulurity of
•• the proceedings

of the <hgtst, respectlllg tutors and curators of ofa family
. 11_" b . d 1 lIb d meeting beforenunors, ~C. 0 tame t re W 10 e estate to ea· the parish

judicated to himself for its estimated value. The judItlfe, I
sue I pro.

children of Antoine Tregre, and Marv Barbe ef"~ding~ be
c. - wrrtten in

Haydel were nine in number, four of whom were Fi-ench , the':
will be se:

of age, and the others minors. Of these nine aside. .

children, four appear as plaintifls in this case, and
demand that the adjudication be declared null
and void, and that a new estimation, sale and par.
tition of the property may be ordered.

VOL. YI, &4
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East'n District.
June, 1819.
~

TREGRE

"V~.

TREGRE.

l:AS.ES iN THE SUPRKME COURT

The district judge has dismissed their petition
on the ground, that the decree of adjudication
being a judicial proceeding, their complaint
against it ought to have come before 111m in the
form of an appeal. This reasoning, we think,
was correct with respect to one of the plaintiffs,
but not to all, for some of them were not parties
to the adjudication, and therefore, could not have
appealed, or if they could, were not bound to re
sort to that mode of proceeding as their only re
medy.

The principal grounds, on which the plaintiffs
rely, are, that the family meeting, whose consent
is required by law to an adjudication of this na
ture, was irregular and incomplete, and that the
proceedings on the adjudication were not writ.
ten in English, as all judicial proceedings ought
to be. Tiley have further alledged various other
causes of nullity, which will hereafter be exam.
ined, if found. necessary.

Previous to entering into an investigation of
the merits of this case, the relative situation of the
plaintiffs must be understood and fixed, and a
discrimination, between their respective rights,
established. Two of the plaintiffs, Mary and Ci.
te Tregre are the wives of Elie Giron and Syl.
vain Roussel, who appear to have been present
at the inventory, appraisement and adjudication,
and to have received their respective shares of
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the whole estate: another Eulalie Tregre now East'n District.
, 'June, 1819.

married to G. Haydel, was, at the time of the in. ~
veniory, a minor above the age of puberty, whose TR::,RE

curator ad lites Elie Giron, signed the proceed- TREGRE.

iJigS; the fourth, Joseph Tregre, was also a mi-
nor above the age of puberty, whose curator ad
lites WdS then, and still is the same Elie Giron:

The two first, have clearly no right to petition
against the adjudication of so much of the pro.
peny inventoried, as consisted of moveable pro.
perty. A husband being by law authorised to
proceed, without his wife, to the partition of the
moveable part of a succession accrued to her.
The claim of n.ulalie Tregre is also inadmissible,
so far as it respects the moveable property, the
person, who has married her since, being proved
to have received, as well as the others, her share
of the price of adj udication of the whole estate.
As to Joseph Tregre, who is still in the same si
tuation as on the day of the adjudication, that is
to say a minur assisted by the same curator, his
petition is, on his part, premature, and on the
part of his curator, a most extraordinary step, to
say the least of it.

The demand of the three married women, au
thorised by their respective husbands, to petition
against their acts must be considered, so far as it
respects the immoveable property and slaves, as
strictly legal) whatever may be its aspect other,
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East'n District. wise; and the enquiry now is, whether the adju
JUlie, 18:9.
~ dication of that property to their father, was made

TREGRE according to law.
'V8.

TRl.GRE The attempt to shew, by parol evidence, that
the proceedings conducted by the parish judge
were irregular, and that the record of them does
not contain the truth, was resisted by the defend
ant, on the ground that no oral testimony can be
introduced against matter of record, except only
where such record is attacked as false, and then
under the rigid rules prescribed by law to the par.
ty, who undertakes to prove the falsity. We
think, with the counsel for the defendant, that the
plaintiffs have not pursued such steps here. as
could entitle them to produce witnesses to im.
peach these proceedings.

But the counsel for the plaintiffs says that,
supposing the proceedings to be otherwise regu.
lar, they are radically defective in one point, to
wit: because they are not written in English as
the constitution requires.-The language of our
constitution is that, "all laws which mav be

"passed by the legislature and the public records
of this state, and the judicial and legislative writ.
ten proceedings of the same, shall be promulga
ted, preserved and conducted in the language ill
which the constitution of the United States is
written .,

It has. been debated between the parties. whe-
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-ther these proceedings are such as the law calls East'n District.
June, 1819.

judicial. But having no doubt, that the acts of ...,...,.....,
a judge presiding as such to the partition of an TaKGKIO

( 'Vs.

estate, and decreeing the adjudication of it ac. TalOGa'S.

cording to law, are stamped with the character
of judicial proceedings, it is our duty to declare,
that unless such proceedings are written in En-
glish, as the constitution directs, we are bound
to pronounce them void.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be revers
ed; and this court proceeding to give such judg
ment, as they think ought to have been given
below, do further adjudge and decree, that the
adj udication made to the defendant, of the slaves
and real estate, inventoried as the common pro
perty of him and his children, be set aside and
avoided , and that a new partition of the said ob
jects be proceeded to according to law, reserving
to the defendant his right against the husbands
of the plaintiffs, to compel them to account for,
or refund the sums which they have received, as

the shares of their wives in the appraised value of
the said slaves and real estate.

Morse for the plaintiffs, Moreau for the de.
fendant,
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PLJ1J1tTERS' BJINK VS. GEORGE.

Ap PEA L from the court of the first district,

East'n District.
June, Itl19.
~

J'LA::O'fERS'

}lANK.

'liS.

uEORGE. DERBI G NY, J. delivered the opinion of the
A witness, is court. In this action, the Planters' bank demand.

not protecte~ ed of the defendant master of the briz Hannah
from answermg , b

a question, on and Rebecca, the reimbursement of a quantity of
the ground,
that he may dollars, contained in a keg, which was sent to
thereby make. •
himself liable to be shipped on board of hIS vessel, and was, as
a civil suit. they alledge, lost through his carelessness-

The facts, however, being settled by a special
verdict, in which the jury have declared, that this
loss did not happen through the defendant's fault,
there is no occasion to enquire into the merits of
the case as they now stand.

But the plaintiffs contend that, had the facts
been presented to the jury, in the manner ill which
he had stated them, and which the court would
not admit, a different result would have been. ob.
tained from their verdict. It is, therefore, ne
cessary to ascertain, whether the district judge
acted correctly in refusing to submit those facts
to the jury.

By the 10th section of the act, entitled, "all
act to amend the several acts, to organize the
courts of the state," it is provided: "that in eve
ry case to be tried by a jury, if one of the par
ties demands that the facts set forth in the peti-
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tion and answer should be submitted to the said I:ast'n Distr-ict.
, June, W19.

jury, to have a special verdict thereon, both par- ~
ties shall proceed, before the swearing of the said I'L~~~~Rs'

jury, to make a written statement of the facts so '!-'S.

alledged and denied, the pertinency of which GEORGE.

statement, shall be adjudged of by the court and
signed by the judge, and the jury shall be sworn
to decide the question of fact or facts so alledged
and denied, &c "-This provision, which is, we
think, the last that was enacted on this subject,
requires the facts to be submitted to the jury, as
they are alledgc d and denied.-This seems to
have been understood as meaning, that the issue
must be submitted to the jury nearly verbatim,
as set forth in the pleadings. But should such
have been the intention of the legislature, there
was no necessity to provide that the pertinency
of the statement of facts should be judged of by
the court, fur if the statement was to contain the
allegations and denial in the words of the plead.
ings, there was no dou bt about their pertinency.-
N a such restriction, we conceive, was ever in-
tended; and no such restriction could have been
prescribed without defeating the object of the law,
which evidently is to enable the parties to ob-
tain from the jury, their decision upon the naked
facts, unconnected with any matter of law. Tak-
ing this very case as an example, the petition
states that the dollars here claimed were de):
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East'n District. vered to the defendant. and that they were
June, 1819.
~ lost through his carelessness. To shew such a
PLANTERS' delivery, the plaintiff could certainly state as a

BANK

'V8. fact that the delivery was made to an agent of
GEORGE,

the defendant; but finding that they were de.
livered to the defendant himself, on evidence of
delivery to an agent. is a finding on matter of
law, for what constitutes an agent, and how far
be may bind his principal, are matters of law.
Again, it is said in general terms, that these dol.
lars were not lost by the fault of the defendant:
-this is, to all intents and purposes, a general
verdict, the result of a consideration of both law
and facts Yet, for aught we know, the facts,
on which this opinion is predicated, might not
warrant such a conclusion. The object of a spe.
cial verdict is to establish facts, not inferences
from facts One of the questions proposed by the
plaintiff was, whether the loss happened after the
ropes had been tied round the keg of dollars, and
while the crew of the brig, was by the direction
of the mate, hawling it on board. This was a
proper fact tg be submitted to the jury. Then
the inference from it would have been. either
that it happened through the defendant's fault,
or that it was not chargeable to him. But this
inference was matter of law, because what con
stitutes neglect in a carrier is matter of law.

It is hardly necessary to travel out of this case,
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for example, to shew that a verdict to be special East'n Distr-ict.
, , June, 1819.

must state the naked facts and no more, and that a ~
verdict on a question couched in :reneral terms, PLIVf>U"'

~ n \ \J(

wilt nine times out of ten, be found to include r «

eJo,ORGr

matter of law as well as of fact.-It appears to
us, therefore, proper to admit the parties to lay
before the jury the facts of their case, as nak- d as
they can present them, and that no other restric
tion can be imposed upon them, than to require
such facts to be pertinent to the issue, In this
case, we think, that such part of the facts stated
by the plaintiffs, as had no other object than to
establish the agency of Taylor and Purdon, on
this occasion, as agents of the brig, were irrele,
vant to the issue. in a suit against the captain
alone, but that the rest was pertinent.

The plaintiffs further complain, that a witness,
by them summoned, was excused from answer.
ing, because the questions put to him, tend. d to
extort from him a disclosure of facts which might
anect his interest, so as to make him liable to a
civil suit.

Upon a question of this kind, the ancient laws
of the country can afford no assistance. Laws
which required torture to be inflicted on witnes
ses, suspected of participation in a crime, to com.
pel them to reveal their own guilt and infamy,
would not be "ery tender in protecting a witness,
when his interest alone was at stake. Such laws,

V()L~ YI- ~~
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East'n District. being at open war with the principles of a free
June, 1819.
~ government, must be considered as abrogated in
pu"nRS' common with all dispositions, repugnant to the

B~:.K liberality of our institutions -Hen~e, as milch
G£OltGE. f . .. 1 I r I from a tacit convicuon, t rat t ie rorrner aws 0

evidence are sometimes adverse to the priviled,
ges of freemen, as from the introduction of the
trial by jury with all its concomitants and conse
quences, it has grown into practice to resort,
upon questions of evidence, to the principles re~

cognized in a country where liberty directs the
administration of justice.

Referring, therefore, to those doctrines, we find
that in England, it was long doubted, whether
the respect due to individual security and corn
fort, would permit to compel a witness to dis
close facts, which might subject him to a civil
action, or charge him with a debt. Much was
argued on both sides of the question; decisions
were given, disclaiming any right to extort such
disclosures; till at last, on a question referred by
the house of lords to the twelve judges, eight of
them, with the chancellor, were of opinion, that,
provided the facts sought to be proved did not
expose the witness to any penalty or forfeiture,
he was bound to disclose them, though they
should eventually subject him to a civil suit.

After that solemn adj udication, in a country
where personal rights are so well understood,
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there can be no inconvenience in adhering to East'n District
June, 1819.

those principles here, where the laws which we ~
derive from our former government are far from PL!5TE!<S'

BANK

being so liberal. 1 Am. Law JOUrIl. 223. VB.

GEQRGE.
In truth, it is difficult to conceive why, in the

same court, where the parties themselves may
be compelled to disclose the secret which may
ruin their case, nay, where their silence, on such
a question, is taken as an implied confession of
the fact, where the prej udice to be suffered by
that compulsion is certain and immediate, wit.
nesscs, called upon to avow a just debt or confess
themselves liable to a just claim, should be au
thorised to conceal the truth to the injury of
others, merely because they may eventually be
exposed to pay what they justly owe.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be revers
ed, and that this case be remanded, to be tried
anew, with instructions to the judge to admit and
suffer to go to the jury, the facts stated by the
plaintiffs, except such part thereof, as relates to
the agency of Taylor and Purdon as agent of the
vessel only, and also to admit the testimony of
Thomas L. Taylor, and require his answers on
all facts pertinent to the issue, although the dis
closure of such facts may expose him to a civil
suit,
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East'n Dislrict.
JUlie, IR1<'.
~

P.L4.~l't<RSt

DANK
"l'R.

Gl:.lJRliE.

JJASES IN THE SUPREME COURT

Livermore for the plaintiffs, Maybin for the
defendants.

---
lIU,NT vs, NORRIS ~ .ilL.

I
6meitJ,

48 3g81

I
6m 676

e1l5 4

.ll2.....Z

Wher" a suit ApPEAL from the court of the first district.
1'; Hot OIl trial
bef",'c' he jllry,
It c.mnnt be dis- .1\1.\ THE W s, J delivered the opinion of the
conuuued,
without the court. The pleadings, as they appear on the re.
:ea\e of the .• • l
court. cord, present a contest for decision an::>wg 111 0--

'I'lu- owners. . . h J
ofa steam buat, cattone opens merctum ve enaarum or contract
~~;~})~,~,~'b~.efire, of hiring of the carriage of goods: and the prin
are notIiable to cipal qll estion relates to the liability of carriers
tile freighters '
it'lt a;:l:var, : according to our laws on the subject of this spe.
that proper dlo. ,.
ligence Was Cles of bailment.
,I""!. a hhough 'l'h . . . . h I c d h
the acc rdcnt e petItIon IS In t e usua 10rnI, an t e
happened i,l the plaintiff claims damages to the amount of the va
mg-ht Will lst the
b,;at wa,""'I a lue of certain goods and merchandize, contained
returu tCOlD a . • •
hp up the rr- in boxes and packages, which were placed by him
v-r t» procure b d f h b V . h 0

wood, during Q11 oar 0 t e steam oat esu VIUS, t en lying
which she rail in the port of New-Orleans to be carried to Nat-
i!:g'I'olll1d while '
h'er '"an,is were chez, He states that the goods were not deli.
geltll1g" in •
wood, vcred according to contract, but were lost and

destroyed by fire, on board of said boat, in con
sequence of the negligence and misconduct of the
master and those employed under him.

Before a discussion of the merits of the case,
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it is necessary to dispose of a bill of exceptions East'n District.
June, 1819.

taken by the plaintiff's counsel to the opinion of ....,...,...."
the district court, in denying him the priviiedge Hm.-r

'l'8.

of discontinuing his suit; after the trial had be. MOIlRIS &.u.

gan and the evidence was closed, but before the
ca-e "vas finally submitted to the court for deci-
SIan

If the introduction of the trial by jury, in our
system of jurisprudence, necessarily brings with
it all the rules of the common law of England, on
that subject, it is clear, that a plaintiff may, at
any time, before the verdict of the jury is record.
ed, suffer a non suit; This practice which at I

first originated in the liability of plaintiffs to be
amerced, when they failed in their suits, at the
discretion of the king pro fa/sa clamore, since
the disuse of amercements, has been continu-
ed for their benefit, in cases in which they sup-
pose, that sufficient evidence has not been given
to maintain their claims. Admitting that this
must be an inevitable consequence of the trial by
j ury , it does not appear to us, that an absurd in.
consistency in practice, should be exhibited
should a different rule prevail in cases, sub.
mitted entirely to a court, competent to judge
them both as to law and fact, wherein the discon-
tinuance should he left to the discretion of the
court. Issues of fact are not, in our system of
rractice, necessarily to be tried by a jury: their
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Ea~t'n District. trial in that way' depends on the option of ei,
June, 1819. '
~ ther party: and, as by the choice of a defendant,

HU>lT a plaintiff may have his case submitted to J. udges
'V8. h

~10RRIS St AL. whom he would not choose, there is no palpable
absurdity in allowing the opportunity, by suffer.
ing a non-suit, to renew his action, in order to
have it submitted to a court or a different jury.
But, even should an apparent contradiction exist
in practice, as it relates to the different modes of
trial, by the court or a jury, arising from the va
rious codes from which our jurisprudence is
formed, it is not for us to correct it. In a form.
er case, decided in this court, we have said that,
after the commencement of the trial of a cause,
it was discretionary with the court before whom
it is pending to permit or not a discontinuance,
and we see no reason, now, to alter this opinion.
5 Martin, 20. The Spanish law provides that, after
a contestatio litis, the plaintiff cannot discontinue
or change his action ad libitum. Febrero; Cinco
Juicios, 2, 3, 1, n. 219.

The power exercised by courts of justice of
allowing or refusing to plaintiffs leave to discon
tinue their actions, ought (like all their other
powers) be used and directed by a sound and le
gal discretion, according to the particular circum
stances of each case. "vhy should a plaintiff, af.
ter having harrassed a defendant by bringing him
into court and compelled him, with great expense
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,

to enter into his defence, be permitted to dismiss East'n District.
his ucti . b f 2 0 June, 1819.IS action at any tune e ore Judgment. ur ~
laws and the practice of the courts under them, HUNn

r-s,
give great latitude, for the amendment of plead- J\Iomm & \l.

ings: continuances are obtained with facility, so
as to allow the parties in an action to come fully
prepared to trial, and prevent as much as possi-
ble, surprise and injustice, and when neither is
likely to take place, no error or want of proper
discretion can be attributed to a decision, which
denies leave to discontinue. Whether injustice
will probably be the result of such a denial, may
be most clearly discovered after hearing all the
evidence, as in the present case, under the cir
cumstances of 'which, as they appear to LIS, we
are of opinion, that the district court did not err
in refusing leave to discontinue.

The attempt of the plaintiff's counsel, to dis.
continue his action, seems to have arisen from
an apprehension, that they had failed in proving
sufficiently the delivery and value of the goods,
although in argument, they insi st strongly on
the fullness and legality of the proof. Whether
the evidence would or would not in this respect,
authorise and support a judgment in favor of the
plaintiff, this court will not inquire, being of opi.
nion that, under all the circurnst.mces of the case:
even admitting full proof of the delivery and va-
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East'n District. lue of the goods to have been made, the defend~
June, 1819.
~ ants are not liable for the loss of the property

1I1I>iT which was destroyed by the burning of the boat.
"VB.

Mo nms 3< AL. In examining the responsibility of a carrier
for hire, he must be considered as a bailee of
goods for the purposes expressed in the contract
and liable under it, according to the common irn
purt and meaning of such a contract, where no
thing is expressed, which creates an increase or
obligation: and, here we may lay aside all the
doctrine on the subject, as inapplicable, which
proceeds from the principle of holding common
carriers responsible like insurers. Considered
simply, as bailees all a contract of hiring of car
riage, they are answerable for ordinary neglect,
which is the omission of that care, which every
man of common prudence, and capable of go.
verning a family takes of his own concerns.
This is a definition and rule laid down, by Sir
William Jones, as founded on the plain elements
of natural law, and the principles contained in the
codes of different nations, on this branch of ju.
risprudence, which we believe, to be in conforrni,
ty with the provision of our own laws on this sub.
ject.

Our statute provides that, I C carriers and wa.
termen may be liable for the loss or damage of
things, entrusted to their care, unless they can
?rove such loss or damage has been occasioned
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by accidental or uncontrolable events. Ciu Coae, East'n Distrlct.
, Jnu>. 1819.

384, art. 63. The French text has the words ~ /
cas fortuit ou force majeure. By another arti- Hun

't'l.

cle they are subjected to the same obligations and MORRiS & Ar.,
duties, which are imposed on tavern keepers,
art. 61. These are made responsible for thefts
and damage done to the goods deposited with
them, wh . ther they occur by the acts of their
servants or persons who frequent the tavern :
they are not answerable for robbery, nor where
the theft is committed after breaking open the
ou .er door, or by any other extraordinary via.
leace. This clause seems to relate solely to
thefts of property, deposited with an inkceper,
and we cannot percei ve its applicability to the
present case, although relied 011 by the counsel
of the plaintiff

The rule, by which the responsibility of car
riers for loss or damage is to be ascertained, is
found in the part of the code just cited. They
are excused by accident, or overpowering force,
cas fortuit ou force majeure. wherever th« first
docs not occur by their negligence, and they do
not unnecessarily go ill the way of the latter. -In
other words, if they have used that due diligence
in the performance of the contract. which the na
ture of their situation requires. It ~lj;rears, by
the expressions of the code, that the accident or
overpowering force must be pron:n by the car-

YOLo VI. 86



East'" District. riel', in order to· .excuse his failure to perform his
June, 18!9.
~ undertaking, according to agreement, In cases,

HUNT where the loss or damage arises from occurren-
'Vs,

~iPRRIS &; AL. ces entirely beyond the control of the carrier,
such as an attack by the public enemy, a storm
or tempest, it is enough for him to prove the fact,
and he who claims compensation for the loss is to
prove the fault or misconduct of the carrier, in
order to recover against him. But, in those ca
ses, which are not readily supposed to happen,
without negligence, such as a loss by robbery.
fire, &c. the carrier is bound to shew, that they
happened without any fault or l1lgligellce on his
part, which, being a negative proposition, can
only be established by evidence of the ordinary
care and attention, usually given by diligent men
on like occasions. Curia P hilipica, 509, art, 31.

This rule gives to the plaintiff the advantage
of implied or presumptive evidence of negligence,
on the part of the masters and owners, which they
are bound to disprove by shewing due diligence.
How far they have succeeded in this, is to be as
certained by the evidence and circumstances of
the case.

The plaintif thought fit to place his goods on
board of a steam boat, which, being propelled
through the agency of fire, must from the nature
of tnings, be more expressed to destruction by
that element, than boats which are so by the ap-
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Plication of ordinary pO\vers. A t the time when East'n District.
June, 1819.

the boat was burnt, the agent of the owners (who ~
has become one of them since the boat was reo Hn"T

'VB.

paired) was on board as well as the master. The MORRIS & u.

usual number of men skilled in this sort of navi-
gatir)ll were employed, in conducting the buat on
the short trip made for the purpose of procuring
wood. during which the accident happened,
which destroyed the boat and cargo. We are
clearly of opinion, that this trip of itself does not
establish such a neglect, on the part of the mas.
ter and agent, as will authorise a recovery against
them or the owners. The circumstance under
which it was undertaken, arid the occurrence,
whilst it was in execution, arc much relied 01).

by the counsel for the plaintiff, as shewing what
they term actual negligencc, in leaving the port
late, so that the boat would probably be in the
night on her return, and suffering her to get
aground, whilst the hands were getting in the
wood.

As to the time of day, in which the trip was
begun, it may be observed, that all masters of
steam boats, are in the constant habit of running
them by night, whenever extraordinary darkness
does not forbid it, and this appears to us a suffi
cient excuse for the conduct of the parties in the
present case. The risk by fire, if there be any
bfference, is less by niEht than by day, because
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East'n Distr-ict. its commencement in any' part of the boat would
JUlie, 1819. '
~ be more readily discovered in the dark. The

HUNT circumstance of the boat being run aground, in
'VB. -

)10lU\18 & AI.. the slight degree, in which it appears from the
evidence that she was, is one of these accidents
which often happen. in this kind of navigation,
in which the boats have so frequently to approach
the shores of the river, for the purpose of getting
wood; and it ought not to be considered as proof
of culpable negligence.

It appears, from the whole tenor of the eVI
dence on the part of the defendants, that the mas
ter, and all his men on board, were in the actual
performance of their respective duties, when the
unfortunate event occurred, which involved the
property of both the plaintiff and defendants in
one common destruction, and that no negligence
can be attributed to those who were concerned
in the navigation of the boat, which was consum
ed together' with her cargo. It is to the plaintiff
damnum absque injuria.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de.
creed. that the judgment of the district court be
affirmed with costs.

Ellery for the plaintiff, Livingston for the iJ.~.

fendants.
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H.JJ.RROD &.JJ.L. V9. GLENNIE ~ .JJ.L.

A l' PEA L from the court of the first district.

~85

East'n District
June, 1819.
~

IhRRotJ & AL
'Vs.

MAR TIN. J delivered the opinion of the court. G:'E10Il>: & AL.

'The plaintiffs obtained a writ of attachment rr A's agent,
, real or pretend.

against the propertv of the defendants, which was ed, draws bills
, '. 011 him, which

Ievied on one hundred and thirty. seven tons of are endorsed

. 1 f h bri S P 1 B I and sold by B..rron, t ie cargo 0 t e fig t. au. art ett who with the

and Cox, claiming the iron as their property, in ~l~~~~:~~~ur..

tervened in the suit, and thier claim was sustain- slups a cargo for
A.'s account

ed. The plaintiffs appealed. and risk, and
A. dee lmes re-

, ceiving the car.
The facts, as they appear by the record, are as go, dCI!ymg. the

• authority ot the
follows: James Carleton presented himself to the dr-awer, and

I . h' f h 1 L' d suffers the bill
C aimants, as t e agent 0 t e neren ants, on to be protested,

'Whom he drew bills to a considerable amount and !'ftcrward.
, a third person

'Which were endorsed and sold by the claimants sells the cargo
• ' and ships a re-

'Who WIth a part of the proceeds purchased a turn one for the
. f b . di d I' h h account andquantIty 0 to acco, 10 Igo an sugar, W He t ey risk of the own-

shipped on board of the brig St. Paul for the ers of the out.
, ward carg:>, and.

account and risk of the defendants, and which B. after paying
• , the protested

were consigned to A. Gleg and Son, of Bergen. bill,rec.'ives

O h brie' ' 1 h h . the return carn t e ng s arrrva at t at port, t e conSIgnees go, it cannot be

directed the master to proceed to Gottenburg and attac.hed b~ a
creditor 01 A.

address himself tu R. Dixon. This gentleman,
having suspended his payments, when the brig
reached Gottenburg, J Dixon his brother, at tIle
request of the master, wrote to the defendants, to
inform them of the brig's arrival and to ask their
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E:lst'n District. orders. In the mean time, the cargo was stored.
JU1!i, 1819
~ The defendants, in their answer to Dixon, in.

HlRUOIl &. H. formed him, that as the cargo of the brig had
T'S.

GLEN~IL & AI.. been shipped by Carleton, without their authori,
ty, in any shape whatsoevc r, they did not ac
knowledge it to be on their account or risk, and
requested him to secure for them, out of the pro.
ceeds of it, L. 247,4, stg. the amount of the pre
mium of the insurance made by them, at Car
leton's request. On this, J. Dixon, at the mas
ter's solicitation, sold the cargo, and out of the
proceeds purchased the iron. which the plaintiffs
have attached, and which was consigned to the
owners of the outward cargo of the brig.

The bills drawn by Carleton on the d.fendants,
endorsed and sold by the claimants, were return
ed duly protested and were paid by the latter.
On the arrival of the brig and previous to the at.
tachment of the plaintiffs, her cargo, the affairs of
the claimants being suspended, was turned over
to Montgomery and SOil to sell it, and account to
them for the proceeds.

Besides the outward cargo of the St. Paul, the
claimants, having raised money by the sale of
Carleton's bills on the defendants, loaded another
brig, the Moscow, which on her return they at
tached without effect.

The plaintiffs must fail, in this case, unless they
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"hew that the defendants, might have compelled Ea,l'n n;s\I·ict.

1 · 1 I' I h JUlie, 1819.the claimants to ( e rver to t rem t e return cargo ~
of the St. Paul, and this it is contended they liAUIlOJ) & AL.

'Vs.
could, because, by the .payment of the premium GLE:-i::m;; & AL.

of insurance on the outward cargo, they ratified
and adopted the purchase and shipment of it;
and the property of it having once been vested in
them, no act of theirs can divest the plaintiffs,
their creditors, from the right of attaching it.

Neither the premises nor the conclusion ap
pear to us correct. Notwithstanding, their dis
approbation of Carleton's conduct, they might to
avoid a loss, which it might be their interest to
avert, insure the cat go: and, if they had approved
of his conduct and accepted the shipment they
might, at any time, before any creditor of their's
attached the c;lrgo, with the consent of the ship
pers, the present claimants, decline considering
it any longer as their own. This they have done,
and the claimants afterwards and before any at
tachment, by taking the iron as their own, have
sanctioned the act of the defendants. Now the
latter could not successfully, at the time of the
attachment, demand the iron fi orn the claimants;
Carleton h.id no right thereto: the district court
consequently, correctly considered it.as the pro
perty of the claimants.

It is, therefore, orde-red, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be affirmed with costs,



£"'(11 District.
J,,'lP, 11519.

IIAr~R')J1 & A.L.

'l'$.

GLK~~IE So AI;.

CASES IN 'HIE SUPREME COURt

Living,lton for the plaintiffs, Duncan for the
defenda.its. _.-

JV'.llDJ1 uu VS. ~}IITCHELL.

AI' PEA L from the court of the first district,The wife has
a tacit mort-
g"~ef,,rher DERBIGNY, J. delivered the opinion of the
dower, on any ,
real !w"pel'ty court The plaintiff claims a right of tacit mort...
~c)ld by he;' hus- .
t;and, gage, on a certain slave sold by her husband to

the defendant The special verdi t, found by
the jury on the only fact submitted to them.
shews that the plaintiff brought into marriage, as
dower, a sum of two thousand and forty-three
dollars; the defendant did not deny, that the pro.
perty found, in the possession of the plaintiff's
husband, fell fan short of that amount; but she
alledged certain facts in evidence of the plaintiff's
claim, none of which she attempted to prove.
There is no complaint, that she was prevented
from proving and submitting to the jury any of
those facts. The case is before us on the special
verdict, and nothing- else. However hard, there.
fore, this case may be, there is no ground on
which relief can be given to the defendant.

It IS, therefore, orrl-red, adjudged and decreed.
that the judgment of the disti ict court be afirm

eli with costs.

Hennen for the plaintiff. Porter for the defend
ant,
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ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
of New-Orleans,

680

East'n District,
June, 1819.
~

A:SORY & .u.

:FoY

, 0 off: . 1 d fendantv ni Al rhough , ..1 hc plainti s bought 11'0111 the eien ant, rune ver.rl s:a\'~' be

slaves for S 10 500 payable in their note at one boug-ht I"ti e t h•
" ~I' and tor a s ni-

Veal'. Six of them having successively ranaway, gle prrce, the
J J sale Will Hill be
they brought the present suit for the rescission re sc inderl for

o • all, if any nurn-
of the sale, ulledging that the slaves were addict bel' kos t hau

d o . 1 knowled f h d the whole havee to runnmg aw..lY, In tne . now e ge o tee. uny rvdlubito-

fendant prior to the sale. There was J' udgrnent I'j' (Iel~ct.
, N o interest f

for the rescission of the sale as to the six slaves even from the
, inceptlf1ll of the.

who fan away, and the defendant was condemned ""I, IS allowecl ,

f ) 1· when the sum
to the payment 0 86500. Hot 1 partIes appealed, due is liq.ndst-

. ed by tLI;" jud~~

ment unl: '
Mazureau, for the defendant. The parish court

erred, in rescinding the sale, as the defendant, by
the act of sale, bound himself to warranty against
the maladies, which give rise to the redhibitory
action) and against all troubles of eviction : which
was excluding all warranty in n:gard to mora!
defects.

The defendant, having in his act of sale de
cl.ircd the names of his vendors, the dates of their
acts of sale, with the offices, in which they are to
be found, the plaintiffs ought to impute, to their

own l1egligtnct", their ignorance of the bad habits
of the slaves, ~,5 they would have been informed

VOL. yr. ~'.-
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East'n District. of them, if they had taken the trouble to examine
June, 1819.
~ these acts.

ANDRY & A.L. The correspondence of the parties, before the
'<'8.

FuY. sale, shews that the plaintiffs confined the re-
sponsibility of the defendant, with the regard to
the running away of the slaves, to a period of
fifteen days, during which he had them on trial.

There is not any evidence on the record from
which it may be fairly concluded, that the habit
of running away existed in the slaves, before the
sale to the present vendees.

Admitting, that all these points may be deter
mined against us, the judgment of the parish
court is erroneous, on account of the extrava
gant sum at which the slaves, whose sale is de
creed to be rescinded, are valued-it is also erro
neous in refusing to the defendant a reasonable
hire for these slaves, while they were with the
plaintiffs, and lastly, in allowing to them interest
on the sum awarded. This sum, being unliqui
dated till the judgment of the parish court, could
110t legally bear interest. This court held so in
Pierce vs, Flower f.d' al. 5 Martin, 388.

Moreau, for the plaintiffs. In the sale of slaves,
the vendor's warranty for corporal or moral de.
fects, which give rise to the redhibitory action is
always implied, and the silence of the parties in
the present case, with regard to moral defects,
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cannot be considered as a waiver on the part of East'n District.
June, 1819.

the plaintiffs, of th,action which the law gives ~
to vendees if the sIftve be addicted to the habit AYDIIY & .1.1;., ~~.

of running away. Serous fugitiuus uitiosus, The Fo r.

warranty, in such a case, is of the nature of the
contract and will exist, notwithstanding the par-
ties have been silent thereon. Code Civ. 356,
art. 65. Pothier, contrat de vente, n 18I.

It is true the warranty, not being of the es

sence, but only of the nature of the contract, may
be excluded. But the exclusion must either re
sult from the formal expression of the intent of
the parties, or necessarily result from the
clauses of the contract. Part. 5,5, 66. Curia
Philip. 321, n 28, and the vendor will be lia ble
even, if the warranty be excluded, ifhe concealed
the defect scienter, or otherwise acted mala fide•
.ll1.acarty vs. Bagneres, 2 Martin, 14.9, Code Ci»,
357, art. 68, Pothier, contrat de vente, n, 229,
Rodriguez's note, on if. 21, 1, 14.

The defendant, therefore, is liable for the ha.
bit of running away of these six slaves, because
the legal warranty was not excluded, and if it had
been, because he did not act with good faith,
having concealed this moral defect from the
plaintiffs, to whom he was bound to declare it.
That he was acquainted therewith, appears from
the act of sale of "vV. Brant to him, by whom
Lindor is sold, without any warranty for moral
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E".t'" District. defects and the acts of sale of M'Claskey and
JlIIlP. 1819. '
~ Hopkins, by whom Horace. Anthony and Sandy

ANDRY &; A~. are sold to him as runawa'l.;!slaves. The regis-
"lR. J

Fo r. try of the jail shews, that these four slaves were

confined for running away, as well as John and
Isaac. while they were in the possession of the
defendant. Farther, A. Abut, the broker, by
whose intervention the purchase was effected has

deposed that, according to the defendant's in.
structions, he offered them, to the plaintiffs, as
good and well disposed slaves.

If the defendant was bound to declare, as we
have shewn. the habit of running away of those
slaves, he cannot clear himself under the pretence
that he gave the names of his vendor's, the dates
of, and the places in which his titles could be
seen by the plaintiffs, especially as WI: have shewn
that he instructed hi" broker to assure them. that
the slaves were good and well disposed.

The correspondence between the parties, to
'which the defendant's counsel refers, shews only
that some of the slaves having manifested som~

reluctance to go with the plaintiffs, they stipulat,
cd, that they should keep these for a fortnight on
trial, and that should any of them runaway, duro
ing that time, the defendant should support the
IOfJs. The plaintifls' intention was to guard
against the con;,equences of the purchase of slaves
disposed to run away. but of whose habit to escape
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legal evidence mi;rht not be attainable. This Eao,t'o District.
• '='. • J""" 1819.

precantion, cannot be considered as a renuncia. ~
tion of the redhibitory action which the law gives A:YllW; &. .AL.

,<w.
to vendors. :F01.

On our part we contend, that the parish court
erred in decreeing a partial rescission of the sale
only. The slaves were sold as one entire gang
for one price. It is in evidence, that the defend
ant, delaying th,· delivery of four of these nine
slaves, and being- pressed by the plaintiffs to de
Iive.r them, nffcred to keep them, under a deduc
tionof 84500, and w.is answered that the plaintiffs
would have all r.r noue.

Although it be true, as a general principle, that
when several things are sold together, the sale is
only to be rescinded as to the one which has a
rehibitory defect, it is otherwise when it appears~

that the vendee would not have bought the others
without it.

o In the present case, the circumstance, of all the
slaves having- been purchased for one price, is
evidence of an intention of the plaintiffs not to
purchase them separatc ly. "'''hat has been
said, as to sla ves sold as comedians, or the like,
takes place when they have not been sold sepa
rately, but as constituting a gang, and a circum.
stance which causes this to be presumed is, that
one price has b en given for the whole. There.
fore, Africanus sa) 5, that when several things of
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::".5t'n District. the same kind as several players or a troop of
.1'W", 1819. '
~ comedians, are sold, inquiry is to be made, whether

-"",nllY & .n. a price was agreed ul10n for each, or whether one
V8.

YOY. only for all, and this will shew whether there was

one only or several sales; this will enable us to
determine, whether the vendor is to be compel
led to take a sick slave only or all. C. 33, Afric.
lib. 7, qutesf. This agrees with what is Said by
Labeo: if you have sold several slaves, war.
ranting th: health of all, although all be not sick,
but one or more, you will be liable as to all Oil

your warranty. D. 64, § 1, Pompon. lib. 17,
epist." 1 Pothier, Pandecte, 21, 1, 2, sect. 5,
~, 1, n . 65.

Admitting, however, that the parish court was
correct in rescinding the contract, as to the six
slaves only, it has erred, in ascertaining the
sum, which the plaintiffs are entitled to recover.
There is on the record a list of the slaves sold,
in the handwriting of the defendant. in which
their respective qualifications and talents are spe.

cified, as well as sheir ages. From it, this court
will perceive that the three slaves, whom the
plaintifr~are com pelled to keep, are the oldest and
those who are represented in that list as the less
valuable. Yet, the defendant is decreed to pay
£6500, for the six youngest and most valuable
that is to say, at the rate of .8108S per head,
while he will receive for the three others, S4000~
that is to SdY, S 1333)33, a head.
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M(Jzur~au, in reply. The sale circumstance, East'n Di::;~{~.
JU71P, lUJ~"

of a number of things of the same kind having ~
been sold for one price, does not suffice to induce A~nR~,,& A~,

a court to conclude, that the intention of the ven- FQl

dee was not to acquire them individually, Pothier
in his pandects, after the part of them which has
been cited by the plaintiffs' counsel, adds: this
circumstance is not always sufficient to establish
the presumption, that the parties intended to
treat separately of the things sold, and not indio
vidually, for although these things were sold al
together and for one single price, they may have
been considered and valued separately, and vice
versa. It is possible that there should be but one
sale, although the several things be bought each
for its distinct price, and the sale will be rescind-
ed as to all, for a defect in one of them: which is
ordinarily the case as to a troop of slaves educa-
ted as comedians, a span of horses or of mules.
In which cases one is of little use without the rest.
Pothier, Pandcct.c, loco citato, t. I, § 1.

In the present case, the slaves sold were field
hands, their value consisted in their strength, and
the services of anyone of them were quite in
dependent from those of the rest or any of them.
As a comedian cannot act alone, and a span of hor
scs, well paired, are of much greater value, if pos
sessed together, than if owned individually, the
presumption that he who purchases comedians 01'
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Ea.t'n Di,lt'lcl. a snan of horses, would not have e iven the same
June, UHY. i 0)

~ price for each slave or h vrse, if he had not con-
A"Dll' &. H. templatcd the additional value, which results

't'8.

1"01:. from the connection or match.

Even in regard to the slaves, who have been

taught any of the handicraf'trudcs, which arc con.

sidercd' as useful on a plantation, as the trade of a.
carpenter, blacksmith, mason, or wheelright, the
value of such is not at all increased, from the cir
curnstance of their being acquired together. He:
who possesses a carpc'lter, may procure a black.
smith or mason with faciliy, if he be in posses
SIOn of the means, But he who is possessed of a

horse, will not with the same facility, find the

opportunity of procuring one that may match
him in height, bulk, color, shape and speed: so
at ~(ome where slaves were trained to scenic per.
Iorrnances, a nu mber of them trained together,
and used to act the several parts of certain

plays, suffered a great diminution in their value,
when they were sold separately.

1\1.", R TI ~, J. delivered the opinion of the court,
after stating the pk adings and the evidence. It
is true, the slaves were not sold separately and
for distinct prices, and after the sale, the ven,
ekes refused to retain any of them, and rescind
the ~ate for the others. but i.isisted on an entire

compliance with, or an absolute rescission of the
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contract. These circumstances do not, however, East'n Dist.·ict
• June, 1819.

appear to us sufficient to authorise the vendees in ...,.....,.....
demanding the rescission of the sale of all the A;XDRY.~ At:

" 'VB:
slaves, on account of a redhibitory defect, in one Po r.

or more of them. For, they did not constitute a
whole, as a company of comedians or a span of
horses, in which the value of each of the compo-
nent parts. is increased by its union to the rest.
It is true, after the sale, the vendees declared
their willingness to annul it in toto, and refused
to do so partially-e--a circumstance, which is pre-
sented to us as giving rise to the pn surnption,
that they would not have agreed to the purchase
of any number of these slaves.Jess than the whole.
The presumption, however, appears to us too
slight to be received as evidence: we therefore
conclude, that the parish court did not err, in
refusing to rescind the sale in toto.

The habit of running away is a redhibitory
vice. Civ. Code. 358, art. 79. A warranty
against it is, therefore, of the nature of the con
tract of sale of slaves, i, e. it needs not to be ex
pressed in the deed. Hence the silence of the
vendor in this case, as to this warranty, does not
prevent him from being bound thereto. Neither
does it appear to us, that the circumstance of his
having disclosed to his vendees the names of his
own vendors, and referred, in his act of sale, to

V ClI.• vr, 8R
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East'n District. those of the latter ill any degree lessens his lia-
June,18 19. '
..,....,......, bility,

l\:NDRY lit AL. This warranty, however, not being of the ea-
118•

. Fer. sence of the contract, may be excluded by the
agreement of the parties. But this agreement
must be proven, and the exclusion must be a fair
one, that is to say, the vendor must be ignorant of
or disclose the existence of the vice. In the pre
sent case, it is clear, that the disposition of six
of these slaves to run away was known to the
vendor, and that he did not communicate it to
the vendees. The understanding of the parties,
that the slaves should remain on trial, during a
fortnight, with the vendees, at the risk of the yen
dor, in case they ran awa~, does not enable us to
conclude, that the intention of the parties was
that, if after that period, they or any of them ran
away, and the vendees could prove a previous
habit of running away, they should not avail
themselves of the legal warranty,

The existence of this habit in the six slaves, of
whom the sale is rescinded by the judgment of
the parish court, clearly appears from the evi
dence on the record, particularly the deposition
of the jailor and the orders of the mayor.

The defendant was bound, at the inception of
the suit, to reimburse the price of these slaves,
but this price was 110t fixed by the parties and
required to be liquidated: the parish court, there-
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fore erred, in allowinz interest from the date of East'n District.
o June, 1819.

the judicial demand: but no hire can be allowed. ~
Both parties complain of the valuation made ANDRY & AI..

V$.

in the parish court, the vendor thinking it extra- Foy.

vagant and the vendees insufficient Perhaps this
is the best evidence of its correctness. It does not
appear to us so materially incorrect as to author.
ise our interference.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the parish court be annul
led, avoided end reversed, and this court pro
ceeding to render such a judgment, as in its opi
nion, ought to have been rendered in the parish
court, it is ordered, adjudged and decreed, that
the sale of the negroes Lindor, Tony, Sunday,
Isaac, Horace and Boucaud, be rescinded and
made null and void, and that the plaintiffs do re
cover from the defendant the sum of six thou.
sand five hundred dollars with costs in the pa.
rish court, and that the plaintiffs pay costs in this
court on both appeals,

See the same case, 7 J.Hartin, 3~.

---.-
DESSE'S vs, PLJlNTIN'S SYNDICS·

A P PEA L from the court of the first district The creditor
• of a partner haa

. • no right to be
MAR TI N, J. delivered the opmlOn of the court. placed on the

. . th. bilan of the
The plaintiffs alledge, that ere existed a corn- partnership,
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East'n Di~trict. mercial partnership between the respective in'
June, 1819. '
...."....,.... solvents of the parties, and pray that they may
DES~>:'S be admitted by the defendants to participate in

VB.

PLA.NTIN'S the dividends and distribution of the monies pro.
SYNDICS. ceeding, from the estate of the defendants' insol,

no~ of his debt. vent as well as her other creditors offering the
'11' S co-partner. ' ,

reciprocity. There was judgment for the de.
fendants on a plea of the general issue, and the
plaintiffs appealed.

The partnership contract bears date of the 11th
of October, 1813. and sets forth, that the parties
are to be interested in a dry goods store. Their
stock is to be composed of a sum of 87000, al,
ready furnished by Plantin, and an equal sum to
be furnished by Desse. It is declared that the
partnership began on the preceeding first of July.

Desse failed in 1816. His inventory or sched
ule, does not mention his interest in the dry
good store, and the property he surrendered con.
sists of wet goods only. Plantin failed in March,
1817.

There is not any evidence of Desse having
ever paid one cent of the sum of ~57000, specified
in the partnership articles, as his part of the
stock. He is not mentioned as a debtor, credi
tor, or partner in Plantin's bilan.

As both partners have falled, it is clear, that
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the estate of neither as a claim, on that of the East'n District.
JUlie, 1819.

other for any share in the profits. If that of ~
Desse has any claim for the whole, or any por- DEbSE'S

tion of his part of the stock, proof must be made PLA~~rN's

of its having been paid. That Dease's estate is SYNDICS.

a creditor of Plantin's, for any part of the stock
furnished by the former, is negatived by both
their bilans.

The creditors of a partner have no claim on
the partnership, much less on the co-partner, un
less they shew, that their debtor contracted with
them for the affairs of the partnership. Now, if
any of Desse's creditors has so contracted with
him, he has a right to be placed on the bilan of
either or both the partners as a creditor. But, as
he cannot be thus placed, till he has proven both
the nature and amount of his debt, it follows that
the whole of the creditors of a partner, en masse,
cannot be placed on the bilan of the other: for
the respective claim of each creditor must be in.
dividually tested.

The district court was, therefore, correct in re·
jecting the plaintiffs' application, and it is order.
ed, adjudged and decreed, that the judgment be
affirmed with costs.

8eglzers for the plaintiffs, Duncan for the de.
fendants,



East'n District.
J'tne, 1819.
~

ItoUVIu.1: & .u.
'tIS.

ROCVILLF..

CASES IN THE SUPREMK COURT

ROUVILLE ~ si: vs. ROUVILLE.

ApPEAL from the court of the parish and city
of New. Orleans.

The p-oof of MARTI N, J. delivered the opinion of the court.
IIo"l',1 cannot .•• •
be r('.i~cted, lin The plaintiffs claim from the defendants, their
the ~;"')llndthat. .
It appears, t o uncle, their shares of the estate of their grand-
have been im- 1 H d . 1 . f' , h'
pt'oppl1yobtam. mot ier , e emes lavlOg any part a It m IS
t"~' nd that the hands. There was J' udgrncnt for them and he ap-
dona: ','P, of l.'
wr,ich I ·,rvi· pealed.
deuce, was.... >. .
tradu.ted by At the trial, he produced an Instrument, un-
the sale of the d .. d before itwo withing j;"IVell. by er private SIgnature, execute CLore two WIt·
~lq:~:i~;Ie d~~(1. nesses, purporting to be a donation inter vivos,

made by his mother, the plaintiffs' gral~d-mother,
to Paulinvillc, a natural son ofEulalie Bonvalet, of
the negro girl Francoise, stated in the petition
to be part of the estate of the deceased. The
plaintiffs' counsel opposed the proof and intra.
duction of the instrument, and the court sustain
ing the opposition: the adverse counsel took a
bill of exceptions.

The bill does not enable U'>, to ascertain on
what ground the opposition was made. In the
opinion of the court, we are informed that the
donation appeared irregubrly made, and at least
wrongfully obtained from <l very old, weak and
infirm, if not insane woman. Further, the opi
nion states, that the donation was contradicted
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by a sale made by the defendant of this very East'n Di,tl'ict.
JUlie. 1819.

slave. ~

The evidence in the case is not before us, and ROUVILLE &: At.
't'8.

we are bound to' believe, that it justified, in the ROUYlLLE.

view of the parish judge, the disregard of the
instrument offered. But, nothing appears to us
to have justified its rejection. The defendant
had a right to have this document examined, and
the effect of it considered. This could nut be
done, till it was proven tu be the genuine act and
deed of the deceased. Nothing on the face of it

, has the appearance of fraud and irregularity, and
we are bound to say, that the defendant ought to
have been permitted to prove it.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de.
creed, that the judgment of the parish court be
annulled, avoided and reversed, and that the cause
be remanded, with directions to permit the de
fendant to adduce proof of the execution of the
instrument by the donor, and it is ordered· that
the plaintiffs and appellees pay the costs of the
appeal.

Carleton for the plaintiffs, Seghers for the de
fendant.
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East'n District.
June, 1819.
~

"VaITE

CASES IN THE SUPREME COUln'

WHITE vs. HEl'P ~ st:

Ap PEA L from the court of the first district.
7.-'8.

HLPI' & .iL. MAR TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court.
A legatee The petition states, that James Fletcher died,

cannot be com·. d b d he nlai Jr' . f Ipelled to suffer 10 e te to t e p amtin In a sum 0 seven tun-
a deduction d d d II h C heri H hi hei dfrom his legacy, re 0 ars, t at at errne epp, IS err an
ill order to pay executrix left the state for Vera Cruz carryine
a debt, notes.' , 0

tabli.shed! con- with her the principal part of the deceased's es·
tradictorily, •• .
with the heirs tate, leaving 111 the hands of the executors of
or executors. Daniel Clarke, a sum more than sufficient to sa.

tisfy the plaintiffs' claim. An attachment was
accordingly levied, and the executors of Clarke
summoned as garni~hees, when they denied, on
oath, having any property of Fletcher; admit;
ting, however, that a sum of about 82000, the
balance of an account, arising from the proceeds
of the sale of a tract of land sold by C. Hepp, to
D. Clarke, was in the possession of the garnish
ees, at the time of the service of the attachment
in this case, but had been previously attached by
the defendant Navarre, in a suit instituted against
said C. Hepp, as executrix of Fletcher, to recov
er the amount ofa legacy bequeathed to said Na
varre, by Fletcher, in which judgment was ob
tained for 82000, which they were compelled to
pay to the sheriff.

The court appointed an attorney to the absent
debtor, who pleaded the general issue, but after.
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,

TO'S

~ards consented to J'ud:: ment being entered for East'n Distr-ict•
. , June, 1819.

'he plaintiff for 3710, with interest and costs. ~
The plaintiff next filed a supplemental petition, W7~:.TE

stating that James Fletcher owed him 8710, and HF.PP &; AI.

having made his will in which he appointed C.

Hepp, Adelaide Hepp and - Hepp his heir,
and C. Hepp his executrix died, that these per.
sons left the state, leaving only the sum of 82000
of the estate, in the hands of the executors of
Daniel Clarke-which was attached by J. Na.
varre, in a suit again~t the executrix, for a lega-
cy left her by Fletcher, wherein she has recover.
ed judgment, and execution has issued, and the
money has been paid by the executors of D.
Clarke to the sheriff, whereupon the plaintiff
prayed the judgment of the court, that he might
have his claim satisfied by preference, out of the
money in the hands of the sheriff,

J. Navarre pleaded the genual issue, and there
was judgment for her, whereupon the plaintiffap.
pealed.

There is not any statement of facts, but the
judge has certified that the record contains all
the matters and facts upJn which the cause was
triad,

It is true, the debts of a testator must be paid
by preference to his legacies. But, where credi
tors do not sue, legatees may PIOSI.:Cutt. for, and
obtain the payment of, their leg,.lCies. In tnis

'·OL. VI. 8q
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East'n DIstrict. case. the defendant Navarre fairly obtained j Ildg.
June, 1819. .
~ ment for her legacy. It IS not stated, th.« the

WIIITE estate is insolvent; on the contrary, the plumtrff
'tWo

lI~l'l' o, A:' avers, that the whole, except the sum received by
the legate:.:, has been carried to Vera Cruz, whi,
ther the heirs have removed.

It is clear, that the heirs are not in court, none
of their property was attached and they were not
saved with process. A creditor has not a right
to attach, ill the hands of a legatee who has j udg.
meut fL r his legacy, without first n:sorting to the
heirs, or the l xe cutor, at all events without esta,
blishiug the insolvency of the estate. The pa.
rish judge, ill our «piuion, acted correctly in reo
fusin g to com pel the legatee to suffer a deduc
tion, ill order to pay a debt which was not esta
blished, contradictorily, with the heirs or the
executors, neither of whom appear to have been
made properly parties.

It is, therefore. ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the parish court be affirmed
with costs.

Ellery for the plaintiff, Cuoillier for the de.
fendants,
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East'n District.
June, 1819. '
~

.~IUSSON vs, R.Jl.i'v'N U. S.

ApPEAL from the court of the first district.

The facts, as they relate to the
Musson the appellee, were these:

Johnson, who had come to New Orleans with
a quantity of flour, being obliged to go to Nat.
chez on some busjness, left seven hundred bar.
rels of it ill the CMe of James Smith, his uncle,
with instructions to sell them. Smith sold them,

MUSSOli

7'8,

Germain Musson, testamentary executor of BUK n, s,

James Johnson, an inhabitant of Pitt-burgh, in- A power to
- d th .. h b k f I fill up a blanksntute e present SUIt agJ.lIlst t e an - 0 t Ie check is person.

United States, to obtain the surrender r-f certain al.·r l d
ie procee s

monies there deposited by James Smith, deceas of goods s(.l(~
.. . on COmml!3S10n,

ed, which funds, he alledged, to be the property placed 1Il bank
. 1\5 1 \\' I . 1 by the vendorof his testator. laUl1Se ' nte . curator to tne es to his own ac-

tate of James Smith intervened and claimed C()U~t, cannot, be viewed as a
those monies as belo\1rying to the estate which he ~leposit belong-

t> ~ lng to the own-
administers; and pending the contest between er of th~ goods.

.• ,_ .. But it the
these partlcs, Samuel Smith, calling himself the vender, on his

f b 1 J " 1 denth bed, de-
testamentary executor a ot 1 ames Smith and clures that the

James Johnson came into court and demanded money be long, ~fu~~

that the money in dispute be deli vered to him. and orders a
• blank cheek

The district court gan-' judgment, ill favour of to be given him

I · 'ff '\'1 _. f 1 d - d for it, this willthe p ainu , .y usson, or t Ie money eposite be such evi-

d I J k , \ '1 . fl' dence of thean d. sea e pac -et- v ute, one 0 tne Inter- property in the

venin 0' parties alone appealed. owner of the
b ' goods that he

may maintain
appellant and an action for it.
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~ast'n District~ Johnson returned to New-Orleans not long after.
June, 1819. • h ..
~ Both Smith and Johnson died ere within a few
MU~SON days of one another, without settling accounts .........

vs.
RANlt u.~. Smith, who died first, being on his death bed,

declared to Michael de Armas, notary public,
that although he had already made a last will, he
wished to make another, "on account of some
money which he had, belonging to his nephew
Johnson, and which he had deposited in the Uni.
ted States bank, under his own name." On be.
ing advised that a check on the bank would be
sufficient, he desired the notary to write and sign
one for him, leaving the bum in blank, ,. as he
could not recollect the amount he had in bank,
belonging to his nephew." The check was drawn
and delivered to Johnson, who was then sick him.
self and died shortly after, without ever filling
the blank. Germain Musson, having filled it,
called at the bank for the money and was refused,

Porter, for the plaintiff. The plaintiff con.
tends thai, as executorof Johnson he is entitled to
the money and the packet, by virtue of the check
drawn by Smith, because the money deposited"
and that in the packet were the proceeds ofJohn.
son's property sold by Smith as his agent.

White has no claim thereto, for at the time of
the trial of this action in the district court, he
was not the legal curator of Smith, nor has he
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ever been since. His functions had long before East'n Distriet.
June, 1819.

ceased, more than a year and a day having elaps- ~
ed since his appointment M::~OY

It is admitted, that the check was good in John. BHK U ••

son's hand", and that if he had filled up the blank,
the plaintiff, his executor, would have been enti-
tled to recover; but it is contended, that he did
not transmit to his executor the power of filling it
up, that the power expired with him.

The power and right to receive the money did
not expire with Johnson, for it was a vested right
and, therefore, passed to his executor.

In general. powf>rs are revocable either by
the act of the party, or the operation of the law;
but there are exceptions to this principle. A
mere naked power of attorney is revocable, but
a power coupled with an interest is irrevocable.
2 Esp. Rep. 564, 1 Caine's cases, 15, Judge
Kent's opinion; 1 Caine's Rep. 379 To the ex
amples put in these cases, may, with propriety,
be added those bills of exchange, checks 'and or.
ders; these are evidences of powers coupled with
an interest, which the death of either drawer or
drawee does not revoke.

The money claimed abundantly appears from
the record to be the proceeds of a quantity of
110ur sold by Smith for Johnson's account: the
plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to recover it. Li
uermore on agency, 275-285 See particularly
lord ~l1enborough's opinion. 284.
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Lastly, White is not now the legal representa
tive of Smith's estate, his functions of curator
having ceased, at the expiration of one year and
one day after his appointment. Civ. Code, 180,
art. 142-144.

JYJoreau, for the intervening party appellant.
The check did not transfer any property. It is
not intended to be denied, that a papt"r signed in
blank, after it has been filled up, binds the sub.
scriber, provided it was filled by the pt.:rson to
whom it was given, or by his directions, while
he lives. The party is bound, because the de
livery of the paper implies a power given to the
person who receives it, to fill it up in the manner
agreed upon.

A blanc seing (a blank paper signed) is a
paper subscribed at bottom, by him who in.
tends to bind himself, or give a discharge or reo
lease. according to the discretion of him to whom
he delivers it, giving him power to fill it up as he
sees fit, according to their agreement. 1 Fer.
riere, 215.

According to this definition, a power, given by
he who signs, to him to whom the paper is deli.
vered, isalways implied: and all powers from their
nature, are personal and end with the life of either
of the parties; at least, with that of him to whom
'the power is given. Johnson did not then trans-
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•

~ll

mit to his executor the power which he received E:,~,t'n Ihstr-ict,

f
June, 1319.

rom Smith. ~

A distinction is attempted to be made in the Mmox
7M.

present case, all the ground that the power was n.",;;: u, ~.

coupled with an interest We must not confound
what creates, with what extu.guishes a debt. If I
acknowledge to owe a sum of money, I certainly
give to my creditor the right of claiming it; a
right which he will transmit to his representative,
at his death. But if I send him a power of at-
torney, in order that he may conveyor cause to
be conveyed to himself, a tract of land, which I
designate or which he may select among those I
own, in payment of what lowe him, will it be
contended that, on his dying, without the con-
veyance having been made, the power will pass
to his representative? Certainly not.-For the
power was personal and expired with him.

Further there is not, in the present case, any
acknowledgement of a debt. ~,mith did not ac
knowledge that he owed any particular sum, nor
did Johnson declare that any such was due him.
Neither did he say, that all the money deposited in
bank belong.id to Johnson. The check did not
gi;'e any priviledge to Johnson's estate over any
of the creditors of Smith.

A right of revendication is claimed on the pre.
tence, that the money deposited never ceased to
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East'n District. belong to Johnson, The monev is assimilated
June, 1819. J

~ to a deposit made by Johnson in Smith's hands..
MUSSON No evidence of a deposit can Dediscovered on

'In.

BANK. tr. s. the record, Johnson gave Smith a quantity at
flour to sell for him. The latter sells it, and pla«

ces the money in bank or elsewhere: nothing ap.
pears of a request from Johnson, that the proceeds
of the flour should be deposited in bank for him.
This transaction does not. in any manner, differ
from ordinary consignments.

The Spanish law recognizes two kinds of de
posit, the regular and irregular. The regular
is that of one or more of those things which are
not counted, measured or weighed, except mo
ney, when it is put in a purse, bag or box, seal
ed or locked, and delivered to the depositary,
110t to be. used by him, but to keep it, under art
obligation to return the thing itself, not another
like it, and if it be money, the very same pieces;
and not others of the same weight, fineness 01

value. Febrero, Juicios, 2, 3, 3, § 2, n, 200 ..
This author adds in the same paragraph, that iu
case of an union of creditors, concurso, and of a
regular deposit, the depositor preserves the right
of claiming the thing; because ill such a case,
neither the property nor the use of the thing are
transferred to the depositary; both remain in the
person of the depositor, who may claim it either
by the action de deposito or that de reuendicatione
which are anterior to all.
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The irregular deposit is that which is done of East'n District.
June, 1819.

pieces or thing-so which are commonly counted, ~
measured or weighed, as wheat, wine, oil, which MeSSON

t'8.

are not delivered to the depositary, wrapped up BANK U. 8

or sealed, or with other marks, establishing their
identity, because the de povitary is not forbidden
to use them, provided he restore them or others
equal in goodness, quantity and species, in
weight, measure or number; for the depositor)
in such a case dues not retain the property or do.
minion, which pas:;es to the depositary. Id. 11.

201.
It is true, Febrero grant., a priviledge to him.

who has made an irregular deposit over the
chirographary creditors of the citpositary; but
in order that this may take place, the Egreement
to deposit must appear by an authentic act Id,

n: 198.
The ordinance of Bilbao allows only the right

of revindication to the owner of goods delivered
to be sold on commission to a merchant who
fails, in certain cases, where the whole or part of
the goods yet remain in bales, and in that state of
entirety, which enables the creditor to identify
them, and w hen they are sold on a credit and un
paid. Art. 27 0' 28, chap. 17. It is no were
held that he may claim a preference on the pro
ceeds of the sale, even when found in the insol
vent's possession.

VnL. ~. 00
i.
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East'n Die,tricl.
Jlllle, 1819.
~

MIT.SON

'Vs.
BA:<K 1:. S.

CASES IN THE ~Ul'l'K\I1'.. COURT

If the depositary uses the things deposited,

the contract of deposit ceases to exist, being

merged in one of loan When money, or other

things which are consumed in the use, IS giv

en you in pledge, with a convention that you
may use it, if you w.mt it, this convention d-ies
not prevent the existence of a contract of cepo.,

sit, as long as you make no use of the th.ng :

but when the thing deposited will be consumed,

by the use which you are permitted to make of
it, the contract of mutuum will disso! ve that of
deposit, which cannot exist when the thing which
is the object of it is consumed. Pothier, DtjJot,
1/. 11.

Lastly, although more than one year elapsed)

:..ince Whites appointment of curator to ~mith's

estate, he retains the right of claiming the funds
left by the deceased, in the bank.

It is true, that the administration of a curator
to a vacant estate, or absent heirs, ceases at the
expiration of the year which follows their ap~

pointment. Ciu, Code; 181, art. 144, like that

of a testamentary executor. It! 247, art. 173.
But are we to conclude that the time runs against
these persons, when by an obstacle beyond their

control, as a law suit, or the unla wfu! \V ithhold,
ing of the estate, they are prevented from posses.
sing, and consequently administering it? Cer.

.\
<;«,
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tainly not. This results from the provisions of East'n District.
June, 1819.

the law. Curators to vacant estates are, within ~
the year and a day, give an account of their ad. MUSSON

'VB.

ministration to the parish judge. Id, 181, art. BANK u, s.

144 The curator must have administered, be-
fore he can render any account. The object of
the curator's appointment is the liquidation of the
estate, and would be defeated, if by law suits or
otherwise, he could be prevented during the
year from obtaining the possession of the estate,
and he could not administer it, after having over.
come these obstacles, if they lasted during a year.

This obj-cti.:n has been started in regard to
testarueutary executors, and it is held that the
year runs only from the time of their obtaining
possession of the estate. Customs, says Pothier,
have confined the pO\vers of the executor to a
rear and a dav, in order that the heir may not,
during too long a time, be kept from the enjoy.
ment of the estate, under a pretence that the ex.
ecution of the will is 110t yet completed. AI.
though they speak of the year after the decease,
yet, the time only runs from that when the exe.
cutor did or could obtain possession of the es
tate. If contestations arise, the time only runs
from their termination. Donations, 5, 1, 4.

There is such a parity of reasoning, between
the case of an executor and that of a curator, that
rhe same principles must be applicable to both.
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East'n District. In the present the property in bank constitutes
JUlie, 1819. ' , •
~ the whole estate to be administered in, New-Or..

'\tr"'ON leans. The year after his appointment had hard..
v •.

B~~K U. S. ly begun, when the present contestation arose:
Will it be said, that the whole curatorship

ceased by the appearance of Smith's heir? The
curator has a right to demand the delivery of the
estate to him, notwithstanding the appearance of
the latter, who must receive from him the pro
ceeds of the estate: and the functions of the cu
rator end only by the rendition of his accounts,
which the heir has a right to demand. Ciu. Code,
181, art. 142. He has claims on the estate which
cannot be destroyed by the heir: he has a right
to retain his commission and legal charges, and
it is only to the balance, which the heir may have
any right.

I

The packet deposited in the bank, appears to
contain S400 in bank notes. It might have con
tained g 10,000. Should the court determine, as
we believe they will, that the blank check, filled
up by Johnson's executor, does not make the
sum there written, a part of the estate of the latter,
no cl.um can be made by the plaintiff to this dis.
tinct packet, which was the object of a regular
deposit, and was to be returned unbroken. It is
clear, that Smith did not contemplate, when he
ordered a check to be given to Johnson, that the
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cashier, in order to pay it, should violate the seal East'n District.

f I k
• June,1819.

o t1C pac et, ~

M,;<,oy
'VB.

RiNK U.6.DERBIGNY, J. delivered the OpInIOn of the
court. Roth parties admit that if Johnson himself
had filled the blank of the check, the transfer ofthe
property would have been complete, and his tes
tamenrary executor would have a right to receive
th.: money. Any question therefore as to the re
gularit] of the check is put at rest by that ad
mission.-But it is contended that the right te,
fi, I the blank of the check was personal to john.
son, and did not pass to his representative.

This is probably a case, the like of which we
would in vain search for; it must be decided ac
cording to general principles, by analogy -Men
will sometimes place such confidence in others
as to trust them with a blank paper bearing their
signature, to be filled by the trustee according to
agreement, or with an obligation, part of which
is written, and part remains to be written by the
person so trusted. In all such cases it is evident
that a power to fill the blank is given to the trus
tee by the subscriber, and that such a power is
exclusive and personal, and cannot be transmit.
ted to any body else, without the consent of him
who gave it; for nothing would be more absurd
tn'1l1 to permit any person to exercise a right,
'Which Was granted to a particular individual
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East'n District, from an implicit confidence in his probity and
June, 1819. •
~ virtue.
Mossox It is not to be expected that much may be

'l.'8.

BAle;: u. s. found in law books upun this very unusual mode
of transacting business, which now and then,
when men, in the simplicity of their manners,
could rely on each other's honesty, was indulg
ed in. Ferriere, however, in his doctrine de
droit, vo, blanc seing, speaks uf it as follows:
'<Blonc se1gn is a paper signed at the bottom
by him who intends to bind himself, give ac
l]uittance. or compromise at the, discretion of
the person whom he entrusts with such blanc
seing, giving him pO\:'er to fill it with what he
may think. proper, according to agreement."
This pO"".r, we say, is personal, and, as all other
powers, dies with the attorney.

But if the plaintiff cannot recover on the blank
check, he contends that the estate which he re
presents is entitled to the money, as being by
Smith's confession, and according to the proofs
exhibited. the money of Johnson himself.

That this money cannot be claimed as a depo
sit, as the curator of Smith's estate contends,
must be acknowledged at once, the transaction
between Smith and Johnson has none of the fea.
tures of a deposit. No such thinz as monevo .
was ever deposited by Johnson in the hands of
Smith: he gave him flour to sell, and Smith
converted it into money.
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But we have to enquire whether the money Fust'n Distl·j.: •.
JUlie, 1819

now in bank is the proceeds of that sale, and if ~
so, whether the executor of Johnson has a right Musso~

'1'8.

to take it? Bur. tr. c

The evidence goes very far to shew that the
money here in contest is the proceeds of the

sale of Johnson's flour: but what proves posi

tively this money to be Johnson's property, is
the acknowledgment of Smith himself, who, on
his death bed, declares that the money, which lie

had deposited in the bank, belonged to his ne
phew Johnson. It is true that the expressions,
w hich he uses, are that he wishes to make his

will, "on account of some money which he had
belonging to his ne phe.w," this unaided by any
other testimony would not signify absolutely
that all the money deposited in bank by Smith
was his nephew's, but when we see that he or.
dered the sum to be left blank in the check,
" because he did nut now recollect the amount

he had in b..nk ;" and that the check was so

drawn on the advice of the president of the bank,
it being communicatc d to him, that as the bank
book was not settle d, the check might be drawn
in blank and afterwards filled up, when the
amount in bank should be ascertained, there can
remain no doubt that the intention of Smith was
to givc a check for whatever sum he had in
bank, and that h:s acknowledgement, that he had
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East'n Distr«.'
June, 1819.

~

M"SSON

"!IS.

B'NK U.8.
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money in bank, belonging to his nephew, amounts

to a declaration that the money, which he had
deposited there, was his nephew's.

In a contest between the representative of John
son and the representative of Smith, tau hing

their respective rights to receive this money,
such a declaration must be conclusive; for the
question here is not, whether Johnson is entitled
to take in preference to the oth-r creditors of
Smith, such creditors if any, being not parties
to this suit; but simply whether Johnson has a
right to recover the money, which Smith him

sell acknowledges to be his.
The intervention of Samuel Smith as execu

tor of Johnson, having not changed the situation
of G. Musson as special executor for this par.
ticular business, there is no need of taking any
notice of it.

As to the sealed packet deposited in bank by
Smith, there is no evidence that he acknowledg

ed it to belong to Johnson; for Michael de Ar,
mas, the only witness who makes any mention of
it, after having stated, in th. first part of his de.
position, that the check had been drawn for the
sum of 83240, and a small bundle, declares upon
recollection, that the sum was not filled up but
:eft blank, making it thus improbable that any
thing should have been w. itten after the blank•
•\ t my rate, there is not upon this particular sub.
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ject sufficient evidence to enable this court to de. Ea~l'n District
.TIIII,'. 1819.

cide that a sealed packet, deposited in bank by ~
Smith in his uwn name, was the property of a110- .\IL".ON

7:'iI

ther person. This bundle (or rat her its contents lJ.tH P. E

for it has been since opened) must be surrender.

cd to the curator of Smith's estate, Maunsel

'Vhite, whose quality as such is not contested
by my proper party; Germain Musson. as exe .
cutor of Johnson, having no interest to dispute
it, and Samuel Smith luving not justified himself
to be. either the heir, or the executor of James,
as he had alledged.

The judgment of the district court, therefore,
though approved in all other respects, must be rc
versed on account of this.

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de
creed, that the judgment of the district court be
annulled, avoide d and reversed ; and this court
proceeding to give such judgment as th y think
ought to have been rendered below, do order ad.
judge and decree, that the sum of thi ee thousand
two hundred and forty dollars, deposited in the
oflicc of discount and deposit of the bauk of the
United States, by James ~lllith, be delivered to
Germain Musson, the spcci.il executor of James

Johnston, and that the contents cf the sealed
packet, which had been deposited i.i the same of.
fice by said Smith. be delivered over to Muunsel

VOLa vr, qJ



A P PEA L from the court of the first district.

t~,st'n Di.tnct. \Yhite. curator of said Smith's estate; and it is
June, 1819. .
~ further ordered, that tach pal ty in -his respective

MUSSON capacity 5ha11 pay his costs, and one half of the
'l''''',

BANK U, b, costs incurred by the bank.

-.-~

llJ1R.T\;·WELL vs, H.Hl.U.d.;". S.H.lIE vs. ICU.MBEL.

'When test i
monv is taken
down, ull?er 1\1.-\ THE W s, J delivered the opinion of the
the act 01 1817,
tl,e f're~nmp. court. These suits, having been consolid. t- d in
t ion IS, Jl there I I" I h . .
f'l"'l0 "'I;'f,e.. tne drstrrct court, ))' t e consent Cit ~he parties,
tion of 1I,e COil· t . 1 ' 1 C' 1 rid
trary,' ' ... '.le Were su ionltel t» a Jury, W10 10U11e. r..r tne e,
rej1c'j"'r! "n'j" dius Icudau,s, upon which J'lIdiT:ncn~ W is afrerwar ds

it 11:' t...\ h. ,-'lice. 0

If tl", ,.i'lfy rendered on the motion of their attorney. Upon
!f,(' the IS,'''·8. f ' (I

'1\b'",tt,o,] by this one 0 triern , . annan, took the present ap"
the rf,'fl'LCLm l, - I
and (Jil his md- pea.
li'l11,jndglllent The verbal evidence purporting to have been
IS eutered ::1.('- t

cord ing lv, he taken clown in WI itino-, according to the 12th sec-
cannot :-i.l'peal. b

tion of tile act of the 28th ofJanuary, 1817, comes
\

6m722\
~, up with the record, and is to serve as a statement

of facts. This is objected to, by the appellee's
counsel, because th-.re is no certificate of the
district judge, that all the testimony in the cause
accompanies the record. The law under which
the verbal evidence, in this case, was reduced to
WI iting and sent up with the record, requires no
such certificate, and there is no rule of court (ad.

mitting that such could be legally made) that re

quires it.
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We are of opinion, that in all cases, wherein Ea.t'n Distr-ict.
June, 1819.

the depositions appear.. as having been taken in ~
conformity with the law cited, it ought to be pre. BAR"'WELL

7'S.

sumed, that the record contains the whole cvi. lLUl~L\"".

dence until a suggestion be made to the contra-

ry. The written evidence produced by both

parties is required to be filed with the proceed.

ings, uuk ss the part ies or their counsel <.lgrec to
re-d them in evidence on the appeal. When thus
filed, it seems, from the expressions in the 13th
section of the same act, that they make part of

the record, and the certificate of the district judge

is onlj required in cases, in which facts proven

appear by written dOCUl1H nts.

The j lid ?;lnt nts, in the present cases, were giv.
en at the instance of the defendants, and agreea.
bly to their request, According to the maxim
uolenti non fie il!jllri,1. th-y have no right to ap
peal. Indeed, many of the proceedings are so

anomalous, that it is difficult to know how to dis

pose of this case, but as we are of opinion, that
under the circumstances of it, damages ought not

to be given, at in cases of appeals t.ikcn for de

lay only.

It is, therefore. ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the appeal be dismissed at the costs of the
appellant.

Dick for the plaintiff, nr!/lJJe.f for the defend

ant.
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l':a<t'n Di<lI·irt. ST.8.TE B.8..Nrc VB. SEGllERS.
June, 1819.
~

STAnn,"K ApPEAL from the court of the first district.
"l'S

St,I"'lll'.US.

DE RBI G NY. J, delivered the opinion of the
Banks cannot 'Ih d L' d . h d f

obruu: pavm.-nt, court. e eren ant IS teen orser 0 a note
'l,n

r
tO

t
't,t io," ' t" "t: of eight hundred dollars subscribed bv the late

(r' ie nc () ..

1318, wir hou t Desbors to his order. The note being protested
j;l\'lllg n I'lce ' •

~(} tl~e party. for non paymerit, the Louisiana State bank, in
whose possession it is. moved for a judgment
and order of seizure against the endorser, con
formably to the sixth section of the act of March
13. 1818, but omitted giving or causing to be
given the adverse party any notice of this pro
ceeding. The endorser moved to have the judg.
rnent and order of seizure set aside, on the
ground that this mode of proceeding was a vio
lation of the 2nd section of the 4th article of our
constitution, his motion being overruled, he ap ..
pealed.

The summary manner of proceeding, by mo
tion in cases like the present, has its origin in the
Spanish law. The via eixecutiua, or executive
mode of proceeding, extended to all cases where
the debtor was considered as having confessed
)udgment. One of them, indeed was the case of
:\ private obligation in writing , but before such
written obligation could give to the creditor the
light 01 proceeding to execution, he was bound
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first to call his debtor before the judge to rccog. East'n District.
• • June, 1819.

nrze hrs signature. ("0 other proof than the con. ~
fe-sion of the party himself gave the creditor a bTHE BA:N){

't'8.

right to this extraordiuar, rem--dy ; t'VL!1 the SEGlm,;

oath of the ~.1I bscribing witness was deemed in.
suflicicnt, If the party denied the flignature to
be his, the suit was then conducted in the ordi.
,nary Wely: if he acknowledged it, the exe cut ion
went on In this manner of procet di;,g, it is ob.
vious that caning the party to admit or deny his
signature was sufficient warning of the creditor's
claim, independently of which he was entitled to
other notice before his property was ex posed for
sale; so that, in the via execution he had as full
notice of what was going on, as in the ordinary. .
mode of proceeding.

Under our present practice, some of the rules
observed in the Spanish tribunals have necessa
rily been abandoned as incompatible with our ju
diciary system, and others have been preserved
and sometimes revived, from which state of
things, some difficulty must inevitably now and
then have arisen In this instance the act. under ,
which the present action has been instituted,
seems to have been intended as a re.establish
rneut, in favor of the banks) of the Spanish
~ummary mode of proceeding in cases of pro
missory notes, and other .ike obligations, but as
;t does not require the subscriber to be called up-
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East'n District. all to recognize his signature, it becomes indis-
June. 1819. •
~ pensab le that he should have notice of the de-
S'rA:T~~S~ANK mand in some other way It is contended by

S>.GHERS. the appellant that this ex-parte proceeding is con
t1'ary to the 2nd section of the 4th article of the
constitution which secures a right of appeal in all
civil cases where the matter in dispute exceeds
three hundred dollars, because having had no
opportunity to defend himself, he would have
nothing to lay before the court of appeals. That
is certainly true, but wuh-iut resorting to this
consequence of a departure from the first princi
ples of natural law he might have invoked those
principles themselves, which, under a free go

vernment need not the sanction of legislative acts

to be respected as eternal truths.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment of the district court be revers
ed, and that this case be remanded with instruc
tions to the j udge not to proceed in it, until he
shall have made the appellant a party defendant
in this suit; and it is further ordered that the
":)sts of this appeal be paid by the appellees.

Duncan for the plaintiff, the defendant in pro
pria persona.
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IJELJlCROIXvs. PREVOST'S EX'RS.J1nte 276. East'n lli'~rict.
June, 1.319.

In this case, the defendants obtained a rehear. ~"'{

ing on the question, whether the confession of an ~";.
Pm.TUST SEX rs.

executor, drawn by an interrogatory, be sufficient
to charge the estate in his hands Form('r)udg-• ment confirmed

.ft'Jorel, for the defendants. The defendants are
not sued un a contract entered into by themselves
or their ancestor, but upon a contract of their

testator It follows from thence, that if the- sti
pulation to pay interest, at the rate of ten per
cent, had been sought to be enforced during his
life, it could, not have been established by tes
timonial proof. 2 j~lartin's Digest, 159, n, 7. 3

Febr ero; cinco juicios, 4.3, n, 112, 121, n, 284,
Code Civil, 315, art. 256,2 Pothier, Obligations,
n.754.

The nature of the case is not altered by the
death of the defendants' testator. They are nei
ther his heirs nor his legatees. If the testimo
ny must have been rejected before his death, it

cannot become admissible by it.
The defendants, though they be in name par

ties to the suit, have no interest in it. They
are mere witnesses, introduced by the plaintiff

aO'ainst an estate in their possession, and of which.,
they have the management. The real parties to
the suit are the plaintiff and the heirs.



East'n Di~tI'IC7. The proof upon which the judgment is ground..
June, 1819. e. •

~ cd is the extraj udicial confession of PI evost to
DELACROIX Soulie, who has si: ICC become his executor. A

'tIS.

PREVO'"!' u'ns. confession not made to the plaintiff, and not
attende d, with any of the circu mst mces that the
Iii IV requ il CS to make it evid- nee', ; t was not
made (Ill oath, nor in the pre~ence of th- plain,

tiff': it W<1S 11 .certain as it did not express the
time during' whu h this interest was to be paid.
Cur Phil. lU9 n. 1 & 2. Nothing proves that
interest was to be puid at the rate mentioned, un
til the p:1yment of the debt. 2 Pothier, Obiiga.
tions, n. 801 Such a confession cannot be re
ceived in heu of the litu ral proof, which the
law requires of U'1 agreement for conventional
interest.

The second agreement, said to have been en
:cr~d into by the plaintiff and defendants, the
only one in which according to Pothier, the de.
cisory oath could be resorted to, in order to sup
ply the literal proof required by the code, is ex
pressly denied on oath, there is no proof of it.
The consequence is, therefore, that as the pl..in
tiff alledges two agreements to pay interest, one
at 10, the other at 6 per cent, and he admits
that the first was at an end, and m- rged in a se
cond, which he cannot prove, he cannot recover
on either,

The interrogatory was answered, because the
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executor thought himself bound bv law so to ddt Easl'n District.
• . ' June 1819.

Surely; this cannot affect the heirs who were not ~
parties to the suit, and who, if they had been, D'.LAcnon:

.,,3.
would have excepted to the testimony. An ex- PRE"tOST'8Ex-n~

ecutor is bound to declare what he knows, when
legally' called on, and in the present case, the ex.
ecutors were not competent to object to the de-
mand of an answer on oath, because they were
without interest in the suit, and considered them-
selves as witnesses called upon to the first agree.
ment, and that the real parties, viz: the heirs,
should thereafter be made parties to the suit or
a defensor appointed to them on the plaintiff's ap.
plication, who might have excepted to the testi,
many. The now defendants, the executors, could
neither refuse to answer nor except to their own
testimony; At all events, the answer to the in-
terrogatory cannot affect the rights of the heirs:
the executors representing only the person or
estate of the deceased, and not the heirs, to
whorn they are accountable.

The counsel for the plaintiff declined making
any reply.

'>--

MAR TIN, J. delivered the opinion of the courI,
The defendant's counsel contends that the con.
fession of the executors, drawn by an interrogato
ry, is not sufficient to chargethe estate, because

VOl" VI. I.} ~l~
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East'n District. if it be the rights of the heir may be affected by
June, 1819.' ,
~ parol evidence, in cases in which that kind of
DELAC1l0lJl: proof is inadmissible.

'V8.

}'Rn OST'S The law au thorises even; party to probe the
~l..'llS, J

conscience of his adversary, and 10 draw from
him any evidence in his possession: it makes no
distinction in cases of exe cutors, and it is not
easy to discover on what grounds it should. The
executor is the chosen friend, who possessed the
confidence of the testator in his last moments:
the person whom he selected to protect and de
fend his estate, after his death. He may bind
the estate by confessing judgment, by not avail.
ing himself of certain exceptions, which it is his
conscientious duty to decline to use, when he
knows the demand to be fair. It is true, he may pos
sibly do an injury to the heir: but he is account.
able for his conduct to him. But the testator, if
he had no forced heirs, might have disposed of
his whole estate, in favor of the executor, or any

other person. The forced heir may prevent the
interference of the executor, by paying or secur
ing the payment of the legacies. This, it is true,
the heir may, sometimes, be unable, to do: but
t~ case of a father, all his death bed, colluding,
j{t:brder to destroy the rights ofhis children, with
the person whom he is about to appoint his exe
cutor, in the hope that he may, by paying, and col.
lusion with, f~gne,_~ creditors, chargecJtis estate is
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ApPEAL from the
pf New-Orleans.

too remote to authorise us to conclude, that the 1!;ast'n District.
June, 1819.

legislature did not intend that the general law, ~
authorising an appeal to the conscience of the DELACROIX

'VB.

party. should reach the case of an executor. PXEVOS:'SEX'!'S,

It is, therefore, ordered, adjudged and de
creed, that the judgment, formerly rendered, in
this case, remain in force as if no rehearing had
been granted.

-.-
.MJJ.RIE vs. JJ. VJJ.Rl'.

court of the parish and city A slave may
sue for her free
dom, auotber
person than he-r
master,

The petition stated, that the plaintiff is a slltve
of Nicholas Lauve, that Erasmus Robert Avart,
made his last will, by which he directed that,
immediately after his decease, his testamentary
executor (the present defendant) should pur
chase the plaintiff and her child, and afterwards
emancipate them according to law-that Niche.
las Lauve is willing to sell the plaintiff and her
child, for a reasonable price, wherefore the plain
tiff, in order to obtain her freedom, and that of
her child in due time, prays that the defendant
be cited to declare, whether he accepts the said
executorship. and in .case he does, that he may
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East'n District.:be compelled to fulfil the will of the testator, in.
JU7le, 1819.
~ the premises, and in case he declines it, some

l\1AIUE proper and fit person be appointed in his stead,
'1'$.

~VART. The defendant pleaded the incapacity of the
plaintiff to stand in court, as she was the slave,
pot of the testator, but of another person,

The parish court gave judgment, that" the
plaintiffbe maintained in her right to institute this
suit, that she .be declared entitled to obtain her
freedom, and, to this end, that the defendant. in
this cause, be compelled to purchase the plain.
tiff, and her child, as agreed upon by her master,
lind emancipate them, agreeably to the last will
and testament of Erasmus R. Avart, of whom he
is executor, and further, that he pay the costs of
the suit.

• rom this jUdgment, the defendant appealed.

Ma n orIN, J. delivered the opinion of the court.
This action is grounded on the. regulations. in
our civil code, which relate to slaves, and parti
cularly that part of them, which authorises them
to be parties in civil actions, either as plaintiffs
or defendants, when they pave to claim or prove
their freedom.

The defendant denies the plaintiff's right to
sue, because, by her own shewing in the petition,
she is indisputably the slave of another person,
and does not claim freedom directly against the
defendant.
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As she is not opposed by her acknowledged East'n District.
June, 1819.

roaster, we are of opinion, that she has a right to ~
maintain her action. But, as the parish court MARIE

V8.

has erred in deciding definitively, in favor of her AVART.

right to freedom :

It is therefore, ordered, adjudged and decreed,
that the judgment be annulled, avoided and re
versed, and that the case be sent back with in
structions to the judge, to hear the parties and de.
cide the case, after an investigation of its merits.

De Armas for the plaintiff, Maxureau for the
defendant.
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ABATEMENT.

If there be a plea in abatement, and of the ge
neral issue, on an appeal, after a judgment
on the merits, if the plea in abatement does
not appear to have been pronounced upon,
nor urged in the inferior court, the supreme
court will not notice it. Duncan ~ al; syn-
dics vs, Bechtel, 510

ATTACH MENT.

If A.'s agent, real or pretended, draws bills on
him which are endorsed and sold by B., who
with the proceeds purchases and ships a car
go for A.'s account and risk, which A. de
clines receiving, denying the authority of the
drawer and suffers the bills to be protested,
and afterwards a third person sells the car
go and ships a return one, for the account
and risk of the owner of the outward cargo,
and B. after paying the protested bills, reo
ceives the return cargo, it cannot be attach
ed by a creditor of A. Harrod tS' at. vs.
Glennie ~ at. 685

2 If the share of a part owner of a steam boat bf'



attached, and the other part ownors obtlutt
the delivery of the boat, on giving bond to'
abide the judgment of the court, their liabi
lity docs not exceed the interest of the de-
fendant. oIVancarrow vs, Toung ~ til, 662

J If the property attached appears not to belong
to the defendant, he is Rot in court and
there cannot be any proceedings against
him. Troodu:ard~' al. vs. Brtuputrd. ~ al, 5i~

See PRACTICE 5, SLAVr. S.

ADMINISTRATOR. (Special)

1 He was not entitled tn a commission on pro
perty, in the possession of the deceased, at
his death, but belonging to other persons.
Labaiut ~ al, vs. Rogers, e: ~

'2 But where the (?;oods of others were so mixed
with those of the deceased, as not to be dis
tinguishable without strict examination, the
owners being absent, as the administrator
was bound to take the whole, he was entitled
to compensation for his trouble and risk.
Same case. id..

AGENT.

1 If the agent evidently meant a voyage to a cer
tain place, and the principal one to another
their error prevents any contract of mandate
from taking place. TerTil« al. • s, Flow-
er <S' al, 583

·51 The act of the principal, ratifying that of the
agent is to be liberally construed. Same
case, id.

See ATTACIUIF.NT, I, SALE 5.
< APPEAL..

"1 From an order submitting accounts to refereea
is premature, Daci« vs, Pre-val, 4£z
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2 The surety of an appeal bond is liable to pay,
where the principal has failed, without an
execution issuing against the latter. Dela-
zerry vs, Blanque's syndics. 560

5 If the statement of facts be so imperfect, that
the court cannot discover from it the merits
of the case, the appeal will be dismissed.
S,nith vs, ICemper. 565

4 Exceptions to the opinion of the inferior court,
on matters of form alone, are not noticed on
an appeal, as the judgment cannot be revers
ed on account of informalities in the pro-
ceedings. Labatut« al, vs. Rogers. 2N

5 If the jury find all the issues submitted by a
party, in his favor, and judgment be, on his
motion, entered thereon, he cannot appeal.
Barnwell vs, Harman. 722

6 The opinion of the inferior court, in admitting
a witness, must be tested according to the
circumstances of the case at the time it was
given. Piemas vs, Blanque's syndics. 577

7 When the whole facts come up with the re-
cord, a bill ofexceptions to the court's charge
is not noticed. Jllaurin vs, Toustin, 496

8 When testimony is taken down, in the inferior
court, under the act of 1817, the presump
tion is, if there be no suggestion of the con
trary, that the record contains all the evi-
dence. Barnwell vs, Harman, 72~

!l ,An alias citation may be taken after an in'egu-
lar service of the first. Lafon vs. Riviere, 1

See ABATEMENT, CA' SA. 2.

ARBITRATORS.

"Whether those appointed by the court may
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glvtl their award, at any time during the
pendency of the suit? Lafon vs, Riviere. 1

ASSIGNMENT.

Of goods by a person about to remove from the
state, leaving debts therein, made for the
purpose of providing for the payment of the
freight, duties, and other charges thereon,
and to secure one who became bail for the
assignor, is not void. WoodwUI'd ~ al, vs,
Braynard <S" al. oN

ATTORNEY.

1 The compensation of that of the absent heirs,
may be fixed by the inferior court, and if the
allowance be not exorbitant, the supreme
court will not interfere therewith. Labatut
~ at. vs. Rogers ~ al. 416

2 A candidate for a licence of, may be admitted
in satisfying the court, that he has received
a good classical education, and that he has
studied two years with an attorney duly ad-
mitted. General rule. 280

BANK.

1 It cannot obtainjudgment on motion, under the
act of 1818, without giving notice to the
party. State bank vs, Seghers. 7~4

:2 A power to fill a blank check is personal.
j}Iusson vs. bank U. S. 707

:3 The proceeds of goods sold on commissron,
placed in bank, by the vendor to his own
account, cannot be viewed as a deposit be
longing to the owner of the goods. Same
case. id.

4 But, if the vendor, on his death bed, declares
that the money belongs to the owner of the
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goods, and orders a blank check to be given
him for it, this will be such evidence of the
property of the owner, that he may maintain
an action for it. Same case. id,

C.8.'. SJ1.'.

I -Adefendant confined on it, cannot be discharg
ed on an application e» parte; although the
plaintiff, in the execution, neglects to make
the necessary advance for his support. Dod-
ge's case. 569

Z If he procures his discharge therefore, on an ha-
beascorpus, without notice to the plaintiff,
the latter may appeal. Same case. id,

CARRIER.
The owners of a steam boat, which is destroy-,

ed by fire, are not liable to the freighters if
it appear that proper diligence was used, al
though the accident happened in the night,
whilst the boat was on her return from a trip
up the river to procure wood, during which
she ran aground while her hands were get-
ting in wood. Hunt vs. Morris &. al, 676

CESSION OF GOODS.

1 Some property to be ceded is not required to
entitle a debtor to relief, under the insolvent
laws. ~nles vs, his creditors, 500

~ After the filing of the tableau of distribution,
by the syndics of the creditors of an insol
vent, a notice to all the creditors is an indis
pensable formality. Williamson ~ al, vs,
their creditors. 431

s The expenses of the liquidation of an insol-
vent's estate, arc to be paid out of the unin
c.tpnbered property ceded i but, if that be
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insufficient, out of the rest. Gofrn'th vs, his
creditors. 519

CHECK.
See BANK, 2, 4.

CITY COURT.
No action can be brought, in the court of the

parish and city of New-Orleans, on a judg-
ment rendered in the Alabama territory.
Johnson vs. Dunwoody. 9

CONSIGNEE,

'Vho receives the goods is liable for the freight.
Smith vs. Flower ~ al, 1~

CONTRACT.

1 By parol, cannot affect land, except a lease.
Castaneda vs. Toll. 557

;1 If one contracts to conduct a newspaper for a
given time, and he quits it before the expi-
ration, because the owner insists on having a
piece printed in it, which he disapproves, he
cannot recover payment for the time, during
which he conducted the newspaper. .i'lfort.
main vs, Lefau», 654

S Au obligation to deliver a quantity of cotton, is
not discharged bythe nominal sum of money
which the parties intended to discharge by the
delivery of the cotton. Williams vs, Gilbert. 553

See AGE:s'T, 1, ASSIGNM~~T.

CURATOR.

1 If he sell as part of the estate, a slave to which
the deceased had only an apparent title,
and whom he was bound to re-convey, the
real owner will be entitled to the proceeds
of the sale, and will not be considered mere-
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1y as a creditor 0, .the estate taesefore, Do-
naldson vs. Rust. 260

2 'Whether the year and a day allowed by law
to the curator of a vacant estate runs, in ev
ery case, from the date of his appointment?
,;lfusson vs. Bank U. S. 707

:J If the testator disposes of property, which he
was bound to leave to his brothers and sis
ters, and appoint an executor, a defensor
will be appointed to them, but not a curator,
till after a division. Johnson vs, Davidson. 506

DED. POT.

1 In Getermining on the propriety of allowing a
ded. pot. the court may look into the record
of another suit, between the same parties.
So may the supreme court, on the appeal, if
the record be there also. Fteclcner vs,
Griel:e's syndics. 504'

::2 If fraud be not alledged, no ded. pot. shall be
granted to prove it. Same case. id.

~ The affidavit made to obtain a ded. pot. ought
to state the fact intended to be proven, that
the opposite party may have the opportunity
of avoiding a delay by admitting it. Same
case. ill.

DEED.

The proof of a deed cannot be rejected on the
ground, thai! it appears to have been impro
perly obtained, and that the donation which
jt contains was contradicted by the sale of
the thing given, by the party who offers the
deed. Rouville <8' al. vs. Roueille. 70~

DOWER.

1 If, bya contract of marriage, land purchased
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with money, received all part of the dower
may be sold by the husband, with the wife's
consent, land in common between the wife
and her children by a former marriage, and
adjudged to her at its valuation, cannot be
sold under the contract. De .9.rmas and wife
vs. Hampton, 567

£ Under the Spanish government, if the contract
of marriage stated, that the wife had brought
a certain sum as her dower, in a given num
ber of slaves, the property of the slaves pas
sed to the husband. Jourdan ~ at. vs. Wil-
liams ~ at. 659

5 The wife has a mortgage fur her dower or any
real property sold by the husband. .N"adaud

I vs. .Mitchell. 688

EVIDENCE.

1 When an act is attacked as fraudulent, pa
rul evidence is admissible to prove or re
but the obligation of fraud. Fouque's syn-
dics vs, Vignaud. 423

2 Same point. Croizet's heirs vs. Gaudet. 524
S So when the verity of an act is contested.

Same case. id,
4 Parol evidence cannot be received of the irre

gularity of the proceedings ofa family meet
ing, before the parish judge. Tregre vs,
Tregre. 665

5 The heir may shew, that a sale made by his an-
cestor is feigned. Same case. id,

Bee DEED, 'VITNESS.

EXECUTOR.

If there be judgment against an executor, for
the debt of his testator, and no property of
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the estate being found, an execution issues
against that of the executor, he cannot be re
lieved, without shewing that the property of
the estate, which came to his hands, has been
legally administered. Querry's ex'r. vs.
Faussier eoc'rs. 645

HABEJ1S CORPUS.

See CA' SA', 2.

INTEREST.

1 'Vriting is not of the essence of a contract for
conventional interest. Delaeroice vs, Pre-
vost's e.1·'rs. 276

Q No interest,even from the inception of the suit
is allowed, where the demand is liquidated
by the judgment only. Andry & al. 'is. Fay. 689

See MORTGAGE 2.

INTERROGATORY.

1 A party who is required to answer an interro
gatory which he is not bound to answer,
ought to move to have it stricken out; if he
do answer, he will be concluded thereby.
Deiacroitc vs. Precost's ex'rs. £76, 727

2 An interrogatory may be put to an executor.
SanW3 case. 730

JOINT OWNER.

1 A joint owner is liable for ordinary neglect,
Ralston vs. Barclay ~. al. 6..t9

;2 Ifhe be in the habit of having the commonship
insured, and insures his own half only, he
will be liable to his co-owner for the loss.
Same case. id.

See ATTACHMENT 2.
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LEGATEE.

He cannot be compelled to suffer a deduction
from his legacy, in order to pay a debt, not e34

tablished contradictorily with the heir or re-
presentative. White 1'10. Hepp ~ al, 704

MORTGAGE.
I If the vendor covenant to clear the estate from

a mOl-tgage, he will not be permitted to reco
ver the price, till he satisfy the vendee that
the mortgage is raised. Bouthemy's e.:r'l'.
vs.lJucournau. 657

.~ And interest will not be allowed him, except
from that time. Same case. id,

See DOWER 3,. PARAPHERNAL EST.\TE.

~EW TRIAL.

\Vhether one will be granted to afford an op
portunity to shew, that a witness, sworn
without objection, perjured himself? Saulet
vs, Loiseail. 51:il

PARAPHERNAL ESTATE.

All the wife's property, not constituted in dot,
is paraphernal, and she has a mortgage on
the husband's property, if he disposes of it.
Hannie vs. Browder. 14

PARTNERSHIP.
1 The dissolution of a partnership does not pre

vent the partners from bringing suit. Ter-
ril ~. ai. vs, Flower ~ al, 58S

2 The creditor of a partner has no right to be
placed on the bilan of the partnership, nor on
that of his debtor's co-partner. Deese's
vs. Plantin's syndics. 699

S A debtor of a firm on its failure, cannot plead
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to the action of the syndics, payment aud
satisfaction by the individual partner, with
whom he contracted, to the other, Duncan
& al, syndics vs. Bechtel. 510

PARTITION.

1 An heir may bring an action of partition,
against a purchaser of the estate from his
co-heir. GI'uL'ier~ al, vs, Lit'ing'ston & at. 2.81

2. The action of: is prescribed by the lapse of thir-
ty years only. Same case. id,

S A husband may proceed, without his wife, to
the partition of the moveable part of a suc-
cession accrued to her. Tregre vs. Tregre. 665

See EVIDENCE.

PETITION.
See PRACTICE. 1, 6.

PRACTICE.
1 Every circumstance, which is proper to be

known, in order to put the defendant on his
defence of the suit, ought to be stated in the
petition. Duncan & at. syndics vs, Bechtel. 510

2. "Then a suit is not on trial, before a jury, it
cannot be discontinued, without the leave of
the court. Ill! nt vs. '-Harris & al, 676

3 When causes arc consolidated the court can-
not till they be severed, give judgment on ei-
ther of them alone. Lafor: vs. Iliciere, 1

4 No j uugment can be given against a party, who
is not in COUl t, by his person or property: nor
any final one, until after ,answer filed or
jutlgmeut taken by default. Woodw(//'d &
al; vs. Braynal'd & at. 57:?

5 'Yhen the illegality of a contract is not plead-
ing, and does not appear from the evidence

VOL. VI. U4
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in support of it, if there be a verdict for the
plaintiff, the judgment will not be disturbed,
though some evidence of illegality may re
suIt from the cross-examination of the plain
tifl"s witnesses, or from the testimony ad
duced by the defendant. Harvey vs, Fitz-
gerald. 530

6 A claim for damages, on account of the defend
ant's neglect in managing the plaintiffs af
fairs, must be specifically laid and will not
be admitted, ~n a petition, which charges
only that the defendant is indebted on an
account. Ilalsion. vs. Barelay & al, 649

"; Parties are to be admitted tv lay the facts of
their case to the jury, as naked as they can
present them; and no other restriction can
be imposed on them, than to require that the
facts be pertinent. Planters' Bank vs.
GeOl·ge. 675

S If the proceedings of a family meeting, held
before the parish judge, for the partition of
an estate be recorded in French, they will
be set aside. Tregre vs, Tregre. 665

See ABATEMENT, ATTACH;\IENT, ApPEAL, CA'
SA', CITY COURT, CESSION OF GOODS, DED.
POT. EVIDENCE, EXECUTOR, INTEREST, IN

TERROGATORY, NEW TRIAL, \VITNESS.

PRESCRIPTION.

See PARTITION ~, SL.\VP. 1.

RENT•
•

\Vhfm the tenant holds over after notice to
quit, and a declaration that a specified hig!l
er rent will be required, no greater rent can
be recovered, without evidr nce of the value
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of the rent or of damages sustained by the
landlord. Rodriguez vs, Combes & at. 275

RIPARIOUS ESTATE.
1 The words face au fleuve, primd [acil. desig

nate, in Louisiana, a riparious estate. Mor-
gan vs, Livingston & al. 19

<2 The vendee of a riparious estate acquires a
qualified property in the bank of the river,
and consequently in the batture, which may
be added to it. Same case. id.

S An intervening highway does not prevent this,
if the owner of the estate be bound to repair
the way and the soil of it to be at his risk.
Same case. id.

SALE.

1 A sale of land, under private signature, is
binding, although it recites the intention of
the parties, to have a notorial aet of it e!'e-
cuted, Poeyfarre vs. Delor. 10

2 If the vendor be brought in by his vendee to
defend his title, the judgment on such a
suit does not bind him as to the amount of
damages, which he may afterwards demand
from the then plaintiff his own vendor•
•Maurin vs. Tousiin, 496

:3 Although several slaves be sold together for a
single price, the sale will not be rescinded
for all, if anyone, or a number less than the
whole, have any redhibitory defect. .f1ndry
& al; vs. Fay. 689

4 The tradition of a real estate may be made by
the consent of the vendor, that the vendee
take possession. Cuvillier vs, 0111'Donogh: 564

5 If he who has sold goods for another, renders
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an account of them which is accepted, he
cannot afterwards be called upon for the
price of any part of them uncollected. Rion
vs. Gilly & al; 417

See MORTGAGE, SLAve S.

SLAVE.
1. One who enjoyed her freedom in Hispaniola,

during the revolution there, may reckon that
time in establishing her title by prescrip-
tion. .j1fetayer vs. •'I1etayer. 16

~ The marriage ofa slave acquires civil effects by
his emancipation. Girod vs. Lewis. 55fJ

S If a slave sold remain with the vendee, he is
liable to be seized for his debts. Pierre vs.
Curtis. 418

4 A slave does not become free on his being ille
gaIly imported into the state. Gomez vs.
Bonnecol, 656

5 A slave may sue another person than her mas-
ter, in order to obtain her freedom. .,i1fllrie
vs, Jlvart. 731

See SALE S.

WITNESS.

lOne who testifies against his own interest is
not liable to objection. Peytacin vs, Hop-
k~s. ~6

2 The creditor of a person, for whose debt the
suit is brought, is not an imcompetent wit-
ness for the plaintiff. Hewes vs, Lauce. 502

5 A witness is not protected from answering a
question, in the ground that he may thereby ,.
render himself liable to a civil suit. Plan- ~'1;1'·~?··
te1'S' Bank vs, George. 670


